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WELCOME MESSAGE 

The Politecnico di Torino is proud to host the 7th edition of the European Drying Conference, 
EuroDrying’2019, the last of a series of events started in 1978 with the first meeting of the drying 
community, and supported by the Working Party on Drying (WPD), within the framework of the 
European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE). 

Main scope of this conference is to promote discussions and interactions on cutting-edge research 
topics in the drying field, enabling researchers and technicians, from academia and industry, to ex-
change ideas and innovation on drying methods, modeling and applications. 

This year's conference theme “Drying for better life: food, pharmacy and art” highlights how drying 
processes represents a real challenge to improve the quality of life in all its aspects, from every day 
aspects to cultural and social issues. 

Eurodrying’2019 deals with scientific sessions on fundamentals of drying, modelling and simula-
tion, food, pharmaceutical, agricultural and biomaterials, as well as on all measurements and process 
control aspects. Particular attention has been paid to industrial process and innovative technologies 
and a special session devoted to industry has been organized. Eventually, with the idea of going 
toward new frontiers on drying processes, discussion on energy, environmental and cultural heritage 
applications have been promoted.  

Eventually, special attention has been payed to encouraging the participation of MS and PhD stu-
dents by organizing a Student Contest on Drying as a satellite event of the conference. 

Special thanks to the Scientific Committee Members for their contribution to make this outstanding 
program possible, and to the authors whose research and development efforts are presented during 
the conference. 

Hope you enjoy the conference in Torino! 

 

Antonello Barresi, Politecnico di Torino 

Chair of EuroDrying’2019 
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Opening and keynote lectures at EuroDrying’2019 
 

 

Opening lecture: Ian Kemp. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF DRYER MODELLING AND PROCESS UNDERSTANDING IN PHARMACEUTICAL 
AND RELATED INDUSTRIES 

Ian Kemp is cCurrently a Senior Scientific Investigator at GSK R&D Stevenage, with specialist input on drying 
processes (including vacuum, spray and fluidised bed drying), coating and micronisation. Previously 5 years 
with GSK's Manufacturing arm (GMS). National delegate in the WP on Drying for UK, Committee member 
of IChemE. 

 

Keynote 1: Alberto Giacomello 

DRYING IN HYDROPHOBIC NANOPOROUS MATERIALS 

Alberto Giacomello graduated in Mechanichal Engineering from Sapienza University of Rome and the 
Polytechnic Institute of New York University. He holds a PhD in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics from 
Sapienza and later moved as a PostDoc to the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems in Stuttgart. He is 
currently Associate Professor in Fluid Mechanics at Sapienza University of Rome. His research focuses on the 
properties of fluids at interfaces and in confinement. In particular, he employs molecular dynamics simulations 
and macroscopic continuum models in order to investigate the fundamentals of wetting and drying in porous 
materials and rough (superhydrophobic) surfaces across different time and length scales. Since 2019, he has 
started an ERC project on the behavior of water confined in biological channels. 

 

Keynote 2: Cordin Arpagaus 

NANO SPRAY DRYING OF BIOACTIVE FOOD INGREDIENTS 

Dr. Cordin Arpagaus is a process engineer and completed his doctoral studies in 2005 in the field of plasma 
treatment of polymer powders at the Institute of Process Engineering of the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich). He also holds a Master in Business Administration from ETH Zurich. 
From 2006 to 2011 he was product group leader for laboratory spray dryers and encapsulation systems at 
BÜCHI Labortechnik AG. His main focus was on the development of new nano spray drying technologies 
and the analysis of new market trends in the pharmaceutical, materials and food industries worldwide. From 
2011 to 2015, he was team leader of technical support for sensors and laboratory products at Hamilton 
Bonaduz AG. Since April 2015, he has been Senior Research Engineer at the Institute for Energy Systems at 
NTB University of Applied Sciences of Technology in Buchs. His current research activities focus on 
thermal energy systems and energy efficiency in industrial processes, with a special interest in high 
temperature heat pumps. 
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Keynote 3: Angelique Leonard 

X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY: AN OUTSTANDING VISUALIZATION TOOL FOR DRYING RESEARCH 

Prof. Angélique Léonard obtained her Chemical Engineering degree (1998) and PhD in Applied Sciences 
(2003) from University of Liège. She was appointed by the Belgian Fund for Scientific Research (FNRS) from 
1998 to 2009. She then became Professor within the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of 
Liège, in the chair “Chemical processes and sustainable development”. She was the head of this Department 
from 2011 to 2015. She then became the director of the Research Unit in Chemical Engineering.  She obtained 
the "Frédéric Swarts  Prize"  of  the  Division  of Sciences of the Royal Academy of Belgium,  33rd  two-year 
period, 2002-2004 and the "Award for the Best Scientist  under  the  age  of 35 years" given by the "World 
Forum for Crystallization, Filtration and  drying" during  IDS2008  -  16th International  Drying  Conference,  
Hyderabad,  India,  November 9-12, 2008.  She organized in 2008 the first edition of the European Conference 
on Sludge Management at University of Liège. She is the Belgian delegate in the International Drying 
Symposium advisory board. From January 2016, she is the chairwoman of the European Federation of 
Chemical Engineering (EFCE) Working Party on Drying.  
Her research interest are: convective drying of deformable porous materials (including sludge), sludge 
treatment (dewatering and drying), X-ray microtomography as a tool to characterize the texture of porous 
materials. She also leads a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) team with more than 10 years expertise.  LCA related 
works includes environmental product declarations (EPDs), LCA of processes, training in various fields:  
chemical and energy industry, waste management, biofuels, agrofood sector, building  materials,  batteries. 
She has authored/ co-authored over 70 refereed research publications and about 120 conference proceedings.  
She cooperates as Referee for about 15 international scientific Journals. 
 

Keynote 4: Philippe Coussot 

IMBIBITION-DRYING IN MODELS SYSTEMS OBSERVED BY MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING - 
APPLICATION TO A POULTICE/POROUS MEDIUM SYSTEM FOR DESALINATION OF HISTORICAL MASONRY 

Philippe Coussot is a researcher in Laboratoire Navier depending on Ecole des Ponts, IFSTTAR and CNRS, 
and located in Université Paris-Est (France). His researches initially concerned the rheology of debris flows 
(in mountain streams), and later extended to the intrinsic properties and flow characteristics of various 
natural or industrial yield stress fluids (pasty materials). More recently he developed another axis of research 
concerning flow and transfers in porous media, such as drying, imbibition, colloid transport, taking 
advantage of Magnetic Resonance Imaging measurements. He has published about 175 papers and several 
books, among others, Mudflow Rheology and Dynamics (Balkema, 1997), Rheometry of pastes and 
suspensions (Wiley, 2005) and Rheophysics – Matter in all its states (Springer, 2014). He has received 
several awards, among others, the Silver Medal from CNRS and the Weissenberg Award from the European 
Society of Rheology. 
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Abstract  

 

Drying theory and models are being successfully applied in practice in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Experimentally verified mechanistic models provide a firm theoretical basis for control strategy in 

regulatory files. Significant progress has been made in understanding attrition and breakage effects, 

fluid bed granulation and tablet film coating. Applications of drying knowledge in sterile liquid 

manufacture, storage and transportation, and weight gain for tablet coating endpoint are described. 

 

Keywords: Attrition, quality, model verification, batch, control strategy. 

 

1. Introduction 

Drying in pharmaceutical processing was previously described in a keynote address at 

Eurodrying’2015, later published in Drying Technology (Kemp, 2017).  This plenary paper 

updates and expands that material.  

Pharmaceutical processes are generally small-scale and, traditionally, batch, but some 

small-scale continuous processes are now being developed. Primary processes make the API 

(active pharmaceutical ingredient), usually in a multistage process via intermediate grades 

(IG), and secondary processes combine the API with excipients to produce the final dose form 

(tables, capsules, inhaled powders etc), as shown in Fig.1.  

 
Fig. 1. Manufacturing stages of a typical pharmaceutical process  

(Steps which may involve drying are shown in green) 
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In the pharmaceutical industry, the key emphasis is on ensuring product quality in a robust 

and reliable manner. Because of the small scale of the processes but the high cost per 

kilogram of the API and final product, the target is to obtain high yields and low wastage. For 

batch processes, detection of the endpoint (e.g. desired moisture content) is often important. 

By comparison, process optimisation to shorten drying time or increase efficiency is less 

significant.  

There is a strong emphasis on data-driven empirical models, based on statistical analysis 

and DoE (Design of Experiments). It is hard to fully validate the code of a mechanistic model, 

but much easier to verify it by comparing predictions with experimental results. The model 

can perform a “virtual DoE” to give a thorough understanding of the design space with fewer 

experiments than a conventional DoE.   

 

2. Drying in primary processes 

Most primary drying is performed in batch contact (conduction) dryers, usually working 

under vacuum and typically evaporating organic solvents. The heat and mass transfer 

processes in these dryers are generally well understood, thanks to the extensive academic 

research on these processes over many years. However, the dryer can affect the API physical 

properties, e.g. by attrition, and this can affect the secondary process, e.g. powder flow, tablet 

compaction. Recent studies show that attrition trends are complex, depending on the breakage 

mechanism and hence both on particle properties and equipment characteristics. 

Spray drying can be used where the feedstock is a solution or suspension, particularly to 

produce fine particles (Kemp, Hartwig et al., 2016) and biopharmaceuticals.   

Freeze drying (lyophilisation) has many similarities to standard thermal drying, with 

primary and secondary drying stages, but in addition, there is an initial freezing process. This 

can greatly affect the cake structure and hence the drying rate in primary drying. The driving 

forces are low and cycle times can be very long (days rather than minutes or hours), so there 

is an incentive to reduce them. Fig. 2 shows an example of how adding an annealing step in 

freezing, leading to larger ice crystals, in conjunction with a tray temperature increase 

permitted by better process control, shortened a cycle from 90 hours to 64.  

                        

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Original and modified freeze drying cycles for an example manufacturing process.  
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3. Drying in secondary processes  

A typical secondary processing flowsheet to give a solid dose form (e.g. tablets) is shown in 

Fig. 3. Three drying situations may typically be found, and modelling of each is described by 

Lyngberg et al (2016) and in the specific references below: 

1. Drying of wet granules after a wet granulation process, usually achieved by fluidised 

bed drying (Kemp and Sohet, 2011). 

2. Simultaneous granulation and drying in a fluid bed granulator as a one-step alternative 

to (1). (Kemp, van Millingen and Khaled, 2019). 

3. Evaporation of sprayed liquid during the tablet coating process. (Kemp, Iler et al., 

2018). 

Different dose forms may require different dryer types, for example spray dryers to 

produce encapsulated product or powder to be filled directly into capsules. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Flowsheet for typical oral solids dose processes.  

 

Batch fluid bed drying is well understood, with clear methods available to optimise 

operating conditions (van den Ban and Goodwin 2016), but continuous units present new 

challenges. Continuous twin screw granulation can be achieved in a few seconds, but the 

subsequent drying step is kinetically limited and still takes several minutes. The ideal would 

be to achieve the drying step in the screw itself, but even with radiofrequency or microwave 

assistance, drying times cannot be reduced sufficiently to make this feasible. Hence a separate 

drying step is required, either in a small conventional fluid bed dryer or the multi-

compartment GEA ConSigma™ dryer. 

In fluid bed granulation, recent work has shown that the simultaneous wetting and drying 

processes present greater challenges than previously realised, and previous models have had 

to be extended to achieve reliable scale-up (Kemp 2019, Kemp et al 2019). In particular, the 

heat balance had to be made more rigorous, and a new type of design space was developed 

using insights from drying theory, with net heat input as a composite parameter. 
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Tablet coating also involves simultaneous wetting and drying, but here the limiting factor 

is surface drying kinetics, and even though the process is air heated, conduction from the 

tablet provides the major proportion of the heat for evaporation (Kemp et al 2018). Models 

are already available and in use (van den Ban et al, 2018). New analysis, including use of 

DEM (Discrete Element Method), is giving further insights into tablet motion, number of 

coating passes and scale-up (Kemp 2019, Kemp et al 2019, Li et al 2019). 

Ironically, there is also a move away from drying processes altogether, by adopting dry 

processes instead. In secondary processing, this is by use of dry granulation (roller 

compaction) rather than high shear wet granulation, or granulation may be avoided altogether 

by direct compression of powders. In primary processing, concatenating multiple process 

steps avoids isolation (filtration and drying) for each step, and small-scale continuous 

processing (flow chemistry) can assist this. A practical limitation is given by buildup of 

impurities and reaction by-products. 

 

4. Modelling and its application 

Kemp (2019) has reviewed in detail the application of drying models in practice over a range 

of equipment and industries, including pharmaceuticals, thus giving an updated current 

version of the corresponding review by Kemp and Oakley (2002). Hence, only a few selected 

aspects will be briefly noted in this paper. 

A key distinction was drawn between models which are used once and those that are used 

regularly. In general, models that are used regularly are fairly simple ones, such as heat and 

mass balances, which require limited input data which is easily obtained, and can be used in a 

variety of situations (e.g. to find how exhaust conditions and drying behaviour are affected by 

a change in input conditions during operation). More complex models require more input data 

and take longer to run; they can often be used to establish key knowledge for a dryer and 

develop process understanding, which then underpins subsequent operations.  For example, in 

spray drying, complex models involving particle tracking and CFD (computational fluid 

dynamics) help to establish the particle residence time and air flow patterns, but these do not 

vary much for operating parameter changes, so repeat modelling is not needed for future runs. 

There is an important distinction between model validation and verification. If a 

mechanistic model is proposed, full validation so that it could be incorporated into the 

regulatory file directly would be very difficult; it would involve checking every equation and 

line of code and proving that it would still work under any unexpected circumstances. Any 

commercial software used would also need to be validated at source. But verification of a 

mechanistic model is much easier – using the model to predict results and demonstrate by 

experiment that these are achieved within the limits of error. It is possible to perform a 

“virtual DoE”, using the model to check a wide range of conditions, and then to select a group 

of key conditions to verify in practical trials. Typically these will be of 2 types; (a) fitting a 

standard DoE pattern, e.g. full or half factorial design, (b) at key specific conditions, e.g. near 

an important operational boundary where behaviour changes. Verifying a mechanistic model 

can give a thorough understanding of the design space with fewer experiments than a 

conventional DoE.  Initial scoping experiments are often useful to allow back-fitting of any 

uncertain or empirical parameters in the model. 

 

5. Control strategy 

The term “control strategy” has a specific meaning in pharmaceuticals. ICH Q10 (2008) 

defines control strategy as: “A planned set of controls, derived from current product and 

process understanding, that assures process performance and product quality.” For any new 

product, the control strategy must normally be defined and justified in the regulatory filing 
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submission. It is therefore vital to get it right during the development process, as there may be 

little or no opportunity to change it later. Mistakes may lead to a process which is difficult to 

operate, leading to high manufacturing costs or complete batch failures.   

Critical quality attributes (CQAs) are defined as those which significantly affect the final 

product quality and can therefore directly affect the patient. A product property that is 

important for manufacturing efficiency but not for final product quality will be classed as a 

manufacturing attribute (MA). 

Process parameters may be critical or non-critical depending on how strongly they affect a 

CQA.    If the effect is strong, they are classed as critical process parameters (CPPs); if weak, 

they are process parameters (PPs).  Identification of CPPs should be done on a case-by-case 

basis for the individual product in a Technical Risk Assessment (TRA). However, prior 

knowledge, including drying theory, may nowadays be used to indicate what the key 

parameters will normally be and whether or not they are likely to be at the CPP level. 

In some cases, the key process parameters are measured and controlled directly, such as 

inlet air temperature and humidity for a fluid bed dryer. In other cases, the key parameter 

affecting product quality arises indirectly from other variables, and cannot be controlled 

directly. A classic example is in tablet film coating, where coating quality depends on the 

product temperature or the closely related exhaust temperature. However, this is an indirect 

output of the inlet temperature and the spray rate.  The measured parameter is not the same as 

the controlled one, but a heat and mass balance can be used to evaluate the relationship 

between them, both in steady-state and dynamic situations. 

For secondary processes, the key parameters and (where applicable) CPPs are as follows. 

i. Fluid bed drying key parameters: 

• Controlled and measured – inlet air temperature, inlet air flow, inlet air humidity. 

• Quality attribute: final moisture content. 

• Endpoint detection: product temperature, sometimes exhaust temperature or moisture 

content by NIR. 

There is usually a fair amount of flexibility in the process, as long as the bed is kept 

fluidised and the particles are not grossly overheated. Sub-optimal temperatures and airflows 

usually simply lead to a longer batch time. Hence the key parameters are not usually CPPs. 

ii. Fluid bed granulation key parameters: 

• Controlled and measured – spray rate, inlet air temperature, air flow rate and humidity. 

• Measured – ratio of heat input to solution spray rate. 

• Quality attributes (spraying step): peak moisture content, granule size. 

• Endpoint detection (spraying step): amount of solution sprayed. 

The process is finely balanced, and all these parameters except inlet air humidity are likely 

to be CPPs, as otherwise the granules become too wet or dry and over- or under-granulation 

results (Kemp et al 2019; Kemp, van Millingen and Khaled 2019). 

The spraying/granulation step is followed by a drying step for which the key parameters 

are the same as for fluid bed drying. 

iii. Tablet film coating key parameters: 

• Controlled and measured – spray rate, drum speed. 

• Measured – exhaust air temperature or product temperature. 

• Quality attributes (spraying step): mass of coating material added. 

• Endpoint detection (spraying step): amount of solution sprayed or weight gain of tablets. 

The inlet air temperature is normally controlled, but during the spraying period should be 

based on the exhaust temperature using a feedback loop. However, in the GEA ConSigma™ 

semi-continuous coater, direct inlet temperature control is sufficient (Kemp et al 2018). 

Inlet air flow and inlet air humidity are minor parameters. The spraying/coating step is 

followed by drying and cooling steps which are usually non-critical. 
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6. Effect of the primary process on the secondary process  

The primary process affects the material properties of the API, and drying can have a 

particular effect as it is the final major step.  This can then affect the performance of the 

downstream drug product manufacturing process, sometimes in unexpected ways. 

An obvious effect is that if the API is needle-shaped, it will tend to flow more poorly than 

spheroidal particles. Plates and laths will be intermediate.  The basic shape of the API is 

largely dictated by the crystallization process, and recent advances in molecular modelling 

have shown that this depends inherently on the molecular structure and is difficult to change. 

However, attrition and breakage in the drying step can modify the particle size distribution 

and flow properties significantly. 

More subtly, attrition affects the level of fines, and this can affect not only flow properties 

but compression characteristics in the tablet press. The level of attrition can change on scale-

up, as inertial forces change or if the product is moved to a different type of dryer. Further 

understanding is being developed in this area. 

For example, there is a complex relationship between particle size, shape and strength and 

equipment type and scale. As noted earlier, blends are increasingly being fed direct to the 

tablet press (direct compression) rather than undergoing intermediate granulation and drying 

steps. A high level of fines will adversely affect powder flow into the press and may seriously 

constrain press speeds.  However, some level of fines is required to allow successful 

compression. Often this comes from natural breakage of particles, especially needles and thin 

plates, but spheroidal particles may be more resistant. 

Particle breakage in agitated dryers can be by two mechanisms; fragmentation (snapping) 

or grinding (abrasion). The former is more dominant for fragile crystals such as needles and 

plates; the latter for crystals with low aspect ratio. An agitated filter-dryer has a large, rapidly 

rotating mixing blade and this can cause snapping-type breakage from periodic energetic 

impacts. Conversely, a conical (Nauta/Bolz) dryer has a steadily rotating screw which can 

favour a continuous grinding/abrasion from regular low-energy shearing effects.  

During process transfer between different sites or equipment, drying may have to move 

from an agitated filter-dryer to a conical dryer, or vice versa.  In most cases, the agitated 

filter-dryer gives higher attrition levels.  However, on one material, a transfer from a conical 

dryer to a filter-dryer led to poor compression performance, and it was found that the level of 

fines had decreased, contrary to expectation. The crystals were relatively large and spheroidal, 

and the abrasion process in the conical dryer produced fines, whereas the crystals were 

resilient to the less frequent direct impacts in the agitated filter-dryer.  

In cases such as these, it is usually qualitative understanding of the physical mechanisms 

involved, rather than quantitative modelling, that is the most effective problem-solving tool.  

Solids modelling faces considerable challenges in accounting for all the parameters that can 

affect the process, especially as some of them are not readily measurable.  However, 

significant advances have been made by PSE (Process Systems Enterprise) using the 

gPROMS platform, which not only takes a rigorous approach to flowsheeting of solids 

processes (allowing fully for physical properties) but also allows sensitivity analysis of 

individual parameters, so that the trend from a specific effect can be studied (Reynolds 2017). 

 

7. Process understanding applied in other situations 

Process understanding is a term frequently used in pharmaceuticals; it refers to the application 

of scientific and engineering knowledge to understand a unit operation effectively, leading to 

better design, optimisation and troubleshooting. Drying science can be useful in other areas, 

such as: 
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• Steriles manufacturing 

• Storage and transportation 

• Weight gain in tablet film coating 

Case studies for each of these are given below.  

i. Drying in syringe filling: A liquid-phase sterile manufacturing process faced problems 

due to solution dryout and needle blockage if the process was halted (Hanslip et al 2018). 

Insights from drying theory helped to solve this problem, including elimination of plausible 

alternative solutions which would in practice have been ineffective.  

ii. Caking in storage: Knowledge of drying mechanisms, particularly sorption isotherms 

and the effect of relative humidity, can be vital in storage and transportation.  For example, it 

solved an intractable long-standing problem with severe caking and agglomeration of an 

excipient.  The material was free-flowing on leaving the supplier but had caked into a solid 

lump on receipt at the factory, giving major handling problems.  Initially it was thought that 

the material was being bagged when too warm. This is a known problem in other cases 

(Kemp and Gardiner 2001); warm material “sweats” by evaporative cooling and gives a 

humid atmosphere inside the bag. Then, when the product cools down in storage, the relative 

humidity increases towards the dewpoint and the water vapour condenses on to the solid 

surfaces, leading to caking due to mobile liquid bridges (Papadakis and Bahu 1992). 

However, when the process was modified to cool the product fully before bagging, the 

problem persisted. 

The root cause was discovered during a factory walkthrough, known as a GEMBA in Lean 

Sigma methodology.  Recently arrived material was badly caked, even though the outer 

drums contained desiccant. However, material stored for some months was free-flowing. It 

was realised that the problem was not due to atmospheric water vapour getting in, but 

inability of vapour in the bag to escape. Double bagging in polythene was being used, and as 

this is relatively impermeable, it was taking months for the vapour to diffuse out. Even if only 

a small amount of moisture in the solid (well below 1%) evaporates, this can saturate the 

atmosphere inside a sealed bag, since the mass of air in the bag is of the order of 0.1% that of 

the solids.  An alternative supplier used porous bags, and their product was free-flowing. 

Hence, porous “breathable” bags were tried and this solved the problem completely.  This 

would not have been found without the GEMBA and knowledge of the science of drying and 

psychrometry. 

iii. Weight gain in tablet coating: A challenge in batch processes in general is how to 

know that the process is complete so that the batch can be stopped. In batch tablet film 

coating, a given mass of coating must be added to the tablet to give the required coating 

thickness. There are two possible ways of detecting the endpoint: 

a. Measure the weight gain of samples of tablets at regular intervals by IPCs (in-process 

checks), and stop when the tablets reach the required weight. 

b. Calculate the amount of solution that would need to be sprayed to give the required 

weight of coating, and the time required at the set spray rate, and stop the process when the 

vessel weight loss reaches the correct level. 

Both methods are used in industry.  Method (b) has the potential disadvantage that if the 

solution is poorly mixed, or there is overspray on to baffles and drum walls, or there are 

losses by spray drying, the actual coating on the tablet could be less than indicated by the 

calculation. Hence, method (a) has often been favoured. 

However, for several recent cases, a substantial difference has been found between 

methods (a) and (b).  The IPC has given significantly higher weight gain, but more seriously, 

this is greater than the amount of solid in the sprayed solution, so it cannot accurately 

represent the amount of coated solid.  A study of the variability with formulations and 

temperatures show that the difference is due to absorption of water into the tablet, mainly 
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from the liquid solution but also if exhaust relative humidity is high.  This can be explained 

by understanding of the mechanisms combined with measurement of moisture sorption 

isotherms of API and excipients by DVS.  In particular, this effect is likely to occur where 

there is a high proportion of soluble or hygroscopic excipients, such as MCC (micro-

crystalline cellulose). In such cases, measuring loss in weight of the sprayed solution, method 

(b), will be preferable.  The IPCs should still be retained, firstly as a check on appearance and 

secondly to ensure that the weight gain is sufficient to demonstrate that the spray has reached 

the tablets and the coating has adhered.  In other words, the IPC should be used to identify a 

failure if the weight gain is too low, but not if it is too high.  
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Abstract  
Conductive drying kinetics is highly relevant for contact drying technologies such as drum drying, but 
has not been topic of in-depth study. We investigated drying kinetics of maltodextrin and starch 
suspensions with a novel custom-built laboratory-scale apparatus, which allows on-line monitoring of 
mass and temperatures. During drying, three separate periods are identified: a heating, boiling and 
declining rate period. A heat-transfer governed model is developed to describe drying in a lab-scale 
conductive thin film dryer, considering the three distinct periods. 
 
Keywords: Conductive drying; Drum drying; Drying kinetics; Boiling behaviour; Process modelling 
 
1. Introduction 
Drum drying relies on conductive drying and is used extensively for industrial drying of pasty or viscous 
food materials, such as starch, vegetable and fruit purees (Daud 2006). A better understanding on the 
drying kinetics during drum drying processes, may contribute to more optimal operation of these 
processes achieving high energy-efficiency combined with good product quality. However, direct 
assessment of the kinetics is difficult because the mass and temperature profiles are hard to be monitored 
on-line on drum dryers. Therefore, the objective of this study was to unravel the transient drying kinetics 
of conductive thin film drying using a custom-built conductive drying device that allows simultaneous 
on-line monitoring of both mass and relevant temperatures. Via model development, heat transfer 
coefficients were determined from experimental temperature profiles to describe drying behaviour for 
different food formulations in terms of decreasing moisture content. In future work we aim at using the 
model to scale results from the current study to larger-scale drum drying processes. Potato starch and 
maltodextrin were chosen as representative model systems.  
 
2. Materials and methods 
Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the laboratory-scale conductive thin film dryer. The major parts 
are the steel heating pan, the induction coil and the Sartorius Cubis MSE analytical balance with 1 mg 
resolution (Geottingen, Germany). 

The induction coil was designed to avoid any undesired interaction with the balance and/or the pan. 
The equipment was also equipped with two Type K thermocouples (National InstrumentsTM, Woerden, 
the Netherlands), which were used to record temperatures of the product and the pan. Mass and 
temperatures were recorded each second. The pan had an inner and an outer ring with a height of 5 mm 
to avoid loss of sample. The pan area between the rings (163 cm2) was evenly heated with the induction 
coil and thus used to dry the sample. 
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Fig. 1 Picture of the experimental thin film dryer set up. 

 

Maltodextrin DE12 and potato starch were purchased from Roquette® (Lestrem, FR) and Merck 
kGaA (Darmstadt, DE), respectively. Films of maltodextrin and potato starch suspensions with different 
thickness and initial solids content were dried with the apparatus. Feed suspensions (8.2, 16.3 and 32.6 
ml) were carefully spread across the pan surface, to create thin films of 0.5, 1 and 2 mm, respectively. 
Films were dried at a constant power input. The drying process was automatically stopped when the pan 
temperature reached 190 ˚C to prevent overheating of the system. The drying process was recorded on 
video, while the mass and temperatures changes were measured each second. All measurements were 
conducted in duplicate. 
 
3. Model description  
Three periods can be distinguished during conductive thin film drying: heating up (period 1), boiling 
(period 2) and conductive drying (period 3). A simplified modelling approach was chosen using the 
actual measured temperatures of the film amongst others as input to describe the drying kinetics. The 
following assumptions were made to model water evaporation during operation of the lab-scale 
conductive thin film dryer: 

1. The temperature and moisture content are homogeneous during the heating up and boiling periods.  
2. In the boiling period, a thin layer of vapour is formed between the wall and the fluid, which acts as 

a resistance to heat conduction (Fig. 2 (A)).  
3. During conductive drying, a dry layer gradually develops starting close to the pan surface and 

increasing in thickness until the total film is dried. This dried porous layer has a low thermal 
conductivity, limiting the heat transfer from the pan to the evaporation front (Fig. 2 (B)).  

4. During conductive drying, evaporation takes place at the evaporation front. The wet film is assumed 
homogenous in both temperature and moisture content.  

5. To simplify the calculations, shrinkage of the film during drying is neglected. This is reasonable for 
higher initial solids concentrations used and due to increasing porosity of the layer as a resulting of 
boiling. 

During the heating period, the film temperature gradually increases to the boiling temperature, while 
the mass of the film (mf) decreases slightly due to convective drying driven by the difference of the 
relative humidity between the air and the film: 
 

Heating coil

Removable pan

Temperature sensors

Mass balance

Vacuum chamber
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𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=
𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑀𝑀𝑤𝑤

𝑅𝑅 �
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑓𝑓

𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓
−
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
� Eq. 1 

where A is the surface area of the pan, kwv is the convective mass transfer coefficient of water vapour 
in air, Mw is the molecular weight of water, R is the ideal gas constant, RH is the relative humidity of 
the air, Psat,f and Psat,air are the saturated vapour pressures at film (Tf) and air temperatures (Tair), 
respectively. In the heating-up period, the evaporation rate is calculated on the basis of the measured 
film temperature (Tf). 

During the subsequent drying periods (periods 2 and 3), the water evaporation rate can be expressed 
by: 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=
ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤(𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 − 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓)

ℎ𝑤𝑤
 Eq. 2 

  
where hw is the latent heat of water vapour, hov is the overall heat transfer coefficient from the pan to 

the film, TP and Tf are the temperatures of the pan and the film, respectively. Specifically, for the custom-
built lab-scale apparatus, TP is not constant as the dryer operates at constant heat flux, instead of constant 
temperature. It is noted that during boiling the pan temperature is a few degrees above the boiling 
temperature (Tf), due to the thin layer of water vapour between the pan and the fluid. The boiling 
temperature itself increases slowly in time due to the boiling point elevation. 

A direct measurement of the heat transferred from the device to the film was not possible due to 
undefined heat losses to the environment. Therefore, we used the measured temperatures and the 
measured constant evaporation rate during boiling (period 2). This yields the overall heat transfer 
coefficient (hov) during the boiling period via Eq. 2. We interpret that this heat transfer coefficient results 
from the small vapour layer between the pan and the product (Fig. 2 (A)), which develops during the 
boiling period, as the increasing solute concentration and viscosity hinder the escape of vapour. At the 
end of the boiling period, this heat transfer resistance is assumed to remain constant until the end of 
drying and thus determines the starting heat transfer coefficient of period 3.  

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the film during conductive drying in (A) period 2 and (B) period 
3  
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𝑇𝑇𝑑
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When the water evaporation rate declines, the temperature in the film near the pan wall starts to 
increase. This corresponds to the start of period 3. The overall heat transfer coefficient (hov) is now 
calculated by: 

ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤 = �
1
ℎ0

+
𝑧𝑧
𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓
�
−1

 Eq. 3 

  
in which h0 is the overall heat transfer coefficient at the beginning of period 3, λf is the thermal 

conductivity of the dried solid layer and z is the thickness of the dry layer. The growth of the dry layer 
can be described by:  

 

𝑧𝑧 = 𝑑𝑑 �1 −
𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤,𝑠𝑠

𝑋𝑋𝑤𝑤,𝑐𝑐
� Eq. 4 

  
where d is the thickness of the film, Xw,t is the moisture content at time t, and Xw,c is the moisture 

content at the start of period 3. The water evaporation rate is calculated by substituting Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 
into Eq. 2. 
 
4. Results and discussion  
During drying, three separate periods were observed: the heating, the boiling and the declining rate 
periods (Fig. 3). In period 1, the films gradually heat up from room temperature to the boiling 
temperature, while the mass of the film slightly decreases, due to the difference in relative humidity of 
the air and the water, respectively (Leniger and Beverloo 2012). During the boiling period, the drying 
rate kept constant while bubble formation impeded the heat transfer. The film temperatures are constant, 
whereas the pan temperatures gradually increase during this period. This temperature increase can be 
explained by the reduced heat transfer coefficient from the pan to the film due to bubble formation and 
increased solid concentration. With increasing solute concentration and thus viscosity vapour bubbles 
are hindered to depart from the boiling film and collapse, which resists heat transfer. Especially, the pan 
temperatures increased faster and more significantly in period 2 for the starch film than for the 
maltodextrin film (Fig. 3).  

The higher pan temperatures for starch may be attributed to its different molecular properties 
compared to maltodextrin that result in different boiling behaviour. Starch is built from linear amylose 
and branched amylopectin components (Lee, Yang et al. 2017). The linear amylose polymers are 
responsible for entanglement and network formation and thus give starch suspensions high viscosity and 
elasticity, leading to gelation. These properties are also responsible for the entrapment of vapour bubbles 
inside the boiling films and hinder fast bubble departure due to retarded film breakup (Shogren, Lawton 
et al. 1998). Bubbles in the boiling starch suspensions need to expand much in volume before they 
collapse, leading to suboptimal heat transfer. In contrast, maltodextrin, being a hydrolysed product from 
starch, has much lower molecular weight. Maltodextrin solutions exhibit therefore lower viscosity and 
no molecular network formation, leading to bubbles that collapse quickly, allowing better heat transfer 
(Shogren, Lawton et al. 1998). The higher porosity from the larger and more numerous bubbles during 
drying of starch films especially at the end of period 2 (Fig. 3 (B)), results in a higher thermal resistance, 
leading to a high temperature of the pan. Similar behaviour was observed during double-drum drying of 
pre-gelatinized starch slurries and is generally known as vapour blanketing (Gavrielidou, Valous et al. 
2002).  

During the declining drying period, the initial amount of dry solids per surface area determines the 
drying rate as it determines the thickness of the semi-moist layer present during the declining rate drying 
period. This was confirmed by comparing the specific drying rates of films with different initial 
conditions (e.g. thickness and initial solid content) but similar initial amount of total dry matter. The 
drying rate curves of the films with similar total initial amount of dry matter converged in the decline 
period, indicating that the amount of solids determines the drying behaviour in this stage (data not 
shown). 
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Fig. 4 shows the calculated and measured values of the moisture contents of films with thicknesses 
of 1 and 2 mm for different initial solid contents. The model describes the moisture content profiles of 
all experiments well. It should be noticed that for the starch films with an initial solid content of 5%, the 
model underestimated the moisture content at the end of period 2 and in period 3 (Fig. 4 (B)). This may 
be attributed to the larger shrinkage of these more dilute films in experiments, which was neglected in 
the model. With a larger apparent film thickness, the model underestimates the heat transfer and thus 
the drying rate, leading to higher calculated moisture contents. 

The calculated overall heat transfer resistance (1/hov) during period 3 is visualised as a function of 
the dry layer thickness (Fig. 5). The starting heat transfer resistance of period 3 (1/h0) was obtained 
from the end of period 2, related to the bubble formation during boiling. The starch films had higher 
initial heat transfer resistance than maltodextrin, because drying of starch resulted in the formation of 
larger vapour bubbles in the boiling period that impeded the heat transfer 5. The initial heat transfer 
resistance of the films with varying dry matter amounts on the pan surface were similar. During period 
3, the heat transfer resistance significantly increased with increasing dry layer thickness (Fig. 5). When 
the dry layer thickness increased to 1 mm, the heat transfer coefficients of the maltodextrin and starch 
films were reduced by ~92% and ~88%, respectively, which indicates that the dry layer determined the 
heat transfer and thus the drying behaviour. 

Period I Period II Period III

Pan temperature

Film temperature

Period I Period II Period III

Pan temperature

Film temperature

(A) (B)

Fig. 3 Mass (up) and temperature (bottom) during evaporation of a 15 w/w%  and 1 mm film of 
maltodextrin DE12 (A) and potato starch (B) suspensions. 
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4. Conclusions 

The transient drying kinetics during conductive thin film drying of maltodextrin DE12 and native potato 
starch suspensions were investigated using a novel-developed laboratory-scale device. Drying of films 
could be subdivided in three distinct periods. Comparison of the drying curves of maltodextrin and 
starch shows that material properties strongly influence the conductive drying kinetics.  

Although the modelling approach is straightforward and uses measured data (especially measured 
temperatures) as input, a good description of the drying kinetics during lab-scale conductive drying is 
obtained. From the experiments with the lab-scale dryer, we could derived the initial heat transfer 
coefficient of the decline period, which is determined to large extent by the material properties of the 
product. This heat transfer coefficient may again be used as input for modelling larger-scale drum drying 
of a product formulation. Therefore, the lab-scale device can be used to calibrate process models for 
drum drying of specific food formulations, which is very useful from an engineering point of view. 
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Fig. 4 Calculated and measured moisture content profiles of the (A) maltodextrin DE12 and (B) 
photo starch films with different initial concentrations and film thickness. Symbols represent 
experimental data with a time step of 5 s: 1 mm (□) and 2 mm (○). Lines represent model 
calculations: 1 mm (dashed line) and 2 mm (solid line). 
 

Fig. 3 Calculated overall heat transfer resistance (1/hov) as a function of dry layer 
thickness of 1 mm films of maltodextrin DE12 (black lines) and potato starch (grey 

lines) with varying initial concentrations: 10% w/w total (solid lines), 15% w/w 
total (dashed lines) and 30% w/w total (dotted lines). 
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Abstract  

In this paper the convective drying kinetics of osmotically pre-treated apple slices was analyzed. The 

osmotic pretreatment was carried out with in 50° Brix sucrose solutions at 60°C with constant 
solution flow for 2 hours. Thin-layer drying kinetics of apple slices at five drying air temperatures and 

two drying air velocities were obtained on the experimental setup designed to imitate an industrial 

convective dryer. For approximation of the experimental data with regard to the moisture ratio three 

well known thin-layer drying models and new developed model of Mitrevski et al., were used. For 

each model and data set the statistical performance index, chi-squared, 
2
, values were calculated 

and models were ranked afterwards. The performed statistical analyse show that the model of 

Mitrevski et al., give the best results for approximation of the experimental data of apple slices. 

 
Keywords: osmotic pre-treatment, convective drying, apple slices 

 

1. Introduction 

Fruit play a significant role in human diet and nutrition as sources of vitamins, minerals and dietary 

fiber. The apple is a fruit which is a good source of minerals such as potassium, magnesium and, iron, 

as well as vitamin C and B-6. Fresh apples having relatively high moisture contents are very sensitive 
to microbial spoilage even at refrigerated conditions and hence, they must be consumed within a few 

weeks. The apples are consumed either fresh consumption or in the form of various processed 

products such as juice, jam, marmalade and dried product (Mitrevski et al., 2016). Convective hot-air 
drying is the most widely used method for the preservation of dehydrated fruits and vegetables. The 

main disadventages of this classical drying process are: the low dehydration capacity of the dried 

materials, the decrases in nutritive values  and the material colour changes  during drying (Kanevce et 

al., 1998). Osmotic dehydration was used as pre-treatment to reduce air drying time, limited heat 
damage and improve the textural quality, vitamin retention, flavour enhancement and colour 

stabilization (Revaskar et al., 2014).  Several researches experimentally investigated drying kinetics 

for combined osmotic-convective drying of various food products: peach (Pavkov et al., 2011), quince 
(Radojcin, et al., 2015), apple (Fernanda et al., 2017). Thin-layer drying models are important tools in 

mathematical modeling of drying processes. They are often used to estimate drying time and 

generalize drying curves, and have wide application due to their ease of use and requirement of less 
data unlike in complex mathematical models. In scientific literature there are many researches on the 

experimental studies and mathematical modelling of the drying behaviour of various fruits, such as: 

apple (Mitrevski et al., 2013), banana (Mitrevski et al., 2014), quince (Mitrevski, 2015). The 

objectives of this study were: (i) to carry out the osmotic dehydration of apple slices at 60 °C using 
50° Brix sucrose solutions, followed by convective hot air drying, and to study the effect of the drying 

air temperatures from 40 to 70°C and drying air velocities from 1 and 2 ms
-1

 on the mass transfer 
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kinetics, (ii) development of a new thin-layer drying model as a function of the drying conditions and 

comparison of their goodness of fit with the existing models in the literature.  

 

2. Material and methods 

Fresh apples variety ’’Muco’’ were used as raw material in the experimental part of the study. The 

spherical samples with thickness of 3±10
-1 

mm, obtained from the central medulla region where the 
cell structure is more uniform, were used in the drying experiments. In the process of osmotic 

dehydration the samples were immersed in the sucrose osmotic solution with 60°Brix for 2 h at 60°C 

at the atmospheric pressure. Then, the samples were rinsed with pure water to remove the solution 
adhered to the surface and blotted with tissue paper to remove the excess of water from the surface. 

The experimental data on the thin-layer drying kinetics of apple slices were obtained using an 

experimental setup designed to simulate an industrial convective dryer, Fig.1 (Mitrevski et al., 2013). 
The drying experiments were performed at drying air temperatures of 40, 50, 60 and 70

o
C, drying air 

velocities of 1 and 2 ms
-1

, where as the absolute air humidity remained constant at 0.0154 kg water   

kg
-1

 dry air. The basic data on drying kinetics were collected by measuring changes in the mass of the 

samples during convective drying. The initial moisture content and the final moisture content of dried 
samples were determined gravimetrically using the hot air oven method at 105ºC and atmospheric 

pressure for a period of 24 h. The experiments were replicated three times at each drying air 

temperature and drying air velocity, and the average value of the moisture ratio was used for 
constructing the drying curves. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus 
1-material, 2-shelf, 3-electrical heaters, 4-transformers, 5-thermocouples, 6-centrifugal fan, 

7-anemometer, 8-panel meter, 9-data acquisition system, 10-stove, 11-balance, 12-hygrometer 

 

3. Results and discussion  

In the most number exsisting thin-layer drying models which is used to for approximation 

experimental data of drying kinetics the effect of drying air temperature and drying air velocity on the 
empirical parameters it is not take into account.  It that reason in this paper the new genralized thin-

layer drying model was developed. For approximation of experimental data on the drying kinetics of 

apple slices three thin-layer mathematical models from scientific literature and new developed model 
of Mitrevski were used (Tab.1).  
 

Table 1. Thin-layer drying models 

Model Name of model Equation References 

M1 Midilli MR = Aexp(-k1
B
) + C Midilli et al., 2002 

M2 Jena and Das MR =Aexp(-k1+B
0.5

)+C Jena et al., 2017 

M3 da Silva MR = exp(-A-B
0.5

) da Silva, et al., 2014 

M4 Mitrevski MR = Aexp(-k1+B
0.5

)+(C+v
D
T

E
) This paper 

                

      *MR = M/M0 moisture ratio; M the moisture content at any time of drying (kg kg-1 d.m.),  

         M0 initial moisture content (kg kg-1 d.m.), A, B, C, D, E empirical coefficients, k1 drying  

          constant (min-1),  drying time (min-1), v drying air velocity (ms-1), T drying air temperature (oC) 
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In these models, the moisture ratio, MR is defined as MR = (M-Meq)/(M0-Meq). Because, the values of 

equlibrium moisture content, Meq are relatively little compared to those of M or M0, the error involved 

in the simplification is negligible,thus moisture ratio can be calculated as: MR = M/M0. 
The statistical performance features of those models were assessed on the basis of the calculated 

values of the performance index, , and the χ
2
 , chi-squared value. The value of performance index, 

,is calculated on the basis of values of coefficient of determination, R
2
, the root mean squared error, 

RMSE and the mean relative deviation, MRD (Ruiz-López  et al., 2009): 

MRDRMSE

R 2


              (1) 

Higher values of performance index, , indicate that the thin-layer drying model better approximates 
the experimental drying data.  

The D’Agostino-Pearson test of normality is the most effective procedure for assessing a goodness of 

fit for a normal distribution. This test is based on the individual statistics for testing of the residual 
population of skewness, z1, and kurtosis, z2, which values were calculated according to equations 

given in (Sheskin, 2007). Then the chi-squared, 
2
, value is computed with the equation (Sheskin, 

2007):  
2
2

2
1

2 zz                                                                                                                      (2)          (2                                                       

The tabled critical 0.05 chi-square value for degrees of freedom, df = 2 is 
2 

= 5.99.  Therefore, if the 
computed value of chi-square is equal to, or greater than, either of the aforementioned values, the null 

hypothesis can be rejected at the appropriate level of significance (p > 0.95), i.e. the thin-layer drying 

model should be rejected (Sheskin, 2007). 
The method of multiple indirect non-linear regression and estimation methods of: Quasi-Newton, 

Simplex, Simplex and quasi-Newton, Hooke-Jeeves pattern moves, Hooke-Jeeves pattern moves and 

quasi-Newton, Rosenbrock pattern search, Rosenbrock pattern search and quasi-Newton, Gauss-
Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt from computer program StatSoft Statistica (Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, 

OK, http://www.statsoft.com), were used. Because the regression method, estimation method, the 

initial step size, the start values of parameters, convergence criterion and form of the function have 

significant influence on accuracy of estimated parameters, a large number of numerical experiments 
were performed (Mitrevski et al., 2017).  On the basis of thin-layer data and each model from (tab. 1), 

the values of: coefficient of determination, root mean squared error, mean relative deviation, 

performance index,and chi-squared were calculated. When the value for coefficient of determination 
obtained from different estimation methods was different, the greatest value was accepted as relevant. 

After that, the models were ranked on the basis of value of performance index, , (Tab. 2) 
 

Table 2. Statistic summary of regression analysis 

Model R
2
 RMSE MRD  χ

2
 Rank 

M1 0.9707 0.0578 0.2749 61.053 3.7885 2 

M2 0.9709 0.0576 0.2828 59.565 3.9646 4 

M3 0.9709 0.0570 0.2847 59.857 3.9677 3 

M4 0.9841 0.0431 0.1688 135.17 2.2413 1 

 
From Tab.2 it is evident that model M4 i.e. Mitrevski et al., model, has the highest value of 

performance index, a = 135.17, (rank 1) in comparison with the other models. Also it can be seen that 

all models have smaller average value of, 
2
 than tabled critical chi-square value. In accordance with 

statistical criteria, the new developed model of Mitrevski  et al., is able to correlate the experimental 

values of drying kinetics of apple slices with 4.3% root mean squared error.  

The estimated parameter values using the new generated model of Mitrevski  et al.,are presented in 
Tab. 3. 

 

Table 3. The values of estimated parameters in model of Mitrevski et al. 

A B C D E F 

1.054 0.035 0.031 -0.358 -0.290 -0.273 
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In Fig. 2, the experimental and predicted values of moisture ratio with drying time at drying air 

temperature 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 
o
C for apple slices at drying air velocity of  2 ms

-1
 are shown. From 

Fig. 2, it can notice that there is a good match between the experimental and the predicted values of 

moisture ratio for apple slices. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental and predicted moisture ratio for different air drying temperatures  

and drying air velocity of 2 ms
-1

 approximated with model of Mitrevski et al., 

 

4. Conclusions 

In the present study the drying kinetics of apple slices under comibined  osmotic and convective     
hot-air drying were studied. The experimental drying data in terms of moisture ratio were 

approximated witnh three thin-layer drying models from scientific literature and new generated model 

of Mitrevski et al. For statistical evaluation of those models the values for performance index, , and 

chi-squared, 
2
, value were used. According to the obtained results, the new developed model of 

Mitrevski et al., has the best statistical performaces than existing literature thin-layer models. So, new 

developed model it can be used to predict the moisture content data (moisture ratio) of convective-

osmotically pre-treated apples slices at any time of drying processes with high ability between drying 
air temperatures from 30 to 70

o
C and drying air velocities from 1 to 2 ms

-1
. 
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Abstract  

In this paper development methodology of foam spray drying modeling from the single droplet drying 

through 1D model into full CFD simulation of drying process is presented. The model takes into 

account the exchange of mass. heat and momentum between phases and morphological changes of the 

particle containing a gaseous bubble. Process parameters for the CFD simulations were taken from 

the co-current foam spray drying tests. Simulation results were compare with the experimental data. 

 

Keywords: spray drying. foamed materials. CFD. particle morphology 

 

1. Introduction 

Foam spray drying is one of the methods that allows to change the properties of the dried 

material in order to adapt it to the manufacturer's requirements. The additional introduction of 

a foaming gas causes the formation of hollow reducing powder density and increasing the 

porosity (Zbicinski et al. 2009). However. this process has limitations. Too high mass flow 

rate of foaming gas can result in the degradation of the product as a result of tearing of the 

particles by the gas bubbles grow due to the gas thermal expansion. The aim of this work was 

to develop a CFD mathematical model of foam spray drying. which is designed to select the 

optimal conditions for the process with minimal powder degradation. 

 

 

2. Model development 

Development of the CFD foam spray drying model (FSDM) was performed in three steps. 

At the beginning. a drying model of a single droplet (SDD) of a maltodextrin (DE12) solution 

containing a nitrogen bubble was built. This step was performed to check correctness of 

applied correlations. In the second step. the model was extended to a linear spray drying 

model with perfect mixing of the phases to check the impact of changing process parameters 

on the physical properties of the product. Finally. the model was implemented in the ANSYS 

Fluent v19.2  program to carry out CFD simulations reflecting the real dispersion of droplets 

in the spray. In order to verify the correctness of the model results of the CFD obtained 

simulations were compared with experimental data (Lewandowski A. et al. 2018). 

 

Moisture from the particle evaporates to surrounding air in temperature which. taking into 

account heat capacity of air and internal bubble. can be calculated from the following 

equation: 
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       (1) 

Mass transfer model was based on the concept of characteristic drying curves (Keey and 

Suzuki. 1974). Overall evaporation from the droplet/particle is a sum of moisture evaporation 

to the surrounding air and to the internal bubble: 

 

, ,p p a p bdm dm dm

dt dt dt
            (2) 

The stream of moisture from the droplet to the surrounding air can be calculated from the 

equation: 

 

 ,ap
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           (3) 

 

where Cs and Cg denote the molar concentrations of vapour on the particle surface and in the 

ambient air are described by the formulas: 

sat
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       (4) 

 

where heat and mass transfer coefficients (αp and βp) were calculated from McAdams 

correlations:  
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         (5) 
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The relative drying rate (f) is defined as ratio of actual drying rate to the independent of the 

external drying conditions drying rate in the first drying period. The drying curves of the 

maltodextrin solution show that relative drying rate in the first drying stage can be described 

by the following equation (Woo et al. 2008): 
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            (7) 

Equilibrium moisture content for the maltodextrin D12 can be calculated from the GAB 

model: 
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The constants in the GAB model used in the simulation were as follows: c = 10.866. 

k = 0.971 and monolayer moisture content Xmo = 0.0518. Water activity (aw) is equal to the 

relative humidity in the air surrounding the particles.  

Critical moisture content for maltodextrin was determined experimentally and described by 

the following equation (Tg in °C): 

 

 
2.10621555cr gX T          R

2
 = 0.976  (9) 

 

Assuming that as a result of foaming the solution of maltodextrin with nitrogen. the bubble 

closed in a drop of solution falls into the drying chamber in the state of water vapor 

saturation. the stream of moisture from the droplet/particle to the internal bubble can be 

calculated by the equation: 

 

,p b w st
N

N b st

dm M p
m

dt M p p

 
  

 
         (10) 

 

In calculations of particle morphology it was assumed that particle shrinks only in first 

drying stage due to moisture evaporation. In second drying stage shrinkage stops at the 

locking point when particle moisture content reach to the critical value. However. parallel to 

the shrinkage calculation model traced changes in the internal bubble which  occurs due to the 

temperature changes. Additionally, model takes into account changes in bubble composition 

and density. deformation of crust in the second drying stage. decreases in crust thickness. 

changes in bubble pressure and growing stress in the particle shell. Particle diameter was 

calculated from the sum of the volumes of liquid and internal gas bubble: 
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In the first drying stage. the droplet volume is proportional to the loss of evaporated 

moisture. The change in the droplet volume can be calculated from the equation: 
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         (12) 

 

After exceeding the critical moisture content and the solidification of the drops into a solid 

state. the particles may undergo thermal deformations. Changes in the volume resulting from 

these deformations can be calculated using the modified equation proposed by Chen (Yang et 

al. 2015): 

 

 

3

, 1
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X
V d b b
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        (13) 

 

Shrinkage coefficient b was calculated as a ratio of particle diameter when particle 

moisture content is equal to critical moisture content. to the final particle diameter measured 

experimentally. Based on the collected experimental data. it was noted that the shrinkage 
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coefficient depends on the initial temperature of drying air. The following correlation was 

fitted to the experimental data (Tg,0 in °C): 

 
6 2

,0 ,00.41 0.0038 6.97 10g gb T T         R
2
 = 0.971  (14) 

 

Volume of the internal bubble was calculated from the current bubble mass and density: 
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            (15) 

 

The density of the gas inside the bubble depends on gas humidity and actual temperature 

and can be calculated from the equation: 
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        (16) 

From the differences between particle diameter and bubble diameter we are able to 

determine crust thickness  0.5p p bd d   .  

In the model. it was assumed that bubble gas after the atomization expands and pressure 

inside the droplet in the first drying stage is equal to the ambient pressure. In the second 

drying stage. the free change in bubble volume is stopped due to the harder particle shell. 

Assuming that there is an isochoric transformation we can note that the change in the internal 

bubble pressure is proportional to the change in the temperature of the particle in the falling 

drying rate period: 

 

,

p

b a

p cr

T
P P

T
            (17) 

 

From the pressure and thickness of the particle wall. we can calculate the stresses acting on 

the sphere walls: 

 

4

p b

p

d P






           (18) 

 

The experimental analysis of the particle degradation ratio allows to determine the 

permissible stresses acting on the particle walls that reduce the risk of excessive degradation 

of the product. 

 

3. CFD simulation setup  

Model was implemented into the CFD solver utilizing so-called User Defined Functions 

(UDF) using “particle source in cell” method (Crowe C.T. et al. 1977). This method allows to 

trace the streams of particles which are treated as sources of momentum, mass and heat in 

each cell of the domain. Each stream represents a group of particles with the same diameter, 

whose position is determined on the basis of the forces balance: gravity, hydrodynamic 

resistance and preserved momentum. Discrete phase model (DPM) was modified to 

implement previously developed evaporation mechanism and morphological calculations. The 
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simulation object was a semi-industrial co-current spray dryer constructed at the Lodz 

University of Technology (Lewandowski A. et al. 2018). Drying chamber of the tower is 8 m 

tall and 0.5 m in diameter (Fig. 1 A). Slurry is atomized on the top of the tower by the 

pressure nozzle (spraying System Co. (USA)) with the narrow spray angle (30°-70°).  

All initial parameters and boundary conditions used in the simulations were taken from the 

experiments in order to reproduce the actual work of the dryer. Simulations were performed 

for 20
th

 different conditions (four air temperatures and fifth foaming ratios). Additionally. a 

series of simulations of non-foamed material drying were performed to show the effect of 

nitrogen saturation on the drying process. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. A) The geometry of the drying tower and polyhedral computational mesh used in the CFD 

simulation. 

B) Temperature distribution in the interior of the dryer without spraying illustrating heat loss to the 

environment (result for the air temperatures: 175°C and 215°C).  

C) Distribution of air temperatures inside the dryer during the drying process with foaming for air 

temperatures 175°C and 215°C and maximal GLR = 6.43∙10
-3

. 

 

 

In the first stage. the 3D geometry was subjected to a process of discretization in order to 

create a computational grid (Fig 1A). A tetrahedral mesh was chosen. which was then 

changed into a polyhedral grid of 30k elements. The grid has been tested in terms of the 

independence of results from the number of elements.  
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The boundary condition of the mass flow inlet was applied to the air inlet surface. In the 

experiment 290 Nm
3
/h of air in temperatures equal to: 150. 175. 200. 215°C were used for the 

drying. During tests without spraying the liquid. a drop in air temperature (around 20°C) was 

observed due to heat loss to the environment. Based on experimental data. the intensity of 

heat flux to the environment was determined. For each initial air temperatures it was: 150°C -  

221 W/m
2
. 175°C – 228.8 W/m

2
. 200°C – 279.8 W/m

2 
and for the 215°C – 246.24 W/m

2
. The 

results of calculations of heat losses to the environment are shown in Fig. 1B. The obtained 

temperature distribution inside the drying chamber coincides with the values measured. The 

difference between the calculated air outlet temperature and the experimental value is less 

than 6%.  

35% water solution of maltodextrin (DE12) foamed by the nitrogen gas was used in the 

experiments and in the CFD simulation as a feed.  Mass flow rate of the sprayed liquid was 

constants (3.89∙10
-3

 kg/s) however. the amount of foaming gas was variable and changed from 

8.33·10
-6

 to 2.5·10
-5

 kg/s. Depending on the amount of foaming gas. the initial particle 

diameter and velocity also changed. The initial average Sauter diameter for atomized droplets 

varied from 70 to 76 microns. The initial droplet velocities  were from 13 to 15.5 m/s. The 

calculations were carried out in a steady state. 

 

4. Results 

An example of the simulation result is presented in Figure 1C which showing the 

distribution of air temperatures inside the drying chamber during the foam spray drying 

process. It can be seen a significant drop in temperature in the atomization associated with 

absorption of the heat required for evaporation of moisture. However. no significant effect of 

the foaming was observed on the continuous phase parameters.  

The foaming level affects the morphological properties of the final material. Table 1 

compares experimental data with CFD simulation results of foamed spray drying. Due to the 

fact that CFD model does not take into account the impact of material degradation on the 

properties of the entire bed. only the non-damaged particles were analyzed. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of the CFD simulation results and experimental data collected from the 

experiments 

CFD simulation results 

Initial inlet air temperature 175°C 

GLR dp 

[m] 

db 

[m] 

p  

[m] 

ρp 

[kg/m
3
] 

Pmax 

[Pa] 

Pfin 

[Pa] 

  

[Pa] 

7.14·10
-4

 4.97·10
-5

 2.61·10
-5

 1.18·10
-5

 1256.061 5842 -9335 6133 

3.57·10
-3

 5.7·10
-5

 4.30·10
-5

 7.03·10
-6

 839.494 5828 -9304 11819 

6.43·10
-3

 5.87·10
-5

 4.80·10
-5

 5.38·10
-6

 667.272 5836 -9293 15942 

Initial inlet air temperature  215°C 

GLR dp 

[m] 

db 

[m] 

p  

[m] 

ρp 

[kg/m
3
] 

Pmax 

[Pa] 

Pfin 

[Pa] 

  

[Pa] 

7.14·10
-4

 4.82·10
-5

 2.61·10
-5

 1.11·10
-5

 1255.16 13376 -9940 14546 

3.57·10
-3

 5.58·10
-5

 4.30·10
-5

 6.41·10
-6

 810.4919 13367 -9940 29087 

6.43·10
-3

 5.77·10
-5

 4.80·10
-5

 4.85·10
-6

 633.7796 13365 -9937 39763 
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Measurements data 

  Initial inlet air temperature 175°C 

GLR dp 

[m] 

db 

[m] 

p  

[m] 

ρp 

[kg/m
3
] 

7.14·10
-4

 5.29·10
-5

 2.68·10
-5

 1.31·10
-5

 1299.824 

3.57·10
-3

 5.81·10
-5

 4.13·10
-5

 8.38·10
-6

 956.13 

6.43·10
-3

 6.05·10
-5

 4.89·10
-5

 5.83·10
-6

 708.142 

Initial inlet air temperature  215°C 

GLR dp 

[m] 

db 

[m] 

p  

[m] 

ρp 

[kg/m
3
] 

7.14·10
-4

 5.33·10
-5

 2.84·10
-5

 1.24·10
-5

 1268.491 

3.57·10
-3

 5.85·10
-5

 4.37·10
-5

 7.35·10
-6

 868.0549 

6.43·10
-3

 5.76·10
-5

 4.8·10
-5

 4.82·10
-6

 631.6539 

 

The comparison of the experimental data obtained from the microscopic measurements of particles 

from collected powders and the results of CFD calculations of foamed spray drying shows high 

accuracy in the calculation of the size of particles, air bubbles, wall thicknesses and apparent densities. 

Presented CFD model also allows to determine the maximum and final pressure of the internal bubble. 

As a result of the heating up of the particle and the thermal expansion of gases, the pressure in the 

bubble can exceed 1kPa. However in the final material a negative pressure was observed resulting 

from the cooling of the final product. This observation was confirmed experimentally. 

      

5. Conclusions 

The CFD model of foamed spray drying was built and verified experimentally. Simulations 

results were compared with data obtained during the foam spray drying experiments. Good 

agreement in calculations of final powder density, porosity, moisture content and crust 

thickness shows that developed model can be used not only for the prediction of powder 

properties but also to determined optimal parameters of the process. The analysis of the 

particle degradation ratio performed during experiments allowed in combination with 

calculation methods to determine maximum pressure of the internal bubble which does not 

cause in particle crust damage. Presented in the article CFD model is the first in the literature 

validated model of the foamed spray drying. 
 

Nomenclature  

 

A surface m
3
 t time s 

c  specific heat J kg
-1

 K
-1

 v velocity m s
-1

 

C  vapor concentration kg mol m
-3

 V volume m
3
 

h heat of evaporation J kg
-1

 X moisture content kg kg
-1

 

m mass  kg X  average moisture content kg kg
-1

 

M molar weight kg mol
-1

 y moisture mass fraction kg kg
-1

 

P pressure Pa Y
*
 saturated humidity kg kg

-1
 

T temperature °C R universal gas constant J mol
-1

K
-1
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Greek letters 

α heat transfer coefficient Wm
-2

K
-1

 

β mass transfer coefficient ms
-1 

σ stress Pa 

Subscripts 

0 initial L liquid 

a ambient N nitrogen 

b bubble p particle 

cr critical s Surface 

eq equilibrium st saturation 

g gas w water 
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Abstract  

Vacuum freeze-drying (VFD) can be used for preserving food with small effects on nutritional 

qualities. VFD modelling is useful to select off-line the best operating conditions to avoid product 

overheating and reduce the drying time, thus saving energy. A 3D diffuse interface model was 

developed to simulate in-silico eggplant VFD. By comparing the experimental drying time and product 

temperature, heat transfer coefficient and vapor diffusivity were estimated under different operating 

conditions. 

 

Keywords: modelling, vacuum freeze-drying, diffuse interface, kinetic, eggplant. 

 

1. Introduction 

Vacuum freeze-drying (VFD) is a low pressure and low temperature drying process based on 

sublimation as the water removal mechanism. Since a high-water content favours a series of 

degradation reactions and microbial growth, freeze-drying can be applied to food products as a 

preservation process. In comparison to other drying processes, VFD is less damaging in terms of 

aesthetic and nutritional product qualities, thanks to the low temperature along the whole process and 

the low oxygen concentration in the atmosphere. 

Unfortunately, the process is time and energy consuming, and attention should be paid in the 

choice of process variables, i.e. temperature of the heating shelves and chamber pressure, to preserve 

product quality and minimizing the process duration. Therefore, it is really useful to perform in silico 

simulations of the sublimation process to select temperature and pressure values that allow a complete 

drying in a shorter time, while avoiding product overheating. 

Two layers can be found in the product while the sublimation occurs: an external dried layer and a 

frozen inner core, which gets smaller over time as the sublimation goes on. To take this into account, 

several models were developed, based on the Uniformly Retreating Ice Front (URIF) (Wolff and 

Gibert, 1990) approach. URIF models consider each cell of the computational domain made of pure 

ice or pure dried matrix and the interface between the two parts of the product moves from the exterior 

to the interior of the system Such approach is particularly useful for one-dimensional systems. 

However, the gradients of temperature and compositions created during the drying may be different 

in the three dimensions, e.g. due to non-uniform heating conditions, and the adoption of a one-

dimensional model is a simplification that may lead to information loss on the real evolution of the 

system. Thereby, a three-dimensional (3D) model seems more appropriate to describe accurately a 3D 

domain where there are significant three-dimensional gradients. According to the URIF approach, the 

deformation over time of the sublimation interface requires a computational grid rearrangement to fit 

the shape of the sublimation front. This grid rearrangement is computationally critical in case it has to 

reshape the sublimation interface over three directions, making the URIF approach not convenient for 

a 3D system. 

Warning et al. proposed a Diffuse Interface model (DIM) (Warning et al., 2015) in order to keep 

the same computation grid for all the calculations. This is achieved thanks to the innovative 

description of the product composition. Each cell of the grid is composed by a constant solid fraction, 
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considered as a solid matrix, plus a fraction of water, which occupies the volume left by the solid 

matter, i.e. it occupies the porosity inside the solid matrix. The water contained in the porosities can be 

found as ice or vapor, according to the sublimation front evolution during the drying phase. 

Consequently, the porosity composition is time varying, made of the sum of ice fraction ( ) and vapor 

( ). 

While the sublimation interface of URIF models is defined by the sharp boundary between ice and 

dried cells, the sublimation interface of a DIM is implicitly described by the position of cells whose 

ice fraction is being equal to zero. Conceptually, in the first, sublimation is happening only at the sharp 

boundary while in the second approach sublimation is happening throughout the domain. 

The goal of this study was to develop a mathematical model, applying the DIM approach, to 

describe the evolution of product temperature and of the residual amount of ice during the primary 

drying, thus estimating the time required to complete this phase. The case study considered is the 

freeze-drying of eggplant samples, Solanum melongena variety, a challenging case study due to the 

high-water content and soft texture of the solid matrix. 

In this framework, applying a DIM may be useful to take into consideration the occurrence of 3D 

gradients in the samples, since the product is strongly affected by external conditions at the surface. In 

particular, during the drying phase the product is heated both from the shelf and from chamber walls, 

whose temperature is typically higher than that of the product. It is well known that radiative heat from 

the walls to the products exposed on the shelves is significant and may play a major role in 

determining the product temperature (Rambhatla and Pikal, 2004). Therefore, radiative heat is 

responsible for the higher temperature at the product surface, thus leading to considerable temperature 

gradients in the product that may be not negligible for a deep analysis of the product being processed. 

 

2. Material and method 

2.1 Mathematical model 

The mathematical model here presented consists of a differential equations system, developed from 

the DIM presented by Warning et al. (Warning et al., 2015), implemented by applying a Finite 

Element Method.  

Some assumptions were taken into account to simulate the system. Firstly, any shrinkage 

phenomena are neglected, as no evidences of it were reported experimentally. Therefore, the modelled 

geometric shape considered is cubic and constant with time. This approach required a description of 

the analytical domain, i.e. the product with a cubic three-dimensional grid. Thanks to the DIM 

approach, the same set of equations presented can be applied to all the domain cells, as long as some 

effective proprieties are used. These properties are average properties, weighted by the cell 

composition in terms of solid, ice, and vapor fractions (Warning et al., 2015). 

The ice sublimation flux ( ,kg s-1 m-3) was described by the non-equilibrium formulation reported 

in equation (1), where  is the porosity,  (kg mol-1) is the molecular weight of water and            

(J mol-1 K-1) the ideal gas constant. This means that the phase change of ice into vapor takes place 

rapidly, but not instantaneously. Equation 1 points out that the sublimation can occur as long as the ice 

vapor pressure ( ) is higher than the chamber pressure  and the volume fraction of gas ( ) is 

not zero. The non-equilibrium constant ( , s-1) is representative of the sublimation rate. To ensure 

that the sublimation is not rate controlled by the phase change,  is set as a large value in the order 

of 105-106 s-1. Thereby, the phase change takes place in a much smaller time scale than the vapor 

diffusion phenomena through the porous matrix, which should be the actual process rate controlling. 

 

(1) 

The mass balance of water vapor through the porous matrix is shown in equation (2), where  is 

the vapor density,  the ice density, and  the volume fraction of ice. The vapor flux takes place 

thanks to the vapor gradient from the product to the chamber. This is taken into account by the vapor 

diffusivity ( , m2 s-1) and occurs through the solid matrix by means of diffusive phenomena. 
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(2) 

The vapor flow regime in the porous medium can be affected by some deviation from the 

continuum assumption. In fact, in case the Knudsen number ( ), used to establish in which regime 

the flow takes place, is higher than 1, Knudsen diffusivity should be considered. If the pore diameter is 

assumed as the characteristic length, in the order of 1-100 µm,  can be much higher than 1 

(Warning et al. 2015). However, the Knudsen diffusivity that should be introduced is related to the 

effective diffusivity by the void fraction and the tortuosity of the porous matrix (Fissore et al., 2015). 

Because of the uncertainty on these parameters,  was estimated from experimental data fitting. 

The heat balance implemented can be seen in equation (3), where  (kg m-3),  (J kg-1 K-1) and 

 (W m-1 K-1) are respectively the effective density, heat capacity and conductivity of the product, 

 (J kg-1) is the ice latent heat of sublimation: 

 
(3) 

 

2.2 Boundary and initial conditions 

In order to solve partial differential equations (PDE) system made of equations (1) and (3), boundary 

and initial conditions about temperature and gas density are required. 

The initial sample temperature ( ) was the product temperature at the end of the freezing stage, 

equal to -30°C in the case study analysed. The initial gas density ( ) was calculated by assuming 

ideal gas behaviour, thanks to the low pressure at vacuum conditions and considering vapor to be the 

only gas in the chamber. 

The boundary conditions regarding temperature where developed considering that the product is 

heated both from the shelf and from the chamber walls, which are at higher temperature. 

Firstly, the sample is heated by the shelf through the bottom face by a heating flux proportional to 

the difference between the shelf temperature and the product, multiplied by the heat transfer 

coefficient ( , W m-2 K-1). This is an overall coefficient taking into account the heating mechanisms 

occurring between shelf and the bottom face of the cube. 

From the other five faces exposed to the chamber, the cubic sample is heated by radiation from the 

chamber walls. In order to compute the radiative heat, it is required to know the view factors values 

and the effective emissivity ( ). The latter depends on the emissivity of the involved surfaces, thus on 

the specific material (Pikal et al., 1984), and a value of 0.98 was adopted. For the view factors, many 

approximations were needed to estimate them, as an exact evaluation would be computationally too 

complex. Therefore, only the most significant contributions given by some of the areas of the chamber 

walls were considered (Fig. 1). The other ones were characterized by much lower view factors, which 

minimize their contribution to the heat radiated. In particular, the upper face of the cube was 

considered to be irradiated by the upper shelf surface and by the four chamber walls, while each side 

of the cube was considered to be irradiated by the corresponding shelf parallel to the side surface, from 

an area as large as the cube’s side itself, since this corresponds to the actual disposition of samples on 

the shelf adopted in the batches from which experimental data were collected. 
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Fig. 1. Representation of the geometrical configuration considered to calculate the view factors. 

On the left and in the middle, the upper shelf and the chamber wall radiate the upper product face. On 

the right, the side product face being radiated by an area of the shelf equal to the product face area. 

The boundary conditions regarding the gas density considers the vapor diffusion from the product 

surface to the chamber.  

The diffusive vapor flux ( , kg s-1 m-2) boundary condition from the surface to the chamber was 

the one implemented by equation (4) for the five exposed faces, each one of area equal to  (m2). The 

vapor propagates through the porous matrix to the surface, and then through the vacuum chamber. The 

vapor propagation in these different materials is characterized by different diffusivities, and this 

should be considered for setting the boundary condition in equation (4). Since the diffusivity of vapour 

in the chamber can be hardly calculated because of the environment conditions under vacuum, an 

approach analogue to the ghost cells one was adopted. Ghost cells represent a shell of cells around the 

product, that can be characterized with specific properties values (Mittal and Iaccarino, 2005). In this 

study, the ghost cells were considered as a layer around the product where the vapor diffusivity is the 

same as inside the porous matrix, thus allowing the use of a single parameter. Since the contact with 

the shelf might prevent diffusive phenomena, the face laying on the shelf was assumed impermeable to 

the vapor flux and, thus,  through in this case was assumed to be equal to zero. 

 
(4) 

 

2.3 Experimental Investigation 

Data collected on freeze dried eggplant samples were used to develop the present model. Fresh 

eggplants were bought in a local market in Turin and processed daily. This product is highly 

heterogeneous, due to the high seasonal variability and differences between each cultivar. 

Furthermore, the eggplant samples composition is not homogeneous due to the presence of seeds in 

the vegetable flesh, affecting the data collected. 

Eggplants were freeze-dried in a LyoBeta 25 by Telstar (Terrassa, Spain), which is a pilot-scale 

equipment with 0.2 m3 chamber volume. Temperature profiles and drying duration were measured in 

batches run at different conditions. 

To monitor the product superficial temperature an infrared thermography-based sensor (FILR A35) 

was used (Lietta et al., 2018), while the temperature inside the samples was measured by means of 

thermocouples (Tersid, Milano, Italy). 

For estimating the end point of the drying phase, pressure measurements were taken by a Pirani 

(PP) gauge (PSG-101-S, Inficon, Bad Ragaz, Switzerland) and a capacitive one (PB), both installed in 

the chamber. Their ratio (PP/PB) decrease was regarded as an evidence for end of drying (Patel et al., 

2010). In particular, in this study, the middle point of the decreasing curve was considered as a 

representative end point. 
 

3. Results and discussion  
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In order to model product temperature and drying duration, estimating first the values of   and 

 was required for describing the heat and mass transfer. The comparison between experimental 

and simulated data was focused on the product surface temperature and the drying process duration. In 

fact, the former parameter is crucial for preserving food nutritional properties, since higher 

temperatures may affect these properties while also having an impact on process duration. The latter is 

relevant for optimizing the process duration. In particular, the simulated drying duration was 

calculated as ice ratio, i.e. the fraction of residual ice mass over the initial one. 

By comparing three temperature profiles at the product surface with the modelled ones, as well as 

the drying time, it was possible to estimate  and   values under conditions of -30°C and 30 Pa 

(case A). Following,  and  mean values were calculated, as well as their standard deviations, 

equal to 28.4 W m-2 °C-1 and 2.7∙10-4 m-2 s-1. The model validity was proved by comparing calculated 

and measured temperature evolution in another sample, taken from the batch at same conditions, by 

employing the  and  mean values (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Above, experimental temperature profile of the product surface dried at -30°C and 30 Pa, 

compared to the one calculated (■) with the  and  mean values to verify the model 

accuracy. Below, comparison of the experimental PP/PB ratio (on the right axes) and the 

simulated  ice ratio (dashed, on the left axes) for the same case study. 

The presented model appears to adequately fit the temperature trends, with particular accuracy in 

the last hours of drying, when the sublimation is being completed. Regarding the drying time, it can be 

seen that the modelled drying is completed at a time very close to the experimental one. 

Furthermore, the model was applied to the data collected in a batch run at -15°C and 20 Pa (case 

B), to check if it could be applied under different process conditions. In this case, the values found to 

give a good data fitting (Fig. 3) were equal to 14 W m-2 °C-1 and 1.9∙10-4 m-2 s-1. 
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Fig. 3. Above, temperature profile of the product surface dried at -15°C and 20 Pa, compared the 

profile modelled (■). Below, comparison of the experimental PP/PB ratio (on the right axes) and the 

simulated ice ratio (dashed, on the left axes) for the same case study. 

 

These results remark that the values of  and  are influenced by temperature and pressure 

conditions. Since in this case both the process variables were varied, only the effect on  is feasible, 

as it is well known that  is mainly a function of pressure (Pisano et al., 2011). Therefore, in case B, 

the effect of a decrease in pressure results in a decrease of the heat transfer coefficient. On the other 

hand, the diffusivity value appears mainly constant, and the little decrease may be related to the lower 

chamber pressure. In fact, this is an effective value depending on the pressure difference between the 

chamber and ice pressure at the product interface. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Vacuum freeze-drying is an interesting process to preserve food through water removal, as it allows to 

preserve more nutritional properties rather than other drying processes occurring at higher 

temperature. However, process variables have to be carefully selected to minimize the drying duration  

and avoid unexpected higher temperature of the product. For these purposes, modelling the drying 

phase of a freeze-drying cycle can be useful. 

A Diffusive Interface model (DIM) was implemented, applied to a 3D domain, for simulating the 

drying process of eggplant, an interesting product thanks to its high-water content and good nutritional 

properties. 

The aim of the model was simulating the temperature profile on the product surface and estimating 

the drying time. To achieve these goals, experimental data were fit, to estimate the values of the mass 

and heat transfer coefficients. 
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Abstract  
A moving boundary model recently developed for food drying is presented. The novelty lies in the 
introduction of a constitutive equation relating shrinkage velocity to water gradient (both depending 
on space coordinates), which represents the fingerprint of the specific food material under 
investigation. The constitutive equation can be easily derived from experimental data of total volume 
reduction and overall moisture ratio by using a suitable developed shortcut procedure. The model is 
here applied to a literature case in order to test its prediction capabilities. 
 
Keywords: food drying, shrinkage, mathematical model, moving boundary 
 
1. Introduction 

Deviations from Fickian behaviour during drying of foods are due to both macroscopic (e.g. 
volume and shape) and microscopic changes (e.g. structural modifications). The development of 
mathematical models, able to predict both water content evolution and material changes during drying, 
has thus become an important research topic due to the growing demand for refined tools for industrial 
process design and control.  

Recently, Adrover et al. (2019a,b) proposed a mathematical model able to capture both water 
content evolution and material changes. It was inspired by the models developed by Tu and Ouano 
(1977) and Papanu et al. (1989) for the description of polymer swelling due to solvent transport. 
Following the basic ideas of these authors, Adrover et al. (2019a,b) introduce a point-wise 
proportionality function α  linking the water concentration gradient to the shrinkage velocity of the 
boundary as well as of each point of the system. This allows the extension of ideas, originally 
developed for the description of swelling materials only, to the case of shrinking ones. It is worth 
noting that the definition of the proportionality function α  corresponds to the introduction of a 
constitutive law for the material under investigation linking its structural behaviour to the water 
transport evolution. However, this does not introduce further parameters into the system since the 
functional form for α  can be easily derivable from experiments. 

In this contribution, the model of Adrover et al. (2019a) is presented and its prediction capabilities 
are shown for the literature case of chayote drying (Ruiz-Lòpez et al., 2012). To this aim, a shortcut 
method (described in Adrover et al., 2019b) for the determination of the proportionality function is 
applied. 
 
2. Material and method 
The model equations describe the evolution in time and space of the water volume fraction and of the 
boundary. They consist of an advection-diffusion equation for the water content, coupled with an 
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ordinary differential equation for the boundary. The coupling is obtained by means of a suitably 
defined advection term.  

The dimensionless equations with boundary conditions, obtained by introducing the dimensionless 
time and space variables   τ = tD Lr

2 ,  !x = x Lr ( D is the diffusion coefficient, Lr the characteristic 

length) and the normalized water volume fraction  ψ = φ φ0 are the following: 
 

    

∂ψ
∂τ

= !∇⋅ !∇ψ (1−α(ψ )φ0ψ )( ) , !x ∈ !V (τ )

− !∇ψ ⋅n
!xb
= Bim ψ

!xb
−ψ eq( ) , !xb ∈ !S (τ )

d  !xb

d τ
=α(ψ )φ0  !∇ψ | !xb

,  !xb ∈ !S (τ )
             (1) 

 

 Bim is the mass transfer Biot number and   !xb are the points of the boundary. The term 
  −α ψ( )φ0ψ !∇ψ  

in the first equation of Eqs.1 is the convective term, which is also the right-hand side of the equation 
for the evolution of the boundary (see for details the paper of Adrover et al. 2019a). 
The proportionality function α , introduced to deal with all the possible cases, can be obtained from 
experimental data of rescaled total volumes  V / V0  vs. overall moisture ratios  X / X0 (calibration 
curves), through a regression procedure, according to the following: 
 

  

d X X0( )
dτ

!
1

φ0α ψ P( )
d V V0( )

dτ
  (2) 

 
from which: 
 

  
α ψ P( ) ! 1

φ0

d V V0( )
d X X0( ) =

1
φ0

G' X X0( )             (3) 

 
Eq 2 is obtained from the macroscopic balance equation and G is the experimental calibration 

curve. 
  ψ P =ψ !xP( )  is the value assumed by the normalized volume fraction at a suitable probe point 

located on the system boundary. A good choice of the probe point is, in general, the one corresponding 
to the maximum value of boundary displacement as discussed in Adrover et al. 2019a,b. In order to 
proceed with the experimental derivation of α , a relationship between  ψ P and   X X 0 is required. 
Hence, Eq 3 becomes: 

  
α ψ P( ) ! 1

φ0

G' g ψ P( )( )          (4) 

In Adrover et al. 2019a,b a discussion about the choice of the functional form of g and G can be 
found. Two procedures are also provided, namely an analytical approach and a shortcut numerical one. 
The use of such approaches is then discussed in Adrover and Brasiello, 2019.  
 
3. Results and discussion  
The shortcut numerical approach allows a good prediction of the functional form of α  from 
experiments with few computational burdens.  

According to Eq. 2, the proportionality function α  entering Eqs.1 represents the derivative of G in 
Eq. 3, which is the experimental curve   V V0  vs. moisture ratio  X X 0 . In Fig. 1A, several curves are 
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reported for the case of chayote discoidal samples (Ruiz-Lòpez et al. 2012) and for several drying 
temperatures. 

The shortcut procedure consists of the following steps: 1) Choice of a significant probe point P in 
order to approximate  X X 0 with  ψ P ; 2) Numerical integration of the model by choosing the simplest 

functional form for the curve  V V0 =GV X X 0( )  (GL if radius evolution is neglected); 3) Calculation 

of a better approximation   X X 0 = g ψ P( )  from the results of the numerical integration.  

A good choice for  g ψ P( )  is a sigmoidal function.  
The result of the procedure is shown in Fig. 1A. In particular a fourth-order polynomial function is 

used to approximate G: 
 

 
G X X0( ) = 1− β j 1− X X0( )

j=1

4

∑   (4) 

 
The overlapping between calculated curves and experimental data is very good. Moreover, 

discrepancies between GV and GL curves are very low, as expected because of the sample shape, and in 
any case are within the experimental noise.  

In Fig. 1A, slight differences can be observed in the experimental calibration curves due to 
temperature. Such differences are deliberately not considered in the model since explicit temperature 
dependence should be otherwise introduced. This would have complicated the model without bringing 
relevant benefits. 

In Fig. 1B, the comparison between predicted and experimental curves of moisture ratio reduction 
in time is shown. The model is able to predict experimental data with great accuracy. Good results are 
also obtained for the prediction of volume reduction. 
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Fig. 1. A. Prediction of the volume vs. moisture ratio curves for chayote discoid samples by using both 
GV and GL functional forms. B. Comparison between predicted and experimental curves of moisture 

ratio reduction; Arrhenius function is used for temperature dependence of water diffusion. 
 
4. Conclusions 

The mathematical model here described allows the macroscopic description of mass transport 
processes within solid matrices characterized by variations in shape and/or size, induced by the 
processes themselves. To this end, apart from the introduction of a differential equation describing the 
temporal evolution of the boundary, a relation linking the variation of structural characteristic to mass 
transport (in this case due to drying) is necessary. The easiest way to do this is by coupling the mass 
balance equation and the equation for the boundary. This is achieved both in Tu and Ouano (1977) and 
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Papanu et al. (1989), for swelling polymers, by means of a proportionality relationship between the 
convective term and the concentration gradient. 

In order to generalize the model both for the shrinkage and for the swelling cases and to account for 
the plethora of possible different behaviours available in literature, a proportionality function α  is 
introduced in Adrover et al. 2019a for the first time. The specific functional form and related 
parameters can be obtained from independent experiments. The model here presented is thus the 
simplest model for the description of the mass transport with volume variation.  

The results, briefly shown, demonstrate that the moving boundary model can be successfully 
applied for prediction of water content evolution and volume reduction during drying. The results have 
been obtained without adding any unnecessary parameter since α  has been derived by means of a 
shortcut developed procedure, directly from the experimental calibration curves. 
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Abstract  

In order to develop a commercially viable alternative spray drying technology, a high drying rate in a 

small volume must be achieved whilst maintaining a small residence time. This can be accomplished 

in a radial multizone dryer where high air inlet temperatures and high-G fluidization leads to 

enhanced drying rates. In this paper, results of CFD model are presented and validated against 

experimental data. The results show radial oscillations of central hot air flow with a frequency of 3.5 

Hz. 

 

Keywords: spray dryer, vortex chamber(s), process intensification, CFD, transient 

 

1. Introduction 

Spray drying is a highly energy intensive unit operation that has long suffered from high investment 

and operating costs. The process is widely used for production of powders from liquid feeds (Masters, 

1985). In this work, a process intensified spray drying technology is presented, known as Radial 

Multizone Dryer (RMD) which is a variant of vortex chamber (Broqueville, A. de et al., 2018; De 

Wilde & de Broqueville, 2008) with an addition of cylindrical extension wherein a free vortex is 

generated i.e. without tangential air inlets thus, reducing the required air flow consumption.  

In a RMD, two distinct temperature zones exists: a central hot zone (350 °C) where droplets are 

sprayed counter-current with the hot air and spend a very short residence time (milliseconds) followed 

by rapid evacuation of dried particles -by the strong centrifugal forces- to the mild temperature 

rotating zone (100 °C) thus, avoiding product degradation. In this cold peripheral rotating zone,  

high-G acceleration further enhances the interfacial heat, mass and momentum exchange as well as 

effective separation of particles from air (De Wilde, 2014; Weber et al., 2017). 

The previous experimental and computational studies (Rahman et al., 2018; Tourneur et al., 2018) on 

multi-zone vortex chamber concept have revealed the presence of two distinct temperature zones, 

efficient spray-air contact and high evaporation rates. However, in order to successfully realize the 

counter-current spray drying process, protection of the spray nozzle from milk deposition is necessary 

to avoid clogging and overheating of the nozzle tip and walls. This has led to a new sleeve design for 

nozzle protection with additional co-flows around the nozzle with the spray.  

The high temperatures and multiphase flow in spray drying makes it difficult to run experiments and 

optimize the dryer. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling has been widely recognized in 

understanding the complex multiphase and transient nature of flow fields inside spray dryers (Kieviet, 

1997; Kuriakose & Anandharamakrishnan, 2010; Langrish & Fletcher, 2003; Saleh & Nahi Saleh, 

2011). In this paper, an experimentally validated CFD model is developed for air flow only which is 

then used to investigate the unsteady characteristics of air flow in RMD by which the frequency of 

oscillations can be recognized. The focus of this paper is on the interaction of the hot air and counter-

current nozzle flows and therefore, only air flow is simulated i.e. without inclusion of spray injection. 
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2. Material and method 

The geometry of RMD simulated in this study is shown in Fig.1. along with the boundaries depicting 

inlets and outlets of the dryer. In this setup, two temperature zones exist: a central hot zone and a high-

G peripheral rotating cold zone. The droplets can be sprayed in counter-current with hot air or a 

combination of counter and co-current (hot co-flow) as shown in Fig.1.  

The spray nozzle is surrounded with a 

protective sleeve to avoid droplets 

refluxes on to the nozzle and hence, 

avoiding milk burning on the nozzle tip 

that leads to clogging and instable spray. 

The rotating co-flow moves the droplets 

outwards to the periphery while a small 

amount of cold flow is used to avoid 

overheating of the nozzle walls. In this 

study, however, only the gas flows are 

simulated i.e. the instabilities arising 

from the interaction of the two counter air 

flows. Hot air enters the dryer through a 

honey comb flow distributor hence, 

reducing small turbulences in the 

cylinder. The Vortex Chamber (VC) 

consists of 3 wheels, each wheel 

consisting of 36 inlet slots through which 

air enters the chamber tangentially, 

creating a high-G vortex. Further, an 

additional single wheel with 16 tangential 

inlets is used to introduce a rotating flow 

that separates the fine particles from 

Figure 1 Geometry of RMD used in the simulations, left: schematic of RMD dryer 
 right: 3d model of the geometry used in simulation 

Table 1 Boundary conditions used in the simulation 
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exhaust air. This rotating vortex further moves the particles axially downwards to the Vortex Chamber 

(VC) for final drying and removal via solid outlet. The boundary settings used in the simulation are 

given in Table 1. The heat losses of the cylinder walls are taken into account while no heat losses are 

considered for VC since, these are surrounded with air distribution jackets. 

For computations, an unstructured tetrahedral mesh of 11M elements was used. The simulations have 

been performed in the commercial CFD package FLUENT 14.5. A 3D steady-state and transient 

computation with k-omega SST turbulence model was used to simulate the gas flow. All the transport 

equations were discretized in space using second order upwind scheme. The transient simulation was 

carried out using steady state solution as the initial condition. A time step of 0,001s was adopted. 

Typically 10-30 iterations led to a convergent solution at each time step with local residuals of less 

than 10-4- 10-6. The SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling scheme was used. The details of the CFD 

methodology and the governing Navier-Stokes and turbulence model equations can be found in the 

literature and FLUENT user guide (ANSYS, 2004; Fletcher, 2017; Wai Woo et al., 2009). 

3. Results and discussion 

This section presents the predicted steady-state and transient results of the CFD model. The results are 

validated against the available experimental data. Further, the steady-state results re compared with the 

transient results. 

3.1. Steady-state results 

The Figure 2a shows the comparison of predicted steady-state results with the experimental 

measurements for probe locations V1 and V3 (see also Fig.1.). The model makes a good agreement 

with an average error of 2.7% for both probes: V1 and V3. It can be seen that model slightly 

overpredicts the temperature near the walls. The error can be caused since, the heat losses in the 

experimental setup are not exactly known. It can be seen that the temperature increases from the wall 

of the dryer towards the sleeve. Figure 2b shows the comparison of the steady-state results with the 

experimental data for thermocouples: V9 and V10. The model shows a similar trend with an over 

estimation of temperature with an average error of 7.5% and 9.5% for probes V9 and V10, 

respectively. The bigger error at these locations is due to intense mixing of the hot air jet, rotating hot 

co-flow and non-rotating cold flow. The errors arise due to the central hot air jet oscillations in the 

radial direction induced by the interaction of central hot air and the rotating hot air in the opposite 

direction. Further, it should be noted that the valley in the numerical data (central region) as presented 

in Fig.2b has its origin in not well premixed cold air, whereas during experiments air could be 

premixed and due to nozzle and sleeve contact, heated up already earlier. 

 

 

3.2. Comparison of transient and steady-state results 

The Figure 3a presents the predicted transient profile on V10 probe (fifth location from the wall at 

probe V10 is selected for analysis) compared with the steady-state model result and time averaged 

experimental measurement. The plot indicates the oscillations of the hot air jet approximately between 

190-280 °C, and thus the time dependent nature of the flow. The overprediction of the steady-state 

model results as seen in Fig. 2a and 2b may arise from the unstable behaviour of the hot air jet. This 

Figure 2 CFD model validation with experimental data a) V1 and V3 (left), b) V9 and V10 (right) 
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in-stationary phenomena of the hot air jet is also evident from Figure 3b, where the predicted transient 

profiles on V10 probe is plotted at three different time steps: 0.5s, 1s and 1.5s compared with the 

steady-state profile and time averaged experimental measurements. It depicts the oscillatory behaviour 

of the flow field. The frequency of oscillations is found to be 3.5 Hz.  

3.3. Comparison of temperature patterns 

In this section, in order to understand the origin of instabilities of hot air jet, a sensitivity analysis is 

conducted. The Figure 4 compares the temperature fields for three cases: a) the reference case as 

presented in Table 1 b) without the co-flows around the nozzle and c) without the non-rotating cold 

flow around the nozzle. 

In case a) (the reference case), when both: rotating and non-rotating co-flows around the nozzle are 

applied, the hot air jet oscillates radially giving asymmetrical temperature patterns. Due to the in 

Figure 3 Comparison of transient and steady-state profiles a) at V10-5 (left), b) location V10 (right) 

Figure 4 Axial cross-section plane of temperature patterns a) with nozzle co-flows b) without 

nozzle co-flows c) without cold non-rotating co- flow 
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stationary flow behaviour, the transition between the central hot and peripheral cold zone is not clearly 

distinguishable. This could be problematic for droplets that are already dried and could lead to 

overheating and product degradation. Further, high temperatures could lead to stickiness and wall 

depositions on the cylinder walls of RMD. 

It can be seen that in case b), when the co-flows around the nozzle are not present, the central hot air 

jet is symmetric and no radial oscillations were observed during the transient solution. The hot jet is 

concentrated along the axis of symmetry with a gradual transition to the cold zone. 

In case c), when only the rotating hot-co flow around the nozzle is applied, the hot central jet 

penetrates into the protective sleeve since, the non-rotating cold flow is not restricting the hot air jet. 

The temperature fields show an almost symmetric patterns with a slight expansion of hot and 

transition zone due to rotating hot co-flow that expands while the hot and cold zones are easily 

distinguishable. By comparing the three cases, it can be concluded that the instabilities of central hot 

air jet and thus the in-stationary phenomena is the result of the non-rotating cold flow. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, a three-dimensional steady-state and transient CFD model of air flow in a novel RMD is 

developed and validated against experimental temperature measurements. The steady-state model 

shows good agreement with an average error of 2.5% for probes: V1 and V3 and 7.5% and 9.5% for 

V9 and V10 thermocouples, respectively. The results show that the desired temperature profiles with 

two distinct zones: central hot and a peripheral rotating cold zones can be established; however, radial 

oscillations of central hot air jet induced by the interaction of the hot air jet and counter nozzle co-

flows can be seen. The frequency of oscillations is found to be 3.5 Hz. Further, it is found that the the 

instabilities arise mainly due to the cold non-rotating component of the nozzle co-flows. Such transient 

behaviour needs to be minimized to avoid product degradation and to have a stable and efficient spray 

drying operation. Future studies will aim to optimize the relative ratios of these counter-current flows 

and to investigate droplet drying behaviour. 
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Abstract  

A modern pore network model is developed that can mimic drying of a thin layer of suspension with a 

comprised of insoluble particles in a solution. This model takes into account transport and 

accumulation of the dissolved component as well as the volume reduction of the pore structure during 

the convective drying process. Influence of drying conditions and initial solid concentration on final 

deposit distribution is studied by pore network simulations. 

 
Keywords: shrinkage, pore network modelling, drying, ion transport, precipitation 

 

1. Introduction 

Shrinkage of deformable porous materials is common in many industrial applications, such as drying 

fruits in food industries, formation of a porous coating by drying of slurries, and engineering of battery 

electrodes and catalytic coatings through distribution of active materials. Also, preservation of 

masonry and cultural heritage is an important area where undesired crystallization within porous 

material is to be avoided. Pel et al. 2002 studied one-sided drying of fire-clayed bricks contaminated 

by salt solution; nuclear magnetic resonance technique was used to measure moisture and NaCl 

content within the material. In a similar study the influence of crystallization inhibitors, whose 

function is to allow a higher degree of supersaturation before nucleation, on drying of fired-clay bricks 

and Granada limestone is studied by Gupta et al. 2012. Norouzi Rad et al. 2013 studied the pattern of 

efflorescence formation depending on the spatial distribution pores sized at the surface of a packing of 

sand grains. Observations indicate that salt crystals are more inclined to form at the small pores as they 

stay wet for a longer time during drying as pores are sufficiently large to avoid blockage.  

In this work, drying of a slurry, made of insoluble particles in a solution of a volatile solvent and 

non-volatile dissolved component, is simulated using a shrinking pore network model. This pore 

network model is an extension of our previous work where the network was rigid (Rahimi et al. 2018). 

Taking into account the pore shrinkage as a result of the solid medium deformation is regarded as a 

novelty of this work. The entire model is considered at isothermal condition and colligative properties 

of the solution are neglected. Simulations are carried out for various drying rates and physical 

properties of the liquid in order to obtain the desirable distribution of the precipitated solid at the end 

of the drying process. 

 

2. Model description 

The pore network is initially saturated with the liquid volume located inside the cylindrical throats. 

These throats establish the connection between the nodes (with no volume) and act as a grid for 

computation of vapor and liquid pressure fields as well as concentration of the dissolved component. 

The initial volume of the throats is selected such that they have a similar shrinkage capacity. A method 

is proposed in Section 2.4, by which the pore size distribution of a rigid (fully shrunk) material can be 
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mapped onto its state before shrinkage. Prior to drying, the dissolved component is uniformly 

distributed in all throats. The liquid pressure at the beginning is considered atmospheric. As drying 

proceeds from the top, menisci begin to develop at the surface throats leading to a pressure drop in the 

liquid phase. In contrast, the region of the network, which has not fully shrunk, maintains atmospheric 

pressure. As a result, a significant pressure gradient can be established that acts as a driving force for 

both the network shrinkage and solute migration. 

 

2.1. Vapor and liquid transport 

Drying from the top results in diffusive vapor flow in empty throats and the boundary layer above the 

network. The liquid and vapor flow in the entire network are considered quasi-stationary within the 

network time-steps. Vapor diffusion within each throat in the gas-filled regions of the network and the 

boundary layer is calculated using Stefan correction coupled with the isothermal conditions. The 

equation can be written as follows: 

Ṁv,ij = Aij
δ

L

PM̃v

R̃T
ln (

P−pv,i

P−pv,j
),     (1) 

where δ is the binary diffusion coefficient between water vapor and air (m2/s), Aij and Lij the throat 

cross-sectional area and length (m2 and m) respectively, P the gas pressure (Pa), T the air temperature 

(K), M̃v molar mass of water (kg/kmol), R̃ universal gas constant (J/kmolK), and pv partial pressure of 

water in the gas phase. 

Capillary induced liquid flow rate in the network is governed by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation 

which is written for a throat as follows: 

Ṁw,ij =
πrij

4

8μwL
(Pw,i − Pw,j),   (2) 

where rij represents the throat radius (m), μw the dynamic viscosity of water (Pa·s), and Pw the 

liquid pressure at the nodes. Similar calculation procedure as for the vapor pressure is considered here 

for liquid pressure field. The boundary conditions are defined as pressure level for moving menisci 

and liquid flow rate for stationary menisci. More detailed discussion on the basic drying model can be 

obtained in Metzger et al. 2007. In addition, due to the implementation of shrinkage in the model, a 

new type of boundary condition is introduced at shrinking throats which is explained in Sec. 2.4. Mass 

conservation law is applied to all gas and liquid nodes in the network using Eqs. (1) and (2), 

respectively. This results in two systems of algebraic equations which are then solved for pressures at 

nodes obtaining liquid and vapor pressure fields. 

 

2.2. Transport of the dissolved component  

Within liquid throats, transport of the dissolved component is modeled by a 1D advection-diffusion 

equation. Advection term is assumed to follow a plug flow, whereas Fick’s law governs diffusion 

between throats and nodes. Discretizing this equation over the space in the throat-node geometry leads 

to: 

𝑑𝐶𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑈 (

𝐶𝑖−𝐶𝑖𝑗

𝐿𝑖𝑗
) + 2𝐷

𝐶𝑖−2𝐶𝑖𝑗+𝐶𝑗

𝐿𝑖𝑗
2 ,   (3) 

where C is the concentration of salt in the solution (kg/m3), U the superficial velocity of liquid in the 

element (m/s), and D the binary diffusion coefficient between solute and solvent (m2/s). Indices i and j 

refer to nodes on either side of the throat ij with liquid flow from node i to node j. The solution scheme 

to Eq. (3) is explicit time stepping. Eq. 3 is only reliably stable if the Péclet number (Pe) is limited to 

unity. This is achieved through a selective sub-discretization method based on the local Pe number. 

This only affects this section of the model and has no impact on liquid or vapor motion in the system. 

 

2.3. Crystallization 

During drying, enrichment of salt takes place due to evaporation of solvent. In this model, salt 

concentration is tracked over time steps and rises as time goes by. At the end of every time step all 

liquid throats in the network are scanned and throats that exceed a certain degree of supersaturation 

(C*+) are subject to crystallization. In that case the excess amount of salt is precipitated until salt 
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concentration falls below the saturation concentration (C*-). Therefore, the amount of precipitated salt 

is calculated as follows: 

𝑀𝑠,𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑖𝑗(𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶∗+).     (4) 

It is assumed that the time scale for crystallization is significantly shorter than that of the ion migration 

which leads to an instant crystallization model in this case. 

 

2.4. Shrinkage 

As previously mentioned, the entire network is initially considered at atmospheric pressure before 

shrinkage takes place. This high pressure is imposed at the middle of the throats until shrinkage is 

complete. The first throats that are fully shrunk to their smallest size develop menisci which excert a 

pressure drop at their curved surface. Consequently, shrinkage at throats at the immediate 

neighborhood of the fully shrunken throat may begin their own shrinkage due to the loss of liquid to 

throats with menisci at the surface. Therefore, the boundary condition imposed by a shrinking throat, 

on the liquid pressure system of equations, is in the form of pressure.  

In this work, the network is generated by taking into account 5 characteristics of the porous 

material, which are relatively straightforward to obtain, namely: initial and final height, initial and 

final porosity, and the final pore size distribution. Following the recipe given in this part the network 

is formed either from a distribution function or pore size distribution of real materials. The network is 

initially generated at its final state (fully shrunk) from the final data. Note that throat uniform length is 

attributed to all throats before any shrinkage and comparing the initial and final height provide the 

ratio between the length of vertical and horizontal throats (only vertical throats shrink in length). 

Combining the shrinkage degree in height, initial and final porosity, and the quantity of horizontal and 

vertical throats, the radial shrinkage degree for throats is obtained. Finally, throats are expanded in 

radius and length to produce the network at its initial state. 

 

3. Simulation results and discussion  

Pore network simulations are carried out utilizing a 3D cubic pore network model with 15 nodes in 

each lateral direction and 19 nodes in height, resulting in a 10×10×16 size. The initial throat length 

throat (uniform at the beginning) is 3 μm whereas the final pore size distribution is generated by a 

normal distribution function with a mean throat diameter of 1 μm and a standard deviation of 0.1 μm. 

The initial and final porosity of the network are set to 80% and 50%, respectively, and the final 

shrinkage factor in height is set to 50%. The aim is to find the parameters which lead to a 

homogeneous distribution of the precipitated solid at the end of drying. This outcome is desirable for 

the majority of industrial appilcations. However, valuable insight is gained in pursuit of this specific 

result that allows for reliable prediction of other circumstances directed at different applications. Note 

that to avoid introducing randomness into the results simulations are carried out using an identical 

network for all cases studied here. We believe that the network size is large enough to be 

representative which was validated by Monte-Carlo simulations (not presented here) for identical set-

up and the final solid deposit profiles were representative. 

 

Table 1. Drying conditions and liquid viscosities. 

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Evaporation flux (g.m-2.s-1) 5 0.5 5 

Liquid viscosity (Pa.s) 0.001 0.001 0.2 

Initial concentration level (C0/C*) 0.5 0.05 0.5 0.05 0.5 

Viscosity (Pa.s) 0.001 0.001 0.2 

 

The diffusive boundary layer at network surface is fixed at 300 μm for all cases and the drying rate 

is varied via a change in the drying temperature such that the respective drying rates of Table 1 are 

achieved. The network is initially filled with a solution with uniform concentration throughout the 

entire network. The saturation concentration for the dissolved component is considered 100 kg/m3. 

Two different levels of initial concentration of the pore liquid solution are set as 5 and 50 % of the 

saturation concentration. The diffusion coefficient is considered as 10-9 m2/s for the dissolved 
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component in the solution. The rest of the physical parameters for the solution are taken as water at 

room temperature (25 ˚C). 

 

 

3.1. Case 1  

In most industrial drying applications, it is desired to apply very high drying rates to maximize the 

production rate. Therefore, we start our analysis by running a simulation where the entire liquid in the 

network is evaporated within 22.5 s giving with the evaporation flux of 1 gm-2s-1 (see Table 1). The 

profiles are selectively chosen to highlight important moments during shrinkage and drying. Shrinkage 

progress is defined as follows: 
𝑉𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,0−𝑉𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝑉𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,0−𝑉𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝑚𝑖𝑛
.      (5) 

 

As the upper 66% percent of the network is fully shrunk it can be seen that the concentration of 

dissolved component has reached the saturation concentration and some amount of precipitation has 

already occurred. 

 
Fig. 1. Shrinkage of two third of the network shown by profiles of: (a) progress of shrinkage, (b) salt 

concentration per slice and (c) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 
The next point of interest is when the network surface begins to dry out. It is explained in Sec. 2.4 

that as long as there are throats in the network that have not fully shrunk, atmospheric pressure is 

imposed at the middle of those throats. This atmospheric pressure acts as a significant pressure source 

which combined with capillary pumping prevents the network surface from drying out unless 

evaporation rate is extremely high. In this case, as shown in Fig. 2, the network surface only starts to 

dry out once the entire network has fully shrunk to the minimum size. It can be seen that at this stage 

almost 30% of the dissolved component has precipitated only in the top slice. 

 
Fig. 2. The onset of drying out of the surface throats shown by profiles of: (a) progress of shrinkage, 

(b) slice saturation, and (c) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 

The analysis of the precipitation pattern due to convection and diffusion of the dissolved 

component is only possible by investigating the intermediate stages of drying. To this aim, as the top 

50% of the network fully dries out, saturation and concentration profiles are to be looked into (Fig. 3). 

Saturation profiles demonstrate that capillary pumping plays an important role to extend the first 
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drying period until saturation in every slice falls to around 0.8. At this point the surface completely 

dries out and the receding front period commences and continues to the end of drying (Fig. 4). The 

implication is that drying rate is not high enough to cause any stabilization of the drying front and 

receding front only starts once liquid connectivity is lost due to breakage of large liquid clusters. 

However, diffusion of the dissolved component is significantly hindered due to the limited time 

available for back-diffusion as shown by so-called “step wise” profile of solute concentration. It can 

be seen that a massive amount of crust, around 50% of the total amount of solid, has formed at the 

network surface. 

 
Fig. 3. Drying of the upper 50 % of the network shown by profiles of: (a) slice saturation, (b) 

normalized solute concentration, and (c) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 

The final distribution pattern of the solid deposit shows a significant amount of the precipitated 

component formed as a crust (Fig. 4). This is followed by a slight gradient nearly at homogeneous 

distribution of the miniscule amount of solid at interior. This outcome is highly undesirable since such 

crust formed at the surface is prone to being damaged or scratched off during many important 

applications. 

 
Fig. 4. End of drying shown by profiles of: (a) slice saturation, (b) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 

Simulation with reduced initial concentration of pore liquid demonstrates the possibility of 

eliminating the final crust completely. However, slight accumulation of the precipitated solid beneath 

the surface, followed by a gradient highlights the effect of fast drying. This is important information as 

it suggests that the final precipitation pattern can be significantly improved only by reducing the initial 

concentration of the dissolved component. 

 
Fig. 5. Normalized solid deposit per slice at the end of drying with lower initial concentration. 
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3.2. Case 2  

As we seek conditions under which a homogeneous distribution of the precipitated solid can be 

resulted at the end of the drying process, the level of temperature elevation is dramatically reduced to 

achieve a total drying time of 234 s (with evaporation flux of 0.5 gm-2s-1). This drying rate is around 

10 times slower than that of case 1. Comparisons similar to case 1 are possible by selecting similar key 

points during the drying simulation. As the upper 66% of the network has fully shrunk, an extremely 

mild concentration gradient is observed, as shown in Fig. 5b. This is resulted because the reduced 

drying rate provides enough time for diffusion to level out the enrichment caused by evaporation. 

Therefore, precipitation is delayed and no deposited solid is observed at this stage (Fig. 5c). 

 
Fig. 6. Shrinkage of two third of the network shown by profiles of: (a) progress of shrinkage, (b) 

normalized solute concentration, and (c) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 

Similarly to case 1 the network surface begins to dry out once the shrinkage has ended. This effect 

is expected as the higher evaporation rate of case 1 can be sustained for this network as shown in Sect. 

3.1. Solute concentration gradient is completely uniform (at saturation concentration) indicating that in 

such slow drying rate diffusion completely levels out the gradient. As a direct result of this significant 

amount of deposited solid has appeared compared to the previous profiles as shown by Fig. 6d. 

 
Fig. 7. The onset of drying out of the surface throats shown by profiles of: (a) progress of shrinkage, 

(b) slice saturation, (c) normalized solute concentration, and (d) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 

At the end of drying the solid deposit distribution is to that of case 1 with high initial concentration 

with slightly less crust formation. A big portion of this massive crust is formed at the end of shrinkage 

due to the migration of dissolved component by capillary pumping to the surface while there is no 

room for diffusion as the liquid is completely saturated. It is concluded from these simulations that at 

realistic drying rates and slurry properties, the drying front stays at the surface until shrinkage ends. 
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Fig. 8. End of drying shown by profiles of: (a) slice saturation, (b) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 
In this specific case the only obvious way to tackle the crust is to reduce the initial concentration. Fig. 

9 shows a completely homogeneous solid deposit profile at the end of drying. Although drying is 

extremely slow, this result reveals that the model is extremely adept at capturing the result of back-

diffusion of the dissolved component. 

 
Fig. 9. Normalized solid deposit per slice at the end of drying with lower initial concentration. 

 

3.3. Case 3  

The viscosity of the pore liquid has been varied in order to investigate alternative options to achieve a 

uniform distribution of the solid deposit at the end. In this case viscosity has been increased to 0.2 

which is relatively high for most applications. However, it demonstrates that even such with high 

viscosity combined with the fast drying conditions, the entire network has stayed fully saturated until 

the end of drying (see Fig 10). The results as almost two third of the network has fully shrunk look 

very similar to those of Case 1. 

 
Fig. 10. Shrinkage of two third of the network shown by profiles of: (a) progress of shrinkage, (b) salt 

concentration per slice and (c) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 

As a result, it is not expected to obtain the desired homogeneous solid precipitation pattern at the 

end of drying for high initial concentration as it was demonstrated that the variation in liquid flow 

regime must change during shrinkage. Some viscous stabilization has been achieved after shrinkage is 

concluded hence the slight reduction in the relative mass of crust at the end of drying is observed in 

Fig. 11 as the network surface dries out a bit earlier compared to Case 1. 
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Fig. 11. End of drying shown by profiles of: (a) slice saturation, (b) normalized solid deposit per slice. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, shrinkage of porous media during drying in the presence of a dissolved component has 

been modelled by a pore network discrete approach. The network is initially at atmospheric pressure 

and as liquid is removed the network shrinks layer by layer from top to bottom. Throats that have 

shrunk to their minimum size allow transport of the dissolved component by capillary flow to the 

network surface. Depending on drying rate and capillary flow regime, back-diffusion may level out 

established concentration gradient. 

For an identical pore network, simulations are carried out by varying drying rate and initial 

concentration. It is found out that, for a high initial concentration of the dissolved component, 

formation of crust cannot be avoided through variation of drying rate and viscosity of pore liquid. On 

the other hand, a low initial concentration leads to a homogeneous distribution of the final solid 

deposit. In this case, fast drying facilitates solid accumulation beneath the network surface followed by 

a concentration gradient near the surface. However, slow drying combined with low initial 

concentration leads to very homogeneous precipitation at the end of drying. Moreover, it has been 

shown that increasing the viscosity by a factor of up to 200 does not result in emptying of the throats 

as long as shrinkage is in progress. Consequently, the crust is not significantly reduced as the majority 

of the solid mass in the crust is formed during shrinkage phase which keeps the drying front pinned to 

the network surface.  
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Abstract  
The aim of this work is to investigate experimentally and numerically the thermal and moisture related 
behaviors of an aqueous solution deposited on a PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) polymer film, during 
the drying step. To do this, drying tests are performed on two distinct laboratory dryers which combine 
convection and infrared radiation. A numerical model based on finite elements method is developed and 
exploited to predict temperature, moisture content profiles and product shrinkage. 
 
Keywords: Heat and Mass Transfer, Thin Layer, Modelling, Experiment, Convection and radiation 
 
1. Introduction 
Water based polymers tend to substitute organic solvent polymers for environmental reasons in many 
industrial sectors and for various applications (varnishes, adhesives, sensitive sensor...). As a result of 
this substitution, an added energy input is necessary to dry these products (Allanic et al. 2017). Theses 
ones are often temperature sensitive, semi-transparent and present large shrinkages during the drying 
step. Thus, to avoid risks of degradation and guarantee the product quality, it is essential to correctly 
control the energy inputs as intensifying the production (Ludwig et al. 2009, Overbeek 2010). In this 
perspective, a combination of various heat transfer modes provides an interesting way to improve the 
production (Dufour 2006, Allanic et al. 2010).  

The aim of this work is to investigate experimentally and numerically the thermal and moisture 
related behaviors of an aqueous solution deposited on a PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) polymer film, 
during drying by convection or infrared radiation.  

Two specific drying devices developed in the laboratory for thin-layer product are used to track mass 
and product temperatures evolutions. One experimental laboratory set-up enables to dry the product with 
short-wavelength infrared emitter associated to natural convection. Another one device combining 
short-wavelength infrared radiation and forced convection is used to intensify the heat and mass 
exchanges. In the same way, the heat fluxes absorbed by the solution and the polymer film are estimated 
as function of the solution thickness by the means of a fluxmeter (Le Bideau et al. 2009).  

A numerical model is developed to predict moisture contents and temperature variations. The 
thickness variation is also computed in considering a linear shrinkage with the water content. The first 
numerical results are encouraging and in accordance with experimental observations.  
 
2. Material and method 
The product under study is a reactive solution used in medical field. Under industrial conditions, the 
reactive solution is screen printed on a PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) support. 

For the laboratory tests, the solution is applied to a PET support using an applicator with beveled 
blades equipped with two integrated micrometric screws to adjust the application thickness to the desired 
value (between 10 µm and 6 mm). Two deposit thicknesses were tested: 100 µm and 400 µm. The useful 
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removal area, corresponding to the dimensions of the support, is 10.2 cm x 4.92 cm, or 49.3 cm2. After 
application, the PET film and its solution are set on a copper plate. 

The protocol in place ensures good repeatability of the quantity of solution deposited, i.e. a deposited 
mass of 300 mg for a thickness of 100 µm and 1200 mg for a thickness of 400 µm. On the various tests 
conducted, the variation in mass deposited remained less than 10 mg. 

Note that the thicknesses announced here (100 µm and 400 µm) are the expected thicknesses based 
on the applicator setting. A theoretical calculation based on the deposited mass, the application surface 
and the density of the emulsion leads to theoretical thicknesses of 60 µm and 240 µm. 

The first experimental laboratory setup enables to perform experiments with infrared heating, 
associated to natural convection (Fig. 1). The setup is composed of a closed chamber which walls are 
cooled down thanks to a water circulation. Short-waves infrared emitters, having a low constant of time, 
are placed at the upper side of the chamber. The lamp has a 2 kW power and is fitted out with a parabolic 
reflector to obtain a homogeneous radiation area. A power controller unit operating in syncopated wave 
train regulates the dissipated energy. The experimental design was thought in order to acquire the 
evolutions of mass and temperatures. The solution and its support are placed on a weighting system, 
located in the closed chamber. An optical pyrometer gives the surface temperature (Tsurf) of the solution. 
The emissivity is assumed to be constant and equal to 0.93. The measurement of air temperature is also 
performed. All sensors (thermocouples, pyrometer) and the mass scale are connected to an acquisition 
system (1 acquisition per second). Complementary details can be found in reference Allanic et al. 2014. 
Before each experiment, a no-load test is performed to correct the drift of the scale, due to convection 
phenomena in the chamber. The infrared radiation received by the product is measured by using a sensor 
developed at the laboratory (Le Bideau et al. 2009). 

 

  
Fig. 1. Natural convection / infrared dryer. 

 
The second laboratory dryer is composed of a hot air loop whose air temperature and air velocity are 

respectively controlled in by heating units and by a variable speed control blower (Fig. 2). This hot air 
loop distributes air into the measurement chamber in which the study material is placed. The chamber 
is equipped with short-waves infrared emitters whose power device is regulated through a solid-state 
relay controlled by an analogical signal. The chamber is also equipped with a weighing system (scale) 
in order to record the product mass during the experiments and to deduce the average moisture content. 
However, the low mass deposited and the disturbances caused by the air flow make the measurement 
very inaccurate. The mass measurement will not be exploited later. Moreover, the dryer is instrumented 
with several thermocouples and a hygrometer to correctly apprehend the air conditions in the chamber 
during the drying stage. A pyrometer is also positioned at the top of the chamber to record the surface 
temperature of product. Complementary details can be found in reference (Glouannec et al. 2002, 
Allanic et al. 2007).  
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Glass plate 
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Fig. 2. Forced convection / infrared dryer. 

 
3. Numerical modeling  
The mathematical model is developed to simulate the hygrothermal behavior of the solvent during the 
drying process (equation (1) and (2)). Mass and heat transfers are supposed one-dimensional.  

 𝜌𝑐# $
%&
%'
+ 𝑣𝛻𝑇, = 𝛻. (𝑘𝛻𝑇) (1) 

 𝜌 $%23
%'
+ 𝑣𝛻𝑥5, = 𝛻. (𝜌𝐷𝛻𝑥5) (2) 

With r the apparent density (kg·m-3), cp the specific heat capacity (J·kg·K-1), T the temperature (K), 
v the shrinkage velocity (m·s-1), k the thermal conductivity (W·m-1·K-1), xl the liquid fraction (kg·kg-1) 
and D the effective moisture diffusivity (m2·s-1). 

The upper side of the material is subjected to a convective air flow and infrared radiation (equation 
(3)). 

 −𝑘𝛻𝑇 = −�̇�𝐿𝑣 + ℎ<(𝑇= − 𝑇) + 𝜀𝜎(𝑇@A − 𝑇A) + 𝛼𝐸DE (3) 
The mass transfer depends on air and surface conditions (equation (4)). 
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At the base of polymer support, heat losses are considered (equation (5)). 
 −𝑘𝛻𝑇 = ℎ\(𝑇= − 𝑇) + 𝜀𝜎(𝑇@A − 𝑇A) (5) 
The interface solvent/film is supposed impermeable (equation (6)). 
 −𝜌𝐷𝛻𝑥5 = 0 (6) 
With �̇� the drying rate (kg·m-2·s-1), Lv the latent heat of vaporization (J·kg-1), hs and hi respectively 

the heat convective coefficients at the top surface and at the base of support (W·m-2·K-1),  e the long 
wave emissivity, s the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W·m-2·K-4), a the short wave absorptivity, EIR the 
incident heat flux (W·m-2), hm the mass transfer coefficient (m·s-1), rv the vapor density (kg·m-3), aw the 
water activity (-), RH the relative humidity (-) and Psat, the saturation pressure. The subscripts a, w , surf 
are respectively for air, wall and surface. 

A perfect contact is assumed for heat transfer problem. 
The thickness variation is also computed in considering a linear shrinkage with the water content W 

(Khalloufi et al. 2010) (equation 7).  
 𝜌(𝑊) = 𝜌<_

`ab
`acb

 (7) 
The shrinkage velocity v is deduced from equation 7. 
A finite element method (Comsol Mulitphysics ®) is used to solve these equations. An Arbitrary 

Lagrangian-Eulerian method is employed to represent the geometry variation during the computation. 
The thermal and moisture related properties were previously measured or identified. 

 
4. Results and discussion  

Whatever the experimental configuration, the drying experiments were performed under two levels 
of  infrared radiation. Based on measurements performed with a laboratory fluxmeter, the incident heat 
flux received by the product surface was evaluated . Conventionally, tests were carried out with an 
incident heat flux between 11 kW·m-2 and 17 kW·m-2. 
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Placing the fluxmeter under the PET film (without the copper support), the transmissivity t of film 
was estimated at 0.72 average and remains relatively constant (Fig. 3). Similar measurements were 
carried out after applying the reactive solution and this for two solution thicknesses. For a thin layer, 60 
µm, , the transmissivity t of film + 60 µm varies from 0.6 at the beginning of the drying step to 0.74 at 
the end. A weak part of incident radiation is absorbed by the solution. For a 240 µm thick layer, the 
transmissivity of the assembly varies from 0.45 to 0.65 which is consistent with the Beer-Lambert law 
predicting an attenuation of the transmitted flux with an increase of the solution thickness. 

Figure 4 presents and compares the thermal behaviors obtained in three configurations with an 
equivalent incident radiation (EIR = 11 kW·m-2) and for an initial thickness imposed at 240 µm. Two 
experiments were carried out on the second laboratory dryer, i.e. in forced convection and under an 
infrared radiation source. The air temperature was set at 25°C for the first test (IR+FC(25°C)) and 45°C 
for the second one (IR+FC(45°C)); this experiment was performed twice as shown in Fig. 4. The third 
experiment, also made twice, was performed with the free convection dryer (IR+NC) . In this case, the 
air temperature is not controlled but is only measured. The variation of mass is also presented. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Estimation of the transmitted heat flux. 

 
Based on the temperature variations, it is possible to identify the pseudo constant drying rate periods 

for the three tests. Logically, the shortest constant drying rate period is obtained for the test combining 
infrared radiation and forced convection with an air temperature set at 45°C and lasts approximately 120 
s. After this step, the product temperature increases more intensively which indicates a dried surface 
state. The drying kinetic is then limited by the water diffusion. With an air temperature cooler than 
previously, i.e. 25°C, the constant drying rate period lasts about 150 s. The thermal losses being more 
important at the free surface, the product surface is cooler which naturally reduces the vapor pressure at 
the surface and consequently reduces the drying rate (see equation 4). The last experiment performed in 
free convection presents a warmer temperature plateau related to a reduction of heat losses. Indeed, the 
convective heat exchanges are less intense in this case, but in the same way the mass exchanges are also 
limited which leads to an increase of the constant drying rate period, about 200 s. The dimensionless 
mass variation recorded for this last experiment shows that the drying is not entirely performed after 
200 s. A duration of 300 s is needed for reaching the final mass; for information, the dry mass represents 
30% of the total mass. 
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Fig. 4. Thermal behavior in free and forced convection combined with infrared radiation 
 

Figure 5 presents the drying kinetics obtained in free convection combined with infrared radiation 
set at 17 kW·m-2 for two solution thicknesses, 60 µm and 240 µm. For the thinnest layer, the constant 
drying rate period is relatively short, about 80 s which corresponds to a mass loss of 55 %, the  remaining 
15 % requires 120 s more. During this first step, the product temperature does not exceed 55°C. The 
constant drying rate period lasts about 120 s in the case of a thicker layer. The product temperature 
reaches 65 °C. The mass loss during this period is similar, 55 %. The complete drying is achieved after 
200 s which indicates that the remaining 15 % are evacuated in 80 s. Globally, the drying periods are 
the same while the thicknesses are quite different (increase of a factor 4). This result is explained by the 
absorptivity of the solution in the short-waves infrared range as function of its thickness. As shown in 
figure 3, the transmissivity decreases with the increase of the thickness which means that the amount of 
energy absorbed by the solution increases. A direct consequence is a warmer surface temperature during 
the whole drying period inducing a higher drying rate.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Impact of the thickness on the drying kinetics. 
 

Simulations were performed in the forced convection drying configuration for the thickest layer. 
The simulated temperatures and the average mean moisture contents are plotted for two air temperatures 
in figure 6. Experimental temperatures are also presented. Whatever the air temperature, a fairly good 
agreement is obtained about thermal responses. Nevertheless, during the transient early stage, the 
simulated temperatures are slightly underestimated for both air temperatures. The transition between the 
constant rate period and the failing rate period is correctly predicted, although a slight overestimation is 
observed during the drying performed at an air temperature of 25°C. The mean average moisture content 
varies from 3 to about 0.05 kg·kg-1. The final value is conformed to measurements. 
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Fig. 6. Experimental and simulated drying kinetics in forced convection; EIR = 11 kW m-2, e =240 µm.  
 

The mathematical model also predicts the thickness variation (Fig. 7). The simulated shrinkage is 
very consequent from 240 µm to about 20 µm, i.e, a variation superior to 90 %. In order to validate, the 
final thickness was measured from pictures obtained with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 
7 presents one of theses pictures where the dried product and its PET support are visible. Based on this 
one, the final thickness was evaluated at 25 µm on average.  

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. Simulated thicknesses variation and validation. 
5. Conclusions 

From two laboratory dryers and a modelling approach, the thermal and moisture related behaviors of an 
aqueous solution was investigated. Various configurations were tested to point out the influence of air 
conditions, solution thickness or infrared radiation levels. This work shows the interest of combining 
different heat transfer modes to improve the drying kinetics. A first macroscopic model was 
implemented to successfully simulate the hygrothermal behavior of product in the instance of 
convective/IR drying. In future, this model will be combined with optimization procedures in order to 
define optimal drying conditions. 
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Abstract  
 
The set of macroscopic equations governing coupled heat and mass transfer in porous media assumes 
the variable field to be at equilibrium at the microscopic scale. This assumption fails in several 
configurations, depending on the pore morphology and composition of the medium. In such cases, a 
true dual-scale, complex and demanding in CPU resources, is mandatory. 
This paper proposes a new strategy to transfer these dual-scale effects at the macroscopic level, using 
a kernel function acting in a convolution product. 
We also propose a strategy able to convert the convolution product in a small number of internal 
variables that obey simple ODE equations. This is very efficient in CPU time (two to three orders of 
magnitude compared to the full dual-scale approach).  
The new formulation and the associated computational strategy were successfully validated against 
reference solutions generated with the full dual-scale model TransPore2. 
 
Keywords: biosourced materials, computational simulation, failure of local equilibrium. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

The classical formulation of coupled heat and mass transfer in porous media assumes what is called 
the local thermodynamic equilibrium (Whitaker 1998). This ensures important facts at the microscopic 
level such as a unique and uniform temperature for all phases of the porous medium or the equilibrium 
between the partial pressure of water and the bound water. 
 
However, several configurations lead to the failure of this assumption: flow in fractured rocks, drying 
of deep beds of particles, imbibition in hardwoods, sudden change of moisture content in hygroscopic 
insulation materials. 
 
In this paper, a full dual-scale model is used to assess whether the porous medium may be assumed at 
local equilibrium. Then, this full dual-scale model is used to generate reference solutions to test and 
validate a new macroscopic formulation able to transfer these dual-scale effects at the macroscopic 
level. This formulation of coupled heat and mass transfer involves memory functions in a convolution 
product. 
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2. Material and method 

The macroscopic formulation used in the present work is the classical 3-variable model. It involves 
balance equations of moisture, enthalpy and dry air and allows three independent variables to be 
computed (for example temperature, moisture content and gaseous pressure). 
 
The dual-scale formulation is based on the concept of distributed micro-models (Showalter 1993). The 
macroscopic description is the same as before. However, at each macroscopic point of the domain, a 
unit cell with a full 3-variable description is defined and the microscopic fields are solved over time. 
The coupling between scales are two-way (Perré, 2010): 
- the macroscopic field at a given location serve as boundary conditions for the micromodel, 
- the exchanges at the boundary of the micromodel turn into source/sink terms at the macroscopic 
scale. 
 
The new formulation accounts for the memory functions in the comprehensive formulation of coupled 
heat and mass transfer in porous media. The memory function appears in the moisture content balance 
(equation 1), but has effect on other balance equations, namely because it modifies the moisture 
fluxes. 
 

   (1) 
 

In this equation, the memory or relaxation function j represents the material answer following a 
sudden change in external conditions (a stepwise variation of RH, the relative humidity) at the 
microscopic scale (Fig. 1). In practice, this function can be obtained: 

- with a suitable experimental device, able to apply such a sudden change on microscopic 
samples, 

- or by computation when the physical phenomenon responsible for the memory effect is 
identified and the real pore morphology is sufficiently well described. 

 

 
Fig. 1 – Some possible shapes of the relaxation function. 
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Equation (1) can be slightly modified to obtain  
 

  (2) 
 
a represents the instantaneous response of the solid moisture content when Xeq varies. It represents the 
part of the sorption behaviour considered as very rapid regarding the process time, or the moisture part 
stored in the gaseous phase in the case of dual-scale effects. Function k is a kernel function that tends 
towards 0 at infinite time and represents the fading memory. It can be singular at t = 0, but must be 
sufficiently regular to exhibit a smooth behaviour in the convolution product (Peszynska, 1995). 
Obviously, the fading memory vanishes when function j is the causal function. In this case, the 
convolution product disappears. This mass transfer equation was implemented in the full 3-variable set 
of equations that governs coupled heat and mass transfer in porous media (Whitaker 1998, Perré 
1999). 
 
However, it is noteworthy that equation (2) is not easy to handle for a multidimensional computational 
solution of coupled heat and mass transfer. The numerical implementation is much easier when the 
function j can be developed as a series of decreasing exponential functions. Such a series allows for 
the convolution product to be transformed into internal variables, whose evolutions obey simple ODEs 
(Perré, 2019). 

 
 
3. Results and discussion 

The new set of macroscopic equations was validated using the reference solution computed with a 
comprehensive dual-scale formulation (Perré, 2019). The test consists in submitting a slab of Low 
Density Fibreboard (LDF) to a sudden change in external relative humidity. In this case, dual-scale 
effects come from the slow diffusion inside the fibre, that contrasts with the easy diffusion of water 
vapour diffusion in the connected gaseous phase. 
 
Figure 2 depicts typical simulation results, with two contrasted values of mass diffusivity inside the 
fibres. In these figures, the x-axis is the distance from the exchange surface, the y-axis is the 
macroscopic moisture content and the microscopic field inside the fibres is represented as iso-values in 
the fibre sections. One can observe that, for the high value of fibre diffusivity (Fig. 2, top), the internal 
field is almost uniform (uniform colour), except close to the surface at very short times. On the 
contrary, the internal field depicts an internal gradient throughout the test when this diffusivity is much 
smaller (Fig. 2, bottom). This slows down the macroscopic diffusion compared to the first test. 
 
Figure 3 shows results that validate the new coupled macroscopic approach. In this case, the analytical 
solution of diffusion in a cylinder was used to approach the memory function injected in the 
convolution product. The exact solution was approached by one or two exponential functions defined 
to minimise the error between the development in exponential functions and the analytical solution 
computed with the 500 first terms. 
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Fig. 2 – Dual-scale simulations for a 20-mm-thick LDF panel submitted to symmetrical boundary 

conditions. The effect of microscopic diffusivity on the local (fibre) and global (slab thickness) 
moisture content field: fibre diffusivity = 3.10-13 m2.s-1 (top) and= 1.10-14 m2.s-1 (bottom). 
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Fig. 3 – Ability of the novel formulation to approach the dual-scale effects using a macroscopic 

formulation. The worst case of figure 2 (fibre diffusivity = 1.10-14 m2.s-2) was selected as a case study. 
The kernel function was defined either by one or two exponential functions. 
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In this figure, the red dots are the solution of the full dual-scale formulation and the black line is the 
classical, yet comprehensive, macroscopic formulation. It is obvious that the assumption of local 
equilibrium, embedded in this macroscopic formulation, fails due to the slow diffusion in fibres. A 
non-equilibrium configuration arises that slows down the evolution of moisture content (Fig. 3a) but 
accelerates the transfer of the external relative humidity change towards the core of the sample (Fig. 
3b). Consistently with the slower moisture content uptake, the temperature rise due to condensation is 
smaller in the case of the dual-scale simulation (Fig. 3c). 

 
The new macroscopic formulation with memory function is perfectly able to capture all these 
observations. Using a development of the memory function as a sum of exponential functions allows 
the simulation to be very efficient (a gain of two or three orders of magnitude compared to the full 
dual-scale model). Yet, the accuracy is already very good when using two exponential functions 
(Fig. 3). 
 
 
4. A synthetic summary  

This paper presents a general and rigorous framework able to include non-local equilibrium effects in 
the macroscopic formulation of coupled heat and mass transfer in porous media. Its content is 
summarised in Figure 4. In this figure, any classical balance equation (temporal variation resulting 
from the divergence of fluxes) at the macroscopic level is schematised by arrows around a circle.  
 
In the case of non-local equilibrium, several spatial scales must be considered simultaneously. A 
comprehensive way to do this is to use a dual scale formulation, based on the concept of distributed 
micro-models (Schowalter, 1993, Perré, 2010). Its formulation and computational strategy, needed to 
deal with the coupling between scales, are presented in detail. Then, the dual-scale computational 
model TransPore2 (Perré, 2019) was used to compute a reference solution without local equilibrium. 
The coupling between the scales is always two-way, as noticed by the double arrows in figure 4.  The 
boundary conditions applied at a given scale comes from the variable fields of the upper scale. This 
allows the resulting evolution of that scale to be computed and then transferred at the upper scale as 
source/sink terms. 
 
A new framework was rigorously developed to include these dual-scale effects in the coupled 
macroscopic formulation, as the form of a memory function appearing in a convolution product (right 
hand-side of figure 4). The computational strategy includes the development of the memory function 
as a sum of exponential functions and ODEs associated to the time-evolution of the internal variables 
tied to these exponential functions. Using the dual-scale model as reference solution, this new 
approach was successfully validated even in the case of a severe memory effect. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 

The major outcome of this paper is a macroscopic formulation of coupled heat and mass transfer able 
to account for memory effects arising from dual-scale configurations. Transferring at the macroscopic 
level dual-scale phenomena and molecular relaxation involves a memory function that appears as a 
convolution product.  
 
The new macroscopic formulation together with the computational procedure proposed may be 
applied to various configurations involving coupled transfers between two spatial scales. For example, 
it could be applied to the drying of thick beds. 
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Fig. 4 – Summary of the present approach. When the local equilibrium is not guarantee, the classical 
formulation of coupled heat and mass transfer fails. A full multi-scale approach is needed to account 
for non-local equilibrium and/or molecular relaxation. The new macroscopic formulation proposed in 

the present work allows these phenomena to be transferred at the macroscopic scale. 
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Abstract  

In this paper, we present the method used to investigate the drying behavior of the Resorcinol (R) 

formaldehyde (F) hydrogels and the tools needed for its numerical modeling. First, the studied material 

is introduced. Then the numerical model is detailed and finally convective drying simulations are 

performed to evaluate the capacity of our model to predict desiccation cracking. 

Keywords: Mass and heat transfer, convective drying, porous media, desiccation cracking. 

1 Introduction 

Production of carbon aerogels by CO2 supercritical drying of resorcinol (R) formaldehyde (F) 

hydrogels followed by pyrolysis has been studied since their introduction by Pekala (Pekala, 1989). The 

material has been studied because its large mesopore volumes (5 cm³/g) and high specific surface areas 

(500-1000 m²/g) make it interesting for many potential industrial applications such as catalysts supports, 

adsorbent material, lithium-ion batteries electrodes, thermal insulation material, etc. It is an interesting 

alternative to activated carbon because it is a synthetic material which means its structure and properties 

can be accurately and reliably chosen. 

In his work, he stated that the polycondensation of resorcinol with formaldehyde under alkaline 

conditions results in "the formation of surface functionalized polymer clusters". The covalent 

crosslinking of these clusters creates a 3D framework filled with liquid i.e. a gel. The hydrogels are dark 

red in color and consist of interconnected colloidal-like particles with diameters of approximately 10 

nm. In this case, the hydrogel is just an intermediate phase in materials processing and Pekala used 

supercritical drying condition to obtain low density, organic aerogels (~<0.1g/cm³). Supercritical drying 

was used because the gel would shrink or crack if the solvent was removed by evaporation. In the case 

of supercritical drying, no surface tension is exerted across the pores, and the dry aerogel retains the 

original morphology of the hydrogel.  

The main limitation of the process introduced by Pekala is the supercritical drying of the hydrogel. 

Supercritical drying is not applicable at an industrial scale because of technical (cost) and safety reasons. 

Some other methods to produce an aerogel-like mesoporous texture have been tested and it has been 

shown (Job et al, 2006b) that it is possible to produce porous resorcinol–formaldehyde xerogels by using 

atmospheric convective drying which suppresses the main limitation of the process. Nonetheless the 

convective drying of the gels can, depending of the synthesis and drying conditions lead to desiccation 

cracking (Job, 2006). Since crack-free monoliths are required, investigating the drying behavior of the 

RF hydrogels is an important issue. 
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2 Material and method 

2.1 Resorcinol formaldehyde hydrogels 

It has been shown (Brunauer et al., 1938) that the material properties were significantly different 

depending on the gel formulation and more specifically on the catalyst level. The level of catalyst is 

evaluated through the ratio of resorcinol (R) over catalyst (C) or R/C ratio. Job (Job, 2006) in her PhD 

thesis thoroughly studied the drying behavior of the resorcinol formaldehyde hydrogels. The influence 

of the drying air temperature and velocity were considered as well as the influence of the hydrogel 

formulation (R/C ratio). The convective drying experiments conducted in her PhD thesis are used 

throughout this work to validate our numerical model. 

2.1.1 Samples preparation 

Hydrogels were obtained by polycondensation of resorcinol solubilized in water with formaldehyde 

(resorcinol on formaldehyde ratio of 0.5) in the presence of 𝑁𝑎2𝐶𝑂3 acting as a catalyst (C). Cylindrical 

samples were obtained by casting 5ml of the solution into glass molds of 22mm of diameter and putting 

them for curing under saturated atmosphere in an oven for 24h. For the gelation part, the solutions were 

placed in a water bath for 24 h at 70°C and a second cylindrical mold, slightly smaller in diameter, was 

slipped into the first one until it touched the solution to avoid any contact between air and the solution. 

Moreover, evaporation was prevented by a paraffin film covering both cylinders. This procedure aimed 

at avoiding thermal inertia and temperature gradients during the gelation phase. After gelation, the water 

content on a dry basis, 𝑊, was determined (knowing the sample initial and dry mass) and was, for all 

the samples, close to 2 kg/kg. R/C ratios of 300, 500 and 1000 were considered. 

2.1.2 Convective drying experiment 

The RF hydrogel samples were dried in a classical convective dryer controlled in air relative humidity, 

temperature and velocity. The samples were weighed every 10 seconds during the test. Based on the 

variation of the mass with time, it is possible to express the Krischer curve, representing the drying rate 

versus the water content. The Krischer curve used to validate our model is visible on Fig. 5 (experimental 

points). No other Krischer curve are presented here for clarity reasons. Nonetheless, the observations 

made by Job during her drying experiments are summarized hereafter. 

Drying kinetics 

The drying flux has been shown to increase with both temperature and air velocity. The drying fluxes 

for R/C ratio of 300 and 500 are very similar (with a slight decrease with increasing R/C ratio) and the 

drying flux for the sample prepared at R/C 1000 is much lower confirming a tendency of decreasing 

drying rate with increasing R/C ratio.  

Cracking 

During the experimental campaign, the samples produced at R/C 500 and dried at 92.5°C with an air 

velocity of 2m/s experienced desiccation cracking (see Fig. 1) 

 

 
Fig. 1 : Evolution of the desiccation cracking (W/W0 = 0.23 on the left and W/W0 = 0.10 

on the right) (Job et al. , 2006b) 

 

On the scans, we see that cracking first occurs radially and then orthoradially. The samples crack radially 

for a length corresponding to around a quarter of their radius. 
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2.2 Numerical models 

The process of desiccation cracking essentially results from a strain compensation mechanism. This 

means that, due to suction increase, shrinkage strains tend to be generated, which are hindered by a 

constraining mechanism (resulting from displacement or traction boundary conditions). 

Such process requires a hydromechanical formulation of the problem. Furthermore, it was shown 

(Hubert, 2019) that temperature also plays a dominant role in the drying behavior of porous materials 

(even at ambient temperature drying). Thus a Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical (THM) framework is used to 

simulate the drying behavior of the RF hydrogels which are furthermore considered as an unsaturated 

porous medium with a solid phase, a liquid and gas phase. 

Within that medium, the liquid water transfers are governed by Richard’s equation and vapor 

diffusion is controlled by Fick’s law. The classical heat transfer formulation is used to account for the 

thermal aspect of the problem. The mechanical model is an elasto-plastic constitutive law with non-

linear elasticity expressed in effective stress. Finally, evaporation and heat transfer at the surface of the 

medium are calculated using the boundary layer model proposed by (Gerard et al., 2008). 

A first draft of the model has already been presented in a previous conference paper (Hubert et al., 

2017) but since the mechanical constitutive model has been thoroughly improved upon since and it thus 

detailed hereafter. 

2.2.1 Water transfer 

The water transfers are governed by Richard's equation: 

𝜕(𝜌𝑤 𝑛 𝑆𝑟,𝑤)

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕(𝜌𝑤𝑞𝑙,𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖⏟                
𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

+
𝜕(𝜌𝑣 𝑛 𝑆𝑟,𝑔)

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕(𝜌𝑣𝑞𝑔,𝑖 + 𝑖𝑣,𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖⏟                  
𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟

= 𝑄𝑤  (1)  

where 𝜌𝑤, 𝜌𝑣 are the liquid water and the vapor densities, 𝑛 is the porosity (determined experimentally  

based on the initial and dry mass of the sample), 𝑆𝑟,𝑤 and 𝑆𝑟,𝑔 are the water and gas saturation degrees 

in volume, 𝑡 is the time, 𝑄𝑤 is the injected flux. 𝑞𝑙,𝑖, 𝑞𝑔,𝑖 are the advective fluxes of the liquid and of the 

gas phases with respect to the solid phase. These terms are calculated using the generalization of Darcy’s 

law. 𝑖𝑣,𝑖 is the non-advective flux (diffusion) of water vapor and is determined using Fick’s law. In this 

work, the gas pressure is assumed to remain constant. 

2.2.2 Heat transfer 

The energy balance equation is : 

�̇�𝑇  + 𝜕
𝑉𝑇,𝑖
𝜕 𝑥𝑖

+ �̇�𝐻2𝑂
𝑤−𝑣𝐿 − 𝑄𝑇  =  0 (2) 

where �̇�𝑇 is the enthalpy of the system, 𝑉𝑇,𝑖 is the heat flux, �̇�𝐻2𝑂
𝑤−𝑣 is the mass of water undergoing phase 

change from liquid water to water vapor, L is the water evaporation latent heat and 𝑄𝑇 is the heat 

production term. 

2.2.3 Momentum balance equation 

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ 𝜌𝑔𝑖 = 0 (3) 

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the total stress tensor, 𝑔𝑖 is the gravitational acceleration vector and 𝜌 is the density of the 

mixture : 

𝜌 =  𝜌𝑠(1 − 𝑛) + 𝜌𝑤𝑆𝑟,𝑤𝑛 + 𝜌𝑣(1 − 𝑆𝑟,𝑤)𝑛  (4) 

where 𝜌𝑤, 𝜌𝑔 are respectively the densities of the liquid water and water vapor. 

2.2.4 Mechanical constitutive model 

As mentioned, the mechanical model is an elasto-plastic constitutive law with non-linear elasticity 

expressed in effective stress. Effective stress is used because the strains due to drying are the 

consequence of a change in water content which means the use of suction as a variable of the problem 

is required. Non-linear elasticity is added to account for the stiffening of a material during drying 

(marked by a clear decrease in shrinkage rate not only explained by the decreasing saturation term in 
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Bishop's effective stress) stress)(Léonard et al., 2008). Desiccation cracking is a mode I failure and the 

mechanical framework must be able to accurately deal with tensile failure. The tensile stress range 

allowed by a cohesive-frictional failure model is dependent on the cohesion and friction angle of the 

material. It has been proven (Risnes et al., 1999) to lead to an overestimation of the material tensile 

strength. To deal with that issue, the mechanical framework is composed of two different mechanisms: 

a cohesive frictional failure mechanism and a tensile failure mechanism. The cohesive frictional 

mechanism is a Drucker-Prager criterion and the tensile failure criterion is a macroscopic Griffith like 

criterion.  

2.2.4.1 Effective stress 

Bishop's effective stress has been chosen to describe the stress-strain relation because it directly 

incorporates the effect of a change in suction: 

𝜎𝑖𝑗
′ = 𝜎𝑖𝑗  − 𝑝𝑔 𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝑆𝑟,𝑤  (𝑝𝑔  −  𝑝𝑤)𝛿𝑖𝑗  (5) 

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗
′  is the effective stress tensor, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the total stress tensor, 𝑆𝑟,𝑤 is the water saturation and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 

is Kronecker's tensor. 𝑝𝑔 and 𝑝𝑤 denote respectively gas and water pressure. 

2.2.4.2 Elasto-plastic framework 

As explained in the introduction, an elasto-plastic framework is required. Elasto-plasticity is based on 

the decomposition of the total strain increment, 𝑑휀𝑖𝑗 into a reversible elastic strain increment, 𝑑휀𝑖𝑗
𝑒 , and 

an irreversible plastic strain increment, 𝑑휀𝑖𝑗
𝑝

: 

𝑑휀𝑖𝑗 =  𝑑휀𝑖𝑗
𝑒 +  𝑑휀𝑖𝑗

𝑝
 (6) 

The plastic strain is said to be irreversible because it cannot be recovered even if the applied stress is 

removed. 

Elastic strain  

Hooke's law describes the relationship between the elastic strain rate, 휀�̇�𝑗
𝑒 , and the effective stress tensor, 

�̇�𝑖𝑗
′ : 

�̇�𝑖𝑗
′  =  𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑒   휀�̇�𝑗
𝑒  (7) 

where 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
𝑒  is Hooke's elastic constitutive tangent tensor. A material subjected to a decrease in water 

content tends to stiffen and thus non-linear elasticity is used in this framework. The formulation used is: 

                                                     𝐸 =  𝐸0  + Δ 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(1 − (1 + (
𝑠

𝑎
)
𝑏
)
−(1−

1

𝑏
)

                                          (8) 

where 𝐸0 is the initial value of the Young modulus, Δ 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum increase in Young modulus, 

𝑠 is the suction and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are model parameters. This formulation is a modification of the expression 

proposed by (Cajuhi, 2018). 

Plastic strain 

Most soil mechanics elasto-plastic constitutive frameworks are based on the concept of yield criterion. 

When the stress path reaches the yield limit, the material adopts a plastic behavior. Since we have two 

independent plastic mechanisms, the total plastic strain increment is the sum of two plastic strain 

increments (a cohesive frictional failure mechanism (𝑝1) and a tensile failure mechanism (𝑝2)) :  

𝑑휀𝑖𝑗
𝑝
= 𝑑휀𝑖𝑗

𝑝 1
+ 𝑑휀𝑖𝑗

𝑝 2
 (9) 
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Fig. 2 : Yield surfaces in the invariant plane 

Cohesive frictional failure mechanism 

Shear failure is most often represented using a cohesive frictional failure criterion. The criterion chosen 

is the Drucker-Prager one, expressed in the invariant plane (see Fig. 2) by: 

𝑓1 ≡ 𝐼𝐼 �̂�  − 𝑀1(𝐼𝜎 + 𝐶) = 0 (10) 

where 𝑀1 =
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙

√3(3−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙)
, 𝐶 =

3𝑐

tan𝜙
 with c being the cohesion and 𝜙 the friction angle. 𝐼𝜎, 𝐼𝐼 �̂� represent 

respectively the first invariant of the stress tensor and the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. 

Tensile failure criterion 

As already mentioned, we propose to adopt a macroscopic Griffith like criterion for tensile failure. It 

assumes the existence of a tension cut-off. Similar hypothesis are common in tensile failure modeling. 

The failure occurs when the minor principal effective stress reaches the effective tensile strength of the 

material 𝜎3
′ = 𝜎𝑡

′. This is the cut off criterion as it is introduced in the work of Morris (Morris et al, 

1992) but expressed in effective stress. It is expressed, in terms of stress invariant as (see Fig. 2) : 

𝑓2 ≡ 𝐼𝐼 �̂� +𝑀2(𝐼𝜎 + 3𝜎
′
𝑡) = 0 (11)  

Where 𝑀2 = 
1

−3 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 −√3 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽
, 𝛽 is Lode angle and 𝜎′𝑡 is the effective tensile strength of the material. 

The effective tensile strength is used because experimental evidences (Péron, 2008) have shown that the 

tensile strength of materials depends on suction and the model must include that feature. The formulation 

suggested by Péron is used to describe the evolution of the tensile strength with suction (see Fig. 3) : 

𝜎𝑡
′ = 𝜎𝑡

′𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑘2  [1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑘1 𝑠

𝑘2,0
)] (12) 

where 𝜎𝑡
′𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the effective tensile strength at the saturated state (s = 0), 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are material 

parameters accounting for the increase in tensile strength as suction increases. 𝑘2 has the dimension of 

a stress, and 𝑘1 has no dimension. 𝑘2 is the variation of tensile strength from the saturated state, 𝜎𝑡
′𝑠𝑎𝑡,  

to the dried state, 𝜎𝑡
′𝑓

 : 

𝑘2  =   𝜎
′
𝑡
𝑠𝑎𝑡
 − 𝜎𝑡

′𝑓
 (13) 

This model means that the effective tensile strength may lie in the negative range due to the contribution 

of the suction. This allows for the activation of the tensile strength criterion at high suction levels. 

 
Fig. 3 : Formulation suggested by Péron (Péron, 2008) 
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2.2.4.3 Boundary layer model – vapor and heat exchange 

The model is based on the assumption of the existence of a boundary layer all around the sample where 

the mass and heat transfers are assumed to take place (Kowalski, 2012). The water flow, �̅�, from the 

materials to the surroundings is assumed to be proportional to the difference between the vapor density 

of the drying fluid, 𝜌𝑣,𝑎𝑖𝑟, and at the surface of the sample, 𝜌𝑣,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓, (Gerard et al., 2008). The 

proportionality coefficient is a mass transfer coefficient, 𝛼 (𝑆𝑟,𝑤), characterizing the surface transfer 

properties. The mass transfer coefficient is dependent on the saturation degree of the surface of the 

sample because it is assumed that the saturation degree of the boundary layer is equivalent to the one at 

the surface of the sample. As the saturation of the boundary layer decreases the transfer coefficient 

decreases too. The water flow is expressed as: 

�̅� = 𝛼 (𝑆𝑟,𝑤)(𝜌𝑣,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 − 𝜌𝑣,𝑎𝑖𝑟) (14) 

The heat flux , 𝑓,̅ from the boundary to the drying air is expressed as: 

𝑓̅ = 𝐿�̅� − 𝛽𝑇(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓) (15) 

where 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the temperature of the drying air, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the temperature at the surface of the sample, 𝛽𝑇 

is a heat transfer coefficient and 𝐿 is water evaporation latent heat. The value of the drying rate during 

the CRP is directly linked to capacity of the drying air to evaporate the water at the surface of the porous 

medium and is thus linked to the value of the mass transfer coefficient. Hence, to determine the value 

of the transfer coefficient, the value of the drying rate during the constant rate period (CRP) is used. 

Same can be said of the heat transfer: during the CRP, the temperature corresponds to the wet bulb 

temperature which can be analytically determined. So, no measurements of the temperature are required 

and only knowing the drying rate is enough to determine the heat transfer coefficient. From the 

experiments of Job (Job et al., 2006b), we get the following values (Table 1): 

Table 1 : Mass and heat transfer coefficients 
Parameter Value Units 

𝛼 0.061 [m/s] 

𝛽 50.70 [W/m²/K] 

3 Results 

In this section, the numerical simulations performed using the THM model are presented. To this end, 

the finite element code LAGAMINE developed at the University of Liege (Collin et al., 2002) in which 

the previously presented model was implemented is used. The goal of the simulations is to predict 

desiccation cracking of resorcinol formaldehyde hydrogel samples. We try to reproduce the behavior of 

one of the samples dried by Job (Job, 2006b). We arbitrarily chose to simulate a sample of R/C 500 

dried at 92.5°C with air velocity of 2m/s because it experienced desiccation cracking. The sample is a 

cylinder of height 10 mm and of radius 12.5 mm. The sample was dried laterally in a classical convective 

drier. 

3.1 Mesh, initial and boundary conditions 

The simulations are performed in axisymmetric conditions given the cylindrical shape of the sample. 

We decided to consider a 2 mm high band in the middle of the sample. This possible because the material 

is homogeneous and isotropic allowing us to use the symmetry of the geometry to reduce the problem 

to a 1D axisymmetric configuration.   

The vertical displacements at the bottom of the sample are prevented as well as horizontal 

displacements along the symmetry axis. The atmospheric pressure is applied at all the external 

boundaries. The boundary layer boundary condition is implemented through a water pressure and a 

temperature at the environmental node and is imposed on the lateral surface of the sample. The 

temperature imposed corresponds to the temperature of the drying air (i.e. 92.5°C) and the water pressure 

is calculated based on the temperature and relative humidity (1.5 %) using Kelvin's Law : 

𝑝𝑐 = −
𝜌𝑤  𝑅 𝑇

𝑀
ln(𝑅𝐻) =  711.9  [𝑀𝑃𝑎] (16) 

where 𝜌𝑤 is the water density, R is the gas constant, M is the water molar mass and T and RH are the 

temperature and relative humidity of the drying air. The mesh and boundary conditions are visible on 
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Fig. 4. The number of elements is progressively increased towards the drying surface since this is where 

all the stress and water content gradients will occur. The sample is initially at rest, saturated and at room 

temperature. 

 
Fig. 4 : Mesh, initial and boundary conditions 

3.2 Numerical results 

Using the THM framework described before, the following (Fig. 5) Krischer curve can be obtained : 

 
Fig. 5 : Krischer’s curve comparing RF hydrogels numerical and 

experimental drying kinetics 

As shown on Fig.5, there is a very good correspondence between experimental and numerical results. 

Such and accurate result can only be obtained through the use of a multi-physics coupled model. A step 

by step approach highlighting the influence of each additional mechanisms can be found in Hubert 

(Hubert, 2019). The drying aspect of the problem is accurately reproduced but the goal is to predict 

desiccation cracking. To verify if the sample cracks, we draw the evolution of the effective minor 

principal stress, 𝜎3
′ , (which is, in this configuration, the orthoradial stress) with time as well as the 

evolution of the effective tensile strength of the material, 𝜎𝑡
′, with time. If those curves touches, it will 

mean that the sample the tensile failure criterion is reached and that the sample has cracked. Fig. 6 

presents these evolutions at the surface of the sample. It is clearly seen that the tensile failure criterion 

is verified leading to the onset of a radial crack starting at the surface of the sample. 

 
Fig. 6 : Evolution of the effectives stresses with time at the drying surface of the sample 

Looking further inside will allow us to determine the crack propagation length. To get a better 

assessment of the crack length we look at the evolution of the plastic strain (generated only where the 

criterion is met) along the radius of the sample (see Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7 : Evolution of the plastic strain along the radius of the sample at different time steps. 

On this graph, it is clear that the crack propagated for a length of a bit less than 1mm but not more than 

that. This cracking means that the sample cracks for around 8 % of its radius which is lower than what 

was experimentally observed. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented a numerical model to simulate the drying behaviour of porous material and 

to predict desiccation cracks onset. The studied material has been introduced and its drying behavior has 

been briefly described through the work of Job (Job, 2006). Then the full set of governing equations 

used in our THM coupled model has been presented. Those equations have been implemented into the 

finite element code LAGAMINE developed at the University of Liege and numerical simulations have 

been performed to reproduce the drying behavior of a sample of Resorcinol-Formaldehyde. The results 

of the simulations have proven the capacity of the model to accurately reproduce the drying behavior of 

the material as well as predicting desiccation cracking initiation. The post cracking behavior is not 

addressed in this work and requires further developments.  
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Abstract  

Nano spray drying is a process for converting liquid substances into a dried submicron powder. 

Nanoencapsulated bioactive food ingredients (e.g. vitamins, antioxidants, oils, plant extracts, 

minerals, amino acids, peptides, enzymes) improve protection, ensure stability, increase shelf life and 

enable controlled release. This study provides an up-to-date overview of the research work on nano 

spray drying of bioactive food ingredients. 

 

Keywords: Nano Spray Drying, Encapsulation, Bioactive, Food, Particles 

 

1. Introduction 

The global bioactive ingredients market was worth USD 29.8 billion in 2017 according to Research 

and Markets (2017) and it is projected to grow with about 6.6% to USD 41.1 billion by 2022. The 

market for encapsulated bioactive ingredients for functional foods and dietary supplements is largely 

driven by consumer interest in promoting health, well-being and disease prevention. 

Major bioactive ingredients of interest to the food and nutrition industry are (Augustin and 

Sanguansri, 2017, Gibbs et al., 1999, Jafari, 2017): 

 flavors (e.g. to control taste or aroma of food products),  

 antioxidants (e.g. to retard the rate of oxidation in foods),  

 antimicrobials (e.g. to inhibit the growth of microorganisms),  

 bioactive lipids (e.g. healthy oils, fatty acids, carotenoids, oil-soluble vitamins),  

 bioactive proteins, peptides and amino acids,  

 bioactive carbohydrates (e.g. to reduce cholesterol by dietary fibers),  

 pre- and probiotics (e.g. to improve gut health),  

 essential minerals (e.g. to maintain proper health), and 

 extracts from herbs and spices. 

After isolation from the original natural source, the bioactive ingredients are purified, dried and 

then added back into food products to replenish the loss of the component during processing, or they 

are introduced into foods in which they are typically not present, e.g. to create a functional or fortified 

food product or a dietary supplement.  

In many cases, it is necessary to encapsulate sensitive bioactive ingredients for better protection 

(e.g. temperature, light, oxidation, and degradation), taste masking, gastrointestinal stability and 

improved storage. It is important to select an appropriate delivery system and a processing method to 

maintain their stability and thus their bioactivity. Recent developments in nano and micro particle 

delivery systems are revolutionizing colloidal delivery systems in the food industry.  

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the variety of colloidal delivery systems available to encapsulate, 

protect and release bioactive food ingredients and nutraceuticals. New delivery systems include e.g. 

nanoemulsions, nanostructured lipid carriers, solid lipid nanoparticles, nano-sized liposomes, 

biopolymeric nanoparticles, and micelles made of proteins, polysaccharides, and their complexes or 

conjugates (Arpagaus, 2019; Jafari, 2017). A challenge is to decide which delivery system to select for 

a particular food application. 
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Fig. 1. Colloidal delivery systems for encapsulation, protection and delivery of functional food 

ingredients (based on Arpagaus, 2019, Garti and McClements, 2012, McClements, 2015). 

 

In principle, delivery systems can be formed from different food-grade materials with different 

processing technologies. The production process has to be economical, reproducible and robust (Garti 

and McClements, 2012, McClements, 2015).  

Nanotechnology and encapsulation are two emerging technologies that enable food engineers to 

realize many innovations in the segment of functional food production. Spray drying is one of the 

most common drying and encapsulation technologies for bioactive substances in the food industry 

(Celli et al., 2015, Fang and Bhandari, 2017). In view of the rapid progress of nanoencapsulation 

technologies, nano spray drying offers the opportunity to improve the formulation and release of 

bioactive food ingredients. Over the last 20 years, there has been a remarkable growth in research 

activity, as shown by the number of publications published in Web of Science and SCOPUS (Fig. 2).  

 
Fig. 2.  Number of papers published in the online databases of Web of Science and SCOPUS on the 

subject “Nano Spray Drying” from the years 1997 to 2017 (accessed on Dec. 31, 2018). 

 

Considerable research on nano spray drying is taking place worldwide, particularly in the fields of 

pharmaceuticals, materials technology and bioactive food ingredients. Although the current level of 

nano spray drying is still in its infancy (Assadpour and Jafari, 2019), the trend indicates that more and 

more products will be developed in the coming years. Nanoscale powders by nano spray drying 

represent a new platform for many applications in food technology (Arpagaus, 2019, 2009).  

This paper explains the specialized technology of nano spray drying for stabilizing bioactive food 

ingredients. The influence of the process parameters on the respective powder properties for 

successfully nano spray drying bioactive food ingredients are discussed. In particular, the paper 

highlights the way of reducing the size of spray dried particles by an order of magnitude to reach 

submicron sizes. Finally, an overview of recent applications performed on a laboratory scale for the 

formulation and encapsulation of various bioactive food ingredients is provided. 
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2. Nano spray drying technology 

Spray drying is a well-established drying technology in the food industry to encapsulate a wide 

range of bioactive food ingredients effectively such as vitamins, minerals, salts, colorants, flavors, 

spices, oils, lipids, polyphenols, carotenoids, antioxidants, probiotic living cells, proteins, peptides, 

enzymes, and many more. Spray drying equipment is readily available by many suppliers in the 

laboratory, pilot and production scale. In 2009, the Swiss company Büchi Labortechnik AG launched 

the laboratory product Nano Spray Dryer B-90 (Arpagaus, 2009, Arpagaus et al., 2009). An 

implemented vibrating mesh atomizer, a laminar drying process and an electrostatic particle collector 

enable the production of small quantities of submicron powder with very narrow size distribution and 

high yields. A few grams can be processed to provide data for feasibility testing and further scale-up 

(Arpagaus et al. 2018, 2017). The mean droplet size of water is approximately 4.8, 6.2 and 7.2 μm 

depending on the vibrating spray mesh, i.e. 4.0, 5.5 and 7.0 μm (Schmid et al., 2011). The maximum 

liquid viscosity that works with this nozzle technology is about 5 to 10 cP (Arpagaus et al., 2010).  

Fig. 3 illustrates the adjustable process parameters and formulation variables for nano spray drying 

bioactive food ingredients. Table 1 provides an overview of the main process parameters and their 

influence on the final product properties. Several process parameters can be varied to optimize the 

particle size, yield, bioactive loading, encapsulation efficiency, release profile, stability, and 

morphology (Arpagaus, 2019, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, Arpagaus et al., 2018, 2017, 2013). Depending 

on the application, an optimized set of process parameters is found. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Process parameters and formulation variables for the production of food bioactive-loaded 

nanoparticles by nano spray drying (adapted from Arpagaus et al., 2018, 2017). 

 

Table 1. Main process parameters in nano spray drying (/ strong increasing/decreasing 

influence, / weak influence,  ̶  minimal or no influence) (adapted from Arpagaus et al., 2017). 

 

Process parameter 
Outlet 

temperature (Tout) 

Droplet 

size 

Particle 

size 

Feed 

rate 

Moisture 

content 
Yield Stability 

Drying gas flow rate   ̶ ̶ ̶  ̶ ̶ 

Drying gas humidity   ̶ ̶ ̶   ̶ 

Drying inlet temperature (Tin)   ̶  ̶    

Vibrating spray mesh size      ̶ ̶  

Vibrating spray frequency       ̶  

Circulation pump rate  ̶    ̶ ̶  

Solid concentration (viscosity)   ̶     ̶ 

Added surfactant/stabilizer in feed  ̶    ̶   

Organic solvent instead of water       ̶ 
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3. Application results and discussion  

The use of nano spray drying for nanoencapsulation of bioactive food ingredients is still at an early 

stage, but is constantly evolving. The feasibility of encapsulating bioactive food ingredients in 

submicron particles by nano spray drying has been demonstrated in various studies. Table 2 shows a 

list of application examples of nano spray drying bioactive food ingredients including (A) polymeric 

wall materials, (B) water soluble vitamins, polyphenols, and extracts, (C) oil-in-water nanoemulsions, 

(D) solid lipid nanoparticles, and (E) mineral salt solutions. Fig. 4 illustrates a selection of scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) images of such representative nano spray dried particles.  

The optimal nano spray drying conditions are within 60 to 120 °C inlet and 30 to 60 °C outlet 

drying temperature with a drying air flow rate of about 100 to 150 L/min. Submicron particles are 

typically obtained with diluted solutions of 0.1 to 1% (w/v) solids concentration and a vibrating spray 

mesh size of 4 µm. Due to the short drying times and the gentle drying conditions, the particles usually 

have a spherical shape with a smooth or structured surface.  

A number of research studies have demonstrated the ability of nano spray drying submicron 

powders from different encapsulating food-grade polymeric wall materials, such as sodium alginate 

(Blasi et al., 2010; De Cicco et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2013), arabic gum (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 

2017a; Li et al., 2015, 2010; Oliveira et al., 2013), gelatine (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009), whey 

protein (Li et al., 2015, 2010), polyvinyl alcohol (Li et al., 2010), modified starch (Li et al., 2010), and 

maltodextrin (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017a, 2009; Li et al., 2010). Maltodextrins of various 

dextrose equivalents (DE) are typically used as carriers for flavours, fragrances and oils. Low-

viscosity sodium alginate is widely used as an emulsifier and immobilizer in food formulations. 

Gelatine is often used as a gelling agent and for encapsulation in food.  

Mannitol, chitosan, leucine, and trehalose  are also used as food encapsulating agents due to their 

high aqueous solubility and low toxicity. Trehalose is applied as protein stabilizer increasing shelf life 

(Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009, Schmid et al., 2011, 2009). Leucine is an aminoacid and a useful 

dispersing agent (Feng et al., 2011). Chitosan offers advantages for mucosal delivery, such as low 

toxicity, good biodegradability, as well as antibacterial activity (Gautier et al., 2010, Ngan et al., 2014, 

O’Toole et al., 2012). Moreover, nano spray dried chitosan particles strongly inhibited bacterial 

growth and have much potential as fat blocker (Gautier et al., 2010). Mannitol is used as a sugar 

substitute and as a pharmaceutical excipient (Torge et al., 2017). Bovine serum albumin (BSA) has 

many applications in life scienc applications and is often used as a model protein in numerous 

biochemical applications and in spray drying to evaluate the process as a heat-sensitive substance 

(Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017b, Lee et al., 2011). 

Various vitamins, such as vitamin B12 (Oliveira et al., 2013), folic acid (synthetic vitamin B9) 

(Pérez-Masiá et al., 2015), or vitamin E as oil-in-water nanoemulsion (oil droplets below 100 nm 

obtained spontaneously by low-energy emulsification) (Li et al., 2010), and others were encapsulated 

by nano spray drying in modified starch, maltodextrin, whey protein or sodium alginate as wall 

materials. Nano spray dried submicron particles made of folic acid and whey protein were able to keep 

the bioactive stability at almost 100% in darkness and under dry storage conditions after 60 days 

(Pérez-Masiá et al., 2015). 

Another research focus is on the encapsulation of phenolic compounds and antioxidants (e.g. 

curcumin, tyrosol, resveratrol), and natural extracts (e.g. from guava leaves, saffron) in different wall 

materials like sodium alginate, arabic gum, whey protein, albumin, pectin, modified starch, chitosan, 

and maltodextrin. Curcumin is a widely used food colorant and antioxidant. The feasibility of 

encapsulating curcumin in submicron chitosan and albumin particles has been demonstrated by 

O’Toole et al. (2012) and Jain (2014). Nearly spherical and smooth particles were achieved with 

controlled release over several hours. Malapert et al. (2019) encapsulated hydroxytyrosol (HT) into 

β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) by nano spray drying. HT is found in olive oil and leaves and is used as a 

functional food additive or ingredient to protect blood fats from oxidative damage. 

Further examples are nano spray dried aqueous extracts from guava leaves (Camarena-Tello et al., 

2018) or resveratrol, a natural phenol from berries (Dimer et al., 2015). Kyriakoudi and Tsimidou 

(2018) encapsulated aqueous saffron extracts in maltodextrin. Spherical particles were obtained with 

increased thermal and gastrointestinal stability.  
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Table 2. Application examples of nano spray drying bioactive food ingredients (Arpagaus, 2019) 

(Tin: 60 to 120 °C, Tout: 30 to 60 °C, drying gas flow rate: 100 to 150 L/min, water a solvent).  

(A) Polymeric wall materials, (B) water soluble vitamins, polyphenols, and extracts, (C) oil-in-

water nanoemulsions, (D) solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs), and (E) salt solutions. 
 

Bioactive substance, polymeric wall material, Application 
Particle size 

(µm) 
References 

(A
) 

P
o
ly

m
er

ic
 w

al
l 

m
at

er
ia

ls
 

Arabic gum, whey protein, maltodextrin (dextrose equivalent DE 12), 

polyvinyl alcohol, and modified starch 
0.2 – 1.1 (Li et al., 2010) 

Arabic gum (1%) 

Arabic gum 

0.8 – 3.7 

0.4 – 2.5 

(Oliveira et al., 2013) 

(Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009) 

Sodium alginate 

Sodium alginate (0.1%) 

Sodium alginate and pectin 

0.4 – 1.2 

0.8 – 5.5 

0.3 – 1.0 

(Blasi et al., 2010) 

(Oliveira et al., 2013) 

(De Cicco et al., 2014) 

Maltodextrin (DE 19) (1%) 0.5 – 2.1 (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017a) 

Gelatine (1%) 0.3 – 2.0 (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009) 

Trehalose (0.1 and 1%) with 0.05% polysorbate 20 

Trehalose and mannitol 

Trehalose and leucine 

0.3 – 5.0 

0.3 – 3.0 

2.1 – 5.4 

(Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009) 

(Schmid et al., 2011, 2009) 

(Feng et al., 2011) 

Carboxymethyl cellulose (0.1%) 1.0 – 3.7 (Oliveira et al., 2013) 

Mannitol (1%) 0.4 – 2.0 (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009) 

Nanosuspensions of mannitol and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) 1.1 – 7.2 (Torge et al., 2017) 

Chitosan (30'000 Mv) in 1% acetic acid 

Chitosan (low-density, 267 to 1'200 cP) in 0.5% acetic acid 

Chitosan/Tween 20 in 1% acetic acid 

0.6 – 1.6 

0.1 – 0.3 

0.3 

(Gautier et al., 2010) 

(Ngan et al., 2014) 

(O’Toole et al., 2012) 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) with surfactant,  

polyoxyethylene, and sorbitan monoleate (Tween 80) 
0.5 – 2.6 (Lee et al., 2011) 

BSA (0.1 %) with 0.05% Tween 80 0.1 – 2.0 (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017b) 

(B
) 

W
at

er
 s

o
lu

b
le

 v
it

am
in

s,
 

p
o
ly

p
h
en

o
ls

, 
an

d
 e

x
tr

ac
ts

 

Vitamin B12 in arabic gum, cashew nut gum, sodium alginate, 

carboxymethyl cellulose, Eudragit RS100 
0.2 – 5.5 (Oliveira et al., 2013) 

Folic acid (synthetic Vitamin B9) 

in guar gum, whey protein, and resistant starch 
0.2 – 4.5 (Pérez-Masiá et al., 2015) 

Curcumin in chitosan/Tween 20 

Curcumin in human serum albumin 

Curcumin (structural change without wall material) 

Curcumin in nanogels made of egg yolk low-density lipoprotein (LDL), 

pectin or carboxy-methyl cellulose (CMC) 

0.3 

0.2 – 0.7 

0.4 – 1.3 

0.5 – 1.5 

 

(O’Toole et al., 2012) 

(Jain, 2014) 

(Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017c) 

(Zhou et al., 2018, 2016) 

 

Hydroxytyrosol (biophenol from olive oil) in β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) 0.4 – 3.2 (Malapert et al., 2019) 

Resveratrol in poly(ε-caprolactone), sodium deoxycholate, trehalose 1 – 5 (Dimer et al., 2015) 

Guava leaf extracts (aqueous extract) – (Camarena-Tello et al., 2018) 

Saffron extracts in maltodextrin 1.5 (mean) (Kyriakoudi and Tsimidou, 2018) 

(C
) 

N
an

o
em

u
ls

io
n
s 

Vitamin E acetate oil-in-water (vitamin supplement)  

in whey protein, arabic gum, modified starch, and maltodextrin 
0.4 – 1.1 (Li et al., 2015, 2010) 

Eugenol oil (antimicrobial) in gum arabic, and lecithin 0.2 – 0.5 (Hu et al., 2016) 

Eugenol oil (Antimicrobial) in zein, sodium caseinate (NaCas), and pectin 1.0 – 1.5 (Veneranda et al., 2018) 

Functional drink as nanoemulsion of antimicrobial peppermint oil, 

vitamins (D3, E, B3, B6, B12 and C), minerals, and amino acids 

encapsulated in NaCas, pectin, and propylene glycol 

1 – 2 (Wang et al., 2016d) 

Sunflower oil in maltodextrin (DE 19), Tween 20 1.0 – 2.5 (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017a) 

Omega-3 fatty acids in lactoferrin 0.8 – 3 (Nunes et al., 2018) 

Coffee bean oil in whey protein, Tween 80 0.2 – 0.4 (Prasad Reddy et al., 2019) 

(D
) 

S
o
li

d
 l

ip
id

 

n
an

o
p
ar

ti
cl
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N
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 Curcumin in SLNs made of stearic acid, sodium caseinate (NaCas) 

(emulsifier), and pectin (stabilizer) 
0.5 – 1.0 (Xue et al., 2018, 2017) 

Curcumin in SLNs (layer-by-layer coated) made of Compritol® ATO 888 

(glyceryl behenate), NaCas, and pectin 

0.5 – 1.0 

3 – 5 
(Wang et al., 2016a, 2016c) 

SLNs made of pectin, gum arabic, alginate, and CMC 1 – 10 (Wang et al., 2016b) 

Curcumin in caseinate-zein-polysaccharide complex nanoparticles 1 – 4 (Chang et al., 2017) 

Curcumin in solid lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles (SLPN)  

(SLNs as core and BSA-dextran Maillard conjugate/pectin as shell) 
1 – 1.5 (Wang et al., 2018) 

(E
) 

S
al

t 
so

lu
ti

o
n
s 3% sodium chloride (NaCl) used as surface-salted cheese crackers 0.5 – 1.9 (Moncada et al., 2015) 

0.1 to 1% sodium chloride (NaCl) as model of water soluble salt 0.5 – 1.0 (Li et al., 2010) 

0.1 % disodium phosphate (Na2HPO4) as anti-caking agent, pH adjustment 0.5 (Schmid et al., 2011) 

10% tartaric acid (C4H6O6) as acidifier 1 – 4 (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009) 

1% sodium sulfite (Na2SO3) as food preservative 0.5 – 2.0 (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009) 
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Fig. 4. SEM pictures of nano spray dried bioactive food ingredients. (A) Maltodextrin (DE 19), 1% 

(w/v) solid concentration, 0.5 to 2.1 m particle size (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009), (B) Sodium 

alginate, 0.1%, 0.8 to 4.5 m (Oliveira et al., 2013), (C) Arabic gum, 1%, 0.8 to 3.7 m (Oliveira et 

al., 2013), (D) Folic acid (synthetic Vitamin B9) in resistant starch, 0.4%, 0.2 to 4.5 m (Pérez-Masiá 

et al., 2015), (E ) Gelatine, 1 % , 0.3 to 2.0 m (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009), (F) Carboxy-methyl 

cellulose, 0.1%, 1.0 to 3.7 m (Oliveira et al., 2013), (G) Curcumin in albumin, 0.5%, 0.2 to 0.7 m 

(Jain, 2014), (H) Nanoemulsion of vitamin E acetate in gum arabic, 0.4 to 1.1 m (Li et al., 2010), (I) 

Eugenol oil-loaded nanoemulsions encapsulated in gum arabic and lecithin, 1%, 0.2 to 0.5 m (Hu et 

al., 2016), (J) Nanoemulsion of oil- and water-soluble vitamins, amino acids and mineral salts in 

NaCas, pectin, and propylene glycol as functional drink, 1 to 2 m (Wang et al., 2016d), 

(K) Sunflower oil nanoemulsion in maltodextrin (DE 19), 1%, 1.0 to 2.5 m (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 

2017a), (L) Solid lipid-polymer hybrid nanoparticles (SLPNs) made of dissolved glyceride lipid 

Compritol® 888 ATO, BSA-dextran conjugate and pectin,  0.5 to 1.0 m (Wang et al., 2017), 

(M) Sodium chloride salt, 3%, 0.5 to 1.9 m (Moncada et al., 2015), (N) Disodium phosphate, 0.1%, 

0.5 m (Schmid et al., 2011), (O) Sodium sulfite, 1%, 0.5 to 2 m (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009). 
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Nano spray drying has also been utilized as a process to dry preformed nanoparticles containing 

bioactive food compounds, such as oil-in-water nanoemulsions (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017a, Hu et 

al., 2016, Li et al., 2015, 2010, Prasad Reddy et al., 2019, Veneranda et al., 2018, Wang et al., 

2016d), nanogels (Zhou et al., 2018, 2016), and solid-lipid nanoparticles (Wang et al., 2018, 2017, 

2016a, 2016b, 2016c, Xue et al., 2018, 2017). In most cases, the preformed nanoparticles were mixed 

with additional excipients and dispersing agents prior to nano spray drying to fabricate fine powders. 

Nanoemulsions are particularly suitable for solubilisation of lipophilic bioactive compounds, such 

as oils in aqueous phase (e.g. eugenol oil, peppermint oil, sunflower oil, coffee bean oil, omega-3 fatty 

acids, vitamin E acetate). For example, Hu et al. (2016) encapsulated eugenol oil-loaded 

nanoemulsions (around 100 nm) in gum arabic and lecithin by nano spray drying. The obtained 

powders were spherical and smaller than 500 nm. The dried powders showed enhanced antimicrobial 

activity, good physical stability, as well as excellent redispersibility in water, and could be used as 

food preservatives. In another research project, Wang et al. (2016d) developed a novel nanoemulsion-

based functional drink from all natural food ingredients (containing vitamins, mineral salts, and amino 

acids) using casein/pectin nanocomplex particles as a delivery system. Nano spray drying was used to 

form instant powder, which provided a ready-to-drink property for dissolving in water, milk or coffee. 

Several studies have shown that solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) can be successfully encapsulated 

using nano spray drying technology (Wang et al., 2018, 2017, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, Xue et al., 2018, 

2017). SLNs are regarded as promising nanoscale delivery systems for encapsulation of lipophilic 

bioactives to enhance their stability and improve their bioavailability in foods. SLNs offer a high 

loading capacity in their lipid core compared to other colloidal delivery systems. 

Moreover, nanostructuring of water-soluble mineral salts (e.g. sodium chloride, disodium 

phosphate, tartaric acid, sodium sulfite) by nano spray drying is another interesting field of application 

(e.g. NaCl as surface-salt for cheese crackers, Na2HPO4 as anti-caking agent, C4H6O6 as acidifier, 

Na2SO3 as food preservative). Tiny salt particles with a size of a few hundred nanometers are formed, 

which essentially depend on the droplet size (i.e. vibrating spray mesh) and the solids concentration of 

the feed (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009, Li et al., 2010, Moncada et al., 2015, Schmid et al., 2011). 

 

4. Conclusions 

The food industry is increasingly turning to encapsulation technologies to add value to certain 

bioactive food ingredients. While the focus was on microencapsulation, the potential of 

nanoencapsulation is increasingly being investigated, especially in R&D. The main objectives are the 

production of bioactive-loaded powders with high yield, encapsulation efficiency, loading, storage 

stability, and controlled release under gastrointestinal conditions.  

Innovative spray drying technologies are becoming more important for food engineers. This review 

shows that nano spray drying is an efficient processing technology for the formation of submicron 

polymer powders loaded with various bioactive food ingredients (e.g. vitamins, polyphenols, extracts, 

oil-in-water nanoemulsions, and solid lipid nanoparticles with lipophilic cores). Depending on the 

application, an optimized set of process parameters is found by trial-and-error or design of 

experimental studies. The most important process parameters are the drying temperature, the drying 

gas flow rate, the spray mesh size, and the solids concentration of the used polymers, stabilizers, and 

surfactants. This gives food engineers a whole range of formulation playground.  

The current state of research on nano spray drying of bioactive-loaded nanoparticles for food 

applications is still at an early stage, but it is constantly evolving. The number of publications has 

increased rapidly in the last 10 years. It is foreseeable that the encapsulation of bioactive food 

ingredients by nano spray drying will continue to grow as equipment becomes more widespread. In 

particular, this new technology is easy to use, very versatile, and allows parameter studies to be carried 

out on a laboratory scale. The reduction of the spray dried particle size to the nanoscale offers many 

new perspectives for the use in functional foods such as carotenoids, polyphenols, minerals, colorants, 

flavors, antioxidants and vitamins. 

To further explore the potential of nano spray drying, it is desirable to further commercialize this 

technology on an industrial scale. There is an increasing need to scale the process to larger powder 

quantities e.g. by multiplying the number of vibrating mesh nebulizers and increasing the throughput. 

Further technological innovations are expected in atomizer technology to further reduce droplet size. 
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Abstract  

 

Spray and freeze drying are commonly used techniques to formulate probiotic bacteria as an 

ingredient. Survival during drying is important and can be enhanced by adding  

carbohydrates, e.g. trehalose, to the drying matrix. We studied the role of intracellular 

trehalose accumulation during drying and found that freeze and spray drying increased 

intracellular trehalose concentrations greatly. These results could lead to further 

understanding of the protective effect of carbohydrate matrices during drying.    

 

Keywords: probiotics, freeze drying, spray drying , survival, trehalose 

 

1. Introduction 

Drying is a common method to stabilize bacterial formulations such as probiotics. Probiotics 

are defined as live microorganisms, which confer a health benefit to the host when 

administered in adequate amounts (FAO/WHO, 2002). Freeze and spray drying are two types 

of drying processes that are used to dry these bacteria. A high survival of the bacteria after the 

drying process and subsequent storage of the powders is important for their probiotic 

function. Therefore, carbohydrates are often used as drying matrix to improve survival of 

bacteria during the drying processes and subsequent storage of the powders. Drying bacteria 

in the presence of carbohydrates can greatly enhance survival of the bacteria compared to 

drying in a matrix without any protectants present, such as water or PBS (Broeckx et al., 

2017; Huang et al., 2017; Perdana et al., 2014). These results are often explained by the 

formation of a glassy matrix in which the bacteria are embedded, together with the water 

replacement theory, which states that the sugar molecules take the place of the water 

molecules to prevent damage to the cell membrane caused by a membrane phase transition. 

Another aspect which is sometimes mentioned, but not further studied is the accumulation of 

these carbohydrates intracellularly. 

Intracellular accumulation of carbohydrates is a known phenomenon in nature for 

(micro)organisms to survive extreme conditions, like dehydration or freezing. Organisms 

often accumulate the disaccharide trehalose intracellularly to protect themselves against the 

harsh conditions (Zhang and Yan, 2012). Furthermore, a genetically engineered Lactococcus 
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strain with higher intracellular trehalose concentrations showed a higher survival after freeze 

drying compared to the strain without the high intracellular trehalose concentration (Termont 

et al., 2006). These examples indicate that intracellular trehalose can play a role in survival of 

bacteria during drying.  

To further understand what happens with the trehalose in the drying matrix during the 

drying of bacteria, we investigated the intracellular trehalose concentrations during freeze and 

spray drying in a model probiotic strain; Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1. 

 

2. Material and method 

 

Culture preparation for experiments 

Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 was cultured as described in previous research (Vaessen et 

al., 2018). Briefly, cultures were grown for 24 hours in MRS broth and subsequently 1:100 

diluted in fresh MRS broth and grown for 16-18 hours at 30°C before every experiment. The 

overnight culture was centrifuged and the resulting pellet was washed once to remove the 

MRS medium components. Subsequently the culture was suspended in a 0.3 M trehalose 

medium or a 0.3 M lactose medium, which resulted in the culture in drying medium as was 

further used during all experiments.  

 Culture preparation for the second strain: Lactobacillus plantarum LMG23545 was 

performed in exactly the same way as for L. plantarum WCFS1. All experiments were carried 

out with L. plantarum WCFS1, and L. plantarum LMG23545 was only used for comparison 

of the protective effect of lactose in the drying matrix. 

 

Freeze and spray drying 

Cultures in trehalose medium were freeze dried or spray dried. Spray drying was performed in 

a Büchi B-290 lab scale dryer with an inlet temperature of 120 °C and an outlet temperature 

of 67-70 °C. Samples for survival analysis and intracellular trehalose extraction were taken 

before and after drying.  

For the freeze drying experiments, cultures were divided in smaller samples of 1 mL 

each. These samples were first frozen at -20°C and subsequently freeze dried in a Christ 

Epsilon 2-6D freeze dryer for 45 hours. Samples for further analysis were taken before 

freezing, after freezing and after subsequent freeze drying. For additional freezing 

temperature experiments, 1 mL samples from a culture in trehalose medium were frozen at 

-20°C, -80°C and in liquid nitrogen and afterwards thawed before further analysis . 

 

Survival analysis 

Survival of the bacteria was analysed by plate counting. Cultures were decimally diluted in 

peptone physiological salt solution (PPS) and subsequently plated on MRS agar plates. Dried 

samples were reconstituted in 10 ml PPS, resulting in the -1 dilution before further dilution 

and plating. Plates were incubated for 2-4 days at 30°C under microaerobic conditions. After 

incubation plates were counted and survival was calculated based on the counts before and 

after drying or freezing. 

 

Intracellular trehalose analysis 

Intracellular trehalose was extracted from the cells and subsequently measured with HPLC 

analysis as described in previous research (Vaessen et al., 2018). The dried samples were first 

reconstituted in 1 ml PBS to be able to extract the intracellular trehalose. 
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3. Results and discussion  

 

Freeze drying with and without protectants 

 

Drying in a carbohydrate matrix has been found to increase survival of bacteria during drying 

methods such as spray and freeze drying. Also for the strain used in this study, L. plantarum 

WCFS1, the survival increased when trehalose or lactose were added to the drying matrix 

compared to cells that were freeze dried without any carbohydrate in the drying matrix (Fig. 

1A). This effect is even more clear for another Lactobacillus plantarum strain, namely L. 

plantarum LMG23545, for which drying without a protectant resulted in a survival of only 

1% (Fig. 1B). The experiments for both strains were carried out with the same methods, thus 

the large difference in survival indicates that the amount of protection is strain dependent.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 1 Survival of Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 (A) and Lactobacillus plantarum LMG23545 

(B) after freeze drying in a drying matrix with trehalose, with lactose or without a protectant present. 

Error bars indicate standard deviations of biologically independent duplicates.  

 

Vitrification and the water replacement theory have been often mentioned to explain 

the increase in survival when a disaccharide is present in the drying medium (Perdana et al., 

2014). Another factor that could contribute to the protective effect is the intracellular presence 

of these disaccharides, which can protect for example cytosolic proteins (Mensink et al., 

2017). Therefore we investigated the intracellular trehalose concentrations in L. plantarum 

WCFS1 upon freeze and spray drying. Samples for determining intracellular trehalose were 

taken at every step of the drying process. 

 

 

Intracellular trehalose during drying  

 

Remarkably, the intracellular trehalose concentration in L. plantarum WCFS1 increased upon 

freezing the cells at -20°C before the freeze drying process. After freeze drying, the 

intracellular trehalose concentration was similar compared to the concentration after freezing 
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(Fig. 2A). This indicates that during the freezing process trehalose can enter the cell. This 

entrance can be either due to diffusion of trehalose through the bacterial membrane, or due to 

active uptake of the trehalose by the bacteria. Please note that all intracellular trehalose 

concentrations in this study are presented as concentration in the cell extract sample, with 

each sample containing a similar amount of cells, and that dried samples were first 

reconstituted in the same liquid volume before intracellular trehalose extraction.  

 Compared to freeze drying, spray drying is a very fast drying process. Therefore it is 

unlikely that during spray drying biological mechanisms play a role in the uptake of trehalose. 

After spray drying in a trehalose medium,  the intracellular trehalose content greatly increased 

(Fig. 2B). This increase might imply that the cell membrane became permeable for the 

trehalose molecules during the drying treatment and that trehalose diffused into the cell. The 

membrane permeability can be related to a phase change of the cellular membrane from the 

liquid crystalline phase to the gel phase during drying (Leslie et al., 1995). Intracellular 

trehalose concentrations after spray drying were even higher than after freeze drying. This 

difference indicated that the accumulation of intracellular carbohydrates is affected by the 

type of drying treatment. The trehalose contents can be compared in this case because the 

survival of L. plantarum WCFS1 after both drying processes was similar. Approximately 70-

80% of the bacteria survived during the two drying treatments (Fig. 2C).  

In the freeze drying experiments, the cells were frozen at -20°C. Although all cells 

survived the freezing step itself in our experiments, it is known from literature that freezing 

temperature can influence survival of bacteria during freezing and/or subsequent drying 

(Pehkonen et al., 2008; Zhao and Zhang, 2005). Therefore, it is also an interesting question 

whether the freezing temperature influenced intracellular accumulation of trehalose. 

 

 
Figure 2 Intracellular trehalose concentration in L. plantarum WCFS1 before and after freeze drying 

(A) and spray drying(B) in a trehalose matrix and survival of L. plantarum WCFS1 after these 

processes (C). Intracellular trehalose is measured per mL sample, with each sample containing 4·109 

bacteria. Error bars indicate standard deviations of biologically independent duplicates. 
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To evaluate whether the freezing temperature influenced accumulation of intracellular 

trehalose in L. plantarum WCFS1, we froze samples from the same culture at different 

temperatures, namely -20°C, -80°C and in liquid nitrogen, resulting in different freezing 

rates. Indeed, when freezing faster (at a lower temperature), the accumulation of intracellular 

trehalose was smaller compared to slower freezing at -20°C (Fig. 3A). The uptake of more 

trehalose during slow freezing may be related to increased ice crystal formation enhancing 

transport of trehalose into damaged cells. However, the survival of the bacteria after freezing 

at all these different temperatures remained high (Fig.3B). Thus, only the intracellular 

trehalose accumulation differed at the different freezing rates, whereas the survival did not. 

Therefore, also alternative mechanisms should be investigated that lead to accumulation of 

trehalose during freezing without causing a decrease in survival.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Intracellular trehalose concentrations (A) and survival (B) of L. plantarum WCFS1 before 

and after freezing in a trehalose matrix at different temperatures: -20°C, -80°C and in liquid nitrogen 

(LN). Intracellular trehalose is presented per mL sample, with each sample containing 4109 bacteria. 

Error bars indicate standard deviations of biologically independent duplicates. 

 

 

From this study it can be concluded that intracellular carbohydrate concentrations in 

bacteria after drying processes are affected dramatically. This may be expected to affect 

survival behaviour during drying. These results can help us to further understand how 

carbohydrates protect bacterial cells during processes such as freezing and drying.  
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4. Conclusions 

 

Addition of carbohydrates, such as trehalose, to the drying medium increased survival of 

Lactobacillus plantarum strains after drying. When trehalose was added to the drying matrix 

this sugar was also found intracellularly after the freezing step before freeze drying and after 

spray drying in Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1. Accumulation of intracellular trehalose 

after freezing appeared to be affected by the freezing temperature, where slower freezing 

resulted in more intracellular trehalose accumulation. These results imply that both freezing 

and drying lead to accumulation of intracellular sugars and this could help us to explain the 

mechanism of carbohydrate protection during drying and storage of bacteria.  
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Abstract  

The freezing step plays a fundamental role in the freeze drying process, as it determines product 

morphology and overall efficiency. The current approach to the selection of freezing conditions is 

however non-systematic, resulting in poor process control. Here we show how mathematical models, 

and a design space approach, can guide the selection of the optimal freezing protocol, focusing on 

both process performance and protein stability. 

 

Keywords: freezing, freeze drying, design space, quality by design, protein stability 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The ice crystal size which is formed during the freezing step of freeze drying is crucial for the overall 

process, as it is linked to stability of the active ingredient, and also corresponds to the pore dimension 

of the final product. Generally, a faster cooling rate results in smaller ice crystals, and therefore larger 

ice-water interface (Kasper and Friess, 2011). The ice crystals size is also dramatically influenced by 

the nucleation temperature, with a higher nucleation temperature resulting in larger crystals (Capozzi 

and Pisano, 2018).  

The ice-water interface has been identified as a major cause of protein unfolding and aggregation 

(Bhatnagar et al,. 2008). Hence, it is clear that the ice crystals size is a critical parameter when protein 

stability is concerned. In addition, the pore dimension of a freeze dried product is also intimately tied 

to process efficiency and product quality. A large pore size promotes removal of water by sublimation, 

decreasing the primary drying time, and results in a lower temperature within the product being dried, 

minimizing the risk of collapse.  

In spite of the importance of the subject, the selection of freezing conditions is currently non-

systematic, and this is not in line with the guidelines issued by regulatory agencies, that emphasize the 

necessity for a Quality by Design (QbD) approach (US Food and Drug Administration, 2002). QbD 

prioritizes process understanding and control in order to guarantee the desired characteristics of the 

final product (Yu et al., 2014).  

To fill this gap, here we will demonstrate how the design of the freezing step of freeze drying could 

benefit from the QbD concept. In particular, a design space approach will be used. Design space is a 

tool that may be used in the QbD process to provide useful information about the effect of input 

variables on output critical parameters. In a previous work, a design space showing the effect of 

freezing conditions on the efficiency of primary drying was calculated (Arsiccio and Pisano, 2018). 

Here, the same approach will be extended to the problem of protein stability, that was not considered 

in the abovementioned study. The objective is to guide the selection of freezing conditions, that allow 

optimal preservation of proteins biological activity, while ensuring process economic efficiency at the 

same time. 
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2. Material and methods 

Simulation approach 

Freezing of a protein-based active ingredient was considered in this work, and a two-state unfolding 

process N  U  of a protein, from the native (N) to denatured (U) state, was hypothesized. 

For a reversible two-step process, the following system of differential equations can be written 

 

 
 

 

(1) 

where the kinetic constants kf and ku depend on temperature T, osmolyte concentration c and solution 

viscosity µ, 

 

 

 
 

 

(2) 

A is a constant, and µ0 the viscosity at some reference conditions. If the process is irreversible, kf = 0. 

The free energy change ΔG associated to the passage from native or denatured state, and the transition 

state (TS), is given by 

 

 
 

(3) 

with X=N, U. ΔH0, ΔS0 and ΔCp are the enthalpy, entropy and specific heat change at a reference 

temperature T0, while the proportional coefficient m depends on the excipient considered. 

In the present work, realistic values were chosen for all the parameters related to protein stability, 

but with no reference to any specific protein. These values were also varied among different 

simulations, to cover an as wide as possible range of protein folding stabilities. The results presented 

in the following aim, therefore, to have general validity, qualitatively describing a variety of situations 

that may occur during the freezing of a protein formulation.  

First of all, the ice crystal size dimension was calculated using a mechanistic model (Arsiccio et al., 

2017), with the iterative procedure described in Arsiccio et al. (2018). Freezing of a 5% w/w sucrose 

formulation with a 150:1 sucrose to protein mole ratio was considered. During the simulations, the 

shelf temperature was linearly decreased from 293 to 233 K, with varying cooling rates over the range 

0.1-1 K min-1. The nucleation temperature was also varied in the range 248-265 K, and an 8x8 matrix 

of cooling rate x nucleation temperature conditions was considered to build the design space, as it was 

done in Arsiccio and Pisano (2018). The average ice crystal size dp within the product was computed 

for each point of this matrix, and the resulting ice-water surface area S was computed from, 

 

 
 

(4) 

where ρ is the ice density, m the initial mass of water in the vial, and the assumption was made that ice 

crystals are cylinder-shaped.  

The increase in sucrose concentration as a result of the freezing process was computed using the 

data reported in Young and Jones (1949), while the solution viscosity as function of temperature and 

excipient concentration was calculated using the scaled Arrhenius equation (Longinotti and Corti, 

2008).  
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For the estimation of ΔG, values of 0.2 kJ kmol-1 K-1, 3 kJ kmol-1 K-1 and 295 K were considered 

for ΔS0, ΔCp and T0, respectively. By contrast, the values of ΔH0 and m were varied from simulation to 

simulation, to sample different situations of protein bulk stability. The kinetic constants ku and kf were 

then computed assuming ΔGN-TS= 1.5 ΔG and ΔGU-TS= 0.5 ΔG, while the constant A was again 

changed from simulation to simulation. 

Equations 1 were finally integrated in Matlab R2017a, using a 0.1 s time-step. The percentage of 

unfolded protein as a result of bulk denaturation could therefore be computed. However, surface-

induced denaturation may also occur, as a result of adsorption to the ice-water interface. From 

equation 4 it was possible to calculate the final extension S of the ice-water surface interface, while its 

change during the process was estimated from 

 

(5) 

where cw,end is the water mass fraction at the end of freezing, while  cw is its current value. 

The percentage of surface-denatured molecules was computed assuming that the protein behavior 

was perturbed whenever it was closer than di = 4 nm to the ice surface. To determine the number np of 

adsorbed protein molecules (having molar mass Mp and molecular volume Vp), the following system of 

equations was solved, 

 

 
 

 
(6) 

where ns and nw are the number of adsorbed sucrose and water molecules, respectively, while Mw, Ms 

and Vw, Vs are their molar masses and molecular volumes. It was assumed that the ratio ns/np was the 

same as in the bulk, i.e., 150. A model protein with Mp = 7000 g mol-1 and Vp = 6 nm3 was considered 

for the simulations. It was also assumed that the surface-driven denaturation of the protein occurred 

with no thermodynamic barrier. This means that 50% of the adsorbed protein molecules are in the 

unfolded state. 

For the simulations, both the completely reversible situation, and the completely irreversible one 

were considered. The parameters used for the simulations performed in this work are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Details of simulations performed 

 , kJ mol-1 m, kJ mol-1 M-1 A, s-1 Reversible 

1 80 4 2∙102 yes 

2 60 1 2∙102 yes 

3 100 4 2∙101 no 

4 80 4 2∙102 no 

 
The simulated conditions were chosen so as to explore a wide range of bulk protein stability (different 

), while keeping fixed the behavior at the ice surface. Simulations 1 and 3 correspond to proteins 

that are significantly more stable in bulk solution than at the surface. By contrast, the model proteins 

described in simulations 2 and 4 are unstable in bulk, and tend to unfold quickly at the low 

temperature experienced during freezing. 

The crystal size dp of the frozen product also equals the pore dimension of the dried cake, provided 

that no collapse occurs. In turn, the pore dimension determines the mass transfer resistance to vapor 

flow during primary drying, and, therefore, primary drying time td and maximum temperature reached 

during this phase Tmax. Thus, in order to assess the effect of ice crystal size on td and Tmax, a simple 1-

dimensional model was used (Fissore and Pisano, 2015). The primary drying model was implemented 

in Matlab and solved using the finite differences approach, with a 60 s timestep. 

 

Experimental Validation 

Some experimental tests were performed to validate the simulation results. Myoglobin was selected as 

model protein because it is characterized by a high cold denaturation temperature (10 °C at pH 3.7 

according to Privalov, 1997). The protein was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Milan, Italy) and 

dissolved in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer pH 3.7. Myoglobin concentration was adjusted to either 0.1 
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or 0.2 mg/ml, and the presence of the surfactant Tween 80 (Sigma Aldrich, Milan, Italy) at 0.01% w/v 

was also considered for this study. All the solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (Fresenius 

Kaby, Verona, Italy), and filtered using 0.2 µm filters. To assess the effect of different ice-water 

surface areas on protein stability, two different freezing protocols were used. In the first one, samples 

were frozen by immersing vials (0.5 ml Screw Cap GeNunc Storage Vials, HDPE, Sterile, Thermo 

Fischer Scientific, Rochester, NY, USA) into liquid nitrogen for 5 min, and then thawed in air at room 

temperature. In the second protocol, 2 ml of each sample were filled into 4R 16x45 mm vials (Nuova 

Ompi glass division, Stevanato Group, Piombino Dese, Italy), partially stoppered with silicon stoppers 

(West Pharmaceutical Services, Milan, Italy) and loaded onto the shelves of a freeze dryer (Revo, 

Millrock Technology, Kingston, NY, USA) where shelf-ramped freezing was performed at 1 °C/min 

cooling rate, from 10 to -35 °C. Also in this case, samples were thawed in air at room temperature. In 

the case of quench cooling in liquid nitrogen, a large ice-water surface area should be formed, while 

the biggest ice crystals should be obtained at the lowest cooling rate used (1 °C/min). In all cases, 

three freeze-thaw cycles were performed, and samples were analyzed both after the first and the third 

cycle. Before the analyses, the protein solutions were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 5 min (Heraeu 

Megafug 8 Centrifuge Series, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Milano, Italy), and the percentage of 

aggregates was thereafter calculated from the decrease in protein concentration (UV detection at 410 

nm) after centrifugation. Optical density (OD) was measured against a solvent-matched reference 

using a 6850 UV/VIS spectrophotometer (Jenway, Stone, Staffordshire, UK).  

 

3. Results and discussion 

In this work, the behavior of a model protein during a freezing process in vials has been simulated. A 

typical output of a simulation is shown in Fig. 1. Before the nucleation event, the solution viscosity µ 

is too low to significantly hinder the conformational changes of the protein, and the kinetic constants 

show moderately high values. Immediately after the nucleation, i.e., after approximately 0.7 h in the 

case of Fig. 1, the excipient concentration c increases sharply because of the formation of ice crystals 

(Fig. 1a), and this augments the bulk stability of the protein. This is evident from Fig. 1b, where the  

free energy change ΔG is shown both including (red curve) or neglecting (black curve) the effect of 

the osmolyte. In this case, the effect of the excipient is stabilizing (positive m-value), as it shifts the 

free energy of unfolding to larger values. While the two curves are almost superimposed before 

nucleation, they clearly split apart as soon as the first ice crystals are formed. The viscosity increases 

as well (Fig. 1a), kinetically hindering any protein movement. As a consequence, the kinetic constants 

ku and kf drop to very low values (Fig. 1d). Surface-driven denaturation becomes therefore dominant 

after nucleation, and a not negligible amount of protein molecules adsorb to the ice surface, potentially 

undergoing conformational changes (Fig. 1c).  

The resulting fraction of unfolded (U) and native (N) protein molecules as function of freezing time 

is shown in Fig. 1e-f. In the case of Fig. 1e, simulation 1 in Table 1 is considered. In this case, the 

protein is stable in bulk, as the folding rate constant (kf) is remarkably larger than the unfolding (ku) 

one (see Fig. 1d). Therefore, the unfolded protein molecules convert back almost immediately to the 

native state, and no notable unfolding occurs before nucleation. In this case, surface-driven 

denaturation prevails. 

On the other hand, if simulation 4 in Table 1 is considered (Fig. 1f), a significant percentage of the 

protein undergoes conformational changes before nucleation, and the denaturation induced by the ice 

surface is negligible. As evident from this first example, an important role is therefore played by the 

ratio between bulk and surface stability. A design space approach was therefore used to further 

investigate the implications of this observation.  

In simulations 1 and 3 of Table 1, surface-induced unfolding is dominant, while it becomes 

negligible in the case of simulations 2 and 4. As we are not interested in the absolute value of unfolded 

protein molecules in each configuration, the graphs will show the percentage of unfolded molecules 

(U), normalized by the maximum value observed in each design space (Umax). This will allow an easier 

comparison between different conditions. 
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Fig. 1. Typical output of a simulation, for 1 °C min-1 as cooling rate and 260 K as nucleation 

temperature. Evolution of (a) sucrose concentration c and solution viscosity µ, (b) free energy change 

ΔG including (red curve) or neglecting (black curve) the effect of the osmolyte, (c) extension of the 

ice-water surface area (in dm2/g, using the solvent mass as reference) and percentage of adsorbed 

molecules, (d) rate constants ku and kf as function of the freezing time, for the conditions of simulation 

1 in Table 1. Percentage of unfolded (U) and native (N) protein molecules as function of the freezing 

time, in the case of (e) simulation 1 and (f) simulation 4. 

 

In line with previous considerations, the design space for simulation 1 (Fig. 2a) shows that the 

worst condition for protein stability (U/Umax = 100%) corresponds to the region of high cooling rates 

and low nucleation temperature. As mentioned in the Introduction, small ice crystals are formed in 

these conditions, that result in a large ice-water surface, as shown by the red isocurves in Fig. 2. It is 

evident that the greater the extension of the ice interface is, the more the protein unfolds. In these 

conditions surface-induced denaturation prevails, and the optimal process should maximize the ice 

crystal size.  

If the protein has a reduced stability in bulk, as in simulation 2, surface-induced denaturation 

becomes negligible. In this case (Fig. 2b), a low cooling rate results in the highest degree of protein 

unfolding. This happens because the lower the cooling rate is, the longer the solution viscosity is low 

enough to allow fast conformational changes. Therefore, if a protein with low bulk stability is 

considered, a high cooling rate may be beneficial, as it would result in shorter freezing times and 

earlier cryoconcentration.  
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Fig. 2. Design space showing the stress for the protein (percentage of unfolded protein, normalized by 

its maximum value in the design space), for simulations 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c) and 4 (d) in Table 1. The red 

isocurves identify the conditions resulting in the same total extension of the ice-water surface area, 

reported in dm2/g (solvent mass is used as reference) on the curves. 

 

Similar considerations apply to the case of irreversible conformational changes. In the case of 

simulation 3 (Fig. 2c), surface-driven unfolding is again dominant and slow cooling rates/high 

nucleation temperature conditions should be preferred. On the other hand, if the denaturation process 

in the bulk solution is thermodynamically and kinetically favored, as in simulation 4 (Fig. 2d), the 

extension of the ice interface is not a crucial parameter, while the duration of the freezing process 

should be strictly controlled, and a cryoconcentrated matrix should be formed as quickly as possible. 

The first scenario herein described, that primarily ascribes protein denaturation to the increase of 

the ice-water interface, is well-documented in the literature. For instance, using LDH as model protein, 

a remarkable loss of activity was observed in frozen systems, while no degradation was detected in 

concentrated solutions at the same temperature and composition, but without ice (Bhatnagar et al., 

2008). Similarly, phosphofructokinase (PFK), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), glutamate dehydrogenase 

(GDH), interleukin-1-receptor antagonist (IL-1ra), tumor necrosis factor binding protein (TNFbp), and 

ciliary neurotropic factor (CNTF) were observed to form a large amounts of insoluble precipitates 

when quench cooled in liquid nitrogen, while a smaller cooling rate caused less precipitation (Chang et 

al., 1996). Also, the addition of small amount of surfactant could effectively prevent the observed 

precipitation.  

These results suggest that surface-driven denaturation at the ice-water interface is dominant for 

many proteins, and indicate that the behaviour described in Fig. 2a and 2c is commonly observed in 

experiments. By contrast, it is not easy to find in the literature reports of proteins that behave 

according to Fig. 2b and 2d. This occurs because most of the proteins commonly used for this type of 

experiments show a quite high bulk stability, and are unlikely to exhibit any significant denaturation 

before the onset of ice formation. In contrast, the model protein selected in this work, namely, 

myoglobin, is extremely sensitive to cold denaturation, especially at the low pH (3.7) selected for this 

study (Privalov, 1997). In Fig. 3 the percentage of myoglobin recovery after freeze thawing is shown, 

as measured from the OD at 410 nm. As can be observed, the fastest freezing protocol, i.e., quenching 
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in liquid nitrogen, resulted in the highest protein recovery. The addition of Tween 80 did not improve 

the situation, but actually resulted in enhanced aggregation, probably because the surfactant promoted 

protein denaturation. This suggests that the surface contribution was negligible, while bulk 

denaturation was dominant, in line with the design space shown in Fig. 2b and 2d. Therefore, both the 

scenarios identified by the simulations can be experimentally observed, and this indicates that the 

simulation approach can capture at least the main features of protein stability during freezing. 

 
Fig. 3. Percentage of myoglobin recovery after 1 (dashed bars) and 3 (colored bars) freeze thawing 

cycles performed at 1 °C min-1 (blue bars) or in liquid nitrogen (orange bars).  

 

In addition to protein stability, process efficiency should also be considered. As previously 

mentioned, the ice crystal size corresponds to the pore dimension that is formed within the dried 

product, provided that no collapse occurs. A large pore size reduces the resistance to mass transfer, 

and promotes the sublimation process, thus resulting in shorter drying times. At the same time, a 

smaller resistance to water vapor transfer through the dried layer is associated with a lower product 

temperature, and therefore reduced risk of product collapse. The impact of the freezing process on the 

subsequent drying step is schematized in Fig. 4, where the primary drying time td and maximum 

product temperature Tmax have been calculated as function of cooling rate and nucleation temperature. 

It is evident that a small cooling rate and a high nucleation temperature are beneficial for process 

efficiency. This choice of freezing conditions also results in the best preservation of protein activity, if 

proteins with high bulk stability are considered. However, this is not true anymore when the protein 

being dried is extremely prone to cold denaturation, as for myoglobin. In this case, a high cooling rate 

would preserve biological activity the most, and a trade-off should be achieved between efficiency and 

product quality. Lastly, it should be taken into account that in a common freezing process, it is not 

possible to have direct control on the nucleation temperature, and some interaction has even been 

observed between this variable and the cooling rate, with slower cooling rates promoting a higher 

degree of supercooling and therefore a faster freezing rate (Kasper and Friess, 2011).  Some controlled 

nucleation techniques have been developed (Pisano, 2019), but in this case temperatures above the 

onset of spontaneous nucleation must be used. This means that only a portion of the design space 

shown in this work can generally be experimentally sampled, and suggests that further work needs to 

be done to achieve a complete control of the freezing process. This will be the subject of future 

investigations. 
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Fig. 4. Design space showing the primary drying time td and the maximum temperature Tmax reached 

within the product. A fluid temperature and chamber pressure of 253 K and 10 Pa, respectively, have 

been considered for simulations of the primary drying step. 
 

4. Conclusions 

Using the proposed approach, based on mathematical modeling and the use of the design space, two 

opposite situations have been encountered. If the protein is more stable in the bulk solution than at the 

ice interface, the freezing process should be designed so as to result in a small ice-water surface area. 

This is also beneficial for the subsequent primary drying step, that can be completed in a shorter time 

and with reduced risk of product collapse. On the contrary, a high cooling rate, resulting in a fast 

immobilization of the protein in a glassy matrix, should be preferred if the protein being frozen is 

poorly stable in solution. This last scenario, suggested by in silico modelling, is confirmed by 

experimental results for myoglobin as model protein.  
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Abstract  
For the preservation of therapeutic proteins, a high-quality and high-efficiency drying method is 
required. This study presents microwave foam-drying performed at ambient temperatures as a 
promising drying method. Experimental study was carried out for egg white by adjusting the drying 
pressure and microwave power. The drying morphology, drying time, and molecular structure were 
examined. It was confirmed that the drying time was sharply reduced and the molecular structure was 
maintained even after the drying. 
 
Keywords: Microwave vacuum drying, Foaming, Biological protein, Egg white 
 
1. Introduction 
High-quality drying of therapeutic protein solutions is important in medical and pharmaceutical 
processing. Although freeze-drying (FD) is commonly used, it involves a long drying-time and low 
energy efficiency. Therefore, next-generation drying technologies are desired in the pharmaceutical 
industry (Walters et al., 2014). To improve the drying process, we propose microwave vacuum drying 
performed at ambient temperatures under low-pressure conditions. Our focus is on the Parma-Zyme 
method, which involves vitrification at room-temperature (Mathias et al., 1991). 

 
Fig.1 The Parma-Zyme method in solid/liquid state diagram of the sucrose solution. 
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Fig. 1 illustrates the method in a solid/liquid state diagram of sucrose solution and compares it to 
FD (Franks, F., 1990). In FD, a lengthy process (A-B-C-D) has to be followed to obtain the glassy 
state for the vital preservation. During FD, ice formation could potentially damage the protein 
structure and the drying accompanied by sublimation of ice requires considerable time. On the 
contrary, direct phase transition from liquid to solid (glass) at room temperature (A-D) is more 
advantageous in the preservation of proteins, as it does not involve formation of ice crystals or thermal 
damage. We carried out microwave vacuum drying (MVD) of egg whites and lysozyme under room 
temperature. It was found that MVD at room temperature can preserve the protein conformation and 
the residual activity; it also offers faster drying time than FD (Tsuruta et al., 2018). 

Our previous study was carried out to for static surface-evaporation of liquid film. It is well known 
that the nucleate boiling performs better in heat and mass transfer as compared to the surface 
evaporation. Also, it is interesting to note that the vacuum-forming drying is more efficient in 
pharmaceutical processes (Langford et al., 2018). Considering these viewpoints, we used the 
microwave power to initiate bubble formation inside the liquid film to examine the possibility of foam 
drying of protein solutions. Egg white was used as the test material and the drying time was compared 
for the static MVD and FD processes. After the drying, preservation of protein structure and solubility 
were evaluated. 
 
2. Material and method 
The experimental apparatus for the microwave vacuum drying is shown in Fig 2. The drying system 
consisted of the vacuum drying container, vacuum pump, and microwave irradiation equipment 
(Tsuruta et al. 2015). The drying chamber was a cylinder made from stainless steel, with an inner 
diameter of 590 mm and a height of 345 mm. The microwave was introduced into the chamber from 
the side. The microwave generator had a magnetron with a 3 kW irradiation power at 2.45 GHz. Some 
intermittent irradiation patterns could be selected with a different power as well as a continuous 
irradiation. To irradiate the sample uniformly, a turntable was set at the bottom of the chamber. During 
the experiment, the samples on the table were rotated at a rate of 3 rpm. 

Five gram egg white was taken in a 100 ml glass beaker with 50 mm inner diameter, as the test 
sample. The sample was placed at the center of the drying chamber and the microwave vacuum drying 
was carried out under a pressure of 5 kPa in order to keep the drying temperature below 40 °C. The 
irradiation power was changed from 50 to 200 W for four patterns. The drying behaviors such as 
transient of moisture content and the morphological change of foam were examined in the drying 
experiment. After drying, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was used to detect the protein 
conformation changes due to the drying. 
 

 
Fig.2 Experimental apparatus for microwave vacuum drying. 
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For the comparison, the FD test was carried out by using a desktop type freeze dryer (Tokyo 
Rikakikai, EYELA FDS-2000). The egg white was placed in a PFA Petri dish of 50 mm inner 
diameter. The sample was frozen in a freezer at -25 °C for more than 12 hours. The frozen sample was 
then set in a vacuum container and dried at a temperature of 5 °C under the pressure of 200 Pa. 

Molecular structure analysis was performed using a circular dichroism spectrometer (CD; JASCO 
Corporation J-820) in order to confirm the denaturation of proteins by drying. Three kinds of dried egg 
white i.e. egg white dried using MVD with and without foaming, and FD, were subjected to the tests. 
The egg white heated at 98 °C for 10 minutes was used as a reference sample showing thermal 
damage; raw egg white was used as a control.  

Solubility is an important factor for relevant practical use in medical area. In this study, 0.05 g of 
dried egg white was dissolved in 5 ml of water and change in the concentration of albumin with time 
was measured. Ultraviolet visible spectrophotometer (Hitachi High-Tech Science U-3310) was used to 
measure the concentration, and ultra-pure water was used as a solvent. 
 
3. Results and discussion  
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the appearances of egg white after the microwave vacuum drying using 
different microwave irradiation power. It was found that sufficient foaming occurred to reach the top 
of a 50 mm-ID and 70 mm-height beaker at the microwave power of higher than 150 W. The egg 
white solidified inside the beaker with transparent appearance with the glassy state. The image (Fig 
3c) taken after 100 W irradiation shows that the egg white remained separately at the top and bottom 
of the beaker. This indicates that the egg foam rose up to the top of the beaker but flowed down before 
the solidification due to the low stability of the foam. The specific microwave energy was found to be 
necessary not only for foaming but also for keeping the shape. With the progress of drying, the 
viscosity increased due to the concurrent decrease in the water content, which resulted in reduction of 
the foaming cycle. At the lowest irradiation power of 50 W in this study, small bubbles are formed 
inside the egg white at the bottom of the beaker as shown in photo (d). This is a similar situation to the 
static film-type drying. 
 

 
               (a) 200 W                         (b) 150 W                     (c) 100 W                        (d) 50 W 

Fig. 3. Appearances of egg white after microwave vacuum drying. 
 

A comparison of drying rate is presented in Fig. 4 showing the time transient of the relative 
moisture content in each drying process, including the FD and the static MVD without foaming. 
Drying was carried out until the relative water content decreased to 0.05 or less. It is found in Fig. 4 
that the microwave-foaming drying at larger power than 100 W results in very high drying rate 
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compared to the static film drying without foaming. The drying time is about one-tenth of the FD in 
this study. The bubble foaming enhances the evaporative mass transfer since the liquid-gas interface 
increases and thickness of liquid film decreases. 
 

 
Fig.4 Comparison of drying rate of 5g egg white. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Temperature changes of egg white in microwave foam drying as a function of concentration.  

Fig. 5 shows the temperature changes of egg white during the microwave-foam drying. The 
temperatures are measured with a fiber optic thermometer and plotted as a function of concentration of 
egg white. Even with increasing the concentrations, the temperature of egg white remains constant 
near the saturation temperature of 33 °C corresponding to the system pressure of 5 kPa. This indicates 
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that the evaporation at liquid-gas interface dominates drying compared with the internal resistance of 
the liquid. The figure includes the glass transition temperature of egg white measured by the DSC at 
different concentrations. We can understand that the egg white is approaching the glassy state as the 
progress of the microwave-foam drying. 

The results of the molecular structural analysis on dried egg white with use of the circular 
dichroism spectrometer CD are shown in Fig. 6. The main content of egg white is known to be 
albumin with an alpha-helix structure.  The CD signal for the alpha helical structure has two negative 
peaks at 210 nm and 218 nm (Townend, et al., 1966) as shown in the data of control (raw egg). The 
present results obtained for both MVD with and without forming indicate two negative peaks similar 
to the raw egg white. However, the CD spectrum of the 98 °C-heated sample is different from the 
control, indicating that the alpha-helix structure of albumin has been changed by heating. It is 
confirmed from the results that the present microwave-foam drying can preserve the alpha helical 
structure of albumin without any damages. 

 
Fig. 6 CD spectrum change of dried egg white to examine the a-helix structure.  

     
                              (a) MVD without foaming         (b) MVD with foaming 

Fig. 7 Photographs of dried egg white by different methods.  

Finally, we discuss the solubility of dried egg white. As shown in Fig. 7, dried egg white by 
microwave-foam drying looks like a cotton candy, while the microwave drying without foaming 
results in the hard-transparent film. This morphological change has a possibility of enhancing the 
solubility. By following the previous study (Tsuruta et al., 2018) we compare the time transient of 
concentration when 0.05 g of dried egg white is dissolved in 5 ml of ultrapure water. Fig. 8 shows the 
results. As discussed in our previous study, FD shows the best solubility because ice crystal formation 
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contributes faster rehydration. Therefore, the combined method with 1hr-MVD and FD increases the 
solubility. Concerning on the microwave-foaming drying, the solubility is enhanced compared with 
the MVD without foaming. The cotton candy like morphology contributes the solubility. 

 
Fig. 8 Comparison of solubility for different drying method.  

 
4. Conclusions 

Microwave form-drying can shorten the drying time of egg white drastically. The room-temperature 
drying by the microwave-foam drying can preserve the alpha helical structure of albumin without any 
damages. The solubility is also enhanced by the forms like cotton candy. 
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Abstract  

This paper deals with the use of a small-scale freeze-dryer where few vials are loaded, e.g. 19, each 

10 mL, or 7, each 20 mL. The system has a metallic ring surrounding the batch of vials, in contact 

with the external ones: its temperature is manipulated independently from that of the shelf. 

Experiments were carried out using two sucrose solutions (5% and 10% w/w), aiming to verify the 

homogeneity of the batch, focusing on both product temperature and sublimation flux. 

 

Keywords: Micro freeze-dryer; freeze-drying; pharmaceuticals; mathematical modeling; processing. 

 

1. Introduction 

The number of drugs requiring freeze-drying in the manufacturing process is ever-increasing as this 

allows preserving structure-function relationship and stability, avoiding aggregation, as well as 

physical and chemical degradation, during both manufacturing and storage.  

A large number of experiments is typically required to identify the optimal values of the 

operating conditions of the process. These experiments require a lot of time, not only to carry out the 

freeze-drying process, but also for batch preparation, loading/unloading, condenser defrosting, etc. etc. 

Moreover, high amount of active pharmaceutical ingredient is needed.  

There is thus a strong driving force to the development of systems that may be used for freeze-

drying process development using a low amount of product. In this case the main challenge is 

represented by the fact that drying conditions are not uniform in a batch: radiation from chamber walls 

may affect the heat flux to the product in the external vials of the batch and, thus, the temperature and 

the drying duration (Pisano et al. 2011). When processing a small size batch, the number of vials at the 

edge of the batch can be even higher than that in the central positions, while in a large-scale batch they 

represent only a small fraction of the batch. This issue has thus to be taken into account when 

processing small size batch with the goal of obtaining results representative of the drying conditions in 

a large-scale unit.  

This paper is focused on the investigation of the micro freeze-dryer, MicroFD® by Millrock 

Technology, Inc (Kingston, NY, USA) (Goldman et al. 2019). It consists of a small chamber where a 

temperature-controlled aluminum ring is in direct contact with the external vials of the batch. This 

aluminum ring mimics additional rows of vials and for this reason it has to be in contact with the vials 

of the batch. Its temperature is controlled on the basis of the product temperature in some vials of the 

batch, with the goal of maintaining a certain offset between the ring and the product temperature. Few 
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vials can be loaded, e.g. 7 each 20 mL, or 19 each 10 mL This paper reports results about (i) the 

homogeneity of drying conditions in this system as a function of the ring temperature, and (ii) the 

estimation of the values of model parameters Kv and Rp that can be used for in silico process 

simulation and design space calculation.  

2. Materials and methods 

Experiments were carried out in the MicroFD® by Millrock Technology, Inc (Kingston, NY, USA). 
All tests were carried out using sucrose aqueous solutions. The solid content was either 5% w/w or 

10% w/w. Solutions poured into 6R tubing vials (Schott Pharmaceutical Packaging, Inc., Lebanon, 

USA), 3 mL per vial. Tests were carried out to investigate the effect of the temperature offset (defined 

as the difference between the temperature of the ring and that of the product) during the primary 

drying stage on both product temperature and on the sublimation rate. 4 values of the temperature 

offset were considered, namely -1°C, -3°C, -5°C and -7°C. The selected values of shelf temperature 

were -20°C and 0°C, while the values of chamber pressure were 80 bar and 120 bar. After 6 hours 

from the onset of the primary dying stage the run was stopped: weight loss in all the vials of the batch 

was then measured and recorded.  

3. Results and discussion  

First experiments were carried out with the 5% w/w sucrose solution at -20°C and 80 bar, Moving 

from a temperature offset of -1°C to a value of -5°C the homogeneity of the batch is improved. In fact, 

while at -1°C the mean value of weight loss in the central vials was 0.81 g and that in the external vials 

was 0.86 g, with an offset of -5°C the weight loss in central and external vials is 0.8 g and 0.82 g 

respectively, that means about 1% difference in the amount of ice sublimated. Also the standard 

deviation is reduced, thus evidencing a greater homogeneity of the batch. For a temperature offset of   

-5°C the temperature evolution in the two groups of vials is almost overlapping, while for the offset 

value equal to -3°C the temperature of the edge vials is slightly higher, about 1°C, than that of the 

central vials.  

With respect to the test carried out at 0°C and 80 bar the optimal value of the offset appears 

to be -5°C: weight losses are in fact 1.58 g, 1.59 and 1.55 g, respectively, for a temperature offset of -

1°C, -3°C and -5°C respectively, with a standard deviation of 5.13%, 4.52% and 3.57% respectively. 

For the test at 20°C and 120 bar, if we focus on the difference between the mean values of weight 

loss in the two groups of vials it appears that the best choice is a temperature offset of -3°C: 

considering the batch as a whole, the minimum of the standard deviation, i.e. 5.88%, is obtained for 

this temperature offset (vs. 8.58% at -1°C and 9.52 % for -5°C). When considering a higher value of 

shelf temperature, namely 0°C, the temperature offsets of -5°C appears again to be the best choice, 

resulting in the minimum difference between the mean weight loss in the external and in the internal 

vials, and in the minimum value of the standard deviation of the weight loss in the vials (3.46%). 

Results evidenced that the presence of the ring affects the heat flux to the vials and, when its 

temperature is properly selected, homogeneous drying conditions are obtained. By this way it becomes 

possible to replicate in this small-scale unit the evolution of the vials in a large-scale freeze-dryer, 

where most of the vials, i.e. the central ones, have a quite homogeneous behaviour. 
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Abstract  

Guava is perishable, but products with longer shelf life presents greater marketing opportunities. In 

this study, a CCRD was used to see the effect of pressure and rotation speed in a double drum dryer 

on the water activity, colour and effective diffusivity of the guava pulp. The water activity was 

adequate for the storage, the colour variation was a function of the pressure and the effective 

diffusivity has a linear behaviour with the speed and quadratic with the pressure. 

 

Keywords: Central composite rotatable design (CCRD), Colour, Effective diffusivity, Water activity 

 

1. Introduction 

Guava is a seasonal fruit that is generally consumed fresh, however it is highly susceptible to 

mechanical damage, without adequate transportation and storage conditions, which reduces its 

commercialisation potential (Souza et al., 2018). For this reason and due to the lack of postharvest 

technologies in Colombia (Vásquez Osorio et al., 2014), it is necessary to commercialise the product 

after further treatments such as drying. Powder form is one of the most effective ways to preserve 

products, such as fruit juice and puree (Patil & Chauhan, 2014). 

Drying of food materials increases their shelf life due to the prevention of the development of 

microbial activity and delays ripening. However, this process can also change physical and nutritional 

properties; hence the operation conditions are key to obtain a final quality product (Vásquez Osorio et 

al., 2014; Dalla et al., 2014). Water activity is one of the most important parameters related to shelf 

life and food preservation, due to its relationship with potential deteriorating reactions during storage 

(Galaz et al., 2017). 

The drum dryer consists of two parallel horizontal rollers that are heated by steam, water or hot air 

and then, transmit heat by conduction to a thin layer of product adhered to the surface. Its efficiency 

and results depend on the separation between rollers, the internal fluid pressure, the rotation speed and 

the material to be dried (Pua et al., 2010, Galaz et al., 2017, Pua et al., 2007, Henríquez et al., 2014). 

Normally, this type of drying is used to dehydrate liquid products with different viscosities such as 

pastes and purées, aiming to obtain products in the form of flakes and powders, which are used to 

produce concentrates, bakery products, cereals and compounds with high nutritional value (Pua et al., 

2010; Milczarek et al., 2017). 

The aim of this study was to determine the effects of drum drying of guava pulp on physical 

parameters (water activity and colour), whilst changing vapour pressure and rotation speed as 

operation conditions, and its relation with the effective diffusivity by using the Central Composite 

Rotatable Design.). 

 

2. Material and method 
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The guava pulp was submitted to drying in a drum dryer Master-Reeves. The process stopped when 

the samples reached the equilibrium of moisture content. The effective diffusivity was determined 

with the second Fick’s law. The values of dimensionless moisture content were calculated based on 

the equilibrium of moisture content determined by the dynamic equilibrium of samples. 

Water activity (aw) was measured with a calibrated meter AquaLab 4TE, EEUU. The colour was 

measured with a colorimeter model CR-400, Konica Minolta, Japon, to determine the values of L*, a* 

and b*, also known as CIELab. To evaluate the colour variation magnitude (fresh and dry product), 

equation 1 of percentage of change ΔC in the CIELab space was used. 

 

 
 

The drying curves were generated by using the dimensionless moisture content (Eq. 2). The 

dimensionless moisture content values were calculated based on the equilibrium moisture content 

determined by dynamic equilibrium of samples.  

 

 
 

 

where Deff is effective diffusivity, m2/s; Y is dimensionless moisture content, dimensionless;  is mean 

moisture content, kgH2O·kgDM
−1; Xeq is equilibrium moisture content, kgH2O·kgDM

−1; X0 is initial 

moisture content, kgH2O·kgDM
−1; t is time, s; L is half-thickness of the sample, m; i refers to terms of 

the series. 

A central composite rotatable experimental design (Barros Neto et al. 2002) was adopted to study 

the effects of pressure and rotation speed variables of drying on the responses: effective diffusivity, 

Deff (m2/s); water activity, aw (decimal); and colour variation, on the guava pulp powder drying (Table 

1). In this study, 11 experimental runs were carried out: four factorial points (combinations between 

levels ±1), three central points (two independent variables at level 0) and four axial points (one of the 

independent variables at ±α level and another at 0), generating a quadratic mathematical model in 

which values of dependent variable Y (Deff, aw and colour) are functions of independent variables (air 

temperature and pre-drying time), as described by equation 3. 

 

 
 
 

Table 1. Drying independent variables levels. 

Variable -α (-1,41) -1 0 +1 +α (+1,41) 

Pressure (PSI) 10 15 25 35 40 

Rotation Speed (rpm) 2 3 6 9 10 

 

3. Results and discussion  

A parametrisation methodology was implemented based on a quadratic regression model, allowing to 

determinate the significative and predictive parameters in the process. Results are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Effective diffusivity (Deff), Water Activity (aw) and colour after drying process. 
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   Colour 

Runs Deff (m2/s) aw Colour(%) L a b 

1 1.09E-09 0.403 3.02 52.5 8.1 12.1 

2 7.87E-10 0.401 2.32 52.9 7.99 12.6 

3 1.92E-09 0.381 4.22 50.7 10.9 14.7 

4 1.40E-09 0.41 1.96 54.6 10.9 13.8 

5 5.09E-09 0.394 1.88 52.9 9.87 12.2 

6 8.15E-10 0.472 2.67 52.4 9.34 12.8 

7 5.02E-10 0.375 4.91 52.4 4.88 9.43 

8 1.62E-09 0.443 3.71 54.6 12.6 16 

9 1.93E-09 0.426 0.73 53.3 9.21 13.8 

10 8.74E-10 0.413 5.47 51.5 7.63 10.8 

11 2.52E-09 0.394 6.63 50.9 8.42 9.77 

  
 No significant and predictive (p > 0.05) coefficients were found in the analysis of water activity, 

thus there is no correlation with the operation parameters. However, every run presented values lower 

than 0.6 (0.37-0.48), which guarantees adequate results for product preservation. Other authors found 

values of water activity in drum drying of pomegranate peel between 0.36 and 0.39 (Galaz et al., 

2017), of cassava pulp encapsulated between 0.15 and 2.74 (Pua et al., 2010), and of tomato bagasse 

between 0.15 and 0.3 (Milczarek et al., 2017). 

When analysing the colour variation, it was affected by the rotation speed and pressure of the 

drying process. Table 2 presents the linear and quadratic effects of the parameters, as well as their 

interactions in the evaluation of colour variation. Values in bold indicate that the factor or interaction 

is significant for a confidence level of 95% (P ≤ 0.05). Data were analysed by RSS. 

 

Table 2. Estimated effect, standard error and significance level (p) for the colour variation. 

Mean 
Effect Std. Err p 

6.050 0.699 0.001 

Pressure, P (L) -0.462 0.699 0.544 

Pressure, P (Q) -3.982 0.925 0.013 

Rotation Speed, V (L) -0.217 0.699 0.772 

Rotation Speed, V (Q) -1.947 0.925 0.103 

Interaction P x V -0.782 0.989 0.473 

 

 Following the ANOVA and the F-test application, a significant regression was obtained, and a 

predictive model was generated. These analyses were made using pure error. Table 3 shows the 

results. 

Table 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for colour variation. 

 Sum of squares Degree of 

freedom 

Mean square Fcalc Ftab 

Regression 18.19867 2 9.099333 12.62747 3.27 

Residual 5.044188 7 0.720598   

Lack of fit 4.366996 6 0.727833 1.07478 58.2 

Pure error 0.677192 1 0.677192   

Total 23.24285 9    
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The proposed model to represent colour variation in guava drying is shown as a re-parameterized 

model to the uncoded variables, as shown in equation 4: 

         

 

CV = 6.05 − 1.99P2 − 0.97𝑉2      (2)   (4) 
 

 The negative coefficients in the quadratic parameters of the model indicate that the colour 

variation is greater in treatments near the central point (between 20 and 30 psi, and 5 and 7 rpm). The 

regression Fcal was higher than the respective Ftab, while the Fcal for lack of fit was lower than Ftab. 

Therefore, it is possible to affirm that the model is significant and predictive for the studied process 

conditions (Eq. 4). The value obtained from R2 (0.79) is considered adequate for the process 

conditions. Thus, contour plots for colour variation were generated, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig 1. Contour plot to colour variation. 

 

The parameters L and b of the CieLAB space did not present statistically significant coefficients. 

Parameter a was different from its value in nature (a = 28.5). A linear correlation was found with the 

vapour pressure in the model, obtaining a negative coefficient of -2.069 (R2 = 0.8229). Hence, at 

higher pressure, there is less difference with the nature product after drying. This behaviour is due to 

the fact that, in the case of guava and products with pink and red colours, parameter a is directly 

related to the loss colour and the increase of brown colour in the samples. However, with higher 

pressures the drying process is faster and direct contact with the product is lower, thus, these 

treatments have less darkening. This agrees with the data obtained by the authors Milczarek et al. 

(2017) in tomato and plums, and Galaz et al. (2017) in pomegranate peel, who find significant the 

behaviour of variables with respect to the parameter a and insignificant the parameters b and L.  

The Deff coefficients were obtained by the parametrisation method explained above. Table 4 

presents the linear and quadratic effects of the parameters, as well as their interactions and Table 5 

shows the results of the Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the F-test application. 

 

Table 4. Estimated effect, standard error and significance level (p) for the Deff 

 Effect Std. Err p 

Mean 2,23E-09 7,58E-10 0.042 

Pressure, P (L) -1,72E-09 7,58E-10 0.086 

Pressure, P (Q) 3,70E-10 1,00E-09 0.730 

Rotation Speed, RS (L) 7,53E-10 7,58E-10 0.376 

Rotation Speed, RS (Q) -1,52E-09 1,00E-09 0.203 
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Interaction P x RS -1,08E-10 1,07E-09 0.924 

 

  

Table 5. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for Deff 

 Sum of squares Degree of 

freedom 

Mean square Fcalc Ftab 

Regression 9.85E-18 2 4.93E-18 5.850441 3.27 

Residual 5.9E-18 7 8.42E-19   

Lack of fit 5.72E-18 6 9.53E-19 5.425906 58.2 

Pure error 1.76E-19 1 1.76E-19   

Total 1.57E-17 9    

 

The proposed model to represent the effective diffusivity of guava drying is shown as a re-

parameterised model to the uncoded variables, as shown in equation (5). It was significative and 

predictive for vapour pressure linearly, and quadratically for rotation speed. The value obtained from 

R2 (0.70) is considered adequate for the process conditions. 

 

Deff = 2.44x10-9 – (9.59x10-10 * P) - (8.41x10-10 * RS2)                                                     (5) 

  

A level of reliability of 90% was used due to the operating conditions of the equipment and the 

variability presented in the control of the pressure, in addition to its low performance. Findings agree 

with the data reported by authors who performed similar double roller drying procedures (Galaz et al., 

2017; Pua et al., 2010). They attribute this result to the contact time of the product with the high 

temperatures of the equipment. According to other authors, this parameter is also affected by the 

variables that were constant in these tests, such as product feeding and roller separation, taking into 

account that the pressure exerted by the equipment on the product depends on these parameters and 

directly on the thickness of the layer (Valous et al., 2002). 

 

4. Conclusions 

The results obtained show drum drying of guava as a viable option to obtain powder from the product, 

due to the values obtained for water activity. Effective diffusivity has a negative linear correlation with 

the pressure and the negative quadratic correlation with rotation speed. A faster drying is identified 

when speed is between 2 and 4 rpm and pressure is 6 psi. Colour is considered as a quality index of 

physical properties and its loss is represented in browning. 

It is recommended to dry guava pulp by drum with high pressures and low rotation speeds, 

guaranteeing efficiency in drying, and the smallest possible colour variation of the product with 

respect to its features in nature. 
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Abstract  
Many fruit powders obtained by spray drying are used as ingredients in the food industry. 
Nevertheless, some of these powders may present technological problems caused by caking during 
storage. This behaviour is due to a variety of mechanisms linked to the physicochemical and structural 
properties of single particles and bulk powder. In this study, three model powders, chosen based on 
the differences in caking ability, were characterized. The objective was to determine the main 
properties related to caking in order to better predict this behaviour. 
 
 
Keywords: ESEM, Granulometry, Particle stickiness, Sorption isotherm, Viscosity 
 
 
1. Introduction 

Caking is an important industrial problem since it affects several properties of powders 
(appearance, flowability, solubility...). It leads to client claims and, in some cases, to production 
shutdowns and product losses. It is often associated to a loss of powder quality.  Powder caking is the 
result of the unwanted aggregation of particles due to the formation of solid bridges at the contact 
points between particles, which transforms a readily free-flowing powder into a coherent solid (Zafar 
et al., 2017). During storage, this phenomenon depends on the composition and physicochemical 
characteristics of the particles and of the powder bed, especially their size, size distribution and shape. 
It is generally induced by increased temperature, relative humidity (RH) or pressure. However, the 
main underlying elementary mechanisms of caking are linked to the presence of water, either free or 
bound to the particles such as capillary condensation, product dissolution, phase transition and 
deliquescence. Fruit powders are complex mixtures of amorphous hygroscopic compounds such as 
carbohydrates and of deliquescent crystalline solids such as sugars, vitamins and organic acids. 
Amorphous solids are prone to caking due to the glass transition. When passing from the amorphous 
(glassy) state to the liquid state, the product reaches an intermediate rubbery state associated to a 
decrease of the viscosity of the product which becomes sticky above its glass transition temperature 
(Tg). Tg is therefore an important property related to the caking of fruit powders. It decreases when 
the product water content increases due to the plasticizing effect of small molecules rendering the 
powder more and more prone to caking at ambient temperature. In the case of deliquescent 
components, caking occurs when the relative humidity is high enough to allow their deliquescence 
corresponding to the dissolution of the product in the condensed water layer at the particle surface 
(Salameh et al., 2006a). The deliquescence relative humidity (DRH) is generally high (e.g. above 80% 
at 25°C), but some synergistic behaviour have been observed in formulations containing amorphous 
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components leading to a significant decrease of the DRH (Ghorab et al., 2014; Salameh et al., 2006b) 
and therefore to an increase of the powder caking ability.  

Considering the diversity and complexity of phenomena at play in the caking of fruit powders, the 
aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of developing a universal and simple tool to predict 
the caking ability of any powder. Three model powders presenting different caking ability where 
considered and characterized for the size and size distribution. Their sticky temperature and the 
viscosity of their concentrated solutions were also measured and related to their caking ability in terms 
of hygroscopicity and particle surface evolution under increasing air RH. 
 
2. Material and method 
2.1 Material:  
The two fruit powders analysed in the present study (acerola and apple, Naturex SA, Fr) were 
specially designed in order to exhibit different caking behaviour. These powders were obtained by 
spray drying process. They were stored in hermetical jars at 4°C before analyses. 
Maltodextrin DE 6 powder was also selected as it is often used as a drying aid for the production of 
fruit powders by spray drying. 
 
2.2 Methods: 

Sorption isotherms: Sorption tests at 20°C were conducted using a DVS Intrinsic (Surface 
Measurement Systems). Samples were kept at constant RH level until a dm/dt of 0.002%.min-1(for at 
least 4 h) was obtained. RH was increased from 0% to 30% with steps of 5% and from 30% to 60% 
with steps of 10%. The dry mass, used in the calculation of moisture content (dry basis) was 
determined at the end of the first RH step (at 0% RH).  

 
ESEM: The evolution of the surface state of powders submited to different RH conditions was 

observed using an Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI Quanta 200) equiped with a 
Peltier stage. Samples were submitted to increasing RH (steps of 15% RH, stabilization at least 5 min), 
the pressure inside the chamber was maintained constant during observation (933.3 Pa) and the desired 
vapor pression inside the chamber was obtained by handling the temperature. Observations were made 
using the Gaseous Secondary Electron Detector (GSED) with a voltage of 9.5 kV, a spot size of 4.5 
and a working distance of about 6 mm. 

 
Sticky temperature: A Kofler bench was used to measure the sticky temperature of powders 

previously equilibrated at 20°C and 33% RH for six days (5 mg of sample per test). 
 
Viscosity of concentrated solutions: The rheological behaviour of concentrated aqueous solutions 

of fruit powders (60% weight dry matter) was measured at three levels of temperature: 20°C, 35°C and 
50°C (carriMed Rheometer CSL2 100, TA Instruments USA) with a cone-plate geometry (diameter 2 
cm, angle 4°) for shear rates from 50 to 500 s-1. 

 
Granulometry : The particle size distribution of powders was determined by laser light scattering 

using a MasterSizer 2000 (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) equipped with a 5 mW He-Ne laser 
operating at a wavelength of 633 nm. The dry dispersion mode was used (SCIROCCO 2000, Malvern 
Instruments, Fr) and measurements analysis was performed according to Fraunhofer theory. About 1 g 
of powder was analyzed applying an air pressure of 4 bar. The width of the particle size distribution is 
estimated from the span value (span = D(0.9) – D(0.1) / D(0.5) where D(0.5) is the volume median 
diameter of the size distribution; 90% and 10% respectively of the particles have a diameter below 
D(0.9) and D(0.1)). 
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3. Results and discussion  
3.1. Powder hygroscopicity 
 
Water sorption isotherms (20°C) obtained for the two fruit powders and for the amorphous 
maltodextrin powder had very different shapes (fig.1). For the maltodextrin powder, a typical sigmoïd 
type-II isotherm in the Brunauer classification (Brunauer et al., 1940) was obtained whilst for the two 
fruit powders isotherms were rather of type-III. This shape is typical of crystallized solids with very 
small moisture gain at low aw since water is only interacting with the surface of the crystal through 
hydrogen bonds, and a sharp increase of the water content at the deliquescence relative humidity 
(DRH). Maltodextrin powder was therefore the more hygroscopic below 30% RH, but the water 
uptake corresponds to adsorption at the particle surface whilst for fruit powders it corresponds to 
deliquescence of the particles at about 20% RH for acerola powder and 28% RH for apple powder. 
These very low values of DRH are probably due to the presence of different crystalline compounds in 
the formulation of the fruit powders. 
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Fig. 1: Sorption isotherms (20°C) of two fruit powders (acerola and apple) and maltodextrin DE6. 

 
 
 
This higher sensitivity of acerola powder to water is confirmed by ESEM observations. Actually, 
when increasing the surrounding air relative humidity, the surface of acerola particles started to 
smoothen under viscous flow, at a lower RH level compared to apple powder particles (e.g. 45% RH 
instead of 60% RH) (fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2: ESEM images of acerola and apple powders submitted to different RH conditions 

(initial state and beginning of particle surface smoothing). 
 
 

3.2. Viscosity of concentrated solutions and stickiness 
 
Concentrated solutions of the three powders exhibited a Newtonian behaviour (fig. 3). Maltodextrin 
DE6 solution presented the highest viscosity value for the three temperature levels whilst the viscosity 
of acerola powder solution was the lowest, followed by apple powder solution. Viscosity values at 
room temperature (20°C) were of 47.58 Pa.s (± 4.24) for matodextrin, 7.42 Pa.s (± 1.30) for apple 
and only 1.82 Pa.s (± 0.23) for acerola. Acerola powder has therefore a higher probability to develop 
sticky points between particles in contact under conditions allowing the development of viscous flow. 
This is corroborated by the measured sticky temperatures. It was of 76°C for acerola powder, 132°C 
for apple and 245°C for maltodextrin DE6. It can be assumed that a lower sticky temperature value 
corresponds both to a lower Tg value and a higher caking ability. 
 
 

Acerola initial state (15%RH) Acerola (45%RH, 7 minutes) 

Apple initial state (15%RH) Apple (60%RH, 2 minutes) 
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Fig. 3: Viscosity of concentrated solutions in function of temperature. 

 
3.3. Particles size and Size distribution 
 
Granulometric analysis showed that acerola powder is composed of small particles (median diameter 
D(0.5) of 14.6 µm) and by a high proportion of fines (17.53% of particles presenting a diameter lower 
than 5 µm) (Tables 1 and 2, fig. 4). This small particle size increases the number of contact points 
between individual particles and therefore the probability of acerola to develop caking during storage. 
The smaller size of acerola powder particles compared to apple powder particles may also explain the 
slight difference observed at low water activity in the water sorption isotherms due to the higher 
specific surface developed. 
 
 

Table 1.Particle size distribution of powders. 
Powder Diameter (µm) span 

D (0.1) D (0.5) D (0.9) 
Acerola 3.7 14.6 62.3 4.1 
Apple 12.7 50.0 113.4 2.0 

Maltodextrin DE 6 18.1 101.3 267.6 2.0 
 
 
 

Table 2. Fines proportion (diameter < 5µm) of powders. 
Powder Fines proportion (%)  

(D <5 µm) 
Standard deviation 

(3 tests) 
Acerola 17.53 0.14 

Apple 2.96 0.16 

Maltodextrin DE 6 2.08 0.026 
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Fig. 4: Granulometric distribution (3 measurements per sample) for the three powders and SEM 

images of fruit powders. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 

Sticky temperature and viscosity of concentrated solutions (60%DM) of the three powders were found 
to increase as their hygroscopicity (under high relative humidity) and caking ability decreased. They 
are thus good indicators of the fruit powders caking ability. The sticky temperature measurement can 
be easily implemented in an industrial environment. It could therefore be a useful tool to predict the 
sensitivity of fruit powders to caking in order to implement adapted storage and/or production 
conditions. 
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Abstract  
The moisture profiles of two maltodextrin-agar gel samples (having different glass transition 
temperatures) and potato during drying at 25 and 55°C (1.6m/s) presented a square form at the 
beginning of process. After some time, their moisture profiles became round as predicted by Fick’s 
law. The formation of a dry layer was observed from the middle stages of drying. For the gel systems, 
the thickness of the dry layer was similar despite their different glass transition temperatures. 
 
Keywords: moisture profile, case-hardening, glass transition, MRI, air-drying 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Air-drying is the most-frequently-used method to reduce the food moisture content for preservation. 
However, it is a complicated process related to simultaneous heat and mass transport (Ratti, 2001). 
Understanding the basic relationship prevailing during moisture transfer within a food, such as 
moisture profiles, will lead to better process control (Ruan et al., 1991), which is essential not only to 
improve the quality of the product including physical, chemical and/or biological characteristics, but 
also to optimize process economics (Ratti, 2001; Ruan et al., 1991).  

Glass transition temperature, Tg, could be defined as the temperature at which an amorphous 
system changes from glassy to rubbery states (Roos and Karel, 1991). It depends on the water content, 
the molecular weight, the crystallinity and the composition of material (Thiewes and Steeneken, 
1997). Many foods undergo glass transition in the range of operation conditions used for air drying, 
such as potato and cassava starch (Farahnaky et al., 2009), banana (Katekawa and Silva, 2007) and 
papaya (Kurozawa et al., 2012). Some authors suggested, from experimental observations or 
mathematical simulations, that the glass transition is responsible for the formation of a dry shell at the 
surface of the product leading to case-hardening phenomena frequently observed during air drying, 
particularly with fast drying rates. In other words, it was suggested that the shell formation cannot be 
present if drying conditions do not permit a glass transition (Mayor and Sereno, 2004). The case-
hardening is the phenomenon at which the external surface of the material dries out much faster than 
the centre leading to an extremely dry layer on the outer zone (Achanta et al., 1997; Gulati and Datta, 
2015). This phenomenon can occur both during the last minutes of drying process (Lozano et al., 
1983; Wang and Brennan, 1995) or during the whole drying process (Fang et al., 2009; Gulati and 
Datta, 2015). According to Gulati and Datta (2015), the case hardening increased residual stresses in 
the dehydrated food causing numerous phenomena including the deviation behavior of shrinkage and 
porosity, and cracking of dry material surface.  
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It is generally accepted that diffusion is the overall transport mechanism during air-drying and 
thus, Fick’s law (∂C/∂t = D ∆C, where C is the concentration in kg/m3; D, the diffusion coefficient in 
m2/s; and t, time in s) is commonly applied resulting in a parabolic moisture profile (Rizvi, 2005). 
However, numerous authors suggest that moisture diffusion during air drying follows Fick’s law only 
when the material is in rubbery or glassy state. The fluid transport becomes non-Fickian when material 
undergoes the glass transition (Kim et al., 1996; Thomas and Windle, 1982; Xing et al., 2007). 
According to Kim et al. (1996) when the glass transition occurs, discontinuous stress profiles are 
formed. The polymer stress gradient offers negative driving forces to the solvent transport against the 
chemical potential gradient and this causes a non-Fickian transport behavior (Kim et al., 1996). Xing 
et al (2007) suggested that a sharp shape of the moisture profile of material indicated non-Fickian 
transport during air drying at the glass transition regime. It is likely that, the shell layer at surface of 
the product during air-drying forms a barrier pointing out a reason for the anomalous moisture 
transport (Xing et al., 2007), which could be related to glass transition, high drying rates and structure 
or composition (Jin et al., 2012; Mayor and Sereno, 2004; Xing et al., 2007).  

Most studies of moisture transport in foods use experimental data based on average moisture 
content, such as the characterization of food drying from the average drying rate only. Average drying 
data are often insufficient to allow the investigation of the underlying physics of moisture transport, 
particularly in heterogeneous systems such as foods (McCarthy et al., 1994). To study the effect of 
glass transition on drying kinetics, it is important to determine the moisture profiles, i.e. water 
distribution across the cross-section in the food during drying (Xing et al., 2007). According to 
Achanta et al. (1997), moisture profiles could be used to study the dry shell developed at the surface of 
the material where sudden moisture gradients are observed during drying (Achanta et al., 1997). The 
formation of a dry shell at the surface of microcrystalline cellulose-agar-water gels during drying was 
confirmed experimentally through MRI by Schrader and Litchfield (1992).  

The purpose of the present work was to investigate the effect of glass transition on moisture 
profiles of gel food systems (non-cellular), potato (cellular) at different drying conditions. 
Determination of sample shell formation during air-drying will enlighten phenomena occurring during 
drying of food materials undergoing glass transition. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
Agar was provided by Becton Dickinson and Company (Sparks, USA). Maltodextrin was bought from 
Laboratory Mat (Quebec City, Canada). Two types of gel systems were made, called MD19 and 
MD36, containing maltodextrin with dextrose equivalents (DE) 19 and 36, respectively, in a mass 
proportion of 1/0.015/0.15 of water-agar-maltodextrin. Agar powder was gradually added to distilled 
water in a beaker to obtain a gel with the desired initial water content in order to create homogeneous 
and isotropic food model systems. This mixture was then heated and kept at boiling point with gentle 
agitation for 15 minutes. Thus, under constant stirring, maltodextrin was added to the mixture and 
heating was kept for another 5 minutes to dissolve all the ingredients. Afterwards, the hot mixture was 
poured into a cylindrical jar to allow the formation of the gel at room temperature. To ensure 
uniformity of moisture inside the sample, 5mm of the surface layer of the formed gel was cut out. 
Then cylindrical pieces (1cm by 4cm) were cut from the remaining solid. The same cylindrical 
geometry was used in food model samples for all experiments of this work.  

White potatoes (W1386 variety) were provided by Gosselin G2 Inc. (Quebec City, Canada). 
The potato tubers were selected with uniform size and shape and without any defect on visual 
inspection. Potatoes were stored in a cold room at 4oC until further use. The samples were taken from 
the cold room and kept at room temperature for 24h prior to testing. All samples were prepared 
without the peel. Cylindrical samples were cut with hollow punch in 1cm-diameter sample within the 
tuber. Potatoes were cut from random positions in 4cm-long cylinders.  
 
Glass Transition Temperature 

Values of glass transition temperature for potato, MD 36 and MD19 samples at low water 
contents were taken from literature data as 51oC (0.025 kg water/kg dm), 65oC (0.02 kg water/kg 
moisture content) and 95oC (0.025 kg water, kg dm), respectively (Nguyen et al., 2019). 
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Magnetic Resonance Image testing 

Magnetic Resonance Image tests were used to determine the moisture profile of sample cylinders 
during drying. Imaging experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance 600WB spectrometer 
(Fremont, CA, USA), where the sample was fixed in a support and inserted in a chamber simulating a 
miniature-scale dryer. The size of the drying chamber was 25 cm in diameter and 9 cm in length. 
Temperature and air speed in the chamber were adjusted by a continuous air flow at room (25oC) and 
55oC air temperature, 1.6 m/s air speed and ambient relative humidity (approximately 30%). 

2D images were obtained using a Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) MRI sequence, a repetition time TR 
of 9350 ms, an effective spin echo time TE of 6.7 ms and a spectral bandwidth SW of 600 MHz. The 
Field-Of-View (FOV) was 1cm with a matrix size of 64 x 64 points resulting in a spatial resolution of 
187.5 x 62.5 cm. Each image was recorded every 10 min during the drying experiment. Drying was 
continued until the signal of MRI could not be captured. For moisture profile determination, five MRI 
images of a horizontal cross-session (1mm thickness for each images) at the centre of each sample was 
captured. Two repetitions were performed.  

The relationship between the MRI intensity versus moisture content of product was 
established for calibration purposes. Slab samples were obtained first by cutting 1cm-diameter 4cm-
long cylinders from different positions within the product, and then 1cm-diameter 0.14cm-thickness 
slabs were cut out of the cylinders. To obtain different moisture levels, the slab samples were dried at 
an air temperature of 55°C and air speed of 1.6m/s in an Armfield tunnel dryer (Model UOP8-G, 
Hampshire, UK) as described previously. The samples were taken out of the dryer at different times. 
Then they were placed in a closed container to equilibrate for at least 24h before MRI test. MRI 
images of the entire sample were done during only five minutes at 55°C and 25oC. Right before and 
after the MRI test, the weight of sample was recorded. Vacuum oven was used to measure the dry 
mass at 60°C until constant weight. Then the MRI intensity values were converted to the moisture 
content values. 

 
Evaluation of the Fick’s law on moisture profiles  

As explained before, Fick’s law application leads to a moisture profile inside the sample during 
drying, which are parabolic. Thus, moisture profiles obtained by MRI were correlated with a second 
order polynomial with Excel version 15.26 (2016). The coefficient of determination R2 for the 
quadratic polynomial, may give an indication of the appropriateness of a second order polynomial 
fitting, close to 1 representing a good correlation between Fick’s law and the moisture profile.  
 
Dry layer thickness 

Thickness of the dry layer was estimated from the MRI moisture profiles by accounting the distance 
from the surface up to a point where a suddenly increase of moisture content was observed. The dry 
layer percentage as a function of the whole sample thickness was determined by: 

% dry layer = (Thickness of the dry layer, mm) / (Thickness of the sample, mm) * 100% 

 
  
3. Results and discussion  
Figure 1 (a, b, c) presents the moisture profiles of MD19, MD36 and potato samples during air drying 
at 55°C (profile results for 25oC and 1.6 m/s drying conditions are not shown). At the beginning of 
drying (approximately up to 30 minutes for 55oC and 120 min for 25oC), the moisture profiles were 
square, probably due to a mixed control for mass transfer, where external convection could still play 
an important role. After some drying time, moisture profiles became more round as indicated for 
Fickian moisture transport.  

As can be seen from the Figure 1, at the beginning of drying, moisture profile of potato is not 
smooth as those of MD19 and MD36. It could be due to the non-uniform moisture distribution and the 
non-homogeneous structure of a cellular food compared to a more uniform structure and compound 
distribution of a non-cellular food. According to Nguyen et al. (2018b), the moisture and starch 
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contents and structure of potato as a function of position within the tuber is significantly different. A 
sharp diminution of moisture near the surface can be observed in Figure 1 especially from the middle 
stages of the drying process. The formation of a thicker dry layer at the surface of potato (Figure 1c) 
was observed sooner than those of MD19 and MD36 (Figure 1 a, b, respectively). At the middle stage 
of drying, once Fick’s law could be applied, the moisture profile of MD19 and MD36 was found to be 
rounder than those of potato. It may be due to a thicker dry layer at the surface of potato affecting the 
diffusion of water during drying. It can be observed also from Figure 1, that porosity was formed at 60 
minutes of drying for the case of MD19 and MD36, while no pore formation was observed for the case 
of potato during drying at 55oC. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)                                                                     (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    (c) 
 

Figure 1. Moisture profile of MD19 (a), MD36 (b), and potato (c) during  
drying at temperature of 55°C, 1.6m/s of air speed. 

 
 
Dry shell 

At the beginning of drying, no dry layer was observed. As the moisture content of the three samples 
decreased, a thin dry layer was formed and changed slightly with decreasing moisture content until a 
specific (X/Xo)dl value (shown in Table 1 for both drying temperatures), from which additional 
decrease of moisture led to a significant increase of the dry layer.  
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As can be observed from Table 1, at 

25oC drying temperature, both (X/Xo)dl values 
for MD19 and MD36 gel systems were similar 
despite the fact that the glass transition 
temperature of MD19 is 30oC higher than that 
of MD36 (Nguyen et al., 2018a).  For gel 
samples dried at 55oC, (X/Xo)dl for MD19 was 
found to be moderately higher than that of 
MD36, but this difference could be owed to a 
high variance in the experimental 
determination of the dry layer for MD19 
sample. Also, (X/Xo)dl values for gel systems are higher at 55oC than at 25oC drying temperatures, 
which could be due to glass transition or to higher drying rates.  

For potato, (X/Xo)dl values are similar at both drying temperatures, although if there is an 
impact of glass transition in the formation of a dry layer, these (X/Xo)dl values would be expected to be 
higher for higher air temperatures, as it is the case for gel systems (Table 1). Moreover, although the 
glass transition temperature of potato was lower than those of the MD19 and MD36 gel systems 
(Nguyen et al., 2018b), the (X/Xo)dl values for potato were much higher, indicating that there are 
other effects than glass transition and drying rates to take into account in the formation of the 
dry layer. The higher (X/Xo)dl value of potato compared to those for the gel systems could be due to 
composition of the sample. Potato contains about 16-24% of starch (Hoover, 2001) while the two gel 
systems do not include starch in their composition. Also, the (X/Xo)dl values at 25oC and 55oC drying 
temperatures are similar for the case of potato. This could be due to significantly stronger mechanical 
properties of rich-starch materials.  

It was is also observed that higher drying temperatures provoke thicker dry layers, probably 
due to higher drying rates at 55oC than at 25oC. According to Achanta et al. (1997), the physical 
texture of the dried product from rapid and slow drying techniques is very different. In rapid drying, 
the dense crust can be formed higher outside of product (case hardening). Thickness of the dry layer 
increasing as function of the drying rate was reported by Gulati and Data (2015). From all the data 
presented regarding formation of dry layer, glass transition does not seem to have a marked clear 
effect but rather sample composition or drying rates.  
 
Applicability of Fick’s law 

To verify the applicability of Fick’s law in the prediction of moisture profiles during drying, the 
coefficient of determination (R2) of a typical parabolic shape (representing Fick’s law on moisture 
profiles) was determined for each 
specific drying time. Figure 2 
shows an example of moisture 
profile experimental data fitted 
with a second order polynomial 
for MD19 system. The quadratic 
fitting was done for moisture 
profiles including the dry layer 
(long dashed line) or without 
including the dry layer (short 
dashed line). As can be observed 
from the fitting moisture profile 
including the dry layer (Figure 
2), moisture content at the core 
of sample  is  higher  than  Fick’s  
                                                                      Figure 2. Moisture profile and quadratic polynomial fitting  

of MD19 model system after 420 minutes drying at 25oC. 

Table 1. (X/Xo)dl values for MD19, MD36 and 
potato at 25 and 55oC drying temperatures. 

 

Product (X/Xo)dl 
25oC 55oC 

MD19 0.11 0.24 
MD36 0.12 0.18 
Potato 0.43 0.45 
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parabolic prediction, while those at the surface of sample has an external part higher and an internal 
part lower than the prediction of Fick’s law which could be due to the presence of an extremely dry 
layer at the surface of the sample leading to an accumulation moisture zone. The moisture profile 
without including the dry layer (Figure 2) present a good prediction of Fick for the outside part 
although the moisture content at the center is slightly higher than Fick’s parabolic. The R2 of the 
prediction of Fick’s law on moisture profile without dry layer (R2=0.951) is higher than those 
including the dry layer (R2=0.926) indicating that the overall prediction of Fick’s law on the moisture 
profile will be better if the dry layer is not taken into account.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Coefficient of determination (R2 value) of order 2 polynomial equation (Fick’s law and 
moisture profile) for potato, MD36 and MD19 during air drying. 

 
 
In order to evaluate the applicability of Fick’s law predictions during different stages of drying, the R2 
values of the second order polynomial fitting (representing Fick’s law) on the moisture profiles 
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without considering the dry layer, were followed as a function of time during air drying at 25 and 55oC 
of potato, MD36 and MD19. Figure 3 shows this analysis. 
For all materials and both drying conditions, R2 of the parabolic fitting increased in the beginning as a 
function of drying time. In the first drying stage, R2 was lower due to a mixed control for mass transfer 
which makes the moisture profiles less round, as described previously. Afterwards, R2 increased 
indicating that rounder profiles due to internal control for mass transfer and applicability of Fick’s law, 
prevailed. A sudden decrease of R2 values was observed at the middle drying stages for all samples, 
happening after the dry layer was formed, may be due to the accumulation of water inside the sample 
leading to a decrease in drying rate near the surface. However, after some time an increase in R2 for 
most samples was again observed. Thus, it can be concluded that Fick’s law can be used to predict 
reasonably well the profiles of different materials having different glass transition temperatures and 
for different drying conditions, only if the dry layer formed at the surface is not taken into account in 
the second order polynomial fitting. 
 

 
 

4. Conclusions 

From all the data obtained regarding formation of dry layer during drying, glass transition did not 
seem to have a clear impact on the phenomena, but rather sample composition or drying rates were 
suspected to be more important factors. If there is an impact of glass transition, it could be related to a 
formation of a very thin and extremely dry layer at the surface, which impedes water to leave the 
product and thus, to modify the moisture profile from the round profile predicted by Fick’s law. 
Unfortunately, this hypothesis cannot be verified from the obtained MRI experimental data due to 
limitations of the equipment to measure water contents at very low concentrations. 

It can be concluded that Fick’s law can be used to predict reasonably well the profiles of different 
materials having different glass transition temperatures and for different drying conditions, only if the 
dry layer formed at the surface is not taken into account. 
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Abstract  

In natural convection solar dryer, the presence of solar chimney has shown its benefit in accelerated 

movement of moist air from the drying chamber and thus reducing the drying time for intended 

products. In this paper, the heat transfer calculation on the black painted circular solar chimney 

carried out using a simple mathematical model to investigate the performance of enhancing the 

temperature of the air inside the chimney.  

 
Keywords: solar chimney, natural convection, buoyancy effect, solar radiation. 

 

1. Introduction 

A solar chimney is a way for improving the natural ventilations of a given application by using 

convection of air heated by passive solar energy. Passive solar design refers to the use of the sun’s 

energy for heating the air inside the chimney. In passive indirect solar dryer system, convective heat 

transfer occurs by natural means such as buoyancy. When the heated air from the solar collector flows 

through the drying chamber, it losses its energy to evaporate the water from the product. Thus the 

temperature of the air decreases as it leaves the drying chamber which in turn lowering the movement 

of the airflow in the system. Hence to maintain the airflow rate the so-called "chimney effect" may be 

used. The heat transfer performance on the chimney is depends the operating parameters of heat 

transfer coefficient. There are several correlations to calculate the heat transfer from heated vertical 

ducts in natural convection situations.  

According to the passive convection application by using a chimney system, determination of heat 

transfer coefficient h inside and outside chimney surface, and Nusselt number Nu are important in the 

investigation of free convection, mathematical simulation and application of the system. The 

determination of the correlation between Nusselt, Grashof and Rayleigh numbers in the vertical duct 

has been carried out in many research studies (Ostrach, 1952). The scaling analysis of the fluid with 

Prandtl number Pr, Pr <<1 showed that Nu is scaled by (RaPr) 1/4 (Sakonidou et al., 2008).  

A solar chimney is a unit that uses solar radiation to increase the temperature of the air inside 

generating the stack effect to move the air (Al-Neama and Farkas 2016). Heating the air in the 

chimney can ensure that the air density inside the chimney is always lower than outside (Afriyie et al., 

2009). Fisher and Torrance (1999) reported experimental results of chimney enhanced heat transfer 

from a vertical parallel plate heat sink. They concluded that chimneys prove significant heat transfer 

enhancement. 

When solar radiation hits a surface, the opaque materials do not transmitted radiation. If the 

material is dark and dull, very few reflection can occur. As such, the majority of incident on dark 

opaque surfaces will be absorbed. As result of absorption, the solar radiation converted to thermal 

energy. In turn increases the surface temperature of the material which is exposed to the solar 

radiation. 

The effect of the sun may be calculated through a rather complicated system of equations based on 

heat transfer balances, its influence depends upon the latitude, the time of day, the date, the orientation 
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and the air composition. The equations illustrating the phenomenon are, therefore, of the transient 

type. 

In present study, a black painted cylindrical chimney of the indirect passive solar dryer system was 

selected and investigated its performance in enhancing the mean temperature of the air inside the 

chimney using a simple mathematical approach.  

 

2. Material and method 

2.1. Characteristics of chimney 

The geometrical model of the analysis is illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of a galvanized iron sheet 

vertical cylindrical chimney whose aspect ratio is L/D. A sufficient duct length is considered to ensure 

thermally fully developed conditions at the duct outlet. The outer surface of the chimney was coated 

black and used as a solar radiation absorber surface with an absorptivity of 0.87 for solar radiation and 

an emissivity of 0.09.  

The value of the heat transfer coefficient for internal and external portion of the chimney treated 

separately. The heat transfer through the wall of the chimney cause buoyancy-driven flow. In this 

work, the mathematical model for the heat transfer calculation done with the following assumption: 

steady operating condition exist, constant heat flux at the wall, uniform inlet velocity, and the physical 

properties of moist air were assumed to vary linearly with temperature and evaluated for conditions at 

duct inlet. Sky temperature, ambient temperature and solar daily radiation are taken as average values 

from environmental weather data. The chimney inlet temperature and airflow rate are also known in 

this calculation. Table 1 shows the data collected from measuring instruments. 

Table 1. Measured values 

S.No. Description  value 

1 Temperature at inlet  55 oC 

2 Airflow at inlet 0.2 m/s  

3 Atmospheric temperature 22.5 oC 

4 Chimney height 2m 

5 Cross-sectional dimension Φ200 mm 

6 Solar radiation 930 W/m2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Shematic view of chimney geometry 
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The mathematical equations governing natural convection flow and heat transfer in a vertical 

cylindrical chimney are the Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equation (1). Choosing the origin 

at the outlet of the drying chamber or at the bottom plane of the chimney, the y axis is directed 

vertically upward along the length of the chimney. The governing equations under the assumptions 

stated in the last section are: 

, (1a) 

, (1b) 

, (1c) 

, (1d) 

, (1e) 

From Eq. (2), the net rate of solar energy absorbed by the surface of the chimney is calculated as 

the difference of heat gain and heat losses from the surface. The heat transfer loss from the outside 

surface of the chimney to the ambient is due to the convection and radiation transfer. The convective 

and radiative heat flux are calculated respectively from Eq. (4) according to Newton’s law of cooling, 

and in Eq. (5). 

, (2) 

The heat gained from the solar radiation to the surface of the chimney is: 

, (3) 

The convective heat flux from the surface to the ambient air according to Newton’s law of cooling: 

, (4) 

The radiation heat flux is: 

 (5) 

The net rate of energy absorbed by the surface of the chimney is then written as: 

,      (6) 

where, ho is the heat transfer coefficient, Ts, Tsky and Ta are surface, sky and ambient temperatures 

respectively. Sky temperature Tsky can be estimated from Eq. (7) (Fudholi et al., 2011).  

. (7) 

The analysis was based on the dimensionless numbers commonly used in natural convection 

processes. The Local Rayleigh, Prandtl and Nusselt numbers are calculated according to Eqs. (8-10), 

respectively. The solution of the governing conservation equations in their dimensionless form 

depends on the Rayleigh number based either on the chimney height: 

, (8) 

, (9) 
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where  is coefficient of volume expansion of a substance represents the variation of the density of 

that substance with temperature at constant pressure and for an ideal gas, it is expressed as 1/T (k-1), L 

is the chimney height (m) when fluid flow inside the chimney and when  fluid flow over outside 

surface of the chimney, L is replaced by the diameter D of the chimney, g is the gravitational 

acceleration (9.81 m2/s),  is the kinematic viscosity (m2/s), K is thermal conductivity, Cp is specific 

heat capacity and μ is dynamic viscosity.  

The local Rayleigh number and more specifically the Grashof number, where  is 

usually used in heat transfer for the definition of the flow regime to be laminar or turbulent. Ra is < 

108 indicate a buoyancy-induced laminar flow, with transition to turbulence occurring over the range 

of 108< Ra>1010. An important characteristic of the flow is the rate of heat transfer through the 

chimney surfaces. Using Newton’s law of cooling for the local convection coefficient h the Nusselt 

number for free convection from outer and inner chimney walls may be expressed by Churchill and 

Chu (Cengel et al., 1998). 

. (10) 

The air properties in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) are evaluated at the film temperature written as a function 

of the bulk temperature, that is, for internal chimney and external chimney written as 

, and respectively. The values of thermal conductivity, 

Prandtl number and kinematics viscosity were reading directly for table given in any heat books. 

 

2.2 Heat transfer coefficient  

2.2.1 Internal chimney heat transfer coefficient 

In the indirect passive solar dryers, the black painted heat absorbing surface heats the ambient air, 

instead of direct exposure of product to solar radiation. This heated air is subsequently passed through 

the product, taking moisture and exit through a chimney. When air leaves the drying chamber, it gains 

moister and its density lower that the ambient air and leave to the surrounding through buoyance effect 

in the chimney. The procedure for calculating local heat transfer coefficient hi Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) are 

applied. The air density in this case related to air temperature and humidity ratio and give by Eq. (11) 

of moist air entering at the chimney inlet and expressed by Eq. (10) (Ekechukwu and Norton, 1997). 

, 
(11) 

where ρ is the density of moist air, ρo is the ambient air density (1.293 kgm-3), T is the temperature at 

the inlet of the chimney and x is the humidity ratio. Because of the initial velocity at the chimney 

entrance, the heat transfer checked by the ratio of Grashof number to square Reynold number as such: 

natural convection flow, 
(12a) 

forced convection flow, 
(12b) 

mixed convection flow. 
(12c) 

2.2.2. External chimney heat transfer coefficient  

The heat transfer processes taking place on the external surface of the chimney are rather more 

complex than is the case for the inside surface coefficient. Radiation heat transfer does have a part to 

play. The surface of the chimney will exchange heat by radiation to the surrounding environment, and 

the convective heat loss will be affected by the prevailing wind speed. The effect of wind speed were 

neglected in this case. 
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The heat transfer coefficient ho for external surface of the chimney calculated using dimensionless 

number given above. The solution of the local Rayleigh number were calculated from Eq. (8) and the 

flow type was identified. From Eq. (10), the unknown value of heat transfer coefficient ho solved. 

The overall heat loss coefficient U is obtained from the following equation: 

, 
(13) 

where, Kch and tch are the thermal conductivity and thickness of the chimney respectively. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The chimney effect strongly depends between the mean temperature inside the chimney and the 

ambient air temperature. The black painted surface absorbed daily solar radiation, in turn, heated the 

air inside the chimney, which increases the airflow rate of the solar dryer. The net heat transfer to the 

chimney is the difference of the heat gain by the solar radiation and the heat losses from the surface by 

natural convection and radiation. The net heat is then used to enhance the mean temperature of the air, 

which induced an increment of the flow rate.  

The heat transfer flow for both case of the internal and the external chimney surface were laminar 

flow calculated by Eq. (8). The calculation of the heat transfer coefficient required a trial-and-error 

approach since the determination of the Rayleigh number and thus the Nusselt number depends on the 

surface temperature, which is unknown. The solution process started by guessing the surface 

temperature for the evaluation of the properties and the convection heat transfer coefficient, h. 

 

4. Conclusions 

A simple mathematical modelling applied to calculate the amount of heat transferred to the cylindrical 

solar chimney. The result showed that covering the external surface of the chimney with black paint 

increased the temperature of the moist air leaving from the drying chamber. An increase in the heat 

input from the solar radiation resulting in an additional heat transfer and hence the buoyancy force 

increased. Most heat transfer correlations in natural convection are based on experimental 

measurements. Therefore, further studies on experimental work is in progress to refine the model.  
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Abstract 

Solar drying is a complex process that increases the shelf life and reduces the size and weight of the 

product, which requires much of energy and time. This study was conducted in a solar convective 

dryer to study the drying kinetics at different temperatures (50, 60, 70 and 80 ° C) for air velocity of 

0.18 m/s. it was confirmed that the increasing in the drying temperature reduces the drying time. Total 

energy consumption showed a descending trend with increasing temperature. 

Keywords: Ceratonia siliqua L., solar drying, mathematical modelling, energy analysis 

 

1. Introduction 

Carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua, L.) is native vegetation in the Mediterranean area; it is mainly cultivated 

for his environmental and economic benefits. Morocco is considered as one of the principal producers 

of carob in the world with a global production estimated about 24,800 tons (FAO, 2010). Carob fruits 

are used in food industry as a source of many products such as carob flour and alcohol, while the seeds 

of the pods are used to obtain the locust bean gum and the pulp is quite rich in sugars (Mulet et al., 

2015; Ait chitt et al., 2007).  Infusion of carob leaves is used as an emetic for acute poisoning (El-

Hajjaji et al., 2010). In Turkish folk medicine, leaves and barks of carob tree are used as an 

antidiarrheal and diuretic. 

Drying is considered as one of the oldest and important food dehydration, conservation, and 

preservation process. It is used to reduce the water content responsible for the food deterioration. 

There is a very tight and established relation between both the shelf-life of food products and there 

hydration degrees.  Knowing that the water is involved in multiple of phenomena such as biochemical, 

biophysical, microbiological and enzymatic modifications, it is possible to increase significantly a 

shelf-life of a food product by lowering its water activity (Castro, Mayorga and Moreno, 2018; Majdi, 

Esfahani and Mohebbi, 2019).   

Convection drying is a process characterized by a simultaneous heat and mass transfer; the water in 

the product in this process is transferred by diffusion to the air–product interface and to the air-steam 

afterwards by convection. Mathematical models have been proven as effective designs to analyse 

those transfer processes during the drying process (Ouaabou et al., 2018; Tagnamas et al., 2018). 

Convection drying is used in this study in order to preserve the leaves. Thus, Different suitable model 

were analysed in order to describe the solar drying curves and the drying experiments data of this 

product were investigated to obtain the total energy of drying.  

 

 

2. Material and Methods 

1.2. Sample preparation 

The material used in this study is the leaves of carob. This product was bought from a local market in 

Marrakech. Truffle slices were subjected to a four temperatures heat solar drying treatment (50, 60, 70 

and 80°C); the product mass used for each experiments was 20 ± 0.001 g and was thinly and 

uniformly distributed on the trays of the drying cabinet.  
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2.2. Experimental solar dryer 

 

 

Figure 1: (Left) Convection solar dryer. (Right) Schema of the apparatus; (1) Solar collector; (2) 

direction of fan; (3) fan; (4) direction of aspiration; (5) control-box; (6) Auxiliary heating system; (7) 

shelves; (8) drying cabinet; (9) recycling air; (10) control foot; (11) exit of air; (12) humidity probes; 

(13) thermocouples 

 

The experimental apparatus is defined as an indirect forced convection solar dryer, composed of a 

solar air collector as well as an auxiliary heater, a circulation fan and coupled with a drying chamber. 

The system was described in details in (Tagnamas et al., 2018). The heated air that enters below the 

drying cabinet trays is streamed upward trough the product. The utilization of the auxiliary heater was 

necessary in order to control the drying air. The mass loss during the drying process was measured 

thanks to a digital weighing apparatus (±0.001 g); each 10 min the product was removed from the 

trays for about 20 seconds and the mass was calculated till the weight stabilizes. The moisture content 

is giving by the calculation of the mass before and after 150 °C oven drying for 24 hours. The 

measurements of the relative humidity were giving by capacitance sensors. As for temperatures the 

measurement were giving by a (0.2 mm diameter) thermocouple linked to a data-logger. The drying 

air velocity was set at 0.18 m/s and the experiment was carried under the condition shown in the table 

below (table 1). 

 

Table 1: Experimental drying conditions 

Exp. Number vair (m/s) T ± 0.1 (°C) t (min) 

1 0.18 50 180 

2 0.18 60 85 

3 0.18 70 50 

4 0.18 80 35 

 

The experiments were carried to study the influence of the drying temperature on the drying process. 

The results were modelled by four mathematical equations to better present the drying process.  

 

2.3. Drying curves mathematical fitting 

To analyse mathematically the drying curves, the initial moisture content (M0) and the equilibrium 

moisture content (Me) are generally used by different authors (Ouaabou et al., 2018; Tagnamas et al., 

2018) to get the moisture ratio MR as well as the initial drying rate (-dM/dt), The moisture ratio is 

calculated as followed (Nimrotham et al., 2017): 

 

 
  e

o e

M t M
MR t

M M





                                                                                                                          (1) 
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Where, MR is defined as the moisture ratio, M0 is the initial moisture content and Me is the 

equilibrium moisture content. 

Marquardt-Levenberg nonlinear optimization method was applied by the help of the computer 

software “Curve Expert” to obtain the best fitted model for carob leaves; thus four different equations 

were used according to (Table 2). The selecting criteria are correlation coefficient r, standard error (P) 

and reduced chi-square (χ2) square calculated as followed (Dalgıç, Pekmez and Belibağlı, 2012): 

E, P,

1

( R )²

²
N - n

N

i i

i

M MR

 






                                                                                                                      (2)  

                                    

Where MRE,i is the experimental moisture and MRP,i is the model predicted moisture while N is the 

number of observation and n is the number of constant. 

 

The obtained solar drying curves were fitted using 4 models giving by multiple researches as shown in 

the following table. 

 

Table 2 Mathematical models for the drying curves (Dalgıç, Pekmez and Belibağlı, 2012)  

Model Analytical equation 

Newton MR = exp(-kt)  

Page 
nMR = exp(-kt )  

Logarithmic MR = exp(-kt) + c  

Midilli and Kucuk nMR = aexp(-kt ) + bt  

In order to identify the characteristic drying curve (CDC) for truffles, depending on both the initial 

moisture content (Mo) and the equilibrium moisture content (Me). A theoretical approach based on the 

Van Meel method has been used to normalize the moisture ratio and the dimensionless drying rate by 

representing the ratio of the drying rate in a moment t with an initial drying rate (t=0), as mentioned in 

the following equation : 

t

0

dM
-

dt
f =

dM
-

dt

 
 
 

 
 
 

              (3) 

Me is the equilibrium moisture content. A computer program was used for this analysis. The form of 

CDC is given by f = f(MR). A non-linear regression method, using a computer program, was used to 

find the best polynomial equation for the carob leaves CDC. 

2.4. Energy consumption in convective solar dryer 

In convective solar dryer, the amount of energy consumed (kWh) at different temperatures was 

estimated from the sum of thermal energy (Et) and mechanical energy (Emec), thermal energy was 

calculated using Equation (3) (Motevali, 2014). 

 

t a a tE = A.ν.ρ .C .ΔT.D                                                                                                                          (4)   

                                                           

Where: A is the sectional area of container in which sample is placed. ν is the air velocity (m/s). ρa is 

the air density (kg/m3). ΔT is the temperature difference between air drying and ambient temperature 

(°C). Ca is the specific heat of air (kJ/kg °C). Dt  is the total time for drying each sample (h). 

Where ρa was calculated as (Naghavi, Moheb and Ziaei-rad, 2010): 

 

a

abs

101.325
ρ =

0.287*T
                                                                               (5) 
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Where Tabs is the temperature (K) 

Specific heat capacity of the inlet air was calculated using Equation (9) (Aghbashlo et al., 2011). 

 
2 3 4

abs abs abs abs
a 4 7 10 14

3.83719*T 9.45378*T 5.49031*T 7.92981*T
C = 1.04841- + - +

10 10 10 10
                    (6) 

 

The mechanical energy consumed by blower was determined as Equation 12 (Aghbashlo et al., 2011). 

 

mec air tE = ΔP.m .D                                                                                                                                    (7)  

 
Where: ΔP is the pressure difference (mbar) and mair is the air mass (kg). 

 

2.5. Specific energy consumption in drying process 

The specific energy consumption (kJ/kg) is defined as the required energy (kJ) to remove 1kg water 

from the sample and calculated using Eq. 10 (Torki-harchegani, Ghanbarian and Ghasemi, 2016). 

 

t

w

ETotal energy supplied in drying process
SEC = =

Amount of  water removed during drying m
                                                               (8)  

 

Where mw  is the mass of removed water (kg) and was calculated using Equation (11) (Beigi, 2016). 

 

 0 0 f
w

f

W (Y - Y )
m =

100 - Y
                                                                                                   (9) 

 

Where: W0 is the initial weight of sample (kg). Y0 is the initial moisture content (% d.b) at time (t=0). 

Yf  is the final moisture content (% d.b). 

 

2.6. Energy efficiency 

This efficiency (%) is defined as the ratio of the energy used for evaporation of moisture from the 

sample to the total energy consumption. 

The energy used for moisture evaporation (kJ) was calculated using Eq. 12 which is valid for materials 

with high moisture content (Vieira et al., 2007). 

w fg wQ = h .m                                                   (10) 

 

The latent heat of vaporisation (kJ/kg) can be calculated as the function of absolute temperature (Tabs) 

of the drying air as follows (Aghbashlo et al., 2011). 

 

fg absh = 2.503×106 - 2.386×103×(T - 273.16)          for: 273.16≤Tabs (K)≤338.72                              (11) 

2 0.5

fg absh = (7.33×1012-1.60×107×T )                      for: 338.72≤Tabs (K)≤533.16                             (12) 

 

Energy efficiency was calculated using Eq. 15 (Beigi, 2016): 

w
e

t

Q
η =

E
                                                                          (13) 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. Experimental drying curves 
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The variation of the moisture content in the sample in relation to the drying time can represent the 

drying kinetic of the desired product. 
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Figure 2. Variation of moisture content as a function of time for different temperatures of air for carob 

leaves. 
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Figure 3. Influence of drying air temperature and air flow rate on drying rate during drying. 

Four experimental drying tests were carried on to study carob leaves solar drying. Fig. 2 represents the 

moisture content versus the drying time. The obtained drying curves show a decrease of moisture 

related to an incremental drying time for the four tests. It could be deduced from the graph that the 

drying temperatures significantly affects the total drying time.  

It should also be noted that the graph lacks phase 0 (initial period) and phase I (constant rate 

period), and the only existing phase is phase II (the falling rate period). The drying rate was initially 

higher due to the high amount of free water available in the product. This moisture is easily removed 

during the first stages of drying. Those results were also found in different other drying studies 

(Koukouch et al., 2015; Mghazli et al., 2017).  The process of drying during the second phase II (the 

falling rate period) is defined by water diffusion in the material; it is a complex mechanism 

characterized by the effective diffusion that involves water in both vapour and liquid states governed 

by the water diffusion in the material (Torki-harchegani, Ghanbarian and Ghasemi, 2016). It depends 

principally on drying temperature, pressure as well as the water content of the product. Similar 

phenomena were detected in other products (Koukouch et al., 2015; Mghazli et al., 2017). 

In figure 3, it could be seen that drying rate increases with relation to the increase of the drying 

temperature. Thus, it is concluded that the drying kinetics of carob leaves is influenced by the drying 

air temperature.  
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3.2. The drying curves and CDC fitting 

The modelling the drying behaviour of carob leaves requires solely statistical regression and 

correlation analysis methods. Mathematical models are considered as important tools to find the 

relationship between variables with no empirical established relationship.   

The determination of drying constants, the values of r, chi-square and Standard Error (P) of the four 

models is obtained by the non-linear optimization method using curve expert software for all the 

experimental points. The results of statistic and the non-linear regression analyses applied to the four 

models are shown in table 3. 

Table 3: Moisture ratio fitting for the 4 temperatures 

Model T (°C) Parameters R² χ2 P (%) 

Newton 

50 °C k=0.0025 

0.9945 
0.00827

1 
2.6055 

60 °C k=0.0163 

70 °C k=0.04604 

80 °C k=0.01716 

Page 

50 °C k=0.03333; n=0.6899 

0.9969 
0.00064

15 
1.870 

60 °C k=0.03594; n=0.7316 

70 °C k=0.006736; n=1.3881 

80 °C k=0.009; n=1.3928 

Logarithmic 

50 °C 
k=0.011309; c=0.1389; 

a=0.8465 

0.9955 
0.00043

93 
1.7980 

60 °C 
k=0.02684; c=-

0.1184;a=0.88091 

70 °C 
k=0.022041; c=-0.1394; 

a=1.1851 

80 °C 
k=0.01894; c=-0.4328; 

a=1.4489 

Middili and 

Kucuk 

50 °C 
k=0.02363; n=0.7513; 

a=1.01236; b=6.713 10-6 

0.9979 
0.00030

44 

 

1.5674 

 

60 °C 
k=0.02865; n=0.47484; 

a=1.0120; b= 0.00004154 

70 °C 
k=0.00278; n=1.2211; 

a=0.9614; b= 6.47 10-5 

80 °C 
k=0.01142; n=1.9872; 

a=0.9592; b= -0.001902 
 

The Midilli-Kucuk model has the highest r coupled with the lowest standard error and reduced chi-

square (χ2) value; therefore, it could be concluded that the indicated model is the best fit model for 

obtained experimental data from the drying experiments and adequately describes the convective solar 

drying.  
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Figure 4. Presentation of characteristic drying curve (CDC) of carob leaves. 

A polynomial model was accordingly established from the experimental data for carob leaves CDC. 

To evaluate the fitting quality of the polynomial model, the standard error valuated as 0.12034 as well 

as the correlation coefficient which is equal to 0.9804 were used.  

f(MR)=0.6352MR+0.3368MR²                                                                                                           (14)                     
3.3. Total energy consumption in solar convective drying 

Figure 5 shows the total energy consumption in solar convection drying of carob leaves at different air 

temperatures. 

It was observed from this graph that the drying total energy consumption decreases with the 

increases of air temperature. That implies that if the temperature increases, the drying time decreases 

thus influencing the total energy consumption. These notes are in agreement with multiples studies 

results reported for drying of several food products such as pomegranate arils, Russian olive, and 

chamomile (Motevali, Minaei and Khoshtagaza, 2011; Abbaszadeh et al., 2012; Motevali, 2014). 

Figure 5 illustrates the specific energy consumption (SEC) values. The SEC values were obtained 

between 0.01 and 0.10 kWh/kg for air temperatures of 50, 60, 70 and 80 °C and air velocity of 0.18 

m/s. Similar results were reported in the literature for air drying of peppermint leaves (Torki-

harchegani et al., 2016). It was indicated that an increase in the air temperature implies a decrease in 

the specific energy consumption. Same results have been found for thin layer drying of chamomile, 

berberis fruit, pomegranate arils, and peppermint leaves (Aghbashlo, Kianmehr and Samimi-

akhijahani, 2008; Aghbashlo et al., 2011; Abbaszadeh et al., 2012; Motevali, 2014; Torki-harchegani, 

Ghanbarian and Ghasemi, 2016). 
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Figure 5. Energy consumption and specific energy consumption during convection solar drying at 

different aerothermal conditions. 
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3.4. Energy efficiency 
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Figure 6.  Energy efficiency for drying of carob leaves at different drying air temperatures. 

The figure 6 displays the values of energy efficiency for multiple drying conditions. As it is shown, 

the efficiency decreases with the increase of temperature. 

According to this figure, the minimum energy efficiency value (2.64%) was found at 50 °C while 

the maximum value (22.09%) was achieved at 80 °C.  

The data analyses results for the drying of truffle slices using a solar convective dryer shows high 

energy efficiency in comparison to the thin drying air convection of peppermint leaves (3.5- 5.3 %) 

and convective drying of chamomile (1.9 - 6.7%). The energy efficiency values obtained are in 

agreement with those found for most convection dryers (Motevali, 2014; Torki-harchegani et al., 

2016). 

 

4. Conclusions 

This study was carried for the first time on the carob leaves as a method to valorise this product and to 

increase its shelf-life. From the drying kinetics of the multiple drying temperatures and the obtained 

experimental drying curves in a forced convection solar dryer under controlled air conditions, several 

results were noted. First, only the falling drying rate period exists; it started from the initial moisture 

content till the final moisture content. Second, the drying kinetics is influenced by the drying 

temperatures.  The drying behaviour of carob leaves was described by mathematical modelling after 

fitting four models for the forced solar drying processes. It was found after considering the statistical 

values of each model that Midilli-Kucuk was the most fitted and appropriate model to describe the 

drying kinetics of carob leaves.  
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Abstract  

The hot air (oven) and microwave drying of West Indian Bay leaf (Pimenta racemosa) was investigated.  

Drying curves were constructed and drying rate constants (k) and effective diffusivity values (Deff) 

determined.  Rehydration behaviour and selected quality attributes were also evaluated and the 

Moisture Ratio (MR) data modelled using several well-known thin layer models. The results show the 

clear potential for microwave drying as a rapid drying method of drying bay leaves. 

 

Keywords: West Indian Bay leaf, microwave drying, thin layer modelling 

 

1. Introduction 

West Indian bay leaves (Pimenta racemosa) have a potent, spicy aroma and share equivalent culinary 

uses as Laurus nobilis, which is a completely unrelated species (McHale et al., 1977; Ogundajo et al. 

2011; Alitonou et al, 2012).  Traditionally, West Indian bay leaves are used in the production of bay 

rum which is made by distillation of the leaves with rum and which is purported to have soothing and 

antiseptic properties (Seaforth and Tikasingh, 2005). The essential oil, commonly known as “bay oil” 

or “Myrcia oil” is used in aftershaves, hair growth and hair loss lotions, perfumes and to treat 

rheumatism and toothaches and for its painkilling and anti-inflammatory effects (Jirovetz et al. 2007; 

Alitonou et al,. 2012).   

Laurus nobilis (also called bay and bay laurel) leaves are prepared for market by sun drying for up 

to 10 days, which can result in losses in quality as well as contamination of the leaves (Demir et al., 

2004).  To offset the disadvantages of sun drying, the drying behaviour of the Laurus nobilis leaves 

dried in a convection oven (40-70°C) has been investigated by some researchers (Demir et al., 2004; 

Gunhan et al., 2005; Doymaz, 2014; Cakmak et al., 2013).  The microwave-drying kinetics of Laurus 

nobilis leaves has also been explored, with promising results.  The advantages of microwave drying are 

reduced drying time, less energy use with less impact on product quality (Zhang et al., 2006).  Cakmak 

et al. (2013) dried leaves at a power level of 180W and obtained favourable results with regard to drying 

time and quality attributes.  Sellami et al. (2011) noted that drying method impacted on the yield of 

essential oil from Laurus nobilis leaves and reported that microwave drying (500W) gave yields which 

were similar to fresh leaves, while oven drying at 45 and 65°C resulted in the lowest essential oil 

recovery. 

The drying of herbs is an important operation in value addition and extending the shelf life of herbs. 

Herbs are dried prior to extraction of essential oils and other compounds, and dried herbs are also used 

extensively in many food preparations.  Literature has not been found on the drying behaviour of the 

West Indian bay leaves (P. racemosa) by any drying method.  This study was therefore undertaken to 

investigate the drying behaviour of West Indian bay leaves dried in a conventional oven at 60°C as well 

as in a microwave oven (500W). 
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2. Materials and method 

Fresh West Indian Bay (Pimenta racemosa) leaves were harvested from a single large bay tree.  The 

leaves, which averaged 6.5±0.5, 4.4±0.4 and 0.30±0.01 cm, respectively, gently wiped with paper towels 

to remove any adhering dust before drying.  Microwave drying at 500W power level (Sellami et al., 

2011) was carried out using a 34L oven capacity Amana MCS10TS Menumaster Commercial digital 

microwave oven (Accelerated Cooking Products (ACP), Cedar Rapids, IA, USA) with the following 

technical features: 3.5kV, 1000W, 120V, 60 Hertz.  The leaves (10g) were spread in a single layer onto 

a weighed sample plate. At 30s intervals the plate with the leaves was taken out, quickly weighed and 

returned to the oven.  Drying was continued until there was no further change in weight. At the end of 

drying (25 min), leaves were allowed to cool, packaged in re-sealable plastic storage bags and stored in 

laboratory desiccators until analysis.  

Air drying was carried out using a Unitemp Air Drying Cabinet (LTE Scientific Ltd, Greenfield, OL, 

United Kingdom).  Leaves were contained in wire-mesh trays and a drying temperature of 60°C was 

used as recommended for Laurus nobilis leaves (Demir et al., 2004).  A sample weight of 10g for used 

for each run and the sample weight recorded at 10 min intervals for the first 100 min of drying, followed 

by larger intervals as drying proceeded, until constant weight was achieved (approximately 540 min or 

9 h).   A total of five (5) drying runs were conducted at each power level and at 60°C. 

The rehydration characteristics of dried bay leaves were investigated at ambient temperature (30-

35°C) and 60°C using a 26.5L capacity, Precision Reciprocating Shaker Water Bath (Model 2872, 

Thermo-Scientific, Ohio, USA).   Dried samples were placed into beakers containing distilled water, 

which were then placed into the water bath for 4h (Cakmak et al., 2013).   

Procedures and instruments used for measuring sample weight, moisture content (% wet basis), water 

activity (aw) and colour were described previously by Mujaffar and LeeLoy (2016), with the following 

variations: the moisture content of the fresh and dried leaves was measured at 160oC and the dried leaves 

were blended to create a homogenous sample before colour assessment.  Chlorophyll determination was 

carried out spectrophotometrically based on the procedure of Rai et al. (2011).  For comparison, some 

tests were also carried out on a commercially available sample of dried bay leaf (Laurus nobilis).   

Drying data was analysed using the standard approach to drying studies, that is, the generation of 

drying curves, drying rate curves and moisture ratio (MR) data as described in detail previously 

(Mujaffar & Sankat, 2005; 2014; Mujaffar and Lee Loy, 2016).  Moisture Ratio (a measure of the 

‘unaccomplished moisture change’) was calculated based on the analytical solution of Fick’s Law for 

an infinite slab assuming uniform initial moisture distribution and negligible external resistances (Crank, 

1975), which reduces to the straight-line equation given in Equation (2).  The drying rate constant (k) 

was obtained from the slope of the plot of ln MR versus time (t) and effective moisture diffusivity (Deff) 

values were calculated using 3 mm as the leaf thickness (Equation 3).  

 

             𝑀𝑅 =   
M − M𝑒

𝑀0−𝑀𝑒
=

8

𝜋2 𝑒𝑥𝑝  (
−𝜋2𝐷𝑡

4𝐿2 )  (2) 

 

𝑘 =
𝜋2𝐷

4𝐿2   (3) 

 

Rehydration Ratio was calculated using the following equation (Cakmak et al., 2013): 

 

 Rehydration Ratio =
Weight of rehydrated bay leaf sample (g)

Weight of dried bay leaf sample (g)
 (4) 

For this study, a total of nineteen (19) empirical and semi-empirical thin layer models (Table 1) most 

commonly used in curve fitting studies were applied to the MR data (Erbay and Icier, 2010, Ertekin and 

Firat, 2017).  The performance (fit) of the models was assessed through the coefficient of determination 

(R2), root mean square error (RMSE) and the chi-square statistic (2) (Mujaffar and Lee Loy, 2016). 

Model fit was done using Curve Expert Professional software (Version 2.3), Version 2.3.0 (Hyams, 

2016).  ANOVA was carried out using Minitab 17 Statistics Software (Minitab Inc., PA, USA) (Minitab 

2016). and post hoc analysis carried out using “Rapid publication-ready MS-Word tables for one-way 

ANOVA” (Assaad et al., 2015). 
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Table 1. Thin Layer Drying Models* 

Model name Equation 

Newton MR = exp (-kt) 

Page MR = exp(-ktn) 

Modified Page MR = exp(-kt)n 

Henderson and Pabis MR = a exp (-kt) 

Modified Henderson and Pabis MR = a exp (-kt) + b exp (-gt) + c exp (-ht) 

Logarithmic MR = a exp (-kt) + c 

Two-Term MR = a exp (-k0 t) + b exp (-k1 t) 

Two-Term Exponential MR = a exp (-k t) + (1-a) exp (-k a t) 

Wang & Singh MR = 1+at+bt2 

Verma MR = a exp(-kt)+(1-a) exp(-gt) 

Hii MR = a exp(-ktn) + c exp(-gtn) 

Midilli MR = a exp (-ktn) + b t 

Weibull distribution MR = a - b exp (-ktn) 

Diffusion approach MR = a exp(-kt)+(1-a) exp(-kbt) 

Aghbashlo et al. MR = -k1t / (1 + k2t) 

Logistic MR = a0 / ((1 + a exp (kt)) 

Jena and Das MR = a exp (-kt + b t1/2) + c 

Demir et al. MR = a exp (-ktn) + c 

Alibas MR = a exp (-ktn + b t) + g 
(*Source: Erbay and Icier, 2010, Ertekin and Firat, 2017) 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Throughout the process of drying, the West Indian bay leaves underwent noticeable changes in odour, 

texture and colour. Before drying, the leaves were initially pliable, shiny and dark green in colour and 

generally turned to olive green with a brittle texture by the end of drying.  The typical bay leaf odour 

was maintained in leaves at the end of drying but was more evident when leaves were torn and odour 

was stronger in the microwave-dried leaves. The oven-dried leaves also had a slight woody odour. 

Textural changes occurred more gradually in air-dried leaves, as these leaves took a longer time to dry.   

The colour attributes of the leaves are given in Table 2, with the a* values indicating that the 

microwave-dried leaves were greener (p≤0.05) than the oven-dried leaves which showed a positive a* 

(+3.84) value, a measure of redness or brown colour. Commercial leaves (Laurus nobilis) were lighter 

in appearance and slightly brown in colour, and the average a* value of the commercial sample averaged 

+0.26, confirming that these leaves were less green (p≤0.05) than the fresh and microwave-dried leaves, 

but greener than the oven-dried leaves.  The Hue angle for fresh and microwave-dried leaves were 

negative, while the values for oven-dried and commercial leaves were positive. 

 

Table 2. Colour attributes of fresh and dried bay leaves. 

Colour attribute 
Bay leaf Sample 

Fresh Microwave-Dried 500W Oven-Dried 60°C 

L* 49.58 ± 1.75a 63.97 ± 0.26c 58.51 ± 0.24b 

a* -7.07 ± 0.50a -8.56 ± 0.07b 3.84 ± 0.03c 

b* 8.32 ± 0.55a 37.32 ± 0.26c 33.27 ± 0.22b 

Hue (°) -49.67 ± 0.37a -77.07 ± 0.05b 83.42 ± 0.08c 
Values are means ± SEM.  

Means in a row without a common superscript letter differ (P<0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and the LSD test.  

 

The chlorophyll content of the leaves is given in Table 3, showing that drying resulted in a significant 

(p≤0.05) reduction in chlorophyll content, but the reduction was greater in oven-dried leaves compared 

with microwave-dried leaves. 
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Table 3. Chlorophyll content of fresh and dried bay leaves. 

 Bay leaf Sample 

 Fresh Microwave-Dried 500W Oven-Dried 60°C 

Chlorophyll a mg/g dm 4.21 ± 0.024a 0.97 ± 0.012b 0.40 ± 0.003c 

Chlorophyll b mg/g dm 1.60 ± 0.097a 0.50 ± 0.004b 0.29 ± 0.003c 

Total Chlorophyll b mg/g dm 5.81 ± 0.086a 1.46 ± 0.016b 0.68 ± 0.005c 
Values are means ± SEM, n = 3 per treatment group.  

Means in a row without a common superscript letter differ (P<0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and the LSD test.  

 

The moisture content, water activity values of the leaves are given in Table 4.  The initial moisture 

content and water activity of the leaves averaged 0.85 g H2O/g dm or 46.0% (wb) and 0.912, 

respectively.  The leaves were dried to an average moisture value of 4.76% (wb) in the microwave and 

5.66% (wb) in the oven, with the water activity values averaging 0.406 and 0.496, respectively.  The 

time taken for the leaves to achieve equilibrium moisture value was almost twenty times lower for 

microwave-dried leaves, highlighting the rapid drying of leaves using this method.   

The water activity and moisture content of the commercial bay leaf sample averaged 0.400 and 0.04 

g H2O/g dm (3.54% wb). 

 

Table 4: Moisture and water activity values of fresh and dried leaves 

 
Bay leaf sample 

Fresh 500W 60°C 

MC (g H2O/g dm) 0.85 ± 0.03a 0.05 ± 0.01b 0.06 ± 0.01c 

aw 0.912 ± 0.006a 0.406 ± 0.007b 0.496 ± 0.015c 

Time to reach Eqm (min) NA 15.6 ± 0.9a 300 ± 19b 

 

Drying curves for bay leaves are given in Figure 1.  Compared with oven-dried leaves, microwave dried 

leaves experienced a more rapid decline in moisture content.  After 10 min of drying, the moisture 

content values of averaged 0.09 and 0.74 g H2O/g dm (8.3% and 42.5% wb) for microwave-dried and 

oven-dried leaves, respectively. 

The drying rates of microwave and oven-dried bay leaves are given in Figure 2. The drying rates 

were higher for microwave-dried leaves for the duration of the drying runs, with initial drying rates 

averaging 0.20 and 0.01 g H2O/g dm/min, respectively.   No constant rate period was observed which 

means that drying was controlled by diffusion of moisture.    

Moisture Ratio (MR) curves presented in Figure 3 follow the same trend as the drying curves, 

highlighting the effect of drying treatment. Microwave-dried leaves experienced a greater decline in 

MR, especially during the first 10 min of drying.   

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Drying curves for microwave- and oven-dried West Indian bay leaves. 
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The drying rate constants (k) given in Table 5.  Plots of ln MR versus time revealed one straight-line 

segment for both microwave-dried and oven-dried leaves for the first 13 min and 240 min of drying, 

respectively. Drying rates were significantly (p≤0.05) higher in microwave-dried leaves.  Effective 

moisture diffusivity values calculated using the drying rate constants are also given in Table 2.   

 

 
Fig. 2 Drying rate curves for microwave- and oven-dried West Indian bay leaves. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Moisture Ratio (MR) curves for microwave- and oven-dried West Indian bay leaves. 

 

Table 5. Drying rate constants (k) and diffusion coefficients (Deff) for microwave-dried bay leaves 

Drying Method 
Drying rate constant, k 

(1/min) 
R2 

Effective Moisture Diffusivity, Deff 

(m2/s) 

Microwave 500W 0.3115 ± 0.012a 0.9990 4.73 x 10-9 

Oven - 60°C 0.0213 ± 0.006b 0.9935 0.32 x 10-9 
n = 2 per treatment group. Means in a row without a common superscript letter differ (P<0.05) as analyzed by one-way 

ANOVA and the LSD test.  

L = half thickness = 0.0015 m 

 

The Verma model best fit the experimental MR data for microwave-dried leaves while the Logistic 

model best predicted the MR data for oven-dried leaves (Table 6).   Plots of Experimental versus 

Predicted MR data are given in Figure 4 a and b.  

 

Table 6. Curve fitting and constants for microwave- and oven-dried bay leaves. 

Treatment Model Model constants R2 RMSE 2 
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K ao a g 

Microwave 500W Verma 0.3362 - 1.0707 1.8524 0.9998 0.005436 0.000035 

Oven - 60°C Logistic 0.0206 2.1628 1.1694 - 0.9999 0.003572 0.000016 

 

 

              
Fig. 4. Comparison of Experimental versus Predicted MR values for microwave- and oven-dried West 

Indian bay leaves.   

 

The Rehydration Ratios of microwave-dried leaves were similar to that of the commercial bay leaf 

sample (Laurus nobilis) at both rehydration temperatures (Table 7).  Values for oven-dried leaves were 

similar at a rehydration temperature of 60°C, but lower (p≤0.05) at a rehydration temperature of 30°C. 

 

Table 7. Rehydration ratios for microwave- and oven-dried bay leaves. 

Sample 
Rehydration Temperature 

30°C 60°C 

Microwave 500W 1.14 ± 0.004ab 1.50 ± 0.034 

Oven-60°C 1.10 ± 0.004b 1.44 ± 0.009 

Commercial bay leaf (Laurus nobilis) 1.17 ± 0.018a 1.51 ± 0.006 
Values are means ± SEM, n = 4 per treatment group.  

Means in a column without a common superscript letter differ (P<0.05) as analyzed by one-way ANOVA and the LSD 

test.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The results of this study show the potential application of microwave drying for West Indian bay leaves.  

Compared with oven drying, drying time for leaves dried at 500W power was significantly reduced with 

leaves maintaining a dark green colour and good rehydration potential. 

 

Nomenclature 

aw Water activity 

Deff  Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 

dm Dry matter (g) 

k Drying rate constant (1/min) 

L Half-thickness of sample (m) 

M Moisture content (g H2O/g DM) at time = t  

Mo Initial Moisture Content (g H2O/g DM)  

Me Equilibrium Moisture Content (g H2O/g DM) 

MR Moisture Ratio (M-Me)/(Mo-Me) 

y = 1.0052x - 0.0021
R² = 0.9996
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R2 Coefficient of determination 

RMSE Root Mean Square Error 

2 Chi-Square 

K, a, ao, g Model constants 

t Time (min) 

wb Wet basis (g H2O/100g FW) 
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Abstract  

Vacuum Freeze Drying (VFD) is a low temperature drying technique that may be used for food 

preservation. The aim of this work is to evaluate how VFD operating conditions affect eggplants 

bioactive compounds loss after drying. Samples were freeze-dried under different pressure and 

temperature conditions, and had their ascorbic acid, total polyphenol and antioxidant capacity 

percent loss measured after processing.  Under the tested conditions, lower temperatures resulted in 

lower antioxidant capacity in the final product, while lower chamber pressures resulted in lower total 

polyphenol content.  

 

 

Keywords: vacuum freeze-drying, eggplant, ascorbic acid, antioxidant capacity, total 

polyphenol content. 

 

 
1. Introduction 

Fruits and vegetables usually have a high-water content, favoring microbial growth and several 

biochemical reactions which may lead to undesirable changes in the product. For this reason, 

dehydration is an important food preservation method (Fissore and Velardi 2012, Orphanides et al. 

2016). However, drying may partially or severely affect the properties of the product, especially when 

high temperatures are used. Freeze-drying is an advanced low temperature dehydration process based 

on the sublimation of ice as the water removal mechanism. This sublimation may happen under 

vacuum (VFD) or atmospheric pressure (AFD) since the driving force is the vapor pressure gradient 

between the food product and the chamber (Berk 2013, Meryman 1959, Claussen et al. 2007).  

Freeze-drying typically has a lower impact on the nutritional and physical properties of food 

products compared to other drying methods (Fissore and Velardi 2012, Berk 2013). Seasonal, 

perishable and highly nutritious food products are good candidates for preservation through 

dehydration methods and more advanced processing methods, such as VFD, may be worth to be 

applied to preserve their properties (Ratti 2001).  

Drying time is an important issue in freeze-drying processes since it is usually longer compared 

to other drying methods. In VFD, the thermal exchange between the equipment and the product may 

be affected by the low pressure, in particular the conduction between the heating shelf of the freeze-

dryer and the product lying upon it. In AFD, the diffusion of water vapor in the solid matrix is usually 

the rate controlling process. Accordingly, it is critical to understand how the operating parameters 

affect the process rate. 

Additionally, product temperature, chamber pressure and processing times are variables that may 

affect the nutritional compound loss of foods during a freeze-drying process and thus, this should be 

further investigated. Eggplant (Solanum melongena L.) is a very interesting case study since it exhibits 
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a high antioxidant capacity. In addition, it has a soft porous structure which requires shorter freeze-

drying times and, thus, it is a good candidate for obtaining commercial freeze-dried products requiring 

short drying times (García-Salas et al. 2014).  

The objective of this study is to evaluate the effect of the operating conditions (shelf temperature 

and chamber pressure) of the drying step on targeted nutritional properties (vitamin C, total phenolic 

content and antioxidant capacity) of eggplants (Solanum melongena L.) using VFD. Colucci et al. 

(2018) studied the effects of AFD on the same bioactive compounds on black beauty eggplants using 

similar materials and methods. As a representative evaluation of the effects of both processes, the 

results of this present study will be briefly compared to those obtained by Colucci et al. (2018).  

 

2. Material and method 

The freeze-drying experiments were carried out in a LyoBeta 25 by Telstar (Terrassa, Spain), which is 

a pilot-scale equipment with a 0.2 m3 chamber. It has an external condenser which operates at 

approximately -80°C (having a maximum ice capacity of 40 kg). The ratio between the capacitance 

gauge (Baratron type 626A, MKS Instruments, Andover, MA, USA) and a thermal conductivity gauge 

(Pirani type PSG- 101-S, Inficon, Bad Ragaz, Switzerland) measurements was used to outline primary 

drying duration. In fact, the ratio between the Pirani and the capacitive pressure measurements present 

a sharp decreasing trend as the drying process is close to be completed (Patel et al. 2010). 

Accordingly, to define a representative time for the end of primary drying, the midpoint of the slope 

was regarded as the average primary drying duration. In addition, to consider process variability, the 

point immediately prior to the sharp pressure-ratio slope was set as the onset time and the point 

immediately after, the offset time. To monitor the samples surface temperature throughout the process, 

the infrared thermography-based sensor (FILR A35) presented by Lietta et al. (2018) was used. 

The effect of the two factors, temperature and pressure, was evaluated in a 22-factorial design 

with a central point. Every factor was tested at two levels, high and low: temperature at −30°C and 

0°C and pressure at 10 and 30 Pa; the central point was -15°C and 20 Pa. Each drying condition was 

tested one time, with an additional repetition for the central point to ensure statistical significance of 

the results (Montgomery C. 2001). To evaluate if there was any significant difference between the 

average drop in the concentration of ascorbic acid, total phenolics content and antioxidant capacity 

measured after each of the tested processing conditions, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done 

using MiniTab® 17. Factors were considered significant when the p-value was lower than 0.05. 

Eggplants (Solanum Melongena L.) of the black beauty variety were purchased every morning of 

experiments from the same local vendor and were used for the tests. All samples tested were cut in 9 

mm side cubes, pre-treated with sodium metabisulfite solution at 2% w/w (Honeywell Fluka™, ≥ 

98%). Since samples were pretreated with sodium metabisulfite, the concentration reduction of the 

targeted compounds after drying was estimated by comparing the initial concentration (c0) of the 

components in the pre-treated fresh samples to that after freeze-drying (cd). The percentage component 

loss after drying was calculated as described in Equation 1.  

 

 

 

The extraction of the bioactive compounds from the eggplants was done with ethanol (Honeywell 

Fluka™, 96% v/v) at room temperature (20°C). Each extraction was performed by following the same 

procedure, using 1 ± 0.05 g of dried product for freeze-dried samples, or 16 ± 0.15 g of fresh eggplant 

for fresh pretreated samples, which represented approximately 28 cubes for each extraction. These 

sample cubes and 30 mL of ethanol were smashed with a mortar and pistil, then homogenized with an 

Ultra-Turrax® (IKA T-25) for 3 minutes at 9500 rpm, and, finally, put into a magnetic stirrer for 20 

minutes. The final extract was obtained by light vacuum filtration, performed with a vacuum pump 

(BUCHI V-700) and glass microfiber filter (GFFC grade, 1.2 µm). The final volume of the extract was 

adjusted in a 50 mL volumetric flask. During the extraction the product was protected from light 

(1) 
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degradation by covering the container with an aluminum foil, and the analytical assays to evaluate the 

final product nutritional properties were carried right away after extraction. For each tested condition, 

two extract replications were done. For each extract, all spectrophotometric measurements (JENWAY, 

6850 UV/Vis) were done also in triplicate, and the average results found for each sample were used 

for the statistical analysis.  

 

Ascorbic acid content (AA) 

The method used to measure the ascorbic acid content was a colorimetric test, based on (Jagota and 

Dani 1982), using the following reactants: 

- Folin-Ciocalteu (Sigma-Aldrich, 2 M) reagent, diluted in distilled water (1:10 v/v); 

- Trichloroacetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 6.1 N), at 7.5% by volume. 

At first, 1 mL of extract and 1 mL of trichloroacetic acid were vigorously mixed in a cylinder and 

then left to rest for 5 minutes in a fridge at 4±1°C. Then, the solution was filtered with a 0.45 µL nylon 

syringe filter (SFNY, 0.45 µm). Both for the measures on the fresh and on the dried product it was not 

necessary diluting the extract. For the colorimetric reading, 0.2 mL of this filtered extract were placed 

in a 4.5 mL spectrophotometer cuvette with 0.2 mL of Folin-Ciocalteu reagent and 2 mL of water. 

After 10 minutes resting in the dark, the absorbance was read at 720 nm, at its peak absorbance.  

The amount of vitamin C was quantified through a calibration curve previously obtained with 

known solutions of ascorbic acid and water, in the range of 25 – 600 mgAA.L-1. The results were 

reported as equivalent milligrams of ascorbic acid (mgAA) per gram of sample on wet basis (gw).  

 

Total phenolic content (TPC) 

The method used was based on (Gao et al. 2000), with some modifications as used by Colucci et al. 

(2018). The reactants used in this case were the following:  

- Folin-Ciocalteu (Sigma-Aldrich, 2 M) reagent, diluted in distilled water (1:10 v/v); 

- Sodium carbonate (Chem Lab NV, 99.8%), at 20% w/v. 

In order to be in the adequate range for measurement, the extract was firstly diluted with ethanol 

(Honeywell Fluka™, 96% v/v). The extracts made from the fresh eggplant were diluted 1:9 v/v, while 

those obtained from the dried product 1:4 v/v. In a 4.5 mL spectrophotometer cuvette 0.1 mL of the 

diluted extract was placed, with 0.2 mL of Folin-Ciocalteu reagent and 2 mL of water. After three 

minutes in the dark, 1 mL of sodium carbonate was added to each cuvette. After 1 h of incubation in 

the dark, at room temperature, the absorbance was read at 765 nm. 

The calibration curve to measure the content was obtained with gallic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) 

and ethanol (Honeywell Fluka™, 96% v/v) in the range of 20 – 120 mgGA.L-1. The results were 

reported as milligrams of gallic acid (mgGA) per gram on wet basis. 

 

Antioxidant capacity (AC) 

To determine the antioxidant capacity of the extracts, the assay used was the Ferric Reducing 

Antioxidant Power (FRAP) as done by Colucci et al. (2018) and the reactants used were the following:  

- Iron (III) chloride.6aq (LabChem NV, 99%); 

- Glacial acetic acid (LabChem NV, 99-100%); 

- Sodium Acetate (Honeywell Fluka™, ≥ 99%); 

- 2,4,6‑Tris(2‑pyridyl)‑s‑triazine (TPTZ) (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%); 

- HCl 40 mM (Sigma-Aldrich, 37%).   

The assay is based on a mixture of equal volumes (1:1:1) of the following three solutions: an 

acetate buffer 0.3 M, pH 3.6 (0.155 g of sodium acetate and 0.8 mL of acetic acid in distilled water), a 
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20 mmol L-1 ferric chloride solution (0.2717 g in 50 mL of water), and a TPTZ solution (0.064 g in 20 

mL of HCl at 40 mM). These three reactants were prepared in the same day of the tests and stored at 

room temperature, protected from light. The extract from the fresh eggplant was diluted 1:19 v/v, and 

that from the dried product 1:7 v/v. 1.5 mL cuvettes for the spectrophotometric analysis were filled 

with 30 µL of diluted extract, 30 µL of water, and 900 µL of the FRAP mixture, then incubated in a 

37°C thermal bath for 30 minutes before reading the absorbance at 595 nm.  

The calibration curve to measure the antioxidant capacity was obtained with Trolox (Sigma-

Aldrich, 97%) and ethanol (Honeywell Fluka™, 96% v/v) in the range of 60 – 200 mgT.L-1. The 

results were reported as milligrams of Trolox (mgT) per gram on wet basis. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Influence of the operating parameters on drying time and product temperature 

The shelf heating temperature and chamber pressure influence drying times and product temperature, 

which in turn affect product quality. The time required to complete primary drying under different 

operating conditions, evaluated through the midpoint of the pressure ratio curve, is shown in Table 1. 

Chamber pressure seems to not expressively influence process duration, as the difference between the 

time required at 10 Pa and 30 Pa, both at high and low temperature, appears not meaningful. On the 

other hand, the effect of the temperature is much relevant, as the time required by the batches at 0°C is 

less than a half than that of the batches at -30°C. Indeed, the operational pressure under the tested 

conditions was found to not have a significant effect (p-value = 0.872) on drying time though a one-

way ANOVA, while the temperature was significant (p-value = 0.002). 

 

Table 1. Representative primary drying average durations. 

Operating conditions Primary drying 

time, h Shelf temperature, °C Chamber pressure, Pa 

-30 10 14.3 

- 30 30 13.6 

-15 20 7.2 

0 10 5.6 

0 30 4.3 

 

For purposes of comparison, sample surface temperature profiles observed at different chamber 

pressures and shelf temperatures are reported in Figure 1. As for the drying time, pressure seems to 

have a small influence on the product temperature as shown by the trends at 0°C and different 

chamber pressures of 10 and 30 Pa. On the other hand, the surface temperature varied according to the 

shelf temperature, as expected. The thermal profile at -30°C and 30 Pa was very different from the one 

at the same pressure but at 0°C.  
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Fig 1. Surface temperature profiles measured for different freeze-drying conditions 

Influence of operating parameters on quality properties 

 

The operating parameters of the freeze-drying process, namely the temperature of the heating 

shelf and the pressure of the drying chamber, influence also the nutritional properties of the eggplants. 

Differences on the degradation of antioxidant compounds were found by (Herbig and Renard 2017) 

when operating under diverse temperature ranges, suggesting that different degradation mechanisms 

might be in place according to the operating conditions.  

For the fresh eggplant, the average concentrations of the compounds of interest were: 0.07 ± 0.01 

mgAA/gw for ascorbic acid, 0.24 ± 0.06 mgGA/gw for TPC and 0.63 ± 0.09 mgT/gw for the antioxidant 

activity. Hanson et al. (2006) found ascorbic acid values ranging from 56 ± 14 mgAA/100g to 129 ± 9 

mgAA/100g dry weight basis, which corresponds approximately to values from 0.03 mgAA/gw to 0.08 

mgAA/g, wet weight basis (Hanson et al. 2006). Ninfali et al. (2005) reported TPC values expressed as 

54.7 ± 6.0 mg of caffeic acid equivalents per 100 g in fresh weight basis for the black beauty variety 

(Ninfali et al. 2005). Finally, the antioxidant capacity found by Kaur et al. (2014) for eggplant 

variaties was from 0.72 ± 0.4 µmolTrolox/gw to 8.11 ± 1.2 µmolTrolox/gw, which corresponds 

roughly to 0.2 mgT/gw to 2 mgT/gw (Kaur et al. 2014). It can thus be concluded that the concentration 

of AA, TPC and the AC of the fresh product considered in this study are in good agreement with the 

values reported in the literature (taking also into account normal product variability). 

Regarding the quality properties of eggplants, under both chamber pressures, lower shelf 

temperatures seemed to promote an increase in compound loss as shown in Figure 2. This negative 

effect of lower temperature was found significant only for AC (p-value = 0.041). Higher AC loss at      

-30°C might be related to process duration, since samples processed under lower temperatures 

required longer drying-times which could favor compound loss, since it provides more time for 

degradation reactions to occur.  
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Fig 2. Shelf temperature effect at 10 Pa (graph A) and at 30 Pa (graph B). 

 

Pressure had no significant effect neither for AA nor for AC percentage loss (p-values > 0.05). 

Still, pressure was found to have a significant effect on TPC loss (p-value = 0.006). From the data 

under the tested conditions, lower pressure resulted in higher TPC loss as presented in Figure 3. As 

previously stated, the operating pressure has a lower impact on the drying time. Thereby, the 

difference in TPC reduction found between batches operated at the same temperature, but different 

pressures, do not seem to be related to the process duration, but to the chamber pressure itself. This 

could be related to some effect on the volatization of measured compounds. 
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Fig 3. Chamber pressure effect at -30°C (graph A) and at 0°C (graph B). 

 

Comparison between AFD and VFD 

To compare the effects of AFD and VFD on the nutritional properties of eggplants, some results 

obtained by AFD, presented by Colucci et al. (2018), can be confronted to those obtained by VFD.  

Drying times for AFD varied from 11.0 ± 1.5 h for 7.5°C air temperature to 15.3 ± 0.9 h for -10°C. 

AFD ascorbic acid percentage reduction was 46±9% for -10°C air temperature, 63±10% for -7.5°C 

and 61±11% for -5°C. Total phenolic content reduction was 58±17%, 71±19% and 65±16% 

respectively for the same air temperatures. Finally, antioxidant capacity reduction, also by the FRAP 

assay, was 34±23%, 59±16% and 53±20% for the same temperature, in all cases air velocity was equal 

to 2 m s-1 without any assisting drying technology (Colucci et al. 2018).  

First, from the results in Table 1, under any comparable operative temperature condition, the 

VFD process required expressively less time compared to the AFD alone. Regarding product quality, 

ascorbic acid seems to be the most sensitive to AFD compared to VFD. The AA average percentage 
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reductions found for VFD are less than half of the ones found for AFD. Remembering that in the AFD 

a dried air flux runs over the product. This air flux could be considered as one of the major 

responsibles for the AA concentration drop observed in the AFD, since oxygen percentage would be 

greater compared to VFD and could degrade ascorbic acid. On the other hand, during VFD, the 

product was subjected to vacuum, so AA degradation pathways must have been anaerobic. In most 

cases, the rate constants for anaerobic degradation of ascorbic acid are two to three orders of 

magnitude lower than those for the oxidative reaction  (Fennema 1996, Dennison and Kirk 1978). 

Additionally, as above-mentioned for AA content loss, drying time might play an important role and 

the AFD drying times compared were larger than the VFD ones.  

For the phenolic compounds and antioxidant capacity, both processes seemed to have a similar 

effect on their content reduction, which suggests that both processes could be used with similar results. 

Correlations between the TPC and AC content variations after freeze-drying processes have been 

found in other studies (Izli et al. 2017, Shofian et al. 2012). Food matrixes are complex and several 

sinergistic and antagonistic interactions may happen simultaneously during a freeze-drying process 

affecting product quality in different ways. TPC was found to increase and decrease in different 

studies without following a specific trend while diverse explantions were given for each case like 

oxidative and enzymatic reactions (Harguindeguy and Fissore 2019). Binding to other compounds 

dificulting their measurement was also proposed as an explanation for TPC content reduction (Izli et 

al. 2017). 

 

4. Conclusions 

Chamber pressure seemed to have little influence on process duration in a VFD process, while 

temperature had an expressive effect on it. Regarding the nutritional properties, shelf temperature had 

a significant effect only on the antioxidant capacity of eggplants (p-value < 0.05), but it had no 

significant effect on the AA, neither the TPC losses observed after freeze-drying. An increase in AC 

loss was observed on samples dried under lower temperatures, but this effect might be related to 

longer process duration under these conditions. Pressure had no significant effect neither for AA nor 

for AC content loss but had a significant effect on TPC (p-value < 0.05). Under the tested conditions, 

TPC loss on samples was higher under lower operating pressures. Since drying time was found to be 

influenced only by temperature, this higher TPC loss observed seems to be influenced by the lower 

operational pressure itself rather than process duration. Comparing VFD and AFD effects on the 

content loss of targeted bioactive compounds of dried eggplants, ascorbic acid seemed to be the most 

sensible to AFD whereas the effect on TPC and antioxidant capacity contents seemed not as relevant. 
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Abstract  

This work aims to characterize experimentally the evolution of the moisture content and the 

characteristic dimension of the core and the shell of cocoa beans during drying. The results show that 

the drying is divided in two phases. The first one takes place from the initial moisture content of the 

beans (X0=0.88 kg of water/kg of dry matter) until X≈0.50 and corresponds to the removal of the 

water of the shell. The second one begins at X≈0.50 and corresponds to the removal of the water of the 

core. The thickness of the shell is reduced by ≈40% until the end of the drying, suggesting that it 

behaves like a sponge. 

 

Keywords: Theobroma cacao; internal structure; humidity; water distribution 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Theobroma cacao is a well-known and economical evergreen tree in the sub-tropical region. Indeed, 

the cocoa beans constitute the raw material to produce chocolate and other derivative products 

(Rusconi & Conti, 2010). To obtain the cocoa liquor needed for the chocolate manufacturing, the 

cocoa beans have to undergo several operations such as fermentation and drying. During the 

fermentation, the pulp surrounding the beans constitutes the ideal substrate for the development of 

microorganisms that are essential for the production of flavors precursors and to the browning of the 

cocoa beans, two important characteristics ensuring the quality of the chocolate (Saltini et al., 2013).  

While the fermentation of cocoa beans has been the subject of many studies, the literature related to 

cocoa drying is still relatively scarce. The principal aim of the drying operation is to reduce the 

moisture content in the cocoa beans under 7-8% (expressed in wet basis) in order to avoid the 

deterioration of the beans due to, as an example, the development of molds (Kant et al., 2016). 

Moreover, the drying operation also contributes to the continuation of the oxidative stages and 

biochemical reactions initiated during the fermentation.  

During the last decade, the analysis of the influence of the drying operating conditions on the 

quality of the dry cocoa beans was the scope of several papers. Some published works also focused on 

the modelling of the kinetics of the convective drying of cocoa beans (see for example, Paramo et al., 

2010; Hii et al., 2012). It is important to mention that the works published up to now were exclusively 

realized with Asian, African or North American cocoa beans, except the one of Herman et al. (2018), 

realized with Brazilian cocoa beans.  

The authors have recently contributed to the physical characterization (external shape, dimensions 

of the individual internal structures of the cocoa beans (i.e., the internal core and of the external shell), 

initial distribution of the water into the bean), chemical characterization (polyphenol content) and 

mathematical modelling of the convective drying of fermented Amazonian cocoa beans. The authors 

identified that the drying operation should be realized at moderate temperatures (40-50 ºC) and 

velocities (0.6 m/s) of the drying air to obtain good sensorial and organoleptic quality of the produced 
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chocolate. Moreover, by the combination of experiments and mathematical modelling, the authors 

gave new insights into the drying kinetics of fermented Amazonian cocoa beans.  

Among other conclusions, Herman et al. (2018) showed that the drying of Amazonian cocoa beans 

can be divided in two main phases. It is due to the combination of two elements. First, the initial 

volumetric concentration of water is higher in the shell than in the core, with approximately 75% of 

the mass of water located in the core and 25% in the thin shell surrounding the core. Second, at the 

beginning of the drying, the drying rate is controlled by both internal and external transport 

phenomena while, in the second part of the drying (for moisture content of the bean, X, below 0.5 kg 

of water/kg of dry matter), it is totally controlled by the water diffusion inside the bean.  

According to Onwude et al. (2016), the dominant mechanism can change due to a change in the 

physical structure of the drying solid after a period of time. Herman et al. (2018) suggested that this 

drastic change of the drying rate and dynamics at X = 0.5 could be due to the transition of the internal 

structure of the cocoa bean being dried, each one characterized by its own drying dynamics.  

Hii et al. (2012) have previously studied the drying kinetics of the individual internal structures of 

cocoa beans during drying. More specifically, they dried 700 g of wet fermented Malaysian cocoa 

beans in a heat pump dryer (56 ºC and 4.6 m/s), and determined hourly the moisture content of the 

core and the shell using random samples of about 30 cocoa beans. In these conditions, the authors 

concluded that the shell and the core present different drying kinetics. In particular, the initial drop in 

the moisture content during drying seems to be related to the removal of water from the shell.  

Accordingly, the main objective of this paper is to give more insight into this complex dynamics 

occurring during the drying of fermented Amazonian cocoa beans. For this purpose, the work proposes 

to characterize experimentally the evolution of the dimension, the mass, and the moisture content of 

the whole cocoa beans, on the one hand, and their two main structures, on the other hand. The drying 

experiments are realized at moderate operating conditions (60 ºC and 0.6 m/s), and using a limited 

number of cocoa beans, disposed thinly in a single thin-layer, avoiding any interaction of heat and 

mass transfer phenomena between them. More specifically, this paper proposes a new method, by 

realizing several partial drying experiments. A partial drying experiment consists in a drying 

experiment stopped before its end, according to a fixed criterion. Typically, this criterion corresponds 

to a final moisture content reached by the whole cocoa bean after a certain period of time. Such 

strategy allows better characterising the first stages of the drying. 

 

 

2. Material and method 

 

2.1. Raw material  

Fermented Amazonian cocoa beans were obtained after seven days of fermentation in wooden boxes 

from Tomé-Açu (Pará, Brazil). They were stored in a freezer at -18 °C until the realization of the 

drying experiments.  

 

2.2. Physical characterization of the fresh cocoa bean, core and shell 

Six cocoa beans were randomly selected for the determination of their main physical characteristics 

(i.e., dimension, mass and moisture content). Six other cocoa beans were randomly selected for the 

determination of the main physical characteristics of the core and the shell.  

The dimension measurements were realized using a digital caliper (Vonder PPV 1506), the mass 

were measured using an analytical balance (Shimadzu AUY220) and the moisture content was 

determined according to the AOCS method (AOCS Cc 7-25) using a stove (Drying and sterilizing 

stove, SOLAB SL-100) at 105 °C for 24 hours. 

For the characterization of a whole bean, the mass of each fresh cocoa bean (M0 [kg]) and the 

length of each of its three principal axes (a [m], b [m] and c[m], with a > b > c) were first measured. 

Subsequently, the cocoa beans were placed in a drying stove for 24 h at 105 ºC, and the mass of each 

dry bean (Md [kg]) was measured. The initial moisture content of each cocoa bean (X0 [kgw/kg]) was 

calculated according to Equation 1.  
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(1) 

 

For the individual characterization of the core and the shell, the cocoa beans were peeled, in order 

to separate the two main structures. The mass of each fresh core (Mc0 [kg]) and the mass of each fresh 

shell (Ms0 [kg]) were measured. The length of each of the three principal axes (ac[m], bc[m] and cc[m], 

with ac> bc> cc) of each core and the thickness of each shell (λ0 [m]) were measured. After that, the 

cores and the shells were placed in a drying stove for 24 h at 105 ºC, and the mass of each dry core 

(Mcd [kg]) and of each dry shell (Msd [kg]) were measured. The initial moisture content of each core 

(Xc0 [kgw/kg]) and each shell (Xs0 [kgw/kg]) were calculated according to Equation 2 and 3, 

respectively. The moisture contents of each core and each shell were calculated on the basis of the dry 

mass of the cocoa bean. Accordingly, the denominator of Equations 2 and 3 is the sum of the dry mass 

of the core and the dry mass of the shell (i.e., the dry mass of the cocoa bean). 

 

 
(2) 

 
(3) 

 

Then, the average moisture content of fresh Amazonian cocoa beans (X0,average [kgw/kg]), the fresh 

core (Xc0,average [kgw/kg]) and the fresh shell (Xs0,average [kgw/kg]), were calculated on basis of the results 

obtained for the different cocoa beans. 

 

2.3. Convective dryer 

The drying experiments were realized in the convective dryer of the CVACBA (UFPA, Belém, Pará, 

Brazil), extensively described by Herman et al. (2018).  

This dryer has the shape of a loop. It is composed of a chamber connected to a PVC duct with an 

inner diameter of 10 cm. The air is set in motion by a fan placed in this chamber. The inlet of the 

chamber is connected to one end of the duct, while the outlet of the chamber is connected to the other 

end of the duct. In the chamber, the air is heated by conical electrical heating elements and it flows 

through a compartment containing silica gel. The cocoa beans are placed on a wired metallic tray 

placed inside the PVC duct at a distance of about 20 cm from the outlet of the chamber.  

The temperature of the drying air is controlled thanks to a thermal anemometer (Testo 445, 

temperature resolution: ± 0.1 ºC, velocity resolution: ± 0.01 m/s), placed just in front of the metallic 

tray supporting the cocoa beans, and the heating elements power regulator. The velocity of the drying 

air is controlled thanks to the anemometer and the fan power regulator. The humidity of the drying air 

is recorded during an experiment with a USB humidity probe (Wisemann Klein,WK057, temperature 

resolution: ±0.1ºC, relative humidity resolution: ± 0.1 %) placed on the metallic tray, just beyond the 

cocoa beans.  

 

2.4. Experimental plan and protocol 

This paper proposes a new method for the monitoring of the individual moisture content and 

dimension of the core and the shell of the cocoa beans during drying. As the determination of the 

moisture content is a destructive analysis, the strategy was the realization of several partial drying 

experiments that were stopped before their ends, according to a previously fixed criterion. The 

criterion selected was the final moisture content of the whole cocoa bean. 

Each partial drying experiment was performed with six cocoa beans. Before the realization of each 

experiment, the cocoa beans were taken out of the freezer and put in a fridge for their defrosting. 

Twenty minutes before the initiation of the drying experiment, the beans were taken out the fridge in 

order to be accommodated to ambient temperature.  

The initial mass (M0 [kg]) and the length of the three principal axes (a [m], b [m] and c [m]) of 

each cocoa bean were accurately measured. The six cocoa beans were positioned on the wired metallic 

tray inside the PVC duct of the dryer after steady drying conditions have been reached into the device 

(60 °C and 0.6 m/s for the temperature and the velocity of the drying air, respectively).  
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At certain interval of time (approximately each 30 minutes), the six cocoa beans were put out of the 

dryer and individually weighed (M(t) [kg]). Then, they were put back at their initial position in the 

dryer. This procedure was realized until the end of the experiment. An experiment was stopped when 

the final moisture content of each cocoa bean, Xf, (see Equation 4) reached a target final moisture 

content. The different target final moisture contents considered were: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 

and 0.8. Some of these experiments were realized in duplicate (Xf = 0.6) or triplicate (Xf = 0.3, 0.5 and 

0.7). A total of 15 drying experiments were realized. 

 

2.5. Drying kinetics 

For each cocoa bean in each experiment, the experimental data were used to calculate the moisture 

content in dry basis, X (kgw/kg), and the drying rate, J (kgw/kg/s), of the cocoa bean at a time t, using 

Equations 4 and 5, respectively.  

Note that the moisture content of the cocoa bean in Equation 4 is calculated considering the 

average initial moisture content of cocoa beans (X0,average), and not the individual moisture content of 

each cocoa bean used in the drying experiment, as not known at the moment. In particular, the final 

moisture content of each cocoa bean calculated using Equation 4 is referred as Xf,kinetics. Xf,kinetics is used 

as the criterion for the decision to stop a drying experiment (i.e., when Xf,kinetics reached the target final 

moisture content).  

 

 (4) 

 

(5) 

 

2.6. Final dimension, mass and moisture content measurements 

At the end of a drying experiment, the six cocoa beans were used to obtain further information (i.e., 

dimension, mass and moisture content). First, they were all individually weighed (Mf [kg]). In a 

second step, they were randomly separated in two groups. The first one was used for the 

characterization of the whole cocoa bean, while the second one for the individual characterization of 

the core and the shell of the cocoa beans.  

The three cocoa beans of the first group were used for the measurement of the final length of their 

principal axis (af [m], bf [m] and cf [m]). Then, they were put in a drying stove for 24 h at 105 °C, and, 

the dry mass of each cocoa bean (Md [kg]) was measured. After that, the initial moisture content, X0, 

and the final moisture content, Xf, (see Equation 6) of each cocoa bean were determined. This final 

moisture content is referred as Xf,stove.  

 

 
(6) 

 

The three cocoa beans of the second group were peeled, in order to separate the core and the shell. 

Each core and each shell were weighted separately (Mcf [kg] and Msf [kg], for the core and the shell, 

respectively). The final lengths of the principal axis of each core (acf [m], bcf [m] and ccf [m]) and the 

final thickness of each shell (λf [m], average value of three measurements taken at different locations) 

were measured. Then, the cores and the shells were put in a drying stove for 24 h at 105 °C, and, the 

dry mass of each core and each shell (Mcd [kg] and Msd [kg], for the core and the shell, respectively) 

was measured. After that, the final moisture content of each cocoa core (see Equation 7) and each shell 

(see Equation 8) was determined.  

 

 
(7) 

 
(8) 
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3. Results and discussion  

 

3.1. Physical characterization of the fresh cocoa bean, core and shell 

Table 1 presents the main physical characteristics (i.e., length, thickness and moisture content) of the 

fresh fermented Amazonian cocoa beans, their core and their shell. The results are very similar to 

those of Herman et al. (2018), with slight differences due to the variability of the cocoa beans from 

one harvest season to another. The composition of cocoa bean, core and shell is known to be quite 

variable, and depends, among other factors, on the origin of the cocoa bean and the processing to 

which it has been subjected (Okiyama et al., 2017; Hii et al., 2012). 

In particular, Table 1 shows that the fresh fermented Amazonian cocoa beans used in this work 

have approximately 55% of the mass of water located in the core and 45% in the thin shell 

surrounding the core. The value of the average moisture content of the fresh cocoa bean (X0,average = 

0.88) was considered as the initial moisture content of the cocoa bean used in the drying experiments, 

and used in the Equation 4 for the monitoring of the drying experiment and the criterion to stop it 

when Xf,kinetics reached the target final moisture content. 

 

Table 1: main physical characteristics (i.e., length, thickness and moisture content) of the different 

structures of fresh fermented Amazonian cocoa bean, core and shell. 
 a 

[mm] 

b 

[mm] 

c 

[mm] 

λ  

[mm] 

X0,average 

[kgw/kg] 

Bean 24.28 ± 1.57 13.34 ± 0.50 8.52 ± 0.35 - 0.88 

Core 23.03 ± 1.56 12.08 ± 0.76 7.21 ± 0.72 - 0.49 

Shell - - - 0.58 ± 0.09 0.39 

 
3.2. Drying kinetics  

Fig. 1 gives the evolution of the mean moisture content of the cocoa beans as function of the time (see 

Fig. 1(a)) and the evolution of the mean drying rate as function of the mean moisture content of the 

cocoa beans (see Fig. 1(b)). Each point corresponds to the average of 6 values (for X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 

and 0.8), 12 values (for X = 0.6, realized in duplicate) or 18 values (for X = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, realized 

in triplicate). More specifically, Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) present the superposition of the results of the 15 

drying experiments realized. The results show a very good reproducibility. It is important to mention 

that the drying was stopped at the lowest target final moisture content fixed is this work (X = 0.1). 

 

  
Fig. 1: (a) Mean moisture content of the cocoa beans as function of the time. (b) Mean drying rate as 

function of the mean moisture content of the cocoa beans. Each point corresponds to the average of 6 

values (for X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8), 12 values (for X = 0.6, realized in duplicate) or 18 values (for X 

= 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, realized in triplicate). 
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In Fig. 1(b), two main phases of the drying can be observed: the first phase takes place from the 

initial moisture content of the cocoa bean (X0 = 0.88) until approximately 0.50, while the second one 

extends from 0.50 to 0.10. The first phase shows a rapid decrease of the drying rate. The second one 

shows a quite linear dependence of the drying rate upon the moisture content. The plot of the drying 

rate as function of the moisture content shows an abrupt change of slope at the transition between the 

two phases (X = 0.5). Such observation is coherent with the recent review of Onwude et al. (2016) 

who suggest that the thin-layer drying of most agricultural products occurs mainly during three 

periods: a negligible initial slight constant rate period, which is not present in our cocoa drying 

experiments, and two successive falling rate periods.  

 

3.3. Moisture content distribution in the core and the shell during drying 

Fig. 2 presents the evolution of the moisture content distribution through the cocoa bean (i.e., in the 

core and the shell) during the drying.  

In Fig. 2(a), the results were expressed as following: the abscissa axis presents the target final 

moisture content of the cocoa bean and the ordinates axis presents the final moisture content in the 

core (Xcf,stove) and the shell (Xsf,stove). The results are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation of the 

moisture content of the core and the shell, where each point corresponds to the average of 3 values, 6 

values (for X = 0.6, realized in duplicate) or 9 values (for X = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, realized in triplicate).  

Fig. 2(b) presents the values of the final moisture content of each bean, each core and each shell 

used in the 15 drying experiments. The abscissa axis corresponds to the final moisture content of the 

cocoa bean, Xf,kinetics, determined by Equation 4, and the ordinates axis corresponds to the final 

moisture content of the cocoa bean, the core, and the shell, calculated by Equation 6 to 8 (Xf,stove, 

Xcf,stove and Xsf,stove, respectively). Fig. 2(b) also presents the linear correlation curve between the final 

moisture content of the cocoa bean calculated by Xf,kinetics and by Xf,stove. The high value of the 

coefficient of determination R2 (≈ 90%) demonstrates that there is no statistically difference between 

the two equations (4 and 6) for the determination of the final moisture content of cocoa beans. 

 

  
Fig. 2: (a) Mean ± standard deviation of the final moisture content of the core (Xcf,stove) and the shell 

(Xsf,stove) as functions of the target final moisture content, where each result corresponds to the average 

of 3 values (for X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8), 6 values (for X = 0.6, realized in duplicate) or 9 values (for 

X = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, realized in triplicate). (b) Final moisture content of each cocoa bean, each core 

and each shell (determined by Equations 6 to 8, Xf,stove, Xcf,stove and Xsf,stove, respectively) as functions of 

the final moisture content of the cocoa bean, determined by Equation 4 (Xf,kinetics).  

 

The results in Fig. 2 show two principal zones. The first one for moisture contents between the 

initial moisture content (X0 = 0.88) and 0.50, and the second one from 0.50 to 0.10. In the first zone, it 

can be observed that the water is removed from the shell exclusively. Indeed, the moisture content of 

the shell is reducing from 0.39 to 0.08, while the moisture content of the core remains globally 

constant (approximately 0.5). In the second zone, the moisture content of the core begins to decrease 
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and goes from 0.5 to 0.13. The moisture content of the shell continues to decrease very slowly until 

the end of the drying experiment.  

Interestingly, X = 0.5 is the initial moisture content of the core (see Table 1), corresponds to the 

moisture content identified as the transition between the two main phases (phase 1 and phase 2) of the 

drying kinetics (see Fig. 1(b)), and is the moisture content identified as the separation of the two zones 

in Fig. 2(a). This observation allows concluding that the first phase corresponds roughly to the 

removal of the water initially contained in the shell, at high drying rates, by convection and diffusion 

inside the shell. The second phase corresponds to the drying of the internal core, at lowest drying rate, 

by diffusion through the cocoa bean. 

 

3.4. Characteristic dimensions during drying 

Fig. 3 shows the characteristic dimensions of the cocoa bean, the core and the shell as functions of the 

mean moisture content of the cocoa beans.  

Fig. 3(a) presents the mean ± the standard deviation of the length of each of the three principal axes 

of the cocoa bean (a, b and c) as function of the target final moisture content, where each point 

corresponds to the average of 3 values, 6 values (for X = 0.6, realized in duplicate) or 9 values (for X 

= 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, realized in triplicate). Fig. 3(b) also presents the mean ± the standard deviation of 

the sum of the length of each of the three principal axes of the core (ac, bc and cc) and two times the 

thickness of the shell (λ). Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that there is a good comparison between both results.  

As the fresh cocoa beans used for the different drying experiments present a dispersion of the 

lengths of the principal axis (approximately 5% according to Table 1 and Fig. 3(a)), the results are 

presented in Fig. 3(b) as the proportion, expressed in percentage (%), between the characteristic 

dimensions at the target final moisture content and the characteristic dimensions at the beginning of 

the drying (for X = 0.88, see Table 1). Fig. 3(b) shows that the reduction of the size of the axis of the 

cocoa bean is of the order of 10%. The axis that presents the biggest length reduction is the smallest 

one (axis c). García‐Alamilla et al. (2012) previously reported similar results with Mexican Criollo 

cocoa beans. Once more, it is interesting to observe in Fig. 3(b) that the evolution of the characteristic 

dimensions as functions of the moisture content seems to presents two different comportments for 

moisture content above and below 0.5. More specifically, the thickness of the shell presents a drastic 

reduction at approximately X = 0.5. The thickness of the shell is reduced by approximately 40% until 

the end of the drying, suggesting that the shell behaves like a sponge during drying. 

 

  
Fig. 3: (a) Mean ± standard deviation of lenghts of the principal axis of the cocoa bean (a, b and c), 

and the core (ac, bc and cc), and thickness of the shell (λ) as functions of the target final moisture 

content, where each result corresponds to the average of 3 values (for X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8), 6 

values (for X = 0.6, realized in duplicate) or 9 values (for X = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, realized in triplicate). 

(b) Proportion, expressed in percentage (%), between the characteristic dimensions (lenght of the 

principal axis of the cocoa bean (a, b and c) and thickness of the shell (λ)) at the target final moisture 

content and the characteristic dimensions at the beginning of the drying (for X = 0.88, see Table 1). 
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4. Conclusions 

The present work proposes an innovative method for the monitoring and the characterization of the 

two internal structures of fermented Amazonian cocoa beans during drying. Through the realization of 

partial drying experiments, combined to the analysis of the final dimensions, mass and moisture 

contents, the results allow confirming the hypothesis of the presence of two phases during the drying 

of cocoa beans. The first one corresponds roughly to the removal of the water initially contained in the 

shell, by convection and diffusion. The second phase corresponds to the drying of the internal core by 

diffusion inside the core and the shell. The transition between the two phases occurs at approximately 

the initial moisture content of the core. The method developed in this paper should be used for the 

characterization of the drying of other vegetal raw materials, such as agricultural products, presenting 

multiple (≥ 2) internal structures, including, but not only, a core and a shell.  
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Abstract  

In this study, beef slices seasoned with salt (S) and salt and vinegar (S+V) were dried at 60 °C in a 

convective drier and the development of moisture ratio (MR) and colour change (ΔE) was compared 

to blind samples (B). Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) was applied to create prediction models for 

moisture content and L, a* and b* values. Regression coefficients of >0.9 could be achieved related to 

each pre-treatment, but also for combined data of all the pre-treatments. 

 

Keywords: beef drying, control system development, hyperspectral imaging, PLSR 

 

1. Introduction 

The demand for dried beef products has increased in recent years since it gained interest as a snack 

food due to its high protein and low carbohydrate and fat content. Originated in South America as 

charqui and well known as jerky from North America, it is gaining more and more interest also in 

European countries (Research and Markets, 2017). 

The organic sector faces several challenges regarding product quality and environmental impact of 

food processing. The list of chemical components to retain quality attributes is restricted in organic 

processing, which might require a special focus on the drying process itself to obtain a high quality of 

the final product and sufficient shelf life. 

The idea of product related drying holds possibilities to improve both product quality and 

environmental impact of processing (Sturm et al., 2014). Quality changes in moisture content, colour 

and other parameters could directly feed back into the process control, which is also known as smart 

drying, enabled by machine learning and computer vision applications that provide high accuracy and 

efficiency for the food industry (Gunasekaran, 2000, Sturm 2018, Moscetti et al., 2018). For the 

application of a smart drying systems it is essential to monitor the changes inside the product during 

processing in real-time and non-invasively. Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) presents one technique for 

non-invasive measurements, which enables 3-D (spatial and spectral) image acquisition and the 

development of mathematical models, related to the spectral reflectance of a product, to predict quality 

parameters (Amigo et al, 2013, Retz et al, 2017, Crichton et al., 2017, von Gersdorff et al., 2018).  

Pre-treatments are essential in meat snack production in terms of enhanced flavour attributes and 

safety issues. Seasoning can prevent microbial growth, e.g. garlic, or lowering the pH value by using 

vinegar or other agents (Siripongvutikorn et al., 2005). Nevertheless, one of the most effective ways to 

prevent microbial growth is to significant decrease the water activity of meat products by the addition 

of salt (Petit et al., 2014). However, pre-treatments might influence the spectral properties of products 

during processing, which might result in challenges regarding the building of generally valid 

prediction models for non-invasive measurements of quality attributes. 

The present study investigated the feasibility of building a generally valid model for 

determination of chromaticity and moisture content based of hyperspectral data during beef 
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drying for beef samples seasoned with different salt solutions and untreated samples prior to 

drying. 

 

2. Material and method 

For the experiment, frozen roast beef of four 26 month old heifers of the Uckermarker breed was used. 

After shock freezing two day after slaughter, the beef was stored at -18 °C. After thawing at 2 °C for 

18 hours the muscles was sliced with the fiber into slices of 5 mm thickness with an electrical slicer 

(Graef, Allesschneider Vivo V 20, Arnsberg, Germany) and out of the slices pieces of 50 x 50 mm 

were cut out with a knife, which resulted in 24 pieces per animal and therefore 8 pieces per pre-

treatment. 

For the seasoning, two 10 % (m/v) salt solutions were prepared, one water based (S), the second 

with organic apple vinegar as solvent (S+V). The remaining samples were kept untreated as blind 

samples (B). The samples were seasoned for 18 hours at 2 °C. 

The dehydration was carried out in a hot air dryer at 60°C (HT mini, Innotech 

Ingenieursgesellschaft mbH, Germany). 

The weight was measured with a lab balance (lab scales, E2000D, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) 

and CIELab L, a* and b* values with a Chroma Meter CR-400 (Minolta, Osaka, Japan). 

Measurements were carried out before seasoning, before and during the drying process. Data was 

collected on three different points per sample and the average was calculated. The intervals for 

measurements during drying was every 20 minutes during the first hour of dehydration, every 30 

minutes during the second hour and every 60 minutes afterwards. The drying process was stopped 

after 480 min, since moisture content calculations reached 15 % wet base (wb) after that time. For 

determination of the final moisture content, the samples were dried in an oven at 105 °C for 24 hours 

(AOAC, 1990). 

The moisture ration (MR) was calculated with the following equation with M as moisture content at 

any time and Mi as the initial moisture content, simplified according to Rayaguru and Routray (2012): 

 

iM

M
MR                                                                           (1) 

 

The total colour change (ΔE) was calculated with the data from coulour measurements before (i) 

and at every time (t): 
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Further, the samples were imaged with a hyperspectral camera (ImSpector V10E PFD), which was 

coupled to a linear translation stage (SPECIM Spectral Imaging Ltd., Finland) in the same time 

intervals as the weighing and colour measurements. The conveyor belt moved with a speed of 8 

mm/s, a 35 mm lens (Xenoplan 1.9/35, Schneider Optische Werke GmbH, Germany) was positioned 

27 cm above the tray to enable a spatial area of 0.03 mm2 per pixel. This set up resulted in the 

capturing of spectral data of 400-1010 nm in 1.5 nm increments. Three 60 W halogen GU 10 bulbs 

provided a proper illumination, as white reference a white tile of 200 mm x 40 mm were used. 

Depending on the conveyor belts size, a dark file and an image file was captured of for four slices, 

respectively.  

The data from the HSI was processed with Matlab software package (MATLAB R2013a). The 

method is according to Crichton et al. (2015). In a first step, the images were pre-processed, which 

means the estimation of the dark noise by removing the spatial mean signal at each wavelengths of the 

dark file from the respective image file: 
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with MDNλ as the mean value at the specific wavelength λ of the calculated dark noise (DN), IDNλ as 

the raw DN value at the wavelength at a given pixel, and N as the total number of pixels in the DN 

file. 

In a further step, the beef slices as well as the white reference were detected and segmented 

automatically from the background. Afterwards, the average illumination (W(λ)) for each column of 

the image related to the white reference was calculated. This enabled the calculation of the relative 

reflectance (R(λxy)) of each pixel in the image on a column by column basis due to the retrieved 

illumination spectrum for each column with the following equation: 
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where W(λxy) is the spatially averaged illumination spectrum and I(λxy) is the irradiance spectrum. 

Finally, between the segmented images and the newly calculated reflectance images R(λxy) a logical 

AND operator was used to calculate the average reflectance spectra of the beef slices 

The relative reflectance was used to build PLSR models with Rstudio software (Rstudio, Inc., 

2011) to predict moisture content and colour. The data was randomly split, 70 % was used for model 

building, 30 % to validate the model, respectively. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The drying curves for beef slices seasoned with different pre-treatments did not differ greatly. 

However, the seasoning with salt solution led to an increase in drying time (Figure 1 a)), which is in 

accordance with former results by von Gersdorff et al. (2018) for beef slices dried at 70 °C and is 

explainable by the increased water holding capacity of the beef induced by Na+ and Cl- ions in the salt 

(Desmond, 2006). Regarding the total colour change ΔE (Fig.1 b)), there were significant changes 

especially at high moisture ratios, which decreased throughout the different pre-treatments at 

decreasing moisture ratios. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Drying curves a) and development of total colour change ΔE b) related to MR of beef slices 

dried at 60 °C untreated (B), dipped in salt solution (S) or dipped in salt and vinegar solution (S+V) 

before drying. 

 
The values greater than zero of the colour change at the start of the drying process resulted from the 

seasoning and resting of the samples overnight in comparison to the fresh samples. Especially the 

samples treated with salt and vinegar showed big changes in L, a* and b* values. While lightness and 

yellowness increased, the redness decreased after the pre-treatment, which is due to the denaturation of 

the myoglobin induced by the decreased pH (Trout, 1989), which resulted in the biggest overall 

change for those samples. For the samples treated with salt solution, the colour was preserved during 
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seasoning, resulting in the smallest ΔE after seasoning, while the blind samples showed increasing L, 

a* and b* values, expressed in a small ΔE between preparation and during the start of the drying 

process. 

Fig. 2 shows the relative reflectance after seasoning of the beef slices (0 minutes) and after the 

drying process (480 minutes). For the samples of all pre-treatments the reflectance in the red range 

region of the visible light is dominant due to the red colour of the beef which is in accordance with Wu 

& Sun (2013). However, with decreasing moisture contents and therefore increasing darkness of the 

samples, the expression of the reflectance decreased. The typical O-H stretching overtone expressed in 

absorption peaks at 760 nm was less expressed for the samples before the drying step than after 

drying, but was obvious for all samples at 970 nm, indicating the presence of water inside the samples 

(Wu & Sun, 2013). However, it is obvious, that the pre-treatment influences the reflectance, especially 

at high moisture content and therefore might impact the building of prediction models based on the 

reflectance spectra. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Relative reflectance of beef dried at 60 °C air temperature after 0 minutes and 480 minutes of 

dehydration, untreated (B), dipped in salt solution (S) or dipped in salt and vinegar solution (S+V) 

before drying.

 

Despite obvious differences in development of colour, the spectral data of the combined data of the 

three pre-treatments allowed to build a well-fitting PLSR prediction model (Fig 3a) for MC with R2 = 

0.9813 (RMSE = 2.33). Comparably good results were obtained for L (R2 = 0.9271, RMSE = 1.45), a* 

(R2 = 0.9742, RMSE = 1.10) and b* values (R2 = 0.9682, RMSE = 0.64) (Fig. 3 b)-d)), which 

indicates a potential for a smart drying system implementation for beef drying independent of the pre-

treatment of the beef slices. 

Compared to the models build from data of each individual pre-treatment, the corresponding R2 

and RMSE values did not show significant better results. The R2 for MC prediction with the PLSR 

models was 0.9911 (RMSE = 1.59) for blind samples, for salt pre-treatment 0.9927 (RMSE = 1.56) 

and for salt and vinegar pre-treatment 0.9889 (RMSE = 1.87). For the individual models for B, S and 

S+V observations, R2 and RMSE indicated very good PLSR models with the lowest R2 = 0.9341 for L 

(S).  
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Fig. 3 Measured vs. predicted MC, L-, a*- and b*-values for PLSR models build from 

combined data from beef slices treated with different pre-treatments and dried at 60 °C. 

 

A next step in terms of prediction models could be the testing of reduced sets of 

wavelengths for product monitoring and the dependence of relevance of certain wavelengths 

on different pre-treatments for beef slices. Furthermore, the potential for extension of the 

prediction model to other muscles should be investigated. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The results obtained show the influence pre-treatments can have on drying behaviour and 

colour development of beef slices during drying. Despite the difference in raw material due to 

the pre-treatments, the spectral reflectance data allowed to build an accurate PLSR models to 

predict quality parameters regardless of the pre-treatment. This could enable not only the 

implementation of smart drying systems, but even the development of easy and cost efficient 

monitoring systems. 
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Abstract  

X-ray tomography refers to cross-sectional imaging of an object from transmission data collected by 
using an X-ray beam to irradiate the object under many different directions. It is a non-destructive 
evaluation technique giving access to characteristics of both the external and internal structure of an 
object such as dimensions, shape, internal defects,... Based on more than 20 years of expertise, this 
paper will show some beneficial uses of this technique in the context of drying research. 
 

Keywords: X-ray tomography, drying, shrinkage, cracking, structure 

 

1. Introduction 

X-ray tomography (from greek: tomê, section and graphein, to describe) refers to cross-sectional 

imaging of an object from transmission data collected by using an X-ray beam to irradiate the object 

under many different directions. It is a powerful non-destructive evaluation technique giving access to 

characteristics of both the internal and the external structure of an object such as dimensions, shape, 

internal defects or density. Originally developed in the field of diagnostic medicine, this technique 

finds now numerous non-medical applications. The development of microfocus X-ray sources and 

high resolution CCD detectors led to the commercialisation of laboratory X-ray microtomographs with 

improved resolution (around a few microns) dedicated to the investigation of small samples. In this 

paper, we illustrate the potentialities of the technique regarding drying research, based on an expertise 

of more than 20 years. X-ray microtomography can be advantageously used to follow shrinkage and 

crack development, to determine internal moisture profiles and to characterize the microstructure of 

dried materials. Large systems can be used, for example, to characterise the structure of packed beds. 

For the time being, no X-ray tomograph has been built around a laboratory drying equipment. The 

follow-up of the drying process thus requires the interruption of the drying process to scan the sample 

being dried. 

 

2. Equipments at ULièged 

X-ray tomography is used in combination with experimental drying facilities. Three X-ray 

tomographic systems are available at the Chemical Engineering Research Unit, as well as three drying 

equipments.  

The Skyscan 1074 X-ray scanner (Bruker, Belgium) was bought in 1999 (Fig. 1a). The cone beam 

source operates at 40 kV and 1 mA. The detector is a 2D, 768 pixels × 576 pixels, 8-bit X-ray CCD 

camera giving images with a fixed pixel size of 41 µm.  

The Skyscan 1172A microtomograph (Kontich, Belgium) was obtained in 2006 (Fig. 1b). With its 

CCD pixel size of 11.5 µm, and its camera and detector displacement range, it can theoretically reach 

a pixel size of 0.7 µm per voxel. Nevertheless, the focal spot is at least 5 µm in diameter, thus adding 

strong diffusion in the radiograms (and hence a high amount of blurring in the reconstructions).  

The macro-tomograph was built in 2005 (Fig. 1c), as one of first European high energy (420 kV), 

large-scale (max. 0.45 m in diameter and max. 4 m in height) X-ray tomograph (Toye et al., 2005). 
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The generator is a Baltograph CS450A (Balteau NDT, Belgium), which may be operated between 30 

and 420 kV. The X-ray source is an oil-cooled, bipolar TSD420/0 tube (Comet and Balteau NDT), 

whose intensity may be varied between 2 and 8 mA depending on the voltage used. A lead collimator 

produces a 1 mm thick fan beam. The detector is an X-Scan 0.4f2-512-HE manufactured by Detection 

Technology (Finland). It consists of a linear array of 1280 photodiodes each coupled with a CdWO4 

scintillator. The mechanical rig designed by Pro Actis, Belgium, consists of two parts, asource–

detector arm and a rotating table on which the object to be scanned is fixed. This arm is embedded in a 

carriage that slides on two vertical high precision machined rails. The rig allows vertical movement up 

to 3780 mm, keeping verticality and horizontality errors within 1 mm. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Fig. 1. Skyscan 1074 X-ray scanner (a); Skyscan 1172A microtomograph (b): Macrotomograph. 

 

The three convective dryers available allow to study the drying kinetics of both small or individual 

samples and fixed bed, either in air or superheated steam (Fig. 2).  

 
Fig. 2. Dual cell convective dryer using either air or superheated steam 
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A lot of different materials have been tested using drying associated to tomography. It will be focused 

here on wastewater sludge, resorcinol formol gels, and clay. 

 

3. Typical applications  

The first study ever performed in the team coupling drying and tomography was the follow-up of 

convective drying of individual sludge extrudates. The methodology still used today was developed 

during a PhD thesis (Leonard, 2003) and needs to interrupt the drying operation to put the sample in 

the X-ray microtomograph (Leonard et al., 2002). Dedicated image analysis algorithms were 

developed in order to extract useful indicators such as shrinkage, cracks, moisture profiles and their 

evolution with the sample water content (Leonard et al., 2003, Leonard et al., 2004, Leonard et al., 

2005). Fig. 3 illustrates, from left to right a radiography of the wet and dried sludge sample, a 

reconstructed grey scale cross section in the dried sample and the extraction of the cracks after 

segmentation. X-ray microtomography has also be used in order to better understand the influence on 

the sludge dewatering step, in particular the conditioning step, on further drying. The follow up of the 

product inner structure during drying allowed to observe the impact of the use of different 

coagulant/flocculant combinations, as illustrated in Fig. 4.  

 

 

 

 
   

 
Fig. 3. Radiography of the wet and dried samples, cross sections in the dried sample, cracks 

extraction (from left to right) 
 

 

   

Fig. 4. 2D cross section of dried sludge samples dewatered using different coagulant/flocculant 
combinations (from left to right) (Pambou, 2016) 

 
This methodology has also been applied in order to optimize the convective drying of resorcinol-

formol xerogels, keeping them free of cracks (Job et al., 2006). The determination of internal moisture 

profiles was also used to validate thermo-hygro-mechanical modelling of xerogel drying (Escalona et 

al., 2010). Fig. 5 shows the comparison between experimental and simulated moisture profiles for a 

typical synthesis condition expressed by the ratio between resorcinol and the so-called catalyst, i.e. 

sodium carbonate, R/C. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental and simulated internal moisture profiles: 80°C, 1m/s (Escalona et 

al., 2010) 
 
Later on, X-ray macrotomography was used to study the impact of addition of dried product, i.e. 

backmixing, on sludge convective drying behaviour. Either the addition of dried sludge (Léonard et 

al., 2008b) or wood saw dust (Li et al., 2017, Li et al., 2016, Li et al., 2015) was investigated at the 

level of a fixed bed of extrudates of about 1 kg of product. Fig. 6a shows the positive impact of 

backmixing on sludge drying kinetics, from an addition of 0.3 kg of dry sludge (DS). This addition of 

dried product increases the permeability and the exchange area of the fixed bed (Fig. 6b and 6c). 
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Fig. 6. Drying rate for several backmixing levels (a); 3D images of the fixed bed in its initial state (b) 

and after addition of 0.4 kg DS (c) 
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Through a collaboration with colleagues of geomechanics, X-ray tomography coupled to drying has 

been used in the context of better understanding cracking phenomena under forced ventilated 

conditions. These studies were done in the context of geological storage of nuclear waste (Prime et al., 

2016, Prime et al., 2015b, Prime et al., 2015a, Gerard et al., 2010, Hubert et al., 2018). Simulation 

models were developed in the LAGAMINE finite-element software, with a focus on the mechanical 

behaviour and the introduction of cracking criteria. Fig. 7 shows 3D views of a clay samples after 

increasing times. The colours show the evolution of the sample radius at any point on its surface, and 

therefore the heterogeneity of the shrinkage. 

 

 
Fig. 7 3D view of a clay sample (1cm height) for increasing drying times 

 
Soil scientists, namely colleagues of the Agro Tech faculty of Gembloux, were also interested by 

using this technique in order to better apprehend water and air exchange phenomena in the soil, in 

relation with agricultural practices or dessication/wetting cycles (Tran et al., 2019b, Tran et al., 2019a, 

Smet et al., 2018b, Smet et al., 2018a, Parvin et al., 2017). 

 

A lot of more punctual collaborations were also made possible thanks to the combination of 

equipments available, associated with the expertise in image processing and analysis. One can cite 

studies about banana drying (Léonard et al., 2008a), yeast drying (Debaste et al., 2010), tomato drying 

(Khama et al., 2016), saw dust bed characterization (Parmentier et al., 2014), paper pulp sludge 

(Mäkelä et al., 2016). The story still continues, with tests currently done in 2019 on potato drying, in 

collaboration with a Mexican team. 

 
4. Conclusions 

X-ray tomography has been proved to be a powerful non destructive characterization technique with a 

lot of applications in the field of drying. While the association of tomography with drying was not 

usual at the end of nineties, the use of this technique has continuously increased since then. In 2018, 

23 articles including drying in the title and tomography in the keywords or title or abstracts are 

referenced in scopus, against 1 in 2000. Hence other interesting studies using this technique can be 

highlighted: those of the group of Tsotsas in Magdeburg (Szadzińska et al., 2019, Pashminehazar et 

al., 2019, Pashminehazar et al., 2018, Sondej et al., 2016, Pashminehazar et al., 2016, Sun et al., 2015, 

Sondej et al., 2015, Wang et al., 2012), Carmeliet in Leuven (Prawiranto et al., 2019, Lal et al., 2018, 

Lal et al., 2017b, Lal et al., 2017a), Tao in Shanghai (Wu et al., 2010, Xiao et al., 2007b, Xiao et al., 

2007a), or Pisano in Torino (Pisano et al., 2017) 

 

In the future, drying facilities built within a tomograph should develop, in order to avoid drying 

interruptions and go deeper into the understanding of shrinkage, cracking, and other drying related 

phenomena. 
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Abstract  

The freeze drying behaviour of particulate solids is not yet completely understood. The aim of 

the work was to study the drying front in particulate solids for different particle sizes and 

solid concentrations with cold neutron radiographic and tomographic methods. It is shown 

that the drying fronts can be visualized by these methods and that the drying front evolves 

from the bottom to the top of the particle bed. Also radial drying fronts within particles could 

be observed.  

 

Keywords: spray freeze drying, neutron radiography, neutron tomography, drying front 

 

1. Introduction 

Freeze drying of particulate solids is relevant for drying of fruits, coffee extract, starter and 

probiotic cultures. Particles are also produced in spray freeze drying for pharmaceutical 

applications. The freeze drying process of particulate solids is characterized by a bi-modal pore 

size distribution: small, initially ice-saturated pores within the particles and larger, empty pores 

between the particles in the bed.  

Some models exist that predict the drying behaviour of particulate solids; (Liapis and 

Bruttini 2009) developed a model for the spray freeze drying process for particle sizes smaller 

than 50 µm. In their model, only the mass transfer resistance in the particle bed is considered. 

Their simulation yields a planar drying front in the packed particle bed that goes from the top 

to the bottom of the bed comparable to the freeze drying of solutions. Regarding the impact of 

particle size and outer porosity, they found that primary drying rate increases with particle 

diameter and with increased bed porosity.  

Another model for larger starter culture pellets (2000 µm) was developed by (Trelea et al. 

2009). They assumed that the main mass transfer resistance lies within the particle. Therefore, 

they assume that sublimation occurs simultaneously in all particles and only an intra-particle 

sublimation front evolves (see Fig. 1c).  
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(Chitu et al. 2015) developed a model based on the advancing phase change front approach. 

According to this approach, due to the porous (permeable) nature of the particle bed, the main 

drying front started from the bottom of the bed (see Fig. 1b).  

 

On the one hand, the different models are contradictory. On the other hand, an experimental 

validation for these models is still missing. The evolution of the sublimation front in particle 

beds was not investigated so far. Some indirect experimental works were carried out by means 

of local temperature measurements (Chitu et al., 2015 and Trelea et al. 2009). However, local 

temperature measurements can only detect the temperature in the bed, not in the particle.   
  

 

As no comprehensive model for the simulation of the sublimation front in packed particle 

beds of different sizes and no direct experimental validation of the models exist, it was the aim 

of the work to visualize sublimation fronts by in-situ neutron radiographic and tomographic 

methods. As neutrons are very sensitive to hydrogen atoms, this method is very suitable for the 

detection of drying fronts. In order to check the validity limits of both existing models, drying 

fronts were investigated both for spray frozen and pelletized particles as well as for different 

solid contents leading to different intra-particle porosities and pore sizes.  

 

2. Material and method 

Maltodextrin solutions (Glucidex 12D, Roquette, France) with 5% and 20% solids (c = 0.05 and c 

= 0.2) were prepared using D2O (Deuterium Oxide, 99,9 % D, VWR chemicals, USA). D2O was 

used instead of H2O because of its lower attenuation coefficient for neutrons.   

Spray frozen particles were produced with an ultrasonic nozzle (Narrow Spray Atomizer 

Nozzles, Sonaer, USA) by spraying the solution in liquid nitrogen. The mean particle size of 

the small particles was 70 µm. Large particles (d = 3500 µm) were produced by producing 

droplets with the ultrasound being switched off.  

Drying experiments were carried out in the cold neutron Antares beamline at MLZ in 

Garching, Germany (Calzada et al.  2009; Schulz et al. 2015). For that, a small circular freeze 

drying cell made from aluminium (inner diameter 2.5 cm, height 6 cm) was designed to carry 

out in-situ freeze drying experiments in the beamline. The pressure inside the freeze drying cell 

was set to 10 Pa and controlled with a rotary vane pump and a controller (CVC3000, 

Vacuubrand, Germany). The pressure was measured with a pirani pressure sensor (VSP 3000, 

Vacuubrand, Germany).  The bottom of the cell was equipped with a Kapton heating foil 

(Allectra GmbH, Germany) and the temperature of the bottom was set to -18 °C. The 

temperature in the bottom of the cell was measured with a PT 1000 sensor (Innovative Sensor 

 

a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of basic model assumptions for lyophilisation of solutions and 

particulate solids. Dark grey: frozen region, light grey: dried porous region. a) solution; b) fixed 

particle bed with two planar drying fronts; c) fixed particle bed with drying fronts evolving within 

each particle. Notice that vial and particles are initially fully saturated with ice, while the inter-

particle space (in white) is completely free of ice during the whole lyophilisation process.  
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Technology, Switzerland) and controlled with a lakeshore controller. The walls of the freeze 

drying cell were thermally insulated from the bottom by a silicon rubber seal (3mm height, 

Telle, Germany) from the bottom to prevent radial drying. The wall of the freeze drying cell 

was cooled by a closed cycle cryostat to -42 °C, which corresponds to the sublimation 

temperature of pure water at 10 Pa. Radiographic images with a fixed sample position were 

taken every minute. The maximum duration of the experiment was 26 h due to limitations in 

beamline access; i.e. all experiments were stopped before the end of primary drying. The 

experimental conditions that were investigated are listed in table 1. Particle size refers to the 

mean particle size.  

 
Table 1. Experimental conditions during the in situ freeze drying experiments. 

Nr.  Particle size [µm] Concentration [-] Bed height [mm] duration of experiment [h] 

1 3550 0.05 14 15 

2 3550 0.20 17 16 

3 3550 0.05 25 21 

4 3550 0.05 17 26 

5 70 0.20 14 10 

6 70 0.05 13 22 

 

For neutron tomography, the cell was rotated for 180° by a rotation table and 700 projections 

were taken for reconstruction of the 3D image.  In order to prevent further drying during 

tomographic measurements, the bottom of the freeze drying cell was cooled to -48 °C and the 

cryostat was cooled to -83 °C until all projections were completed. A photograph of the set-up 

is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

  
Fig. 2. Left: Set-Up of the experiment. 1) neutron beamline, 2) pressure sensor 3) sample stick 

with rotation motor 4) cryostat 5) location of measurement cell 6) scintillator  

Right: freeze drying cell connected to sample stick, PT 1000 sensor and heating foil  

 

Image analysis was employed to investigate time dependent local water content during 

drying. For image analysis, the Lambert-Beer-Law was employed to analyse the change in grey 

values due to changes in neutron attenuation (eq. 1). The total attenuation µ of the neutrons is 

composed of the contribution of the test setup (Index TS), the solid content (Index s) and the 

4 

6 

2 

3 

1 
5 
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water content (Index w) of the sample. The thickness z of each layer was simplified by assuming 

the material consists of solid (maltodextrin), D2O and Aluminium, by using a multilayer 

approximation. As the thickness of the test setup and the solid content was assumed to be 

constant, the change in attenuation and therefore grey value is only due to the change in water 

content expressed as change in water thickness zW. zW is obtained by referring the corrected 

images at time t (eq. 1) to the images at time t0 (eq. 2).  

 

𝐼(𝑡) =  𝐼0𝑒−(µ𝑇𝑆𝑧𝑇𝑆+µ𝑆𝑧𝑆+µ𝑊(𝑧𝑊(𝑡0)−𝑧𝑤(𝑡)))       (1) 

 

𝐼(𝑡0) =  𝐼0𝑒−(µ𝑇𝑆𝑧𝑇𝑆+µ𝑆𝑧𝑆+µ𝑊𝑧𝑊(𝑡0))        (2) 

 

 

To improve the quantitative evaluation of the images, some corrections had to be made (see 

eq. 3): 

 

 Gamma Spot correction: During neutron radiography gamma-radiation can occur. If 

gamma radiation hits the CMOS chip of the camera the affected pixels show white 

spots or “gamma spots”. The correction was performed using an algorithm described 

in (Li et al. 2006) to get a corrected value for I(t).  

 Dark Field correction (DF): To eliminate the grey level offset of the CMOS camera, 

a dark field image (a radiograph recorded in absence of the test setup and the neutron 

beam) is taken and subtracted (pixel wise) from each radiograph of the sample. 

 In this paper, only the difference between the different process conditions is 

important, therefore µw was set to unity for simplicity (see eq. 3).  

 

∆𝑧𝑊 =
1

µ𝑊
 𝑙𝑛

𝐼(𝑡)−𝐷𝐹

𝐼(𝑡0)−𝐷𝐹
          (3) 

 

3. Results and discussion  

 

In order to investigate exemplarily the impact of the ratio of outer to inner pore size, two 

different particle sizes were chosen to achieve different outer pore sizes.  Furthermore, two 

different solid concentrations were employed to achieve different inner pore sizes. By choosing 

different combinations of these parameters, the ratio of inner to outer pore size can be varied.  

 

3.1 Drying of large particles 

Fig. 3 shows radiographic images of the sublimation front for the large particles with low 

sugar concentration (c= 0.05) after different drying times. Note that the horizontal lines in the 

images are related to ice sublimation on the outside flange of the freeze drying cell and 

therefore do not belong to the sublimation front of the particle bed.  
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t = 0h t = 8h t = 15h 

Fig. 3. Drying front shown by neutron radiography of large 

particles (d = 3500 µm) and solid concentration c = 0.05 

after different drying times. (Exp. Nr. 1). Images are 

transformed acc. to eq. 3  

 

Fig. 4 shows the sublimation front for the large particles and the high solid concentration 

(c=0.2). 

 

   
t = 0h t = 8h t = 15h 

Fig. 4. Drying front shown by neutron radiography of large 

particles (d = 3500 µm) and solid concentration c = 0.2 after 

different drying times. (Exp. Nr. 2). Images are transformed 

acc. to eq. 3  

 

The time series in Figs. 3 and 4 show a sublimation front for large particles from the bottom of 

the bed where the heated shelf is situated to the top of the bed. This is contradictory to the model 

results of (Liapis and Bruttini 2009) who predicted planar fronts from the top to the bottom of 

the bed. It is also contradictory to the model of (Trelea et al. 2009) who did not predict a main 

front through the bed. However, it is in accordance with the model of (Chitu et al. 2015). Next 

to the main sublimation fronts, Figs. 3 and 4 show also a decreasing grey value over time 

throughout the whole packing. This gives a hint on overlayed multiple sublimation fronts 

throughout the beds. To validate this, tomographic measurements were carried out for the large 

particles with low solid concentration to get the full 3D information. The tomographic 

reconstruction in the equatorial plane of the lowest layer of particles is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

 

   
t = 6h t = 11 h t = 21 h 

Fig. 5. Cross section of tomographic reconstruction of the 1st 

particle layer showing the evolution of radial intra-particle 
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drying fronts after different drying times (c = 0.05, d = 3500 

µm) 

 

Fig. 5 shows that radial fronts are evolving in each particle supporting the model of (Trelea et 

al. 2009) for large particles and the hypothesis that the main resistance to mass transfer lies 

within the particles. 

 

3.2 Drying of fine particles 

In addition to the large particles, the drying behaviour of fine particles was investigated. Fig. 6 

shows the corrected images according to eq. 3 and 4 for the fine particles with the lower solid 

concentration. The line that is visible in the right side in the pictures is the thermocouple that is 

embedded in the particle bed.  

 

   
t = 0h t = 5h t = 9h 

Fig. 6. Drying front shown by neutron radiography of fine 

particles (d = 70 µm) and solid concentration c = 0.05 after 

different drying times. (Exp. Nr. 6). Images are transformed 

acc. to eq. 3  

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the sublimation front for the fine particles with higher solid 

concentration.  

 

 
  

t = 0h t = 5h t = 9h 

Fig. 7. Drying front shown by neutron radiography of fine 

particles (d = 70 µm) and solid concentration c = 0.2 after 

different drying times. (Exp. Nr. 5). Images are transformed 

acc. to eq. 3  

 

In Fig. 6, a very small sublimation front can be found evolving from the bottom of the bed to 

the top of the bed. This means that the sublimation of fine particles is proceeding much slower 

than the sublimation of large particles (cf. Fig. 3). Furthermore, the grey value outside the main 

sublimation front is decreasing less strongly than in Fig. 3, meaning that radial sublimation 

fronts inside the particles are less pronounced. It could not be validated for the small particles 

whether radial sublimation fronts exist as the reconstruction of tomographic images failed in 

this experiment. In Fig. 7 also a sublimation front from the bottom to the top of the bed evolves. 

However, compared to the particles with lower concentration, the sublimation front seems to 

proceed faster and also the grey values outside the main sublimation front area seem to decrease 

more strongly over time. This means that drying for the particles with higher solid concentration 

seems to be faster than for the lower concentrated particles. This is a surprising result as in 
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freeze drying of solutions, the solid concentration has a strongly negative impact on the duration 

of primary drying. These findings have to be confirmed in a further measurement as in this 

measurement campaign we faced problems regarding freezing inside the sample stick. Freezing 

inside the sample stick may lead to a blockage between freeze drying cell and vacuum pump. 

As the pirani sensor was placed outside the cryostat (see Fig. 2), the pressure inside the freeze 

drying cell could have been higher than measured by the pirani sensor. This problem is fixed 

now in a new sample stick configuration and the findings shown above can be checked with the 

new configuration.  

 

4. Conclusions 

It could be shown that neutron radiography and tomography are suitable methods to visualize 

and quantify the freeze drying process of packed beds. It is shown that in all cases a main 

sublimation fronts evolves from the bottom of the particle bed which is in accordance to the 

model of (Chitu et al. 2015) but contradictory to the other existing models. Large particles show 

a faster drying than small particles. The impact of particle size on drying rate is not investigated 

so far. For the small particles, the particles with higher solid concentration seem to dry faster 

than the lower concentrated particles. This result is very surprising and contradictory to 

literature results on the influence of solid concentration. As the sample stick that was used 

during the last measurement campaign had some drawbacks, this result could be due to different 

process conditions inside the freeze drying cell and has to be further studied.  

Further studies are needed to assess the validity and their limits of existing models of freeze 

drying of packed beds.  
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Abstract  
A microwave resonator was specially designed and used as a sensor for monitoring freeze-drying 
process. A cylindrical resonator with an inner hollow space was made from aluminium; this design 
allows to sense electrical permittivity and/or permeability at a space over the probe. Obtained 
spectrum of the microwave resonance frequency was dependent on the state of material (i.e. that fills 
the space over the probe) such as moisture content and ice fraction. This sensing device is 
advantageous for in-line monitoring of a drying process without contact to product. The present study 
attempted to apply microwave resonator sensor for monitoring of a freeze-drying process. It was 
demonstrated that the progresse of freeze-drying was successfully monitored by the present sensor (i.e. 
for a solution in petri dish) by monitoring the intensity of selected peak frequencies. The end-point 
estimated from the microwave resonator perfectly corresponded to the point estimated from the 
temperature data. The present approach could be a potential non-contact monitoring technique that 
sensitively detects the amount of ice fraction and sensitively predict the end-point of freeze-drying. 
  
Keywords: freeze-drying; microwave resonator; process monitoring 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Freeze-drying is a drying technique that is widely accepted in industry for producing high 
value-added products such as drugs and foods. Due to its long drying time, high operation 
cost, and high product value, it is critical to monitor a progress of drying and product status. It 
is a common monitoring approach to insert temperature sensor to a product. Temperature of 
an in-drying product must be kept lower than the collapse temperature. And that can also be 
used to judge end-point of drying. However, insertion of a sensor potentially alters kinetics of 
drying, furthermore, wired sensors can only be set within the reach of the operator in a huge 
industrial freeze-drying chamber. Furthermore, pharmaceutical industries do not welcome a 
process with operator interventions. Therefore, a development of non-contact monitoring of 
drying process is an innovative technique. Most of conventional freeze-dryers have large 
shelves to load products and operated in batch mode. Various in-line monitoring techniques 
have been developed for acquiring product and processing data without direct contact with 
sensing devices (Gieseler et al., 2007; Pisano et al., 2011; Pisano et al., 2014; Schneid and 
Gieseler, 2008). A microwave resonator is an interesting tool to monitor moisture content of a 
material by detecting electrical permittivity and permeability (Healy, 2003). Nakayama 
developed a microwave coaxial cavity resonator with an outer slot antenna that could detect 
moisture content of wet aggregated matters, paper stuffs, wood and so on (Nakayama, 1987a, 
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b, 1995). Microwave emitted from an antenna passes through a material and received by 
another antenna. The received microwave spectra was affected by the electrical permittivity 
and permeability of the material, so that it reflects moisture content of the material. The 
electrical permittivity of ice is greatly different from that of water, so that this is a potential 
technique for monitoring freeze-drying where ice and liquid dynamically involved. 

In this study, a microwave resonator was specially designed and used for monitoring 
freeze-drying process. A cylindrical open-ended resonator with an inner hollow space was 
made from stainless steel. This design allows to detect moisture content of a material on the 
probe as the change in microwave resonance frequency. The spectra of the microwave 
resonance frequency were obtained during freeze-drying and considered for a use in 
monitoring. 
 
 
2. Material and method 
A microwave resonator with the design shown in Fig. 1 was set on the cooling shelf of a 
freeze-dryer. The resonator was made from stainless steel block, and the temperature was 
controlled by the heat exchanger at the bottom. A tracking generator and spectrum analyzer 
(U3741/OPT.76, Advantest Corp., Japan) was connected to the probe to acquire microwave 
resonance intensity as a function of microwave frequency. Freeze-drying was carried out with 
the heat exchanger temperature around –20ºC, this made the resonator temperature at around 
–8ºC during freeze-drying run. A plastic petri dish (dia. 35 mm, 10 mm height) was used to 
set solution (4 mL) for freeze-drying. 20 %(wt) aqueous dextrin (with a dextrose equivalent 
equal to 25) solution was used in this study. A dextrin solution was frozen in a portable 
freezer (Cryoporter DP-80, Arctiko, Denmark) at –40ºC for two hours. Optical temperature 
sensor was inserted to the sample solution (pre-inserted before freezing) for monitoring 
temperature profile during freeze-drying. The optical sensor was made from plastic fiber so 
that it does not affect microwave resonance. The frozen sample was immediately placed on 
the pre-cooled microwave resonator, and promptly evacuated to start freeze-drying run. 
Microwave resonance and temperature data were collected at every 10 min during 15 hours of 
run. Separately, microwave resonance spectra of ice (volumes ranging from 0 to 4 mL) were 
measured at the same freeze-drying setting (sample set, resonator and heat exchanger 
temperatures) without evacuation. Obtained spectra were used to compare the spectra 
obtained during freeze-drying. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Microwave resonator (right) and experimental freeze-drying set-up (left). 
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食品製造ラインにおけるプロセス管理と清浄度評価シリーズ解説

は，食品の凍結状態や中心温度を正確に把握する
ことができないため，凍結プロセスに過剰な安全
率が設定されるなど，適切な運用条件にあるとは
いいがたい状況にある。
　そこで筆者らは，マイクロ波共振器を用い，迅
速かつ簡易に凍結食品の内部温度を計測する計測
機器を開発したので，本報にて紹介する。
　２－２）マイクロ波共振器と機器構成
　金属の壁で囲まれた空洞はマイクロ波領域の共
振器として利用可能であり，空洞共振器と称され
ている。この空洞共振器内に物質を挿入すると共
振器の共振周波数と透過波の共振ピーク電圧が摂
動を受ける１）。また，物質の質量と水分量の違い
によって，共振周波数と共振ピーク電圧の変化量
は異なる。空洞マイクロ波共振器は，開口部がオ
ープンサーキットとなるためマイクロ波の定在波
の腹となり，さらに，マイクロ波の共振モードの
腹が共振器の出口と一致せず，出口より外側とな
る２）。この現象を利用することにより，共振器に
計測対象物を載せるだけで共振電圧および周波数
の計測が可能となる（第１図）。
　また，本計測装置は，マイクロ波送受信部と空
洞マイクロ波共振器を同軸ケーブルで接続し，構
成される。測定周波数はマイクロ波共振器の形状
および対象食品に合わせた範囲を設定し，マイク
ロ波発信強度は100µW，１回の計測時間は80～100 
msec とした。

　２－３）測定原理
　マイクロ波の誘電損失係数は物質によって異な
ることはよく知られており，例えば2.45GHz 付
近のマイクロ波においては，水と氷のその値は大
きく異なる（第１表）。すなわち，氷と比較し，
水はマイクロ波をよく吸収する性質を有する。
　次に，同一質量および同一形状の容器に入れた
水と氷のマイクロ波共振スペクトルデータを第２
図に示す。この図より，氷はマイクロ波の透過性
が大きいため，共振ピーク電圧が高く，また共振
ピーク周波数も高い値となることがわかる。他方，
水はマイクロ波の吸収が大きく，反対に透過性が
小さくなるため，共振ピーク電圧および周波数は
それぞれ低い値となった。この結果が示すように，
マイクロ波共振を利用することによって，対象物
内の水分子が水または氷のどちらの状態として存
在しているかを判別することができる。
　本計測装置は，このマイクロ波の性質を利用し
て，凍結食品の内部
に残存する微量な未
凍結水分３）の含有
比率を計測し，これ
らの結果をもとにし
て食品の中心温度を
推定する。
　２－４）温度計測の実施例
　供試材料はグラタン，餡

あん
かけおよびうどんを用

第１図　マイクロ波共振器 第2図　純粋な水と氷のマイクロ波共振スペクトル

物質名 εr•tan δ
氷 （ -13 ℃） 0.0003
水 （　25 ℃） 12.3
牛肉（　4.5℃） 12.0 
テフロン 0.0004
ガラス 0.05

第１表 2.45GHz における誘
電損失係数 　

Cooling fluid

Sample
Microwave resonator Temperature sensor

Heat exchanger

Vacuum pump
Tracking generator
+ Spectrum analyzer

Cold trap

Data logger

Sample

Microwave resonator

Petri dish
Temperature sensor

Tracking generator
Spectrum analyzer
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3. Results and discussion  
Microwave resonance spectra of ice were shown in Fig. 2. When empty petri dish was placed 
on the resonator, the resonant peak position was at 2853 MHz. This peak position shifted 
toward the lower frequency as the volume of ice increased. The resonance peak intensities 
(voltages) were almost equivalent in the volume range of 0 to 2.5 mL. When the ice volume 
was changed from 2.5 to 4.0 mL, peak intensities over 2700 MHz significantly decreased. The 
peak intensity at 2616 MHz, however, continued to increase with increasing amount of ice 
volume without obvious frequency shift. The spectrum pattern for 3.5 mL of ice was not 
largely different from the one for 4.0 mL. The trends of peak position (frequency) and 
intensity (voltage) were plotted as a function of ice volumes in Fig. 3A. These plots clarified 
that the peak intensity sensitively correlated to the ice volume in the range of 2.5 to 4.0 mL, 
whereas did not sense volume change lower than 2.5 mL. The peak position, on the other 
hand, correlated to the full range of the ice volume though the sensitivity was dependent on 
the volume. The intensity at 2616 MHz was picked out from each spectrum and plotted as a 
function of the ice volume (Fig. 3B). A clear correlation can be seen in this figure, so the peak 
intensity at 2616 MHz is a potential indicator of the ice fraction during freeze-drying. The 
correlation between the peak intensity and ice volume was not in linear relationship, the 
sensitivity was thus dependent on the amount of ice. It can be seen in Fig. 3B that the larger 
the volume of ice, the sensing with the peak intensity at 2616 MHz sensitively detects the 
volume change. It must be noted that the intensity at any other frequencies can indicate the 
amount of ice above the resonator. The intensity at 2616 MHz is one of the potent indicators 
for the present case. When we are to apply this indicator for monitoring drying operations, 
where solid and liquid phases are involved, care must be taken for the selection of the peak 
positions.  
  

 
 

Fig. 2. Microwave resonance spectra of ice with variations in volume. 
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Fig. 3. Peak frequency and intensity as a function of ice volume (A); 

 Intensity at 2616 MHz as a function of ice volume (B). 
 

Microwave resonance spectra obtained during a freeze-drying run were shown in Fig. 4. 
The spectra were clearly changed their peak patterns depending on the progress of drying. 
Significant changes in intensity at 2616 MHz were confirmed in these profiles, so this could 
indicate the change in ice volumes as a result of freeze-drying. As the progress of drying, 
peak positions shifted toward higher frequency. This would be mainly due to the removal of 
ice, and also due to the other phenomena involving with freeze-drying such as product 
temperature increase, secondary drying, etc. The peak position finally reached at around 2799 
MHz, that is a bimodal peak with the peak at 2853 MHz. As noted above, the peak at 2853 
MHz corresponded to the peak of the empty sample. This bimodal peak would thus represent 
the empty petri dish with dried cake.  

 
 

Fig. 4. Microwave resonance spectra during freeze-drying of dextrin solution. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature, peak frequency, intensity profiles during freeze-drying. 
 

The peak intensities at selected frequencies (2616, 2799 and 2853 MHz) were picked up 
and plotted as a function of drying time, and compared with the sample temperature profile 
(Fig. 5). The temperature profile suggested that the end-point of drying was in between 9 and 
11 hours of drying, however, as commonly the case in the monitoring of freeze-drying with a 
temperature sensor, it is difficult to judge end-point of drying only with that in-line data. 
When the intensities with a frequency of 2616 MHz were plotted as a function of time, the 
intensity changed as the progress of drying such like a typical drying curve. However, it did 
not give any obvious change in the first 3 hours of drying and the end-point of the drying was 
not apparent. When 2799 MHz was selected, the obtained profile was likely to reflect the 
progress of drying quite sensitively, especially in the later stage of drying. This can be said 
with the trends of plots obtained from the intensities at 2853 MHs. These plots slightly but 
continuously changed in the beginning 4 hours of drying, and then steeply increased until the 
end of drying. The end-point estimated from the microwave resonator perfectly corresponded 
to the point estimated from the temperature data. The present approach could be a potential 
non-contact monitoring technique that sensitively detects the amount of ice fraction and 
sensitively predict the end-point of freeze-drying. It could be a key to select several peak 
frequencies and monitor their intensities. The sensitivity of the obtained intensities depended 
on the stage of drying. Some are sensitive in the early stage of drying, and some are not. 
Therefore, an accurate monitoring of drying could be realized by combining the intensity 
values obtained at selected frequencies that would reflect key drying events. As seen in the 
changes in the spectrum patterns (Fig. 2 and 4), the spectrum obtained from in-drying product 
is not identical to the one from ice. This implies that the state of drying matters (i.e. a mixture 
of solid and liquid) is reflected in the patterns. It was confirmed by the authors that the present 
sensor was quite insensitive against the change in temperature of a solid and liquid matter. 
However, it was sensitive when the temperature change involves with the change in the mass 
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of ice and liquid phases. Next step of this study would thus to apply this technique to detect 
critical events, such as collapse, where changes in the state of ice and water involved. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 

A specially designed microwave resonator was used for monitoring freeze-drying process. A 
cylindrical resonator with an inner hollow space was made from aluminium. This resonator 
could detect the volume of ice in the space above the resonator without direct contact. When 
placed different amount of ice on the resonator, the obtained microwave resonance spectra 
changed significantly, that is, peak positions and peak intensities. These factors are thus 
useful to monitor the amount ice on the resonator. It found in this study that the amount of ice 
was in good correlation with the intensity at a selected resonance frequency. Freeze-drying of 
a dextrin solution in a plastic petri dish was demonstrated with the present resonator (freeze-
drying sample was placed on the resonator and conductive heat was also supplied via the 
resonator). The microwave resonance spectra during freeze-drying were successfully obtained 
and that the spectra significantly changed as the progress of drying. The resonance intensity at 
a selected frequency could sensitively predict the end-point of drying.  
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Abstract  

This study aims to investigate the impact of three temperature monitoring systems: thin wire 
thermocouples, Ellab® and Tempris® on the product temperature (Tp) measurement and vial heat 
transfer coefficient (Kv) determination. Tp profiles acquired were used to  calculate the Kv and to  
inform a lyo-modelling tool for process optimisation of two high concentration protein formulations. 
Across the different temperature sensors, a significant difference was observed in calculated Kv 
values.  
 
Keywords: Ellab, Tempris, Thermocouples, Kv, Lyo-modelling 

 
1. Introduction 

Product temperature (Tp) is a key critical parameter during freeze-drying (Nail, Tchessalov et al. 
2017). The Tp is dependent on formulation, container properties and process parameters. Accuracy of 
the temperature measurement can influence the choice of lyophilisation parameters during process 
development, which in turn can affect product quality attributes. Several Process Analytical 
Technologies Tools (PATs tools) are currently available to measure the product temperature in 
pharmaceutical freeze-drying. In this comparability study, three monitoring systems are evaluated as 
PAT tools for temperature determination: traditional thin wire thermocouples (TWTC), wireless 
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs, Ellab® data logger) and wireless battery-free systems 
(Temperature Remote Interrogation System, Tempris®) (Schneid and Gieseler 2008, Nail, Tchessalov 
et al. 2017).  
 

This study aims to investigate the impact that the use of different temperature monitoring systems can 
have on the Kv and the product temperature determination during primary drying. The temperature 
profiles obtained from the different systems are used for Kv calculation and verification of a lyo-
modelling tool for process optimisation. 
 

2. Material and method 

Two high concentration protein formulations containing 1) BSA 100 mg/ml and Sucrose, 2) BSA 100 
mg/ml, Sucrose and Arg/Arg-HCl were selected with the aim to be lyophilised at low fill volumes (1.1 
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ml) in 5 cc vials (Fiolox clear, Type I borosilicate glass expansion 51 Superior Quality, Stevanato 
group). 

 

Initially, 5 cc vials were half filled with ultrapure water (Type I, MilliQ, Millipore Corporation) and 
subjected to sublimation in the freeze-dryer (Lyostar II, Sp Scientific). Kv values were determined by 
gravimetric method using Tp profiles extrapolated for each temperature monitoring system. The 
calculated Kv values were applied to inform the lyo-modelling (Pikal, 1985), with the aim to predict 
product temperature and primary drying time for lyo-cycles conducted at three shelf temperatures (-15 
°C, -20 °C, -25 °C). The accuracy of the lyo-modelling tool was verified by performing the lyo-cycles 
of selected formulations at the different shelf temperatures. Statistical tests were conducted on this 
data to establish if differences observed across the three PAT tools were significant and how they 
could impact on Kv and Tp. 

 

 
3. Results and discussion  

 
 

 
Figure 1. Kv values determined by gravimetric method using different temperature monitoring 
systems: Thin wire Thermocouples (TWTC, n=8), Ellab® (RTDs, n=12) and Tempris® (n=8). One-way 
ANOVA, Tukey’s post-hoc test, **** P<0.0001. 

 
Results show that the use of different systems can influence the drying process by affecting the heat 

transfer to each vial during sublimation (KvTWTC> KvEllab®> KvTempris®) (Figure 1). The 
application of different Kv values to the lyo-modelling provided an accurate prediction of the primary 
drying time and product temperature for lyo-cycles conducted at three shelf temperatures (Error < 
20%). Based on the lyo-modelling results, shelf temperature during primary drying was maximized 
and the primary drying time significantly reduced (reduction of 11h, -45%). Differences observed in 
the product temperature profiles across the use of different systems showed a usual lower temperature 

reading for the Tempris® system. The maximum variability in product temperature during the steady 

state of primary drying across the different PAT tools was 1.81 °C. The study highlighted the strengths 
and limitations of the various temperature sensors when applied to monitor high concentration protein 
formulations at low fill volume. Recommended best practices and convenience of the systems’ 
application for the laboratory and production scale have been considered, providing a comprehensive 
overview of their advantages and disadvantages.  
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4. Conclusions 

This study provided experimental data to support guidance on best practices for use of temperature 
monitoring systems during freeze-drying of biopharmaceuticals. The novelty of this study is that the 
three temperature monitoring systems, commonly used in companies, are investigated and evaluated 
providing experimental data, statistical analysis and QbD approaches to establish the relevance of 
differences observed across the three systems. 
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Abstract  

Each year 145 million tons of coffee end up in the trash but can constitute a cheap source for biochar 

production. In the humidity sensing field, brewed coffee waste represents a high potential material 

from the point of view of gases adsorption due to its porosity and high surface area. Sensors were 

produced by depositing on alumina substrates interdigitated electrodes first and then coffee ground 

biochar with PVB or PVP, as organic binder to improve the adhesion on the substrates. 

 

Keywords: Waste brewed coffee; Biochar; Humidity sensor; Pyrolysis; Organic binder  

 

1. Introduction 

Biochar is a carbon-rich material generated from organic feedstock such as agricultural wastes and 

municipal solid waste. This carbonaceous material shows interesting characteristics such as high 

cation exchange capacity, large surface area (Wang and Wang, 2019) and adsorption capacity linked 

to its physicochemical properties, that vary with the preparation conditions, such as pore size and 

functional groups. Biochar has been widely used in soil remediation, carbon sequestration, water 

treatment and wastewater treatment. Compared with the activated carbon commonly used in the 

wastewater treatment process, biochar showed a higher adsorption capacity at high initial 

concentrations of total oxygen demand. Furthermore, biochar can be used as carbon-based humidity 

sensors and utilized in fields where accurate and reliable measurements of water content in different 

environments and materials are important (Tulliani, Inserra and Ziegler, 2019). 

In this work waste coffee ground biochar was used, after thermal treatment by means of 

pyrolysis, an environmentally friendly method, for a study to obtain “the best from waste” through a 

sustainable procedure (Jagdale et al., 2019). 

In former works, pyrolyzed bamboo and waste coffee powder showed a good response toward 

humidity but the adhesion onto alumina substrates wasn’t adequate, therefore, in this work, the goal is 

to obtain adhesion of the sensing material onto the alumina substrate by means of polymeric binders, 

such as PVP (poly)(vinylpyrrolidone) and PVB (poly)(vinylbutyral). The humidity sensing 

characteristics of pyrolyzed coffee-based sensors were performed at room temperature in relative 

humidity (RH) range from 0 to 100%. 

 

2. Material and Methods 

Coffee waste after brewing was utilized as raw material for carbonization. The leftover chemicals in 

waste coffee powder after brewing may influence the natural structure of coffee during the pyrolysis. 

Considering this, waste coffee powder was washed 3-4 times with demineralized water. The mixture 
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was kept in centrifugation for 20 min followed by filtration. To remove the moisture, forom the wasted 

waste coffee powder, filtered powder was dried in oven at 90 ◦C for 10 h.  

 The pyrolysis of the dried powder was performed under nitrogen atmosphere with flow rate of 

120 mL/min. Different pyrolysis temperature (800,1000 and 1500 °C) were considered to study the 

structural properties for sensor application. For all the 3 pyrolysis temperatures, heating ramp rate was 

set at 5 ◦C/min and pyrolysis duration for 1 hour. The pyrolyzed carbon materials were manually 

ground with a mortar and a pestle to improve the homogeneity in the whole material.  

 

2.1 Material characterization 

A Renishaw InviaH micro Raman (Renishaw, New Mills, UK) equipped with a green laser (514 nm) 

and a 50×objective was used to study the disorder and graphitization grade of the biochars under test. 

Raman characterization was performed at room temperature. The samples, in powder form, were 

exposed, without any pretreatment, to the micro laser beam (2 µm in diameter) measuring the signal 

over two accumulations. Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM, Zeiss Supra-40, 

Oberkochen, Germany) observations were carried out on the coffee ground biochar (CGB) powders 

with an IN-LENS detector equipped with a dispersive X-ray detector (Oxford Energy) while for low 

resolution and EDS we use an ETD detector (EVERHART-THORNLEY) and HV 12 to 25 kV. 

Particle size distribution was evaluated by laser granulometry (Mastersizer 3000, Malvern, 

Worcestershire, UK). The measurements were performed after manual grinding with agate mortar and 

pestle and after sieving with a sieve having apertures of 45 µm. Laser granulometry measurements 

were carried out after dispersion in ethanol (500 ppm in volume) and sonication for 5 min. XRD 

analysis was carried out on a Pan’Analytical X’Pert Pro instrument (Pan’Analytical, Almelo, The 

Netherlands) working with Cu Kα radiation (0.154056 nm) in the range 5–70◦ 2θ, with a step size of 

0.05◦ in 2θ and an acquisition time per step of 5 s. Diffraction patterns were indexed by means of the 

Powder Data File database (P.D.F. 2000, International Centre of Diffraction Data, Newtown Square, 

PA, USA). (aim: evidencing crystallization peak). 

 

2.2 Sensors realization 

Interdigitated electrodes were screen-printed (6 µm thick) onto α-alumina substrates (CoorsTek, 

Golden, CO, USA, ADS-96.96% alumina, 0.85 cm × 1.7 cm) using a commercial platinum ink (5545-

LS, ESL, King of Prussia, PA, USA) and put in the muffle furnace at 980 ◦C (heating rate 2 ◦C/min) 

with a dwell of 18 min. This heat treatment increases the cohesion among the particles and 

accordingly a higher electrical conductivity. The ink with the sensing material was obtained mixing 

coffee ground biochar (1 g) with ethanol (2 mL) and PVB or PVP (0.083 g). This composition showed 

the right rheology for being manually screen-printed 

 

2.3 Humidity measurements 

As shown in equation (1), relative humidity (RH) is a ratio, expressed in percent, of the amount of 

atmospheric moisture present (Pw) relative to the amount that would be present if the air were saturated 

(Pws). Since the latter amount is dependent on temperature, relative humidity is a function of both 

moisture content and temperature. 

𝑅𝐻 % = 100 ×
𝑃𝑊

𝑃𝑊𝑆

 

           (1) 

 

CGB sensors were tested exposing them, at room temperature, to relative humidity values growing by 

step from 0% up to 100% followed by a decreasing ramp from 100% RH to 0%. Each step lasted 3 

minutes with a 10% RH increase or decrease for each step. The goal is to examine the presence of a 

possible hysteresis. Sensors were inserted in a temperature-controlled chamber (LINKAM DSC600 

single cell system) inside which mass flows (Teledyne Hastings Instruments HFM 300 controller and 
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flow meters HFC 302, Teledyne Hastings, Hampton, VA, USA) guaranteed a constant total air flow of 

1000 standard cubic centimeter. 

The sensor’s response was determined measuring the impedance (Z) and its variations in response to 

the change in RH. Sensors impedance was determined with a LCR meter (Hioki 3533-01, Nagano, 

Japan) with an AC voltage of 1 V at 1 kHz. 

Sensor response (SR%) was also calculated. In equation (2) Z0 is the impedance value registered when 

the sensor was exposed to dry air and Zg is the sensor impedance in humid conditions. 

𝑆𝑅 % =
𝑍𝑔 − 𝑍0

𝑍0

× 100  

         (2) 
 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1 Laser Granulometry 

Laser granulometry analysis of waste coffee ground biochar pyrolyzed at 1000 and 1500 °C showed a 

monomodal distribution of the particle size (Figure 1). The mean diameter of the particles is 14.5 µm 

for the material pyrolyzed at 1000 °C and 12.7 µm for that treated at 1500 °C (Table 1). 

 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 1. Laser granulometry curves of coffee ground biochar pyrolyzed at 1000 °C and 1500°C  

 

Table 1 Cumulative particle size distribution at 10% (D10), 50% (D50), and 90% (D90) for biochar 

pyrolyzed at 1000 and 1500 °C 

BIOCHAR D10 D50 D90 

Biochar 1000 °C 4.5 µm 14.5 µm 35.3 µm 

Biochar 1500 °C 4.1 µm 12.7 µm 31.1 µm 
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3.2 Raman analysis 
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Fig .2 Normalized Raman Spectra on IG peak of the coffee pyrolyzed at 800 °C; 1000 °C; and 1500 °C 

 

Raman Spectra of the coffee pyrolyzed at 800 °C and 1000 °C are very similar. The materials appear 

to be quite amorphous with a broad D peak (around 1360 cm-1) and G peak (around 1590 cm-1). 

Intercomponent between D and G peak are also present. The 2D region, ranging from 2250 to 3200 

cm-1 shows the usual three graphitic peaks flattened, enlarged in width and melted together in a typical 

amorphous material shape. When increasing the pyrolysis temperature to 1500 °C the Raman signal 

becomes more interesting with an evident increase in crystallinity of the material. D and G peaks are 

narrowed in width, significant loss of intercomponent between D and G peaks that leads to an 

increased depth of the valley between D and G peak. The 2D region is more structured with the four 

peaks (usually found in graphite as well) centered around 2430 cm-1, 2700 cm-1, 2920 cm-1, 3230 cm-1 

clearly visible and narrowed in width.  

 Looking all Raman spectra together, a clear history of the structure of the material is visible. 

Increasing the pyrolysis temperature from 800 °C to 1000 °C, the material becomes more disordered 

since the ID/IG ratio tends to increase slightly. At 1500 °C the material becomes more crystalline and 

more ordered with a clear graphitic, although still defective, structure. 

 

3.3 FESEM Characterization 

FE-SEM micrographs, in figure 3, show a high degree of porosity with cavities of average 7 µm in 

diameter.  

 FE-SEM micrographs of screen printed films (Figure 4) show a porous structure, even after the 

polymer addition, which is very positive for gas detection.  

 

 

Fig .3 FE-SEM micrographs of coffee ground biochar pyrolyzed at 1000 °C (a) and 1500 °C (b). 

Magnification 2.00 kx (a) and 1.50 kx (b) 

 

A B 
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Fig .4 FE-SEM micrographs of CGB pyrolyzed at 1000 °C with PVB as binder, magnification 5 kx 

(a); 1500 °C and PVB, 5 kx (b). CGB at 1000 °C and PVP, magnification 5 k x (c) and 1500 °C and 

PVP C, 2 kx (d) 

 

3.4 XRD Analysis  

In X-ray diffraction the amorphous substances do not possess sharp Bragg peaks, like crystalline 

substances that, instead, have long range order, but very broad peaks. Coffee ground biochar XRD 

pattern exhibits a high background noise indicating an highly disordered carbonaceous material with 

the peculiar broad humps at 2θ = 23.5◦ and 2θ = 43◦ (Figure 5). 

 

 

 

Fig .5 XRD pattern of coffee ground biochar pyrolyzed at 1000 °C 
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3.5 Sensor Response 

Unfortunately, all sensors showed almost nonlinear response to RH (Figure 6). Among the samples 

pyrolyzed at different temperatures and after the different binders addition, the sensor that presents the 

best response is the coffee ground biochar pyrolyzed at 1000 °C with PVP. This sensor reported an 

impedance change from 28.3 Ω in dry condition to 99.4 Ω under 98% of relative humidity. As 

expected, the sensitivity of the sensor decreased passing from the pure CGB to the CGB with the 

binder with a maximum hysteresis equal to 150% under 60 RH% for CGB pyrolyzed at 1000 °C with 

(poly)(vinylpyrrolidone) as a binder. This sensor seems to be a satisfying compromise between 

sensitivity toward humidity and adhesion of the film onto the substrate.  

 

 

        

         

 
Fig. 6 Sensor response toward relative humidity of coffee ground biochar pyrolyzed at 1000 °C with 

PVB as polymeric binder (a) and 1000 °C PVP (b); coffee ground biochar pyrolyzed at 1500 °C with 

PVB (c) and 1500 °C PVP (d). 

 

The sensing mechanism is the result of several different consecutive steps (Zhao et al. 2018): first of 

all, water molecules are ionized in OH− and H+ and the hydroxyl ions are probably chemisorbed at the 

defect sites of biochar and polar groups of polymer. This chemisorbed water layer is strongly bonded 

to the surface of the sensing material and adsorbs other H2O molecules through hydrogen bonding. At 

low RH values, the discontinuous film of water molecules is adsorbed above the chemisorbed layer to 

form the first physisorbed water layer. At this stage of water vapor adsorption, protons do not have a 

continuous path for hopping because hydrogen bonding limits the free movement of the water 
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molecules. But when the increasing relative humidity reaches a high value, multi-layer continuous 

water molecules happen, and a high charge density exists in the surface of the sensing film. This high 

density of electrical charges leads to the dissociation of physisorbed water molecules on the sensing 

material surface, producing hydronium ions (H3O+). 

 At room temperature, complex impedance plots (real part of impedance in function of imaginary 

part of impedance; measurements at 1 V in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 100 kHz and in the 11% 

- 95% RH range) evidenced that, in a PVP sensor, part of a semicircle is formed at low RH values (11, 

33, and 54% RH) (Fei et al. 2013). On the contrary, at 75% RH the region of the semicircle increased 

up to draw a complete semicircle. Before this relative humidity value, the intrinsic electrons were the 

main contributors to the conduction. When the RH value was further increased, a little straight line 

mainly due to the contribution of ions (H+and H3O+) to the conduction formed after the semicircle in 

the low frequency range. The complex impedance plots demonstrated that the conductance of the 

polymer was the sum of the electronic and of the ionic conduction. The electronic contribution was 

dominant at low RH values while the ions gave a significant contribution for increasing RH levels. 

According to the ion transfer mechanism (Grotthuss mechanism) described by equation 3:  

H2O + H3O
+ ⇋ H3O

+ + H2O          (3) 

the initial and final state are the same, so the transfer of ions is quite easy and fast. This transfer should 

produce a decrease of the impedance. However, in our case, the impedance continuously increased 

with the increasing humidity level.  

 PVP is a hygroscopic, electrically insulating polymer, absorbing up to 25% moisture at 75% RH, 

which makes the polymer swelling (Bhattacharya et al. 2013). The impedance value of the sensor 

under dry air was very low, indicating that carbon particles were well above the percolation threshold. 

However, because of moisture absorption and subsequent polymer swelling, the distance between the 

biochar particles increases and leads to a reduction of electrically percolating pathways through single 

hopping. The sensor response of the PVP sensor with 1500 °C pyrolyzed biochar was much lower 

respect to the sensor made with the 1000 °C heat treated biochar. This difference may be due to a 

higher number of percolation paths in this sensor. Other sensors should be investigated. Finally, PVB 

doesn’t swell in water (Nakane et al. 1998), thus the impedance value of PVB-based sensors slightly 

changed with increasing moisture level, whatever the biochar pyrolysis temperature. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, waste coffee ground biochar was analyzed as humidity sensing material. When a 

polymeric binder was added to the particles of the CGB, they showed more cohesion each other and 

on the alumina substrate. The research is ongoing on the sensors with the organic binder to determine 

their response and recovery times, as well as to study their ageing. 
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Abstract  

In this work a Process Analytical Technology (PAT) for the on-line monitoring of a Vacuum Freeze-

Drying (VFD) based on the information extracted from the infrared images of the process is presented 

and validated. An infrared camera, placed inside the drying chamber, provided information about the 

thermal evolution of the process over time; after images pretreatment and segmentation, temperature 

profiles were extracted and processed to obtain the variables of interest. Experiments were carried out 

according to factorial design on a set of different operating conditions, namely fluid temperature and 

chamber pressure, type of vials and solid percentage in the solution. Both sucrose and mannitol 

solutions, were studied. Together with the temperature in several positions along the product height, 

we were able to correctly estimate the ending time of the primary drying phase together with the 

sublimating interface position and the heat and mass transfer coefficients, Kv and Rp. Those two 

parameters have a dramatic importance since they can be used in a mathematical model of the 

process for on-line or off-line optimization of the process. Being based on a contactless technology, 

the PAT studied in this work does not present any issue regarding the sterility requirement of the 

process or the possible interference of the sensing element with the product dynamics. 
 

Keywords: Infrared imaging; Lyophilization; Real time monitoring; Process analytical Technology  

 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years the number of drugs and pharmaceutical products that require a freeze-drying 

step in the manufacturing process, for solvent removal and drug stabilization, has increased, together 

with the challenges presented to the practitioners. Freeze-drying is particularly appreciated, compared 

to other drying processes, since the water content is reduced at low temperature via sublimation from a 

frozen product, thus avoiding any damage to thermolabile molecules. Trapped into a solid structure, 

the active compounds can be stored, also at room temperature, for long time. Furthermore, the highly 

porous and hydrophilic structure of the dried product can be easily rehydrated and reconstituted. 

A typical freeze-drying cycle is composed of three stages, namely freezing, primary drying, 

and secondary drying. After the product has been poured into the vials, it is frozen, and the second 

stage of the process starts. The pressure in the chamber is reduced and the shelf temperature is raised 

to allow the sublimation of the ice. As the water vapor leaves the product, the ice front, the interface 

separating the frozen layer from the dried one, recedes from the top to the bottom of the product. In 

the secondary drying the bound water is removed to reach the desired value of residual moisture. This 

is achieved by increasing the temperature in the chamber; pressure does not have a real effect in this 

step (Pikal et al., 1990). The operation is typically a batch process, and the temperature of the fluid 

flowing inside the shelves and chamber pressure are the only variables that could be manipulated 

(Mellor, 1978; Jennings, 1999; Oetjen and Haseley, 2004; Costantino and Pikal 2004; Fissore, 2013). 
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The development of new Process Analytical Technologies (PAT) able to obtain information 

on the ongoing process that might be used for real time monitoring, control and optimization of the 

process is still a major concern in the field and has been strongly incentivized by the American Food 

and Drug Administration in the Guidance for industry PAT published in 2004. Fissore et al. (2018) 

reviewed the technologies proposed so far for process monitoring and control, comparing and 

discussing their pros and cons. 

Primary drying is the most time demanding step of the vacuum freeze-drying process and, 

given the high amount of residual ice, the riskiest. In this phase an adequate Process Analytical 

Technology (PAT) should constantly monitor the temperature of the product and assure that the 

threshold for product denaturation, amorphous products collapse, or crystalline products melting, is 

not trespassed (Bellows and King, 1972; Tsourouflis et al., 1976). Another very important variable 

that must be monitored is the residual amount of solvent to avoid unnecessary extension of the process 

or that the temperature is raised, to start the secondary drying stage, when the ice is not completely 

sublimated, and the product quality could be jeopardized. Real time prediction of the parameters 

required by the mathematical models used, either in-line (Pisano et al., 2010; Pisano et al., 2011a) or 

off-line (Giordano et al., 2010; Fissore et al., 2011), for model control and optimization is also 

valuable. The two main parameters that are required for online estimation are Kv and Rp, respectively 

the heat and mass transfer coefficients used to model the heat flow from the shelf to the product and 

the water vapor mass flow from the interface of sublimation to the drying chamber (Velardi and 

Barresi, 2008).  

The direct measurement of the temperature of the product was proven to be an effective 

strategy for monitoring and control of the VFD process (Fissore et al., 2017). Besides using multiple 

temperature measurements, it is also possible to model and account for the in-batch variability typical 

of the process (Bosca et al., 2013). The main limit to this approach is that usually a thermocouple, at 

lab-scale, or thermistors, preferred for industrial applications since they are more robust and could be 

sterilized, has to be inserted inside the vial and this could interfere with the drying kinetics of the 

process. Furthermore, the presence of electronics and wires does not fit the requirements of the 

pharmaceutical industries in terms of automatization (i.e. loading, stoppering and discharge) and 

sterility. 

Emteborg et al. (2014) firstly proposed to use an infrared camera to measure the temperature 

of the product. In their work the camera was mounted on the ceiling of a freeze-dryer, where a window 

of germanium guarantees the field of view inside the chamber: the camera is protected from the harsh 

characteristics of a freeze-drying chamber, namely low temperature, low pressure and moisture reach 

environment, but it just allows to look the first shelf from the top. Van Bockstall et al. (2018) placed 

the camera outside the drying chamber and used the online thermal measurements to monitor and 

optimize a continuous spin freeze-drying process. Lietta et al. (2019) presented and validated a sensor 

placed inside the drying chamber: it is based on an infrared camera, enclosed into a case designed to 

protect the electronics from the surroundings, thus enabling the use of this sensor in existing 

equipment, without any retrofit, and in any shelf and position inside the chamber. In this work, after 

validation of the temperature measurements the effectiveness of this technology in estimating both Kv 

and Rp was proven. Besides this kind of sensor was proved to shield the vial in front of it from the 

effects of radiation from the chamber wall, providing for these vials a measurement that is 

representative of the state of most of the batch.  

The algorithm presented in this paper extracts the axial thermal profile of the vial, the position 

of the sublimation interface, Hi, from which the amount of residual ice and the water mass flow can be 

estimated, its temperature, Ti, and an estimation of the ending time of the process. A large set of 

experiment was carried out to validate the accuracy of these measurements and estimates under 

different conditions. Besides, for each condition tested, Kv and Rp were estimated and proved to abide 

by the physics of the system. 

Section 2 introduces the experimental setup, the details about the design of experiment (DoE) 

performed and the algorithm used to pretreat and extract the information from the IR images. Section 

3 presents the main results and section 4 the general conclusions of the work. 

 

2. Materials and methods 
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The drying experiments were carried out in a lab scale equipment, LyoBeta 25™ freeze-dryer (Telstar, 

Spain), having a chamber volume of 0.2 m3, a total shelf area of 0.5 m2 and a capacity of the external 

ice condenser of 40 kg. The sensor described by Lietta et al. (2019) was used to monitor the thermal 

evolution of the product. It consists of an infrared and an RGB camera housed, together with all the 

electronics, inside a plastic material case. The material, Ertacetal C, and design of this case allow both 

positioning the sensor inside the drying chamber and the wi-fi communication with the exterior. In all 

tests ten vials (ISO 8362-1) were placed at 30 cm from the sensor, and 500 images were acquired at 

five minutes from each other during the primary drying stage.  

Five variables were tested at two levels but only half of the combinations were considered 

according to 25-1 DoE; Figure 1 reports a graphical representation of the conditions tested. The five 

variables considered are: i) shelf temperature: -10 °C and -30°C, ii) the pressure in the chamber: 10 Pa 

and 20 Pa, iii) kind of sugar: sucrose and mannitol, iv) the solid percentage in the solution: 5% b.w. 

and 10% b.w. and v) the kind of vial: 4R and 10R.  

The thermal images obtained are 256x320 pixels. Before their analysis they were always corrected 

for the barrel effect induced by the lens (De Villiers et al., 2008) and registered to compensate the 

movements of the vials and of the sensor due to the vibrations of the equipment (Gonzalez et al., 

2004).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the 25-1 factorial Design of Experiment used for this work. 

Red dots represent the conditions actually tested. 

 

For every image acquired from the sensor an algorithm automatically pretreats the images and 

acquires the temperature axial profiles in three different positions for every vial. The three thermal 

profiles obtained for a single vial were averaged to filter the noise of the measurement and, then, the 

local minimum was identified. The pixel corresponding to this minimum identifies the position of the 

sublimation interface, Hi; its temperature is Ti.  

Kv and Rp were obtained directly from the values of the Hi, Ti, Tb, the temperature at the bottom of 

the vial also extracted from the aforementioned axial profile, and Tf, the temperature of the heating 

fluid flowing inside the shelves, according to Equation (1) and  (2):  
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where sH is latent heat of sublimation, effk  the thermal conductivity of the frozen layer and wp  the 

water vapor partial pressure at the interface (subscript i) and inside the drying chamber (subscript c) 

respectively. Equation (1) was obtained from a heat balance at the frozen layer, while Equation (2) 

from an energy balance at the sublimation interface, under the assumption that, at the interface, all the 

heat provided is used for sublimation (Velardi and Barresi, 2008). A multiway ANOVA was 

performed to look for the variables having a significant effect (p-value lower than a given threshold, in 

this work we used 0.1) on the parameters.   

 

3. Results and discussion  

Figure 2 reports an example of the trajectories of Hi and Ti obtained using the algorithm presented. Hi 

is reported as dimensionless value with respect to the actual height of the product L: 

 

i
i

z
H

L
=                                                                                                                                                  (3) 

where zi is the actual position of the interface in millimeters. 

The position of the sublimation interface decreases slower during the first hour of the drying, 

then the slope changes and the ice front retreats linearly until a value of 0.05 is reached around 9 

hours; almost the same time is the onset, the time the Pirani-Baratron ratio starts changing its slope. In 

all our experiments, after the freezing, we first decreased the pressure to the set point and, then, the 

temperature of the shelf was raised. In this first transitory the temperature of the frozen product 

slightly increases, and, the corresponding vapor pressure at the ice front might slightly overcome the 

partial water vapor pressure in the chamber. This driving force justifies the slow sublimation rate in 

this first period. When the fluid temperature raises the driving force, sublimation is enhanced and the 

sublimation rate increases. Hi then slowly decreases until it reaches a constant value of zero at 18 h. 

The noise of the measurement increases again at 25 h, a time almost corresponding to the offset the 

second slope change of the Pirani-Baratron ratio. When all the ice has been removed the product goes 

to the equilibrium, there is not a real minimum anymore in the temperature profile and the algorithm 

might pick up some local minima due to the noise of the signal.  

The temperature of the ice front suddenly increases of more than 10 degrees within the first 

one hour and a half of drying, then slows down until a value of -15°C is reached after 7 more hours. 

This trend agrees with what we observed about Hi. Sublimation starts as soon as the pressure in the 

chamber is reduced below the partial pressure of the water vapor; then, when we start supplying heat, 

the frozen product heats up, raising the vapor pressure at the ice front and enhancing the sublimation 

rate. Ice sublimation is endothermic and, thus, when the shelf temperature reaches the set point, an 

equilibrium is stablished between the two phenomena. When the resistance to mass transport, that 

depends on the height of the dried layer, becomes too high, the product starts heating again: this 

explains why the temperature increases again after 10 h, when both the Pirani over Baratron ratio and 

Hi change their slope. Ti increases for 15 additional hours, with a constantly increasing slope, until 

reaching a constant value around 25 h from the beginning of the primary drying stage. The product has 

reached the thermal equilibrium with the environment, there is no more water vapor flow and the 

Pirani gauge measures the same pressure of the Baratron manometer. We could expect primary drying 

to be completely over when the ice front reaches the bottom of the vial, but this is not the case.  
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Figure 2. A: Pirani-Baratron ratio. B: Interface position, Hi for each one of the vials of the same 

batch (gray lines) and average profile (black line). C: Temperature of the sublimating front, Ti for 

each one of the vials of the same batch (gray lines) and average profile (black line). Ten 10R vials 

filled with 5 ml of a 5% b.w. D-mannitol solution. Shelf temperature: -10°C; chamber pressure: 10Pa 
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 The more reasonable explanation to this apparent nonsense is that the product is a cylinder 

and we are monitoring its external surface. The heat transfer inside the product is not perfectly 

uniform. Especially when only ten vials are set in the middle of a shelf, radiation from the 

surroundings plays a dramatic role and the sublimating area is not planar, but it has a curvature 

towards the vial wall. The sublimation front reaches the bottom of the vial earlier where it is more 

exposed to additional heat flux and later in the center of the cake. In this time lapse, the minimum 

temperature read by the algorithm is always at the bottom of the vial, but its temperature keeps raising 

since the sublimation of the ice in the inner core of the product cannot completely counteract the heat 

provided by the thermal fluid. 

Figure 3. parity plot of the onset (triangles) and offset (squares) for the different experimental 

conditions. Sucrose solution (blue), mannitol solution (red). 

 

 The measured values of the onset (ton) and offset (toff) time obtained from the Pirani over 

Baratron pressure ratio (Patel et al., 2010) of the process was compared to the estimations obtained 

from the actual trajectory of Ti for each one of the conditions tested. In these thermal profiles, Figure 

2, the onset corresponds to a clearly visible slope change while, at the offset, the temperature profile 

becomes mostly constant, showing that the thermal equilibrium has been reached inside the product. 

The parity plot reported in Figure 3 shows a good agreement between the two measurements 

of the ending point of the primary drying. Our algorithm appears to constantly slightly underestimate 

the offset of the sucrose solutions, probably because the temperature profile approaches the asymptotic 

value in a less marked way and, in such a highly noisy signal the definition of the exact moment the 

temperature goes asymptotic cannot be so precise. 

Kv and Rp can be directly estimated from the measurements extracted from the thermal images. 

Kv was found to increase with temperature, Figure 4A, and increase with pressure, Figure 4B. Both the 

effects of temperature and pressure were proved to be statistically significant (p-value < 0.1). As 

expected, the heat transfer coefficient is independent (p-value > 0.1) of the kind of sugar and the 
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amount of solid in the solution, Figure 4C and Figure 4D (Pisano et al., 2011b). A moderate 

dependency of Kv from the shape and geometry of the vials was obtained but the large variability in the 

measurements made it not statistically significant (not shown). Rp was found dependent on the kind of 

sugar and its content in the solution (p-value < 0.1) only. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Experimentally obtained values of the heat transfer coefficient as a function of temperature 

(A), pressure (B) and amount of solid in the solution (C). 

4. Conclusions 

Infrared imaging was presented in the past years as an effective technology for real time monitoring of 

the vacuum freeze-drying process. In this paper we deepened the possible outcomes of this approach.  

At first, we presented the possibility to extract, directly from the thermal images, both the 

position of the sublimation front, that is an estimation of the residual amount of ice inside the product, 

and its temperature, the most critical one, given that at the sublimation interface the relatively high 

amount of water could still jeopardize the product quality. From the evolution of the temperature at the 

interface we can also determine the ending point of the primary drying stage. The maximum 

temperature inside the product can be monitored to make sure it always lay beneath the desired 

threshold. This technology and the algorithm here presented could effectively detect any deviation of 

the batch from its target evolution, allowing a quick response and the correction of the operating 

conditions before the product is impaired.  

Together with the temperature and position of the ice front also the temperature measured at 

the bottom of the vial can be extracted from the axial profile. These three measurements, together with 

the temperature of the heating fluid, can be used to estimate the kinetic parameters used to model the 

process. The quality of the inferred estimation was proved by verifying the agreement of the obtained 

values with the physics of the system. The estimation in real time of these parameters can be used for 

real time and/or off-line optimization and control of the process.  

B 
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A 
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Future work will aim to apply the methodology here presented to the on-line monitoring and 

control of the freezing stage, and to couple the information extracted from the infrared camera with 

that of the RGB camera already embedded inside the system. 
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Abstract  
Convective drying of food has a big impact on the quality of the product in terms of sensory quality and 
energy consumption. The temperature of the product during the drying process is a major parameter 
since exceeding can cause damages to the product. The surface temperature of the product can be 
measured non-disruptive and contact-free with IR-sensors and this information is used as input 
parameter for the dryer control. A convective drying chamber was modified with modern sensors and a 
smart control system to control the surface temperature during the drying process and evaluate the 
influences on the product in terms of sensory quality parameters like shrinkage, deformation and colour 
alternation. The dehydration rate in the first drying period of the constant surface temperature-
controlled methods is about 1.5 to 2.5 times faster than the conventional method where the air 
temperature is kept constant and the quality parameters are not significant affected. 
 
Keywords: Convective drying, Smart drying, Surface temperature, optical change, energy efficiency 

1 Introduction 

During the convective drying process, the surface of the drying products develops the highest 
temperatures. Depending on the product, too high temperatures can damage the products surface which 
results in a reduced quality in terms of e.g. appearance and texture (Mujumdar, 2015). By using modern 
sensors and a smart controlling system, the surface temperature can be regulated to avoid too high 
temperatures and kept constant over the whole drying process. In this study, the influences of surface 
temperature controlled convective drying was tested with sweet potatoes and the influences in terms of 
drying speed, optical quality parameters like colour alternation, shrinkage and deformation is evaluated. 

2 Material and method 

2.1 Drying chamber 

The experiments were executed in a convective drying chamber with a dimension of  
approximately 3m * 1.5m * 1m with a tray area of 50 m2. The drying chamber is equipped with an 
electric heater to set the drying temperature, a ventilator to set the air velocity and a heat pump to set the 
relative humidity. To avoid any interruptions or influences of the drying process due to measuring, a 
test rack was built and placed within the drying chamber at a representative point in the middle of the 
drier trays with all relevant measuring devices attached. The camera system (UI-5240CP-C-HQ Rev.2, 
company iDS Imaging Development Systems, Germany) contained a built-in heater to avoid influences 
of the image quality due to the surrounding temperatures in the drying chamber. The illumination was a 
LED-bar light (LHF300-M12-WHI, company Stemmer Imaging, Germany) with a colour temperature 
of 6500K. The camera system was used to measure colour alternations and deformations like shrinkage. 
To obtain also the sidelong deformation of the sweet potatoes, a mirror was placed in a 45° angle next 
to the slices. The weight loss during the drying process was recorded with a scale (SB32000, company 
Mettler Toledo) and to measure the surface temperature, a pyrometer (IR thermo sensor) was placed 
over a representative potato slice. Each test series was done with 4 replicates.  
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2.2 Product preparation 

The used drying products in this work were organic sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas), which were 
purchased in Norway at the local market. The sweet potatoes were stored in a refrigerator at 8°C during 
the whole experimental duration of 2 weeks. The sweet potatoes were cut in slices of 5 mm thickness 
using a bread cutter machine. The peel wasn't removed. 
To measure the drying kinetics, 1000 g of the potato slices were placed on a drying grid which was 
placed on a scale inside the drying chamber. One of those slides was placed underneath the pyrometer 
to measure the representative surface temperature. For the optical measurement 6 slices were placed on 
the camera test rack.  

2.3 Experimental Setup 

Figure 1 shows the two used drying methods using the example of 30°C 

 
Figure 1: Temperature profile of air temp. controlled (left) and surface temp. controlled (right). 

On the left side the temperature profile is shown, where the air temperature was kept constant, which 
can be considered as the classical method for convectional drying. The surface temperature is increasing 
during the drying process until it is reaching the temperature of the drying air. 
On the right side a temperature profile of the surface temperature-controlled method is shown. This 
method keeps the temperature of the product surface constant and results in a higher air temperature in 
the beginning, which reduces during the drying process until it reaches the surface temperature. In this 
work the following experimental setups were used (see Table 1): 
 

Table 1: Overview test series 

Test name Constant 
temperature 

Temperature, T  
[°C] 

Rel. humidity, RH 
[%] 

Air velocity, v 
[m/s] 

T20_Air Air temp.  19.8 ± 0.2 32.1 ± 2.1 1.0 ± 0.05 
T30_Air Air temp. 29.8 ± 0.2 29.4 ± 1.8 1.1 ± 0.04 
T40_Air Air temp. 39.6 ±0.1 28.0 ± 2.2 1.1 ± 0.03 
T20_Surface Surface temp. 19.9 ± 0.5 33.1 ± 1.5 1.0 ± 0.07 
T30_Surface Surface temp. 29.8 ± 1.0 28.5 ± 3.1 1.1 ± 0.06 
T40_Surface Surface temp 39.4 ± 1.5 28.9 ± 3.3 1.1 ± 0.05 

 
The relative humidity and air velocity for the different tests are shown in Table 1 and are not varying 
significantly; hence the determined differences in drying dynamics will be mainly caused by the drying 
temperature. 
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2.4 Shrinkage and deformation 

During the drying process, an image was taken by the camera every 5 minutes and analysed afterwards 
with a self-developed program using the OpenCV libraries (Bradski, 2000). 
The shrinkage was determined by measuring the slice area in pixels for every image which results in a 
relative percental area shrinkage according the following equation: 

 
𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) =

𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡)
𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡0

 
(1) 

The deformation was determined by the ratio of the actual slice area and its smallest enclosure 
circle/rectangle area as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Determination of the deformation. 

On the left side, the slice is not deformed. The area of the slice (brown) and the area of its smallest 
enclosure circle/rectangle (green) is the same which results in a deformation of 1. On the right deformed 
side, the ratio between the actual slice area and its enclosure circle/rectangle would result in a 
deformation of less than 1 according the following equation: 

 
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) =

𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)
𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)

 
(2) 

 

2.5 Colour alternation 

The colour alternation was measured by reading the colour information of each pixel within the sweet 
potato slices and averaging it. The obtained RGB values were transformed into the CIE-XYZ colour 
space according the ISO Standard 13655 which is the base of the CIE-L*a*b* colour space and the 
Browning Index. 
The CIE-L*a*b* colour model was developed with the aim of linearizing the representation of colours 
with respect to human colour perception and at the same time creating a more intuitive colour system 
(Burger, 2016). The dimensions in this colour space are the luminosity L* and the two-colour 
components a*, b*, which specify the colour hue and saturation along the green-red and blue-yellow 
axes, respectively. The CIE-L*a*b* colour space is often used in literature to describe the colour of 
food. 
The Browning Index is an indicator of the colour change due oxidation of a freshly cut fruit or vegetable 
surface during storage or drying. The best known and most often quoted Browning Index is a form of 
excitation purity that follows the suggestion of (Buera, Lozano, & Petriella, 1986) and is expressed as 
follows (Hirschler, 2016, p. 93): 

 
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =

(𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷65 − 0.32)
0.162

∗ 100 
(for Illuminant: D65 and Standard Observer 10°) 

(3) 

where 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷65 is the CIE Chromaticity value and calculated by the CIE-XYZ values 

 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷65 =
𝑋𝑋

(𝑋𝑋 + 𝑌𝑌 + 𝑍𝑍)
 (4) 

No deformation Deformation 

Top view of the slice Sidelong view of the slice 
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For a more detailed investigation of colour analyses in food processing the interested readers are referred 
to Martynenko, A., 2017 and Sturm, B. et. al., 2012. 

2.6 Moisture Ratio 

The moisture ratio was determined according the following equation:  

 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 =
𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 −𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑

𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑
 (5) 

Where 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 is the moisture content at any time, 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 the moisture mass at any time and 𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 the dry matter 
which was determined prior to drying. The moisture content (dry base) was then used to calculate the 
moisture ratio according the following equation: 

 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =
𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 − 𝑋𝑋𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑋𝑋0 − 𝑋𝑋𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

 (6) 

Where 𝑋𝑋𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 is the equilibrium moisture content which was determined for every test series and 𝑋𝑋0 the 
initial moisture content. 

3 Results and discussion  

3.1 Weight loss 

The weight loss during the drying process is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Drying profile by different drying temperatures and methods. 

As expected, the drying time is decreasing with higher temperatures. The drying tests where the surface 
temperature was kept constant are faster since the temperature of the drying air had to be increased as 
shown in Figure 1. The averaged drying rates during the first drying period are shown in Table 2 below.  
 
Table 2: Average drying rate comparison for the first drying period. 

Temperature 
[C°] 

Air temp. controlled 
[g/h] 

Surface temp. controlled 
[g/h] 

Increase factor of 
drying rate 

T_20 41.5 93.0 2.2 
T_30 74.0 141.0 1.9 
T_40 138.5 219.5 1.5 

 
The surface temperature-controlled method of the lower T20 test series has a drying rate which is 
approximately 2.2 times higher than the air temperature-controlled method. With higher temperatures, 
the drying rate factor increases less with ca. 1.9 times for the T30 test series and ca. 1.5 times higher for 
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the T40 test series. In addition to the drying rate, the ratio of the drying time between the two drying 
methods was analysed in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Drying time ratio over moisture ratio. 

The results show, that the drying speed factor of the T20 and T30 test series seems to be linear to the 
moisture ratio. In the beginning of the drying process at a moisture ratio of 0.9 the surface temperature-
controlled method is about 2.4 times faster. The factor decreases with the drying process to about 1.6 at 
a moisture ratio of 0.1. The drying speed ratio of the T40 test series seems rather to be constant over the 
whole drying process and is between 1.5 and 1.7. 
 

3.2 Shrinkage and deformation 

The results of the area shrinkage during the drying process is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Area shrinkage over moisture ratio. 

The result shows an overall area shrinkage of ca. 30% to 60%. The used drying method and drying 
temperatures doesn't seem to have a significant influence on the shrinkage process. The test series with 
30°C result in about 20% less shrinkage compared to the test series with 40°C whereat the surface 
temperature-controlled method results in a higher shrinkage of approximately 10% compared to its air-
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controlled method. The difference of the drying methods of the test series with 20°C is about 0.5% 
which can be explained that 20°C was very close to the ambient temperature and the temperature 
difference similar of the drying air temperature of both methods. 
The results of the deformation regarding the top view is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Top view deformation vs moisture ratio. 

The chart shows that the deformation progresses of all test series are similar and results in a deformation 
factor between 0.7 and 0.8. It is not expected that the difference between the single slices regarding to 
deformation is distinguishable by the human eye. The same behaviour shows the result of the sidelong 
deformations in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: Sideview deformation vs moisture ratio. 

The sidelong deformations for all test series are similar and end with a deformation factor between 0.7 
and 0.6 what also is not expected to distinguish by the human eye. The deformation during the drying 
process both top view and the sidelong view seems not to be significantly influenced by the drying 
temperature and drying method. 
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3.3 Colour alternation 

Th results of the colour alternation during the drying process is shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Browning Index vs moisture ratio. 

The browning index of all test series is decreasing during the drying process what means that the dried 
sweet potato slices are perceived as less brown than initially. This can be explained due to the removed 
water which contributes to a darker, browner perception in the beginning and decreases with the 
removed water. The difference in browning index between the test series with approximately 20 is rather 
small and as already at the deformation results, it is not expected that the results are perceivable by the 
human eye. 

4 Conclusions 

The results are showing that the drying speed of the constant surface temperature-controlled methods is 
about 1.5 to 2.5 times faster than the conventional method where the air temperature is kept constant 
and the optical quality parameters are not significant affected. The area shrinkage at higher temperatures 
seems to increase about 5% to 10% with the surface temperature-controlled method compared to the air 
temperature controlled one. The deformation of the top and sidelong view during the drying process 
doesn't seem to be affected significantly by the temperature and used drying method as well as the colour 
alternation.  
The surface temperature controlled drying method can be used to decrease the drying time without 
significant negative effects on optical quality parameters like shrinkage, deformation or colour 
alternation. 
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Abstract  

Deep learning was tested for its feasibility as CV tool for the analysis of inlet wet food into the drying 

process. In detail, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were successfully applied for addressing the 

following tasks: (i) the semantic image segmentation of the inlet product; (ii) the inlet product 

classification for automatic selection of drying parameters. As a result, CNNs were found to be a 

potential tool for the development of smart dryers able to monitor and control the process. 

 

Keywords: Python; Jupyter; artificial intelligence; machine learning; convolutional neural networks 

 

1. Introduction 

Among postharvest operations, drying is one of the oldest, typical, effective and viable 

preservation processes throughout the world. However, it is a relatively complex, dynamic, 

unsteady and nonlinear process that may suffer from the lack of adaptation to properties of wet 

material, which may be responsible for low quality end-product (Aghbashlo et al., 2015). 

Consequently, with the aim of circumventing this issue, new drying technologies must be 

designed around the quality attributes of the wet material. 

Among emerging drying techniques, smart drying is one of the newest and most promising 

one. It is a multi- and inter-disciplinary sector which has potential to guarantee high value end-

products by implementing innovative and reliable sensors, resources, tools and practices. Its 

recent development embraces various R&D areas, such as computer vision (CV) together with 

artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning (Moscetti et al., 2017), which deal 

with allowing computers to understand digital images and videos better than humans (i.e. 

colour, shape and size measurements as well as object segmentation, localization, detection and 

classification) (Li et al., 2015). Consequently, CV in combination with machine learning has 

the potential to be a powerful Process Analytical Technology (PAT) tool useful for enhancing 

the understanding and control of critical process parameters that impact quality of the final 

product (van den Berg et al., 2013). 

Conventional machine-learning techniques suffer several limitations, mainly due to their 

inability to process raw data. In fact, in the last few decades, machine learning required 

considerable domain expertise to mine raw data and extract features from which an algorithm 

could identify patterns in the input. Deep learning is a novel subfield of machine learning, which 

embraces methods that allow discovering patterns for detection or classification purposes by 

using raw data (LeCun et al., 2015). 
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The main objective of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility of using convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) for developing smart dryers able to recognise the inlet wet food into 

the drying process and to learn how to select the optimal operating conditions (i.e. relative 

humidity, temperature, air flow rate and duration of process) based on type and characteristics 

of the inlet wet food. Specifically, the deep learning algorithms were used to address the 

following tasks: (i) the semantic image segmentation of the inlet product (i.e., recognition 

between background and product pixels); (ii) the inlet product classification through the 

segmented image. 

 

2. Material and methods 

Nine species of fruits (i.e. apple, apricot, banana, cherry, kiwifruit, lime, nectarine, pear, 

plum) and nine species of vegetables (i.e. bell pepper, carrot, champignon mushroom, cherry 

tomato, cucumber, onion, plum tomato, potato, zucchini) were bought from a local market. 

Samples were washed and cut into slices of 3-mm thickness, except for apricot, cherry and plum 

fruits that were longitudinally cut in half. A flat scanner mod. CM2350 (Hewlett-Packard-HP, 

USA) was used to scan the digital image of the samples. Scanner profiling was performed using 

a ColorChecker Passport (X-Rite, USA), while image acquisition was carried out with the 

VueScan PE v9.2.11 software (Hamrick Software, USA). Each image was the average of 3 

scans with a resolution equal to 2466×3498 (240 dpi and 8 bits per sRGB channel). One hundred 

samples per batch (i.e. class of product) were acquired. With the aim of circumventing 

unrealistic results, samples of each batch were randomly split in calibration and prediction 

subsets (70%) and (30%), respectively. 

Image analysis and model development were both performed using interactive Jupyter 

Notebooks v5.7.4 developed in Python v3.7.2 programming language in combination with 

various Python packages. Specifically, (i) the conventional image segmentation was carried out 

with the OpenCV v3.4.5 library, while both (ii) semantic segmentation and (iii) image 

recognition models were computed using the fast.ai v1.0.51 library running on top of the 

PyTorch v1.0.1.post2 library. The U-Net fully convolutional network (Ronneberger et al., 

2015) was used for training the semantic segmentation model (SSM). Image segmentation is 

an important step for measuring changes in colour, shape and size of the product so at to monitor 

quality loss and changes in moisture content during drying. Segmented images (i.e. image of 

product without background) were fed as input for a convolutional neural network (i.e. a CNN 

pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset) used for the development of image classification model 

(CM). The development of both models was tested on (i) a CPU mod. Ryzen 5 1400 (AMD 

Inc. CA, USA) and (ii) and a GPU mod. RTX 2070 8 GB (NVIDIA Corp. CA, USA). The GPU 

was used to boost the training step. CPU and GPU performances were compared in terms of 

time required to train the models. In both cases, a transfer learning approach was applied on a 

ResNet-34 model (ResNet-34, 2019). The vision.transform module of the fast.ai library was 

used to perform data augmentation (an image regularization technique) and then to make CNN 

models invariant to noise, translation, viewpoint, size and illumination of image through small 

random transformations, which did not change the content of the image itself but affected its 

pixel values. 

The SSM model performance was evaluated through the Intersection over Union (IoU) loss 

function. IoU consists of the ratio of the number of pixels in common between the target and 

prediction masks and the total number of pixels present across both masks (eq. 1): 

IoU =  
target_pixels  predicted_pixels

target_pixels  predicted_pixels
  (1) 

The CM model was trained using the total error rate as loss function (eq. 2): 

Total error rate =  
FP+FN

P+N
  (2) 
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where, FP is the Type I error; FN is the Type II error; P and N are the number of real positive 

and negative cases in the data, respectively. 

The optimal learning rates for both SSM and CM models were estimated using the Cyclical 

Learning Rates approach proposed by Smith (2015), while the optimal number of epochs was 

chosen at the point when calibration and cross-validation losses began to converge. 

Figure 1 shows the 2-step method used to develop both SSM and CM models. Step #1: the 

SSM model was retrained using masks obtained through conventional segmentation performed 

using an image thresholding method via the OpenCV library. Conventional segmentation is an 

operator-dependent and time-consuming process and thus the SSM model was developed to 

make the process simpler, accurate and automated. Step #2: samples were automatically 

cropped using the SSM model and then used as input for the development of the classification 

model. The CM model was retrained by replacing the ImageNet classifier in the last layer with 

a classifier having two new layers and many targets as the number of classes of the experiment 

(i.e. 18). 

 

Fig. 1. Approach used to develop both SSM (step #1) and CM models (step #2). 

3. Results and discussion 

The best SSM model was retrained using the U-Net architecture with a learning rate of 5e-5 

across 10 epochs and a batch size equal to 8. It showed excellent prediction performance in 

terms of Intersection over Union (IoU > 99%) (Figure 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Representative images of the IoU (a) and pixels misclassification on 5 randomly selected 

images from the 18 species of fruits and vegetables (b). 
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The best CM model was obtained with a learning rate of 1e-3 across 3 epochs and a batch 

size equal to 64. It showed excellent total error rate in calibration (approx. 0.66%), cross-

validation (approx. 0.99%) and prediction (approx. 0.81%). The total error rate was always due 

to peach slices misclassified as potato or red plum slices (Figure 3). Thus, further studies are 

needed for understanding the reason behind the misclassification of some peach slices and, thus, 

performing the fine-tuning the CM model for a more accurate peach slices recognition. 

 

Fig. 3. Density histogram of the prediction probability for peach slices (a) and average prediction 

probabilities computed during peach slices recognition (b). 

Table 1 shows some preliminary performance results of commodity hardware based on 

CPU and GPU. Despite the entry level class of the gaming GPU, its computing performance 

(i.e. model training time) was extremely encouraging with respect to a multicore CPU. 

However, further benchmarking tests are ongoing on our computing facility to assess this 

performance scenario and a detailed progress report will be reported in further studies. 

Table 1. Training performance: comparison between CPU and GPU 

  
Model   

Learning 

rate 
  Epochs   

Batch 

Size 

 Runtime 

system 
  

Training time 

(hh:mm:ss) 
  

 CMa  1E-03  3  64  CPU  00:07:47  

 
        GPU  00:00:26  

 SSMb  5E-05  10  8  CPU  09:46:00  

                GPU   00:22:31   
aCM: classification model. 
bSSM: semantic segmentation model. 

4. Conclusions 

CNNs were used to model both semantic image segmentation and image recognition of 

inlet wet fruits and vegetables in drying process. The networks produced very good results 

without any image pre-processing, even though data augmentation was significantly beneficial. 
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Results obtained not only represent a step forward in the development of smart dryers able to 

recognise the inlet wet product, and to set the proper process parameters on its own or as a 

decision support system, but also lay the foundation for further researches on using computer 

vision system, alone or in combination with other sensors, as PAT tool to monitor and control 

smart drying processes. 
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Abstract  

Drying is one of the process allowing a better conservation of food and organic product in general. It 

is acting directly on the availability of water in the product, which is a good way to limit or to block 

the development of contaminant such as bacteria and mold. 

Historical processes such as Spray Drying and Vacuum Belt Drying are mostly used to produce dried 

powder. Spray drying allows a very fast drying of a liquid product and the production of a dry powder 

in one step. Vacuum belt drier is another type of drying performed under vacuum, the temperature of 

the product can be very low. 

Innovative drying technologies appears to improve gentle drying and encapsulation efficiency. 

Extrusion Porosification Technology combines extrusion and spray drying. This association makes 

possible to spray highly viscous liquids. The powders obtained from EPT can have very different 

characteristics from standard Spray Dried powder. 

The PolarDryTM Electrostatic Spray Dryer utilizes electrostatic technology, which drives water or 

solvent to the shell and active to the core, lowering the required evaporation temperature and 

eliminating active ingredient loss, degradation, or denaturalization. Harnessing the electrostatic 

effect, the dispersed active driven into the core is microencapsulated, virtually eliminating surface 

active, resulting in stunning encapsulation efficiency. 

The patented technology FlowFocusing allows to obtain dried capsules in one step. The innovative 

spraying nozzle forms a mono-disperse spray. The laminar airflow dryer uses low temperature to 

preserve the capsules during the drying step (drying air <100°C to <60°C). The capsules obtained 

can either be Matrix or Core-Shell. 

LIS and the Powder Studio gives you the possibility to explore and challenge these new technologies 

to improve your product or develop new ones. 

 

1. Spray Drying: An innovative way of drying food 

It started around 1865, when Charles LaMont invented (Letters Patent No. 51,263, dated November 

28, 1865) a new way of drying eggs:” Be it known that I, CHARLES A. LAMONT, of the city, county, 

and State of New York, have invented a new and useful Preparation of Egg, and I do hereby declare 

the following to be a full and exact description thereof and of the manner of obtaining the same. My 

invention consists of egg desiccated at a temperature but slightly greater than the highest degree to 

which it may naturally be exposed in any climate, and in such a manner as to retain its natural flavor 

unimpaired and be easily dissolved in cold water…The egg so dried in fine flakes or small particles at 

a comparatively low temperature differs essentially from the ordinary quality of dessicated egg in that 

the latter is of a dull, dark color, has an unpleasant and peculiar flavor, and is with difficulty 

dissolved in warm water, - whereas my improved article is of a bright, lively color, is pure and fresh in 

flavor, and dissolves very quickly in cold water, retaining all the qualities of sweet, fresh eggs, and 

will keep untainted in any climate.” 
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The story is long and many different spray driers came from this principle to spray a liquid in very fine 

droplet to have a very quick drying in hot air. The other interest to dry by spray drying is because of 

the low resident time of the particle in the dryer and the immediate production of a dry powder. 

 

 
Nowadays spray drying is also used to have a dry form of sensitive product such as: proteins, active 

enzyme, flavor, natural colors… A good know-how of this technology allows to obtain powder form 

of very sensitive product. 

 

 

2. Vacuum Belt Drier: A gentle airless drying 

 
 
To have a gentle drying, you can also lower the boiling point of water. Other techniques such as 

Freeze Drying or Vacuum Belt Drying were developed. Freeze drying remain a very expensive 

process for product tolerating freezing. Vacuum Belt Drying is a good compromise for sensitive 

product. 
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The boiling point of water at low pressure can reach temperature below 20°C. The other advantage of 

vacuum is to remove air from the process and to avoid any oxidation of the product during the drying 

process. 

Because of the profile of the drying temperature, it’s possible to work with a low glass transition 

temperature product. This means the use of a low contain of carrier or no carrier at all and to obtain a 

very fresh note in the final product, more concentrated and natural. At the end we also have a nice dry 

powder form easy to use in lot of applications. 

 

 

3. Extrusion Porosification Technology™: association of extrusion and spray drying  

 

 
 

This new way of drying gives the possibility to dry highly viscous product and to produce a highly 

porous powder. The high viscosity process for the liquid form allows to either use an optimized 

content of solids in the feed or to use a very low profile of temperature and preserve sensitive 

products. 

The new highly porous powder can give, according the type and composition of product, improved 

functionality such as wettability and dispensability. 
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The effect of EPT™ has to be checked for each product. The recent platform “Pilot EPT™ Europe” 

(installed in LIS-France facilities, Normandy France) will give you the opportunity to test a very 

flexible process integrating extrusion online and create new type of powder. 

 

4. PolarDry™: Gentle electrostatic Spray Drying 

 

  

The POLARDRY technology has been developed by Fluid Air (subsidiary of Spraying System) 

The patent-pending PolarDry® Electrostatic Spray Dryer utilizes revolutionary electrostatic 

technology which drives water to the shell and active to the core, lowering the evaporation 

temperature and eliminating active ingredient loss, degradation, or denaturalization. 

 
By controlling the voltage applied to the spray droplet as it is being atomized, some particles form an 

outer shell readily, while others develop their shell gradually resulting in a wet or tacky particle. As 

these two types of particles are adesive, they bond forming an agglomerated particle. 
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With our PolarDry pilot in Rennes, you can test and challenge this disruptive technology at lab scale. 

The Powder Studio is also the good place to characterize and improve your formulated product. 

 

5. FlowFocusing : Matrix and Core-Shell dried monodispersed capsules in one step. 

 

  
 
The patented technology FlowFocusing allows to obtain dried capsules in one step: 

• The innovative spraying nozzle generate a monodisperse spray of droplet: the capsules 

obtained have a very similar size. 

• The possibility to have a tri-fluid spray gives the opportunity to obtain customized dried core-

shell capsules to protect and release your sensitive active or flavor in your application . 

• The laminar flow dryer uses low temperature to preserve the capsules during the drying step 

(drying air <100°C to <60°C). 

 

   
 
Lis is your partner with the know-how on technologies such as Spray Drying, Vacuum Belt Drying, 

EPT, PolarDry and FlowFocusing to help you in creating and improving your products. With the 

Powder Studio, our specialized laboratory in Rennes, we also have the good way to evaluate, compare 

and improve your powders (characterization and formulation). 
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Abstract  

This work presents a case study dealing with an antibody-drug conjugate freeze-drying procedure 

optimization. A long primary drying duration and a cake restriction problem were both addressed 

during the study. A vacuum-induced nucleation technique, including a preliminary degassing step, 

was investigated and implemented into the lyo recipe. An improvement in both freeze-drying duration 

and cake appearance were obtained, without impacting finished product critical quality attributes. 

 

Keywords: Freeze-drying, Controlled nucleation, Antibody-drug conjugate 

 

1. Introduction 

Freeze-drying is a formulation strategy widely employed in pharmaceutical industry in order 

to increase the stability of drug products upon long-term storage, shipping and handling. 

Lyophilization is particularly crucial for the manufacturing of structurally complex 

biopharmaceutical drugs, such as antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs). The development of 

industrial freeze-drying protocols must address a number of challenges, in order to ensure 

product quality as well as increase in production capacity, decrease in energy consumption 

and loss reduction. Considered that a lyophilization process is carried out at low temperature 

and pressure, these goals can be reached if drying time is reduced and product temperature is 

accurately controlled. Therefore both the freezing and the drying steps must be investigated 

and optimized (Elia and Barresi, 1998). 

Many authors have shown that the freezing step of a lyo recipe is of paramount importance 

for the determination of product drying behavior and final cake appearance. In particular, the 

control of the nucleation event can provide significant benefits, resulting in larger crystals and 

pores with lower product resistance to vapor flow, which has beneficial effects on sublimation 

rate and product temperature (Kasper and Friess, 2011). Among the earliest methods for 

controlled nucleation there are the electrofreezing (Rau, 1951) and the ultrasound technique 

(Inada et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001). More recently, Rambhatla et al. (2004) developed the 

ice fog technique, in which nucleation is induced by a suspension of small ice particles 

generated by the flow of cold nitrogen inside the chamber. This approach has not yet been 

demonstrated to be applicable to industrial scale, since the nucleation of the whole batch 

would require every single vial to be reached by the ice fog, which is a not easy to control 

condition. On the other hand, the method described by Rampersad et al. (2012) involving 

pressurization and subsequent depressurization of the chamber ensures homogeneous 

nucleation of the entire batch. However, it requires the modification of the freeze-dryer which 

must be able to withstand pressures higher than the atmospheric value. 
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In the present work a case study is reported dealing with the optimization of the freeze-

drying procedure of a new ADC, by means of vacuum induced controlled nucleation. In this 

method, the chamber pressure is reduced for a short time at the desired nucleation 

temperature. This depressurization causes the partial evaporation of water, a subsequent 

reduction of surface temperature and therefore the formation of a thin layer of ice on the top 

surface of the product. As a result, all the vials in a batch nucleate in a short period of time 

and at the same temperature. Several protocols have been described for the application of 

vacuum induced controlled nucleation (Kramer et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2005; Oddone et al., 

2014), but some issues have been reported. For example, boiling of liquid or blow-up of 

frozen product has been observed if the depressurization time is longer than necessary, if the 

chamber venting is not instantaneous or if pressure control is not precise. In this work, the 

mentioned problems were overcome thanks to the addition of a degassing step prior to 

nucleation. 

 

2. Material and method 

Materials and Instrumentation. The case study here investigated is the freeze-drying of a new 

ADC bulk drug solution (BDS), formulated by BSP conjugation development team as 

specified in Table 1. Placebo solution was prepared following the formula composition 

reported in Table 1 and using reagents as received from Merck (Germany). 10 mL clear glass 

vials (ISO 6R size) manufactured by Nuova Ompi (Italy) were used all along this study. 

Lyophilization stoppers made from 4432/50 chlorobutyl elastomer were supplied by West 

Pharmaceutical Services (USA). 

 
Table 1. Bulk drug solution and placebo formula composition. 

Component % (w/w) in BDS % (w/w) in placebo 

ADC drug substance 0.48% n.a. 

L-Histidine HCl · H2O 0.23% 0.23% 

L-Histidine 0.14% 0.14% 

Sucrose 5.85% 5.85% 

Polysorbate 20 0.02% 0.02% 

WFI 93.28% 93.76% 

 

The laboratory freeze-dryer used is a LyoBeta 3PS equipped with LyoNuc (vacuum- 

induced technology with possibility to set the parameters of the nucleation protocol) 

manufactured by Telstar (Spain), with a chamber volume of 0.13 m
3
 and equipped with three 

shelves (total shelf area: 0.45 m
2
). The chamber pressure was measured using a capacitive 

sensor (Baratron, type 626C, MKS Instruments, USA). The duration of the primary drying 

(PD) was determined using the pressure ratio between a thermo-conductive sensor (Pirani, 

type PSG502-S, Inficon, Liechtenstein) and the Baratron one. The product temperature at the 

bottom of the vial (Tb) was monitored by thermocouples probes. 

Freeze-drying and nucleation procedures. Three freeze-drying cycles were executed, 

investigating the impact of the freezing step on primary drying duration and product critical 

quality attributes. For each lyophilization cycle test, active and placebo solutions were filtered 

through a 0.2 µm pore size filter and used to fill about 300 vials with a fill volume of 2.3 mL. 

The vials were loaded on the intermediate shelf and four thermocouple probes were placed 

into equally spaced test vials. 

Test #1 was conducted following the general procedure as follows. The vials were loaded 

into the freeze-dryer at room temperature, the product was stabilized for 1 h at a shelf 

temperature of 5 °C and then frozen to -45 °C, with a ramp rate of 0.25 °C/min. The product 
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was held at -45 °C for 4 h before starting primary drying, setting 80 µbar as chamber pressure 

and -20 °C as shelf temperature. Secondary drying was performed at 80 µbar and 30 °C. 

In test #2, the product was subjected to a thermal treatment during the freezing step: after 4 

h at -45 °C, the shelf temperature was increased to -15 °C at 1 °C/min and held at this set 

point for 4 h; the product was then cooled down again at -45 °C and held for additional 4 h 

before proceeding to primary drying as per the general procedure described above. 

The last run (test #3) was performed applying a vacuum-induced nucleation protocol. As 

displayed in Figure 1, this method consisted in loading the vials on the shelf at room 

temperature and reducing the pressure to 100 mbar in order to equilibrate the system and 

prepare it to the degassing step. After this dwell time, the pressure was gradually lowered to 

25 mbar  and held at this set point for 5 min to complete the degassing process. Both 

temperature and pressure were then reduced near the nucleation conditions (-6 °C and 10 

mbar) and held for 45 min to minimize the temperature gradients among the vials and within 

the volume of solution. Once product temperature reached a steady-state, the chamber 

pressure was sharply reduced to 0.9 mbar inducing ice nucleation in all the vials in a short 

period of time (about 2 min), after which the chamber was gradually vented to atmospheric 

pressure. This controlled nucleation protocol took about 2 h to be completed. The freeze-

drying procedure continued as usual with the freezing step and the general procedure applied 

to test #1. 

 
Fig. 1. Evolution of temperature (solid line) and pressure (dashed line, shown in logarithmic scale) 

during vacuum-induced controlled nucleation (Test #3). 

 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Figure 2 shows the trends of shelf temperature (Ts), product temperature at the bottom of the 

vial (Tb) and the pressure ratio between Pirani and Baratron gauges for the three tests 

executed. Critical product temperature (Tp,max) as determined in thermal characterization by 

differential scanning calorimetry and freeze-drying microscopy is also shown. In addition, 

Table 2 summarizes the primary drying duration times as determined by Pirani/Baratron ratio 

and the onset-offset range. The onset is the point in which the pressure measured by the Pirani 

gauge starts to sharply decrease, while the offset is the point in which it reaches the value read 

by the Baratron manometer. The range between these two points is an indication of batch 

homogeneity: the more the product behave similarly in the different vials, the narrower is the 

onset-offset range (i.e., the sublimation rates are similar among all the vials of the batch). 

In the case of test #1, the absence of any treatment during the freezing step resulted in a 

primary drying time of about 35 h, with an onset-offset range quite broad (about 8 h). The 

product temperature recorded by thermocouple probe did not exceed Tp,max for the first part of 
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primary drying, reaching Ts after 23 h of PD. In fact, vials equipped with thermocouples 

usually dry faster than the other due to the presence of the probe itself. Therefore, the 

indication about product temperature should be considered accurate only for the first part of 

primary drying. 

When an annealing step at -15 °C was added to the lyo recipe (Test #2), a 6% reduction in 

primary drying duration (about 33 h) and a restriction of the onset-offset range (6.5 h) were 

observed. This is in line with the expectations, since it is known that thermal treatment makes 

small ice crystals grow into larger ones (Ostwald ripening phenomenon) resulting in faster 

sublimation rates and more homogeneous batches. 

Test #3, which was subjected to the controlled nucleation protocol, showed a primary 

drying duration significantly reduced with respect to the first two freeze-drying cycles (28 h, 

20% shorter than test #1). The onset-offset range is also narrower than previously observed 

(5.5 h, 30% less than test #1). This data confirm that nucleation occurring almost 

simultaneously and at the same temperature for all the vials of the batch results in more 

homogenous drying behavior and properties. Moreover, forcing the product to nucleate at a 

determined temperature (Tn = -6 °C) reduced the degree of supercooling, avoiding the 

formation of very small ice crystals, which would have had slower sublimation rates. It is 

worth noting that in test #3 the product temperature maintained a value 2 °C lower than tests 

#1 and #2 during the first part of PD, which is another indication of lower dried product 

resistance to vapor flow arising from controlled nucleation. 

 
Fig. 2 – Primary drying of Test #1 with uncontrolled freezing (A), Test #2 with annealing (B) and 

Test #3 with controlled nucleation (C). The evolution is shown (left graphs) for the temperature of 

the shelf (solid line), the product temperature (dashed line) with respect to product critical 

temperature (dotted line) and (right graphs) for the pressure ratio between Pirani and Baratron. 
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Table 2.Primary drying duration and onset-offset range for the three tests. 

Test PD duration (h) Onset-offset range (h) 

1 – Uncontrolled freezing 35 8 

2 – Annealing 33 6.5 

3 – Controlled nucleation 28 5.5 

 

Figure 3 compares freeze-dried samples as obtained from the three tests herein described. 

As displayed in panel A, cake restriction was observed in the product from test 1. The 

introduction of an annealing step prevented the shrinkage phenomenon, but resulted in the 

formation of a distinct skin at the top surface of the cake (Fig. 3, panel B). This defect has 

been reported in literature among the ones which may be observed when certain products are 

subjected to thermal treatment and is explained as follows (Esfandiary et al., 2016). The 

solutes are usually distributed homogeneously during the ice nucleation and they 

macroscopically redistribute during ice crystals growth from regions of higher concentration 

toward larger forming ice crystals via convective flow. The ice growth is halted when it 

reaches the surface of the sample, further resulting in the flow of highly concentrated solutes 

out of the interstices. This produces a thick layer of concentrated solute on the surface of the 

sample, exhibiting a distinct skin formation after freeze-drying. Despite being usually not 

correlated to product quality issues, skin formation undermines the elegance of the cake, 

which is a desirable attribute for lyophilized pharmaceuticals. Such a requirement is fully met 

by the product freeze-dried employing controlled nucleation (Fig. 3, panel C): a cake with no 

defects was obtained, suggesting a homogeneous ice nucleation and a drying process in which 

product temperature was kept well below its critical value. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 – Cake appearance of dried product from test #1 (A, showing 

shrinkage), test #2 (B, skin formation) and test #3 (C, elegant cake). 

 

The product obtained from the three tests was also analyzed for reconstitution time, 

appearance of the reconstituted solution, ADC concentration and residual moisture. Only the 

latter showed some variability and correlation to the freeze-drying protocol. As reported in 

Table 3, two vials from each batch was analyzed by Karl Fisher titration and residual moisture 

turned out to increase with decreasing primary drying duration, yet staying below the 

specifications value (≤ 4.0%). This is no surprise if one considers that when the freezing 

procedure allows for the formation of larger ice crystals, the PD is favored but secondary 

drying is slowed down due to reduced surface area which makes bound water be desorbed 

less easily (Pikal et al., 1990; Oddone et al., 2017). 

 
Table 3. Residual moisture for the products got from the three tests. 

Test Vial #1 (%) Vial #2 (%) Average (%) 

1 – Uncontrolled freezing 0.5 0.5 0.5 

2 – Annealing 0.8 1.0 0.9 

3 – Controlled nucleation 1.3 1.1 1.2 
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4. Conclusions 

A case study for the freeze drying process optimization of a new ADC by means of freezing 

step tuning has been described. Long primary drying time and cake appearance issues have 

been addressed employing both annealing and  vacuum-induced controlled nucleation,  

including a degassing step prior to vacuum application. The results got from these two 

approaches have been compared. 

As indicated by Pirani/Baratron ratio and onset-offset range, a 20% reduction in primary 

drying duration and a more uniform batch was obtained when controlled nucleation was 

employed. Both the uncontrolled freezing procedure and the one with thermal treatment led to 

shrinkage and skin formation, respectively. On the contrary, controlled nucleation allowed to 

get elegant cake with no defects.  

The aforementioned observations and the residual moisture content have confirmed that 

controlled nucleation has a significant impact on product drying behavior and critical quality 

attributes. Moreover it has been shown that this is a convenient and easy-to-implement 

strategy for the optimization of lyophilization recipes for high-value pharmaceutical products. 
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Abstract  

Model-based design of experiments is exploited to design informative experiments for the identification 
of heat transfer coefficients in a primary-drying model for the lyophilisation of vaccines. The proposed 

methodology allows one to design fast and cost-effective experiments for product transfer in different 

pieces of equipment. The effectiveness of the methodology is tested for different freeze drying units. 
Keywords: Freeze-drying, Model Based Design of Experiments, Product transfer, Model identification 

 
1. Introduction 

Over the last decades, freeze-drying (lyophilisation) has been used in pharmaceutical manufacturing of 

protein-based therapeutic drugs/vaccines. Among the three main steps of the process (freezing, primary 

drying and secondary drying), primary drying constitutes the most energy intensive (~36% of the total 
exergy input; Liu et al. 2008) and time consuming one (up to 48h long, corresponding to over 50% of 

the typical total duration of a drying cycle; Bjelošević et al. 2018). In principle, the duration of primary 

drying could be decreased by acting on the shelf temperature and chamber pressure. However, these 

variables must also respect hard constraints in order to prevent the occurrence of critical conditions for 
the product or the equipment. In particular, sublimation must be carried out at temperatures below the 

critical product temperature (collapse temperature for amorphous materials or eutectic temperature for 

crystalline materials) to preserve the drug structure and its final product quality. Moreover, the 
sublimation rate must be kept smaller than a given threshold in order to avoid water vapor accumulation 

and loss of pressure control in the chamber (chocked flow). Mathematical models can be very helpful 

to support process optimization to reduce the operation duration and for product quality monitoring. 
However, for a model to be effectively used for optimization purposes, critical phenomena should be 

described properly and key model parameters (particularly, those related to heat and mass transfer 

mechanisms) should be estimated in a reliable way. Whereas mass transfer mostly depends on 

formulation composition, heat transfer depends on the equipment wherein freeze drying is carried out. 
New experimental runs are therefore required to re-calibrate heat transfer parameters whenever a change 

of equipment is needed, but also because of the tight operational constraints, the calibration process may 

result a time-consuming and ineffective task if experiments are not optimally designed. In this study, 
model-based design of experiment (MBDoE, Franceschini and Macchietto, 2008) techniques are 

exploited in order to reduce the time needed for model re-calibration when a given formulation has to 

be processed in different pieces of equipment. 

 

2. Material and method 

In pharmaceutical applications, the frozen product is typically processed in vials placed over shelves in 

a high-vacuum drying chamber. The chamber is linked to a condenser that removes the water vapor 
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generated by ice sublimation. In this study, the vial behavior during primary drying has been described 

using the model proposed by Fissore et al. (2015). The model was calibrated (experimentally confirmed) 

using data from historical experimental runs carried out in a partially loaded (one full shelf out of a total 
of five) VirTis Genesis 25EL freeze-dryer (SP Scientific, NY, USA) at different chamber pressure and 

shelf temperature profiles, using non-siliconized 3 mL vials filled with 0.6 mL of 5% w/w sucrose 

solution. 

2.1. The model 

The mass balance of the solid phase inside the vials is modeled as: 

dLf

dt
= −

1

ρ
f

−  ρ
d

 Jw , (1) 

where Lf (m) is the height of the frozen layer inside the vial, ρ
f
 is the frozen layer density (set to 917 kg 

m-3 (Scutellà et al., 2018)), ρ
d
 is the dried layer density (set to 60 kg m-3 (Daroui et al., 2010)) and Jw is 

the mass sublimation flux (kg·m-2·s-1), expressed as: 

Jw = 
1

RP

 (Pw,i − Pc). 
(2) 

The term RP in (2) is the mass transfer resistance (m s-1) and is calculated through the following 

expression: 

RP = R0+ 
 A (L0 − Lf)

1+ B (L0 − Lf)
 , (3) 

where R0(m s-1), A(s-1), B(m-1) are formulation-dependent parameters, and L0 is the initial height of the 

frozen layer (set to 3.609 mm). The term Pc(Pa) in (2) represents the drying chamber pressure, whereas 

Pw,i(Pa) is the water partial pressure at the sublimation interface, calculated using a modified version of 

the Goff-Gratch correlation as proposed by Fissore and Barresi (2011): 

Pw,i  = exp (−
6139.9

T B[K]
+ 28.8912) .      

(4) 

Although the original correlation relates Pw,i  to the solid-vapor interface temperature, the vial bulk 

temperature T B has been used in this study, assuming that in this particular case no significant difference 
exists between the two temperatures for the case under investigation. The vial bulk temperature is 

calculated through the following energy balance:  

ρ
f
 cp,ice  Ab,v

d(LfTB)

dt
=  Q

w,v
+ Q

r,v
+ Q

s,v
− ΔHsub Jw Ab,v ,  (5) 

where cp,ice is the specific heat of ice (set to 2108 J·kg-1·K-1), Ab,v (set equal to 1.66×10-4 m2) is the vial 

bottom area and ΔHsub is the enthalpy of sublimation of water (2.84×106 J·kg-1). The three terms Q
w,v

, 

Q
r,v

, and  Q
s,v

 (J s-1) represent the heat flow rate due to radiation from the chamber walls to the vials, 

the heat flow rate associated to radiation from rails to the vials surface, and the heat flow rate from the 

shelf to the vial bottom, respectively. The three terms are calculated as:  

Q
w,v

 = a1σSB(Twall
 4 − TB

 4) (6) 

Q
r,v

 = a2σSB(Trail
 4 − TB

 4) (7) 

Q
s,v

 = (Kcond+Krad)Ab,v(Tshelf
 − TB

 )   ,  (8) 

where Twall
 

 (K) is the chamber wall temperature, Trail 
 

(K) is the rail temperature, Tshelf 
 

(K) is the shelf 

temperature, and σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Parameters a1 (m
2) and a2 (m

2) are equipment-

dependent, and are determined by fitting experimental data. Parameters Kcond  and Krad (W m-2 K-1) 

describe the shelf-vial heat transfer due to conduction and radiation, respectively, as follows (Fissore 

and Barresi, 2011; Velardi and Barresi, 2011): 
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Kcond = 
1

1

C1 + 
C2Pc

1 + C3Pc

 + 
Lf

λf

 
(9) 

Krad = a3σSB(Tshelf
  + TB

 )(Tshelf
 2  + TB

 2), (10) 

where a3 (-), C1 (W·m-2·K-1), C2 (W·m-2·K-1· Pa-1) and C3 (Pa-1) are constants; λf is the ice thermal 

conductivity, set to 2.47 W·m-1·K-1.  

2.2 Model-based design of experiments for product transfer 

The experimental data used for calibration and validation were the bulk temperature profiles related to 

the vials placed on the central zone of the shelf. These vials represent a large fraction of the total number 

of vials, and were therefore considered as most representative of the overall system behavior. The 

validated model was then used to optimally design a new protocol to process the same formulation on a 
different freeze-dryer. In this case, model-based design of experiments techniques were implemented to 

identify the design vector φ that minimizes the time required to identify the heat transfer parameters. 

The design vector, defined as: 

φ =  [y
0
, u(t), tsp]

T

,  (11) 

consists of the Ny-dimensional set of initial conditions y0 for the measured variables, the manipulated 
input variables profiles u(t), and the Nsp-dimensional set of sampling times tsp for the measured variable 

(bottom temperature of a selected vial in the central zone of the vessel, assumed equal to the bulk 

temperature TB). In this case, the initial condition on the measured variable is known and fixed to the 

value reached at the end of the freezing phase. The two manipulated inputs are the shelf temperature 
(Tshelf) and the chamber pressure (Pc). Their time profiles were approximated as piecewise linear and 

piecewise constant (respectively), over 7 switching intervals. The sampling interval was set to 30 s (as 

in the real plant). Although the parameters needed to describe the heat transfer are six (namely, a1, a2, 

a3, C1, C2, and C3), the parameter vector actually used to design the experiments was the Nθ-dimensional 

vector θ = [a1, C1, C2]
T. The remaining heat transfer parameters (a2, a3, C3) were not taken into account 

due to their low sensitivities with respect to the key output of the system (TB). The identification of the 

minimum experimental duration required to identify all the selected heat transfer parameters is based on 

the evaluation of the t-value statistic tθi

 α % for each parameter, calculated according to:  

tθ i
 α % =  

 θi

t((1 + α) 2⁄ , Nsp − Nθ)√vii

  , (12) 

where θi is the i-th component of θ, t(·) at the denominator is the critical value of a t-distribution with 

[(1+ α)/2]% confidence level and (Nsp – Nθ) degrees of freedom, and vii is the ii-th term of the parametric 

variance-covariance matrix. Equation (12) shows how each tθ i
 α% value increases every time a new sample 

is collected, due to both to the information acquired through the sample itself in terms of vii reduction 

and to the stepwise increase of Nsp. The end of the designed experiment is reached when all tθ i
 α%’s are 

greater than the critical value of a t-distribution with α% confidence level and (Nsp – Nθ) degrees of 

freedom, defined as: tref
 α % = t(α, Nsp - Nθ). In this case the α% confidence level was set equal to 95%. 

For further details on the mathematical expression used to define the objective function, see the work 
proposed by De-Luca et al. 2015.  

 

3. Results and discussion  

The methodology described in section 2.2 was implemented using a sequential quadratic approach 

method for the solution of the nonlinear programming problem. Figure 1 shows the time profiles of the 

t statistic for each parameter, along with that of the reference t value. It can be seen that ~35 min are 
required by the t-value associated to the most difficult parameter to be estimated (C2, in this case) to 

become greater than tref
 95%. Hence, the optimal test duration is ~35 min. 
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Fig. 1. t-values profiles of parameters a1, C1 and C2 during the optimal experiment 

The resulting optimal profiles of the two manipulated inputs are shown in Figure 2a (normalized 

pressure and temperature scales are used to protect data confidentiality). The shelf temperature shows 

an initial ramp lasting 25 min, to which a stationary phase follows for the rest of the experiment. The 

chamber pressure is maintained at its lower bound during the initial temperature ramp; then its value is 

step-increased when the temperature ramp ends.  

 

  (a)           (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Time profiles of shelf temperature and chamber pressure in the optimally designed 

experiment; (b) resulting profile of the bulk/product temperature. 

By carrying out an experiment according to this schedule, it would therefore be possible to identify all 

model parameters in a statistically meaningful way and in a very short time, if compared to typical 

standard procedures for model parameters identification, such as gravimetric tests run at different 
chamber pressures (Fissore and Barresi, 2011). 

Figure 2b shows the predicted value of the product temperature obtained by setting the manipulated 

variables as shown in Figure 2a; note that the resulting product temperature profile is always well below 

the collapse temperature of sucrose (240.15 K), hence ensuring feasibility of the experiment. Also note 
how the rise in information (t-value) on both C1 and C2 (Figure 1) is triggered by the chamber pressure 

increase after 25 min, allowing for their identification after 28 min and 35 min, respectively. 

Interestingly, the experiment would only last 5 min if the only parameter to be identified was a1 (which 
is related to wall radiation). 

 

4. Conclusions 

The application of MBDoE techniques showed that: (i) one single, optimally designed experiment can 

be enough to allow for a statistically meaningful identification of the three most significant heat transfer 

parameters; (ii) the experimental duration is dramatically reduced with respect to the typical duration of 
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standard freeze-drying protocols. Future work will focus on validating this optimal procedure through 

real data collected by implementing the resulting protocol on different pieces of equipment. 
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Abstract  

With 20+ years of research, Berdut has discovered a new sustainable way (with an energy efficiency 

ratio (EER) of 5.1) to generate heat with his patented contact-free “Parallel Energy” rotating array of 

permanent neodymium magnets.  Inexplicably, the technology generates significant heat >1.66 in 

COP (coefficient of performance), producing 66% more heat than it consumes…and hydrogen.  This 

new source of heat could replace fossil fuels and electricity in everything from industrial drying and 

processes to home furnaces and clothes dryers. 

 

Keywords: Sustainable, Magnetic, Heat, Hydrogen, Energy  

 

1. Introduction 

The Jan. 24, 1944, issue of TIME Magazine ran the following article: “Science: Magnetism 

in Harness?” (Editorial Staff, 1944) 

For about 700 years, magnetism has been known as the force 

that stands still. Last week a physicist claimed to have proved 

that magnetism moves. Professor Felix Ehrenhaft, formerly of 

Vienna, told the American Physical Society meeting in 

Manhattan that magnetism flows as electricity flows. If he is 

right, his discovery is at least as revealing as Benjamin 

Franklin's kite, and technology has a new horse to harness…. 

 

Half a century later, Cuban-born entrepreneur and inventor Elberto Berdut-Teruel had taken 

Ehrenhaft’s observations even further, noting a curious and still-inexplicable generation of 

heat induced by a touchless array of rotating rare-earth magnets he had designed. A cross 

section of the heater is shown in (Figure 1).  He realized that residential, commercial, 

industrial and agricultural space and water heating, including drying (clothes, food, 

industrial), water distillation and desalination represent more than 15% of all energy usage 

worldwide.  The energy savings potential of Berdut’s invention therefore represents billions 

of dollars in savings if implemented at a large scale… funds that could therefore be used to 

educate, feed and improve the quality of life for millions around the world instead.  
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Fig. 1. Berdut “Parallel Energy” heat generator module. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Prototype Berdut “Parallel Energy” coffee, cacao and grain dryer, 2019. 

 

We are currently modeling this phenomenon to develop a better understanding and 

optimization, including production of a prototype drying machine for coffee, cacao and other 

grains (Figure 2). Furthermore, simulation studies underway show that by optimizing the 

geometry and heat transfer even higher levels of performance are possible. Future results are 

expected to improve our current performance findings. 

Heating performance is measured using the Coefficient of Performance (COP) which is 

defined by the ratio of heat produced to power consumed (dimensionless). As a means to 

compare to other devices, the Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER), is also used. The EER 

measures the relative efficiency of a heating (or cooling) appliance expressed as the ratio of 

the heat output (in BTUs) to the energy consumed (in Watt-hours). 
 

2. Material and method 

A high efficiency permanent magnet-based induction heating system was conceived, designed 

and developed by Mr. Berdut, obtaining US patent 8,866,053 B2 (Berdut-Teruel, 2014). This 

technology was developed using permanent rare-earth magnets combined with aluminum, 

copper, steel and other nonferrous materials in a unique touchless rotation design.  Prior 

experiments produced thermal coefficients of performance of the order of 1.65 and EER on 

the order of 5.0.  

On May 27, 2011, at the request of inventor and patent-holder Elberto Berdut of Empresas 

Berdut, Dr. Orlando E. Ruiz, Ph.D. of the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez performed 

an experiment and thermal analysis of the performance of the magnetic heating system (Ruiz, 

2011).   
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The experiments consisted of measuring and recording the inlet and outlet psychrometric 

parameters of environmental air flowing through the magnetic heating system. Fluid 

velocities were measured at the system outlet and the electrical power consumption of the 

drive motor and fans were also measured. The parameters measured during the experiments 

were used to perform a thermal energy balance of the magnetic heating system and to assess 

its performance.  

This experimental report documents the measured parameters and the thermal energy 

balance performed as a result of this study to assess the coefficient of performance of the 

system. The thermodynamic system considered in this study includes the air mass flowing 

through the magnetic heating system and all the components shown. 

 

Description of Experiments 

Experiments were performed during the following dates: 08/27/2011, 09/05/2011, and 

09/23/2011. During the experiments, dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures of the air at the inlet 

and outlet of the system were measured using a psychrometer.  

The outlet air flow velocity was measured using an anemometer. The electrical power 

consumed by the inlet fans and the drive motor were measured using a power meter.  

The experimental parameters were recorded once the system was operating under steady 

conditions, approximately 20 minutes after start-up. For the parameters measured, several 

data points were collected to calculate average values of these readings. 

 

Experiment on 08/27/2011: The magnetic heating system based on its original configuration 

was used. In this configuration, various fans are used to force the air flow through the system. 

Up to four fans can be used to produce four different levels of flow rate through the system. 

In this occasion, three fans were used simultaneously. 

 

Experiment on 09/05/2011:  On this occasion a new air supply system was tested. An axial 

fan with flow control based on the fan input power was used. Figure 2 shows the system 

configuration used in this experiment. 

 

Experiments on 09/23/2011: The same system configuration as shown in Figure 2 was used 

for these experiments. 

 

Summary of Experimental Data and Results 

The experimental data collected, and analysis results are presented in Table 1 for the 

experiments performed on 08/27/2011, 09/05/2011, and 09/23/2011. The thermodynamic 

properties for moist air corresponding to the psychrometric parameters measured are included 

for reference.  

This table allows us to compare the outlet conditions of the air as a function of the inlet 

conditions, volumetric flow rate, and drive motor power. The power used by the air supply 

system (fans) was greater for the experiment performed on 08/27/2011 because the fans used 

were less efficient.  

The information provided in the Table includes the power consumed by the drive motor 

and fans. The total power input to the system for all experiments is in the range of 1288 – 

1430 W depending on the loading conditions of the system. The range of air outlet velocities 

produced by the system during these experiments was between 6.0 and approximately 11.0 

m/s.  

During the experiments, the atmospheric conditions of the air entering the magnetic 

heating system consisted of a dry bulb temperature between 29 °C – 31 °C and relative 
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humidity between 63% - 70%. The differences observed in the recorded values were as a 

result of the atmospheric conditions of the days when the experiments were performed. 

 

Table 1. Experimental data and analysis results. 

 

 
 

Magnetic Heating System Thermal Performance 

To assess the thermal performance of the magnetic heating system, the outlet conditions of the air 

flowing through the system were measured and recorded. The temperature rise experimented by 

the air flowing through the system was a result of the heat transfer between the air and the hot 

aluminum rollers. The temperature rise experimented during these experiments reached a 

maximum of 30 °C and a minimum of 21 °C.  

It can be noticed from the data presented in Table 1 that the maximum temperature rise is 

consistent with the lowest average outlet air velocity (i.e. lowest mass flow rate through the 

system). The minimum temperature rise observed occurred for the maximum average outlet air 

velocity. These results demonstrate that as the mass flow rate through the magnetic heating system 

increases maintaining a constant heat generation rate within the system, the temperature rise for 

the air must decrease as shown in Figure 3. 

(BTU/W-hr) 
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Fig. 3. Outlet air temperature rise as a function of the mass flow rate of air across the system. 

 

The sum of the thermal energy and kinetic energy change in the air flowing through the 

magnetic heating system shows an increasing trend as the mass flow rate of the air increases. 

The trend is almost linear as shown in Figure 4. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Rate of energy transported by the air as a function of the mass flow rate across the 

system 

 

Finally, the coefficient of performance (COP) for the magnetic heating system was 

calculated and used as a metric of thermal performance. Two different values of COP were 

calculated.  The first value shown in the Table considers the power input to the system as the 

sum of the power used by fans and the drive motor. The second value considers a drive motor 

efficiency of 90% so that a shaft power input to the magnetic system is estimated instead of 

the electrical input to the motor. The rationale is the fact that the power input to the magnetic 

system can be obtained from other sources (e.g. wind energy). The COP in all the experiments 

was above a value of 1.0 which would be the COP expected for a resistive heating system. 

Another metric used to assess the performance of the magnetic heating system is the 

energy efficiency ratio (EER). The EER calculated for the magnetic heating system resulted 

in values as high as 5.1. These results are very encouraging since the present embodiment of 

the magnetic heating system is a prototype that is not the optimal configuration. This means 

that higher COP values and EER should be expected from an optimal configuration. 

 

Oxy-hydrogen by-product:  Furthermore, prior experimental results also suggested the 

possibility of hydrogen production as a result of psychrometric parameters and the 

thermomagnetic process. These results were extremely encouraging as the embodiment of the 

magnetic heating system was a prototype that was not the optimal configuration. 
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During the dates of September 25th and October 2nd 2018, follow-up experiments were 

performed by Dr. Serrano on the heating apparatus developed by Mr. Berdut to determine the 

presence of hydrogen/oxy-hydrogen in the process of drying organic matter and/or removing 

humidity… and continue at present (Serrano, 2018).   

The experiment consisted of measuring the presence of hydrogen using a single gas 

detector for hydrogen, model BH 90A from Forensics Detectors under several operating 

conditions of the equipment. An outlet port was fitted into the system and a sample of the air 

mixture was extracted and tested. Tests were performed with no steam added to the system 

while heater was on, steam added to the system while system was off, and steam added to the 

system with system on.  

Environmental conditions in proximity to the heating device were also monitored with the 

gas detector. When water vapor was introduced in the heating system with the machine in 

operation the presence of hydrogen was always detected. In addition, hydrogen was detected 

in the equipment surroundings in smaller amounts when this test was performed. Hydrogen 

was never detected under the first two conditions (no vapor injected or the heater off). Work 

on managing hydrogen for safety and energy considerations is underway. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The experiments demonstrate that the permanent magnet-based induction heating system 

creates a thermomagnetic effect capable of producing substantial heat more efficiently than 

fossil fuels or electricity and produces oxy-hydrogen from a humid stream.  Further work is 

required to separate the hydrogen. The hydrogen produced would be available for 

cogeneration of heat in the system with the potential to significantly improve the system’s 

coefficients of performance beyond 1.65. Furthermore an optimized system has the potential 

to produce hydrogen as a fuel source falling in line with current and future energy trends to 

replace fossil fuels. 

 
4. Conclusions 

We believe the technology before us has the potential to significantly reduce our dependency 

on fossil fuels for heat production. We are more than happy to have a scientist or engineer 

from any University or government agency examine our invention and verify the results.  

The simple low cost and efficient heating mechanism is also an ideal option for heating 

electric vehicles where no or very little heat may be scavenged from the existing power train 

and depleting the battery for heating would greatly harm vehicle autonomy. Larger vehicles 

such as trains, buses and ships will also benefit.  

The technology may be easily incorporated into the design of appliances and industrial 

processes in order to reduce the energy consumption when heating is required.  We welcome 

inquiries for using our patented “Parallel Energy” technology in heat generation and drying 

processes by commercial and industrial concerns.   
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Abstract  

Modelling of apple rings convective drying in the vortex dryer unit under ambient temperature has 

been carried out and tested. The key drying parameters, such as the activation energy and mass 

transfer coefficients have been determined in customised experiments. Activation energy has been 

estimated for the single ring under natural convection condition; later this function has been used for 

calculation of apple rings drying rate in the vortex unit under forced convection. 

 

Keywords: Apple rings, Mass transfer coefficient, Activation energy, Vortex dryer. 

 

1. Introduction 

When available use of a low humidity ambient air for convective drying operation is attractive from 

the energy saving and environmental sustainability aspects, hence could be attributed to ‘a green 

technology’ process. Application of the reaction engineering approach (REA) method developed by 

(Chen and Putranto 2013) on the estimation of the drying rate of the single apple ring sample has been 

carried out and presented in (Bulegenov et al., 2018). 

A practical utility process of drying of several kgs of the product in the common tray or cabinet 

dryers causes substantial increase in the moisture content of the working air towards the distanced tray 

hence resulting in non-uniformity of drying (Sokhansanj and Jayas 2015). On the other hand, it is 

known that the immanent property of vortex flows is a high level of mixing and turbulence due to 

specifics of 3-D flows structure (Gupta et al. 1984). These distinctive mixing properties of the vortex 

flows motivate setting up a vortex type flow in the interior of the dryer unit. 

In the dryer in question, vortex flow is generated due to asymmetric inlet of the working air along 

the bottom of the side wall of the cubic unit loaded with apple rings. Endmost flow leaves the dryer 

through the round outlet at the top transporting the excessive moisture out. This study focuses on the 

modelling of the moisture loss by apple rings in the described above vortex dryer operated without 

heating of the working airstream. 

 

2. Material and method 

A numerical simulation of the airflow and water vapour concentration in the vortex dryer unit model 

has been carried out purposely to ascertain that the signaled mixing properties of the flow structure 

result in a reasonable uniformity of convective diffusion transfer process. An appropriate 3-D model 

has been implemented using the COMSOL Multiphysics® v.5.3 software package. In the model, both 

convective flow momentum transport and vapour water species transfer from a completely wetted 

rings (identical to apple rings geometry) placed in the vortex dryer have been simulated. 

The algorithm implies a numerical solution for the coupled RANS and convective diffusion 

equation. The following setting of the options and parameters has been used in this study: Geometry: 

3D, Physics: ‘Turbulent Flow’ (k-ε turbulence model) and ‘Transport of Diluted Species’; Mesh: 

‘Normal’ with the total number of elements   ̴8,400,000 (tetrahedral mostly), and Study: ‘Stationary’ , 
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with relative solution tolerance value of 0.001. It is worth to point out that due to saturated water 

vapour surface concentration this stationary model does not  represent the genuine drying  process of 

apple rings  but serve as a supportive tool to justify key assumptions of the following shell model of 

the drying process.  Also, it provides some quantitative inputs as a value of the average velocity in the 

vortex dryer at which mass transfer coefficient to be determined. 

A robust moisture and heat transport model has been developed on the basis of tested assumption 

on a rather uniform distribution of water vapour concentration inside the vortex dryer (shown in the 

following Fig.4). The model targets to estimate apple rings drying rate using the activation energy 

function (Chen and Putranto, 2013) and values of the mass transfer coefficients for water vapour 

convective diffusion from the rings. Thus, the model suggests an idealised complete mixing process 

that yields the differential equations for temperature and moisture content inside the dryer together 

with a set of the complimentary algebraic equations. 

The shell model equations are specified as follows starting with equation for the drying rate: 

 

𝑚𝑠

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= −ℎ𝑚𝐴(𝜌𝑣,𝑠 − 𝜌𝑣,𝑏) (1) 

 

where 𝑚𝑠 is the mass of dried apple ring (kg), 𝑋 = 𝑋(𝑡) is the average water content on a dry basis 

(kg∙kg
-1

), t is time (s), 𝜌𝑣,𝑠 is the water vapour concentration at the apple ring surface (kg∙m
-3

), 𝜌𝑣,𝑏 is 

the bulk vapour concentration in the drying medium in the vortex dryer (kg∙m
-3

), ℎ𝑚 is the mass 

transfer coefficient (m∙s
-1

), and A is surface area of a single apple ring (m
2
). 

Complete mixing implies that loss of moisture is described similarly for all N apple rings loaded in 

the dryer. The model accounts for change of the apple ring surface area due to shrinkage effect 

(Putranto et al. 2011): 

 

𝐴 = 𝐴0 [
𝜌𝑤 + 𝜌𝑑 ∙ 𝑋

𝜌𝑤 + 𝜌𝑑 ∙ 𝑋0
]

2
3

 (2) 

 

where A0 is initial surface area (m
2
), X0 is initial water content on dry basis, 𝜌𝑤  is density of water 

(kg∙m
-3

), and 𝜌𝑠 is density of solids (kg∙m
-3

). 

The average temperature of the drying medium inside the dryer, 𝑇(𝑡) (K), is lowered in relation 

with the ambient (outside dryer) air temperature, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 (K), due to heat supply for evaporation from N 

apple rings: 

 

𝑇(𝑡) = 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 +
𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
∙

𝑚𝑠 ∙ 𝜆 ∙ 𝑁

𝑐𝑝 ∙ 𝜌𝑣,𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑄
 (3) 

 

where 𝜆 is latent heat of water vaporisation (J∙kg
-1

), 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat capacity of air (J∙kg
-1

K
-1

), 

𝜌𝑣,𝑖𝑛 is water vapour concentration at the inlet of the dryer (kg∙m
-3

), Q is the volumetric flow rate of 

the operating air stream throughout the dryer (m
3
s

-1
), 

 

𝜌𝑣,𝑖𝑛 = 𝑅𝐻 ∙ 𝜌𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) (4) 

 

where RH is the relative humidity of the ambient air and 𝜌𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the saturated concentration of the 

water vapour (kg∙m
-3

) approximated using  

 

𝜌𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝐾𝑣 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
𝐸𝑣

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇(𝑡)
] (5) 

 

where 𝐾𝑣 = 1.61943×10
5
 kg·s

-1
 and 𝐸𝑣 = 38.99 kJ·mol

-1
. 

 

The bulk vapour concentration, 𝜌𝑣,𝑏 , in the dryer is resulted from complete mixing of the water 

vapour entering the dryer with airstream, Q, and vapour evaporating from N apple rings as 
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𝜌𝑣,𝑏 =
𝑁 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ℎ𝑚 ∙ 𝜌𝑠 + 𝜌𝑏,𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑄

𝑁 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ℎ𝑚 + 𝑄
 (6) 

 

Following the REA method (Chen and Putranto 2013), the activation energy, ∆𝐸𝑣, has been used 

for calculation of the current value of the water vapour concentration at the apple ring surface, 𝜌𝑣,𝑠, as  

 

𝜌𝑣,𝑠 = 𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑡 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
∆𝐸

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇(𝑡)
] 

(7) 

 

where the activation energy, ∆𝐸𝑣, is estimated from an accurate experimentally determined drying rate, 

𝑑𝑋 𝑑𝑡⁄ , as 

 

∆𝐸𝑣 𝑑𝑋 𝑑𝑡⁄ ∆𝐸𝑣 = −𝑅𝑇ln [
−𝑚𝑠 ∙

𝑑𝑋
𝑑𝑡

∙
1

ℎ𝑚𝐴
+ 𝜌𝑣,𝑏

𝜌𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡
] 

(8) 

Under the REA approach the dependence of activation energy of moisture content is normalised as  

 
∆𝐸𝑣

∆𝐸𝑣,𝑏
= 𝑓(𝑋 − 𝑋𝑏) 

(9) 

 

where f is a function of a water content difference, and ∆𝐸𝑣 is the “equilibrium” activation energy 

representing the maximum value of ∆𝐸𝑣,𝑏 under relative humidity 𝑅𝐻𝑏 and temperature 𝑇𝑏 of the 

operating drying air (Chen and Putranto 2013): 

 

∆𝐸𝑣,𝑏 = −𝑅𝑇𝑏ln(𝑅𝐻𝑏) (10) 

 

Drying of the single apple ring sample under the condition of natural convection has been selected 

for determination of the activation energy for these apple rings (Bulegenov at al. 2018). The measured 

relationship, Xi = Xi(t), with followed numerical differentiation has been used in the calculation of the 

activation energy given by Eqn. (8).  

 

For the 8 mm thick ring of Golden Delicious variety apple in the present model the dimensionless 

function, f, is approximated as  

 

𝑓 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝⌊−0.4(𝑋 − 𝑋𝑏)⌋ (11) 

 

where 𝑋𝑏 is the apple ring ‘equilibrium’ water content on a dry basis, i.e. the water content of dried 

product under the given relative humidity and temperature of the operating ambient air. 

The average moisture content of the Golden Delicious apple rings samples was determined as 

87.5% which comply to data of other researchers, for example as 86% (Cuccurullo et al. 2018). 
In addition, application of the REA method requires specification of the values of the mass transfer 

coefficients, hm, under natural and forced convection, Eqns. (1), (6), (8). 

In situations when convection relates to the objects of canonical geometry like spheres and 

cylinders, the relevant engineering correlations are readily available in literature. However, due to 

absence of such correlation for a specified apple ring shape geometry, the values of the mass transfer 

coefficient have been evaluated using a customised experimental procedure.  

The experimental determination of the mass transfer coefficient, hm, required as input in the shell 

model has been accomplished in customised experiments using geometrically similar rings cut out 

from the porous floral foam material shown in Fig. 1.  

It is assumed that the drying of the fully water-soaked ring can be described as the evaporation 

from the completely wet surface as: 
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𝑑𝑚 𝑑𝑡⁄ = ℎ𝑚𝐴(𝜌𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝜌𝑣,𝑏) (12) 

 

where physical properties of water vapour at the surface were estimated at the wet bulb temperature. 

Eqn. (12) enables the calculation of the mass transfer coefficient, hm, values via evaporation rate 

recording and evaluation of other terms. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Rings from the floral foam and parts of the cutter. 

 

The typical original experimental data on the wetted floral foam ring sample mass loss is shown in 

Fig. 2.   

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Loss of mass due to evaporation from the wetted surface of the floral foam ring. 

 

The linear behaviour of the mass loss corresponds to the constant rate drying process that confirms 

assumption of a completely wet surface. These data were used to calculate the mass transfer 

coefficient values. Data input and application of Eqn. (10) yielded in hm ≈ 0.00750 m·s
-1

 for natural 

convection condition; and hm ≈ 0.0250 m·s
-1

 for the forced convection under 1.5 m·s
-1

 airstream 

velocity.  

Numerical solution of the shell model Eqns. (1-11) has been carried out using COMSOL 

Multiphysics® v.5.3 Equation-Based Modelling tool, namely ‘The ODE and DAE interfaces’ and 

Time-Dependent Study solver. 

Vortex dryer unit is essentially a 0.3m×0.3m×0.3 m box where the convective ambient air enters at 

the bottom along the side wall with the assistance of implanted the 18 W axial fan. The airstream 

circulates throughout 60 hanging apple rings and leaves the unit through 0.1 m diameter orifice at the 

top. The measurements of drying rate of apple rings loaded into the vortex dryer have been carried out 
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at 0.5 h intervals by measuring the mass of the whole unit. Typically, the ambient air at around 25°C 

and relative humidity of 20–25% has been employed in these tests.  

3. Results and discussion  

The flow streamlines obtained from the 3-D CFD simulation (Fig. 3), demonstrate the overall structure 

of the airflow in the vortex unit with loaded rings. The velocity magnitude does not vary significantly 

in the bulk of the dryer; thus, the apple rings are quite uniformly exposed to the flow of convective 

airstream.  

 
 

Fig. 3. Simulated overall flow streamlines and values of velocity magnitude  in the uploaded vortex 

unit. 

 

Additional support in favour of a high mixing capacity of the vortex dryer is manifested by a quite 

homogeneous cross-sectional distribution of the water vapour concentration in the simulated case of 

vapour mass transfer from the wetted rings into the airstream of low humidity (Fig. 4). 
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Fig.4. Simulated water vapour concentration distribution in the vortex dryer is a consequence of mass 

transfer from completely wetted rings. 

Change of the drying process key parameters such as average temperature inside the unit, water 

vapour concentration in the bulk airstream and on the apple ring surface provided by the shell model 

are shown in Fig.5. In fact, rough measurements in the outlet airstream by placing a thermometer into 

the exit orifice showed a few degrees temperature drop in relation to the surrounding ambient air in the 

beginning of the process. This difference became smaller in the development of the drying process due 

to increase of the apple ring mass transfer resistance. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Change of characteristic parameters during the drying process in the vortex unit: 1 – bulk 

water vapour concentration in the dryer; 2 – water vapour concentration at the apple ring surface; 3 

– average temperature of operating air in the dryer. 

 

Finally, the experimental results of the change in the moisture content of the 60 apple rings loaded into 

the vortex dryer and the corresponding calculated drying curve are given in Fig. 6. The accuracy of 

prediction is rather satisfactory taking into account the arguable issue of the applicibility of the 

activation energy of the apple ring sample obtained under the natural convection condition. 
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Fig. 6. Experimental and calculated drying curves for the apple rings processed in the vortex unit 

under using ambient air of T ≈ 25°C and RH ≈ 23%. 

 
4. Conclusions 

Modelling of the apple rings drying process in the vortex unit with application of dry air at ambient 

temperature using only few key ‘fingerprint’ parameters such as activation energy and mass transfer 

coefficient representing the specifics of the product and convective diffusion rate in the vortex dryer 

was carried out. The model yielded in satisfactory results and can be used for estimation of the drying 

rate for the similar processes. 
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Abstract  

The work concerns the drying of thyme. Two hybrid drying methods were used: microwave-convective 

(CVMW) and ultrasound-convective (CVUS) one. Drying kinetics and energy consumption were 

determined. Retention of thymol, carvacrol was measured. Convective (CV) drying was the slowest 

and the most energy-consuming, CVUS was quicker and less energy consuming, CVMW was the 

quickest and the most energy-efficient. The best quality of the dried product was obtained by CVUS. 

 

Keywords: thyme, ultrasound assisted drying, microwave-convective drying 

 

1. Introduction 

Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) is a European evergreen subshrub. Because of its strong aroma thyme is 

widely used as a spice. Thyme is also used as medicinal plant. It has a bactericidal and fungicidal 

activity (Rozentale et al., 2018).  (Abramovič et al., 2018). Thyme contains from 0.75 to 3.5% of 

essential oil, the main ingredients of which are thymol and carvacrol. The essential oil contains also 

some phenolic acids. These components are responsible both for flavor, for medical properties as well 

as for antioxidant activity of thyme. 

Drying process affects the quality of dried thyme. In order not to damage the material, it should be 

dried quickly at low temperature. It is difficult to meet these two conditions simultaneously. 

Therefore, usually the herbs are dried convectively (Chen & Mujumdar, 2007). Drying can be 

accelerated using ultrasound, and/or microwave radiation (Kroehnke et al., 2018). 

The aim of this work is to examined how microwave heating and the use of ultrasound affect the 

kinetics of the drying process, its energy demand and the quality of the obtained, dried herbs. 

 

2. Material and method 

2.1. Material 

Drying of thyme (Thymus vulgaris L.) has been tested. In Polish climate conditions, thyme is 

harvested twice a year: in spring and autumn. Therefore, the thyme was delivered by a local producer 

in June (spring harvests) and September (autumn harvests). 

The tested material differed significantly in its moisture content. The initial moisture content (MC0) 

of the thyme was determined with a moisture analyzer (XM120; Precisa, Switzerland; precision 

0.01%) and equaled on average 79.68 ± 1.04 (kg/kg wet basis) for samples harvested in June and 

61.96 ± 3.83% (kg/kg wet basis) for samples harvested in September. 

 

2.2. Drying procedures 

All drying processes were carried out in the laboratory hybrid dryer (Fig. 1) constructed by Promis-

Tech (Poland). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of hybrid dryer: 1) fan, 2) ultrasound generator, 3) amplifier, 4) heater, 5) hot air 

outlet, 6) ultrasound transducer, 7) pyrometer, 8) pan, 9) pan rotation mechanism, 10) balance, 

11) magnetron, 12) control cabinet. 

 

The hybrid dryer presented in Figure 1 dries using two different techniques: hot air convection 

(CV) and microwave (MW). Air (for CV drying) is sucked from the surroundings and pumped to the 

electric heater (Fig. 1.4, Pmax= 2 kW) by the fan (Fig. 1.1), after heating it passes directly to the drying 

chamber. The attributes of the drying agent, such as temperature and flow velocity are controlled 

automatically and can be set within the range of 30 to 90°C, and 0.1 to 1 m∙s-1 respectively. The actual 

values for temperature and flow velocity are measured constantly during the process using a hot-wire 

anemometer HD29371TC1.5 (Fig. 1.B, precision 0.1°C, 0.01 m∙s-1) produced by Delta OHM (Italy). 

Microwaves at a frequency of 2.45 GHz are generated in standing wave mode by a magnetron (Fig. 

1.11) produced by Muegge (Germany). The emitted radiation’s power is controlled automatically and 

can be adjusted steplessly within the range of 100 W to 500 W. Additionally, each drying process may 

be supported by low frequency (f = 26 kHz), high-power ultrasound (US) generated by the Airborne 

Ultrasound System – AUS (Fig. 1.2, 1.3, 1.6) produced by Pusonics S.L. (Spain). The AUS system 

works with a focalized acoustic field, which means that the waves’ intensity converges with increasing 

distance from the transducer (Fig. 1.6), and at about 420 mm from the radiator it attains its maximum 

(160–170 dB). The distance between the emitter and samples was fixed at 415 mm to ensure that 

samples stayed within the focus area during the treatment. The intensity of the ultrasound can be 

controlled steplessly by adjusting the effective power delivered to the generator within the range of 1 

to 200 W. 

The weight loss of the material being dried is measured automatically throughout the whole 

operation using a laboratory balance, model PS 6000.R2 (Fig.1.8, precision 0.01 g) produced by 

Radwag (Poland). The temperature of the sample’s surface is measured constantly by a pyrometer, 

model CT LT15 (Fig. 1.7, precision 0.1°C), produced by Optris (Germany). The whole drying 

procedure progresses automatically and is controlled by an industrial programmer (Fig. 1.12) produced 

by WAGO (Poland). All the drying parameters are recorded using a predetermined time interval 

(every 5 min) and stored in the data acquisition software delivered with the drying system. 

Table 1. Description of the drying schedules. 

No. Code Description Ta (°C) va (m/s) P (W) 

1 CV convective drying  

 

50 

 

 

2 

0 

2 CVUS ultrasound-assisted convective 

drying 

200 

3 CVMW1 microwave-assisted convective 

drying 

100 

4 CVMW2 200 

Ta – temperature of air, va – velocity of air, P – power of ultrasounds/microwaves 

Four different drying programs were tested experimentally. Each drying operation was elaborated 

on the grounds of the convective process (CV) supported by microwaves (MW) or ultrasound (US). 
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Irrespective of the type of drying program, the air temperature and velocity were constant throughout 

the entire process (T = 55°C, v = 0.4 m∙s-1). Schedule No 1 was executed without microwave and 

ultrasound support – solely convective drying (CV). Schedule 2 was the hybrid one – convective 

process was supported with ultrasounds of a power 200 W. Schedules 3 and 4 were also hybrid type – 

microwave-assisted convective drying, i.e. hybrid programs carried out with the 100 W (CVMW1) 

and 200 W (CVMW2) microwave enhancement. A detailed description of the drying programs is 

presented in Table 1. 

 

2.3. Evaluation of kinetics and energy consumption of the drying processes 

The drying kinetics of thyme was analyzed through comparison of the drying curves – the plots of 

moisture ratio (MRi) against relative time of the process (τi). The MRi was determined from the 

following equation: 
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where MC0, MCi, and MCeq are the initial, instantaneous (at a given time of the process) and final 

moisture contents (-). 

Relative time of process τi was defined as follows: 
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where t – is the time of process (s), DTCV is the total time of convective drying (s). 

The instantaneous moisture content (MCi) was expressed as the ratio of moisture mass to the initial 

mass of the wet sample: 
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where mw is the mass of moisture (g), ms is the mass of dry matter (g), m0 is the initial mass of the 

sample (g) and mt is the mass of sample at time t (s). The final moisture content (MCeq) was assumed 

constant during the research and equal to 0.1 (wet basis). 

On the basis of the mass measurements and time of drying the average rate of the process (DR) was 

calculated for each experiment in accordance with the equation (4): 
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where meq is the final mass of sample (g) and DT is the time of drying (min). 

Effective diffusion coefficient De was calculated according to the method described by Lopez et al. 

(2000). 

Additionally, each drying schedule was also evaluated in terms of specific energy consumption 

(EC). The energy consumed by the dryer system during drying was measured with a standard 

electricity meter (precision 0.1 kWh) and recalculated to MJ per 1 g of evaporated moisture. 

 

2.4. Evaluation of the products quality/determination of the terpenes 

The quality of the dried product was determined based on the retention of basic terpenes, i.e. thymol 

and carvacol.  

For this purpose, the dried material was pulverized, suspended in 5 mL of methanol, and stirred for 

2 hours. All supernatants were decanted and filtered using PTFE syringe filter and transferred into LC 

vials. The extracts were measured by LC-MS/MS. The method of multiple standard additions was 

used for evaluation of each compounds concentration. The samples used for the procedure of 

extraction were prepared in 3 replicates. 
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The quantitative determination of terpenes (thymol and carvacol) were performed using the 

chromatographic system UltiMate 3000 RSLC (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 5 µL samples were 

injected into a 150 mm x 2.0 mm I.D. analytical column (Luna 3µ C 18, Phenomenex, USA). The 

column was kept at 35 °C and the mobile phase was 2 mM ammonium acetate in water (A) and 

methanol (B), at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min. The following gradient for terpenes was used: 0 min 50 % 

B, 5 min 100 % B, 9 min 100 % B. The LC system was connected to the API 4000 QTRAP triple 

quadrupole mass spectrometer from AB Sciex (Foster City, CA, USA). The Turbo Ion Spray source 

operated in negative ion mode. The dwell time for mass transition detected in the MS/MS multiple 

reaction monitoring mode (MRM) was set at 200 ms. All compounds were detected using the 

following settings for the ion source and mass spectrometer: curtain gas 10 psi, nebulizer gas 40 psi, 

auxiliary gas 40 psi, temperature 400 °C, ion spray voltage -4500 V and collision gas set to medium. 

The MS/MS parameters used for quantitative determination of all compounds are shown in Table 2. In 

all experiments, [M-H]- complexes of phenolic acids and terpenes were used as precursor ions.  

 

Table 2. MS/MS parameters for the acquisition of terpenes 

Compound Precursor 

ion  m/z 

Declustering 

potential [V] 

MRM 1a  Collision 

energy  

[V] 

MRM 2b  Collision 

energy  

[V] 

Thymol 
149  

[M-H]- 
-60 149→133 -28 149→107 -32 

Carvacol 
149  

[M-H]- 
-80 149→134 -24 149→133 -40 

a – Detection and quantification transitions, b – confirmation transitions. 

 

2.5. Statistical analysis 

All measurements were carried out at least in triplicate. The results obtained were averaged and the 

sample standard deviation s was calculated in accordance with the equation (Devore, 2015):  
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where yi is the i-th observed value, y  is the mean value of all observations and N is the number of 

observations. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. Drying kinetics and energy consumption 

In Fig. 2 the drying curves for thyme harvested in June (Fig.2a) and September (Fig.2b) are presented. 

The analysis of the curves shown in Fig. 2 allows to state that both microwaves and ultrasounds 

significantly affected the kinetics of drying. Microwave- and ultrasound- assisted processes were 

much shorter compared to the solely convective drying (CV). It surely results from the application of 

the additional source of energy in the form of electromagnetic (microwave) or mechanical (acoustic) 

waves which accelerated the evaporation of moisture and/or reduced internal and external drying 

resistances thus speed up the drying. It was also found that microwaves are more effective than 

ultrasounds and the quantitative effect of their action (shortening of the drying time) depends strictly 

on the power of the used radiation. The shortest drying time was always observed for the processes 

carried out with the highest power of radiation, that is 200 W (CVMW2). 
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Fig. 2. The plot of moisture ratio (MR) against relative time of the process (τ) for thyme harvested in: 

a) June; b) September 

The harvest period had also a slight influence on the drying kinetics. Comparing the curves 

presented in Fig. 2a and 2b, it can be noticed that in the case of samples collected in September, the 

microwaves have shortened the drying process slightly more than in June. This is mainly due to the 

lower moisture content of the samples collected in September, and the application of the same nominal 

power of microwave in both cases. On the other hand, in the case of the ultrasound-assisted convective 

processes, the acoustic wave was more effective for samples with higher moisture content (harvested 

in June). Comparing Fig. 2a and 2b, it can be noticed that in the case of samples dried in June the 

reduction of drying time (compared to the CV process) was about 47%, while for samples dried in 

September this value dropped to about 40%. 

 
Fig. 3. Average values of the relative drying rate (a) and effective diffusion coefficient (b) for different 

drying schedules 

In Fig. 3a the relative average drying rates observed in particular processes are presented. Obtained 

results stay in good agreement with the conclusions drawn from the analysis of drying curves (Fig. 2). 

In the case of samples collected and dried in June, the application of microwave caused significant 

growth of the average drying rate. Relating the average drying rate in a given process to the value of 

this parameter observed for the convective process, a 10-fold increase in the drying rate for the 

CVMW1 process and a 16-fold increase for CVMW2 was demonstrated. As already stated, ultrasound 

proved to be a less effective drying accelerator - the drying rated increased in the CVUS process only 

1.5 times. 

The changes for samples dried in September are less visible. Although the increase in the drying rate 

for microwave-assisted processes may be still distinguished, the magnitude of these changes is 
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definitely lower. The average drying rate in the CVMW1 process was only 1.5 times higher than in the 

convective process, and in the case of CVMW2, the increase was 3 times. Observed results may arise 

from the lower initial moisture content. Assuming that the amount of energy supplied to the material 

being dried is higher than the value necessary for evaporation (some excess of energy is supplied), and 

taking into account that the average drying rate was defined as the mass of evaporated moisture to the 

time at which this process took place (Eq. 4), the increase in water mass in the dried product causes an 

increase in the average drying rate. 

Values of the relative effective diffusion coefficient (Fig. 3b) calculated in accordance with the 

procedure proposed by Lopez et al. (2000) stay in good agreement with the drying curves (Fig. 2). 

Application of the additional source of energy such as microwave and ultrasound resulted in the 

growth of the diffusion coefficient and the highest values were observed for CVMW2 schedule of 

drying. The difference between the values obtained for samples dried in June and September is 

noticeable. The higher value of diffusion coefficients for the raw material collected in September 

results from the higher slope of the drying curves plotted as ln MR(t). 

 
Fig. 4. Average values of the relative energy consumption for different drying schedules 

In Fig. 4. the relative energy consumption for a particular process of drying is presented. One can 

see the application of microwaves during convective process influenced not only the kinetics of drying 

but also its energy efficiency. The higher power of microwave the shorter drying process and lower 

energy consumption. In the case of the ultrasound-assisted convective process (CVUS), the energy 

consumption was similar or even higher as in solely convective drying (CV), despite visible 

shortening of the drying time (Fig. 2). Such a phenomenon is observed in the case of low-effective 

enhancement. It is clear that the application of any additional source of energy results in higher 

instantaneous energy consumption because additional generators (microwave or ultrasound) need to be 

powered. If applied energy effectively enhances the drying operation and causes a significant 

reduction in drying time, a positive effect on energy consumption will be observed. On the other hand, 

if the drying time reduction is small, higher instantaneous energy consumption may result in a 

negative influence on the overall/specific energy consumption. It should be mentioned that the 

efficiency of generators plays also an important role in the qualitative effect of the application of 

additional energy (positive or negative). If the low-efficient generator is used, a higher reduction in 

drying time is required, due to higher instantaneous energy consumption. For this reason, it is very 

difficult to specify unequivocally if the small effect of ultrasound results from lower efficiency of the 

generator (compared to microwave one) or smaller influence on the drying kinetics. 

 

3.2. Product quality 

Terpenes retention was assumed as a measure of the quality of the dried material. The final content of 

thymol and carvacol was determined in accordance with the procedure described in section 2.4. 
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Fig. 5. Average values of the relative retention of terpenes: (a) thymol, (b) carvacol. 

In Fig. 5. the relative retention of terpenes (thymol and carvacol) is shown. The obtained results show 

that ultrasonic-assisted drying gives the best material. The terpen content in the dried thyme is 33 to 

38% greater than that obtained by solely convection drying. This result does not depend on whether 

the thyme came from the spring or autumn harvest.  

Worse results are obtained by microwave drying. This method gave the dried material with a 

terpene content of 92% to 120% compared to convective drying. Especially thyme from the autumn 

harvest, containing less initial moisture content, was exposed to a greater loss of terpenes. This 

phenomenon may result from the material overheating due to the use of the same microwave power 

for material with lower humidity. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The research carried out leads to the following conclusions. If the aim of the process is to dry out the 

material as quickly as possible with a relatively small amount of energy, the microwave-convective 

technique should be used. If the goal is to obtain high-quality material, ultrasound assisted convective 

drying should be preferred. 
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Abstract  

 

The understanding of multilayer and multicomponent polymeric film drying processes plays and 

important role in many applications and processes, such as paints, coatings, membranes, adhesive, 

varnishes, optical foils and 3d printed multilayer structures. After deposition, the subsequent drying 

step has impact on the functionality of the final product. Mass transport in the film is often the limiting 

factor. Despite the huge practical relevance, multi-component diffusion and interdiffusion is 

experimentally yet not well investigated and understood.  In practice there are no models and data to 

describe this properly. One main reason is the lack of experiments in multicomponent systems for 

experimentally validated theoretical descriptions of multicomponent diffusion. Inverse Micro Raman 

Spectroscopy (IMRS) offers in-situ measurement of solvent concentrations in thin films during drying 

with a high spatial resolution.  

 

Keywords: Film Drying, Multicomponent Diffusion Coefficients, Fundamentals, Multilayer 

 

Results and discussion  

Experiments are performed by drying thin films while applying well-defined boundary conditions and 

measuring the concentration profiles of all components simultaneously at different positions within the 

sample (fig. 1). The influence of the initial composition on the drying behaviour of multi-component 

systems will be discussed. Approaches of a numerical model-based description of the multi-

component mass transport will be presented (fig 2).  

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Air flow channel with inverse micro-Raman spectrometer for investigation of film drying, 

(b) schematic representation of the mass transfer during drying of a polymer film. 

 

[picture from Kachel, Scharfer, Schabel, J. APPL. POLYM. SCI. 2017) 
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Figure 2: Selectivity during drying of a Methanol – Toluene – PVAc polymer film in comparison with 

numerical simulation results. (from Siebel, Scharfer, Schabel 2017)   

 

For multilayer systems predicting the interdiffusion during drying of multilayer systems is of 

fundamental importance for many applications. A model was developed to describe the interdiffusion 

behaviour of miscible and immiscible polymeric double layers in presence of a solvent. The model 

was validated with Raman spectroscopy experiments (IMRS) (fig.1 & fig.3) of different polymer-

polymer-solvent systems. The bottom layer consisted of a first polymer film and as top layer a wet 

film consisting of a second polymer and solvent was used. The concentration profiles of the 

components were measured at different times and the influence of solvent content and molar weight of 

the polymers on the interdiffusion behaviour of the three components was studied (fig. 3a). It could be 

clearly shown that the intermixing zone strongly widens with increasing solvent content for the 

miscible PVAc-PMMA-Toluene system (fig 3b.). The model was verified for additional material 

systems.  

 

 

Figure 3: (a) Schematic procedure for measuring interdiffusion of double layers consisting of a dry 

polymer1 layer and a wet polymer2-solvent layer with Raman spectroscopy.  

(b) Influence of the solvent content on the width of the intermixing zone at different times for the 

miscible PVAc-PMMA-toluene system (Raupp et al. and Schabel 2018) 
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Abstract  

Feijoa is a tropical fruit harvested in South America. In this study, the effect of two different 

atomization devices, fluid nozzle and rotary disc, on particle size of feijoa pulp powder obtained by 

spray drying was studied. The drying parameters where kept constant at 195°C inlet air temperature 

and 25% maltodextrin concentration. Results showed that particles obtained using Fluid Nozzle are 

smaller and more convoluted than particles obtained using the rotary disc.  

 

Keywords: Feijoa, Powder, Particle size, Spray drying. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In Colombia, feijoa is considered a promising crop thanks to its export potential, nutraceutical 

characteristics and its agroindustrial use (Parra and Fischer, 2013). In the past 5 years the production 

of feijoa has increased. Only in the department of Boyacá they went from producing 1015 tons per 

year to producing 1867 tons per year (Agronet MinAgricultura, 2016), although this represents a 

growth of 84%, only 3.53% of the total harvest was exported in Boyacá. Colombia exports 479,975 

tons of edible fruits annually, which means that the total amount of feijoa produced by Boyacá 

corresponds to less than 0.39% of Colombian fruit exports, but why this low percentage of feijoa 

exports compared to the other fruits that come from Colombia to international markets? Although 

feijoa is very popular both in the domestic market and abroad, there are currently several 

disadvantages for its successful commercialization, among them a very short shelf life and its delicate 

handling in the post-harvest (Parra and Fischer, 2013). The feijoa as fresh fruit, from Colombia, does 

not have admissibility in export markets, due to phytosanitary problems and short lifetimes. 

To promote its use in the food sector and increase the shelf life and safety of the feijoa, a drying 

process can be implemented. To make it an attractive product for the food industry, dry feijoa pulp 

must be a product with good reconstitution characteristics and low moisture content and water activity 

so it can be a stable product over time and microbiologically safe (Maroulis y Saravacos, 2003). A 

processing alternative to achieve those characteristics is spray drying. Spray drying makes it possible 

to obtain a dehydrated powder which, when in contact with water, is easily reconstituted and which, 

by having a low water activity value and a low moisture content, reduces the proliferation of altering 

microorganisms, in addition, thanks to its short exposure times to high temperatures, it reaches to 

conserve thermo-sensitive compounds (Bhusari et al., 2014). 

Spray drying is a continuous processing operation, in which it is sought to convert a liquid feed 

flow into a powder formed by dry particles. This is achieved by atomizing the feed stream in a hot 
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drying gas medium. Spray drying minimizes handling and preserves the product, as its water activity 

is reduced to a low level, thus stopping bacterial degradation (Hayashi, 1989; Chiou y Langrish, 

2006). 

Spray drying is a widely used technique in food preservation because it is fast, continuous and 

reproducible (Ramírez et al., 2015). The scalability conditions, the cost-efficiency ratio and the short 

exposure of the product to heat make spray drying the ideal tool for feijoa drying. 

There are many response variables associated to spray drying, an important one is the size 

distribution of the powder particles. The size distribution of the particles provides information not only 

of the average size, but also of the agglomeration of particles. The size and distribution of the powder 

are directly related to the size and distribution of the drops and, consequently, depend mainly on the 

nozzle and on the properties of the fluid fed (Passos and Birchal, 2010). 

Therefore, the aim of the present work was to study the effect of the atomization device on the 

following 2D structural properties of feijoa pulp powder obtained by spray drying; particle size and 

structure. 

2. Material and method 

 

2.1. Raw Material 

The feijoas of variety Mammoth were supplied by a feijoa farm in Tibasosa (Boyacá, Colombia) at the 

stage of physiological maturity with a content of soluble solids between 11 and 13 ° Brix. 

 

2.1. Powder obtention  

Pulp was dried using a GEA Niro spray dryer (Dusseldorf, Germany) following the methodology 

of previous work (Henao-Ardila et al., 2019). The main components of the system were: Feijoa pulp 

feeding system, consisting of a peristaltic pump (Watson-Marlow, USA), a spray device (nozzle with 

0.2 mm diameter opening and rotary disk) and air compressor, pressure was kept constant to 1.2 and 

3.5 bar, respectively. A system for feeding the drying air, consisting of a blower and an air filter. 

Finally, a temperature control system and a product control system (cyclone) were also used. The feed 

flow rate was maintained between 90 and 100 mL / min, inlet and outlet air temperature were kept to 

210 and 110 °C respectively. Maltodextrin concentration ratio was kept constant to 16% w / w. After 

spray drying, the powders were collected through the cyclone in a stainless-steel vessel, transferred to 

a plastic bag and stored in desiccators at room temperature.  

 

2.2. Image analysis 

The images were taken using a scanning electron microscope SEM (Phenom-World, Netherlands). 

Samples were placed on carbon strips and images were captured using a potential of 5Kv and 500x. 

The image analysis was performed following the methodology reported by Quintanilla-Carvajal et al. 

(2011). SEM micrographies were converted to grey scale (8 bits) maps and then to binary images 

(black and white) by using the software ImageJ 1.34 and the FIJI tool (National Institutes of Health, 

Bethesda, MD, USA). Thresholding was applied to each image by using default settings (95- 111). Fill 

holes tool was then used. Feret diameter, perimeter and area were determined. Particle size distribution 

where then evaluated. 

The fractal dimension was evaluated in order to estimate the complexity of the particles. Particles 

having a fractal dimension (FD) approaching 2 show highly complex convoluted objects (Quintanilla 

Carvajal et al., 2011). 

 

2.3. Statistical analysis 

All analytical test and drying experiments were carried out in duplicate and results were reported as 

the mean ± standard deviation. Significant differences among results were determined by a multiple 

comparison of means using the least significant difference (LSD) Contrast at α = 0.05. Analysis were 

performed using free statistic software R (R core team, Austria). 

 

3. Results and discussion  

"Atomization is the most important operation in the spray drying process. The type of atomizer not 

only determines the energy required to form the spray but also the size and size distribution of the 
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drops” (Mujumdar, 1987). Particle size is a very important property in dehydrated powders. Particle 

size can affect its properties and make it difficult to handle, transport and store. When the particle size 

is very small, the surface area increases and, consequently, sensitive compounds can degrade (Tontul 

and Topuz, 2017). The feijoa pulp powders particle size distribution in terms of Feret for fluid nozzle 

and rotary disc are shown in Fig. 1. Both atomization devices showed a monomodal distribution and 

similar size distribution. One-way ANOVA test showed that both distributions presented statistical 

differences (p < 0.05), Most of the powder particles obtained using the fluid nozzle had a particle size 

that ranged between 9.59 and 13.07 µm and most of the powder particles obtained using the rotary 

disc had a particle size that ranged between 16.56 and 20.04 µm, being rotary disc the atomization 

device that presented the largest particle sizes. The droplet size that is produced from the rotary disc 

varies inversely with the wheel speed (Anandharamakrishnan, 2013) so it was expected the particle 

size to be smaller when using the rotary. 

This may be due to the high viscosity of the feijoa pulp which causes the rotary disk to rotate at a 

lower speed, producing larger droplets than those produced using the fluid nozzle (Ferrari et al., 2012; 

Tonon et al., 2008). In previous studies (Henao-Ardila et al., 2019) the concentration of maltodextrin 

was varied from 7 to 25%. The results showed that the change in maltodextrin concentration has a 

significant effect on the droplet size and rotational speed of the rotary disc. The higher the 

concentration of maltodextrin, the lower the rotation speed of the rotary disc and as a result of this, the 

larger size of the drop (Xin Huang et al., 2006). The change in concentration of maltodextrin had no 

significant effect on the drop size using the fluid nozzle.  
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Fig 1. Particle size distribution. 

 

Table 1 shows the morphometric characterization the feijoa powder in terms of the area, perimeter and 

Feret diameter. To determine statistic differences between both atomizers, a LSD Contrast test was 

applied to the different morphometric parameters to identify differences among treatments. Results 

suggested that the atomization device had a significant effect (p < 0.05) on the morphometric 

characteristics of the powder. Powders atomized using the rotary disc presented higher values of area 

and perimeter. Circularity factor also showed higher values when using the rotary disc. This suggested 

that particles obtained using the rotary disc might have a rounder shape than particles obtained using 

fluid nozzle. This might be due to less agglomeration when spray drying the pulp using the rotary disc. 

To confirm this assumption the contour fractal dimension (FDc) was calculated by adding 1 to the 

slope of the graph of ln perimeter vs ln area (Fig. 2). 

 

Table 1. Morphometric parameters of feijoa powder 

Atomization device Area (µm2) Perimeter (µm) Circularity  

Fluid Nozzle 121.9 ± 3.76 a 41.64 ± 0.30 a 0.71 ± 0.02 a 

Rotary Disc 312.32 ± 1.01 b 69.96 ± 0.43 b 0.77 ± 0.03 b 
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 Superscripts with different letters within the same column presented significant differences (p < 0.05) 

 

FDc showed that the particles from the fluid nozzle where slightly more convoluted than particles 

obtained using the rotary disc, confirming the fractal nature of agglomerates (Barletta and Barbosa, 

1993). As Quintanilla-Carvajal et al., (2011) concluded, the results of FDc are very sensitive to 

changes in area or perimeter, that is why differences among atomization devices are small.  These FDc 

values are higher compared to those obtained by Chanona et al., (2004) work which presented a FDc 

that ranged between 1.15 and 1.19 for maltodextrin powders dried at to different inlet/outlet 

temperature conditions. These differences might be due to the amount of sugar contained in the feijoa 

pulp which could cause a more stickier behaviour, causing powder particles to agglomerate.  

The presence of agglomerates in fluid nozzle powder particles might be due to small particle sizes. 

This fine powder particles have a greater surface to volume ratio compared to the big powder particles 

and therefore, the bonding due to the van der Waals force is bigger (Yang et al., 2008). 
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Fig 2. Ln Perimeter vs Ln Area for determining the Contour Fractal Dimension (FDc) 

 

Fig. 3 shows the micrographs of the feijoa powder particles. This figure is in accordance with the 

results of the contour fractal dimension analysis. Fig 3B is a micrograph taken at 1500x where the 

nature of the agglomerates can be appreciated.  
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When comparing Fig 3A to Fig 3C, it can be seen how the particles obtained using the rotary disc 

as atomization device tend to have a more circular shape than the particles obtained using the fluid 

nozzle as atomization device. 

The description of these morphological factors in powders is very important because they are 

related to the instant properties of powders, properties such as wetting, submerging, dispersing and 

dissolving (Chanona et al., 2004) 

 

 
Fig 3. SEM micrographs of feijoa powder. A) Particles obtained using fluid nozzle as atomization 

device at 500x. B) Particles obtained using fluid nozzle device at 1500 x. C) Particles obtained using 

rotary disc as atomization device at 500x 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

Differences on particle size and morphometric characteristics where found among both atomization 

systems. Fluid nozzle showed a smaller particle size and a more convoluted structure due to the 

agglomeration process. Rotary disc particles showed larger sizes and higher circularity values. 

Atomization device had a significant effect on the size and shape of the resulting feijoa pulp powder. 

Powder particles obtained using the fluid nozzle as atomization device have smaller circularity 

values due to agglomeration of the particles. Agglomeration in the feijoa pulp powder occurred due to 

the small particle size obtained by atomizing the pulp using a fluid nozzle.  

In this work, only 2D structural properties were analysed, it would be interesting to analyse more 

thoroughly the structure of the powders and perform the analysis of 3D structural properties. 
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Abstract  

The paper presents an experimental analysis of the impact of countercurrent spray drying with the 

swirling air flow on product properties. An intensive agglomeration improves the homogenization of 

the product and increases its porosity. The change in particle size also affects the efficiency and 

energy consumption of the dryer. The influence of the swirl number and the slurry to atomizing air 

ratio in the nozzle on product properties and the efficiency of the drying process was investigated. 

 

Keywords: agglomeration, spray drying, swirling air flow 

 
1. Introduction 

Counter-current spray dryers with swirl air flow are applied to intensify heat and mass transfer and 

momentum exchange between continuous and dispersed phases resulting in the production of 

agglomerated porous particles (Francia et al. 2015
a
). The advantages of counter-current spray drying 

such as higher thermal efficiency make it suitable for the production of thermally resistant materials 

such as detergents (Ali et al. 2014). 

Counter-current dryers are less analyzed in the terms of hydrodynamics, product quality and 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling comparing to co-current spray dryers (Hernandez et 

al. 2018). 

Zbicinski and Piatkowski (2009) applied Particle Dynamic Analysis (PDA) and the Laser Doppler 

Anemometry (LDA) laser measurement system to study particles flow dynamics and mechanism of 

moisture evaporation in counter-current spray drying. Results of the experiments showed that particles 

agglomeration is promoted by recirculation zones. It was found that the drying rate and dried product 

quality is mainly controlled by atomization parameters, nozzle location, and gas temperature. 

Francia et al. (2015
a
, 2015

b
, 2015

c
, 2016) published papers on experimental analysis of industrial 

counter-current swirl flow spray dryer for production of detergents. The authors found that wall 

deposition, clustering and re-entrainment of particles from the walls significantly increase particles 

residence time and play a key role in agglomerates formation in the swirl dryer (Francia et al. 2015
b
). 

Simultaneously, the particles wall deposition increases wall friction and promotes swirl decay (Francia 

et al. 2015
a
). Also, the high air temperature and low air velocity produce large agglomerates (>850 

µm), whereas the decrease of drying air temperature and the increase of air velocity reduces the 

number of such agglomerates (Francia et al. 2015
c
). 

Francia research group (2015
c
, 2016) proved also that the position of the atomizer along the dryer 

height also has an impact on particles agglomeration and final moisture content of the particles. 

Quality requirements for a majority of powdered products such as detergents are driven by 

consumer needs so the ability to predict and control dry powder parameters is the focus of particle 

science (Morgeneyer et al. 2018). 
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Huntington (2004) defined the main physical parameters of detergent powder, which need to be 

controlled during spray drying such as bulk density, moisture content and particle size distribution. 

The control of the bulk density of the detergent powder is important because the packaging operations 

and the use of the product by the customer are made based on volume rather than mass. The size of the 

particles is also important because the large agglomerates of the particles dissolve slowly, while the 

too fine particles look visually as a dusty product. With regard to the final moisture content, spray-

drying is to produce a dry bulk product, avoiding particle overheating and thermal degradation 

(Huntington 2004). Agglomeration of particles can improve the physical properties of the powder, 

such as wettability and dispersibility (Chever et al. 2017). The product's properties depend on the 

temperature and agglomeration history in the drying tower and on the time the particles residence time 

(Ali et al. 2017). 

In this work, extensive experiments were carried out to determine the effect of selected process 

parameters on the properties of the final product: bulk density, moisture content, particle size 

distribution. During the tests, the amount of drying air, the ratio of the slurry's mass to the atomizing 

air, the swirl number and the type of the nozzle were changed. 

 

2. Material and method 

The scheme of the experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1. The dryer was in a counter-current 

configuration. The dryer with a height of 8 m and a diameter of 0.5 m is equipped with the feeding 

system, drying air supplying system, product collecting and dedusting systems. 

The air inlets were inclined with respect to the axis of the dryer and angled to the wall to get two 

values of the swirl number: 6.55 and 4.01. To calculate the swirl number the equation proposed by 

Francia et al. (2015
a
) was used: 
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where Ω is the swirl intensity, G0 represents the angular momentum, Gz stands for average axial 

momentum, R signifies the radius of the cylinder (drying tower) whereas Ri is the radius of the cross-

section at the inlets to the dryer, 𝑀𝑖
̅̅ ̅ is combined mass flow rate through the inlets, 𝑀𝐷

̅̅ ̅̅  is the mass flow 

rate of drying air in the drying tower, 𝑈𝑖,0̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ corresponds to air velocity at the inlets, 𝑈𝑎𝑣̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is air velocity in 

the drying tower, Ai denotes  the combined area of inlets 

cross-section whereas AD is area of dryer cross-section, φ and 

ξ are radial and axial alignment of the air inlet nozzles, 

respectively. Details regarding the use of Eq. 1 are given in 

the paper by Francia et al. (2015
a
) 

The washing powder for drying experiments was used as 

an aqueous suspension with water content of 32% w/w. 

Pneumatic nozzles with different orifices 1.3 and 2.0 mm 

(Niro) were used with slurry/atomizing air mass ratio from 1.8 

to 2.50. The initial droplet size distribution was determined in 

a laboratory for various mass slurry/atomizing air ratios. The 

drying air flow rate was changed from 230 to 400 kg/h while 

the air temperature was set at 230°C for all tests. Process 

parameters applied at different drying trials are presented in 

the Table 1. 

Powder moisture content, median particle size, fines 

content and the outlet air temperature were recorded during 

experiments. The bulk density of the product was measured 

for each powder sample weighting a known volume of 

material. The moisture content in the samples was determined 

with accuracy ± 0.05% using a Moisture Balance EH-72 

(Mettler-Toledo GmbH, Switzerland) with halogen lamp heat 

source. To determine Particle Size Distribution (PSD), dried 

powder was separated on fractions using sieves. 

 
Fig. 1. Experimental drying 

tower. 
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Table 1. Process parameters. 

Trial 

Slurry 

rate, 

[kg/h] 

Atomizing 

air rate, 

[kg/h] 

Slurry-to-

air mass 

ratio, [-] 

Nozzle 

orifice 

Swirl 

number, 

[-] 

Drying air 

flow rate, 

[kg/h] 

CO2 

level, [% 

to air 

flow rate] 

1 30 – 37,5 15 – 18 1,87 – 2,34 1,3 6,55 400 2,5 

2 35 – 37 15 – 16 2,19 – 2,33 2,0 6,55 400 2,5 

3 30 17 1,80 1,3 6,55 223 – 307 2,5 

4 30 17 1,80 1,3 4,01 242 – 285 2,5 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Initial Atomization Parameters 

In the first stage of the study, the effect of the mass ratio of slurry to air on the initial PSD in the 

stream generated by two nozzles with a orifices of 1.3 and 2.0 mm was analyzed. Change of initial 

droplets diameters D10, D50 and D90 with the increase of slurry-to-air mass ratio for nozzle orifice 1.3 

mm and 2.0 mm is shown in Figure 2. Analysis of the results shows the increase of median particle 

size (D50) as well as D10 and D90 with the increase of slurry-to-air mass ratio for both nozzle orifices. 

The most significant impact of the slurry-to-air mass ratio on increase of initial droplet diameters was 

observed for nozzle orifice 1.3 mm. 

Impact of the slurry-to-air mass ratio on product quality 

The effect of the ratio of slurry mass to air on the quality of the dried powder was also analyzed. For 

both nozzle openings, the increase of the slurry-to-air mass ratio, produced particles with higher D50 

As slurry-to-air mass ratio increases from 1.88 to 2.34 the median dry particles size (D50) is increasing 

from 280 to 422 µm for nozzle orifice 1.3 mm, and from 319 to 404 µm for the nozzle with orifice 2.0 

mm (Figure 3). Results of the study are in agreement with the results obtained by Kwapinska and 

Zbicinski (2005), which showed that increase of initial Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) for detergent, 

 
Fig. 2. Initial PSD for the different slurry-to-air mass ratio  

and nozzle orifice 1.3 mm (a) and 2.0 mm (b). 

 
Fig. 3. Product MPS (D50) and content of fines (<150 µm) for the different slurry-to-air mass ratio 

and two nozzle orifices 1.3 mm (Trial 1) and 2.0 mm (Trial 2). 
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maltodextrin and cacao powder results in the increase of SMD in the final product. 

Due to an increase of median particle size in the product, the decrease of fine particles content 

(<150 µm) was observed for the lower slurry-to-air mass ratio (Figure 3). For 1.3mm nozzle orifice, 

fines content decreased from 11.8 % to 4.9 % as a slurry-to-air mass ratio was changed from 1.88 to 

2.33. 

Figure 4 shows product PSD for the selected slurry-to-air mass ratio and nozzle orifice 1.3 mm 

(Trial 1). Analysis of the figure indicates that for all selected slurry-to-air mass ratio the PSD shows 

single size mode with a peak at 300-425 μm. For high slurry-to-air mass ratio the number of small 

particles below 300 μm is decreasing, whereas the amount of agglomerates is increasing. For the 

slurry-to-air mass ratio of 1.88 particles fraction 600-850 μm and 850-1180 μm have low percent 

undersize 3.8% and 0.7%, respectively. The increase of slurry-to-air mass ratio to 2.33 resulted in a 

significant rise of percent undersize of particles with size >600 μm. 

Higher slurry-to-atomizing-air mass ratio resulted in lower bulk density, for example for nozzle 

Niro 1.3 maximal bulk density 517 kg/m3 was found for the slurry-to-air mass ratio 1.94 (Figure 5). 

With an increase of slurry-to-atomizing-air mass ratio to value 2.34, powder bulk density was reduced 

to 410 kg/m
3
. For Niro nozzle with the orifice 2.0 mm the powder bulk density was slightly higher 

compared to nozzle Niro 1.3 mm and decreased from 523 to 435 kg/m
3
 with an increase of slurry-to-

atomizing-air mass ratio. The bulk density of the powder was found dependent on a number of 

parameters such as particle size distribution, particles morphology, moisture content and particles 

porosity. Lower slurry-to-atomizing-air mass ratio produced smaller agglomerates with lower D50, 

which have lower porosity and lower cohesivity. As a result, the particles pack well in the material bed 

resulting in increase of dried product bulk density. In contrast, wetter agglomerates with 

heterogeneous morphology serve to decrease bulk density of the powder. Lower D50 in dry powder 

explains increase of bulk density for nozzle 

orifice 2.0 mm comparing to nozzle orifice 1.3 

mm. 

Table 2 shows the effect of the slurry-to-

atomizing-air mass ratio on the final moisture 

content in the dry powder. Low powder 

moisture content < 0.5 % was obtained for 

lower slurry-to-atomizing-air mass ratio in the 

range 1.87 – 2.25 (Nozzle Niro 1.3) and 2.19 – 

2.33 (Nozzle Niro 2.0). This is because the 

lower slurry-to-atomizing-air mass ratios result 

in lower initial spray droplet sizes (D50) which 

increases area available for heat transfer and 

thus the rate of drying. Intensive particles 

drying for the low slurry-to-atomizing-air mass 

ratio explains the low particles diameters in the 

product (D50), since particles, which are dried faster have limited time for collision and sticking to 

form large agglomerates. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Product PSD for the different slurry-to-air mass ratio (Trial 1). 

 
Fig. 5. Product bulk density for the different 

slurry-to-air mass ratio and two nozzle 

orifices 1.3 mm (Trial 1) and 2.0 mm 

(Trial 2). 
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Table 2. Product moisture content for the different slurry-to-air mass ratio  

and two nozzle orifices 1.3 mm (Trial 1) and 2.0 mm (Trial 2) 

Nozzle orifice Slurry-to-air mass ratio The moisture content of dried powder, (%) 

1,3 

1,87 0,29 

1,94 0,27 

2,08 0,22 

2,25 0,10 

2,27 3,62 

2,33 1,64 

2,34 2,59 

2,0 

2,19 0,20 

2,26 0,15 

2,33 0,41 

 
Impact of drying air flow rate and swirl number on product quality 

Impact of drying air flow rate in the drying tower on the product quality was analyzed for two swirl 

numbers 6.55 (Trial 3) and 4.01 (Trial 4). To analyze the effect of air flow rate the slurry of detergent 

was atomized using nozzle Niro 1.3 with the slurry-to-atomizing-air mass ratio 1.8 for both swirl 

numbers. Initial atomization parameters were analyzed at the separate unit and the following initial 

PSD of droplets were measured: D10 – 40 µm, D50 – 96 µm and D90 – 459 µm (Fig. 2). Comparing 

initial PSD to median dried particles diameter (D50) in dried powder (Fig. 6) increase of D50 to values 

230 – 372 µm is observed due to particles agglomeration. For swirl number 6.55 the relationship 

between median particle size (D50) and drying air flow rate is observed, that is the D50 decreased with 

the increase of drying air flow rate. For swirl number 4.01 the D50 was close to the value ca. 250 µm 

and does not change significantly with drying air flow rate. 

The additional impact of low drying air flow rate on enhanced particles agglomeration has been 

elucidated by Francia et al. [7]. Namely, due to the low momentum, the residence time of particles in 

the form of wall sediments increases; the particles have more time to sinter and agglomerate in the 

wall of the dryer. As the flow rate of the drying air increases, the particles deposited on the wall are 

removed more quickly and produce granules of smaller sizes. 

As a result of the decrease of product D50, the increase of fine particles content (<150 µm) for 

higher air flow rate in the drying tower was observed (Figure 6). 

 
Fig. 6. Dried powder MPS (D50) and content of fines (<150 µm) for different drying air flow 

rate and swirl number 6.55 (Trial 3) and 4.01 (Trial 4). 
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The product particle size distribution for selected drying air flow rates and swirl number 6.55 (Trial 

3) is shown in Figure 7. For drying air flow rates of 223 and 258 kg/h, particle size distribution with 

single size mode at 300-425 μm was noted. The increase of drying air flow rate to 279 kg/h changed 

the size peak to 212-300 μm. For lower drying air flow rate of 223 kg/h the percent undersize of 

agglomerates in the range 600-850 μm was equal to 11.4%, whereas for higher drying air flow rate of 

258 kg/h and 279 kg/h the percentage of particles 600-850 μm dropped to 7.2% and 2.7%, 

respectively. 

For the low drying air flow rate of 220 

Nm
3
/h (Swirl number 6.55) the powder has 

moisture content 4.15 %, which is higher than 

the optimal for industrial operation, indicating 

that the product was not dried completely. 

Wet particles collision explains an increased 

amount of agglomerates (highest D50 

observed) and reduction of fines content for 

low air flow rate in the drying tower. As the 

air flow rate in the tower increased to 278 

Nm
3
/h (Swirl number 6.55), the moisture 

content of the product dropped to 0.54 % 

indicating over-drying of particles. For lower 

swirl number of 4.01 the product moisture 

content was below 1% and reduced with the 

increase of air flow rate. 

Table 3. Examples of average values and standard deviations determined from a few 

repetitions (Trial 3) 

Drying air 

flow rate  

Product moisture 

content 

Product bulk 

density 
Product D50 

Content of fines 

(<150 µm) 

kg/hr % w/w kg/m
3
 µm % 

260 3.34±0.59 458±7.8 249±6 23±3 

279 0.45±0.13 490±7.1 249 16 

Reproducibility of the tests 

A relatively extensive experimental plan was carried out in a short period of time. The tests were 

carried out in a relatively large installation, with about 20 kg of dry product obtained per hour. Many 

process parameters were changed, and only a few times the process was repeated under identical 

drying conditions. Tables 3 and 4 contain such results of experiments that may provide information on 

the repeatability of tests.  
  

 
Fig. 7. Product PSD for different drying air flow rate (Trial 3). 

 
Fig. 8. Dried powder moisture content for 

different drying air flow rate and swirl 

number 6.55 (Trial 3) and 4.01 (Trial 4). 
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Table 4. Examples of average values and standard deviations determined from a few 

repetitions (Trial 1) 

Slurry-to-air 

mass ratio 

Product moisture 

content 

Product bulk 

density 
Product D50 

Content of fines 

(<150 µm) 

kg/hr % w/w kg/m
3
 µm % 

1.87 1.41 511±33 282±0.7 11.8±2.8 

1.93 0.28±0.06 442±13 291±1.4 10.1±0.8 

2.33 1.66±0.07 - 422±0.2 4.9±0.2 

 
4. Conclusions 
An extensive experimental program of counter-current spray drying of detergent was completed in a 

pilot plant drying tower. Two nozzles with different orifices, slurry atomizing air mass ratio, drying air 

flow rate and the swirl number were selected as variable parameters during experiments. 

As the slurry-to-air mass ratio increases, the mass-weighted median droplet size (D50) increases as 

well. As a consequence, the D50 of the product also increases but increase of the powder D50 is more 

linked to the moisture increase of the powder and corresponding increase in agglomeration. 

In the case of a nozzle with an opening of 1.3 mm, an increase in the mass ratio of slurry to 

atomizing-air caused an increase in the D50 in the product and a reduction in the fine fraction of the 

product. In the case of a nozzle with 2.0 mm orifice, the fines content was in the same range as in the 

case of a 1.3 mm nozzle; however, the relationship between the fines content and the slurry-to-air 

mass ratio was less pronounced. 

Higher slurry-to-atomizing air mass ratio resulted in lower bulk density. In the case of nozzle Niro 

1.3 the maximum bulk density of 517 kg/m
3
 was found for the slurry-to-air mass ratio of 1.94. The 

increase of slurry-to-atomizing-air mass ratio to the value of 2.34, resulted in reduced powder bulk 

density to 410 kg/m
3
. For the nozzle with 2.0 mm orifice the powder bulk density was slightly higher 

compared to the nozzle Niro 1.3 and decreased from 523 to 435 kg/m
3
 with similar increase of slurry-

to-atomizing-air mass ratio. 

For the swirl number of 6.55 the relationship between median particle size (D50) and drying air 

flow rate was observed. The product D50 decreased with the increase of drying air flow rate. When 

drying air flow rate is low, the particle residence time in the dryer is increasing and particles have 

more time for collision and agglomeration. With the decrease of the product D50 an increase in the 

content of fine particles (<150 μm) was observed for higher air flow in the drying tower. For the swirl 

number 4.01, the MPS (D50) did not change significantly with drying air flow rate. 
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Abstract  

The risks identification is a key step for the safe design of a manufacturing process and, in this 

framework, once the threats to the process have been pointed out, it is important to evaluate their 

consequences, as well as their causes. In this paper, the risk assessment has been used to build the 

basis for the risk-based decision making in plant and process design of a pilot scale freeze-dryer, to be 

then exploited in the design of a full scale safer plant, taking into account also the experimental 

evaluation of possible human errors.  

 

Keywords: Freeze-drying, risk-based decision making, recursive operability analysis, human error 

probability.  

 

1 Introduction 

In the freeze-drying process the water is removed at low temperature and low pressure; this type of 

process is used to protect the product by the possible thermal degradation. The freeze-drying process is 

widely used in the food and pharmaceutical industry. Product obtained have long-term stability at the 

ambient temperature and the porous structure of the final product allows a fast reconstitution (Mellor 

1978, Franks 2007). One of the more important factors that influences the product quality is the 

process temperature (Pikal 1990a, 1990b). 

The development and management of a lyophilization process requires several steps and each of them 

can influence the probability that lyophilization could be successful. Early laboratory results, or the 

tests on pilot plants, can have influence on the final product, since these results are used to define the 

process parameters at the production phase.  

A risk-based decision-making approach can be adopted for the process optimisation even in the early 

stages of process development. 

The reliability of the lyophilization process can be evaluated through the identification of the hazards 

and the subsequent evaluation of the probability of occurrence, according to a traditional risk 

assessment approach, as in (Demichela and Baldissone 2019). One of the most used methodologies is 

Hazard and Operability analysis (HazOp). The HazOp methodology allows the analysis of process 

deviations, identifying the causes and consequences (Center for Chemical Process Safety 1992; 

Crawley 2003). An advancement of the HazOp technique is the Recursive Operability Analysis 

(ROA), developed by Piccinini and Ciarambino (1997), that allows an easier development of logical 

trees. This is made possible by the use of a recursive approach in identifying the causes, up to the 

primary causes and to the consequences, up to the identification of the Top Events (TE). 

Following the identification of the hazards, the probability of occurrence is evaluated through the 

Fault Tree analysis (FT). The FT is a graphic representation that shows the link between the different 

causes and the TE. The FT methodology is also used for assessing the probability of TE occurrence 

(Witter 1992).  
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The assessment of the probability of occurrence of the TE is calculated starting from the probability of 

occurrence of the single primary causes.  

Within the primary causes the human factor is often neglected, but in a complex system with still most 

of the sensitive operations carried on by operators, as freeze-drying processes are, this can bring to 

decisional errors. 

It is the case of one of the parameters that are measured during the process development phase: the 

measure of the trends of the temperatures inside the vial. These data can influence the probability of 

successful lyophilization, as these data are used to design the control parameters of the lyophilization 

process and to identify the point at which the product freezes ends.  

Several technologies have been proposed for measuring temperature trends within the vials. One of the 

most used methods requires the insertion of a thermocouple in the centre of the vial. This method is 

widely used as it is robust and the instrumentation can be easily sterilized (Willemer 1991, Oetjen 

2004). In addition, the use of a sufficiently thin and sensitive thermocouple allows obtaining an 

approximately punctual measurement (Fissore et al. 2017). But at the same time the quality of the 

measurement depends on the position of the thermocouples inside the vial. The correct positioning of 

the thermocouples in the vial depends on the skill of the operator and the probability of the operator 

error. Consequently, one of the possible risks for the success of the lyophilization, connected to the 

process development phase, is the probability of an incorrect positioning of the thermocouple inside 

the vial.  

According to what above, in paragraph 2.1 an analysis of the reliability of the lyophilization 

equipment is presented, evaluating the probability that there are problems in the production phase. In 

paragraph 2.2 an example of the estimation of the possible risks that can be occur in the phase of 

development of the process is reported. In particular, an experimental measurement of the error in 

positioning the thermocouples in the vials is shown, highlighting the uncertainties in the measurement 

of the temperature profiles and consequently in the determination of the process control parameters. 

 

2 Material and Methods 

For productivity and safety sake, the reliability of the freeze-drying equipment can be assessed and the 

risks minimised (Bosca, et al., 2017). To exemplify the study of the reliability of the lyophilization 

process, an experimental freeze-drying plant was used as a case study, as described in Fig. 1.  

The freeze-drying cycle is composed of three stages.  

1. the freezing step, during which the aqueous solution is frozen and then undercooled to about 

−40 °C through a technological fluid flowing into the shelves of the chamber.  

2. Primary drying. When the product is frozen, the pressure in the drying chamber is decreased to 

a value lower than the ice vapor pressure, thus causing ice sublimation. Simultaneously, the 

temperature of the technological fluid is increased, to a value that generally is below 0°C, thus 

heating the frozen product and favouring the sublimation of the ice crystals. The water vapor 

moves from the chamber to the condenser. For pressure control in the chamber, a nitrogen-

controlled stream is introduced. As the drying goes on, a “cake” of dried material is obtained.  

3. Secondary drying. At the end of the primary drying stage, the operating conditions are 

changed to start the secondary drying stage, when the desorption of the water bound to the 

product molecules is obtained. The pressure in the chamber is further lowered, and the 

temperature of the technological fluid rises to 20°C or more.  

The plant considered in this study is a standard one, as described by Bosca et al. (2015), composed 

by a drying chamber, with the shelves for the product, a condenser (C-01), a vacuum pump (VP-

01), a heater (EH-01), a pump (P-01), and a refrigeration unit, equipped with condensers (C-02 

and C-03), evaporators (EV-01 and EV-02), and lamination valves (V-04 and V-05). 
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Fig. 1. Freeze-drying plant scheme 

 

2.1 System reliability evaluation 

 
This equipment is analysed using the ROA methodology. The ROA uses a recursive mechanism in the 

identification of causes and in the study of the consequences of the different deviations of the process. 

In this way the results of the analysis using the ROA facilitates the subsequent development of the 

logical trees (Fault Tree, Event Tree). 

Being the equipment of the batch type, the ROA methodology is applied separately to the different 

processing phases: freezing, primary drying and secondary drying. The results of the ROA are used for 

the development of the FTs. 

The FTs are a graphical representation that shows the logical relation among the causes and the TEs. 

The FT can be used to calculate the probability of occurrence of the TE starting from the probability of 

occurrence of the primary causes. The probabilities of occurrence of the primary causes concern both 

errors by the operators and component failures. The data concerning the probabilities of occurrence of 

the primary causes are derived from literature source (Mannan 2005, CCPS: Center for Chemical 

Process Safety 1989, Smith 1985, IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency 1997, Williams et al., 

1992). 

 

2.2 Human error evaluation 

 

The probabilities of occurrence of the error of the operator in positioning the thermocouple inside the 

vials, has been instead evaluated experimentally. 

An experimental test was designed to estimate the probability that the thermocouple is correctly 

inserted (Demichela et al., 2018), with the aim of simulating the real operations: set up of the set of 

vials, thermocouple insertion and shifting of the tray with the vials inside the equipment. 

The experimental set up is shown in Figure 2. 

The test consisted in executing the insertion of the thermocouple in a series of vials (10 vials); 

different operators performed the test. After it was observed if the thermocouples were correctly 

positioned, the participants were asked to move the tray containing the vials. Then, the correct 

positioning of the thermocouples is checked again, thus evaluating the probability that at the beginning 

of the lyophilization tests the thermocouple is correctly positioned. The thermocouple positioning test 
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and tray movement test was carried out on two different vial sizes, 4R and 10R. In the experimental 

tests 12 participants were involved for the 4R and 11 vials for the 10R vials.  

 

 

Figure 2 Experimental setup for the test of thermocouple positioning 

 
An estimation of the probability that the thermocouple is correctly inserted and that it is still in the 

correct position after the movement of the vials was then obtained. 

 

3 Results 

3.1 System reliability 

 

As introduced in section 2, the equipment was analysed separately for each one of the three stages of 

operation. For the step of freezing the undesired freezing velocity is identified as TE. This TE affect 

the ice crystals size (Bosca et al., 2015) and, as this influences the characteristics of the porous 

structure obtained in the successive drying stage, this undesired condition can affect the final quality 

of the dried product and can jeopardize the fast reconstitution of the product after rehydration. 

Instead, for the primary drying an undesired heating profile and undesired pressure profile were 

identified as TE. Both TEs can lead to an increase in the temperature of the product, which can exceed 

the limit value or the temperature can be too low, lengthening the duration and costs of freeze-drying. 

The same TE was identified also for secondary drying. In this phase when the pressure value is not the 

desired one, the vacuum level in the chamber can be not enough to favour the desorption of the 

residual water. If the temperature profile is not the desired one then the heat transferred to the product 

is not sufficient to desorb the “bound” water, and the target residual moisture is not achieved at the 

end of the process.  

Through the application of the ROA the primary causes that lead to these TE have been identified, 

including the results of the experiments for the evaluation of human error probabilities. From the 

results of the ROA the FTs were elaborated. The FTs have been quantified using literature data for the 

failure rate of the components and the software ASTRA 3 for their numerical solution, obtaining the 

results contained in Table 1. 

The TE with the higher probability is the undesired freezing velocity in the freezing phase, with a 

probability of occurrence of 14.9%.  

For process optimisation sake, the analysis of the cut sets highlighted how the higher contribution to 

the TE is brought by the failure of the CP-02 compressor, followed at a distance from the failure of the 

P-01 pump. Consequently, CP-02 compressor is the most critical component in the freeze-drying 

equipment. In addition, this compressor is also the most critical component for the undesired heating 

profile during primary drying. Even if the latter TE has a probability of occurrence much lower than 

the previous one. 
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Table 1. The FT results 

Phase TE Probability 

Freezing 
undesired freezing 

velocity 
0.149 

Primary drying 

undesired heating 

profile 
0.0018 

undesired pressure 

profile 
0.0088 

Secondary drying 

undesired heating 

profile 
0.0012 

undesired pressure 

profile 
0.0003 

 

The other TEs have a probability of occurrence of several orders of magnitude lower than the 

undesired freezing velocity case during the freezing phase. Even if the probability of occurrence of 

these TEs is not negligible. The analysis of the importance of the single events and of the minimal cut 

sets of the fault tree allows to support the choice of possible corrective actions. 

 

3.2 Human error, experimental phase  

 
From the experimental tests to evaluate the probability that the thermocouple is correctly inserted, it 

was obtained that for the 4R vials only 68.3% of the thermocouples were correctly inserted, value that 

increased to 70% for the 10R vials. But the correctly positioned thermocouples decreased to 61.8% for 

the 4R vials and 54.3% for the 10R vials after moving the vial tray. Probably, more experienced 

operators can reduce the error rate in thermocouple positioning. 

With these tests it was also evaluated how many thermocouples are correctly inserted by each 

operator. Each operator on average correctly inserted 7 thermocouples over 10 into the vials 4R, about 

the same value for the 10R vials (7.0). The number of thermocouples correctly positioned after the 

movement decreased to about 6 out of 10. 

As shown in the Fig. , the results of the vials 4R the different operators present a wide dispersion of 

the results obtained both before and after the movement of the vial sets. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Thermocouples correctly positioned in the 4R vials by each operator 
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Instead for the 10R vials the results of the different operators (Fig. ) are more constant around the 

value of 7 thermocouples correctly positioned. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Thermocouples correctly positioned in the 4R vials by each operator 

 
The experimental data can be approximated through Normal distribution, also shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 

4. In Table 2 the mean value and the standard deviation that characterize the Normal distribution used 

for approximating the experimental data are shown. 

 
Table 2. Normal distributions parameters for the experimental data approximation 

Vials Data Mean value Standard deviation 

4R 
Before shift 6.83 1.85 

After shift 6.08 1.73 

10R 
Before shift 7.00 1.34 

After shift 5.82 1.83 

 

4 Conclusion 

A risk assessment for the lyophilization process was shown in this work. The case study was a pilot 

plant for the freeze-drying process. The recursive operability analysis (ROA) was used to determine 

the top events and to identify their primary causes in all stages of the process. From the tables of the 

ROA, the fault trees of the top events were extracted, and were quantified, providing results such as 

the probability of occurrence of each top event, the minimal cut-sets, and the percent contribution of 

each primary cause to the unavailability of the system. Among the analysed top events, those with the 

highest probability were the undesired cooling velocity during the freezing step and the undesired 

pressure profile during the primary drying stage. 

The primary causes that mainly contribute to the occurrence of the top event undesired cooling 

velocity are the fault of CP-02 of the mechanical refrigeration cycle, the fault of P-01, and the failure 

of the temperature sensors that measure the technological fluid temperature. This allows guiding the 

optimisation phase of the process and of the equipment control and inspection. 

The model took into account also the probability of occurrence of the operator failure in positioning 

the thermocouples used to control the process, as evaluated according to an ad-hoc experimental setup. 

Human and organisational factors are often neglected in technical risk assessment, but their 
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contribution, in complex systems were the manual operations are still relevant, can be more critical 

than the failure of technical equipment, as in the present case. 
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Abstract  

The expressions for determining the exergy inputs and exergy losses due to heat and mass transfer 

during bulk lyophilization of materials on trays are presented. The results indicate that (i) most of the 

exergy input is consumed and most of the exergy losses occur by the primary drying stage, the water 

vapor condenser, and vacuum pump in that order, and (ii) the time optimal control operation of a 

lyophilization system reduces significantly the duration times of the primary and secondary drying 

stages and leads to substantial reductions in the values of the exergy losses, and this increases the 

efficiency of energy utilization.  

 

Keywords: Freeze drying, Lyophilization, Exergy inputs, Exergy losses, Time optimal control operation 

 

1. Introduction 

Lyophilization is a very important separation process and is widely employed in the pharmaceutical, 

biotechnology, food, and fine chemicals industries. It produces the highest quality dried product 

obtained by any drying method but it is considered an expensive process in terms of time and energy 

due to slow drying rates and very low temperature and pressure working conditions (Liapis and 

Bruttini 2014, Lopez-Quiroga et al., 2012, Sadikoglu et al., 1998, Sheehan and Liapis 1998). To 

improve the economic efficacy of freeze drying, it is important to reduce the time duration of the 

primary and secondary drying stages and increase the efficiency of energy utilization for the process. 

Exergy is a measure of energy quality (Lior and Al-Shargavi 2005, Dincer 2002,) and because in a 

process exergy is consumed or destroyed due to process irreversibilities, exergy analysis could show 

whether or not and by how much it is possible to design and operate a given process more efficiently 

by reducing the sources of existing inefficiencies. Exergy analysis represents one of the most powerful 

methods for obtaining proper quantitative information for the optimum design and operation of 

systems because it shows that the amount of exergy flowing out of a system is smaller than that 

flowing in due to exergy destruction within the system to produce entropy and, therefore, this indicates 

that a combination of the first and second law of thermodynamics is required in order to determine the 

rational use of energy (Kjelstrup et al., 2015, Liapis and Bruttini 2008, Dincer and Cengel, 2001, 

Bruttini et al., 2001). In (Liapis and Bruttini 2008), the expressions were derived and solved for 

determining the exergy inputs and exergy losses due to heat and mass transfer in the primary and 

secondary drying stages as well as in the water vapor condenser and vacuum pump of the 

lyophilization process involving freeze drying of pharmaceuticals in vials on trays. Their exergy 

expressions and results demonstrated the importance of the duration times of the primary and 

secondary drying stages as well as those of the temperature gradient and of the pressure gradients of 

water vapor and inerts in the material being dried. In the lyophilization of pharmaceuticals in vials on 

trays, most of the exergy losses due to process irreversibilities were found to occur in the primary 

drying stage, the water vapor condenser, and the vacuum pump in that order. 
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In this work, the exergy expressions are constructed and solved for the quantitative evaluation of 

the exergy inputs and exergy losses for the primary and secondary drying stages, the water vapor 

condenser, and the vacuum pump of lyophilization systems involving bulk freeze drying of materials 

on trays. The exergy expressions are applied to a lyophilization system when (a) the values of the 

control variables of heat input and total pressure in the drying chamber are kept constant, and (b) time 

optimal control operation is applied to the lyophilisation system.  

 

2. Exergy expressions and control variables 

The slab geometry for bulk freeze drying of a material on a tray is shown in Fig. 1a where the frozen 

material has a length of L in the x direction and a cross-section surface area of WD resulting from the 

dimensions W and D along the y and z directions, respectively. As drying proceeds, two distinct 

regions are formed: a dried layer depicted by region I from which water has been mostly removed by 

sublimation (Sadikoglu and Liapis 1997, Millman, et al., 1985) to leave behind a porous solid matrix, 

and a frozen layer represented by region II consisting of frozen solution of solvent and solute. The 

moving sublimation interface separating the two regions is planar and located at x=X(t). The sublimed 

solvent vapor is transported by Knudsen and bulk diffusion as well as by convective flow to the upper 

surface x = 0 through the free space of the pores in the dried region I. Desorption of sorbed (bound) 

solvent (water) from the solid matrix phase of the porous dried layer could occur during primary 

drying but it has been shown to be negligible (Sheehan and Liapis 1998, Sadikoglu and Liapis 1997). 

At the beginning of primary drying, the moving sublimation interface is at X(t = 0) = 0 and the 

material receives heat supply through its top and bottom surfaces. At the end of primary drying, the 

moving sublimation interface reaches the bottom of the sample and X(t) = L, there is no more frozen 

layer, and the duration time is recorded as t = tpd. By considering the entropy generation per unit time 

per unit surface area across the slab element shown in Fig. 1b to be      ht / /dS q dq T dT q T     

due to the heat conduction flux, q, which is described by Fourier’s expression, one can show that the 

total accrued exergy losses due to heat conduction during primary drying can be determined from Eq. (1), 

2 22 2
( )

Ie I I II II II
pd,ht 0 I II2 2 2 20 0 ( )

I II

t X t L

X t

k T T k T T
AEL T WD T dx T dx dt

T x x T x x

                
                                       

    ,  (1) 

where the two integrals represent the accrued exergy losses occurring in regions I and II of the slab, 

and whose effective thermal conductivities are denoted by kIe and kII, respectively.  

The sublimation temperature TX or equivalently TI 
(t, x = X(t)) is known to be above the initial 

temperature, T
0
, of the frozen material prior to primary drying but below the reference temperature, T0, 

of the environment. It is also well known that TX depends on the total pressure, PX, at the sublimation 

moving interface. As the thickness of the dried layer increases, there are temperatures in the dried 

layer that are above T0 (Liapis and Bruttini 2008, Sadikoglu and Liapis 1997). Therefore, the exergy 

input resulting from conductive heat transfer would have two parts, that is, EIpd,ht =EIpd,ht,ab + EIpd,ht,bel 

where EIpd,ht,ab 
is associated with heat transfer above T0 that can be evaluated from the following equation: 

pd 0 0I II
pd,ht,ab Ie II

0
0 I II

1 1
( , 0) ( , )
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x x L

T TT T
EI WD k k dt

x T t x x T t x L 
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of (a) a bulk material on a tray and (b) a slab element of dried layer of thickness x 

during freeze drying. 
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For the evaluation of EIpd,ht,bel, the following two cases have to be considered:   

Case (1): If T
0

 < TX < T0, the temperature change and phase change below T0 involve (i) the increase of 

temperature from T
0
 to TX, (ii) the frozen water subliming at TX, and (iii) the temperature of the 

material in the tray continuing to increase (Liapis and Bruttini 2008). EIpd,ht,bel, from heat transfer 

below T0 is thus made up of three contributions: EIpd,ht,bel =EIpd,ht,bel,(i) + EIpd,ht,bel,(ii) + EIpd,ht,bel,(iii) where  

 0

pd,ht,bel,(i) 0 mm ,II mm ,II0
ln X

p p X

T
EI T M c M c T T

T

 
   

 
  ,                                   (3)  

  0
pd,ht,bel,(ii) init s 1X L

X

T
EI W W H

T


 
    

 

  ,                                            (4) 

     0
pd,ht,bel,(iii) 0 mm init ,Ie mm init ,Ie 0lnX L p X L p X

X

T
EI T M W W c M W W c T T

T
 

 
             

 

  .        (5) 

Case (2): If T
0

 < T0 < TX, then the temperature in the material in the tray changes from T
0
  to T0 and then 

continues increasing to the sublimation temperature TX. In this case, EIpd,ht,bel is determined (Liapis and 

Bruttini 2008) from the expression 

 00
pd,ht,bel,(i) 0 mm ,II mm ,II 00

lnp p

T
EI T M c M c T T

T

 
   

 
  .                                   (6) 

In Eqs. (3)-(6), Mmm represents the mass of the moist material in the tray, cp,Ie and cp,II denote the 

effective mass-based heat capacities of the dried and frozen layers, respectively, ΔHs is the heat of 

sublimation per unit mass of ice, Winit denotes the initial mass of moisture in the material, and WX=L is 

the mass of moisture in the material at the end of the primary drying stage.   

Concerning mass transfer, the exergy fluxes of water vapor and inerts in the porous dried layer can 

be determined by the following expressions: 

g wI I
pd,w w w 0 ,w

0 0 w 0

1 ln lnp

R pT T
E N M T c

T T M P

     
         

      

   ,                         (7a) 

gI I in
pd,in in in 0 ,in

0 0 in 0

1 ln lnp

RT T p
E N M T c

T T M P

     
         

      

   .                         (7b)                            

Here, |Nw|, |Nin|, Mw, Min, cp,w, cp,in, pw and pin are the molar fluxes, molecular masses, heat capacities, 

and partial vapor pressures of water and inerts, respectively, Rg is the gas constant, and P0 is the 

reference pressure of the environment of the system. The total exergy flux of water vapor and inerts, 

Epd,w,in, is obtained from the sum of Eqs. (7a) and (7b). Furthermore, the exergy accumulated in the 

slab element  shown in Fig. 1b, is given by Eq. (8), 

I,pd I,pd g w,pd

pd,w,in w w 0 ,w

0 0 w 0

I,pd I,pd g in,pd

in in 0 ,in

0 0 in 0

1 ln ln

1 ln ln
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n M T c
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   ,                       (8) 

where nw and nin are the moles of water vapor and inerts, respectively, and can be determined from the  

values of |Nw|, |Nin|, and the cross-sectional area of the material in the tray and the time interval t. 

TI,pd, pw,pd, and pin,pd represent the average temperature and average partial pressures of water vapor and 

inerts, respectively. The accrued exergy losses resulting from the mass transfer of water vapor and 

inerts during primary drying, can thus be determined by the following expression: 

 pd pd,w,inpd,w,in pd,w,in

pd,mt
0 0

( , ) ( , ) 1t L EAE t x E t x x
AEL WD dxdt

x WD x t

    
   

     
    ,     (9) 
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and the exergy input, EIpd,mt, due to mass transfer during primary drying is determined by Eq. (10), 

    
pd

pd,mt pd,w pd,in
0

, ( ) , 0
t

EI WD E t x X t E t x dt        .                              (10) 

The total exergy input due to both heat and mass transfer during the primary drying stage is EIpd = 

EIpd,ht + EIpd,mt and the accrued total exergy losses is equal to AELpd = AELpd,ht + AELpd,mt where AELpd,ht 

in Eq. (1) should be evaluated with t = tpd.  

The secondary drying stage starts immediately after the end of primary drying. During secondary 

drying, there is no frozen layer, hence no moving interface, and the bound (sorbed) water is being 

desorbed into vapor form which is transported through the dried layer to the surface at x = 0 of the 

material in the tray. Again, both mass and heat transfer lead to exergy losses, that is, the total accrued 

exergy losses is AELsd = AELsd,ht + AELsd,mt where AELsd,ht and AELsd,mt are evaluated by the same 

approaches as shown in Eqs. (1) and (9) except for X(t) to be replaced by L, the duration time by tsd, 

and, of course, there is no term for the frozen layer because we only have a dried porous layer during 

the secondary drying stage. 

The exergy input due to heat transfer during secondary drying is determined by EIsd,ht = EIsd,ht,ab + 

EIpd,ht,bel,1 + EIpd,ht,bel,2 where at temperatures above T0, EIsd,ht,ab could be determined by the same 

approach as shown in Eq. (2) except for tpd which is replaced by tsd that represents the duration of the 

secondary drying stage, while at temperatures below T0, the exergy input can be evaluated by      
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where e is the effective mass density of the dried layer, 
 I pd 0,T t t x T

X
 

 represents the position in the 

dried layer from the surface (x = 0) that has the same temperature as T0 at the end of primary drying, 

Hdes denotes the heat of desorption of bound (sorbed) water, and Msd represents the mass of moisture 

in the material during the secondary drying stage. In addition, TI,aver,sd is the spatially averaged 

temperature of desorption in the dried layer, which can also be taken to approximate the average 

temperature of water vapor during secondary drying so that the exergy input resulting from mass 

transfer can be approximately represented by 

sd gI,aver,sd I,aver,sd dcham sd
sd,mt ,w

0
0 0 w 0

1 ln ln
t

p

RT T P M
EI c dt

T T M P t

       
                   
   ,            (13) 

where Pdcham denotes the pressure of the drying chamber of the freeze dryer. Together, the total exergy 

input during seconadry drying is EIsd = EIsd,ht + EIsd,mt. 

The expressions for determining the exergy losses, ELcond, in the water vapor condenser are given 

by Eqs. (38)-(44) of (Liapis and Bruttini 2008), while the expression for the exergy input, EIcond, to the  

water vapor condenser is provided by Eq. (45) of (Liapis and Bruttini 2008).  Also, in Eqs. (46)-(48) 

of (Liapis and Bruttini 2008), the expressions for determining the exergy input, EIvp, to the vacuum 

pump are found, while Eqs. (49)-(50) of (Liapis and Bruttini 2008) provide the expressions for 

determining the value of the exergy losses, ELvp, in the vacuum pump. It is important to emphasize 

here that these expressions have clearly shown the values of ELcond, EIcond, ELvp, and EIvp to depend on 

the duration times tpd and tsd. From the above expressions, the exergy inputs and exergy losses in the 

primary and secondary drying stages of freeze drying depend explicitly on the temperature and the 

spatial distributions of the partial pressures of water vapor and inerts in the material being dried on the 

tray, while the exergy inputs and exergy losses of the water vapor condenser and the vacuum pump 

system exhibit no explicit dependence (Liapis and Bruttini 2008) on these spatial distributions. 

The heat input fluxes shown in Fig.1a and denoted by qI and qII are determined from Eqs. (14) and (15),  
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In this work, TUP and TLP denote the temperatures of the upper and lower heating plates, 

respectively, and it is taken that TUP = TLP and kf =1.535810-3Pdcham where Pdcham represents the total 

pressure in the drying chamber. Because the thermal conductivity, kII, of the frozen region II is much 

larger than the thermal conductivity, kIe, of the dried region I, the magnitude of qII is always larger than 

the  magnitude of qI and has a significantly greater effect (Sadikoglu and Liapis 2008) on the heat and 

mass transfer mechanisms of the freeze drying process than qI. Therefore, qII and in effect the value of 

TLP naturally represents one of the control variables. It is worth noting here that the values of qI and qII 

can be changed with time through changes in the value of TLP with time. The total pressure in the drying 

chamber, Pdcham, is another natural control variable (Millman et al., 1985) that affects significantly the 

mass and heat transfer mechanisms of the freeze drying process. In order to avoid producing 

unacceptable in quality product during the freeze drying process, the natural control variables TLP(t) 

and Pdcham(t) must be selected from a set of admissible controllers (Sadikoglu et al. 1998). 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The lyophilization system involving the freeze drying of frozen skim milk solution in trays (Sadikoglu 

and Liapis 1997), is considered in the work. In this system, the length of the product, L, is equal to 

0.02 m, the melting temperature, Tm, and the scorch temperature, Tscor, are equal to 263.15 K and 

333.15 K, respectively. Note that during primary drying, the constraints of the sublimation 

temperature, TX = TI 
(t, x = X(t))  Tm, the temperature at the bottom surface, TL = TII 

(x = L)  Tm, and the 

temperature at the top surface, TI 
(t, x = 0)  Tscor should be satisfied at all times, while during secondary 

drying, the temperatures at the top and bottom surfaces of the material being dried must not exceed 

Tscor. At the end of the secondary drying stage, it is required that the residual water content csw,aver  

csw,stable = 0.05 kg water/kg solid. The initial values of the temperature, T
0
, sorbed water 0

swc = csw (t = 0, 

x) for 0 < x  L, and partial pressures of water, 0

wp = pw 
(t = 0, x = 0), and inerts, 0

inp = pin 
(t = 0, x = 0), of the 

material are 233.15 K, 0.6415 kg water/kg solid, 1.07 Pa, and 4.00 Pa, respectively. The initial values 

of 0

wp (t = 0, x), and 0

inp (t = 0, x) for 0 < x  L are taken to be equal to 0.00 Pa. Values for the properties of 

skim milk and other relevant physical properties are given in Table 1 of (Sadikoglu and Liapis 1997), 

whereas the values of the parameters in the exergy expressions of the water vapor condenser and the 

vacuum pump system are taken from (Liapis and Bruttini 2008). Furthermore, the values of the 

reference temperature, T0, and pressure, P0, of the environment are taken to be equal to 293.15 K and 

1.01325105 Pa, respectively. In the base example of this study, the temperature of the heating plates, 

TLP and TUP, and the total pressure in the drying chamber, Pdcham, are kept constant at all times during 

the primary and secondary drying stages, and are taken to be 315.15 K and 5.07 Pa, respectively, 

which satisfy the temperature constraints during the primary and secondary drying stages as well as 

the csw,aver constraint mentioned above. This operational policy using constant TLP and Pdcham values led 

to the duration of the primary drying stage to be 13.016 hours while the duration of the secondary 

drying stage was 8.968 hours. Thus, the total drying cycle time, tcycle (tcycle = tpd + tsd), was equal to 

21.984 hours. It is worth mentioning here that the operational policies for TLP and Pdcham employed in 

this base example, could be considered as being representative of operational policies used in the 

freeze drying of materials (Liapis and Bruttini 2014). 

The values of the exergy inputs and exergy losses for the bulk lyophilization of skim milk on trays 

are presented in Table 1. They were determined by first solving the mathematical model of (Sadikoglu  

and Liapis 1997) to obtain at different times, t, the spatial temperature and water vapor and inerts 

pressure distributions, the molar fluxes of water vapor and inerts, the position of the moving 

sublimation interface, and the distribution of sorbed water in the dried layer, and then substituting their  
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Table 1. Distribution of exergy inputs and exergy losses per unit mass of moist material for the 

lyophilization systems studied in this work 

Lyophilization 
system 

  
  Primary 

  drying stage 
 Secondary  

 drying stage 
  Water vapor 

condenser 
 Vacuum 

pump 
Total exergy 
input (kJ/kg) 

 Total exergy 
  losses (kJ/kg) 

Base example     
uses constant    
values of T

LP and 

P
dcham

 during the 

primary and 
secondary 
drying stages 

Exergy input (kJ/kg) 461.81 62.29 405.83 286.09 1,216.02  

Exergy losses (kJ/kg) 281.38 31.96 215.87 121.10  650.31 


j
 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 60.93% 51.31% 53.19% 42.33%   


j
 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 37.98% 5.12% 33.37% 23.53%   


j 
 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 43.27% 4.91% 33.19% 18.62%    

        Time optimal 
control operation 
varies the values     
of T

LP
 and P

dcham
 

with time so that   
the minimum    
values for tpd and    

t
sd

 are obtained 

Exergy input (kJ/kg) 340.35 46.84 324.26 222.29 933.74  

Exergy losses (kJ/kg) 165.45 19.13 142.24   75.08  401.92 


j
 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 48.61% 40.84% 43.86% 33.77%   


j
 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 36.45% 5.02% 34.73% 23.81%   


j 
 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 41.16% 4.76% 35.39% 18.68%   

numerical values into the exergy expressions presented in Section 2. In Table 1, the subscript j denotes 

an operation or unit of the lyophilization system where j = 1 represents the primary drying stage, j = 2 

is the secondary drying stage, j = 3 denotes the water vapor condenser, and j = 4 is the vacuum pump. 

Also, αj = ((exergy losses)j / (exergy input)j)100, βj = ((exergy input)j / (total exergy input))100, and j = 

((exergy losses)j 
/ (total exergy losses))100. The results in Table 1 show that in the base example of 

bulk lyophilization on trays, most of the exergy input is consumed by the primary drying stage 

(37.98%) followed by the water vapor condenser (33.37%), while most of the exergy losses occur in 

the primary drying stage (43.27%) and the water vapor condenser (33.19%). The results in Table 1 

clearly show that the primary drying stage and the water vapor condenser have the largest 

irreversibilities in the freeze drying system considered in the base example. 

The exergy expressions presented in Section 2 above, clearly indicate that the total exergy input 

and total exergy losses could be reduced if the durations of the primary drying stage, tpd, and 

secondary drying stage, tsd, are decreased. To realize this possibility, the same lyophilization system 

involving the freeze drying of a frozen solution of skim milk as in the case of the base example was 

studied by considering the variation of the heating plate temperature, TLP, and the total chamber 

pressure, Pdcham, with time t so that (i) the temperature constraints during the freeze drying cycle, (ii) 

the sorbed water concentration constraint at the end of the secondary drying, and (iii) the necessary 

conditions (Sadikoglu et. al., 1998) of time optimal control theory are satisfied so as to achieve the 

minimum values for tpd and tsd. In this case, the values of TLP(t) and Pdcham(t) were selected from 225 K 

 TLP(t)  320 K and 3 Pa  Pdcham(t)  50 Pa during the drying cycle, whereas the values of Tm, Tscor, and 

csw,stable remain the same as in the base example. At the start of the primary drying stage, TLP and Pdcham 

were kept at their maximum values of 320 K and 50 Pa, respectively, so that the maximum amount of 

heat could be supplied to the product being freeze dried and the rate of heat transfer in the dried layer 

becomes high due to the larger value of the thermal conductivity resulting from the larger value of 

Pdcham being used. This initial control policy leads to a mass-transfer controlled process because the 

temperature at the bottom of the product, TL, and the temperature of the moving interface, TX, 

approach the value of the melting temperature constraint, Tm.  

In order to lower the value of TX, the value of Pdcham, was reduced and this control policy increases 

significantly the total pressure gradient in the dried layer, which leads to (a) a large increase in the 

mass flux of water vapor from the moving sublimation  interface to the drying chamber and, thus, the 

temperature of the moving interface, TX, was decreased, and (b) a substantial increase in the 

temperature gradient in both the dried and frozen layers of the product and, thus, the temperatures at 

the top of the dried layer, TI (t, x = 0), and at the bottom of the frozen layer, TL, were decreased. As the 

thickness, X, of the dried layer keeps increasing with time during the primary drying stage and, thus, 

the resistances to heat and mass transfer through the dried layer are increased and due to the fact that 
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the characteristic times for the heat and mass transfer mechanisms in the dried layer are very different 

in magnitude, TLP and Pdcham are appropriately decreased so that TL and TX are always kept close but 

below the melting temperature, Tm, while the temperature at the top of the dried layer, TI (t, x = 0), is 

kept below the scorch temperature, Tscor, of the dried product during primary drying. At the end of the 

primary drying stage, TLP and Pdcham had reached 287.86 K and 3 Pa, respectively, due to the 

requirements of the time optimal control policy during the primary drying stage. Furthermore, the 

duration time, tpd, of the primary drying stage under time optimal control was 7.493 h, which is 

42.432% less than the duration of the primary drying stage of the base example. 

At the start of the secondary drying stage, TLP was increased from 287.86 K to its maximum value 

of 320 K; but the time optimal control policy required the total chamber pressure, Pdcham, to remain at 

its lowest allowable value of 3 Pa in order to maximize the rate of mass transfer of desorbed water in 

the dried layer. As the amount of sorbed water is reduced due to desorption, the time optimal control 

policy requires Pdcham to gradually increase to 43.64 Pa so that the thermal conductivity in the dried 

layer is enhanced, and this leads to an increased heat flux and a decreased mass transfer rate of 

desorbed water in the dried layer; but the increased heat flux in the dried layer outweighs the effect of 

the decrease in the mass transfer rate during the latter parts of the secondary drying stage. The duration 

time, tsd, of the secondary drying stage under time optimal control was 5.276 h, which is 41.168% less 

than the duration of the secondary drying stage of the base example. At the end of the secondary 

drying stage, the value of csw,aver was less than or equal to 0.05 kg water/kg solid in the dried layer, as 

required by its upper limit, csw,stable, mentioned above. It is worth noting that by selecting the upper 

limit of the heating plate temperature, TLP, to be about 13 K below the scorch temperature of dried 

skim milk, the process never became heat-transfer controlled during the secondary drying stage; that 

is, TI (t, x) < Tscor is always satisfied everywhere in the dried product and for all times during the 

duration of the secondary drying stage. Also, it is very important to mention that the drying cycle time, 

tcycle, under time optimal control has a value of 12.769 h while it was 21.984 h in the base example, 

and, thus, the drying cycle time under time optimal control operation is 41.917% less than that of the 

base example, which in practice is considered a very significant improvement as it indicates that a 

freeze dryer operating under time optimal control will perform more drying cycles in a given time 

period (e.g., a week or a month) than when the freeze dryer is operated under the operational policy 

considered in the base example. It is important to note here that time optimal control theory can handle 

both heat transfer and mass transfer controlled freeze drying systems, and furthermore, during time 

optimal control operation it is possible that the freeze drying system can have time segments of being 

heat transfer controlled and time segments of being mass transfer controlled (Sadikoglu et al., 1998).  

In Table 1, the values of the exergy input and exergy losses for the bulk lyophilization system 

operated under time optimal control are presented and indicate that most of the exergy input is 

consumed by the primary drying stage (36.45%) followed by the water vapor condenser (34.73%). 

Furthermore, the results indicate that the largest exergy irreversibilities occur in the primary drying 

stage and the water vapor condenser which account for 41.16% and 35.39%, respectively, of the total 

exergy losses during the drying cycle of the bulk lyophilization system under time optimal control 

operation. It is important to emphasize here that, in addition to 41.917% reduction in drying cycle time 

and hence more drying cycles in a given time period, the bulk lyophilization process operated under 

time optimal control also requires 23.21% less total exergy input and results in 38.19% less total 

exergy losses than those in the base example. These results indicate that time optimal control operation 

not only reduces the drying times of the primary and secondary drying stages, but also significantly 

reduces the exergy losses and provides a more efficient performance for the freeze drying system.           

It is important to report here that (Wang et. al., 2019) have indicated, modeled, and quantitavely 

evaluated by comparison with experimental data, the physicochemical mechanisms by which organic 

co-solvents (e.g., tert-butyl alcohol) and water forming non-ideal solutions with positive deviations 

from Raoult’s law, could increase the rate of sublimation of solvents at the moving sublimation 

interface and this increases the velocity of the moving sublimation interface along the axial direction x 

and could further reduce the time duration, tpd, required for primary drying. Therefore, it could be 

anticipated that time optimal control operation of a freeze dryer involving organic co-solvents and 
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water that form non-ideal solutions with positive deviations from Raoult’s law, could have the 

potential to further reduce the value of of the duration, tpd, of the primary drying stage and this could  

potentially provide an even larger decrease in the amount of exergy losses for the freeze drying system 

than if the only solvent of the solution was water and time optimal control operation had been 

employed. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The expressions for evaluating the exergy inputs and exergy losses in the primary and secondary 

drying stages as well as in the water vapor condenser and vacuum pump of bulk lyophilization of 

materials on trays, were constructed and presented in this work. The exergy expressions clearly show 

the importance of the duration times of the primary and secondary drying stages as well as those of the 

gradient of temperature and of the pressure gradients of water vapor and inerts in the material being 

dried. For the lyophilization system studied here and under two different operational policies, it was 

shown that most of the exergy input is consumed and most of the exergy losses occur in the primary 

drying stage, the water vapor condenser, and the vacuum pump in that order. But the results clearly 

show that time optimal control operation reduces significantly the duration times of the primary and 

secondary drying stages and the exergy losses in the lyophilization system, and thus, substantial 

increases in the effective use of energy can be realized. The potential for reducing further the exergy 

losses when organic co-solvents forming non-ideal solutions with positive deviations from Raoult’s 

law and employing time optimal control operation, was also discussed. 
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Abstract  

Art sculpture material made from Agar or pig gelatine was first introduced by the Italian Artist 

Roberto Cuoghi in 2016 had to be appropriately stabilized and preserved by a non-chemical approach 

since additive chemicals would change the behaviors of the plasticity of the material as well as the 

intendive color and porous structure. A physical method that could stabilize and preserve the 

sculpture objects made from the original material was found to be the freeze-drying process.  

The application of the lyophilization process in sculpting art does not involve the customary meaning 

of a freeze drying cycle because the geometry, relative thickness of material, and relative coloration of 

the material, they affect so much differently the heat and mass transfer mechanism and make it 

necessary to require the creation of a set of operating cycle that they vary with respect to their relative 

duration within the traditional meaning of the primary and secondary drying of a cycle of the freeze 

drying process.  

The complexity of such system because of the natural requirements make the proper employment of 

freeze drying for such system very significantly more complex than those demanded in the freeze 

drying of pharmaceutical and food product.  

 

Keywords:  Freeze-Drying, Lyophilization, Stabilizing and preserving process, Sculpting Art. 57th 

Biennale of Venice. 

 
1.Introduction 
 

Freeze drying is a very important separation process and the use of lyophilization is widespread in the 

fine chemicals, food, biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries (Liapis and Bruttini 2014, Rey and 

May, 1999). The substance to be dried is usually frozen. In freeze drying the water and/or another 

solvent is removed as a vapor by sublimation from the frozen material in a vacuum chamber. After the 

solvent sublimes to a vapor, it is removed from the drying chamber where the drying process occurs.                    

 As a rule, freeze drying produces the highest quality product obtainable by any drying method. A 

prominent factor is the structural rigidity afforded by the frozen substance at the surface, where the 

sublimation occurs. The rigidity to a large extent prevents collapse of the solid matrix remaining after 

drying. The results are a porous, no shrunken structure in the dry product (that facilitates rapid and 

almost complete rehydration when water is added to the soluble substance at a later time) and a final 

dry product with a shape and dimensions equal (very little shrinkage during the process) to the shape 

and dimension  of the frozen material before freeze drying. The freeze drying as a stabilizing and 

preserving process in sculpting art has been introduced for the first time in the world  by Roberto 

Cuoghi at the 57th Biennale of Venice in 2017 where, in the time period of the Biennale (from May to 

November 2017) sculpting art were produced inside the Italian Pavillon of Biennale and exposed 

during the full period of the exhibition. The sculping art realized by Cuoghi was done with the use of 

organic material (Agar, rise powder, pig gelatine and organic mixture) that was first modelled and then 
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freeze dried in order to be exposed in the Italian Pavillon in Venice. The well know material (Cuoghi, 

2014) like ceramic or bronze (Cuoghi 2017) used in his sculpting art were replaced by organic based 

material The use of organic material to produce sculpting art started for Roberto Cuoghi in 2016 in the 

art gallery Chantal Crousel in Paris in the collective art presentation Ether. In this art exhibition the 

artist presents different sculping art of birds (mainly redbreast) realized with the use of Agar and pig 

gelatine exposed on the floor of the art Gallery. During the time period of the Art exhibition the 

sculpting birds were progressively covered by different kind of environmental mold with the 

consequence of change of their original shape dimensions and colors. The use in sculpting art of 

material (organic) that change from its original shape, its original dimension and color seems for the 

artist the best solution of use of such a material to produce the sculpting art “The Imitation of  Christ” 

at Italian Pavillon (The magic World) at 57 Biennale in Venice. The different information (often in 

contrast among them) on the historical Jesus suggest to avoid the limit given by the choice of the 

initial proportion, dimensions and colors and leave a natural and unpredictable evolution of the art 

sculpting generated with organic material up to the final form never predictable or imaginable from 

the beginning.  

 Roberto Cuoghi serially produced Jesus and subjected him to various organic processes in order to 

obtain as many variants as possible. The Imitation of Christ is an absurdly elaborate experimental 

setup that began with a mold for the sculpture of a tall slim average-looking bearded man. He filled it 

with agar-agar, a gelatine extracted from algae, and laid the finished sculptures out in state in various 

igloo shaped tents with different climate zones. It was not long before mold and bacteria got to work 

on them – Venice is a paradise for spores.  

 Within a week, a long thin coating grew on the surfaces, not only in the usual shades of gray, but 

eccentric colors like pink and orange. At some point the bodies burst open, deep cracks appeared, 

fingers and limbs were deformed, and each individual figure began to show increasingly distinctive 

traits. When the development had reached an ideal stage, the totally unsteady state of natural drying 

and biological activity on the art sculpture has been stopped by freezing it to prevent additional change 

of the ideal shape so far reached. After freezing (the first stage of the freeze-drying process) the art 

sculpting has been freeze dried. At the end of the freeze-drying process no more changes occur neither 

on the shape and dimension nor in the colors. The freeze drying process is therefore a very good 

method for stabilizing and preserving art sculpture. The freeze drying technology also was a new way 

of producing art sculptures. 

 

2. Material and Methods 
 

The experimental work was performed inside the Italian Pavillon (“The Magic World”) during the 57th 

International Art show La Biennale of Venice that was the laboratory were all the sculpting art were 

realized and freeze dry from May till November 2017 and progressively exposed to the people (more 

than 17.000 visitors) attending the international exhibition. The work started from the creation of the 

sculpting art body “Imitation of Christ” forming it by using different kind of organic materials 

dissolved in water and then used to fill the sculpture mold for their creation. There was only one 

sculpture mold for the creation of more than 50 sculpture realized that have the same initial shape and 

dimensions but different constitutive materials and colours. The organic materials used were mainly 

mixture of Agar, Agar-Agar, pig gelatine, rise powder and also small amount of additive organic 

materials able to help the filling process in the sculpture mold and the artistic final colours and view of 

the sculpting art body. The raw material concentration was mainly in the range from 5% to 7% (w/w) 

and, in any case, never above 10% (w/w). The fine powder of organic materials was dissolved in water 

and then the solution obtained was heated at a temperature of 90°C. Only for few solutions the 

temperature needed was 65°C (pig gelatine as base organic material). The hot and well dissolved 

solution was then inserted in the sculpture mold by filling it from the top (about 4 meter above the 

sculpture mold) and entering in it from the back of the body sculpture. It usually takes less than one 

day from the end of the filling operation and the sculpture mold opening procedure and one more day 

for the final cooling of the formed sculpture down to room temperature. The visitor can now see the 

original sculpture art body that is placed in exposition close to the creating area or inside one of the six 

igloo shaped tents (Fig.1) at the sides of the visitor tunnel with free access from a thin moving 

polyethylene moving door. After the creation step the sculpting art body is moved in different igloo 
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shaped tents in order to increase or decrease its natural drying process or in order to increase or 

decrease the different activity of the environmental bacteria and mold. All the six igloo shaped tents 

have in fact different controlled temperature (from 16°C to 38°C) and different controlled humidity 

(from 40% to 80%). Only in November the controlled temperature was in the range from 8°C to 30°C.  

In this step the action of the environmental bacteria and mold were very active (Fig.2) and when the 

art sculpture has an ideal form its unsteady changing process in size, dimension and colours was 

stopped by inserting it inside a deep Criofarma freezer working at -80°C and stored in it. All the 

frozen sculpting art bodies were progressively freeze dried in the Italian Pavillon before their 

exposition in their final artistic view. The Criofarma freeze dryer used was always working in the 

process with the ice condenser temperature of -60°C and a final vacuum at the end of the freeze-drying 

cycle below 0.5 Pa. Different cycles were used for the different materials and in any case the cycle 

never take less than  21 days. The shorter freeze-drying cycle was for sculpting art bodies having rise 

powder (amylose) as base material (Wang, J.-C., Bruttini, R., and Liapis, 2016) for the possibility to 

optimize the cycle with the information on the possible pore size distribution inside the material. The 

longer freeze-drying cycle was for sculpting art body having pig gelatine as base material for the 

lowest melting temperature (-17°C) and its collapsing behaviours in the different conditions of the 

drying stages. All the stabilizing and preserving process with the freeze-drying technology went very 

fine and the final results obtained is illustrated in Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.6 as well as the sculpting art 

samples inside the freeze-dryer Fig.5. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Visitors Tunnel at Italian Pavilion  

of the 57th International Art Exhibition Biennale of Venice 2017 
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Fig. 2. Art Sculpture with mold before freeze dying.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Freeze Dried Art Sculptures made with Rice Powder (left) and Agar-Agar (right) mixture 
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Fig. 4. Freeze Dried Art Sculpture made with Pig Gelatine 

 

 
Fig. 5. Art Sculpture view from inspection window of freeze dryer in process 
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Fig. 6. Freeze Dried Art Sculptures made with Pig Gelatine (left) and Agar-Agar (right) mixture 

 
3. Results and discussion 

The application of the lyophilization process in sculpting art does not involve the customary meaning 

of a freeze drying cycle because the geometry, relative thickness of material, and relative coloration of 

the material, they affect so much differently the heat and mass transfer mechanism and make it 

necessary to require the creation of a set of operating cycle that they vary with respect to their relative 

duration within the traditional meaning of the primary and secondary drying of a cycle of the freeze 

drying process.  

 The complexity of such system because of the natural requirements make the proper employment 

of freeze drying for such system very significantly more complex than those demanded in the freeze 

drying of pharmaceutical and food product.  

 The ideal form of the sculpture is reached only after a certain time from its creation from the 

creating mold shape. From the time of the initial creation the sculpture is subjected to the activity of 

the environmental mold, fungi and bacteria on it. There is not only the action of the environmental 

“bio artists” that is changing the initial shape and color of the sculpture but also the action of the 

natural drying process at atmospheric pressure. The drying process occurs from the surface of the body 

and it is changing not only the shape of the sculpture but also its original water content. The different 

geometry of hands, fingers, legs, head and bust also have different thickness and, therefore, a different 

amount of material inside that had to be dry. Therefore, the material of the sculpting art that had to be 

freeze dry has not only different geometry but also different water content in different part of the body 

with different density, thermal conductivity and specific heat. For all the above reasons a multi-

dimensional mathematical model to describe the freeze-drying process of the sculpting art body (the 
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legs and the arms are in a shape of a cylinder, the head is in the shape of a sphere, the bust is in a 

shape of an elliptic cylinder) should be used (Bruttini, R. 1998) in order to obtain the better 

conservation conditions (Bruttini, R. and Samadelli, M., 2004) of the sculpting art and able to define 

an appropriate freeze-drying cycle. It is also very important to mention that for sculpting art freeze-

drying the final scope is not only a stable conservation condition of the material being dried but also 

the final artistic shape and colors of the artistic sculpture that make the freeze-dying cycle needed to 

obtain this complete different from the usual cycle used in pharmaceutical and food industry. The 

sculpting art has part that freeze-dry first like fingers and part that freeze-dry later as arms, legs, head  

and bust in order. There is, therefore, the need to perform consequential freeze-drying cycles that 

could optimize the final quality of the different sculpting art part without damage of the other part that 

will complete the drying process later in time. In the first  period of the freeze-drying cycle we 

optimize the complete slow drying of the fingers using an heat input policy able to avoid a shock 

structure at the moving interface inside the fingers (Tang M.M, Liapis A.I and other 1986; Liapis A.I 

and Bruttini 1995) having a cylindrical geometry. A special attention was used in this initial part of the 

freeze-drying cycle on the mass transfer by keeping little water concentration gradient from the 

moving interface and the vacuum chamber by keeping the vacuum chamber pressure at 10 Pa. The 

little water concentration gradient inside the thin  thickness of the partially dry part of the external 

surface of the fingers and of all the other part of the external surface of the sculpting art body was able 

to minimize any color or dimensions change in any part of the art sculpture. In this initial part of the 

cycle the heating plate temperature never was above (-10 °C). After two days cycle running and the 

complete drying of the finger was obtained the heating plate temperature was increased up to 0°C in 

order to complete the drying phases of the legs and arms that already have an external partially dry 

thickness formed but needs additional heat input in order to improve the temperature of the water at 

the moving interface and, therefore, to increase the water concentration gradient between the ice front 

and the water concentration in the vacuum chamber always hold at 10 Pa. In about one week also the 

arms were totally dry but the legs, head and bust were still in primary drying but having a dry external 

thickness very well establish already. For the above reasons it was possible to further increase the 

heating plate temperature up to a temperature that now is depending on the kind of material used to 

create the sculpting art body.  The value of this temperature was 10°C for almost all the constitutive 

materials mixture of the sculpting art used except for the pig gelatine for which the heating plate 

temperature value never exceed 5°C.The pig gelatine material mixture used, in fact, has the  lowest 

melting point (-17°C) while for  all the other materials mixture the melting point temperature never 

was below -10°C. In about two weeks also the drying phases of the legs were completed while the 

head and the bust were still in the primary drying stage of the freeze-drying process. It is now possible 

to increase the heating plate temperature up to a final heating plate temperature now is depending on 

the kind of material used to create the sculpting art body.  The value of this temperature was 25°C for 

almost all the constitutive materials mixture of the sculpting art used except for the pig gelatine for 

which the heating plate temperature value never exceed 20°C. This value of the heating plate 

temperature was hold up to the end of the freeze-dying cycle. The value of the pressure in the vacuum 

chamber was decreasing from 10 Pa up to 0,5 Pa at the end of the freeze-drying cycle. 

 The mathematical model used for materials having a spherical geometry (Liapis A.I and Bruttini, 

R., 2008) and able to quantify the heat and mass transfer rate involved in such mechanisms for 

spherical geometry like the head of the body of sculpting art during the freeze drying process suggests 

accurate attention on the criteria used to consider the drying stages complete. The head and the bust of 

the body are the latest part of the sculpting art that complete the drying process stages that for all the 

material was considered to be over when the final temperature of the sculpting art was the same of the 

heating plate temperature (thermal equilibrium) and the increasing pressure in the vacuum chamber 

after closing the connecting valve to the ice condenser was 0,1 Pa in 30 minutes (no more mass 

transfer or desorption process). By the use of such kind of freeze-drying cycle we never obtain broken 

part of the sculpting art body and also an excellent conservation of the sculpting art material in terms 

of dimensions, shape and colors. The freeze-drying cycle needed to be used for the sculpting art 

materials presented in this work is very different from the cycle needed to be use for having exergy 

optimization (Liapis, A.I and Bruttini, R., 2008) but gave excellent results in terms of quality of the 

final product obtained. 
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Fig. 7. Freeze Dried Sculptures of the Opera “Imitation of Christ” of the artist Roberto Cuoghi  

at Italian Pavilion of the 57th International Art Exhibition Biennale of Venice 2017 
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4. Conclusions 
 

Freeze drying as a stabilizing and preserving process in sculpting art has been successfully used in the 

production of several art sculptures having organic components as base material. The freeze-drying 

process represents a very good solution for stabilizing art sculpture produced with organic material 

that could change in shape and dimension with time. This work also indicate that freeze drying process 

also could acts as immobilizing process for decorative colors created by natural mold or fungi that 

could be fixed and stabilized in their ideal form by the process. Furthermore, the results obtained also 

indicate that the freeze drying process could be used in stabilizing the shape and dimension of natural  

and organic solid material having water (or other solvents) inside that could change with time the 

initial shape and dimension of the material. Further investigation on the additional preserving process 

after lyophilization should be also studied in case it is needed.  

 The 57th Biennale of Venice was the first application of the use of the freeze-drying process as a 

stabilizing and preserving process in sculpting art. 
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Abstract  
This paper presents a brief overview outlining the perspective of waterlogged archaeological wood 
conservation. Wet conditions improve preservation, but they introduce new problems; significant 
deformations may occur during uncontrolled drying. This can be controlled by freeze-drying and by 
adding components to the degraded wood in order to maintain its structural integrity and shape. 
These consolidants provide their own issues, and alternatives are required. 

 
Keywords: freeze-drying – archaeological wood – waterlogged wood – consolidants - conservation 
 
1. Introduction 
Freeze-drying has been an important topic in archaeological conservation for several decades. 
Archaeological objects are of relevance for various reasons, the main one being their information 
potential. This depends on properties such as their usefulness for establishing the date of the 
archaeological context, manufacturing traces, provenance of the raw materials, use and circulation of 
objects. Additionally, particularly significant or aesthetically pleasing objects can be displayed in 
publications and museums. 

Waterlogged archaeological wood has always posed challenges for conservators. Under 
typical circumstances, organic objects that are deposited underground will disappear completely, 
because of factors such as rotting, microorganisms, insects, and the groundwater (Watson, 2004). Wet 
conditions can often aid the preservation of organic materials; anoxic conditions are often present 
when the object is below the water table, which means a significant decrease in the number of 
microorganisms that can degrade the material. These conditions provide new challenges as well, 
mostly due to hydrolysis of the components that offer structural integrity to the wood. After a stay of 
centuries in wet conditions underground or underwater, most of the components of the wood cells, 
including cellulose, have been removed, and the space is filled predominantly with water. Although 
the water helps maintain the dimensions and shape of an object, it adds to the complexity of their 
preservation; it is extremely important that the object does not lose any moisture after excavation. If it 
used to be waterlogged, it should be immersed in water, if it was found wet, it could be stored in a 
relative humidity (RH) of almost 100%. In some situations, reburial might be appropriate (Gregory et 
al., 2012). Of course, when the object is excavated and gets exposed to more oxygen, the risk of 
microorganisms increases significantly. The main problem occurs when wet degraded archaeological 
wood is left to dry naturally, for example when it is kept in the sun unprotected and the water 
evaporates. This causes the cells to collapse and the object to deform, which is an irreversible process 
(Cronyn, 1990). This results in a loss of archaeological information; the shrinkage and warping can 
result in significant alterations of the shape, and the loss of surface details such as decoration, 
manufacturing traces, and use-wear.  

Some of these issues can be mitigated by controlled air-drying, or by the removal of water 
through sublimation, which can be done by vacuum freeze-drying the artefact. In order to preserve the 
structural integrity of the artefact, consolidants can be added. It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
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discuss the various freeze-drying methods from a technical point of view, since the processes do not 
differ much from those that are applied in the industry, as shown in a recent overview of the freeze-
drying processes related to organic materials in food (Harguindeguy and Fissore 2019). This review 
paper presents a brief overview outlining the perspective of freeze-drying in the field of archaeological 
conservation. 
 
2. Challenges and solutions in archaeological wood freeze-dying 
50 years ago, the conservation of waterlogged wood started from nothing, with the lifting and 
conservation of the Swedish warship Vasa. Although no freeze-drying was applied due to the size of 
the ship, extensive use was made of the consolidant polyethylene glycol (PEG). The discipline has 
changed a lot since then (Hocker et al., 2012), but PEG is still one of the most widely applied 
consolidants for degraded archaeological wood, and the approach has since inspired similar 
applications for a range of large objects, including the British warship the Mary Rose. 

For smaller artefacts, freeze-drying is considered a good option. Some downsides and risks to 
the object include the expansion of the water when it freezes before sublimation (Cronyn, 1990), and 
the loss of structural integrity of the dried result (Watson, 2004). In order to avoid these structural 
risks, and to improve the structural integrity of the object after the drying, consolidants such as PEG 
can be applied. While this is a well-known procedure (Cronyn, 1990), more recent work has been done 
on improving this process, by comparing different types of consolidants.  

A strong risk of any consolidation is plastification, which means the wood cannot be retreated. 
Reversibility is one of the most important principles of the modern conservation practice. The lack of 
reversibility, and the downsides of the previous treatments some objects have received, are now a 
threat to these artefacts. Additional problems occur when artefacts consist of different materials, such 
as wood or leather in combination with metals. This may require the introduction of a corrosion 
inhibitor to the solution (Sangouard, 2008). 

The most commonly used method of consolidation is the application of Polyethylene glycol 
(PEG), of which a range of molecular weights exist, which can be combined in various applications. 
PEG has been in use for more than 50 years, is not toxic, it can be reused and in theory it could be 
removed from the object at a later stage. The main downside of the use of PEG is its waxy finish when 
applied in high percentages. Other disadvantages include its degradation over time, and its 
incompatibility with iron, which is a problem when considering composite objects. Another widely 
used approach involves sucrose, although this provides a range of new issues concerning storage, 
especially considering microorganisms (Graves, 2004). 

A new solution needs to be found, one that corresponds to the demands of the current 
conservation practice: the new consolidant should be safe for the environment and the conservators, it 
should maintain the visual integrity of the object, be structurally sound, and be reversible, or at least 
allow retreatment. Additionally, it needs to be soluble in water, and remain inside the object when the 
water is removed.  

Some other consolidants that have been tested in the past decades include mannitol, sorbitol, 
lactitol, glucose syrup, trehalose, and kauramin (Jones et al., 2009; Christensen et al., 2012; Graves, 
2004). Other agents generally penetrate poorly (Unger et al., 2001), or trap dangerous components 
inside the wood (Braovac and Kutzke, 2012; Christensen et al., 2015; Nobakhsh et al., 2013; 
Mortensen, 2009; Walsh et al., 2017), resulting in more degradation at a later stage. Although PEG 
remains one of most suitable, and therefore the most widely used consolidants, it degrades over time 
(Christensen et al., 2012), and continued research into alternative options is required.  

A new avenue that is being explored by Christensen et al. is the application of chitosan and 
modified chitosan solutions, which appear to have potential as a consolidant for waterlogged wood 
(Christensen et al., 2015), although testing on larger samples is required in order to assess the 
suitability for full-scale treatments. Silicon oil appeared to be a promising material as well, but since it 
is not reversible, as well as expensive and volatile (Graves, 2004), it is not an appropriate material for 
modern conservation applications. Supercritical drying (Kaye et al., 2000) is a potential interesting 
solution, since it allows the addition of corrosion inhibitors, and more importantly does not require the 
use of additional consolidants, thus eliminating the problem of their reversibility.  
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3. Conclusions  
Archaeological objects from wet environments can be of significance for archaeological 

research. In order to preserve these objects, controlled drying or freeze-drying needs to be applied, in 
combination with a consolidant. Conventional consolidants such as sucrose and PEG provide decent 
results but have their own issues. Therefore, the investigation of new materials such as chitosan is 
required in order to produce better results in the future. 
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Abstract  

Today there is an ever-increasing interest in recovering flooded archival materials. Freeze-drying 

stands out as a valuable method as the water is frozen and the ice is then removed through 

sublimation. The present work is focused on the effect of freeze-drying on flooded paper contaminated 

with biodeteriogenic microorganisms (i.e. a bacterium Staphylococcus epidermidis, a yeast 

Rhodotorula mucilaginosa and a filamentous fungus Alternaria alternata). The effect of freezing and 

drying on microorganism survival and growth has been separately evaluated. In particular, different 

operative conditions for freezing (in a domestic freezer at about -20°C, at -40°C with a freezing rate 

of -1°C/min) and drying (200 µbar at 0°C and 20°C) have been tested. All the tested strains were able 

to survive after freezing and drying phases, nevertheless a different behaviour was observed: the 

growth of S. epidermidis was the same as that of the control, R. mucilaginosa showed a slight growth 

and carotenoid production increase, while A. alternata was inhibited, in particular after the freezing 

at -40°C, followed by a low temperature drying rate step. 

 

 

Keywords: freeze-drying, biodeterioration, filamentous fungi, flooded paper, process design. 

 

 
1. Introduction 

Water damage to paper documents can occur by flooding or during a fire extinguishing. In these 

circumstances, a fast and non-invasive method to dry materials is required, aiming to prevent 

additional damages such as biodeterioration caused by microorganisms naturally present on the 

documents, or transferred by the contaminated water. In fact, contamination with biodeteriogenic 

microorganisms may occur when the paper is in contact with water and the probability of a microbial 

growth increases with the water contact time. The paper bioreceptivity, i.e. the ability of a material to 

be colonised by living organisms, is considered high, because cellulose could represent a primary 

carbon source for different microbial classes. Biodeteriogenic microorganisms, in particular 

filamentous fungi, can grow on paper in the presence of a suitable combination of humidity and 

temperature conditions (Sequeira et al., 2012). When fungi biodegrade paper, stains and discolouration 

of the material can occur. 

Freezing is a way to control microorganism growth and document deterioration, thus preserving 

the material in view of a successive treatment that can be programmed in a different place and time, 

after the emergency. Once the material has been frozen, it can be stored for a very long time with 

practically no consequences, and freeze-drying becomes an interesting possibility, since the first step 

of the process has already been carried out. As a matter of fact, drying of water-damaged archival and 

library materials by means of freeze-drying is a well-known technology, which can give very good 

results avoiding further damages because the operating temperatures are very low and there is no 
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presence of liquid water which can transport soluble components present in the material (McCleary, 

1987; Fissore et al., 2017).  

One of the open questions concerning the use of freeze-drying for the recovery of flooded 

archival and library material is its uncertain effect on the microorganism viability; for this reason, a 

post-drying treatment could be required to store safely the dried material. Different opinions have been 

stated, claiming that freeze-drying can significantly reduce the microbial load, and even proposing it 

as a treatment to significantly reduce the contamination, or being afraid that the lyophilisation process 

can even lead to an increase of it. Studies on the effect of freezing on microorganism viability report 

that increasing the freezing time, or decreasing the freezing rate, can reduce the viable microbial 

population (Florian, 1990). But there are few reports on the effect of freeze-drying on biodeteriogenic 

microorganisms; concerning filamentous fungi, spores are reported to be more resistant than hyphae 

(Troiano et al., 2012).  

The aim of the present work is thus to evaluate the effect of freeze-drying on the viability of three 

different paper-borne microorganisms: the filamentous fungus A. alternata, the yeast R. mucilaginosa 

and the bacterium S. epidermidis. The effect of several operating variables of the freeze-drying process 

(i.e. freezing temperature, freezing rate, and sublimation temperature) and their influence on the paper 

recovery process will be investigated thus providing useful guidelines to freeze-drying practitioners 

facing this challenging task. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

Modern blank paper Double A (80 g/sheet) was used to prepare blocks (6 x 6 cm, height: 10 ± 1 mm) 

which were soaked in distilled water for 18 hours and then drained for 1 minute to simulate a real 

flooded and contaminated book.  

Microorganisms were separately inoculated on a sterile single paper square (6 x 6 cm) deposited 

on Nutrient agar for S. epidermidis, Malt extract agar for R. mucilaginosa and Czapeck agar for A. 

alternata. The bacterium and the yeast were inoculated by tracing 3 parallel streaks, 4 cm long at a 

distance of 1 cm, applying a single withdrawal from a standardized cell suspension; they were 

incubated for 24 hours at the optimal temperature of 37 and 30°C respectively. The filamentous fungus 

A. alternata was inoculated by depositing a mycelial plug (5 x 5 mm), collected at the border of a 7 

days old colony, and incubated at the optimal temperature of 30°C for 48 hours. Contaminated 

samples were composed as follows: inoculated squares were positioned on the surface and in the 

middle of the soaked paper blocks.  

Aiming to assess the effect of the freezing rate and temperature, some samples were frozen inside 

plastic bags in a domestic freezer for 13 days at about -20°C, while other samples were frozen at           

-40°C, with a freezing rate of -1°C/min (using the same equipment where freeze-drying tests are 

carried out). Samples were then thawed, for 3 hours at 25°C, inside sealed glass jars.  

With respect to the drying tests, after the freezing, samples were freeze-dried in a Millrock REVO 

freeze-drier at 200 µbar and 0°C (a test at 20°C was also carried out to evaluate the effect of the drying 

temperature). The temperature was monitored using thermocouples placed on the top and in the 

middle of the samples. Pressure was monitored by a capacitance manometer and a thermal 

conductivity gauge. The end of primary drying is determined from the ratio between the two sensors, 

as it becomes equal to one when there is no water vapour in the chamber (Patel et al., 2010).  

At the end of the freezing and drying phases, contaminated sheets were recovered and 

reconditioned in sterile conditions, positioned on the same agar medium and incubated at the same 

temperature values as previously reported for the preparation of the paper sheet inoculum. As regard 

R. mucilaginosa and S. epidermidis are concerned, microbial growth was visually monitored and 

photographed at 0, 24 and 48 hours from the deposition of the treated paper sheets on the agar 

medium. At time 0 and then every 24 hours, A. alternata viability was checked visually, the colonies 

were photographed and the two perpendicular diameters were measured until the mycelium stopped to 

grow or reached the border of the Petri dish. For all the three microorganisms, the growth was 

compared to that of the untreated control, not frozen or dried, at the same incubation time as that of the 

treated samples.  
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3. Results and discussion  

After soaking, the mean increase of the weight of the paper samples was 52%: almost all the water in 

the samples was removed at the end of the freeze-drying process, being the residual water content 

2.77%. Drying duration was 28 hours at 0°C, and 20 hours at higher temperature, as expected: in both 

cases, the dried material reached the temperature of the heating shelf.  

In order to evaluate the effect of the freezing modality on the microorganism viability and 

growth, thawed inoculated sheets were deposited on the proper agar medium plates and incubated at 

the optimal temperature value as indicated in the Material and Methods section.  

In the two tested conditions (i.e. freezing in a domestic freezer and in the freeze-dryer at -40°C) 

no difference in growth for S. epidermidis and R. mucilaginosa, positioned on the surface and in the 

middle of the soaked paper blocks, was observed. A comparison of the treated sheets with the control 

(i.e. untreated inoculated sheet) showed that the growth of S. epidermidis was the same as that of the 

control (Figure 1, right hand side) while R. mucilaginosa showed a slight growth and carotenoid 

production increase (Figure 1, left hand side). With respect to the effect of drying on the bacterium 

and yeast survival and growth, no effects were observed, independently from the drying temperature 

value (data not showed). 

 

      

Figure 1. R. mucilaginosa (on the left) and S. epidermidis (on the right) growth on a sheet 

after freezing in a domestic freezer (a) compared with a control at time 0 (top), 24 (middle) 

and 48 (bottom) hours.  

 

For A. alternata contaminated sheets, after the freezing in a domestic freezer (Figure 2a) and in the 

freeze-dryer at -40° (Figure 2b), only a slightly different behaviour in the colony diameter values 

(Figure 3), with respect to that of the control sheet, was observed. The main difference between treated 

and untreated inoculated sheets was a morphological one: after both freezing modality, at 24 hours of 

incubation, an abundant aerial mycelium growth was observed, along with the absence of sporulation.   

 

 

Control Control 
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Figure 2. A. alternata growth on a sheet after freezing in a domestic freezer (a) and in a freeze-

dryer at -40°C (b) at different times of incubation.   

 

     

Figure 3. Mean diameter of A. alternata colony on a sample after freezing in a domestic 

freezer (on the left) and in a freeze-dryer at -40°C (on the right) at different times of 

incubation. Blue curves represent the control sheets.  

 

In Figure 4, the results obtained with A. alternata after the freeze-drying at -20°C are 

showed. In both the photos and the graphic, a growth inhibition up to 48 hours of incubation 

is evident. At 96 hours, the diameter of the freeze-dried mycelium (2.45 cm) is significantly 

Control Control 
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48 h 
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0 h 

24 h 

96 h 

120 h 

a b 
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lower than that of the control (about 6.72 cm). Moreover, it is also possible to observe a 

conspicuous sporulation of the mycelium, probably due to a negative influence of the drying 

phase on the fungus.  

 

    

 

Figure 4. A. alternata growth on a sheet after freeze-drying at -20°C (freezing was carried out in a 

domestic freezer) at different incubation times (on the left).  Comparison between the mean 

diameter of the fungus on the treated sheet (red) and the control (blue) (on the right). 

 

 
A. alternata growth, after a freezing in the freeze-dryer at -40°C and freeze-drying at -20°C, was 

characterized by a clear lag phase until 72 hours of incubation. After that, the fungus starts to grow 

with a rate comparable to that of the control, in the first 48 hours of incubation. This behaviour is 

evident in both the pictures and the graphic reported in Figure 5. The obtained results suggest a higher 

efficacy of the freeze-drying process on the control of A. alternata growth, respect to that obtained 

after the one and only freezing step.  
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Figure 5. A. alternata growth on a sheet after freeze-drying at -20°C (freezing was carried out in 

the freeze-dryer, at a final temperature of -40°C) at different incubation times (on the left). 

Comparison between the mean diameter of the fungus on the treated sheet (red) and the control 

(blue) (on the right). 

 

4. Conclusions 

In the present work, the effect of freezing and drying on the survival of some selected biodeteriogenic 

microorganisms on flooded paper was described. As expected, all the tested strains were able to 

survive, but a different behaviour was observed. In general, S. epidermidis did not show any clear 

difference respect to the untreated sheets, R. mucilaginosa was stimulated, while A. alternata was 

inhibited, in particular after the freezing at -40°C, followed by a low temperature drying rate step. In 

the case of filamentous fungi, freeze-drying may give a positive contribution to the control of 

biodeterioration; as a matter of fact, for A. alternata, tested in optimal cultural conditions, a lag-phase 

of about 3 days was observed. In a real case (e.g. a freeze-dried book arranged in a library), in the 

presence of temperature and humidity control, a longer duration of the lag-phase could be 

hypothesized. 
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It must be stressed anyway that the goal of the freeze-drying treatment is the removal of water, that is 

in general effectively reached. If the material is characterized by a significant microbial load, already 

present on the material or developed as a consequence of the flooding, freeze-drying may have an 

effect on it, marginally positive or sometime negative, as demonstrated in the present work. The 

application of post-freeze-drying treatments (e.g. essential oil) could be considered in order to delay or 

completely inhibit the growth of paper-born microorganisms. In any case, proper storage conditions 

must be provided to guarantee preservation of the restored material. 
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Abstract 

Maintaining correct temperature and humidity is of high importance in order to preserve Cultural 

Heritage from degradation processes. Since anthropological remains are the only direct witness of our 

past, they have to be preserved at the best of our possibilities. This contribution reports the introduction 

of an innovative sensors network able to measure continuously Temperature (T) and Relative Humidity 

(RH) for the monitoring of a showcase containing artificial mummies. 

 

Keywords: Indoor environmental monitoring; Anthropological remains; Mummies; Cold-chain 

 

1. Introduction 

Addressing to the conservation of Cultural Heritage, it is highly recommended to maintain correct 

temperature and humidity values in order to prevent degradation processes. Anthropological remains 

are the only direct witness of our past and they are of fundamental importance for studying everyday 

life of ancient populations, their cultural habits, diseases and parental cares (Lynnerup 2007). For those 

reasons, it is essential to maintain constant Temperature (T) and Relative Humidity (RH) for 

archaeological remains, in particular mummies, from the discovery until and during the storage or 

exhibition. Mummies are human remains with preservation of nonbony tissue: mummification process 

is basically the result of dehydration processes able to preserve tissues from natural decay 

(decomposition and transformation processes of denaturation, proteolysis and putrefaction of organic 

components, as proteins (Samadelli et al., 2013)). The mummification process can be natural or 

artificial. Natural mummification occurs when soft tissues are preserved, without human intervention, 

due to particular environmental conditions (hot and arid or cold and arid environments or anaerobic 

environments) which inhibit tissues degradations including actions of bacteria and insects. They can 

respectively result in natural mummies by desiccation (e.g. pre-dynastic Egyptian mummies), freeze-

drying and ice-mummies (e.g. Greenland mummies, Tyrolian Iceman “Ötzi”) and bog-bodies (e.g. 

Tollund Man). Whereas artificial mummification implies an intentional human activity for preserving 

the body (e.g. embalmed Egyptian mummies), (Lynnerup 2007). 

 

Maintaining constant T and RH is also of fundamental importance in order to prevent degradation 

processes: a clear example is the conservation of Ötzi, the prehistoric Iceman, found on the Alps 

Mountains, at 3210 m altitude, partially covered by ice. Nowadays, he is on display for the public, safely 

stored in a glass vitrine with controlled temperature and humidity, reproducing the glacier-like 

conditions (-6°C of T and 98% of RH) (Kutschera and Rom, 2000; Bruttini and Samadelli, 2004). These 

are extreme conditions for the maintenance of the cold-chain for an anthropological remain, however 
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when the equilibrium with the surrounding environment is established, any further variation or 

fluctuation in the short time (hours and days) should be avoided. Optimal ranges for microclimate 

parameters (e.g. T and RH) relevant to the conservation of mummies are reported in Samadelli et al., 

2013: in the case of presence of cloths or other ritual objects, optimal specific ranges for those materials 

should be considered, too. 

 

The importance of a continuous monitoring system, both for stored or displayed remains, is of 

outstanding importance. Moreover, in Cultural Heritage field, environmental monitoring systems have 

to satisfy museum operators requirements such as minimal visual impact for the customers, long 

operative life, data quality assurance, easiness and flexibility in the arrangement and maintenance of the 

monitoring system itself (Corbellini et al., 2018). 

 

2. Material and monitoring system 

The environmental monitoring has been performed in a museum showcase containing artificial 

Egyptian mummies and also outside the showcase for comparison. 

The tailored designed monitoring system is based on a flexible and easily-configurable wireless 

sensor network based on small battery-powered sensing nodes, able to continuously measure T and RH. 

The nodes can transmit the data to a dedicated receiver using a wireless radio link working with a 

proprietary protocol in the 2.4 GHz band. The wireless range is from 10 to 30 meters, according to the 

environment and the presence of obstacles. When a power supply and an Internet connection are 

available in the monitored location, the dedicated receiver is designed to connect to Internet, for 

implementing a remote data access based on a dedicated cloud infrastructure. The digital sensor SHT21 

(Sensirion), is responsible for the measurement of both T and RH with typical uncertainties of 0.3°C 

and 2 %, respectively. The sensor nodes are battery operated and enclosed in a 3D-printed box 

(25x16 mm2), which can be realised in different shape, material and colour in order to be compatible 

and less invasive for museum environments (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Sensor network and location inside the artificial mummies showcase.  
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3. Results and discussion 

Figure 2 compares the 1-year T and RH% fluctuations monitored by the sensor node outside (green 

colour) and inside (blue colour) the mummies showcase. The T values follow the same trend (the curves 

are almost overlapped) inside and outside the showcase, while significant differences are detectable in 

the RH fluctuation range. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of 1-year T and RH% monitored behaviour outside the showcase (green colour) 

and inside the mummies showcase (blue colour). 
 

 

In particular, RH% fluctuation are wider outside the showcase than inside: figure 3 reports the daily 

fluctuation for both T and RH% values calculated as the difference between the maximum and minimum 

values over one day. Moreover, the graphs show the average daily fluctuations calculated over a period 

of 1 year (red dashed lines). The presence of the showcase guarantee at least a lower fluctuation in 

temperature and especially in relative humidity values, that present an average variation near 0% (blue 

line) compared to the average of about 15% (green line) of the sensor outside the showcase. 

For the sensor node inside the showcase, the strong 2-month fluctuations at the end of the considered 

acquisition interval can be due to periodic maintenance of the showcase (e.g. cleaning procedures), that 

implied aperture of the showcase with consequent variation of the internal conditions. 
For the sensor node inside the showcase, even if the RH% remains stable in the range of 40 to 55% 

for the all period of interest, the T values present a variation up to 10°C between winter and summer 

season and a daily fluctuation in the range of 1.2°C. Comparing these values to the ones reported in 

literature for the conservation of organic materials (14 to 16°C, 25 to 60% RH; (Samadelli et al., 2019)), 

the RH% results in the optimal range while the monitoring of the T requires more attention since the 

values are not constant and the seasonal excursion might induce degradation processes. 
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Fig. 3. 1-year delta and average values for T and RH% values for the controlling sensor node outside 

the showcase (green colour) and the sensor node inside the mummies showcase (blue colour). 
 

 

4. Conclusions 

The study highlights the importance of using showcases for at least limiting the daily and seasonal 

fluctuations of T and RH%, which can be dangerous in the conservation of organic materials. 

Moreover, the described sensors network revealed to be an innovative solution for the continuous 

monitoring of humans remains, for preserving them. In addition, the monitoring system even if 

positioned inside the museum showcase, have a minimal visual impact for the visitors. 

Eventually, the use of the described system can be applied in other fields, where minimal 

encumbrance are necessary, e.g transportation of cold goods which required a constant and in-real time 

monitoring without the block of the cold-chain. 
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Abstract  
This paper deals with the validation of freeze-dryers for pharmaceutical applications. The methods 

and the extension of the validation activities were determined on the basis of a risk assessment process 

in which the criticality of the main components installed, and the related control functions were 

analyzed and assessed. The tests highlighted in the assessment process were organized in a protocol 

where the test procedures and the acceptance criteria related to the test results are clearly 

predetermined before the field activity. 

 

Keywords: Freeze-dryer, validation, temperature mapping, risk assessment.  

 

1. Introduction 

As provided by the international cGMP guidelines all the equipment used in pharmaceutical 

production processes must be validated, the purpose of this activity can be summarized by the 

following definition: “validation is the process of establishing documentary evidence demonstrating 

that a procedure, process, or activity carried out in testing and then production maintains the desired 

level of compliance at all stages” [1].  

 

The phrase “the desired level of compliance at all stages” clearly shows that this procedure must also 

be applied to the equipment and processes related to the pre-industrialization phase.  

 

Data repeatability and their accuracy and integrity, are the conditio sine qua non for a successive 

scale-up study, incorrect data obtained by uncalibrated instruments and the unsecured integrity of the 

stored data are not appropriate for the development of a process that will be implemented on an 

industrial plant that must be able to produce a product with the desired level of compliance at all 

stages. 

 

The equipment subject of the qualification study was a Millrock freeze dryer model REVO equipped 

with six shelves and a two-stage cooling system. 

 

The methods and the extension of the validation activities were determined on the basis of a risk 

assessment process in which the criticality of the main components installed, and the related control 

functions were analyzed and assessed. 

2. Materials and methods 

The tests highlighted in the assessment process were organized in a protocol where the test procedures 

and the acceptance criteria related to the test results are clearly predetermined before the field activity. 

 

The test list was organized in two main groups, an Installation Qualification procedure, where the 

documents and the construction materials were verified, and an Operational Qualification procedure, 

where the unit functionality was challenged in the manufacturer's specification range.  
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Below is the list of the tests performed.  

 

IQ TESTS 

Manufacturer's documentation verification 

Materials Of Construction verification 

System’s critical instruments calibration 

verification 

Utilities verification 

OQ TESTS 

Control board devices functional verification 

Operator interface verification 

Input/output signals verification 

Alarms verification  

Data recording verification 

 

Verification of lowest and highest temperature of 

shelves  

Verification of temperature control of shelves 

Verification of temperature uniformity on shelves 

Verification of temperature of condenser 

Verification of vacuum system functionality 

Verification of vacuum control 

Verification of leak rate of system and chamber  

sublimation rate verification 

Stoppering system Verification 

Power fail verification 

 

The shelves’ temperature mapping tests were performed using an Yokogawa DP20 video-graphic 

recorder with CFR21 option installed and with 30 type T thermocouples (5 thermocouples for every 

shelf). The system was previously calibrated by using a Kaye CTR-80 Liquid Bath for Ultra Low 

Temperature and a Kaye IRTD 400 Intelligent probe as temperature reference. For the vacuum values 

reading and recording, a MKS e-Baratron® type CD 627, 2 Torr range, capacitance manometer with 

Ethernet interface was used. For the mapping test, to allow the 30 thermocouples insertion in the 

chamber, an hermetic feedthrough with compression gaskets was built. 

 

3. Results and discussion 
The shelves mapping test was performed on three different temperatures and on two chamber pressure 

values as follows: 

1) Cooling and stasis at -40 °C at room pressure (as per the freezing phase) 
2) Heating and stasis at 0 °C with the pressure in the chamber at 10 Pa  

3) Heating and stasis at 40 °C with the pressure in the chamber at 10 Pa 

During the stasis at -40 °C the maximum ΔT of the 5 thermocouples placed on each shelf was 0,8°C 

for the shelf #1 (upper shelf) while the maximum difference between Tset and the Tave calculated for 

each shelf was 1,7 °C on the shelf #4 

During the stasis at 0 °C the maximum Δt of the 5 thermocouples placed on each shelf was 0,2 °C for 

all the shelves while the maximum difference between Tset and the Tave calculated for each shelf was 

1,4 °C on the shelf #4 

During the stasis at 40 °C the maximum Δt of the 5 thermocouples placed on each shelf was 0,5 °C for 

the shelf #3 while the maximum difference between Tset and the Tave calculated for each shelf was 0,3 

°C on the shelf #6 (lower shelf). 

The results obtained during the mapping test show that the equipment in question can be considered 

suitable for the scale-up function of industrial lyophilization processes, as operatively in line with 

these equipments. 
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Abstract  

The mass exchange between a capillary porous medium surface and the adjacent gas-side boundary 

layer during drying is exploited using the classical and ring pore network models as well as the 

Schlünder’s model. The main outcomes of this study are that the average vapor partial pressure 

deviates from the saturation vapor pressure at the medium surface, and the significance of this 

deviation depends on the properties of wet and dry patches.  

 

Keywords: Capillary rings, drying, discrete liquid films, pore network modelling, porous media 

 

1. Introduction 

Drying kinetics of capillary porous materials is often expressed in three periods: constant rate 

period (CRP), falling rate period (FRP) and receding front period (RFP) (Brakel 1980). One of the 

most difficult aspects of drying of porous media is the CRP/FRP transition which defines the length of 

constant rate period. Traditional approach considers a partially saturated capillary porous body as a 

spurious continuum and expresses effective transport parameters over average saturation (e.g., Philip 

and De Vries 1957; Luikov 1966; Whitaker 1998; Perré et al. 2007). These macroscopic models fail to 

reliably predict the CRP/FRP transition.  Contrary to these models, pore network models offer a 

discrete approach and describe the relevant transport phenomena pore by pore. A pore network model 

represents the void space of a porous medium as a network of interconnected capillaries with similar 

geometry but different radii (Prat 1993). This description ensures that no geometrical or physical 

effect is lost in contrast to continuum models. The pore network modeling approach has already been 

applied to study, for instance, fluidized bed drying of yeast granules (Debaste et al. 2010) or 

evaporation of porous materials impregnated with salt solutions (Sghaier et al. 2009). 

This transition is often described from the internal mass-transfer standpoint which means capillary 

forces provide sufficient liquid to keep surface wet. On the other hand, this CRP/FRP transition can 

also be explained from the external mass-transfer standpoint by accurate prediction of the mass 

exchange between a particle aggregate surface and the adjacent gas-side boundary layer. The recent 

study conducted by three-dimensional pore network simulations indicates that both types of patches 

(wet and dry) contribute to the mass transfer from the surface (Moghaddam et al. 2018). This finding 

is in contrast with the Schlünder’s classical model, which assumes that the contribution of dry pores to 

the mass exchange at the surface is negligible compared to the evaporation rate from the wetted area 

(Schlünder 1988).  

The liquid film effect is not accounted for in our previous work with the content relevant to this 

contribution (Moghaddam et al. 2018). However, it is clear from experimental evidence that this effect 

can play a significant role in drying (see, e.g., Chauvet et al., 2009, Vorhauer et al., 2015, Yiotis et al., 

2012 and Shokri et al., 2010). In this work, we conduct pore network drying simulations in the 

presence of capillary rings that form at mutual contact points between primary particles which 

represent film effect. Thus, the impact of capillary rings on the phenomena that occur at the particle 

aggregate surface (e.g. phase distribution and variation of the total number of wet and dry patches) is 
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studied. The results are compared to previous pore network simulations without capillary rings and the 

solution of the Schlünder’s model.  

 

2. Ring pore network model 

A ring pore network model (RPNM) is an extension of the previous model versions (Prat 1993, 

Metzger et al. 2007) by including secondary capillary structure as discrete element of pore space 

representing thick films around contact point between particles. The void space is approximated by a 

network of throats and capillary rings. The throats are cylindrical tubes with uniform length equal to 

particle diameter and with radii generated randomly. Mean radius of throat is calculated from the 

particle radius r̅t =  √2R2 − R. The rings are kind of cylindrical concave. The radius r = |R sinα| and 

thickness h = R − |Rcosα| of the ring are calculated from the particle radius and from the half-filling 

angle α .Volume of a capillary ring is V = 2(πr2h −
3

π
(3R − |Rcosα|)h2) .  

 
Fig. 1. Partially saturated pore network with gas-side boundary layer. Different saturations states of 

pores, throats and rings are shown in this sketch. Drying is from the top. Size of elements is symbolic. 

Actual volume of ring is very small (Kharaghani et al. 2019). 

 

The drying process is characterized by formation of liquid clusters. Therefore, the labeling of liquid 

clusters is conducted as in Metzger et al. 2006. The principle of cluster labeling is as follows: if two 

throats are connected by liquid ring, they belong to the same cluster. The drying algorithm of RPNM 

is summarized below: Figure 1 shows different states of pore, throat and ring during drying. A ring 

can have maximum four menisci based on neighbouring throats if they are invaded by gas phase. 

Isolated ring cannot engage in capillary flow similar to classical single throat. Drying algorithm 

contains cluster labeling, kinetics of drying and phase distribution during drying. Kinetics of drying is 

estimated by rate of evaporation. Rate of evaporation is obtained by mass balance around vapor and 

liquid. This data helps to update saturation of throat, ring and pore in the network. Following 

equations govern the process (Kharaghani et al. 2019). Vapor flow rate between gas nodes i and j is 

described by 

∑ Ṁv,ijj = ∑ Aijj
δ

Lij

M̃vP

R̃T
ln (

P−pv,i

P−pv,j
),         (1) 

where Aij is the exchange area, Lij is the distance between two nodes, pv,i is the vapor pressure and  

Ṁv,ij is the vapor mass flow rate, T is the air temperature, R̃ is the universal gas constant, P is the 

atmospheric pressure and δ is the binary diffusion coefficient, M̃v is the molar mass of vapour, pv,∞ is 

the vapor pressure of the dry air at the top nodes of the boundary layer and Pv
∗ is the saturated vapor 

pressure. The evaporation rate of neighbour meniscus throat k and neighbour liquid rings r of a gas 

pore i are 

Ṁev,k,i = 
Ak

Atotal,i
∑ Ṁv,mm ,         (2) 
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Ṁev,r,i =  
Ar

Atotal,i
∑ Ṁv,mm ,         (3) 

where Ak the is cross section area of the neighbour meniscus throat k of pore i, Ar is the evaporating 

area of the neighbour liquid ring r of pore i, Atot,i = ∑ Ak + ∑ Arrk  is the total area of all neighbour 

menisci throats and neighbour liquid rings of pore i, ∑ Ṁv,mm  is the total vapor flow away from the 

gas pore i through the neighbouring empty throats m, Ṁev,k,i is the evaporation rate of meniscus throat 

k of pore i, Ṁev,r,i is the evaporation rate of liquid ring r of pore i. Lateral area of a ring is 2πrh. 

Evaporating area Ar can be classified into three categories based on number of menisci: half, three 

quarters and full of lateral area when ring r has one, two or more than two menisci respectively. The 

network saturation (S) is 

S = 
∑ VkSk+ ∑ VrSr

∑ Vk+ ∑ Vr
 ,           (4) 

where Sk and Sr are saturation and Vk and Vr are the volume of throat k and ring r, respectively. In this 

work, capillary rings have identical volume and the liquid-gas interface of the ring is assumed to be 

flat. Within the film region only the film flow through liquid pathway is dominant transport 

mechanism. Vapor diffusion in the film region is neglected. Vapor pressure of gas phase in the film 

region is equilibrium vapor pressure. Both models represent capillary dominated regime and neglect 

viscous, gravitational forces and adsorbed water. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Parameters of pore network drying simulations are same for both models as defined in Moghaddam et 

al. 2018. The liquid rings contain 7.7% of the void space. Classical three drying periods are captured 

in RPNM as shown in Fig. 2a. Initial transition period (ITP ) with decreasing evaporation rate is not 

observed in the RPNM similar to classical literature (Brakel 1980). Because during the same span of 

ITP in classical pore network model (CPNM), surface saturation decreases down to 0.28 as compared 

to 0.72 in RPNM as shown in Fig. 2b. Number of clusters and single throats at surface reaches 

maximum value in CPNM during this short period while in parallel number of clusters and isolated 

rings in RPNM are insignificant as shown in Fig. 3. Drying rate during CRP of CPNM is lower than 

RPNM because of ITP. The CRP is very long in RPNM – this can be supported by experimental 

findings (Wang et al 2012, 2014) – as compared to CPNM because of low irreducible saturation 

(0.18), number of surface clusters, and isolated rings in contrast to high irreducible saturation (0.65), 

number of surface clusters, and single throats. Irreducible saturation is defined as saturation when 

liquid phase is not connected over the height of the system. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Normalized evaporation rate and (b) surface saturation as function of network saturation. 

 

Profiles of slice-averaged saturations of capillary dominated drying for both models are shown in Fig. 

4. A CPNM slice contains one horizontal and one vertical plane of throats. Similarly, a RPNM slice 

contains additional one horizontal and vertical plane of rings. Saturation profiles of RPNM are 
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spatially quasi-uniform down to low saturation. The edge effect is prominent in CPNM as compared to 

RPNM which is defined as sharp drop in profiles of saturation near the surface of evaporation 

(Moghaddam et al. 2018).  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Variation of (a) Number of clusters (b) number of single throats and isolated rings at surface 

as function of surface saturation. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Profiles of slice-averaged saturations for (a) CPNM and (b) RPNM averaged. The network top 

surface is on the left (z/H = 0). 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Relative contributions of dry and wet patches at the surface to the total mass transfer rate for 

(a) CPNM and (b) RPNM vs surface saturation. 
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The relative input of the wet and dry patches to the total drying rate are shown in Fig. 5. Wet patches 

are liquid and non-diffusion empty throats while dry patches are diffusion empty throats. The 

transition between the main contributing areas to the total evaporation rate at the surface occurs at 

surface saturation around 0.05 and 0.28 in RPNM and CPNM, respectively. Evaporation rate is high in 

case of wet patches, as vapour pressure at the pore entrances in this case is the saturation vapor 

pressure. Compared to Schlünder’s analysis, a major agreement is therefore that the wet patches 

greatly contribute to the mass transfer in contrast to CPNM. Non-local equilibrium effect (NLE) of 

RPNM is decreased as compared to CPNM which is defined as: average vapor partial pressure at the 

surface is lower than saturation vapor pressure as shown in Fig. 6. Decrease in NLE can be explained 

by lower number of clusters and isolated rings which means higher connectivity between surface pores 

and liquid therefore vapor pressure of the pores remains at saturated vapor pressure. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Variation of average vapor partial pressure as a function of surface saturation; Pvs is the 

saturation vapour pressure. 

 
Testing of Schlünder’s model using pore network simulations 

 
The Schlünder’s model provides the closure relationship of evaporation rate with the surface wetness. 

Schlünder (Schlünder 1988) explained the long CRP phenomena from the surface of the porous 

medium. Schlünder assumed the even distribution of wet patches at the surface and modelled these 

wet patches as an upper half-droplet placed on the centre of the unit square surface area (2l×2l) 

(Figure 7). When the diameter of the wet patch (2r) is much smaller than the thickness of the external 

diffusion layer (ε), Schlünder obtained the correlation of drying evaporation rate 𝐽𝑣 to the initial 

evaporation rate (Jv,max), 

 
  
Fig. 7. Schlünder modeling of a partially wetted surface. The gas-side diffusion layer is ε. The radius 

of half droplet is r and 2l is the square length. 
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Jv

Jv,max
=

1

1+
2

π

r

ε
√

π

4φ
(√

π

4φ
−1)

,           (5) 

where φ is the relative wetted surface area. The relative wetted surface are is calculated as: 

φ =
πr2

(2l)2.           (6) 

 
It is tricky to upscale the Schlünder’s model into the surface scale because of the heterogeneous 

surface. In the Schlünder’s model, three parameters need to be specified: φ, ε and r. The gas diffusion 

length ε is 10l, that is assumed in the pore network simulations. The problems are to define the surface 

wetness (φ) and the radius of wet patches (r). The surface wetness can be identified from the pore 

network modeling as: 

φ =
∑ Ai

Nwet
i

∑ Ai
Nall
i

,           (7) 

where Ai denotes the surface throat cross section area of pore i. Nall and Nwet denote the number of 

surface throat and the number of the wet surface throat, respectively. Equation 7 can be view as the 

average wetness for each surface path. The radius of a single wet patch is difficult to be determined, 

which should be related to the drying process. Due to the heterogeneous distribution of surface pore, 

the radius of wet surface patches is also hard to be specified.  

 

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the Schlünder model based on the ring pore network model and the 

classical pore network model with the different values of the parameter r, as well as the results from 

the classical pore network simulations. The simulation from the classical pore network model indicates 

a poor agreement with the Schlünder’s formula especially for the period when the surface contains few 

liquids. The agreement is improved when applying the Schlünder’s formula to simulate the 

evaporation rate based on the ring pore network simulations.  

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. (a)The ratio of evaporation rate over the initial evaporation rate obtained from the ring pore 

network modeling and Schlünder’s model (with fitting r=0.5rt), classical pore network model and 

Schlünder’s model (with fitting r=L) (b) the surface wetness obtained from the ring pore network 

model and classical pore network model. 

 
The Schlünder’s closure relationship works well with the drying process with a longer constant period. 

When introduced the ring effect into the pore network, Figure 2a shows an extended constant drying 

period. This capillary ring (or considered as the local film effect) reduces the internal moisture 

transport resistance, leading to a high percentage of surface wetness (Fig. 8b). Such a high proportion 

of surface wetness makes the Schlünder’s model reliable. Schlünder’s model acts poorly to calculate 

the evaporation rate when the surface contains the small liquid content. For the classical pore network 
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modeling, the high internal moisture transport resistance prevents the replenishment of the surface 

wetness from the bottom of the porous medium. The evaporation rate with the surface wetness is 

derived from Schlünder’s model. In simulation results shown in Fig. 8a it is assumed that the diameter 

of the wet patch (2r) is the same as the width of each surface element (2l), which is the limited length 

of radius for the single wet patch. Schlünder’s model failed to explain the evaporation rate when 

surface dried (Fig. 8a). The Schlünder’s closure relationship suggests that the evaporation rate drops to 

zero when the medium surface dries, i.e.  
Jv

Jv,max
 ~ 0, which is contradictory with the experimental data 

and simulation predictions (Or et al. 2013).  
 

4. Conclusions 

We performed pore network drying simulations in the presence and absence of discrete capillary rings, 

which are regarded as secondary capillary structures of the pore space. The role of capillary rings in 

the phenomena that occur at the surface of a porous medium (e.g. variation of the size and number of 

wet and dry patches) is explored. The results obtained from our ring pore network model are compared 

to the classical pore network model and the solution of the Schlünder’s model. Agreement between 

discrete pore network simulations and the Schlünder’s model is significantly enhanced when the ring 

effect is taken into account. This study also paves the way for developing superior continuum models 

that can be used to describe reliably the drying behavior of capillary porous materials.    
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Abstract 
The single droplet impacted static powder bed was studied experimentally to explain the formation 
mechanism. Materials with different bed porosity and three different binder liquids (PEG1500 and 
silicone oil with viscosity of 10 and 100mPa·s, respectively) were selected to be released into these 
static powder beds from different heights (0.5 and 20cm). A high speed camera was used to record the 
initial drop impact and the process. The high-speed camera video was analyzed and three different 
particle formation mechanisms were identified: hole, infiltration and convolution. A loose bed of bed 
structure is prone to holes. The powder aggregates are sucked into the drip and then a hole is formed 
in the bed. For coarser powders, particles are formed by an infiltration mechanism at lower impact 
velocities; at high impact velocities, droplets form a pit on the surface of the bed and elastically 
deform in the pit before it penetrates into the bed by capillary action. The morphology of particles was 
observed by multi-angle photography, and the length (the ratio of length to diameter) and flatness (the 
ratio of projected area diameter to maximum vertical height) were used as the criteria for describing 
the morphology of particles. 
 
Keywords: nucleation, particle morphology, hole, infiltration, convolution 
 
1. Introduction 

Microencapsulation technology is a new technology with rapid development and wide application in 
recent years. It has been widely used in many fields such as food, chemical industry, medicine, 
biotechnology and so on. At present, there are many preparation methods of microcapsules (Song 
2001, Ren 2005). Thermal melting fluidized bed coating is a common technology for preparing 
microcapsules. Thermal melting fluidized bed coating is to use atomized melting material as wall 
material to coat fluidized core material, which reduces evaporation of solvent, shortens coating 
process, reduces energy consumption and risk of process pollution. The product can play a role of 
slow release (Jannin 2013). Ennis (Ennis et al 2004) believes that the process of coating can be divided 
into three steps: 1) wetting and nucleation of droplets; 2) Solidification and growth of particles; 3) 
Wear and fragmentation between particles. The theory is also used to explain the encapsulation 
process of fluidized bed. Thus it can be seen that the coating of hot melt fluidized bed is a process of 
coupling of various processes. At present, the quality of products can not be controlled, and the 
coating mechanism is not clear. Among them, the wetting and nucleation of droplets is a key process, 
which is of great significance to the coating mechanism. Therefore, the nucleation mechanism will be 
studied by impinging a single droplet on a static powder bed.  

Recently, the wetting and nucleation regime has received significant attention in an attempt to 
quantify it and separate it from the other rate processes (Hapgood 2002, Wildeboer 2007). Hapgood et 
al. recommended operation in the drop controlled nucleation regime, where one drop forms one 
granule. This is an ideal nucleation mechanism for optimum control of particle properties. Recently, 
Wildeboer successfully separated nucleation from other rate processes (Schaafsma 2000). They 
constructed a nucleation device to spray droplets onto powder conveyor belts. Mononuclear particles 
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were prepared by using a single droplet generator with multiple nozzles. Similar approaches have been 
tested for fluidized systems. In this paper, a simplified method is chosen to manually control droplet 
dropping in a static powder bed to observe particle formation. Many experiments have proved the 
complex effect of single droplet on the nucleation of powder bed. Nguyen studied the effect of 
permeation time (Nguyen 2009). SC Zhao studied the dropping effect of different powder materials 
such as medicines, glass beads and natural sand particles (Zhao 2017). At present, there are few 
experiments on the impact of molten single droplet on static powder bed. In this paper, melted PEG 
1500 and liquid grease at room temperature are used as binders for experiments. 

Nowadays, there are many studies on particle size and size distribution in the literature, because 
these are relatively easy to measure (Rahmanian 2009). However, other particle properties, such as 
shape, porosity and internal structure, are equally important in determining the final performance of 
particles. Hapgood made some qualitative observations about the shape of the granules produced from 
her drop penetration time experiments (Hapgood 2000). Bouwman et al. proposed that the roundness 
and roughness factors could better describe the shape of particles(Bouwman 2004). However, these 
shape descriptors only consider the two-dimensional projection of particles. In this paper, the method 
of multi-angle photography is used to observe the three-dimensional shape of particles, which can 
better describe the shape of particles. 

In this paper, wet granulation wetting and nucleation of particles will be studied separately by using 
high-speed video camera to capture droplet impact and infiltration into powder bed, so as to provide a 
possible understanding of the formation mechanism of particles and summarize the possible 
mechanism. In addition to studying the formation mechanism of particles, the morphology of particles 
generated by these different mechanisms will be studied in detail, and the morphology and formation 
mechanism of particles will be accurately described. 
 
2. Material and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

Two models of citric acid and calcium silicate were selected as experimental materials. These powders 
have similar chemical properties, different size distribution, porosity and other physical properties. 
The citric acid (coarser powder) was ground into fine particles, and the experimental phenomena 
under different particle sizes were observed. The particle size was characterized by laser particle size 
analyzer (LS-C III, Zhuhai Euro-American gram). The true density of particles was measured by 
drainage method. Vibration density and bulk density of particles were measured by powder 
comprehensive performance tester (BT-1000, Dandong Baite, China). Table 1 shows powder 
characterization with 95% confidence interval. The volume frequency distribution of granularity 
visually shows the difference of granularity distribution (Figure 1). 

Table 1. Physical properties of powders.   
 Calcium Silicate Citric Acid 

Bulk Density   0.2131 0.6726 
Tapped Density  0.3441 0.8623 

True particle density  1.27 1.54 

Loose packed bed porosity ) 0.8322 0.5633 
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Fig.1 Volume frequency distribution of powders (calcium silicate A, citric acid with larger particle 

size B, citric acid with smaller particle size C). 
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In this experiment, polyethylene glycol 1500, a hot melt binder, and silicone oil with two different 
viscosities as liquid at room temperature were selected as model materials. The mechanism and 
morphology of particles formed by melt binder and liquid binder at room temperature were analyzed 
by high-speed camera video. Table 2 shows the properties of liquid adhesives with 95% confidence 
intervals. 

Table 2. Liquid binder properties.  
 Viscosity (mPa·s) Density (g/ml) Drop diameter (mm) 

PEG1500 38 1.21 2.0301 
Silicone oil A 10 0.96 1.9202 
Silicone oil B 100 0.96 2.1397 

 
2.2 Experimental Instruments and Methods 

The experiment of single droplet impacting static powder bed to form single particle was carried out. 
The powder is gently sifted into a Petri dish through a 0.6mm screen, and then leveled with a plastic 
ruler to obtain a smooth surface. The density of powder bed  is calculated by dividing the mass of 
powder in Petri dish by the volume of Petri dish. Then calculate the bed porosity: 

) 

Among them, ρs is the true density of powder. 
Fill the 10mL syringe with adhesive and hold it at 0.5 cm and 20cm above the powder surface with 

clips, respectively (as shown in Figure 2). The impact velocity of droplets impacting powder bed at 
two different drop heights was observed. In the experiment, a single droplet is released manually from 
the syringe. Each release should be away from the adhesive droplets that have dripped in front to avoid 
droplet aggregation. Then, by gently pouring the powder into the 0.6mm sieve mesh, the non-granular 
powder is passed through the sieve, or the particles are gently removed with a spoon. A high-speed 
camera (Photron Fastcam-X 1024 PCI) was used to capture the formation process of particles at 800 
frames per second in order to observe the formation mechanism of particles. Pictures of single drop 
device and high-speed camera are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Single drop experimental device. 

 
2.3 Particle characterization 

Using Canon EOS1500D SLR camera to take particle image. Each particle is photographed 
horizontally and vertically from multiple angles to express its three-dimensional shape (Figure 3). 
Vertical photography can observe the vertical height of particles. Each image contains a projected top 
view on the left and a side view on the right (Table 3-5). For each experiment, 3 to 5 particles were 
selected for subsequent measurement according to the experimental conditions. 

  
Fig.3 image representation of particles (left shot horizontally, right shot vertically) 

ImageJ software is used to analyze images. The measurement results of the software include 
projection area equivalent diameter (da), roundness (4π*Area/ Perimeter2), length (dmax/dmin) and 
flatness (da/hmax). Maximum particle height hmax. Roundness, length and flatness are approximately 1 
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for circular particles. The most sensitive indicator of particle shape is flatness, because it contains the 
third dimension of particles. 

 
3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Particle size and morphology 

Experiments were carried out in a static bed dripping with three liquid adhesives at two drop heights 
of 0.5 cm and 20 cm, respectively. The particle image and its corresponding characterization results 
are shown in Table 3-5. According to the results of data analysis, the particles have uniform size and 
shape distribution under each experimental condition. The morphology of particles formed by 
different powders is significantly different. Usually, calcium silicate particles are rounded at the 
bottom and have a small groove at the top (Table 3). The morphology of citric acid particles varies 
greatly with different experimental conditions, ranging from flat discs to quasi-circular particles 
(Table 4). 

Table.3 Images of calcium silicate particles (top view left, side view right). 
Calcium 
Silicate 

PEG1500 
Silicone oil A Silicone oil B 

Drop 
height 

0.5cm 

da(mm): 3.97  
hmax(mm): 1.64  
Circularity: 0.850  
Flatness: 1.42  
Length: 1.11 

da (mm): 3.05 
hmax (mm): 1.62 
Circularity: 0.859 
Flatness: 1.89 
Length: 1.16 

da (mm): 3.10 
hmax (mm): 1.77 
Circularity: 0.870 
Flatness: 1.75 
Length: 1.20 

20cm 

da(mm): 3.56  
hmax(mm): 2.03  
Circularity: 0.762  
Flatness: 1.75 
Length: 1.17 

da (mm): 2.97 
hmax (mm): 1.85 
Circularity: 0.870 
Flatness: 1.61 
Length: 1.12 

da (mm): 3.18 
hmax (mm): 1.91 
Circularity: 0.904 
Flatness: 1.67 
Length: 1.03 

 
From Table 3, we can see the particle parameters of calcium silicate powder bed filled with loose 

powder under different experimental conditions. The projected area diameter (da) of particles at 95% 
confidence level of the same adhesive does not change with the drop height. The maximum vertical 
height (hmax) of particles increases slightly with the increase of falling height, which is due to the 
increase of the depth of droplets penetrating into the bed and the increase of the height of particles 
forming deeper pits. However, different liquid adhesives have a substantial effect on particle size. 
When silicone oil is used instead of PEG, the particle size decreases obviously. The formed particles 
are nearly spherical, and their morphology is sensitive to the properties of adhesives and very 
insensitive to process conditions. At 95% confidence level, droplet drop height and melt droplet have 
no significant effect on particle shape characterization.  

Table 4. Images of citric acid particles with larger particle sizes (top view left, side view right). 
Citric Acid (Large 

particle size) 
PEG1500 Silicone oil A Silicone oil B 

Drop 
height 

0.5cm 

da(mm): 4.46  
hmax(mm): 1.93  
Circularity: 0.795  
Flatness: 2.32  
Length: 1.26 

da (mm): 4.41 
hmax (mm): 2.76 
Circularity: 0.774 
Flatness: 1.60 
Length: 1.23 

da (mm): 3.83 
hmax (mm): 2.51 
Circularity: 0.721 
Flatness: 1.53 
Length: 1.34 

20cm 

da(mm): 4.15  
hmax(mm): 2.27  
Circularity: 0.802  
Flatness: 1.83  
Length: 1.35 

da (mm): 4.73 
hmax (mm): 3.07 
Circularity: 0.663 
Flatness: 1.54 
Length: 1.14 

da (mm): 4.00 
hmax (mm): 2.73 
Circularity: 0.805 
Flatness: 1.47 
Length: 1.13 

 
Table 5. Images of citric acid particles with smaller particle sizes (top view left, side view right). 
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Citric Acid (Small 
particle size) 

PEG1500 Silicone oil A Silicone oil B 

Drop 
height 

0.5cm 

da(mm): 3.98  
hmax(mm): 2.11 
Circularity: 0.814  
Flatness: 1.89  
Length: 1.28 

da (mm):  3.81 
hmax (mm):  2.51 
Circularity: 0.791 
Flatness: 1.52 
Length: 1.25 

da (mm): 3.78 
hmax (mm): 1.97 
Circularity: 0.85 
Flatness: 1.92 
Length: 1.18 

20cm 

da(mm): 3.33  
hmax(mm): 2.26 
Circularity: 0.882  
Flatness: 1.47  
Length: 1.13 

da (mm): 4.09 
hmax (mm): 2.70 
Circularity: 0.808 
Flatness: 1.52 
Length: 1.22 

da (mm): 4. 07 
hmax (mm): 2.09 
Circularity: 0.719 
Flatness: 1.95 
Length: 1.24 

 
The particle parameters of citric acid powder under different experimental conditions can be seen 

from Table 4. The effects of droplet height and liquid adhesives on da and hmax are different. The 
projection area diameter (da) of silicone oil particles with high viscosity decreases significantly, and 
the projection area diameter (da) and maximum vertical height (hmax) of particles increase with the 
increase of falling height. The results of citric acid with different particle sizes are the same (Table 5). 
For citric acid powder, different combinations of adhesive type and falling height have significant 
effects on particle shape. The particles produced at a low drop height (0.5cm) are uniform discs (Table 
4). The particles produced by a large drop height (20cm) are more mushroom-shaped and rounder 
(Table 4, Table 5). It can be seen from the table that the melted PEG droplets have no significant 
effect on the morphology of particles, basically similar to the silicone oil droplets. 
 
3.2 Mechanism analysis of particle forming 

The above results show a variety of particle morphologies. Porosity and powder properties of powder 
bed are very important for determining particle shape. The dropping height of adhesives mainly affects 
the granular properties of citric acid. In order to better understand the formation process of particles, 
high-speed camera videos of different powder beds with different binders dropping powder beds were 
taken to observe the formation mechanism of particles.  
 
Hole mechanism 

Figure 4 shows the formation of hole mechanism. Calcium silicate powder bed is composed of loose, 
inhomogeneous and fine viscous powders, which form larger loose aggregates and have larger 
porosity (Figure 4a). When a droplet strikes a powder bed, it bounces up and deforms elastically, then 
drops to a balanced position (figures. 4b and c). Liquid permeation is driven by capillary force. 
Therefore, liquids are more likely to penetrate into the pores of dry powders than into the macropores 
between aggregates. The capillary force is greater than the adhesion force between dry powder, 
resulting in powder being absorbed into droplets (Figure 4d). Dry powder enters the droplet from all 
sides and migrates within the droplet. During nucleation, droplets retain their original shape, but 
because the upper layer of droplets in the static powder bed does not touch the powder, a groove is 
formed due to gravity (figure 4e). All calcium silicate powder particles are formed through hole 
mechanism, although their morphologies are different. Hole mechanism with loose powder bed 
explains the formation of particle shape of calcium silicate powder. 
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a b c d e 
Fig 4 Schematic diagram of the hole mechanism (a-e) droplet impact on the powder bed video 

image (f) (20 cm silicone oil B impact calcium acid powder bed). 
 

Infiltration mechanism 

The infiltration mechanism of droplets falling at low altitudes impacting on the citric acid powder bed 
can be seen from Figure 5. A uniformly packed powder bed consists of coarse powders with large 
particle size distribution, which form a smooth surface (Figure 5a). When a droplet strikes the powder 
surface, it deforms elastically and springs up, splashing a small amount of powder and forming 
shallow pits (Figure 5b). The droplet picks up some particles from the bed and falls down again and 
spreads them flat on the powder bed (Figure 5c). When the liquid infiltrates into the powder bed by 
capillary force, the liquid expands and infiltrates on the surface (Figure 5d). Because the permeation 
rate is slower than the spreading rate, the obtained particles are flat at the bottom and have a slightly 
higher edge (Figure 5e). 

     

     
a b c d e 

Fig 5 Schematic diagram of the infiltration mechanism (a-e) and the video image of the droplet 
impact powder bed (second row) (silicone B at 0.5 cm impacts the larger particle citric acid 

powder bed). 
Convolution mechanism 

The penetration mechanism of droplets falling at high altitudes impacting on the citric acid powder 
bed can be seen from Figure 6. The uniformly packed powder bed consists of coarse powder with 
large particle size distribution, which forms a smooth surface (Figure 6a). When droplets collide with 
powder beds at high momentum, they form larger spatter pits (Figure 6b). Elastic deformation of the 
layer surface until the edge of the shallow pit, pick up the particles from the powder surface, and the 
wetted droplet edge convolutes into a circular droplet into a groove (Figure 6c). The liquid is then 
infiltrated into the powder bed by capillary force (Figure 6d). At the end of the penetration time, the 
remaining liquid sinks into the center of the particle and forms a concave surface at the top of the 
particle (Figure 6e). 
 

     

     
a b c d e 

 
Fig 6 Schematic diagram of the convolution mechanism (a-e) droplet impact on the powder bed video 

image (second row) (silicone A at 20 cm impacts the larger particle citric acid powder bed) 
As can be seen from the image, for all the liquid adhesives used, the flatness of the powder will 

change with the increase of the falling height. This can be explained by different mechanisms 
observed at different drop heights. Droplets drop from higher positions, and more powder adheres to 
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the surface, which together with surface tension hinders the diffusion of droplets to form more circular 
particles. 

 
4. Conclusion 

Experiments show that different binders have no significant effect on the nucleation mechanism of 
particles, mainly depending on the properties of the powder bed and the porosity of the bed. Different 
nucleation mechanisms lead to different particle structures. Loose cohesive calcium silicate powder 
bed forms near-circular particles through hole mechanism, rough and fluidized citric acid powder bed 
forms near-circular particles through infiltration mechanism at low drop height and irregular near-
circular particles through convolution mechanism at high drop height. The size of bed porosity is an 
important criterion for judging the mechanism of pits. Powder beds with high porosity are easy to 
form hole mechanism. In this paper, three different particle formation mechanisms have been 
determined. 
1) Hole, the droplets impact the loose powder bed to form a hole, and the powder aggregates inhale the 
droplets by capillary force to form particles. 
2) Infiltration: the droplets impinge on the rough powder bed and the impingement momentum is 
small, so the droplets immerse on the surface of the powder bed and gradually penetrate into the 
powder bed by capillary force to form particles. 
3) Convolution: droplets impinge on a rough powder bed, forming a shallow pit on the surface of the 
bed due to impingement momentum. The elastic deformation surface of droplets will adhere to a layer 
of powder and convolute and shrink along the pit wall to form particles. The droplets penetrate slowly 
from the bottom of the pit to form irregular near-circular particles. 
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Abstract  

Two mathematical models for baking process are presented; one considering energy conservation and 

mass conservation of liquid phase, while second includes mass conservation of gaseous phase with non-

equilibrium approach. Both models neglect volume deformation. Sensitivity analysis on process 

parameters are performed to understand its significance in the baking process. Non-dimensional 

parameters are estimated with experimental measurements. 

 

Keywords: Bread baking, Multiphase approach, Parameter estimation, Non-dimensional form 

 

1 Introduction 

Bread baking is a complicated process which include many phenomena like heat and mass transfers, 

phase change, volume expansion, etc., and all these phenomena are interlinked. In literature, several 

authors successfully simulated the baking process with different approaches. The major difficulty faced 

by these authors is lack of knowledge on parameters used in modelling. With aid of inverse 

methodology, slowly they have built the useful and influential parameters. These identified parameters 

either as constant or function under various assumptions, sometimes may not be well suited for the 

mathematical approach used by other authors. For instance, Purlis has estimated the effective thermal 

conductivity dependent on temperature of the bread in baking process with inclusion of evaporation-

condensation effect so that there is no need for additional evaporation term in the equation (Purlis & 

Salvadori, 2009). Unfortunately, some authors misunderstand the concept of Purlis and utilize this 

thermal conductivity in their model with inclusion of evaporation-condensation term (Ousegui, et al., 

2010; Sadeghi, et al., 2016). Still, proper information on parameters that to be used are unavailable and 

this domain being area of interest for many researchers. A complete overview on bread baking process 

is covered by Mondal and Datta (Mondal & Datta, 2008) which gives the clear idea of previously used 

and available properties of bread, experimental methods for identifying them and mathematical models 

available for simulating the process. Mechanical properties like volume expansion, modulus of elasticity 

are estimated by authors in references (Gandikota & MacRitchie, 2005; Scanlon & Zghal, 2001) while 

thermal properties mostly like conductivity and heat capacity are estimated by authors in references 

(Unklesbay, et al., 1981; Jury, et al., 2007; Zanoni, et al., 1995). All these estimated properties may or 

may not be appropriated when one combines all together to simulate the complete baking process. 

 As per Datta (Datta, 2007), the mathematical models can be classified as (1) Phenomenal model (2) 

Mechanistic model & (3) Semi-empirical model. Authors like Luikov (Luikov, 1975) derived the 

governing equation for temperature, total moisture content and total gas pressure based on observations 

that comes under phenomenal model. Apart from several assumptions like constant evaporation-

condensation rate, diffusion of moisture content only by Fick's law, etc., there are several other 

coefficients (like thermo-gradient δ, diffusion coefficient ε, phase conversion factor ϵ) could be only 

fitted by experiments. This model is considered as origin for mathematical formulation of any 

macroscopic heterogeneous material. 
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Later by complete understanding of physics, Whitaker (Whitaker, 1977) formulated the governing 

equations based on volume averaging of individual phase from conservation laws. Following him, 

authors like Zhang, Ousegui (Ousegui, et al., 2010; Zhang & Datta, 2006) and many others formulated 

their models in similar fashion. All these models come under umbrella of mechanistic model. Since the 

origin are same, almost all the mechanistic models look similar. The advantages of this model lies in its 

clear understanding of physics with proper assumptions and all the parameters are properly known. With 

further simplification and modification of principle equations comes under semi-empirical model. While 

models by Purlis (Purlis & Salvadori, 2009), Nicolas (Nicolas, et al., 2014) come under semi-empirical 

model. Apart from the above presented models, there are several other methods (Lostie, et al., 2002; 

Thorvaldsson & Janestad, 1999) which also come under any of these three modelling methods. 

In this work, two mathematical models for bread baking process without deformation using explicit 

evaporation formulation is presented in non-dimensional form that is much more suited for inverse 

problem and tried to estimate almost all the process parameters of the model in non-dimensional form. 
 

2 Mathematical Model 

In this study, mechanistic model based on conservation equation of heat and mass for 1D problem are 

formulated with following assumptions. 

1. Negligible volume expansion (i.e. porosity π and solid density ρs
a are constant) 

2. For the sake of parameter estimation, the process parameters are presumed as constant 

3. The gaseous phase in the medium is assumed as ideal gas for Temperature, Moisture and 

Pressure (TMP) model 

4. No thermal contact resistance between the product and heater 

In order to understand the complexity in the process, two mathematical models are used here. A model 

concerning only with energy and mass conservation for liquid water (TM model) and a second model 

which adds the complexity by inclusion of mass conversion for gaseous phase (TMP model). Both the 

models are non-dimensionalised in a form that are more suitable for inverse problem which are slightly 

different from standard form available in literature (Luikov, 1975).  

TM Model: This model focus only on thermal energy conservation and mass conservation for liquid 

water. As of now, the evaporation term for closing these coupled equations in both the models are not 

presented and shall be discussed later. 

∂θ

∂t∗
 = aq

∗ ∇⃗⃗ ∗2θ − R1I
∗ (1) 

∂U

∂t∗
+ ∇⃗⃗ ∗. (n⃗ w

∗ )   =  −I∗ (2) 

TMP Model: This model extends its complexity by inclusion of mass conversation of gaseous phase 

as follows in addition to equations (1) and (2),  

∂V

∂t∗
+ ∇⃗⃗ ∗. (n⃗ v

∗)   =      I∗ (3) 
∂A

∂t∗
+ ∇⃗⃗ ∗. (n⃗ A

∗ )  =       0 (4) 

The main difference between TM and TMP model lies in their governing equation and the closure 

term evaporation rate. Equation (1) specifying the energy conservation is simple and straight forward 

with terms, θ, aq
∗ , R1, I∗ corresponding to temperature, thermal diffusivity, inverse of Jacob number and 

evaporation rate. Equation (2) - (4) specifies the mass conservation for moisture content (U), water 

vapour (V) and remaining gases (A). The mass fluxes are defined as, 

Where the subscript i is either V or A. G and Sg represents total gas content (ratio of apparent total gas   

density to apparent solid density) and gas saturation (ratio of gas volume to pore volume). The variables 

π, Dw
∗ , Dv

∗  and ap
∗  represent porosity, diffusivity for liquid water, water vapor and capillarity diffusivity 

respectively. The mositure content (U), vapor content (V) and gas content (A) are defined as the ratio 

of apparent density of respective elements to apparent density of solid. Since the gases are assumed as 

ideal gas, the gas content (G) is summation of vapor content (V) and air content (A). For the mass flux 

of liquid water, only diffuion due to Fick’s law is taken into account and capillary diffuion is ignored. 

But for the case in mass flux of gases, diffusion due to Fick’s and Darcy’s flow are considered. 

n⃗ w
∗ = −Dw

∗ (∇⃗⃗ ∗U) (5) n⃗ i
∗ = −(i π⁄ Sg)ap

∗ ∇⃗⃗ ∗Pg
∗ − Dv

∗G∇⃗⃗ ∗(i G⁄ ) (6)   
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Defintion of dimensionless numbers: 

θ =  
T − T0

T0
 aq

∗ = 
aqtf

L2
 R1 = 

ρs
a

ρeff

r

CpeffT0
 Pg

∗ = 
Pg

P0
 

U = 
ρl
a

ρs
a V = 

ρv
a

ρs
a A = 

ρa
a

ρs
a G = V + A 

DW
∗ = 

Dwtf
L2

 Dv
∗ = 

Dvtf
L2

 ap
∗ = 

kgtfP0

μgL
2

 I∗ = 
I tf
ρs
a  

Bi =  
hqL

kref
 t∗ = 

t

tf
 x∗ = 

x

L
 Q∗ = 

q L

krefT0
 

Where the superscript a indicates apparent and subscripts s, l, v and a – solid, liquid, vapor and air, tf – 

final time , L – total length, r – Latent heat of vaporization [J/Kg], ρ – density [kg/m3] 

Evaporation rate: The evaporate rate for both the models are implemented in different forms but both 

uses explicit formulation. For TM model, this expicit evaporation rate is formulated based on idea of 

incoming heat flux (Papasidero, et al., 2015). This incoming heat flux from previous domain is 

responsible for evaporation and usally evaporation takes places when temperature reaches 100°C (since 

water is considered as liquid phase) and continues until critical mositure content is reached. Hence 

incoming heat flux with these two conditions is formulated as,  

I = CqCmQ (7) 

Where Q is the incoming heat flux which is different from applied heat flux as boundary condition, Cq 

and Cm are neccessary conditions. Since the radiative and convective transfer of heat inside the medium 

is neglected, the incoming heat flux is due to Fourier’s conduction only. The conditions Cq and Cm are 

step function of temperature and moisture content and defined as, 

Cq = {
0, T < 100°C
1, T ≥ 100°C

 Cm = {
0, U < 0.05
1, U ≥ 0.05

 

For TMP model, non-equilibrium approach is utilised for the evaluation of evaporation rate with an 

idea that there is a time lag for the water vapor in the medium to attain equilibrium. The mathematical 

expression are given by (Ousegui, et al., 2010) 

I = H(ρv
eq

− ρv) (8) 

Where ρv
eq

 is equilibrium vapor density obtained from water absorption isotherm and saturated vapor 

density. The ratio of equilibrium vapor density and saturated vapor density is termed as water activity  

(Lind & Rask, 1991) and the expression for water activity aw as function of moisture content used here 

is given as below. The term H in equation (8) is evaporation rate constant [s-1] and has to be found from 

experiment.  

aw = 
0.99

e(0.042U−1.11)
(9) 

Boundary Condition: 

Table 1 Boundary Conditions 

Phenomena X = 0 X  = L 

Energy Balance −∇⃗⃗ ∗θ =  Q∗k∗ −∇⃗⃗ ∗θ =  −Bik∗(θ − θ∞) 

Mass 

Balance 

Moisture 

content 

TM model −n⃗ w
∗ = 0 

TMP model −n⃗ w
∗ = 0 −n⃗ w

∗ = Bim(V − V∞) Sl Sg⁄  

Vapour Content −n⃗ v
∗ = 0 −n⃗ v

∗ = Bim(V − V∞) 
Air Content −n⃗ A

∗ = 0 A = (Pint − Pv)πSg/(RATρs) 

Where Q* is applied heat flux, k* is ratio of thermal conducitvity to reference thermal conductivity, θ∞ 

and V∞ are ambient temperature and vapor density in non-dimensional form. The boundary condition 

for the energy conservation is same for both the models with applied heat flux at one end and convective 

heat transfer at another end (see fig 1).  But the boundary conditions for mass conservation are different 
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for both the models. Since liquid water doesn’t exit the boundary, zero mass flux for TM model is 

applied whereas for TMP model due to inclusion of water vapor, evaporated water vapor in liquid water 

volume and water vapor in gaseous volume diffuses into ambient by convective mass flux. The complete 

boundary conditions are tabulated in the table 1.  

 

3 Inverse Problem 

The parameter vector of interest  P1 = [aq
∗ ,  Dw

∗ ,  k∗, Bi,  R1] from TM model and P2 = [aq
∗ , Dw

∗ , Dv
∗ , ap

∗ , 

k∗, H∗, Bi] from TMP model are estimated using gradient based method. In order to increase the 

effectiveness and reduce computational time of Jacobian matrix, complex step differentiation (CSD) 

based on complex variables is incorporated with the inverse problem. CSD was first proposed by Luness 

and Moler (Luness & Moler, 1967) and it is free from subtraction error as seen in finite difference 

method (FDM), which is used in general due to its simplicity. From Taylor’s series expansion, the first 

order derivative for a variable with complex step can be derived as  

f ′(x) =
Im[f(x + ih)]

h
+ h2

f ′′′(x)

3!
+ ⋯ (10) 

Where Im is imaginary part of the complex value and i² = -1. The inverse problem is solved in 

MATLAB environment using lsqnonlin function i.e. trust-region algorithm (Geletu, 2007) and CSD for 

Jacobian computation (Jayapragasam, et al., 2018). After completion of parameter estimation, 

confidence interval for estimated parameters are also performed in order to get uncertainty in the 

estimation. Since the mathematical model is dealt in non-dimensional from, the difference between 

experimental and simulated values is the best option for objective function. 

S = [M −  E] (11) 

Where S, M and E corresponds to Objective function, measured data and estimated data. The measured 

or estimated data contains temperature at various senor locations and mean moisture content values as 

below,  

E = [θx1
1 , θx1

2 , … , θx1
t , θx2

1 , θx2
2 , … , θx2

t , … , θxn,
t U̅1, U̅2, … , U̅t] (12) 

Where the subscript x denotes the sensor location and superscript t denotes transient measurements. 
 
4 Experimental Set-up 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Fig 1 Schematic representation of the physical process for both models (a) and applied heat flux (b) 

In this study, the baking is carried by contact i.e. the dough mixture is placed over heater. The applied 

heat flux obtained experimentally is presented in fig 1(b) and approximated using an exponential 

expression.  The baking process is carried out for 20 minutes. The temperature measurements are 

performed using thermocouples at bottom, centre, and 5 mm with frequency of 1 second. The surface 

temperature is measured using pyrometer. As local moisture content is difficult to obtain, mean moisture 

content on dry basis is measured by means of weighing balance.  
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5 Results and Discussions 

The number of parameters to be estimated are reduced by imposing some of the parameters that are well 

known. For example, Biot number for mass transfer can be calculated from Biot number for heat transfer 

and fluid properties relation (Incropera, 2007) and properties like latent heat of vaporization, dynamic 

viscosity of gas are taken from literature. The imposed parameters are tabulated in table 2 below. 

Table 2 Imposed parameters for TM and TMP model 

Parameters Expressions/Values Units Descriptions 

Bim Bi

ρCp
airLe2 3⁄ (L2 kreftf⁄ )

 
 From boundary layer theory  

(Incropera, 2007) 

q 31000t−0.33 W/m2 Applied heat flux 

𝛍𝐠 1.8e-5 Pa s Dynamic viscosity for gas 

𝐤𝐠 3.65e-14 m2 Permeability 

𝐚𝐩
∗  3856  Imposed parameter 

π 0.76  Porosity 

S0 0.9  Liquid saturation (initial) 

r 2.5e6 J/kg Latent heat of vaporization 

T∞ 294 K Ambient temperature 

kref 1 W/m K Reference conductivity 

L 0.008 m Overall length 

tf 1200 s End time 

𝛒𝐬
𝐚 436 kg/m3 Apparent solid density 

TM model: The scaled sensitivity profiles of the parameter vector P1 for TM model with respect to 

temperature at X = L and mean moisture content are presented in fig 2. Since the sensor at X = 0 shows 

poor sensitivity due to plateau caused by the step functions and sensitivity profile at other locations are 

quite similar, only sensitivity at X = L is presented here and sensor location for temperature is taken at 

5L/8 and L. Irrespective of location, the parameter Dw
∗  is insensitive for temperature and the parameter 

Bi is insensitive for mean moisture content indicating that  it is necessary to have information from both 

temperature and mean moisture content for estimation of parameters in P1. From the fig 2, it could be 

noticed that the parameters aq
∗ , k∗ and R1 are correlated. The results of inverse problem for TM model 

are tabulated in table 3 along with its physical form.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig 2 Scaled sensitivity profile for TM model  with respect to temperature at X = L (a) and mean moisture 

content (b) 

TMP Model: Moving to TMP model, the scaled sensitivity profile for parameter P2 with respect to 

temperature at X = L and mean moisture content are presented in fig 4. Since the sensitivity profile with 

respect to temperature for various sensor locations were quite similar, only the profile at X = L is 

presented here. From this sensitivity analysis, it is understood that estimation of the parameter ap
∗  would 
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be impossible unless its sensitivity is improved. Similar to TM model, parameters Dw
∗ , Dv

∗  , H∗ show least 

sensitivity for temperature irrespective to location of sensor and parameter Bi shows least sensitivity for 

mean moisture content making it mandatory to utilise the information matrix from both temperature and 

moisture content. From sentivity profile presented in fig 3 shows that there is a strong lineaity between 

the parameters aq
∗  and k∗. The results of inverse problem for TMP model are tabulated in table 4 along 

with its physical form.  

Table 3 Results of inverse problem for TM model 

Parameter Estimated Parameter Description Value Unit 

𝐚𝐪
∗  1.7427 ± 0.0140 k effective thermal conductivity 0.32 W/mK 

𝐃𝐰
∗  0.0093 ± 0.0013 ρCp effective volumetric capacity 3,397.8 kJ/m3K 

𝐤∗ 3.1665 ± 0.0388 hq convective heat transfer 8.9 W/m2K 

𝐁𝐢 0.0713 ± 0.0018 Dw effective mass diffusivity  0.5e-9 m2/s 

𝐑𝟏 0.5533 ± 0.0115  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig 3 Scaled sensitivity profile for TMP model with respect to temperature at X = L(a) and with respect 

to mean moisture content(b)  

Table 4 Results of inverse problem for TMP model 

Parameter Estimated Parameter Description Value Unit 

𝐚𝐪
∗  1.5534 ± 0.0771 k effective thermal conductivity 0.3 W/mK 

𝐃𝐰
∗  0.0281 ± 0.0205 ρCp effective volumetric capacity 3,562.7 kJ/m3K 

𝐃𝐯
∗  28.125 ± 23.604 Dw liquid water diffusivity 1.5e-9 m2/s 

𝐇∗ 24,635 ± 546.09 Dv water vapor diffusivity 1.5e-6 m2/s 

𝐤∗ 3.3880 ± 0.1164 H evaporation rate contant 20.5 1/s 

𝐁𝐢 0.0960 ± 0.0189 hq convective heat transfer 12.000 W/m2K 

The comparison of the results from inverse problems for both the models can be inferred that 

 The estimated thermal properties from both the models are almost close enough indicating that 

the energy conservation shall remain undistributed either by inclusion or neglect of other 

phenomenon of baking process unless until proper description of evaporation rate term is 

provided. Or in other words, the mathematical model with explicit evaporation term shall result 

in similar thermal properties. The relative difference between the estimated thermal properties 

from these two models exhibit max of 6.5 % but for liquid water diffusivity shows 200 %.  

 The estimated boundary conditions i.e. Biot number of heat and mass were different in both the 

models. This is because of dissimilar boundary condition for mass transfer equations and hence 

it affects the result. 

 The mass transfer properties like mass diffusivity varies much due to difference in conception 

of mass transfer. For example, the inclusion of water vapour conservation coupled with liquid 

water affects its mass transfer mechanism and can be seen in the results of parameter estimation. 

The TMP model overestimates the value of mass diffusivity in comparison with the estimated 
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value from TM model. This overestimation may be due to the fact that the direction of diffusion 

of liquid water and water vapour are opposite in direction. 

 The high value of evaporation rate constant (H) from TMP model indicated that the time lag 

for attaining the equilibrium for water vapour in the medium is significant.   

The estimated thermal properties lie within the range stated by Rask (Rask, 1989). As per mass transfer 

properties, these estimated values also within the range of nominal values as presented by Feyissa et al. 

(Feyissa, et al., 2012). For presentation point of view, the temperature and moisture content profile from 

experimental and estimated data are presented for TM model in fig 4 and TMP model in fig 5. The error 

measurement between experimental and estimated data is performed by means of root mean square 

(RMS) and found to be less than 0.05 for both the models. These RMS can be further reduced by 

including at least thermal properties as functions of temperature in the model. 

Fig 4 Comparison of experimental data (exp) and estimated data (est) for TM model with respect to 

temperature (a) and mean moisture content (b) 

Fig 5 Comparison of experimental data (exp) and estimated data (est) for TMP model with respect to 

temperature (a) and mean moisture content (b) 

6 Conclusion 

Two simplified mathematical models describing bread baking process without deformation from 

literature in non-dimensional form are presented and used for parameter estimation. With RMS less than 

0.05 for both the models, parameter estimations were successfully performed using gradient based 

method. These estimated thermal properties were within the range stated in literature (Rask, 1989). 

Estimation of the parameter dealing with permeability was difficult as it is insensitive to temperature 

and moisture content irrespective of location. Inclusion of deformation effect may increase the 

sensitivity of this permeability parameter, as the deformation and pressure are interlinked. In future, 

with consideration of deformation effect, estimation of all the required parameters in P2 would be 

possible. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Abstract  

The aim is modeling of a natural convection greenhouse-type solar dryer with tomato slices.The results 

obtained from this investigation showed that the air temperatures varied from 10 to 70 °C. The state 

variables of the model are the temperature of the cover, the floor and the air inside the dryer. The input 

variables of the model are the solar radiation, the temperature,relative humidity and the flow air outside 

the dryer.The results of the simulation show a good fit with the experimental data 

 

Keywords: greenhouse, solar, dryer, dynamic, model 

1. Introduction 

More than 10 thousand tons of food is wasted every year, which represents 37% of agricultural production 

in Mexico. In fruit and vegetables, the figures reach 54.0% for avocado; 28.8% for tomato; 32.0% for onion; 

41.0% for melon; 57.7% of guava, 54.5% of mango and 49.0% of apples (FAO, 2015). An, alternative to 

mitigate this problem is the drying of these products  

   The demand for dehydrated agricultural products such as vegetables, fruits, spices, and medicinal plants 

is growing nationally and globally. The removal of moisture reduces the action of enzymes, bacteria, yeasts 

and molds preserving and improving the quality of agricultural products. Drying by solar energy is friendly 

to the environment (Bala and Janjai, 2013; Janjai and Bala, 2012). 

   Dynamic Mathematical models are necessary in order to design and optimize the operation of the solar 

dryers, the quality of the product to be dried and the energy saving (Prakash and Kumar, 2017; Prakash and 

Kumar, 2014). 

   The objective of the research is generation and evaluation a mathematical model that predict the 

temperature of the air in the dryer and the content of humidity in the tomato slices.   
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2. Material and method 

The solar greenhouse-type dryer consists of a parabolic roof structure covered by polycarbonate sheets on 

a concrete floor. The size of the dryer is 9 m wide, 12 m long and 3.4 m high, with a total area of 108 square 

meters, located in the University of Chapingo, Mexico (figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1  Solar greenhouse-type dryer 

 

Four experiments were carried out with 5 mm thick slices of tomato, with 100 kilograms each , as shown in 

Figure 2. The general procedure for system modeling proposed by the Theory of Dynamic Systems has been 

applied (Ljung and Glad ,1994; Prakash and Kumar, 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Experiment with tomato slices. 

   To obtain data of the input variables were used two stations (HOBO and Campbell). One was in the centre 

of the dryer and the other 2 m away from the dryer with a sampling time of one minute as shown in Figure 

3. The temperature inside the dryer is higher and the relative lower compared with the environmental 

measurements. 
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Fig.3 Air temperature and relative humidity inside and outside of the dryer. 

 

Energy exchange 

   The dryer is divided into four components: (i) dryer cover , (ii) air inside the dryer(iii) tomato slices and 

(iv) the floor of the dryer, was applied to each component and the following assumptions were considered: 

The cover, the tomato slices, the air inside the dryer and the temperature of the floor are homogenous 

throughout the dryer. 

   The emission of sky per unit area that is intersected by the dryer Gsky is defined for clear skies as (1) 

(Duffie and Beckman, 2013). 

Gsky = σ(0.0559 Tam
1.5)4                                                                                                                       (1) 

   Where 𝜎 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant and Tam is the ambient temperature (K)  

   The solar radiation intercepted by the cover is given by the following equation (2) 

SC =  Gs(Acαc + Afβf + Apβp)                                                                                                                         (2) 

   Where Gs is the solar radiation (W.m-2), Ac is the cover area, Ap is the cover of tomato area, Af is the floor 

area (m2),  𝛼𝑐 is the total absorptance of the cover to thermal radiation, 𝛽𝑓 is  the radiation fraction emitted 

by the floor and 𝛽𝑝 is the radiation fraction emitted by the tomato. 

   The solar radiation intercepted by the Tomato is given by the following equation (3) 

SP =  Gs(Apαp + Afβf + Acβc)                                                                                                                                  (3) 

Where 𝛼𝑝 is the total absorptance of the tomato to thermal radiation and βc is  the radiation fraction emitted 

by the cover. 

   The solar radiation intercepted by the floor is given by the following equation (4) 

SF =  Gs(Afαf + Acβc + Apβp)                                                                                                           (4) 

Where 𝛼𝑓 is the total absorptance of the floor to thermal radiation.  
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   For Convection exchange were estimated using Newton’s law of cooling, (i.e. Q1-2= h1-2A(T1-T2)).  

Convective heat transfer between the cover and outside ambient (Qc-am), between the cover and inside air 

(Qc-a), between the tomato and inside air (Qp-a) and between the floor and inside air (Qc-a), between the 

tomato and inside air (Qp-a) and between the floor and inside air (Qf-a) Relations reported in the literature 

that are used to estimate the heat transfer coefficients between the different surfaces in a greenhouse under 

diurnal conditions and that are based on a mixed convection mechanism, but we modify the coefficients for 

use in a dryer as shown below 

  Between solar dryer cover and outside ambient (Papadakis et al, 1992). 

hc−am =  0.95 + 6.76(Vm)0.49                                                                                                                             (5) 

   where Vm is the wind speed (m.s-1 ) outside the dryer.  

   Between greenhouse cover and inside air (Papadakis et al, 1992).  

hc−a =  1.9(Tc − Ta)0.3                                                                                                                                                  (6) 

   Between the floor surface and inside air (Kindelan, 1980) 

hf−a =  1.52(Tf − Ta)0.33 + 5.2(
u

L
)0.5                                                                                                                           (7) 

where u is the average air current speed (m.s-1 ) inside the dryer and L is the characteristic length of the 

dryer floor (m).  

   Between the slices tomato and inside air (Stanghellini, 1993)  

Nu =  0.37(Gr + 6.92Re2)0.25                                                                                                                                 (8) 

   where Nu is the Nusselt number, Gr is the Grashof number and Re is the Reynolds number. 

   The energy balance equation for the cover  

mcCc
dTc

dt
=  SC − Qc−am − Qc−a                                                                                                                                        (9) 

   where mc is the mass of the cover (kg)and Cc is specific heat of cover material (J/kg K) 

the energy balance equation for the floor 

mfCf
dTf

dt
=  SF − Qf−a − QF−E                                                                                                                             (10) 

where mf is the mass of the floor (kg), Cf  is specific heat of floor (J/kg K) and Qf-e is loss of heat with the 

soil 

the energy balance equation for the air 

maCa
dTa

dt
=  Qa−f + Qa−c + Qa−p − Qvz − k(φṁw)                                                                                     (11) 

   Where where �̇�𝑤 is the water flow rate for fogging and Qvz is the sensible heat associated with the 

ventilated air during the natural ventilation process and is given by 

Qvz = ṁaCa(Ta − Tam)                                                                                                                                           (12) 

   The latent heat of evaporation of water k (J kg-1 ) reported in (Smolik et. al, 2001) is given by 
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k = 3.4702 x 103 − 5.7352T + 1.1687 x 10−2T2 − 1.3478 x 10−5T3 x 103                                         (13) 

Where �̇�𝑎 is the mass flow rate of the ventilated dry air (kg.s-1 ). 

The moisture balance of dryer air is given by 

ma
dWa

dt
=  Ṁp + ṁv +  λṁw                                                                                                                                      (14) 

Where �̇�𝑝is the dehydration rate of tomato (kg.s-1 ) and the water vapor flow rate associated with the 

ventilated air �̇�𝑣 is given by 

ṁv = ṁa(wa − wam)                                                                                                                                                   (15) 

Where Wa is the saturated humidity ratio estimated at Ta and Wam at Tam. 

For the energy balance equation of the tomato 

mpCp
dTp

dt
=  SA −  Qp−a − k(Ṁp)                                                                                                                 (16) 

The transpiration rate �̇�𝑝of tomato has been expressed in the form 

Ṁp = ApK̅(eps − ea)                                                                                                                                                  (17) 

   Where eps and ea are the saturated vapor pressure estimated at tomato temperature and the saturated vapor 

pressure estimated at air temperature in the dryer. 

3. Results and discussion  

The system ordinary differential equations given by (9), (10), (11), (14) and (16)  was programmed in the 

Matlab-Simulink environment and solved numerically using the integration method Dorman-Price (ode 45) 

which is a kind of fourth order Runge-Kutta method with variable step size. The relative tolerance used was 

10-8. In the Figure 4 shows the air temperatures inside the dryer, measured and simulated for 8 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. The air temperature one week 
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It is essential to know the purpose and application of the model, which differ depending upon whether a 

model is used to gain scientific insight into drying or to implement engineering aims such as dryer design, 

software development, control, or optimization (Castro, Mayorga and Moreno, 2018; Gallestey and Paice, 

1997). 

To compare the results of the current model, the expected air temperature Ta and the temperature of the 

dryer cover Tc was compared to the measured values and Illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. These 

figures show a good deal between the measured values and those envisaged using the current model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. The air temperature simulated and measured  in the dryer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6.  Cover temperature simulated and measured in the dryer 
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   As shown in Figure 7, different values of moisture content were obtained, but they mark a tendency of 

behaviour of the tomato slices. the temperature of the solar dryer is not constant, it is observed that in all 

cases the tomato slices tend to a moisture content of 20 percent, in Figure 8 show  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7.  moisture content in slices tomato in different experiment 

   An increase in the air temperature results in a decrease in the drying time, figure 8 shows the behaviour 

of the tomato slices at different drying temperatures. A larger gradient in humidity and heat will increase 

the drying speed. Different materials have different drying speed curves. If the gradient's driving force is 

available with a balance approach, drying can be faster. If the gradient is insufficient the drying rate will be 

reduced and will result in a longer drying period (Babu et. al, 2018). 

Fig.8.  moisture Drying curves of slices tomato at different temperature 
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4. Conclusions 

   The results of the simulation show a good fit with the experimental, the tomato has a 20% of humidity 

relative at the end of 7 hours of drying, with a water activity of 0.3, The dryer reached a maximum 

temperature of 65 degrees centigrade and a minimum of 10 degrees.  

    The results of the current model compared to the actual measured values a similar trend is observed, it is 

necessary to make an adjustment of the coefficients to obtain a better adjustment, the future investigations 

will include an analysis of sensitivity and of uncertainty before use in dynamic and/or static optimization. 
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Abstract  

 

In this work, the speed of the humid air, the temperature, and the distribution of the turbulent kinetic 

energy inside to a greenhouse solar dryer was numerically analysed using the 3D CFD Ansys Fluent 

software. The effect of incident solar radiation that reaches the geometry also was coupled with the 

energy equations using the discrete ordinate model (OD). The geographic location is represented with 

the coordinates 18.85 latitude and - 99.2333 in length. The material of the roof and the working fluid 

(humid air) were created introducing its thermophysical properties (specific heat, density, thermal 

conductivity). The numerical simulation was made in real scale, whose results coincided with the 

experimental data. The 3D CFD analysis leads to obtain an accurate information for the air flow, and 

temperature distribution for a homogeneous drying process. An almost homogeneous temperature 

distribution was obtained in the whole volume of the greenhouse dryer, although the average 

temperature was 315 K. The minimum temperature to carry out a food drying is 301 K. In addition, 

the speed of the air increases in the 1.7 m position after the inlet, until 0.71 m/s., causing greater 

drying efficiency by forced convection. The total heat available for the drying process is 2.3 kW, 

enough to dehydrate the food. 

 

Keywords: Greenhouses, food dryer, CFD, Air velocity, solar energy 

 

1. Introduction 

In the industry, solar energy has been introduced as an essential resource in drying for the 

conservation of agricultural crops. Solar radiation can be used directly in the media, with the help of a 

heating system (solar collectors) or a direct contact (Sarkar et al. 2018). The greenhouse dryer (GHD) 

is a technology for the solar drying process, it is very advantageous in comparison with other 

technologies with a high coefficient of heat transfer by convection. In order to design a GHD there is a 

computational tool, which allows to numerically simulate several forms of greenhouse geometries 

with different conditions through computational fluid dynamics. This study is focuses on the behavior 

of air properties in the greenhouse and does not consider the crop that is going to dry (Fidaros et al. 

2010). The numerical simulation is carried out in a stable state combining energy, DO radiation and k-

e turbulent models that can be performed in the ANSYS FLUENT software. 

 

2. Material and method 

The configuration of the experimental device is located in Temixco / Morelos (18 ° 51'N latitude, 99 ° 

14'W longitude and 1280 m altitude), in the southwest of Mexico. The experimental configuration is 

composed of a type of solar energy. The greenhouse has two entrances and two exits, both placed on 

the same path. The dimensional characteristics of the greenhouse are 6 m wide, 5 m long and 4 m 
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high. Figure 1 show the solar system is composed of three flat solar collectors for air heating, 

maximum dimensions: length of 2.10 m, width of 1.20 m and thickness of 0.093 m and a fan installed 

in the collector outlet channel to involve the air and more constant flow of air inside the solar 

collectors. Also, the mesh independence was realized, as the income of the properties of the materials. 

 

            
Fig. 1 Greenhouse solar dryer 

 

The evaluation time of the greenhouse dryer was 5 hours, starting from 11:00 to 15:00. In each hour 

direct and diffuse solar radiation with values of 761 W/m2 and 62 W/m2, respectively. The 

measurement of the internal temperature was measured with thermocouples type T and the external 

one by means of PT1000, for the air velocity an anemometer of hot wire SDL 350 was used, finally 

the internal and external radiation was measured with two Kipp & Zonen pyranometers. 

 

Table 1 shows the thermophysical properties of the humid air considered in the simulation. It should 

be noted that the study was in a stationary state. 

 

Table 1. Properties of moist air. 

Property Unit value 

Density   
Specific heat   
Thermal conductivity   
Dynamic viscosity   
 

Mathematical model 

 
Flow and transport phenomena for air and heat transfer are described by the Navier-Stokes equations: 

 

Mass conservation equation: 

                   

Momentum conservation equation: 

 

Energy conservation equation: 

 

Elsewhere, the turbulent flow equations responsible for describing the behavior of the air inside the 

greenhouse are also shown. 
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 Turbulent kinetic energy: 

 

 Turbulent dissipation rate 

 

where the constants are defined below 

  

 

 

Where  

in the turbulent viscosity, we have 

           

  

 

 

 

A0 = 4.04 

 

 

Where  
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Fluent manages the radiation equation applied to semi-transparent surfaces, that is, discrete 

ordinates that are defined below: 

 

Where 

 

 

 

Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions used in the model for each wall are summarized in the table 2 

Table 2. Boundary conditions. 
Localization Parameter Value 

South wall Temperature [K] 310 

North wall Temperature [K] 305.5 

East wall Temperature [K] 312 

West wall Temperature [K] 308.5 

Diffuser east and 

west 

Mass flow rate [kg/s] 0.27/0.22 

Pressure [Pa] 87587 

 

Geometry model 

The dryer model was drawn in Ansys Workbench DesignModeler in such a way that it was 

represented in a similar way to the real greenhouse as shown in figure *2*. In addition, the 

characteristics of the geometric model are the same as the real, starting with the polyethylene cover 

and 0.10 m thick cement floor. 

 

Fig. 2 Greenhouse geometry model 
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Mesh generation  

According to the model of the greenhouse, the structured mesh was created using the 

hexahedral structure due to the basic geometry of the dryer. In the Figure 3 the model with the 

selected mesh is shown. The characteristics of the selected mesh are: nodes 6084173, 

Elements 6000000, Orthogonal quality 0.99903 ± 1.0×10-2. It can also be observed that the 

quality control factors (orthogonality) of the selected mesh are within a favorable range.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Meshing greenhouse model 

 

 

Mesh sensibility 

 

The validation of the mesh sensitivity analysis was performed with the calculation of the total 

heat transfer, where it is observed that there is no change in the results from the number of 

elements of 6 million (Figure 4). In this way, in order to reduce the computational 

requirements to carry out the numerical simulation, it is decided to select the mesh of 6 

million elements. This number of elements is necessary to obtain no changes in the results. 
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Fig. 4 Mesh sensitivity analysis 

 

 

3. Results and discussion  
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The results are in the figure where the planes are positioned according to the position of the 

sensors in the greenhouse dryer. This is to observe in a better way the contribution of the 

numerical simulation analysis. The Figure 5A shows the planes at 1 m (PA), 3 m (PB) and 5 

m (PC) with respect to the west wall. The Figure 5B show the planes at 0.5 m (PD), 2.5 m 

(PE) and 4.5 m (PF) in front of the front wall. 

            

                                  A)                                                                            B) 

Fig. 5 Planes in the direction of the sensors 

 

 

Figure 6 shows the vectors of the air velocity for different planes inside the greenhouse dryer. 

Figure 6A, B and C show the results for the west diffuser, center and east diffuser, placed on 

the front wall of the greenhouse. The velocity in the west diffuser is higher, which creates a 

homogeneity of air in the direction of this entrance (Figure 6A). Figures 6D, E and F show the 

planes PD, PE and PF, respectively. Where the area with greater velocity is observed 

throughout the greenhouse. It’s important to mention that the higher air velocity, the shorter 

drying time, and the longer stays at constant temperature, results in a better heat transfer 

process. 

 

            
                                  A)                                                                            B) 
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                                  C)                                                                             D) 

 

            
                                  E)                                                                             F) 

 
Fig. 6 Air distribution vectors  

 

The turbulent kinetic energy in a fluid improves the homogeneity of the air, then, in Figure 4 

shows the contours of the kinetic energy turbulent air inside the greenhouse in the different 

planes explained above. Figure 7A, B and C show the outline of the distribution of turbulent 

kinetic energy, where, is observed a higher air velocity, as a result, turbulence inside the 

greenhouse is greater. In the case of the west inlet, turbulent kinetic energy occupies a larger 

area of the dryer, where the highest value is 4.6 m2 / s2. Also, in Figure 7B and C. 
 

            
                                  A)                                                                            B) 

 

            
                                  C)                                                                             D)  
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                                  E)                                                                             F) 

 
Fig. 7 Turbulence distribution 

 

The velocity, turbulence and temperature are related, which provide a better air circulation as 

shown in Figure 8. This Figure shows the temperature distribution inside the greenhouse. In 

Figure 8A and 8C it’s observed the temperature of the hot air coming from the solar 

collectors, it is reduced quickly when leaving the diffusers. However, it remains 

homogeneous throughout the greenhouse. Figure 8B occupies the largest central area and it is 

in almost the plane has a homogeneous temperature of 317 K. In the case of Figures 8D, E 

and F the temperature gradient is negligible, as was mentioned previously that the temperature 

begins to be homogeneous in different parts of the greenhouse. 
 

 

             
                                  A)                                                                            B) 

 

            
                                  C)                                                                             D)  
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                                  E)                                                                             F) 
 

Fig. 8 Turbulence distribution 

 
4. Conclusions 

The models occupied in the simulation in Fluent 19.0 were, energy, k-epsilon turbulence and 

surface to surface radiation. The velocity, turbulence and temperature of the air inside to the 

greenhouse was analysed in this work. The relationship between the variables analysed, serve 

to predict the behavior of working fluids, such as the air occupied during drying. The 

temperature decreases near the right side and left side walls by a factor of 2 K to 3 K. The 

velocity of the air is important to perform the drying in the shortest possible time, as well as 

the turbulent kinetic energy, the higher the turbulence, the higher and homogeneous 

temperature inside the greenhouse. 
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Abstract  
We investigated entrapment efficiency, swelling and drug release from freeze-dried gel beads 
prepared with Gellan gum and a synthetic clay, Laponite. Polymeric beads loaded with two model 
molecules having different molecular weights were prepared and subjected to in vitro release studies 
in simulated gastric and intestinal fluids. The experimental observations confirm that laponite may be 
an effective additive for fabricating sustained drug delivery systems from gellan gum by means of  
ionotropic gelation and freeze-drying. 
 
Keywords:  gellan gum/laponite composite, ionotropic gelation, freeze-drying, gastrointestinal drug 
release; swelling/drug release modelling. 
 
1. Introduction 

Orally administered dosage forms are the most convenient formulations due to the easiness of 
employment, pre-determined and measured doses and overall non-invasive nature of administration.  

The successful oral formulation should deliver the required therapeutic dose to the specific site 
of action during the treatment period. However, the delivery of a drug by a simple conventional 
dosage form normally results in the immediate release of the active pharmaceutic ingredient and their 
use usually requires a high frequency of administration and uncontrolled absorption. These 
considerations have guided researchers to focus their efforts on improving oral delivery systems with 
the development of formulations providing more predictable release rates as well as an increased 
bioavailability. Sustained release formulations are extensively investigated in order to reduce the 
dosing frequency, thus resulting in increased patience compliance. 

Natural gums, such as gellan gum (GG), an anionic, high molecular weight polysaccharide, 
have gained significant interest in the pharmaceutical field [Osmalek et al. 2014]. It consists of tetra-
saccharide repeating units: α-l-rhamnose, β-d-glucuronic acid and β-d-glucose in the molar ratio 1:1:2. 
GG has proven to be a versatile material in the formulation of polymeric hydrogels, including beads 
systems, due to its temperature sensitivity and ability to gel under mild conditions. In fact, it forms 
stable hydrogel networks in the presence of cationic cross-linkers [Patil et al. 2012, Lopez-Cebral et 
al. 2013], so that ionotropic gelation method can be employed for the synthesis of polymeric networks 
using divalent cations as cross-linking agents [Patela et al. 2017, Benfattoum et al. 2018]. The contact 
of the polymer with cations results in the instantaneous formation of a gel matrix containing uniformly 
dispersed material throughout the crosslinked gellan gum matrix. 

Polymeric beads are widely used for oral sustained release; after beads are ingested, the drug 
will slowly diffuse out from the polymer matrix, resulting in a prolonged release of the active agent. 
Nevertheless, some drawbacks, related to the higher porosity of the matrix or poor mechanical 
resistance of the polymeric network, could lead to a rapid and massive release in acidic dissolution 
medium [Gupta et al. 2000]. Only a few polymers can be used in their pure form for the formulation 
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of oral sustained release beads and therefore their combination with other biocompatible materials has 
been investigated in order to overcome these drawbacks. Clay minerals are one of the fillers that can 
be used, in combination with many biopolymers, to improve their drug delivery properties [Meirelles 
et al. 2017, Li et al. 2011, Wu et al. 2010, Haraguci et al. 2002]. The ultimate goal is to bring together 
in the same material the best properties of the natural polymer and clay since each component plays a 
key role in improving the properties of the nanocomposite hydrogels. 

In this scenario, clay hydrogel beads have been widely investigated in oral drug delivery 
applications, showing that mineral clays can be successfully used as functional additives in the 
development of bead-modified systems [Raut et al. 2019]. 

The most commonly used clay minerals belong to the smectite family. Among the smectite 
family, laponite Na0.7[(Si8Mg5.5Li0.3)O20(OH)4]0.7 is a synthetic clay composed of a layered structure 
(30–25 nm diameter, 1 nm thickness) that has been used to synthesize a wide range of nano-composite 
hydrogels [Yang et al. 2011, Li et al. 2009, Pacelli et al. 2016]. Specifically, laponite (LAPO) 
nanoparticles can be uniformly dispersed within the polymeric matrix where they self-arrange and act 
as both filler and cross-linker during gel formation [Haraguchi 2011, Da Silva et al. 2018]. 

This study aims to verify the possibility of using laponite as an additive clay mineral to design 
new composite gellan gum beads with highly specific characteristics, such as appropriate swelling 
properties and release kinetics. 

Gellan gum (GG) was used to fabricate spherical porous beads suitable as sustained drug 
delivery systems for oral administration. GG was cross-linked with calcium ions to prepare polymeric 
beads. Rheological studies and preliminary experiments of beads preparation allowed to identify the 
GG and the CaCl2 concentrations suitable for obtaining stable and spherical particles before and after 
freeze-drying. GG beads were formed, through ionotropic gelation technique, with and without the 
presence of the synthetic clay laponite. The resultant beads were analyzed for dimensions (before and 
after freeze-drying), morphological aspects and ability to swell in different media miming biological 
fluids, namely SGF (Simulated Gastric Fluid, HCl 0.1 M) and SIF (Simulated Intestinal Fluid, 
phosphate buffer, 0.044 M, pH 7.4). The highly porous GG and GG-layered silicate composite beads 
were loaded with two model drugs having different molecular weight, namely theophylline (MW 180, 
van der Waals radius 3.7 Å, aqueous solubility 8.3 mg/mL; pKa 8.6) and vitamin B12 (MW 1356, van 
der Waals radius 21 Å, aqueous solubility 10–33 mg/mL, pKa = 3.28) and subjected to in-vitro release 
studies in SGF and SIF in order to verify the possible use of freeze-dried beads for the oral 
administration of drugs. 

The experimental observations confirm that laponite may be an effective additive for 
fabricating sustained drug delivery systems. 
 
2. Material and method 

Gellan gum (0.11, 0.165 or 0.22 g) was added to 11 mL of double distilled water and maintained under 
stirring for 5 h at 80 °C until a homogeneous solution was produced. This solution was cooled and 
kept at 40 °C. Then, 10 mL of this solution were carefully loaded into a syringe with a 21G needle, 
ensuring no air bubbles were present, and added to a solution of calcium chloride (50 mL, 0.3% and 
0.6% w/w) drop wise. The beads were left cross-linking for 10 min (curing time), then filtered and 
washed four times with 10 mL of deionized water and freeze-dried. The curing time was optimized to 
have maximum entrapment efficiency of the model molecules used. In fact, while longer curing times 
increase the degree of crosslinking of the polymer, they also promote the effusion of the loaded 
molecule out of the beads, thus reducing the final drug loading. 

Beads including laponite were produced starting from a solution (11 mL) of GG (1.5% w/w) 
and laponite (1.0% w/w) added drop wise to the solution of CaCl2 (0.3% w/w), thus following the same 
procedure adopted for beads without laponite. 

The diameter of fresh and freeze-dried beads was measured with a calliper along two 
orthogonal directions, taking the average of the measurements as the mean diameter of the beads, 
whereas the ratio between the two measurements was taken as the aspect ratio of the beads. 

In order to quantify the swelling degree of the beads, 10 freeze-dried beads were weighed and 
placed into a tulle net and submerged into 25 mL of simulated gastric fluid (SGF, HCl 0.1 M) or 
simulated intestinal fluid (SIF, phosphate buffer 0.044 M, pH 7.4), maintained at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C. After 
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5 min, the beads were removed, lightly blotted on paper to remove the excess liquid and weighed. The 
beads were then submerged back into the medium and the process was repeated at established time 
intervals up to 24 h. The experiments were carried out in triplicate with each value representing the 
mean ± SD. The swelling degree was calculated using the following equation: 
 

weight of swollen beads (g) - weight of dry beads (g)
Swelling degree (S)

weight of dry beads (g)
  (1) 

 
For the preparation of drug-loaded beads, Gellan gum (0.165g) was dissolved in 9 mL of distilled 
water using the method described in Section 2.3. Theophylline or vitamin B12 (0.0146 g) were 
solubilized in 2 mL of water and added to the cooled gellan gum solution, to make a final volume of 
11 mL and a concentration of 1.5% w/w of GG. The solution was stirred at 100 rpm for 10 min to 
ensure the drug homogeneously dispersed. The beads were then formed using the method described 
above. Drug loaded beads including laponite were prepared from a starting solution (9 mL) of gellan 
gum (0.165 g) and laponite (0.11 g) and then following the same procedure adopted for drug loaded 
beads without laponite. 

In order to determine the quantity of drug loaded into the beads, 15 mg of freeze-dried beads 
were stirred vigorously in SIF for 1 h, to destroy the beads and extract the drug. The solution was 
filtered and analysed by HPLC. Theophylline was monitored at λ = 280 nm and vitamin B12 at λ = 
360 nm. The drug entrapment efficiency was calculated using the following equation: 

 
actual drug content of beads

Drug entrapment efficiency(%) 100
theoretical drug content of beads

   (2) 

 
Release studies from drug loaded beads with different formulations were performed separately in SGF 
(HCl 0.1 M) and in SIF (phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) and sequentially in SGF and SIF to simulate the 
drug release in the entire gastrointestinal tract. A total of 15 mg of drug loaded beads were added to a 
known volume Vref of SIF or SGF, warmed to 37 °C in a water bath and stirred continuously at 200 
rpm. At defined times, from 1 to 240 min, 1 mL of solution was withdrawn and replaced with 1 mL of 
fresh solution. Different volumes Vres = 50, 75, 100, 150, 175 mL were considered in order to 
investigate the influence of the release volume Vres on release curves. 

For gastrointestinal in-vitro release experiments, 15 mg of drug-loaded beads were added to 
100 mL of SGF, warmed to 37 °C in a water bath and stirred continuously at 200 rpm. At defined 
times, from 1 to 120 min, 1 mL of solution was withdrawn and replaced with 1 mL of fresh SGF. 
After 120 min, the beads were drained to remove excess acid and transferred into 50 mL of SIF. Every 
15 min, 1 mL of solution was withdrawn and replaced with the same volume of SIF until 240 min and 
then again after 24 h. By considering that, after the first 120 min, the beads had released from 60% to 
95% of the initially loaded drug, depending on the bead formulation, we chose to carry out the 
subsequent release in SIF in a smaller release volume (half of that in SGF) to maintain the drug 
concentration in the release volume high enough to allow the subsequent HPLC analysis. Drug 
concentrations were determined by HPLC analysis. After 24 h, the beads were collected from the 
media and destroyed to extract and quantify the drug still embedded into the beads. The release data 
were reported as drug concentration Cres(tw

i) [mg/mL] at withdrawal times tw
i [min] and as fraction of 

drug released up to time tw
i with respect to the total amount of drug loaded in the beads. The 

experiments were carried out in triplicate with each value reported representing the mean ± SD. 
 
3. Results and discussion 

Based on the rheological properties of GG solutions, different GG beads were prepared dropping GG 
solution at 1% w/w and 1.5% w/w into CaCl2 solutions at different concentrations in order to evaluate 
the effect of the cross-linking agent on the properties of the resulting beads. The crosslinking 
concentration always exceeded the concentration of the polymer as molar ratios GG:Ca2+ of 1:5, 1:7.5, 
1:10 and 1:15 mol:mol were investigated. Regular and spherical beads were obtained with GG 
concentration 1.5% w/w for 1:5 and 1:10 GG:Ca2+ molar ratios, corresponding to CaCl2 concentrations 
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of 0.3% w/w and 0.6% w/w, respectively. Concentrations of CaCl2 < 0.3% w/w have not produced 
stable and spherical beads. GG solution 1.0% w/w gave irregular beads even for higher GG:Ca2+ molar 
ratios 1:7 and 1:15. Based on these results, concentrations of GG below 1% w/w were not further 
investigated and the GG concentration of 1.5% w/w with CaCl2 concentrations of 0.3% w/w and 0.6% 
w/w were adopted because these concentrations did not cause clogging of the syringe needle and 
produced regular and spherical beads. Further formulations were prepared by adding laponite to GG 
solution before beads formation. In this case, the beads were formed using the GG solution 1.5% w/w 
with laponite 1% w/w and with the lower concentration 0.3% w/w of CaCl2, which was chosen by 
considering that the clay is able to act as cross-linker itself, thus contributing to the polymeric network 
formation. The beads were recovered by filtration and characterized immediately after preparation in 
their fresh form and after the freeze-drying process. Specifically, they were observed at the optical 
microscope and their diameters measured and reported in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Diameter values of different bead formulations before and after freeze-drying. 
 

Beads 
Formulation 

Beads Diameter 
(mm ± SD) 

Freeze-Dried 
Beads Diameter (mm ±SD) 

GG/Ca 0.3% 2.41 ± 0.06 1.63 ± 0.03 
GG/Ca 0.6% 2.44 ± 0.07 1.56 ± 0.09 

GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3% 2.79 ± 0.11 2.06 ± 0.08 
 

Different formulations lead to beads with different dimensions: the cross-linker concentration does not 
influence significantly the particle diameter, whereas the presence of laponite leads to an increase of 
the particle diameter. For all formulations, the bead population appear homogeneous and with 
spherical shape (see Figure 1A) characterized by an aspect ratio of about 1.02. The beads containing 
laponite (Figure 1D) have a smoother and  regular surface with respect to the other ones (Figure 1B,C 
which differ for the CaCl2, concentration), most likely because the clay, acting as filler, increases the 
particle surface compactness. 

Particle density after freeze-drying ρb is extremely low and comparable for all formulations. 
Specifically, ρb = 0.109 ± 0.02 g/cm3 for GG/Ca 0.3% and ρb = 0.0926 ± 0.02 g/cm3 for GG/LAPO/Ca 
0.3%. 

 
Figure 1. (A) Pictures of beads of GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3%; pictures of beads at the optical microscope; 
(B) GG/Ca 0.3%; (C) GG/Ca 0.6%; (D) GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3%. 

 
A crucial property of the polymeric beads is the ability to swell in aqueous environments. The results 
of swelling experiments are reported in Table 2 in terms of the swelling degree at equilibrium Seq 
(after 24 h). 
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Table 2. Swelling degree at equilibrium Seq (measured after 24 h) for different bead formulations in 
Simulated Gastric Fluid (SGF; HCl 0.1 M) and Simulated Intestinal Fluid (SIF; phosphate buffer 
0.044 M, pH 7.4). 
 

Beads Formulation Seq in SGF Seq in SIF 

GG/Ca 0.3% 9.08 ±0.3 45.80±0.9 
GG/Ca 0.6% 8.97 ± 0.2 25.44±0.6 
GG/LAPO/Ca0.3% 9.14 ± 0.3 20.60±0.3 

 
In general, the swelling degree decreases in both swelling media as the amount of cross-linker is 
increased. The significant differences observed in swelling degree values in SGF and SIF are related to 
the nature of GG. The carboxylic groups of GG exist in a protonated form in HCl. This allows the 
network chains to stay closer to each other, resulting in a smaller swelling degree in acid medium. The 
beads in SIF exhibit a larger swelling degree as the carboxylic groups are deprotonated, resulting in a 
repulsion effect between network chains. 
The presence of laponite causes a remarkable decrease of the equilibrium value Seq as already 
observed in [Li et al. 2011] dealing with beads made of pH sensitive laponite/alginate/CaCl2 hybrid 
hydrogel. 

Focusing on the entrapment efficiency, Table 3 reports the entrapment efficiency of the two 
drug molecules into two different bead formulations, GG/Ca 0.3% w/w and GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3% w/w. 
It is evident that the entrapment efficiency is influenced by both the bead structure and the steric 
hindrance of the loaded molecule. Indeed, theophylline, smaller than vitamin B12, is less retained by 
both bead formulations, whereas the presence of laponite increases the entrapment efficiency of both 
drug molecules. This will reflect in drug-release data. The fact that the presence of laponite increases 
the drug entrapment efficiency has been already observed in [Li et al. 2011] for methylene blue loaded 
laponite/alginate beads. 
 
Table 3. Entrapment efficiency of two model drug molecules, theophylline and vitamin 
 

Beads Drug Molecule Entrapment Efficiency (%) 
GG/Ca 0.3% Vitamin B12 53.62 
GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3% Vitamin B12 61.26 
GG/Ca 0.3% Theophylline 20.26 
GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3% Theophylline 36.49 

 
The presence of laponite in the GG beads influences significantly the release properties of both drug 
molecules. Figure 2 shows the integral gastrointestinal release curves of theophylline from beads 
GG/Ca 0.3% (red squares) without laponite and GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3% with laponite (blue bullets). 
Continuous lines show the excellent agreement between experimental data and theoretical curves 
obtained from the swelling/release model developed in [Adrover et al. 2019] taking into account the 
highly porous structure of the beads by including a “diffuse” glassy-rubbery interface [Adrover et al. 
2015, Adrover et al. 2018]. 

It can be observed that TPH release from beads without laponite is so fast in SGF that 95% of 
the drug is released in acid medium in the first 120 min. On the contrary, the presence of laponite 
significantly slows down TPH release in SGF, so that about 70% of drug is released in acid medium, 
and the remaining 30% is slowly released in the intestinal tract. We conclude that bead formulation 
including laponite represents a release medium capable of supporting the controlled release of a small 
non-interacting drug as theophylline. 

Even better results in slowing down the drug release in the gastric media are obtained for a 
larger drug molecule as vitamin B12.  Figure 3 shows the integral gastrointestinal release curves of 
vitamin B12 from beads GG/Ca 0.3% (red squares) without laponite and GG/LAPO/Ca 0.3% with 
laponite (blue bullets). In the presence of laponite, only 60% of the loaded vitamin B12 is released in 
the gastric tract (first 120 min), and also the remaining 40% is slowly released in the intestinal tract, as 
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the complete release requires about 280 min in SIF medium. Therefore, the bead formulation including 
laponite is suitable for sustained release of a medium/large interacting drug molecule. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Gastrointestinal integral release curve for theophylline (A) and vitamin B12 (B) from beads 
GG/Ca 0.3% with (blue points) and without laponite (red points). 
 
4. Conclusions 

Gellan gum was employed together with calcium chloride, selected as cross-linker, in order to prepare 
freeze-dried beads using the ionotropic gelation method. Laponite was also included in the 
formulations. Stable and spherical beads (aspect ratio ≈ 1.02) were obtained from GG solutions (GG 
0.15 % w/w) and GG/laponite solutions (GG 0.15% w/w, laponite 0.1% w/w) with CaCl2 0.3% w/w.
  Gellan gum beads including laponite have shown a smoother and regular surface and a larger 
diameter, namely d0 ≈ 2.8 mm and d0 ≈ 2.1 mm before and after freeze-drying, respectively. The 
ability to swell in different media mimicking biological fluids, namely SGF and SIF, was investigated. 
The bead swelling degree at equilibrium was lower in SGF than in SIF and further reduced in the 
presence of laponite. 

Two model drugs, theophylline and vitamin B12, having different molecular weight and steric 
hindrance, were loaded into different bead formulations. The presence of laponite in the bead 
formulation increased the drug entrapment efficiency for both model drugs. Sustained release of both 
model drugs was obtained from beads including laponite, as a small fraction of the incorporated drugs 
was released in the gastric medium. This suggests that laponite may be an effective additive in the 
development of GG beads for sustained release of drugs. 
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Abstract  

The freeze-drying process is often applied to biopharmaceuticals, but it may result in protein 

unfolding or aggregation. Suitable excipients must therefore be added to avoid loss of activity, but the 

choice of the formulation is currently empirical, due to a lack of knowledge about the phenomena 

involved. Here, molecular dynamics is used to understand the molecular mechanisms at the basis of 

protein stabilization, and guide the choice of suitable excipients.  

 

Keywords: freeze-drying, formulation, molecular dynamics, biopharmaceuticals 

 

1. Introduction 

The most common technique for the storage of protein-based drugs in the solid state is freeze-drying, 

or lyophilization, which allows removal of water at low temperature. However, several stresses could 

arise during the process, that may result in loss of therapeutic activity.  

For instance, the interaction of nonpolar residues with water is less unfavorable at the low 

temperature used during freezing, and this may lead to cold denaturation of the protein (Privalov, 

1990, Matysiak et al., 2012). The formation of ice may also be harmful to protein stability, because 

proteins may adsorb to the interface, and undergo surface-induced denaturation (Strambini and 

Gabellieri, 1996). Also, the freeze drying process removes part of the hydration shell of the protein, 

which may disrupt the native state (Rupley and Careri, 1991). This is related to both a decreased 

charge density on the protein surface in a water-poor environment, which promotes aggregation, and 

the potential removal of water molecules that are integral part of active sites. 

Some excipients should therefore be added to stabilize the protein and prevent its denaturation 

(Wang, 2000). The most common protectants include sugars, polyols, polymers, amino acids, and 

surfactants. When designing a freeze dried formulation, it should also be considered that the 

mechanisms of protein stabilization by excipients are not the same during the two stages of 

lyophilization, i.e., freezing and drying. The thermodynamic mechanisms prevail during freezing, as a 

not negligible amount of water is still present in the system, while the ability of the excipients to form 

a stiff, compact cake that kinetically inhibits the protein motions responsible for unfolding and 

aggregation becomes dominant in the dried 

state (Ohtake et al,. 2011).  

One of the most widely accepted mechanisms of protein stabilization during freezing is preferential 

exclusion. According to this theory, a protective osmolyte should be excluded from the protein 

surface, and preferential hydration should therefore ensue. The presence of these co-solutes creates a 

thermodynamically unfavorable situation, which is augmented by an increase in the surface area 

exposed by the protein (Timasheff, 1993). As a consequence, the native fold is stabilized, because 

denaturation would result in a greater contact surface area between the protein and the solvent.  

During the drying steps of freeze drying, the preferential exclusion mechanism is no longer 

applicable because at this point there is essentially no water (Carpenter et al., 1993). Therefore, 

different theories have been developed to explain protein stability in the dried state. For instance, 

according to the water replacement mechanism (Crowe et al., 1984, Carpenter et al., 1990) protective 
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osmolytes should hydrogen bond with the protein at the end of the drying process to satisfy the 

hydrogen bonding requirement of the polar residues.  

One other major mechanism of protein stabilization by lyoprotectants is the formation of a viscous 

glassy matrix during lyophilization (Franks, 1994), that increases protein stability by slowing down 

protein denaturation and unfolding (Hagen et al., 1995). 

Here, a possible approach to the design of the formulation for biopharmaceuticals is discussed. 

More specifically, we propose Molecular Dynamics (MD) as an efficient tool for the pre-screening of 

a wide number of possible excipients. MD simulations can uncover the molecular mechanisms of 

protein stabilization by the surrounding osmolytes, thus supporting the scientists involved in 

formulation development. Our results suggest that not all the excipients are equally effective during 

freezing and drying, and allow the identification of some molecular properties that correlate with the 

stabilizing action of the osmolytes (Arsiccio and Pisano, 2018). 

 

2. Simulation approach 

Molecular dynamics is here used to study the interaction between some model proteins and typical 

pharmaceutical excipients. In a common MD simulation, structure files describing the protein (in 

many cases a PDB file) and the excipient molecule, and topology files listing the forces acting on each 

atom, are needed to set up a simulation. A simulation box is then built, where the protein is surrounded 

by the desired number of excipient molecules and solvated in water, and counter ions are also added to 

guarantee the neutrality of the system (Fig. 1a). After an energy minimization step, the system is 

equilibrated at the desired values of temperature and pressure. Finally, the production run can start, 

where Newton’s law of motion is integrated over time for all the atoms in the simulation box, and the 

coordinates are written to an output file at regular intervals.  

In this work, human growth hormon (hGH) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) will be used as 

model proteins (see Fig. 1b), and the effect of sucrose, trehalose, cellobiose, lactose, glucose, sorbitol, 

glycine, mannitol, histidine and β-cyclodextrin as stabilizers will be investigated. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. a) Example of an MD simulation box, where native hGH is surrounded by sucrose molecules 

and solvated in water. b) Cartoon structures of hGH (left) and LDH (right). 

 

The MD trajectory will therefore be analyzed to identify, and quantify, the mechanisms of protein 

stabilization by different osmolytes. As regards preferential exclusion, the cumulative radial 

distribution function, and thus the average number of excipient, nexc(r), and water, nw (r), molecules 

within a distance r from the protein surface can be computed. Hence, the degree of preferential 

exclusion can be calculated from the function, 

 

 

( ) / ( )

( ) / ( )

exc w

exc w

n r n r

n n
 =

 
 

(1) 

 

The excipient is preferentially excluded from the protein if β is smaller than 1 for small values of r.  

a) b) 
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The vitrification theory can be tested by computing the viscosity μ of the protein-free solution; 

alternatively, the mean square displacement <u2> of the protein hydrogen atoms could also be 

computed. The value of <u2> provides information on protein dynamics, since the hydrogen atoms 

reflect the motions of the side chains and backbone atoms to which they are bound.  

Finally, the water replacement mechanism can be assessed by evaluating the parameter χ, 
 

number of protein-excipient hydrogen bonds

total number of protein-excipient and protein-water hydrogen bonds
 =

 

(2) 

 

which represents the relative contribution of hydrogen bonding between the protein and the excipient 

with respect to the total number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed by the protein.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

The preferential exclusion of different excipients from hGH or LDH was computed using MD 

simulations, and the results are illustrated in Fig. 1a for hGH, and 1b for LDH (Arsiccio and Pisano, 

2017, Arsiccio et al., 2019). 

As regards hGH (Fig. 1a), the β parameter was sometimes found to be smaller than 1 at short 

distance from the protein surface, indicating that at least some of the excipients were preferentially 

excluded from the protein. More specifically, sucrose was slightly more excluded than trehalose, while 

cellobiose and lactose had an intermediate behavior. Glucose, sorbitol and glycine were characterized 

by a significantly lower extent of preferential exclusion if compared to the disaccharides. This means 

that, according to our analysis, they should not have a remarkable cryoprotective effect. 

As regards LDH (Fig. 1b), it is clear that mannitol and histidine were not excluded from the protein 

surface, but, rather, they preferentially interacted with LDH, displacing the water molecules. In fact, 

their β parameter was greater than 1 for small values of the distance r from the protein surface. In 

contrast, the β-cyclodextrin molecules seemed to be the most excluded from the protein surface, 

showing values of β which were remarkably smaller than 1 close to the surface of LDH. According to 

this analysis, therefore, the cyclodextrins may be the best cryoprotectants, even better than the 

disaccharides. Also in the case of LDH, sucrose was slightly more excluded than trehalose from the 

protein surface, while cellobiose behaved similarly to sucrose. 

The results for hGH and LDH compare fairly well with one another. This suggests a generally 

applicable behavior of the osmolytes toward different proteins, which is not sequence-specific. 

Moreover, the predictions of MD simulations are confirmed by experimental data. For instance, Nema 

and Avis (Nema and Avis, 1992) studied the residual activity of LDH after freeze-thawing cycles, in 

the presence of different excipients. They found that the addition of 0.9% (w/v) β-cyclodextrin 

protected the protein more than a 5 % (w/v) trehalose solution, with a remaining activity of 31 % and 

26 %, respectively. As regards the disaccharides, the MD simulations suggest that sucrose is more 

excluded than trehalose from the protein surface. This, again, is in line with the experimental work by 

Nema and Avis, where a 5 % (w/w) sucrose formulation is reported to preserve the LDH activity much 

better (73 %) than a trehalose solution (26 %) at the same solid content.  

Finally, the efficiency of mannitol and histidine as protectants, according to our simulations, should 

be quite poor. They are generally used in typical formulations not as protein stabilizers, but as buffer 

components, in the case of histidine, or bulking agents, in the case of mannitol. In line with our 

simulations, Nema and Avis observed that LDH showed only 6% recovery of enzymatic activity after 

freeze-thawing when mannitol was used as stabilizer, confirming its poor efficiency as a 

cryoprotectant. 

Beside the thermodynamic mechanism of preferential exclusion, water replacement and 

vitrification could arise when the osmolyte concentration is sufficiently high. The viscosity µ for 

protein-free formulations at different concentrations was therefore computed, and the results are 

shown in Fig. 2a. 
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Fig. 1.  (a) Plot of β parameter vs distance from hGH in 0.38 M sucrose (—), trehalose (--), lactose 

(--), cellobiose (--), glucose, (--), glycine (--), and sorbitol (--). (b) Plot of β parameter vs 

distance from LDH in 0.83 M sucrose (—), trehalose (--), mannitol (--), cellobiose (--), histidine 

(--), and 0.25 M β-cyclodextrin (--). 

 
It is possible to notice that the viscosity increased with excipient concentration, as expected during 

the cryoconcentration and dryng processes. The simulations performed allow the identification of a 

clear trend, with the increase in viscosity being highly non-linear. The disaccharides showed higher 

values of viscosity than glucose and glycine, especially at the highest concentration tested. 

Furthermore, the viscosity of sorbitol was intermediate between those of disaccharides and glucose or 

glycine.  

As previously mentioned, the vitrification hypothesis generally associates a higher viscosity to 

slower chemical and physical degradation rates of proteins. Viscosity is closely related to the α 

relaxation processes, i.e., the slowest and strongly temperature dependent motions of a glass 

(Yoshioka and Aso, 2007). However, some studies seem to suggest that no correlation exists between 

the α relaxation time and protein stability (Davidson and Sun, 2001).  

In contrast, it was reported (Cicerone and Douglas, 2012) that the fast β relaxation processes have a 

strong relationship with the protein degradation rates. The correlation between β relaxation dynamics 

and protein stability in lyophilized products can be experimentally observed by measuring the mean 

square displacement <u2> of hydrogen atoms using incoherent inelastic neutron scattering (Cicerone 

and Soles, 2004). <u2> is directly proportional to the amplitude of the fast β processes and was 

demonstrated to be strongly related to protein stability in sugar glasses (Cicerone and Douglas, 2012). 

In those studies, <u2> measurements were made on a nanosecond timescale, and a similar procedure 

(a) 

(b) 
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was reproduced in simulations of LDH as model protein. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 

2b, where different formulations have been considered.  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2.  (a) Viscosity of protein-free formulations at 0.38 M (blue bars), 1.15 M (red bars) and 2.5 M 

(black bars) concentration, relative to the viscosity μw of water at 300 K and 1 bar, as measured from 

MD simulations.  (b) Amplitude of the mean square displacement of LDH hydrogen atoms on a 

nanosecond timescale in 2.5 M sucrose, trehalose, mannitol, cellobiose, histidine, and 0.75 M β-

cyclodextrin. 

 
It is apparent that the disaccharides should provide the best kinetic stabilization of the protein 

structure, also if we consider the β relaxation time as critical parameter. According to our results, 

mannitol should be the worst stabilizer, followed by histidine and the β-cyclodextrin. Among the 

disaccharides, trehalose and cellobiose should again be slightly better than sucrose.  

The MD results obtained are therefore in accordance with the experimental work by Al-Hussein 

and Gieseler (Al-Hussein and Gieseler, 2012), where sucrose was proven to be a significantly better 

lyoprotectant than histidine or mannitol. Also Izutsu et al. (Izutsu et al., 1995) found that a 200 mM 

sucrose solution protected LDH (30 % remaining activity) from freeze-drying stresses more than a 400 

mM mannitol formulation (14 % residual activity only), in line with the MD simulations. 

The hydrogen bonding network within each simulation box was also analyzed. As evident from 

Fig. 3, the relative contribution of hydrogen bonding between hGH or LDH and the osmolytes 

increased with increasing excipient concentration. 

In particular, it was small when the number of water molecules was sufficiently high, while it 

became predominant when the number of water molecules was no more sufficient for a complete 

protein hydration. Hence, these data suggest that water replacement becomes dominant in the solid 

state, when most of the water has been removed, while preferential exclusion should be the prevailing 

mechanism in the liquid state. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Remarkably, the disaccharides, which formed the greatest number of hydrogen bonds with the 

protein, also increased the solution viscosity the most (Fig. 2a), or resulted in the slowest β relaxation 

processes (Fig. 2b). Among the disaccharides, trehalose and cellobiose could form a larger number of 

hydrogen bonds with hGH than sucrose or lactose (see Fig. 3a), and a similar conclusion can be drawn 

from Fig. 3b for LDH if we compare cellobiose, trehalose and sucrose. 

On the contrary, the excipients which were the least effective in hydrogen bonding to the protein 

were glucose, sorbitol and glycine in the case of hGH, or histidine and mannitol for LDH as model 

protein. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) χ parameter for hGH as model protein, during simulations in excipients formulations at 

0.38 M (blue bars), 1.15 M (red bars) and 2.5 M (black bars) concentration.  (b) χ parameter for LDH 

as model protein, during simulations in excipients formulations at 0.83 M (red bars), and 2.5 M (black 

bars) concentration.  

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, an MD simulation approach has been proposed to support the selection of a formulations 

for biopharmaceuticals to be freeze dried. From the molecular dynamics simulations here performed, 

the following conclusions could therefore be drawn: 

 

• The mechanisms of protein stabilization change significantly during the freeze drying process, 

mostly as a result of the increase in excipient concentration. Preferential exclusion prevails 

during freezing, while vitrification and water replacement become dominant in the dried state; 

• Not all the excipients are equally effective. The disaccharides should be better than polyols, 

monosaccharides and amino acids both during freezing and in the dried state; 

• Also among the disaccharides, small differences may exist, with sucrose and lactose being 

extremely good cryoprotectants, and trehalose and cellobiose being slightly better for 

lyoprotection. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Moreover, the results obtained for hGH and LDH seem to be in line with one another, suggesting that 

the analysis performed should not be protein-specific, but should rather be generally applicable. The 

proposed approach may therefore prove extremely valuable for scientists involved in formulations 

development, and could be combined with experimental techniques to improve the stability of freeze-

dried biopharmaceuticals.  
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Abstract 

In this work, X-ray microcomputed tomography is used to analyse and reconstruct the inner structure 

of lyophilized products. Various computational methods were used to determine the structural 

parameters that impact on mass transport of vapor during drying, i.e., pore size, tortuosity, and 

permeability. These methods include slice-by-slice 2D image analysis of the entire sample, 3D image 

analysis of small portions of the product and CFD simulations. 

 

Keywords: Freeze-drying/lyophilization, micro-CT, image analysis, CFD simulations 

 

1 Introduction 

Freeze-drying is a gentle drying method used in the pharmaceutical industry for producing 

high-value drugs. The process starts out with the freezing of liquid solutions, the drying via 

solvent sublimation and ends with a desorption step. Pharmaceutical freeze-drying is facing a 

period of significant changes due to new emerging technologies and because the more and 

more stringent requirements set by the regulatory authorities. Product quality and its control 

has become the most important input of these changes (Capozzi et al., 2019c). Since many 

years, freeze-drying community is moving towards a more accurate control of product quality 

and process control; in this perspective, the control of freezing step is fundamental for 

designing products with the desired characteristics and manage variability. In fact, freezing 

determines many characteristics of the final product such as the cake structure, the polymorph 

composition, and the stability of many APIs, influences the drying rate and the final moisture 

content. The freezing step is also responsible for the batch-to-batch, vial-to-vial and the intra-

vial variability in product characteristics.  

In the last few years, the lyophilization community has put many efforts in controlling the 

freezing and studying the relationship between freezing protocols and product characteristics 

(Oddone et al., 2016; Capozzi and Pisano, 2018). The knowledge of the internal structure is 

crucial to better understand the relationship between freezing and intra-vial heterogeneity, as 

well as between freezing and drying behaviour of the product being lyophilized.  

X-ray microcomputed tomography (micro-CT) is emerging as an effective imaging 

technique for studying the structure of the lyophilized product and as an inspection tool 

(Mousavi et al., 2007; Izutsu et al., 2014; Parker et al., 2010; Pisano et al., 2017; Goshima et 

al., 2016; Haeuser et al., 2018). On the other hand, micro-CT analysis requires computational 

methods for having a quantitative estimation of product characteristics. Image segmentation 

(Capozzi et al., 2018; Arsiccio et al., 2019), frequency domain image analysis and artificial 
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neural network (Grassini et al., 2016) were recently proposed as computational methods to be 

coupled to imaging analysis. 

In this work, X-ray microcomputed tomography is used to analyze and reconstruct the 

structure of the porous product. Various computational methods were used to determine the 

structural parameters that impact on mass transport of vapor during drying, i.e., pore size, 

tortuosity, and permeability. These methods included: 

 

(i) slice-by-slice 2D image analysis of the entire sample; 

 

(ii) 3D image analysis of small portions of the product (the so-called representative 

elementary volume, REV) sampled at different heights along the product; 

 

(iii) CFD simulations applied to REVs at different heights in the products. 

 

 

2 Material and method 

2.1 Production of lyophilized products 

Samples were lyophilized in the LyoBeta 25 freeze-dryer (Telstar, Terrassa, Spain) using 

an aqueous solutions of mannitol 5% (w/w) as model formulation. The solutions were 

prepared using water for injection (Fresenius Kabi Italia, Isola della Scala, Italy) and filtered 

using 0.2 µm filters. An aliquot of 3 ml of mannitol solution was filled into tubing vials (10R 

24.0 x 45.0, Nuova Ompi, Piombino Dese, Italy). The sample were lyophilized using three 

different configurations/protocols: 

a) batch freeze-drying, uncontrolled freezing; 

b) suspended-vial freeze-drying, uncontrolled freezing (Capozzi et al., 2019c); 

c) suspended-vial freeze-drying, controlled freezing via VISF (Capozzi et al., 2019c). 

Those three configurations were used in order to produce products with different structural 

characteristics; in the configuration (c) nucleation was induced at 268 K. 

 
2.2 Micro-CT analysis 

As a first step, the dried sample was analysed using the SkyScan 1272 (Bruker microCT, 

Kontich, Belgium); X-ray beams were generated by a tungsten filament at 50 kV and 200 µA. 

Samples were analysed over a rotation range of 180°, with a step of 0.01°, an exposure time 

of 200 ms per projection and a pixel size of 3 µm. After that, the images obtained were 

analysed using the computational methods described below. 

 
2.3 Slice-by-slice 2D image analysis 

The first computational method developed in this work consists in a 2D image analysis of 

the whole stack of images produced in a single micro-CT analysis. The open source library 

for Python scikit-image was used for the implementation of three algorithms. All these 

algorithms give an estimation of the average pore size and permeability, but such calculations 

are carried out using a different numerical approach. The preliminary operations before 

implementing the algorithms consisted of acquiring the original images, applying a threshold 

filter in order to binarize the images and removing the small objects below 70 px, see Fig. 1.  

After the algorithms were applied, mean pore diameter (dp) and permeability (B0) were 

calculated using the formulas shown in Table 1. The algorithm (ii) provides an estimation of 

permeability for each pore within the image, so that average permeability can be calculated 

considering the pores as parallel channels (Eq.4a) or using a number-weight averaging (Eq. 

4b). 
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Fig. 1. Preliminary operations and schematic of the three algorithms 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 1. Calculation of the mean pore diameter and permeability through the three algorithms. 
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2.4 3D image analysis 

The second computational method uses the software BLOB3D developed by Ketcham 

(2005); this software is specifically designed to measure discrete features such as clasts, grain, 

voids with particular regard to geological applications, but here is used to analyse the voids in 

the lyophilized samples. As a first step, the segmentation of the stack of images divided the 

domains constituted by the voids and the walls. Then, the contiguous sets of voxels are 

separated so that the interconnected or touching objects become separate discrete features. 

Finally, the volume and the surface area of each discrete feature is calculated; a mean pore 

diameter is finally calculated. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Workflow of the software Blob3D. 

 

 
2.5 CFD simulation 

Similar to previous works published by the authors (Capozzi et al., 2019a; Capozzi et al., 

2019b), CFD simulations were performed in order to estimate tortuosity and permeability. A 

3D domain (the so-called REV, relevant element volume) was generated by reconstructing 

product structure as obtained by the micro-CT analysis. A STL file was generated by using 

the software Bruker CTvox (Mannheim, Germany). The utilities blockMesh and 

snappyHexMesh provided with the open source software OpenFoam 5.0 were used to 

generate the computational domain, which is the complementary volume respect to the one 

generated in the STL file, and, after that, the Navier-Stokes equations under Stokes flow were 

solved within the domain. Similar to Capozzi et al. (2019b), successive refinements of the 

grid were performed until the independence of the solution was reached. 

The velocity field obtained from the steady-state solution was used to calculate the 

tortuosity and permeability as follows, 
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3 Results and discussion  

There exists a strong correlation between freezing protocol and pore dimension. Fig. 3 

shows the diameter of pores within the porous cake along the product height. Pore diameter 

was calculated using both the 2D and 3D image analysis. VISF was able to produce a product 

with pores in the range of 90-100 µm, with a thin crust at the top surface made of small pores, 

which are the result of the local supercooling resulting due to the fast evaporation that triggers 

nucleation. In the case of uncontrolled nucleation, suspended-vial configuration led to a cake 

with bigger pores than those obtained in the conventional, batch, shelf-ramped freezing. 

From Fig. 3 it is clear that there are differences in the values of pore diameter depending 

on the definition of pore diameter itself. The evaluation of the pore diameter as defined in Eq. 

1 seemed not to be consistent as that method predicted almost the same mean pore diameter 

for the three cases, whereas direct and indirect observation of the products clearly state that 

these three products possessed very different pore size. The values of pore diameter defined 

from the medial axis of the topological skeleton (Eq. 5) were smallerr compared to those 

obtained by defining pore diameter as the area to perimeter ratio (Eq. 3). However, the pore 

diameter defined as the area to perimeter ratio, also called hydraulic diameter, is based on a 

purely fluid dynamics definition, as it represents the diameter of an equivalent circular 

conduit which maintains the same conservation of momentum of the pristine pore. On the 

other hand, 
,p locd seemed to be more coherent with the values found by using the 3D image 

analysis. 

 
Fig. 3. Mean pore diameter along the product height in the case of (a) batch and uncontrolled 

nucleation, (b) suspended-vial configuration and uncontrolled nucleation, (c) suspended-vial 

configuration and VISF. Data refer to algorithm i) (blue lines, Eq. 1), algorithm ii) (orange lines, Eq. 

3) and algorithm iii) (violet lines, Eq. 5); 3D image analysis data are also reported(blue dots). 

 

As shown in Fig. 4, the tortuosity as evaluated by using CFD simulations ranged between 

1.2 and 1.4. These values are smaller than those obtained by Goshima et al. (2016), where 

tortuosity was found to be 2-3; it has to be pointed out that the approach of Goshima et al. 

(2016) is based on the image analysis of longitudinal sections of the lyophilized cake, and so 

on pure geometrical basis. 
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Fig 4. Tortuosity evaluated using CFD simulation in the case of batch and suspended-vial 

configuration (uncontrolled nucleation) and in the case of VISF applied to suspended-vial 

configuration. Bars refer to different positions in the product: (violet) bottom, (sky-blue) centre, 

(oranges) top, (grey) top crust. 

 

Finally, the permeability coefficient of the porous cake was evaluated using both image 

analysis and CFD simulations, see Fig. 5. The evaluation of permeability from image analysis 

and Eq. 4b, supposes that each slice in the porous cake is constituted of parallel pores of 

different size, whereas Eq. 4c is based on a pure arithmetic average. On the other hand, the 

permeability as calculated from CFD simulations takes into account the real structure of the 

pore medium. Anyway, Fig. 5 shows that the two approaches result in comparable values. 

 

 
Fig 5. Permeability along the product height in the case of the (a) batch ad uncontrolled 

nucleation, (b) suspended-vial configuration and uncontrolled nucleation and (c) suspended-vial 

configuration and VISF. Data refer to (blue lines) Eq. 4b, (orange lines) Eq. 4c, (blue dots) CFD 

simulations. 
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4 Conclusions 

X-ray microcomputed tomography was used to analyse and reconstruct the structure of the 

porous product. Various computational methods were used to determine the structural 

parameters that impact on mass transport of vapor during drying, i.e., pore size, tortuosity, 

and permeability. It has been shown that these methods can give different results according to 

the definition of the structural parameters. The present work pointed out the difficulties 

arising in determining the structural properties of such complex systems and calls for further 

studies on this topic. 

 

List of symbols 

A  area, m2 

0B  permeability coefficient, m2 

pd  pore diameter, m 

,p locd  local pore diameter from image skeletonization, m 

zL  REV length, m 

P  perimeter, m 

zp  pressure drop in the z-direction through the REV, Pa 

u  velocity vector, ms-1 

zu  velocity in the z-direction through the REV, ms-1 

V  REV volume, m3 

Greek letters 

  viscosity of gas mixture, kg m-1 s-1 

  tortuosity, - 

Subscript 

||  parallel model 

BKGD background 

FGND foreground 

nw number weight 
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Abstract  

It is common to coat tablets in the pharmaceutical industry. This is usually done in a rotary mixer while 

the different layers are sprayed onto the surface of the materials. In this research, mixing of placebo 

tablets was carried out in a rotary drum mixer.. It was found that the surface homogeneity of the bulk 

could be achieved faster by increasing the mixing speed in the applied drum loading factor range, while 

by increasing the drum loading factor, it required more time to obtain the same mixing index 

 

Keywords: mixing index, placebo tablets, image analysis 

 

1. Introduction 

In the pharmaceutical industry, the coating of tablet bulks is a general process in which liquid layers 

are sprayed during mixing. The resulting layer thickness may be different for the mixed granules, so that 

more liquid is added to the tablets to provide a minimum layer thickness. In order to achieve a more 

even layer thickness, the application of suitable operating parameters (drum loading factor, rotational 

speed), mixing and deflection elements can be a solution. A number of researchers in the literature have 

described the degree of mixing of granular materials. Different mixing indices have been created to 

characterize, which may be different for both calculation and application and sampling (Fan et al., 1970). 

Sample collection of the particles by mechanical means can distort the properties of the bulk, and it may 

be necessary to stop the mixing process, so several repetition can lead to inaccurate results. Table 1 

shows mixing studies carried out by using mechanical sampling methods. 

 

Table 1. Mechanical sampling methods and algorithms of the degree of mixing calculation (Fan et al., 

1970) 

No. References Degree of mixing Material Sampling 

1 Lacey, 1943 𝑀𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑦 =
𝜎𝑟
𝜎

 
bullet 

tapioca 

The particles were counted by 

partitioning the mixture in a tray. 

2 
Weidenbaum and 

Bonilla, 1955 
𝑀𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑢𝑚 =

𝜎𝑟
𝜎

 sand–salt Sample thief was used. 

3 Yano et al., 1956 𝑀𝑌𝑎𝑛𝑜 =
𝜎

𝜎0
 

Na2CO3–

sand 
n.i. 

n.i. – no information 

 

In Table 1 𝜎 represents the standard deviation among samples, 𝜎𝑟 the standard deviation of the 

complete random mixture and 𝜎0 the standard deviation of mixture before mixing. 
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On this basis, researchers have developed new sampling methods that do not change the structure of 

the bulk (Asachi et al., 2018). For example tomographic techniques (Jamaludin et al., 2013), image 

analysis technique (Rosas and Blanco, 2012), spectroscopic techniques (Gowen et al., 2008), methods 

of mixing based on different grain properties (Olivieri et al., 2004) and wet techniques (Thammana, 

2016) have become popular. Using image analysis, mixing can be investigated without interrupting the 

operation or distorting the blended bulk. The disadvantage of this method is that only a cross-section of 

the particle set can be investigated, the volumetric mixing within the bulk is not yet. 

Nowadays, a numerical calculation method used to model the movement of granular materials is the 

discrete element method (DEM), which builds up an assembly of discrete particles with 

micromechanical parameters (Cundall and Strack, 1979). Using it, conclusions can be made about the 

degree of mixing within the bulk. The aim of this research was to investigate the mixing of 

pharmaceutical tablets and determine the mixing index – describing the homogeneity of the bulk – in a 

drum mixer with image analysis by varying the operating parameters (rotational speed, drum loading 

factor). This research will be the basis for the creation of a later numerical DEM model 

 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Material 

In this research the mixing of placebo tablets was investigated. For the evaluation of the 

measurements, image analysis was applied, which required the division of the bulk according to the 

color to be well separated into two groups. Some of the particles were left in their original form while 

the others were painted matt black, as illustrated in Figure 1/a. Tablet dimensions are shown in Figure 

1/b. 

 

 
Fig. 1. a. the matt black painted and the original tablets; b. tablet sizes. 

 

Before painting the tablets, the basic requirements of the measurements were set. It was important to 

not dissolve the particles during coating and not change their material characteristics and physical 

properties much. Their surface had to be matt and the uncolored surfaces greater than 2 mm could not 

remain on them because of the resolution of the camera used. 
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2.2. Experimental method 

The tablets were filled in equal amounts, in layers, into a drum mixer of L = 300 mm length made 

from a standard KG315 PVC tube, illustrated in Figure 2. At one end of the drum is a transparent 

plexiglass (PMMA), while on the other side there is an end cap with a magnetically closing semicircular 

opening for filling operations. 

 

 
Fig. 2. a) 3D model of the drum mixer;  

b) the laboratory drum mixer and tablets loaded as two layers on each other. 

 
The 70 W total power output electric motor rotated the drum through a friction drive. The friction of 

the drum’s surface was increased by a special anti-slip tape to avoid slip. Roughness of the mixing area’s 

inner surface has also been increased by using self-adhesive masking paper to reach the cascade motion 

of the particles during the laboratory measurements. The total volume of the drum thus made was V = 

0.02121 m3. As the diameter of the standard KG315 PVC pipe is D = 300 mm, the diameter-length ratio 

was: 
𝐷

𝐿
=
300

300
= 1 (1) 

 
By varying the operating parameters (drum loading factor, rotational speed), the tablets were mixed 

several times and during the process video was taken through the closure made of a transparent 

plexiglass (PMMA) at the end of the drum mixer. The mixing speed was changed using rotational speed 

controller and the exact value was determined from the video recording. 

 
2.3. Image analysis 

Image analysis was applied by using the MATLAB R2014b software, the steps of which are 

illustrated in Figure 3. As a first step, snapshots were taken at 1 s intervals. The images thus created 

cannot be processed in RGB format, so after by defining an appropriate level of brightness the snapshots 

were converted into binary images. The resulting images were filtered to remove unacceptable areas and 

to fill the gaps. 
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Fig. 3. The steps of the image analysis (1. taking snapshots; 2. converting into binary image; 

3. image filtering; 4. determining boundary lines) 

 

Finally, the boundary lines (number of white pixels next to black pixels) of light colored tablets were 

determined, summed and the mixing index was calculated: 

𝑀 =
𝑙 − 𝑙0
𝑙∞ − 𝑙0

(2) 

 
In Eq. (2), 𝑙 denotes the length of the boundary lines at a given moment of mixing, 𝑙0 the length of 

the boundary lines of the loaded particles before mixing and 𝑙∞ at the perfectly mixed state. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Figure 4 illustrates the results of the measurements at three drum loading factors and different 

rotational speeds. The surface of the bulk in the drum was considered to be properly mixed when the 

value of the mixing index first reached M = 0.9. 

 
Fig. 4. Mixing index (M) as a function of mixing time (t) for different drum loading factors (φ) and 

rotational speeds (n). 
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Based on the measurements, it could be stated that at 10% and 20% drum loading factors, the mixing 

time decreased with increasing the rotational speed, and increased with the increase of the drum loading 

factor. The results for the φ = 30% were not compared in this study because the rotational speeds 

differed greatly from the others. The reason for this was that due to the torque reduction during high 

engine load and thus the rotational speed was decreased. In addition, change in the mixing index could 

be observed in the negative direction, because of the axial mixing in the bulk. That was, as compared to 

the initial number of surface tablets before mixing, the amount of black color tablets during mixing 

increased due to the mixing within the bulk. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, the mixing of pharmaceutical placebo tablets in a rotary drum mixer was investigated 

using image analysis. Part of the tablets were painted matt black for image analysis. In the laboratory 

measurements, the operating parameters of the mixer were varied, which were the drum loading factor 

and the rotational speed. It was found that the surface homogeneity of the bulk could be achieved faster 

by increasing the mixing speed in the applied drum loading factor range, while by increasing the drum 

loading factor, it required more time to obtain the same mixing index. 
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Abstract  

In our research, the water evaporation was investigated at different air velocities and temperatures. In 

case of unheated liquid, increasing the air velocity and temperature caused the evaporation rate to 

increase. The mass transfer coefficient was determined by a theoretical and four empirical correlations. 

The results obtained in these two ways were compared against different parameters. The values derived 

from the Inan and Atayilmaz correlation were the nearest to the theoretical results. 

 

Keywords: evaporation, evaporation rate, mass transfer coefficient, simultaneous heat and mass 

transfer 

 

1. Introduction 

There are numerous processes in the industry, in the household and in the environment where heat and 

mass transfer occurs on the water-air contact surface, resulting in water vapour diffusion from the 

saturated water surface to the unsaturated air, this is called evaporation. Water evaporation cannot be 

neglected, for example for lakes, indoor and outdoor pools, sewage treatment, drying, irrigation of plants 

and nuclear power plants. In most cases, it is necessary to know the amount of water loss that to resupply 

water, or what may be released into the atmosphere thereby increasing its relative humidity. During the 

evaporation process, a thin layer of air above the water surface is saturated with water vapour due to 

molecular diffusion. If there is no air movement, evaporation proceeds entirely by molecular diffusion 

into the bulk of air, this phenomenon is called natural convection. However, if there is air movement, 

the saturated air layer is carried away by the air stream, delivering relatively dry air to its place, therefore 

the evaporation proceeds rapidly. This phenomenon is called forced convection. Regarding heat and 

mass transfer flows, five cases can be distinguished (Sartori, 2000). In the first two cases, the 

temperature and absolute humidity difference induce the diffusion together, while in the third case, when 

the temperature of the air and liquid surface is the same, the difference in humidity is the driving force. 

In the fourth case there is also diffusion but since the liquid surface temperature is lower than the dew 

point temperature, the moisture transfer occurs in the form of condensation. In the fifth case there is no 

mass transfer as the air and liquid temperatures are the same, and there is no partial pressure difference 

between the air and the surface of the liquid, they are in equilibrium. 

In the first case when the temperature of the air is higher than the water surface temperature, three 

subsets can be distinguished. In the first one, the heat is conveyed by conductive way to the liquid like 

heating, in the second there is no other heat transfer to the liquid besides the convection, the third one is 

when both type of heat transfer occurs. During our research, the second subset was investigated when 

the heat was supplied to the evaporating liquid from the air.  

Forced convection occurs in outdoor swimming pools and water reservoirs where the magnitude of 

the wind speed may exceed the limit of natural convection (vG > 0.15 m/s (Shah, 2012)). In the case of 

forced convection, a part of the experiments was conducted in a laboratory (Heymes et al., 2013; İnan 
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and Atayilmaz, 2017; Jodat et al., 2012) where the desired air velocity was provided by a ventilation 

device. There were also an outdoor experiment (Tang and Etzion, 2004), a simulation study (Raimundo 

et al., 2014), and investigations of an outdoor swimming pool (Smith et al., 1994), and cooling and 

natural lakes (Meyer, 1942, McMillan, 1971) among the publications. In most cases, the correlations to 

best describe the phenomenon were identified by regression analysis based on measurements. The 

equations for evaporation rate from these studies are valid in different ranges of interpretation (different 

gas and liquid temperatures, surface area) and under certain conditions which reduces their usefulness. 

In this work, water evaporation was investigated at forced convection where the evaporation process 

is tested by a suitable measuring apparatus at different air velocities and air temperatures. The mass 

transfer coefficient that describes the process, was determined by a theoretically and four empirically 

(Jodat et al., 2012, Heymes et al., 2013, Raimundo et al., 2014, İnan and Atayilmaz, 2017) produced 

correlations. Furthermore, the results obtained in these two ways were compared against different 

parameters.  

 

2. Measuring and evaluation method 

The following chapter is about the experimental apparatus which was used during the measurements 

and the measuring method. In addition, the method of evaluation is also presented. 

 

2.1. Measuring apparatus and methods 

During the measurements of evaporation the equipment at the Department of Building Services and 

Process Engineering was used. In our previous work (Poós and Varju, 2017), the measuring apparatus 

has already been described, so in this article only the measuring method will be presented.  

The measurement begins by filling a thermo vessel with water, then by turning on the fan at a given 

rotational speed, the required temperature of air can be modified by an electric heater. Before starting 

the measurement, the apparatus runs empty until the stationary state is reached – that is until the values 

measured by the thermometers are stabilized. The flow rate can be modified by a frequency converter 

and a butterfly valve, and can be determined from the pressure difference measured at the orifice flow 

meter. Before the measurement the evaporated water has to be refilled until the water surface gets 

aligned with the bottom of the air tunnel. Evaporation properties are recorded by a data logger. The mass 

of evaporated water is measured by a scale, the surface temperature of water by an infrared thermometer 

that is above the thermo vessel, and the temperature of the gas and the bulk water by a T-type 

thermometer. The temperature, the relative humidity of ambient air and the atmospheric pressure are 

measured by a humidity sensor. The measured values are registered with minute-based sampling by a 

self-developed software, Apollo. 

 

2.2. Evaluation method 

The purpose of our work is to determine the mass transfer coefficient from the collected data during 

evaporation measurement that the heat and mass transfer process can be described. This can be 

calculated using theoretical methods or empirical correlations from the literature. 

During the measurement, the values measured by the digital scales were recorded, which is used to 

calculate the weight of the evaporated liquid (mL [kg]). Knowing this, as well as the operation time (t 

[s]) and the size of the free evaporating surface (Aeva [m
2]), the evaporation rate (N [kg/m2s]) can be 

calculated with the following relationship: 

𝑁 = −
𝑑𝑚𝐿

𝑑𝑡𝐴𝑒𝑣𝑎  
. (1) 

The desired parameter to determine the mass transfer coefficient. In the case of evaporation, 

unimolecular diffusion occurs in a two-component system where only one component diffuses through 

the other, non-diffusing, inert component. The part of the diffusing component is filled by the water 

vapor while the inert component is air. In the case of unimolecular diffusion, if the concentration is 

given by molar concentration (c [mol/m3]), the molar mass velocity (Nc [kmol/m2s]) is formed as follows 

(Treybal, 1981): 
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𝑁𝑐 =
𝐷𝐿𝐺

𝑥𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑐

𝑐𝐺𝑀
(𝑐𝑣,𝑓 − 𝑐𝑣,𝐺) (2) 

where DLG the diffusion coefficient in m2/s, xeff the effective laminar boundary layer thickness in m, cv,f 

and cv,G the water vapour concentration of the air directly above the liquid surface and in the bulk air in 

mol/m3, cGM the logarithmic value of water vapor concentration in mol/m3. The left member of the 

expression is the value of the mass transfer coefficient (kc,theo [m/s]): 

𝑘𝑐,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜 =
𝐷𝐿𝐺

𝑥𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑐

𝑐𝐺𝑀
. (3) 

The equation (3) can be replaced to the equation (2), then the molar concentration in the bracket of 

equation (2) can also be specified using the ideal gas law: 

𝑁𝑐 = 𝑘𝑐,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜  (
𝑝𝑣,𝑓

𝑅(𝑇𝑓 + 273.15)
−

𝑝𝑣,𝐺

𝑅(𝑇𝐺 + 273.15)
) (4) 

where pv,f and pv,G the partial pressure of water vapour in the air directly above the liquid surface and in 

the bulk air in Pa, Tf  and TG the temperature of air directly above the liquid surface and in the bulk air 

in °C, R universal gas constant in J/(kmol°C). The water vapour partial pressure of the bulk air is 

calculated from the measured relative humidity (φG [%]) and saturated vapour pressure (pv,sat,G [Pa]). 

The relative humidity is converted from the ambient air characteristics to the air flow in the evaporation 

chamber. Directly above the evaporating water surface, the air is saturated with moisture, so the water 

vapour pressure – the first member of the bracket – is the saturated vapour pressure determined for the 

water surface temperature. This can be calculated by the Antoine equation [28] Since the equation (4) 

is molar mass velocity, while the equation (1) is mass velocity, the relationship between the two values 

can be seen in equation (5): 

𝑁𝑐 =
𝑁

𝑀𝐿

(5) 

where ML the molecular weight of the evaporating liquid in kmol/kg. In terms of (1), (4) and (5) the mass 

transfer coefficient can be calculated. In addition to the mass transfer coefficient from the theoritical 

equation, it can be calculated using empirical correlations from literature. In the present work, four 

different equation are shown in Table 1. 

Heymes et al. based on their measurements created a correlation between Sherwood, Schmidt and 

Reynolds number that describes the phenomenon of evaporation (Heymes et al., 2013). The Sherwood 

number (Sh, [1]) represents the ratio of the convective mass transfer to the rate of diffusive mass 

transport: 

𝑆ℎ =
𝑘𝑐,𝑒𝑚𝑝𝐿

𝐷𝐿𝐺

(6) 

where kc,emp the empirically determined mass transfer coefficient in m/s, L = 0,3 m the size of evaporating 

water surface. The Schmidt number (Sc, [1]) is defined as the ratio of momentum diffusivity and mass 

diffusivity: 

𝑆𝑐 =
𝜈𝐺

𝐷𝐿𝐺
 (7) 

where νG kinematic viscosity of air in m2/s. The Reynolds number (Re, [1]) is the ratio of internal forces 

to viscous forces within a fluid:  

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑣𝐺𝐿

𝜈𝐺
 . (8) 

Replacing equations (6)-(8) in the original context in equation (11), the mass transfer coefficient can 

be calculated. In relation to the correlations (10), (12) and (13) the evaporation rate is expressed, so the 

mass transfer coefficient can be determined using the following equation (9): 

𝑁 = 𝑘𝑐,𝑒𝑚𝑝𝜌𝐺(𝑌𝑓 − 𝑌𝐺) (9) 

where ρG the density of air in kg/m3, Yf and YG the absolute humidity of air in kgmoisture/kgdry gas. 

In the course of our work the value of mass transfer coefficient determined theoretically and empirically 

were compared in case of different operation parameters. 
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Table 1. Empirical correlations for describing the phenomenon of evaporation 

References Correlation   

(Jodat et al., 

2012) 

𝑁 = 2.778 ∙ 10−7(0.03262𝑣𝐺
3 + 0.01814𝑣𝐺

2 + 0.04818𝑣𝐺 + 0.02264) ∙

∙ (𝑝𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑓 − 𝜑𝐺𝑝𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝐺)
(0.009𝑣𝐺

2−0.132𝑣𝐺+1.186)
 

(10) 

(Heymes et al., 

2013) 
𝑆ℎ = 0.145𝑅𝑒0.69𝑆𝑐0.87 (11) 

(Raimundo et 

al., 2014) 
𝑁 = 10−9(37.17 + 32.19𝑣𝐺)(𝑝𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑓 − 𝜑𝐺𝑝𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝐺) (12) 

(İnan and 

Atayilmaz, 

2017) 
𝑁 = (0.28 + 0.784𝑣𝐺)

(𝑝𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑓 − 𝜑𝐺𝑝𝑣,𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝐺)
0.695

𝑟𝑤
 (13) 

Notations: rw heat of vaporization in J/kg. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The measurement method described in chapter 2.1 was performed at different air velocities (0.25÷2 m/s) 

and air temperature (30÷60 °C) ranges. During the evaluation of the measurement results, the average of 

the steady state data was first required, such as ambient air temperature (TK [°C]), relative humidity (φK [1]) 

and atmospheric pressure (P [Pa]), bulk air temperature in the evaporation chamber, bulk water temperature 

(TL [°C]) and water surface temperature. 

Table 2. Measurement results of water evaporation at different air velocities and air temperatures 

vG [m/s] 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.02 0.25 0.52 1.53 2.04 

TG [°C] 30.3 40.2 50.0 60.2 40.2 40.1 40.3 40.1 

φK [1] 0.43 0.39 0.38 0.34 0.41 0.36 0.36 0.41 

TK [°C] 18.4 19.6 22.7 19.5 21.4 24.8 23.6 20.7 

P [Pa] 100232 99329 101352 99939 101456 100363 100940 99782 

TL [°C] 19.5 20.5 21.4 19.4 20.8 24.8 21.8 19.0 

Tf [°C] 19.6 22.3 25.3 26.3 22.6 27.1 24.3 21.5 

N [g/m2s] 0.059 0.085 0.1 0.122 0.038 0.078 0.119 0.129 

 

In addition to the ambient, gas and liquid parameters, the mass varying per unit of time for 

evaporation were recorded that can be calculated the evaporation rate from. It can be observed in Table 

2 that the higher the air velocity is, the higher the evaporation rate becomes. By increasing the air 

temperature, the amount of heat transfer from air to the liquid by convection increases, so the 

evaporation rate also increases. 

Both the evaporation rate and the mass transfer coefficient have been determined as described in 

chapter 2.2. Figure 1/a shows the mass transfer coefficient in function of the air temperature. It can be 

observed that the higher the air temperature, the greater the value of the mass transfer coefficient, 

because the process of evaporation becomes more intense, the higher the amount of heat in the air is. 

Compared to the mass transfer coefficient determined by the theoretical correlation, the value calculated 

by the equation created by Inan and Atayilmaz is the closest at the given circumstances. As several 

researchers in recent years, they also claimed that the water vapour partial pressure difference between 

in the air directly above the water surface and in the bulk air is not directly proportial to the evaporation 

rate, so the exponent of this difference is less than one. Their measurement equipment and their 

measurement method and conditions were similar to ours, so it is possible that their correlation has been 

reproduced with such high accuracy because of that. In the equation created by Jodat et al. the exponent 

of partial pressure difference is given as a function of air velocity, which is rare in equations used to 

determine evaporation rate but did not result in better values for the mass transfer coefficient. In addition, 

during their measurements the liquid was heated - conductive heat transfer occurred - in the creation of 

their correlation, which could lead to inaccurate determination of coefficients and constants for ambient 

temperature - unheated - liquid. In the correlation of Raimundo et al. the partial pressure difference of 

water vapour partial pressure difference is equal to one, not like in the above mentioned cases, it could 
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have caused the greater deviation compared to the measured results. Heymes et al. created a general, 

dimensionless correlation that is independent of the type of fluids, not like the equations previously 

mentioned, which are only valid for water. After the equation of Inan and Atayilmaz, the correlation of 

Heymes et al. approximated the measured values of mass transfer coefficient the best. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The mass transfer coefficient determined by theoretical and empirical equations  

 a) in function of air temperature, b) in function of air velocity 

 

4. Conclusions 

There are numerous processes in the industry, in the household and in the environment where heat and 

mass transfer occurs on the water-air contact surface, resulting in water vapour diffusion from the 

saturated water surface to the unsaturated air, this is called evaporation. In our research we dealt with 

simultaneous heat and mass transport where the intensity of evaporation caused by heat transfer was 

investigated at forced convection. That case of evaporation was investigated when the air temperature 

was higher than the water surface temperature and there was no other heat transfer besides the 

convection. During the measurements, the evaporation of water was examined at different air velocities 

and air temperatures using a suitable measuring equipment. It has been found that the evaporation rate 

increases by increasing the air velocity and air temperature.  

The value of the mass transfer coefficient was also investigated where the mass transfer coefficient 

calculated from a theoretical and four empirical correlations were compared. In the course of the 

evaluation, from the four examined empirical correlations the equation of Inan and Atayilmaz gave the 

best values compared to the theoretical results in the given measurement conditions. This could be due 

to the similarity of the measurement procedure and measuring equipment but in their correlation the 

water vapour partial pressure difference is not in linear relationship to the evaporation rate which has 

been confirmed by results of recent years. The equation of Heymes et al. used the relationship between 

dimensionless numbers which gave good results but with greater deviation than in the previous case. In 

the equation of Jodat et al. the partial pressure difference also showed non-linear relationship with the 

evaporation rate but did not give good results compared to the theoretical values. For certain gas and 

liquid parameters the results of Raimundo et al. showed the greatest deviation.  
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Abstract  

The research studies the effects of temperature and thickness of Cubio Sheets on the drying process. A 

Central Composite Rotatable Design (CCRD) was used to evaluate the variables on effective 

diffusivity (Deff), water activity (aw) and colour, and a bleaching pre-treatment. Results show that no 

significant effects were found for the runs applied on the aw and colour change. The bleaching process 

was not affected after the process. In the evaluation of Deff, a non-linear dependence was found with 

both independent variables. 

 

Keywords: Roots, Effective Diffusivity, Fick’s model, Whitening.  

 

1. Introduction 

The Cubio (Tropaeolum tuberosum) is a widely cultivated root, especially in countries of the Andean 

countries. This kind of root is part of the diet of American populations since pre-Columbian times, due 

to its adaptability to unfavourable conditions (Jacobsen et al., 2003). However, due to colonization, 

many of these crops lost importance and were replaced by other products such as potato (Solanum 

tuberosum), which is currently recognized for its wide market in the production of fast foods (Aguirre 

et al., 2012). 

Previous researches have demonstrated that Cubios have excellent nutritional properties, especially 

ascorbic acid (67 mg /100 g), protein content (6.9 to 15.9%) and high carbohydrate content (11%). The 

digestible starch content of cubio is 85% on average. This value is higher than the content of other 

roots, which makes it ideal in diets for the elderly and children (Espín et al., 2004). These 

characteristics have developed an interest in the study of different uses like flour, nutritional 

supplement (Rodríguez, 2017) or even as colorant for yogurt (Inostroza et al., 2015). 

Another research has shown its excellent nutritional properties (Quiroga, 2009), which evidence a 

market opportunity to develop. In addition, methods such as osmotic dehydration and processes where 

the product obtains a presentation of powder or flour have been explored (Catunta, 2016). However, it 

is also possible to explore other methods to obtain another presentation, regarding the appearance 

while preserving the best as possible the properties that have been found.  

The potential of this root has promoted the research on its dehydration by convective drying with 

whitening. The purpose of this research is to describe the behaviour during drying and the influence of 

some independent variables in the process. To evaluate the results, parameters such as effective 

diffusivity, colour and water activity were measured.  

 

2. Material and method 
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The Cubios used were acquired in the agricultural market of Bogotá, Colombia, trying to obtain the 

freshest possible product and it was reserved in the freezer at 4 ºC until the moment of the test. This 

temperature was defined because under that value the structure begin to create ice crystals. 

At the moment of the experiment, the cubio was cut in slices measured by a vernier caliper 

according to the thickness variable (between 2 and 8 mm). Each sample was subjected to a process of 

whitening, where the sample was submerged in boiling water (92 ºC) for 5 minutes (Palacios, 2013). 

Finally, the sample was introduced in trays, in forced convection equipment with ambient conditioner 

for temperature and humidity Aminco-Aire (Parameter Generation & Control, Inc., Black Mountain, 

NC, USA) with air flow perpendicular to the trays, which allow to control the second variable of the 

process: drying temperature. It was weighed on a scale (Sartorius, model MA 150 and Mettler Toledo, 

model PS300) until there was no significant mass variation of the samples. 

For the evaluation of dry product characteristics, an equipment was used for water activity 

measurement (ROTRONIC, model Bench-top kit HygroLab C1-SET-40). The moisture content was 

measured by difference of mass for 24 hours test and confirmed by the results of a thermogravimetric 

analyser (Sartorius, model MA 150). Finally, the evaluation of colour was made using a methodology 

by image analysis with a camera Canon EOS Rebel T5i EOS 700 and a posterior computational 

processing. 

A Central Composite Rotatable Design- CCRD (Barros Neto et al. 2002) was adopted to study the 

effects of temperature and thickness variables (Table 1) on the responses of cubios drying: effective 

diffusivity, Deff (m2/s); water activity, aw (decimal), and colour (%). 

 

Table 1. Drying independent variables levels. 

Variable -α (-1.41) -1 0 +1 +α (+1.41) 

Temperature (ºC) 40 43 50 57 60 

Thickness (mm) 2 3 5 7 8 

 

In this study, 11 experimental runs (9 treatments with the repetition of three times of central 

treatment) were carried out to generate a quadratic mathematical model in which values of the 

dependent variable Y (Deff, aw and colour) are functions of independent variables (temperature and 

thickness). For the preparation of mathematical models, STATISTICA software 9.0 (Statsoft, Tulsa, 

2001) was used in order to ensure the coefficients within a confidence level of 90 or 95%. After 

statistical analysis of coefficients, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and F-test analyses were performed. 

Data were represented in the corresponding response surface. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The initial moisture content obtained for the cubio was in average 91.56% for 105ºC and 90.42%, for 

90 ºC during 24 hours of drying in oven using as base the simplified method on stove that can be 

consulted in UNE-EN ISO18134-2 (AENOR, 2016).  

The value is also high compared to the one obtained in other researches where moisture content is 

in a range between 80.40% and 90.84%. An example of those results is the research of Rodríguez, G. 

(1999) who has obtained values of 80.40%. Other studies like the one of Rodriguez, T. (2017) found 

intermediate values that also vary according the type of fertilization applied in the crop with 87.78% 

for an organic fertilization and 85.27% for a conventional fertilization. In other researches like the one 

developed by Valcárcel et al. (2013), the results are more similar to those obtained in this research 

with a moisture content of 90.84%. 

The second variable evaluated was the diffusivity and the determination of drying curves, for 

which the moisture content is necessary. The drying process is described by the water transport across 

the material due to the Fick’s second law of diffusion. In this study, some considerations are important 

for the model: for example, effective diffusivity was considered constant for all process and the 

geometry for describing the case was a flat plate. Its description equation (1) is (Anderson et al.,1965): 

 

 

(1) 
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where Y is the dimensionless number of moisture content,  is the instantaneous moisture content, 

xeq is the equilibrium moisture content and x0 the initial moisture content. L is semi-thickness, Deff 

effective diffusivity and t the time. 

Before obtaining the behaviour of effective diffusivity, it is important determine the drying curves. 

In this case, for clarity purposes, it was analysed by groups of runs doing the measured points and the 

predictive curves of factorial runs (1, 2, 3 and 4), axial runs (5, 6, 7 and 8) and central runs (9, 10 and 

11). It is also important to note that the predictive curves are calculated with 3 and 5 terms, and the 

one that is more accurate (that with less variance) was selected to compare with the real 

measurements. In the factorial and axial runs, the regression with five terms was selected, but for 

central runs three terms for regression curves were used, in both cases to obtain the better 

approximation.  

Figure 1 shows that at high temperature (57 ºC), runs 2 and 4 have steeper slope than the runs with 

less temperature (40 ºC). This can be associated to a higher diffusivity. Comparing the thickness, the 

case with less thickness (3 mm), like in the runs 1 and 2, the curves have lower values than those with 

higher values of thickness (7 mm), in runs 3 and 4, which show an inverse effect of diffusivity. In 

summary, diffusivity grows with temperature and decreases with thickness.  

 

Fig.  1. Drying curve of factorial points comparing real data against predictive curves 

The axial points shown in Fig. 2 have a similar behaviour to the one described in the factorial 

points, but with the possibility of comparing one independent variable while the other is constant. In 

that way, it is possible to compare runs with wide temperature ranges, for example 60 ºC (run 6) 

against 40 ºC (run 5), where high temperature has a steeper slope than lower temperatures. Thickness 

was conserved at 5 mm, which means a higher diffusivity at high temperatures. The opposite 

behaviour was shown for the thickness, where the diffusivity is reduced. Run 8 with 8 mm of 

thickness had the lower slope, while the lower thickness in run 7 (2 mm), have a steeper slope, or the 

same temperature (50 ºC). 
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Fig. 2. Drying curve of axial points comparing real data against predictive curves 

Rodriguez, T (2017) had obtained equilibrium times similar to those obtained in this research: 

about 300 min against 270 min for this study. The diffusion coefficient cannot be compared as 

Rodriguez did not evaluate them. The lower time may be due to the use of dry air for the controlled 

humidity. 

Regarding central points, they show the control of equipment and probable variations in other runs. 

As they have the same conditions and variables, they should have similar answers. The expected 

behaviour is showed in Fig. 3, especially for the measured data, but it is also possible to define that the 

predictive curves are close enough to accept that the results are valid and central points have similar 

behaviour. 

 

Fig.  3. Drying curves of central points comparing real data against predictive curves 

Once these values are known and the drying process is monitored to determine drying curves, an 

ANOVA analysis can determine an equation (eq. 2) that describes their behaviour and can be 
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predictive for the effective diffusivity and the significant variables, where T are the Temperature and E 

the thickness. The model was evaluated to know if it is statistically significant and predictive (Table 

2). 

 
 

(2) 

 
Table 2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for effective diffusivity. 

 Sum of squares Degree of 

freedom 

Mean square Fcalc Ftab 

Regression 3,05E-15 3 1,02E-15 37,85 4,35 

Residual 1,88E-16 7 2,68E-17   

Lack of fit 8,53E-17 5 1,71E-17 0,33 19,30 

Pure error 1,02E-16 2 5,12E-17   

Total 3,23E-15 10    

 

  
Thus, contour plots for effective diffusivity were generated, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Contour plot to effective diffusivity. 

 

Figure 4 shows that the results are similar to those obtained in the analysis of the behaviour of 

drying curves, where the function is maximized for high temperatures and also grows with the 

decrease in thickness. 

Regarding water activity, in nature state it has a high average value of 0.942, while after the drying 

process values under 0.6 or close were obtained (Table 3). According to the literature, it is a good 

value for product conservation. The factorial points of the experimental design (at high temperatures) 

show the lowest values of water activity, while the thickness has an opposite tendency to the water 

activity and is less clear that the temperature.  

 

Table 3. Water Activity (aw) after drying process. 

Runs Temperature 

(ºC) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

aw 

0 (Naure) 0,94 

1 43 3 0,50 

2 57 3 0,41 

3 43 7 0,52 

4 57 7 0,46 

5 40 5 0,61 

6 60 5 0,51 

Temperature (°C) 
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7 50 2 0,52 

8 50 8 0,57 

9 50 5 0,59 

10 50 5 0,48 

11 50 5 0,45 

 

 

The colour was analysed using a technique based on image analysis, where photos were taken in a 

special illumination box with as good quality as possible and then analysed by RGB coordinates that 

change to a CIELAB coordinates for a better evaluation. There are two regions in the product to test: a 

clear and a darker region that was compared with the natural colour (Table 4).  

 

Table 4. Colour change after drying process. 

Runs Clear regions Dark Regions 

 ΔE ºHue L ΔE ºHue L 

1 7,72 109,70 56,28 9,04 268,49 7,25 

2 12,93 109,43 48,19 10,67 263,59 2,84 

3 15,02 100,94 53,26 8,92 302,81 7,14 

4 10,65 110,14 50,59 10,36 263,91 3,83 

5 12,81 105,43 60,66 11,10 289,72 6,43 

6 20,63 97,38 57,48 10,32 288,88 5,88 

7 19,25 111,81 41,67 10,49 194,91 3,09 

8 17,32 98,47 47,99 10,41 267,01 3,74 

9 12,23 109,48 63,33 9,54 232,55 5,38 

10 18,06 107,09 64,46 10,28 289,54 6,98 

10* 13,10 106,28 54,03 10,35 275,63 4,99 

11 16,76 101,48 52,08 10,10 280,59 5,06 

 

The clear regions change more than the dark regions, with results more scattered for the first ones. 

In consequence, the variable does not seem to have a relationship with the independent variables in 

clear regions because it shows great dispersion and in the dark region. Results are very similar, since 

both types of regions do not allow to find an equation to describe that behaviour (Figure 5). 
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Fig. 5. Colour distribution by runs in clear and dark regions 

 

The statistical analysis carried out showed no significant differences. This can be explained due to 

the bleaching process carried out, which made the results of the final appearance of the cubios 

independent of the runs. This means that the colour of the cubios after the drying process is not 

affected by temperature or thickness. 

Dark 

Clear 
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4. Conclusions 

A statistical correlation was found between the independent variables (temperature and thickness) with 

the effective diffusivity. However, water activity and colour change did not show a statistically 

significant relationship.  

Despite the results of water activity, the value obtained below 0.6 is positive for preservation of 

the product. Regarding appearance, the colour was catalogued under two types of regions: a dark one 

and a clear one, where the clear region responds in a much more variable way and the dark regions 

have a uniform behaviour. 
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Abstract  

In this paper the final weight of apple slices is investigated by using different types of solar air 

collectors. The changing of fins direction affected on the final weight of the product. In case of using 

the double-pass solar air collector the weight loss of material to be dried enhanced from 28% to 38% 
compared with single-pass solar collector after 5 hour period. Attaching horizontal fins to the double-

pass solar collector enhanced weight loss from 38% to 42% compared with flat plate solar collector. 

 

Keywords: final weight, measurement, modelling, solar collector. 

 
1. Introduction 

From many last the literature it has been observed that indirect solar dryers are the most commonly 

used devices for drying agricultural and food products, which need a high level of temperature and 

moisture content control. Solar drying system performance and especially indirect drying systems are 

depending on the performance of solar air collector. Several studies and literature have been published 
and discussed how to improve and enhance heat performance of this important part. Many parameters 

are playing a main factor to increase or improve the performance of these units such as the number of 

air passes and the shape of heat collection surface. 
Farkas et al. (1999) developed a modular solar dryer having energy saving feature. The effect of 

various drying parameters, especially air flow rate was studied along with the calculation efficiency. 

The dryer had three main parts: drying chamber, solar collector and chimney and PV module operated 
fan. Kurtbas and Turgut (2006) investigated the solar air collector thermal performance with fixed and 

free fins. The solar air collector provides many rectangular shape fins located in flow area to increases 

the heat transfer coefficient and output temperature of the air. The obtained results proved that the 

fixed fin solar collector is more effective than free fin solar collector. An experimental estimation of 
thermal efficiency of horizontal and vertical finned double-pass solar air collectors integrated with an 

indirect drying chamber has been carried out (Al-Neama and Farkas, 2018).   

Afriyie and Plange (2012) described the performance of a direct-mode solar crop dryer with a solar 
chimney for different inlet areas with a fixed outlet area. The performance and the cost of double duct 

air solar collector studied and analysed by Yousef and Adam (2012). They developed a model to 

estimate the effect of mass flow, channel depth and length of the collector on the thermal performance 
and cost ratio for two types of solar air heaters in double flow mode, flat plate collector with porous 

media and V-groove absorber plate. Sundari et al. (2013) have designed and developed a forced 

convection solar dryer having an evacuated tube solar collector to estimate its performance on the 

bitter gourd. The solar drying system mainly consists of a drying chamber, evacuated tube solar 
collector, an air blower, and a chimney. The results showed that the moisture removal is high initially 

and then gets reduced exponentially, which is because of the removal of moisture content from the 

surface first followed by the movement of moisture from the internal part of the product to its surface. 
Also, the moisture content of bitter gourd reduced from 91% to 6.25% in 6 h compared to natural 

direct sun drying. 
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In the present study, the final weight of apple slices is estimated by integrating several kinds of 

solar air collectors. The stratification of items weights through drying chamber are carried out in the 

laboratory of Szent Istvan University. 

 
2. Material and method 

The illustration of the constructed solar air collectors and drying chamber can be seen in Fig. 1. The 

system designed, manufactured and installed in the open laboratory area of Department of Physics and 

Process Control, Szent István University. The fixation of the solar dryer was mounted to the south and 

fixed on a simple iron frame. Insulated air ducts have connected the main components. Temperature, 
humidity, solar radiation, and airspeed were measured. Many sensors have been fixed in many points 

of the system to measure system variables, then logged them on the computer to analysis them for 

system performance investigation as shown in Fig. 2. K type thermocouples have been soldered, 
calibrated and connected with digital thermometer with accuracy >100 °C: ±1 °C. The global solar 

radiation is measured by a digital solar power meter with its sensor. It is placed on the same tilt angle 

of the collector at the same direction. The spectral response of solar meter from 400 to 1100 nm and 

measurement range varies from 1 W/m2 to 1300 W/m2. A MS6252A digital anemometer instrument 

was used to measure the air velocity then the air mass flow can be calculated by multiplying with 

the cross-section area and the air outlet density. The measuring range of the used anemometer is 

0.4-30 m/s and accuracy ±2% at the mentioned working range. 
The blowers are connected to the power supply which connected to the photovoltaic modules. The 

drying chamber exit is integrated with a simple short chimney with length of 100 cm. To measure the 
weight of dried product before and after drying process, a simple digital kilograms scale had been 

used. Measuring range of this scale varies from 10 g to 5000 g. It is working with 3 V battery. 

 

     
 

Fig. 1. Illustration of solar air collector and drying chamber 

 

The external dimensions of solar heater are 120×50×15 cm length, width and thickness 

respectively. The external box of solar collectors is made from wood sheets and bars with different 
thicknesses with dimensions. The second air channel of double pass solar collector was designed with 

many attached buffers which fixed on back surface of solar collector. For study purpose, five 

absorbing surfaces are made from copper plate sheet with 1.2 mm thickness and thermal conductivity 
385 W/m K. To enhance these surfaces (selective surface) a black matt paint used to coat copper 

absorbing surfaces. 
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The sizing of the collector components was designed according to the size of the drying chamber. 

The first is flat absorber (un-finned) with dimensions 46.2×121.8 cm length and width respectively. 

The second and third absorbing surfaces had made with the same dimensions of the first surface with 
horizontal and vertical 18 fins to increase its area of surface. The forth is made with 45o rectangular 

fins. Aluminium made helical fins are attached to the copper surface of the fifth absorbing surface. 

Fins function is expanding air stream length with the absorber surface to improve the useful heat 
transfer to the air. The space between every two lines of fins was 17 m. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Measurements schematic diagram  

 

At the back side of the collector, sheets of expanded polystyrene insulation with smooth edges 
fixed at the bottom base side of the wooden box. The heat transfer coefficient of the back insulation is 

0.036 W/m K. Back insulation thickness is 2 cm and dimensions are 120×50 cm length and width 

respectively. A transparent glass cover fixed on the top edges of the heater wood case and thermal 
insulation at the bottom base side of the wooden case. The transparent cover made from high quality 

hard thermal plastic glass with 4 mm and 0.16 W/m K thickness and heat transfer coefficient, 

respectively. 

The second essential part of drying system is drying chamber. In this study, polystyrene blocks 
with 5 cm thickness and thermal conductivity 73 W/m K had been used to build drying chamber. The 

drying chamber with five trays for the different products items is made from. The drying cabin 

dimensions are 50 cm×50 cm×100 cm length, width, and height, respectively. The five trays made 
from plastic nets and fixed with 10 cm distance between them. The dimensions of every tray are 38 cm 

× 40 cm length and width respectively.  

All air leakages from drying space closed totally as possible. The product sample which used 
through this study is apple. Apple selected as a sample because of its high initial moisture content and 

its high maximum allowable temperature. The initial moisture content and maximum allowable 

temperature for apple during drying process are 80% (wet basis) and 70 oC respectively as it was 

reported by Sharma et al. (2009). 
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3. Results and discussion  

The initial and final weights of product items in every tray of drying chamber by using different 

shapes of flat plate solar collectors are investigated. The total initial weight of product items is 2000, 
which has been divided into five parts (400 g for each). The collector arranged to drying chamber with 

dried items (apple slices) by inline air blower with 2.3 m/s air velocity. 

The weights of dried product (apple slices) in every tray of drying chamber after and before drying 
process by using a single-pass flat plate solar air collector are shown in Fig. 3. The experimental data 

of single-pass solar collector have been recorded from 10:00 to 15:00 of 2nd of October 2017. The tests 

are done under ambient conditions, as follow: temperature (20-30oC) and relative humidity (30-57%). 
After five hours, the final weights of apple slices are 209, 252, 283, 323 and 372 g from the first to the 

fifth tray respectively. 

Figure 4 shows the initial and final weights of dried product in every tray of drying chamber after 

and before drying process by using a flat plate double-pass solar air collector. The experimental results 
are collected under the same ambient conditions of single-pass solar collector tests.  The total initial 

weight of apple slices is 2000 g which has been divided into 400 g for every tray. After five hours of 

the drying process, the final weights of items are 173, 210, 258, 289 and 307 g from the first to the 
fifth tray respectively. The final weights are less than the recorded weights by using single-pass solar 

air collector. 

 

  
 

Fig. 3. The final weights of dried product stratification, and solar radiation with useful gained heat by 

using single-pass solar air collector. 
 

  
 
Fig. 4. The final weight of dried product stratification, and solar radiation with useful gained heat by 

using double-pass solar air collector 

 
The final recorded weights of product items by using horizontally finned plate double-pass solar air 

collector are shown in Fig. 5. The experimental data of horizontally finned plate double-pass solar air 

collector have been collected from 10:00 to 15:00 of 12 of October 2017. The tests are done under 

ambient conditions as follow: temperature (17-28 oC) and relative humidity (41-66%). The horizontal 
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attached fins increased the amount of evaporated water from the slices. The final weight less than the 

recorded by using flat plat double-pass solar collector. After five hours of the drying process, the final 

weights of items are 179, 211, 231, 258 and 282 g from the first to the fifth tray respectively.  
Fig. 6 shows the initial and final weights of apple slices in every tray of drying chamber after and 

before drying process by using a 450 finned plate double-pass solar air collector. The experimental 

data of horizontally finned plate double-pass solar air collector have been collected from 10:00 to 
15:00 of 9 of October 2017. The tests are done under ambient conditions as follow: temperature (16-

19 oC) and relative humidity (39-50 %). The total initial weight of apple slices is divided into 400 g for 

five trays. The final weight of dried items is 172, 206, 253, 282 and 297 g from the first to the fifth 
tray respectively. 

 

  
 

Fig. 5. The final weight of dried product stratification, and solar radiation with useful gained heat by 
using horizontally finned plate double-pass solar air collector 

 

  
 

Fig. 6. The final weight of dried product stratification, and solar radiation with useful gained heat by 

using 450 finned plate double-pass solar air collector 
 

Fig. 7 shows the initial and final weights of apple slices by integrating a vertical finned plate 

double-pass solar air collector. The experimental results of the vertical attached fins group are 
collected under the same ambient conditions of horizontally finned solar collector tests.  As shown, the 

changing of fins direction to the vertical form has an adverse effect on the amount of evaporated water 

from the product as well thermal efficiency of the solar collector. The final weight of apple slices are 
188, 231, 284, 322 and 348 g for trays respectively.  

The final weights of items are more than the recorded weights by using horizontal and 450 finned 

plate solar collectors. The attaching helical fins to absorbing surface of double-pass solar air collector 

has a very significant improvement of evaporated water increasing from product items. As shown in 
Fig, 8, the final weights of slices are 158, 177, 189, 206 and 223 g from the first to the fifth tray 

respectively. As noted, the amount of evaporated water during drying process much more than the lost 

water content by using flat plate solar air collector. The experimental data of helically-finned plate 
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double-pass solar air collector for five hours from 10:00 to 15:00 of 26 April 2018. The conditions 

of climate were very clear with some part small clouds. The wind was approximately quit low 

speed during test’s hours. The tests are done under ambient conditions as follow: temperature (20-

28 oC) and relative humidity (37-53%). 
 

  
 
Fig. 7. The final weight of dried product stratification, and solar radiation with useful gained heat by 

using vertically finned double-pass collector 

 

  
 

Fig. 8. The final weight of dried product stratification, and solar radiation with useful gained heat by 

using helically-finned plate double-pass solar air collector 

 
The distribution of total final weight of dried product by using different types of solar collectors is 

shown in Fig. 9. The experimental deviation of these measurements were about ± 3 to ±5% of the 

measured values. Apple selected as a sample because of its high initial moisture content and its high 
maximum allowable temperature. The total initial weight of the dried product is 2000 g which scaled 

by a laboratorian weight scale and average initial moisture content 80%. The average diameter of 

slices is 65 mm with 4 mm as an average thickness. The product is cut into approximately equal 

thicknesses slices and divided into five sets with 400 g. 
The best result was with using a helically-finned plate double-pass solar air collector with final 

weight 937 g (lost about 53% of its initial weight). The using of double-pass solar air collector 

enhanced water content missing from 28% to 38% compared with single-pass solar air collector. The 
attaching of horizontal fins to the double-pass solar collector enhanced the process from 38% to 42% 

compared with flat plate double-pass solar collector. The changing of fins direction affected on the 

final weight of the dried product. As shown, the vertical and 450 finned plate solar collectors were less 

efficient than horizontal finned solar collector as well the thermal efficiencies which mentioned in the 
previous sections. The final moisture contents for apple slices were approximately between 40 and 

50% for the different types of tested solar air collectors. 
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Fig. 9. The final total weight of dried product and the percentage of weight loss by using different 
solar air collectors 

 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, an experimental study has been carried out to investigate the stratification of final 

weights of dried product items (apple slices) with using various types of solar air collectors. In this 

study, the following can be concluded: 

1. The using of double-pass solar air collector enhanced water content missing from 28% to 38% 

compared with single-pass solar air collector. 

2. The changing of fins direction affected on the final weight of the dried product. As shown, the 

vertical and 450 finned plate solar collectors were less efficient than horizontal finned solar 
collector as well the thermal efficiencies which mentioned in the previous sections. 

3. The best result was with using a helically-finned plate double-pass solar air collector with final 

weight 937 g (lost about 53% of its initial weight). 

4. The final moisture contents for apple slices were approximately between 40 and 50% for the 

different types of tested solar air collectors. 
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Abstract  

Vegetables are processed into dried powders to prolong their shelf-life and to be applied as ingredient. 

However, the vegetable powders currently available in the market often have a poor flavour profile after 

drying. Therefore, this review aims to illustrate recent advances and challenges in the development of 

high-quality vegetable powders. Two main topics are discussed: the effects of process conditions in hot 

air drying on flavour retention and the role of encapsulation agents during spray drying of vegetable 

juice concentrates.   

 

Keywords: Vegetables; Encapsulation; Hot air drying; Spray drying, Flavour 

 
1. Introduction 

Drying of vegetables is common practice for preservation purposes and enhances more efficient 

transportation. However, physicochemical properties of vegetables are strongly altered upon drying. 

The physical quality is often decreased by phenomena such as shrinkage, crystallization, puffing, colour 

changes and reduced rehydration capacity (Karam et al., 2016). In addition, the nutritional quality and 

flavour (taste and aroma) are found to be significantly lower in dried vegetables compared to fresh 

(Nijhuis et al., 1998; Sablani, 2007). Flavour profile of vegetable powders is an important quality 

indicator when the powders are applied into food products. To compensate for the flavour losses during 

drying, flavouring agents are frequently added to food products. In general, consumers have a negative 

attitude towards the use of food additives based on the perception that food additives are unnatural and 

could even be harmful to human’s health (Eiser, Coulson and Eiser, 2002; Shim et al., 2011; Bearth, 

Cousin and Siegrist, 2014). Thus, there is an interest in the development of strategies to retain flavour 

compounds during vegetable drying to produce natural ingredients. This review aims to illustrate recent 

advances and challenges in the development of dried vegetable ingredients with preserved flavour 

profile. First, we will discuss the concepts of hot air and spray drying for drying whole vegetable pieces 

and vegetable concentrates, respectively. Subsequently, we will discuss the influences of drying 

temperature and sample thickness  on flavour retention during drying of vegetable pieces. Finally, 

flavour retention during spray drying of vegetable concentrates will be discussed.  

 

2. Drying methods  

The most common drying technologies for vegetable drying in industry are hot air drying and spray 

drying. While hot air drying is carried out for vegetable pieces, spray drying is used to dry concentrated 

vegetable juice, and both strategies can yield a vegetable powder (see Figure 1).   
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Figure 1 Different approaches for drying of vegetables. 

 

Hot air drying (HAD) is the most frequently used drying method in the food industry due to its simplicity 

and low cost. A vegetable powder can be produced by milling dried vegetable pieces. The HAD process 

can be either performed batch-wise in the form of a tray dryer or as a continuous process with a belt-

dryer for example. HAD usually involves high temperatures and long drying times, consequently the 

quality of the final products  is rather poor. The drying kinetics of vegetables during HAD has been 

widely studied to understand how product quality is degrading during drying. For most food products, 

the drying curve can be divided in two periods, first the constant rate period which is followed by a 

falling rate period. Once the internal resistance for moisture transfer becomes the limiting factor the 

falling rate period will start (Srikiatden and Roberts, 2007). The review of Onwude et al. (2016) 

described that most vegetables are dried with a short constant rate and an extended falling rate period. 

The falling rate period is usually responsible for two-third of the total drying time (Karam et al., 2016). 

During the falling rate period the moisture removal rate decreases and product temperature increases. 

The increase of temperature in this period has negative influences on product quality. Therefore, it is 

interesting to carry out a two-step process, i.e., the drying temperature can be lower in the second step,  

which may benefit the preservation of product quality. More specifically, during constant rate drying, 

the air temperature can be very high as the product temperature will settle at the wet bulb temperature, 

while at the falling rate the air temperature is decreased until an acceptable level that minimizes a large 

negative influence on product quality.  

 

On the other hand, spray drying is often applied for drying of vegetable juice concentrates on a larger 

industrial scale. During spray drying, the liquid is atomized into small droplets and introduced to a 

drying chamber where the droplets come  in contact with hot air. Similar to HAD, moisture evaporation 

during spray drying takes place at a constant rate followed by a falling rate (Verma and Vir Singh, 2015). 

For flavour encapsulation in vegetable powders, the falling rate period is of particular importance for 

the retention of volatiles in the droplets, due to the decrease in diffusion coefficients in this period. 

Thijssen (1971) found that the loss of volatile flavours is fully controlled by the migration rate of those 

compounds to the surface of the droplets and is independent of their relative volatility. Furthermore, the 

results showed that the diffusion coefficients of flavour components decrease much more steeply than 

the diffusion coefficient of water when the water concentration in the droplets decreases (i.e., the 

selective diffusion concept). As a result, quick drying of the droplets is a promising method to 

encapsulate aromas. In addition, Coumans, Kerkhof and Ruin (1994) stated that the selective diffusion 

concept is most effective at a surface water concentration below 15 wt% (the critical concentration), 

which is the concentration where the interface becomes impermeable to volatile compounds but still 

permeable to water. Hence, it is hypothesized that the selective diffusion concept may facilitate aroma 

retention up to 100% for quick drying, i.e. spray drying times much shorter than 1 s. 

 

In Table 1 a selection of studies on the drying of vegetables is reported. The table describes the applied 

drying method and the quality parameters (e.g. colour and nutritional components) evaluated in these 

studies. Different drying methods are compared in only few studies of which two studies made a 

comparison between tray drying and novel drying technologies in terms of physical quality and the 

retention of volatiles and ascorbic acid . Nine out of ten studies evaluated the chemical properties of the 

dried vegetables by measuring the presence of flavour compounds, nutritional components (i.e. ascorbic 

acid, anthocyanin) or volatile compounds.  
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Table 1 Selective studies on the drying of various vegetables  

Vegetable Drying method Quality parameters Reference 

Asian white radish Hot air drying Flavour  Coogan and Wills, 2002 

    

Asparagus Tray drying; freeze drying; 

spouted bed drying; 

microwave and spouted 

bed drying; refractance 

window drying 

Colour, nutritional 

components 

Nindo et al., 2003 

Bell pepper Hot air drying Colour, 

microstructure, 

nutritional components 

Vega-Gálvez et al., 

2008 

Black carrot Spray drying; freeze 

drying 

Colour, 

microstructure, 

nutritional components 

Murali et al., 2014 

Broccoli Hot air drying Microstructure, 

nutritional components 

Jin et al., 2011, 2014 

Onion Vacuum drying Colour, flavour Mitra, Shrivastava and 

Rao, 2015 

Purple sweet potato Spray drying Colour, nutritional 

components, 

microstructure 

Ahmed et al., 2010 

Shiitake mushrooms Hot air drying; vacuum 

drying; microwave drying; 

microwave vacuum drying 

Colour, free amino 

acids, volatile 

compounds, 

microstructure 

Tian et al., 2016 

Tomato Hot air drying Volatile compounds Narain et al., 2010 

    

Tomato Spray drying Density, particle size Goula and 

Adamopoulos, 2007 

 

3. Effects of drying conditions on flavour retention during drying of vegetable pieces 

Drying times are dependent on product size and drying conditions such as drying temperature  (Onwude 

et al., 2016). Drying at high temperatures can accelerate the drying process but have negative effects on 

the quality properties of the final product such as flavour retention.  

Different studies investigated the effects of drying methods and drying temperature on the flavour 

retention in vegetables. Coogan and Wills (2002) investigated the influence of drying temperature 

during hot air drying on the retention of volatile compounds in Asian white radish. They found that the 

amount of one primary volatile compound, 4-methylthio-3-trans-butenyl isothiocyanate (MTBITC), 

substantially decreased when a higher drying temperature was used: MTBITC loss was 46 ± 13 % w/w 

at 40 °C, while the loss increased to 90 ± 12 % w/w at 70 °C. Moreover, in the work of Mitra, Shrivastava 

and Rao (2015) the drying temperature and the sample thickness of onion slices were related to the loss 

of thiosulphinate during vacuum drying. The onion slices were dried until a constant weight was 

achieved. Consequently, the duration of drying was determined by the temperature (50, 60 and 70 °C) 

and the sample thickness (1, 3 or 5 mm). It was found that the onion slices of 5 mm thickness dried at 

50 °C retained most of the thiosulphinate, even though they experienced the longest drying time (385 

min) of all samples. In addition, it was found that the slice thickness had a greater impact on the flavour 

loss than the drying temperature. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that drying will not only result in loss of volatiles, but could also lead 

to the formation of other volatiles by different mechanisms. In the study of Tian et al. (2016) the effects 

of different drying methods on the volatile compounds of whole shiitake mushrooms were assessed. 

Among the drying methods, HAD and vacuum drying (VD) were evaluated. For the HAD, the 
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mushrooms were dried at an air temperature of 60°C and 70°C in an electric thermal heater (Tian et al., 

2012). The mushrooms in the vacuum dryer were dried in 90 kPa at 60°C for 15 h. Surprisingly, all 

dried shiitake mushrooms increased in total number and the total amount of volatile compounds 

compared to the fresh. In particular, the sulphur compounds increased significantly. The formation of 

sulphur compounds could be explained by induced thermal fragmentation of precursors which resulted 

in sulphur volatiles or via Maillard reactions, involving Strecker degradation, where amino acid 

degradation products are formed (Tressl, Holzer and Apetz, 1977; Nijhuis et al., 1998).  

Overall, it can be concluded that the choice of drying conditions influences the degree of flavour 

retention. Upon drying not only aromas will be lost, but also other aromas are generated during 

thermally-induced reactions.  

 
4. Flavour retention during drying of vegetable concentrates by encapsulation 

The addition of encapsulation agents to the food matrix can ease the spray drying process as well as 

promoting retention of aroma compounds (Madene et al., 2006). The role of these encapsulation agents 

on flavour retention has been extensively studied. Glass transition is important for the spray drying 

process and the stability of food products after drying. The glass transition temperature (Tg) is 

determined by the molecular weight of the proteins and carbohydrates and by the presence of water. 

Low molecular weight molecules generally have a lower glass transition temperature than high 

molecular weight molecules. For example, the anhydrous glass transition temperature of maltodextrin 

with a dextrose equivalent (DE) 5 is equal to 180°C, whereas a shorter chain maltodextrin like DE 10 

shows an anhydrous Tg of 138°C (Avaltroni, Bouquerand and Normand, 2004). Usually, a vegetable 

juice needs to be extracted first and then concentrated before drying. This is because the solid 

concentration of the juice is low and a concentration step is necessary to make spray drying economically 

feasible. However, the concentrated vegetable juices are often rich in small sugars which have low glass 

transition temperatures and will cause stickiness of the powder at the end of the spray drying operation. 

To prevent stickiness, an additive or so-called carrier matrix is required to increase the glass transition 

temperature of the drying materials. 

 

In addition, the usage of carriers during spray drying could enhance the retention of volatiles. Flavour 

compounds may be successfully retained when formulated with carbohydrates in the glassy state 

(Ubbink and Krüger, 2006). However, suitable conditions are required to retain the volatiles upon 

storage, which include a low water activity environment and a temperature below Tg. Once the structure 

of the glassy matrix collapses or crystallization of the carbohydrates occurs, aroma losses are observed 

(Bonazzi and Dumoulin, 2011). Both the glass transition, as well as the selective diffusion concept 

introduced earlier, are considered important mechanisms to control the release of aroma compounds 

during drying. Moreover, studies on other drying techniques than spray drying also confirmed that 

flavour encapsulation increased with the addition of starch-based carriers. For example, Narain et al. 

(2010) studied the air drying of tomato juice at 60 °C, and the main volatile compounds were better 

retained in the dried tomato powder when 5 % maltodextrin and 5 % tapioca flour were added as the 

carriers.  

 

To select a suitable carrier, different aspects need to be considered. First of all, the carrier needs to be 

an approved additive for food products. In terms of flavour retention, it is important to define whether 

the key odour compounds are hydrophilic or lipophilic to select the best applicable carrier. For example, 

hydrolysed starches, such as maltodextrin, are suitable carriers for the encapsulation of hydrophilic 

volatiles (Reineccius, 2004). Bangs and Reineccius (1982) found that the DE of maltodextrins was 

inversely related to the volatile retention and therefore high molecular weight maltodextrins as DE 10 

or 15 are preferred. On the other hand, for the retention of lipophilic volatiles, the emulsification ability 

of the carrier is important (Reineccius, 2004). Cyclodextrins, which are formed by enzymatic 

modification of partially hydrolysed starches, can be used as an encapsulating agent. The inner part of 

the cyclodextrin is lipophilic, thus the aroma molecules can attach via the molecular inclusion process 

which involves hydrophobic interactions (Zuidam and Heinrich, 2010). Although cyclodextrin presents 

excellent encapsulation properties, it is relatively expensive and not all derivatives possess data on the 
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toxicity (Wang, Yuan and Yue, 2015).  Other encapsulates for lipophilic volatiles retention are proteins, 

which provide good emulsification and film-forming properties since they rapidly adsorb on the oil-

water interface (Madene et al., 2006). 

 

After the selection of the suitable carrier, the required amount to be added to the vegetable juice should 

be defined. As a rule of thumb to prevent stickiness, the temperatures of the dried particles at the outlet 

of the spray dryer should not exceed more than 10-20°C above the glass transition temperature (Vega 

and Roos, 2006). Furthermore, highly volatile compounds are better retained at a higher initial solids 

concentration. However, there is an optimum in solids concentration since a too high solids content 

could result in non-dissolved material and an increased viscosity. Consequently, film formation of the 

droplets upon drying could be slowed down and aroma losses are promoted (Zuidam and Heinrich, 

2010).   

In summary, (partially) hydrolysed starches or proteins are frequently added to the food matrix to act as 

encapsulation agents and to increase the glass transition temperature of the product. The role of 

encapsulates in the field of spray drying is well-established, for other drying technologies results are 

promising. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The retention of flavour compounds after drying presents a challenge since these volatile compounds 

get easily lost upon heating. The selection of the hot air drying conditions has often large influence on 

the flavour profile of the final product. Furthermore, the addition of an encapsulation agent, such as 

maltodextrin, can improve flavour retention during spray drying of vegetable concentrates.  
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  EFFECT OF COLD DRYING ON CHEMICAL, MICROBIOLOGICAL AND SENSORY CHARACTERISTICS OF AROMATIC HERBS  Paola Dolci1, Francesco Giovine1, Lucia Zaquini2, Chiara Roggero1, Daniela Ghirardello1, Elena Mangia1, Elena Cerutti2, Giuseppe Zeppa1  1Department of Agricultural, Forest and Food Sciences, Università di Torino  Largo Paolo Braccini 2, 10095 Grugliasco, Italy 2Terre di Savoia, Piazza Carlo Alberto 6/A, 12035, Racconigi, Italy Email: giuseppe.zeppa@unito.it   Abstract  The aim of this research was to evaluate the impact of cold drying, compared to traditional drying, on the quality of four different aromatic herbs. Despite these preliminary data did not show important differences on chemical, microbial and sensory characteristics of the herbs submitted to the two treatments, cold drying deserves attention for the advantages on the energy balance of the process and the possibility of recovering vegetation water usable in food and cosmetic preparations.  Keywords: cold drying, traditional drying, aromatic herb, antiradical activity.  1. Introduction Aromatic herbs are usually marketed as dry. Dehydration is a powerful tool to obtain a quite stable product with an extended shelf-life and, thus, merchantability. However, drying process can lead to modification in the appearance, composition and quality of the raw material (Hamrouni-Sellami et al., 2013). In aromatic herb processing chain, cold drying represents an innovative technique that exploits the dehydrating action of cold and dry air, with possible advantages in terms of product quality, and with the opportunity of recovering vegetation water usable in food and cosmetic preparations (Orphanides et al., 2016). The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of cold drying, compared to traditional drying, on the quality of four different Italian aromatic herbs.  This experimentation is part of ESSICA project (Interreg V France-Italy, ALCOTRA 2014-2020), focused on process innovation in aromatic herb chain, in order to obtain high quality products and, thus, increase producer competitiveness. The partnership includes four members: TERRE di SAVOIA Association, DISAFA (Department of Agricultural, Forest and Food Sciences, University of Turin), FRANCEAGRIMER (Etablissement National des Produits de l’Agriculture et de la Mer), CRIEPPAM (Centre Régionalisé Interprofessionnel d’Expérimentation en Plantes à Parfum, Aromatiques et Médicinales).  2. Material and method Four different herbs (savory, mint, lemon balm and mallow) produced in Italy (Piedmont region) were collected between July and October 2018 and submitted to both traditional drying and cold drying. The cold drier was provided by Northwest Technology (Boves, Cuneo, Italy). Time and temperature parameters used for traditional drying processes varied according to each specific herb: savory was dried at 42 °C for 24 h, lemon balm at 39 °C for 24 h, mallow at 45 °C for 36 h and mint at 38 °C for 24 h. Regarding cold drying, the temperature was set at 30 °C for all the four herbs, and the treatment was of 48 h, with the exception of mallow samples that needed 72 h to reach humidity values lower than 10%.  
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The quality of the herbs, before (fresh herbs) and after cold and traditional drying treatments, was evaluated by microbiological, chemical, and sensory analysis. The following microbial groups were analysed: mesophilic aerobic count on Plate Count Agar (PCA), at 30 °C for 72 h, xerophile moulds and yeasts on Dichloran Glycerol Agar (DG18) at 25 °C for 96 h, Enterobacteriaceae on Violet Red Bile Glucose Agar  (VRBG) at 37 °C for 24 h, Bacillus cereus on Bacillus cereus Selective Agar (Pemba) at 30 °C for 24 h.   Total Phenolic Content (TPC) and Radical Scavenging Activity (RSA) were evaluated and compared in fresh and dried herbs according to the protocol of Barbosa-Pereira et al. (2018). TPC and RSA were measured by using 96-well microplates and a BioTek Synergy HT spectrophotometric multi-detection microplate reader (BioTek Instruments, Milan, Italy). Gallic acid standard solutions (100-500 µM) were used for calibration of total phenolics determination. Trolox (25-300 µM), a water-soluble analogue of vitamin E, was used as standard for antiradical activity determination. All determinations were performed in triplicate.  For each of the aromatic herbs under study, 0.5 g of sample were suspended in 20 mL of 1:1 water-ethanol mixture and homogenized until uniform consistency, using an Ultra-Turrax homogenizer (T25, Ika Works Inc., USA). The homogenates were centrifuged, filtered and stored at −20 °C until analysis. TPC was quantified adapting the Folin–Ciocalteu method (Singleton and Rossi, 1965). Twenty microliter of sample extract were pipetted to the corresponding well of the plate with 100 µL of Folin-Ciocalteu aqueous reagent (diluted tenfold) and 75 µL of a 7.5% sodium carbonate solution. The plate was incubated for 2 h at 25 °C in the dark, after that the absorbance was read at 740 nm against a blank. The concentration of the total phenolic compounds was expressed as mg of gallic acid equivalents (GAE)/g of dry weight. RSA of the herb extracts against the stable DPPH radical was assessed according to the method of von Gadov et al. (1996). To each of the 96 wells, 20 µL of extract solution were added to 180 μL of a DPPH solution (120 µM in ethanolic solution 80%). The plate was vigorously shaken and left to stand in the dark for 30 min at 25 °C. The decrease in DPPH absorbance was measured at 517 nm, and the inhibition percentage (IP) of radical DPPH was calculated according to the following equation:  IP (%) = [(A0 − A30)/A0] × 100  where A0 is the absorbance at initial time and A30 is the absorbance at 30 min. The radical scavenging activity values (RSA) of each sample were expressed as μmol TE/g of dry weight. The sensory evaluation of the samples was performed with a duo-trio difference test (ISO 10399, 2017), by a group of twenty trained panelists. The test had the objective of verifying the differences between traditional and cold drying procedures. The panelists received a reference sample (identified as T) and two unknown samples (coded with 3 random numbers) where one was the same as the reference sample. The three samples were arranged side by side in white plastic cup.  The number of correct responses was compared to the critical number of correct responses in a ‘duo-trio’ difference test for significance with an α = 0.05. One-way variance analysis with Duncan test were performed on microbiological and chemical data by using Statistica ver. 13.3 (Tibco Software Inc., USA).  3. Results and discussion  TPC and RSA decreased in both traditional and cold dried herbs compared to fresh samples (Table 1), as expected. Not significant differences were detected between herbs submitted to cold and traditional drying, with the exception of savory samples; in this case, the traditional drying technique seemed more preservative and differences between fresh and dried samples were limited.  Despite drying has not to be considered a sanitization technique, an evaluation of the microbial quality of the herbs was carried out. In general, microbial counts were comparable in fresh herbs and dried samples (Table 2). Not significant differences were detected in most of the samples, in particular between fresh herbs and cold dried samples. On the contrary, in few samples, the temperature used in traditional drying seemed to encourage microbial growth. For example, Enterobacteriaceae, in 
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mallow, were about 10 cfu/g lower in fresh and cold dried samples compared to traditionally dried herbs. Similarly, Enterobacteriaceae and xerophile moulds, in savory, and mesophilic aerobic population, in mallow, increased of about 102 cfu/g in traditional dried samples compared to the fresh and cold dried herbs.   Table 1. Total Phenolic Content (TPC) and Radical Scavenging Activity (RSA) in fresh and dried aromatic herbs. TPC1 RSA2 Aromatic herb Mean   SD Mean   SD MallowF 30,07b ± 6,29 249,61b ± 20,07 MallowTD 11,46a ± 1,11 53,38a ± 6,25 MallowCD 12,92a ± 0,93 62,52a ± 3,71 significance *** *** Lemon balmF 144,17b ± 9,96 804,24b ± 75,58 Lemon balmTD 111,60a ± 5,34 629,23a ± 24,75 Lemon balmCD 99,72a ± 10,11 568,29a ± 47,56 significance *** *** MintF 154,02b ± 17,22 1014,93b ± 49,32 MintTD 65,43a ± 1,45 373,21a ± 8,24 MintCD 73,47a ± 3,31 424,05a ± 22,31 significance *** *** SavoryF 71,85b ± 3,62 316,19b ± 22,61 SavoryTD 67,19b ± 2,30 322,76b ± 10,36 Savory CD 54,78a ± 4,96 258,00a ± 19,64 significance *** *** 1Gallic Acid Equivalents mg/g dry weight – 2Trolox µM/g dry weight  F-fresh samples; TD-traditionally dried samples; CD-cold dried samples Means followed by different letters are significantly different at p<0.05 – Significance: *** p<0.001 Data are expressed as mean value  standard deviation (SD) of three analysis  Table 2. Microbial population counts (Log10 cfu/g herb) in fresh and dried aromatic herbs   1PCA 1DG18 moulds 1DG18 yeasts 1VRBG 1PEMBA   Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD MallowF 7,70 ± 0,34 5,07ab ± 0,31 6,16a ± 0,33 5,40a ± 0,38 <100 MallowTD 9,29 ± 0,23 4,52a ± 0,22 4,67b ± 0,23 6,71b ± 0,32 <100 MallowCD 7,78 ± 0,17 5,53b ± 0,12 6,24a ± 0,14 5,67a ± 0,25 <100 significance ns * * *   Lemon balmF 7,63a ± 0,12 6,00 ± 0,09 5,61a ± 0,11 7,12a ± 0,09 <100 Lemon balmTD 7,49a ± 0,16 5,57 ± 0,16 6,03b ± 0,07 6,11b ± 0,31 2,42 ± 0,03 Lemon balmCD 6,94b ± 0,05 5,85 ± 0,23 5,04c ± 0,01 6,65c ± 0,45 2,34 ± 0,18 significance ** ns * *** ns MintF 7,15 ± 0,23 5,71a ± 0,19 6,30a ± 0,09 5,32a ± 0,17 3,16a ± 0,31 MintTD 7,31 ± 0,41 6,05b ± 0,24 5,57b ± 0,45 4,43b ± 0,06 2,87ab ± 0,28 MintCD 7,31 ± 0,31 5,90ab ± 0,23 5,58b ± 0,34 5,52a ± 0,45 2,69b ± 0,21 significance ns * * ** * SavoryF 6,50 ± 0,38 4,45 ± 1,44 6,15 ± 0,67 3,68 ± 0,33 1,20a ± 0,25 SavoryTD 7,21 ± 0,65 6,34 ± 0,13 4,36 ± 1,54 5,20 ± 0,98 2,24b ± 0,16 Savor CD 5,93 ± 1,44 4,70 ± 0,01 4,33 ± 0,38 3,36 ± 1,5 2,05b ± 0,36 significance ns ns ns ns * 1Selective cultural media as reported in Materials and Methods paragraph. F-fresh samples; TD-traditionally dried samples; CD-cold dried samples Means followed by different letters are significantly different at p<0.05 – Significance: *** p<0.001 **p<0.01 *p<0.05 ns-not significant Data are expressed as mean value  standard deviation (SD) of three analysis  
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Regarding to sensory analysis, cold drying did not affect the overall quality of savory, mallow, lemon balm, either negatively or positively, compared to traditional drying. On the contrary, duo-trio test highlighted significant differences between mint samples submitted to the two drying treatments.   4. Conclusions On the basis of the data obtained, cold drying did not lead to a strong change and/or improvement of the overall quality of the herbs analysed, compared to the herbs traditionally dried. Nevertheless, this technique deserves attention for the possibility of recovering of vegetation water containing a fair amount of aromas. In addition, further evaluations will be made on the possible preservation of essential oils with cold drying. These results will be further enriched with new analysis planned in summer-autumn 2019.  References Barbosa-Pereira L., Guglielmetti A. and Zeppa G., 2018, Pulsed electric field assisted extraction of bioactive compounds from cocoa bean shell and coffee silverskin, Food Bioprocess Tech, 11(4), 818-835. International Organisation for Standardisation. ISO 10399, 2017, Sensory analysis – Methodology – Duo-Trio Test. Orphanides A., Goulas V. and Gekas V., 2016, Drying technologies: vehicle to high-quality herbs, Food Eng Rev, 8, 164-180. Singleton V. L., and Rossi J. A., 1965, Colorimetry of total phenolics with phosphomolybdic-phosphotungstic acid reagents, Am J of Enol Viticul, 16, 144–158. von Gadow A., Joubert E. and Hansmann C. F., 1997. Comparison of the antioxidant activity of aspalathin with that of other plant phenols of rooibos tea (Aspalathus linearis), a-tocopherol, BHT, and BHA, J Agric Food Chem, 45(3), 632–638.  
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Abstract  

There are known that the functionalities of powdered natural ingredients from food products are 

strongly dependent on the chemical composition. The pre-treatment and type of drying can cause 

changes in amounts of nutritional compounds (vitamins, carotenoids, polyphenols) of fruits and 

vegetables. Therefore, this study investigates the effects of different drying treatments (hot air at 40 

and 70 °C) on the carotenoid content of powders obtained from  juice and blanched fresh organic 

tomatoes. 

 

Keywords: organic tomatoes, drying, powder, carotenoids  

 

1. Introduction 

Currently, there is a growing interest and industry demands for the development of new natural 

products to be used as functional foods. Powder products from fruits and vegetables were the mostly 

used functional ingredient in the formulation of food products because of easily preservation, 

transport, store, and process (Cuq et al. 2011). Drying is one of the most important stages for the 

production of powders.  

On the other hand, the utilisation of organic products as edible sources for natural ingredients has been 

a great preoccupation in recent years due their enhanced nutritional/environmental values. Organic 

tomatoes are known as a natural source rich in carotenoids. The aim of the present work is to 

investigate the effects of different drying treatments (hot air at 40 and 70 °C) on the carotenoid content 

of powders obtained from organic tomatoes.  

 

2. Material and method 

Two types of organic tomato (var. Tigrella) powders were used in this work. One powder was 

obtained from juice prepared by crushing of fresh organic tomatoes for 50 s at 9000 rpm in a knife 

mill followed by hot-air drying at 70 °C. The second powder was made from organic tomato slices 

submitted to hot-water blanching pre-treatment at 95 °C for 1.5 min and next hot-air dried at 40 and 70 

°C in a dehydrator.  

Carotenoids were extracted with petroleum ether (1:30 (w/v)) using five successive extractions and 

performed by spectrophotometric methods. The total carotenoid content of the extract solutions was 

quantified as described by (Rodriguez-Amaya and Kimura, 2004), whereas the total lycopene content 

was determined as given by (Pelissari et al. 2016) and expressed as expressed as milligram per 100 

gram of dry weight (mg/100 g DW).  

  

3. Results and discussion  

In blanched tomato powders, the total carotenoid content appear in low concentrations that in juice 

powder. By contrast, the total lycopene content are present in extremely higher amounts in blanched 
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tomato powders and this could result from the oxidative degradation of lycopene in unblanched 

tomatoes. Moreover, it can be attributed to the fact that coupled blanching and drying releases 

carotenoids from lipid membranes and complexes, resulting in better extraction (Raponi et al. 2017). 

Regarding the drying temperatures, for blanched tomatoes dried at 70 °C resulted in an increase of 

both total carotenoid content and total lycopene content compared to their counterparts at 40 °C. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Variation of carotenoid and lycopene contents in organic tomato (var. Tigrella) powders 

      

4. Conclusions 

This study reports that there are variations in carotenoid contents which depend on both drying method 

and the form of raw material to be processed.  
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Abstract  

Hop processors often store fresh hops in silos prior to drying. While it is common knowledge that the 

duration of storage impacts on quality, little knowledge exists regarding its actual effects on valuable 

components. To investigate these effects, freshly harvested hop cones were stored for 5 and 24 hr 

respectively and dried for 210 min at 65°C thereafter. The results obtained from gas chromatography 

(GC) investigations show an increase in linalool, ß-carophyllen, humulen and geraniol content and 

decrease in myrcene content dependent on the period of storage. 

 
Keywords: hops drying, gas chromatography, storage, moisture content, volatile components 
 
1. Introduction 

Hop (Humulus lupulus L.) is an essential raw material for the brewing industry as it provides 
durability, bitterness and aroma to the beer (Wesseloh & Wesseloh, 2015). Traditionally, α-acids were 
regarded as the most valuable components. However, with the increase in craft beer production, the 
core of interest has shifted towards essential oil components of hops. With harvest periods lasting for a 
maximum of 8 weeks per year (2 weeks per variety), post-harvest processing technologies are of great 
importance for quality assurance. During harvest, these systems usually run 24/7 without any 
significant down times. Hence, an uninterrupted supply of fresh hop cones into the dryer (batch mode) 
is essential. Thus, hop cones are harvested and de-vined and stored continuously. 
 The process of hop drying is as old as hop cultivation itself. Over the years, the traditional hop 
drying method (single stage dryer) has been taken over by new improved multi – stage kiln driers 
which are now being most commonly used by hop farmers. These driers consist of 3 superimposed 
perforated trays whose louvre-like floors can be opened to allow the drying material to fall into the 
next section. Fresh hops are filled in the top most tray and as the drying progresses the hops are shifted 
to the lower trays. Each tray is equipped with temperature and humidity sensors to allow farmers to 
determine the moisture content of hops, which in turn aids in maintaining the quality of dried hops. 
Drying of hops is a complex process mainly due to the structure of the hop cone. The hop cone 
consists of string as its main axis and a bract which are sheets of fine petals covering the main axis.  
The bract also consists of lupulin glands which contain the essential oils. Even though the bract of the 
hop cone encompasses most of the hop structure, the string has the highest water content. During the 
drying process, the string does not come in contact with the hot air due to the bract which leads to the 
outer core of the hop cone drying faster than the inner core (Sturm et al., 2016). Thus, leaving 5 – 6% 
of moisture content on the bract and 30 – 40 % in the string. In order to overcome this issue, after 
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completion of drying hops are placed in conditioning chamber so as establish a constant moisture 
equilibrium (Münsterer, 2006) 
  A recent investigation in application of intelligent drying was implemented by Crichton et al. 2016 
which encompassed the use of hyperspectral and RGB imaging to measure both moisture content and 
chromaticity throughout the drying process. The results obtained from investigation show the 
possibility for novel real time monitoring of the hops during the drying process. Thus, improving the 
overall quality of hops and efficiency of the driers. However, prior to the drying process, freshly 
harvested hop cones are collected in silos until a large enough bulk is harvested to fill the uppermost 
tray of the multi – stage kiln drier. It is believed that storing of the fresh harvest before drying could 
potentially alter the essential oil components within the hops. Therefore, this study aims to identify the 
effect of storage periods on both the moisture content and essential hop oil components.  
 
2. Material and method 

Experimental investigations were performed at the Hop Research Centre, Hüll, Wolnzach, Germany. 
Aroma hop of the Mandarina Bavaria variety were freshly harvested and mechanically picked at the 
research centre and were further dried in a laboratory scale drier at 65 °C and constant velocity for a 
period of 210 min. The laboratory scale drier consists of a stainless-steel container with a perforated 
bottom which allows for constant airflow through the bulk of hops. The container is placed on the 
drier, and set at the desired air temperature. For storage tests, 2 kg of hops were filled in plastic sacks 
and placed in a temperature-controlled room of 25°C for 5 hr and 24 hr respectively. After completion 
of storage periods, stored samples were also dried in the laboratory scale drier.  

Samples for the moisture content analysis were collected after 0, 20, 40, 60, 90, 150- and 210-min. 
Additional samples were also collected at 0 min and 210 min for distillation of essential oils which 
were further analysed in GC Unit. GC analysis was performed using a Dani GC with FID (DANI 
Instruments SpA). Essential oils were distilled using a steam distillation apparatus which consisted of 
a round flask (500 ml), a heating basket with temperature regulator and a stand as presented in the 
figure below. 

 
Fig. 1. Steam distillation apparatus for hop oil extraction  

 
The quantity of hops distilled were calculated with an assumption of 80 % initial moisture content; 
thus resulting in a 400 g of Dry Substance (DS) per 2 kg of initial hop weight. The amount of hops 
thus required for distillation was determined using the following set of formulas: 
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                                                            (1) 
 

 
where m is the weight of hops measured after drying. Hence, the dry substance in measured sample 
equates to  
 

                                                                                                      (2) 
 
Based on the technical expertise at the Hop Research Centre, the dry substance at the end of drying 
was accounted as 18g. Thus, quantity of sample required was  
 

                                                       (3) 
 
One complete distillation process takes 2 hours during which in the first stage the water evaporates 
and condenses followed by essential oils that float on the condensed water due to the difference in 
their densities. With the aid of a separator, the oil was extracted from the water into a small conical 
flask and stored with tridecane and n-hexane. To bind existing water in the extracted oil, anhydrous 
sodium sulfate was added to the solution.  

For the purpose of GC, the stored sampled were filled into small vials and then placed in the GC 
unit for analysis. The injector temperature and detector temperature were set to 200°C with helium as 
the carrier gas. The gas flow was divided in a ratio of 1:25 (split). 5 major components of hop oil 
namely Myrcene, Linalool, ß-Caryophyllen, Humulen and Geraniol were analysed in the GC. The GC 
unit was also calibrated using the internal standard. The calibration curve thus obtained is provided in 
Figure 2 
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Fig. 2. Calibration curve from gas chromatography 

 
Mathematical modelling: 

The Page model (Doymaz, 2004) was used to fit the drying curves for the experimental moisture 
content of hops. The Page model is represented by the equation below:  
 

                                                                                                            (4) 
 

Where K, t and n are the drying constant, drying time in min and the drying exponent respectively  
The moisture ratio MR for hops was calculated using the following equation:  
 

                                                                                                                (5) 
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Where M is the moisture content at any given time, M0 is the initial moisture content and Me is the 
equilibrium moisture content. As Me is relatively small compared to M and M0 (Doymaz, 2004), the 
moisture ratio was simplified to the following equation  
 

                                                                                                                           (6) 
 
Non – linear regression analysis for changes in moisture content was performed using GraphPad Prism 
8.0 software (GraphPad Software, 2018). Regression Coefficient (R2), Root mean square error 
(RMSE), and lack of fit were used to evaluate the appropriateness of the model. In addition, the basic 
requirements for the application of nonlinear regression in the form of residual analysis were also 
examined.  
Akaike Information Criterion is a model selection criterion that estimates the most likely model for the 
selected data. These values are not always negative, however regression analysis can potentially lead 
to negative values of AICc, as in the case of the selected hop data (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). 
Therefore, a model is estimated fit for the data if the values for R2

 are high, RMSE & AICc are low. 
 
3. Results and discussion  

Table 1 below provides details for the modelled fresh and stored hops. For both scenarios R2, RMSE, 
and AICc were used to estimate the goodness of fit. As observed in the table, high R2 values and low 
RMSE values were obtained in both cases. Values for the ranged between -124.7 and – 130.3 
respectively. The lower the AICc values, the better the conformity of the model. Thus, based on the 
resulted obtained for the criteria it is can be assumed the Page Model is a representative model for 
hops drying.  
 

Table 1. Details of the analysed Page model for both fresh and stored hops  
Hops dried at 65°C  

Type   R2 RMSE AICc 
Fresh 0.978 0.044 -124.7 
Stored  0.984 0.039 -130.3 

 

The fit for the predicted and measured values for moisture content analysis is presented in Figure 2  
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Measured & predicted MR values for fresh & stored hops using non-linear regression analysis 

 
Drying process has a significant influence on the hop oil content with losses measured up to 30 – 40 % 
This is mainly associated to the loss of volatile components present within the oil. From the 
experimental investigation performed a similar trend can be observed in Table 2 for 0 min and 210 
min for both fresh and 5 hr stored hops. However, an increase in the amounts is observed for 24 hr 
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stored samples especially for linalool, ß-carophyllen, humulen and geraniol which can be associated to 
oxidation of myrcene.  

Mycrene is a key component of hop aroma (Steinhaus & Schieberle, 2000) and encompasses about 
17-37% of the total hop oil (Krottenthaler, 2007). The oxidation of myrcene leads to cyclic reactions 
in order to form various products and terpenoids which include linalool and geraniol (Rettberg et al., 
2018). Increase in oxidation leads to significant loss of myrcene (Dieckmann & Palamand, 1974) 
which influence on the biogenesis of myrcene during storage. Additionally, harvest time have also 
been reported to have an influence on the total mycrene content with late harvest periods such as those 
for Mandarina Bavaria variety have significantly high myrcene content compared to early harvest 
variety. Mycrene is also heat unstable, which explains the loss of oil content for both 5 hr stored and 
24 hr stored. Linalool, ß-carophyllen, humulen and geraniol also undergo various chemical 
changes/degradation during storage which led to increase in the values as observed in Table 2.  

Furthermore, a noticeable foul odour was observed for the 24 hr stored samples which can be 
linked to the increase in the dimethyl disulphide component within the hops. Dried hops that have 
been stored for a long time are known to contain high levels of 2-methylpropionic acid, 2-
methylbutyric acid and 3-methylbutyric acid (Kaltner, 2000). It is likely that similar development 
occurred in the storage of fresh hops. Increased amounts of dimethyl disulphide contents were also 
observed at late harvest dates (Kammhuber, 2018).  Since the hops used in the experiment were 
harvested at a later stage (end of September), it is possible that it also had an influence on the 
increased content of dimethyl disulphide, which became noticeable during 24 hr storage. 
 

Table 2. Amount of oil component identified through GC analysis (mg/100 g Hops) 

Type Drying Time 

[min] 

Myrcene Linalool ß-Caryophyllen Humulen Geraniol 

Fresh 0 1040.89 4.94 36.44 103.54 10.20 
 210 643.61 4.53 31.01 90.94 7.73 
5 hr 
stored 

0 859.93 6.36 50.60 130.79 11.03 
210 845.99 6.47 40.51 117.77 10.28 

24 hr 
stored 

0 751.51 8.03 72.25 180.77 16.10 
210 449.25 8.71 93.23 209.90 22.42 

 

4. Conclusions 

The results obtained from the investigations show that an increased storage period has a significant 
effect on the oil content both prior to and after drying especially in the case of 24 hr stored hops. 
Increase in the amount of oil across prolonged storage period and the associated foul odour indicate 
the degradation of hops. Chemical analysis that could indicate an increase in the dimethyl disulphide 
content were not analysed and can potentially be conducted in future investigations. The loss of 
myrcene over prolonged storage period also signifies the loss of the hoppy aroma required for beer 
brewing. Thus, based on the results obtained it is recommended to maintain storage period to a 
minimum. Regression analysis that were performed for moisture content data indicate a goodness of 
fit with Page model. The analysis showed no significant difference for the moisture content between 
the fresh and stored hops.  
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Abstract  

The aim of the work was to assess the effect of different drying conditions and storage time on raw 

unshelled Tonda Gentile Romana hazelnuts (harvest 2017). Drying was conducted with a laboratory 

desiccator at 20, 30, and 40 °C, applying two air circulation velocity until the moisture content of 

samples was lower than 6%. The oxidation state of the lipid fraction and volatile profile of hazelnuts 

were studied during 15 months of storage. In addition, sensory analysis was performed among 

samples.  

Keywords: Hazelnut, Drying, Shelf-life, Oxidation, Sensory analysis. 

1. Introduction 

Hazelnut (Corylus avellana L.) is worldwide one of the most important nut crops and it accounts for a 

cultivated area of approximately 672,000 ha and a yearly production of about 1 million of tons of in-

shell nuts. Over 67% of the hazelnut world production is supplied by Turkey, while Italy is the second 

hazelnut producer (13%) (FAOSTAT, 2017). The largest part of the production is stored and used for 

several food preparations or products and only about 10% is directly consumed. Quality of the final 

products is strongly dependent on the pre-processing treatments and the storage conditions of the seeds 

(Fontana et al., 2014). One of the most important factors affecting hazelnut quality is moisture 

content, since seeds are perishable in their fresh state and may deteriorate within few days after 

harvest as a high-water activity promotes the development of moulds, colour changes and rancidity 

(Ghirardello et al., 2013; Ozay et al., 2016). In fact, the kernel lipid content is very high, up to 60% 

wt, with a considerable amount of unsaturated fatty acids (Amaral et al., 2006), which makes the 

hazelnut easily perishable to rancidity. For these reasons, to extend the storage life as long as possible 

preserving the original quality, nuts must be dried immediately after harvest to reach a moisture 

content below 6% wt (USDA, 2016) and a water activity lower than 0.70 at 25°C (FDA, 2018).  

Sun drying is a cheap method used by small producers, but it is not suitable for large productions 

(Lopez et al., 1998). For this reason, drying is carried out using forced air circulation driers with a 

slow stream of warm air (40–45 °C). Even though several studies dealing with drying kinetics and 

moisture transfer parameters are reported in literature, the complex structure and chemical 

composition of hazelnuts (Lopez et al., 1997, 1998) have not yet allowed to obtain a complete set of 

reliable information on the process. In this work, the effect of three temperatures and two air fluxes on 

chemical and sensory characteristics of raw Tonda Gentile Romana hazelnuts during 15 months of 

storage was studied. A novelty aspect of this research work, with respect to the previous ones, is the 
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evaluation of the synergic effects of the most important parameters for drying process as temperature, 

air flux and storage time on chemical and sensory quality of hazelnut. 

2. Material and Methods 

Unshelled raw hazelnuts of Tonda Gentile Romana (TGR) variety (harvest 2017) were furnished by 

Soremartec Srl (Alba, CN, Italy) and dried with a pilot plant at 20, 30 and 40 °C applying two fluxes 

of air (7.513 m3/min and 13.15 m3/min) until the moisture content was about 6%. After the drying 

process, hazelnuts were deshelled and stored for 15 months at 20 °C in sealed aluminium bags. 

Analyses were performed at 0, 6, 12 and 15 months. Two production batches were done for each 

condition. 

Hazelnuts were milled with a laboratory mill and the obtained powders (size between 250 and 500 

m) used for the evaluation of moisture (%) with a thermobalance Eurotherm (Gibertini, Milano, 

Italy), water activity (aw) with an Aqualab Pre (METTLER Group, USA) and volatile components 

with a gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer working in SPME extraction mode. An oxidation test 

was performed with an Oxitest (Velp Scientific, Usmate Velate, MB, Italy) while the volatile profile 

was defined with an electronic E-nose Pen 3 (Airsens Analytics, Schwerin, Germany). Hazelnut oil 

was extracted with a cold-press system. Peroxide value (mEq O2/kg) and total acidity (% of oleic acid) 

of oils were determined with a FoodLab system (CDR srl, Firenze, Italy). External and internal colour 

of kernels was evaluated with a CM-5 spectrophotometer (Konica Minolta, Milano, Italy) and reported 

as CIELab values. A descriptive sensory analysis was performed with a group of 20 trained panellists 

(8 male, twelve females, 25–35 years old). Sixteen descriptors were used and quantified with a five-

point scale (1-very low; 5-very intense).  

Factorial analysis of variance with Duncan test (p<0.05) and a Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) was performed with Statistica ver.13 software (StatSoft Inc, USA). A Kruskall-Wallis test was 

applied for sensory attributes. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The factorial analysis carried out using the three process parameters (drying temperature, air flux and 

storage time) highlights that air flux has a significant effect for all the chemical parameters examined 

while storage time and drying temperature have significant effects only for compositional variables 

(Table 1). Interactions are mainly influenced by storage time and air flux showing significant 

differences for all the compositional variables. 

 

Table 1. Results of factorial analysis performed for each chemical parameter evaluated on dried 

hazelnuts during the storage time. 

Parameter M (month) C (°C) F (m3/min) M*C M*F C*F M*C*F 

Humidity *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Aw *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Peroxide value *** *** ** *** *** *** *** 

Oil acidity  *** ns *** *** *** *** *** 

Induction Period *** *** ns *** * * ns 

L* (E) *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

a* (E) *** ns * * * ns ns 

b* (E)  ns *** *** *** *** * *** 

L* (I) * ns *** ns ns * ** 

a* (I) ns ns * ns ns ns * 

b* (I) ns ns * ns ns ns ns 

M-storage time; C-drying temperature; F-air flux; E-external kernel; I-internal kernel; 

 ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05; ns-not significant 

 

The moisture has decreased in all samples above all during the first six months of shelf-life and a 

similar trend was showed by aw. Generally, lower values were observed in samples dried at low air 

fluxes (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Humidity values (%) of hazelnuts during storage for each drying treatment. 

 

Moreover, the acidity showed a significant increase (p≤0.001) during the storage with differences only 

due to air flux (Figure 2), while the peroxides reached the maximum value at 12 months then a 

decrease has been highlighted due to the secondary oxidation (Figure 3). 

The lower values for peroxides were generally obtained for the hazelnuts dried with the maximum flux 

of air. 
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Fig. 2. Values of acidity (% oleic acid) of hazelnuts during storage for each drying treatment. 
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Fig. 3. Values of peroxide (mEq O2/kg) of hazelnuts during storage for each drying treatment.  

 

 

Induction periods of oxidation, evaluated with the Oxitest, were influenced by all the processing 

parameters applied but were significantly higher (p≤0.01) when a medium temperature (30 °C) was 

used for drying (Figure 4).  
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Fig. 4. Values of Induction Period (min) of hazelnuts during storage for each drying treatment.  

 

 

While colour of the internal kernel was not strongly influenced by storage times and drying methods 

(as shown in Table 1), the colour of the external kernel changed during the storage time. In particular 

for all the drying methods, there was an increment of L* and a* and a decrement for b* values during 

the storage then a darkening colour with more red tone. 

More than fifty volatile metabolite compounds were identified with SPME-GC/MS during the storage. 

They were assorted into seven groups according to their structure (alcohols, terpenes, ketones, 

aldehydes, acids, esters and miscellaneous). Generally, factorial analysis carried out for these groups 

showed that the drying temperature has no significant effects, while storage time has significant 

effects for all the compounds examined (Table 2). Finally, the effect of air flux was significant for all 
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groups, except for acids and miscellaneous. Interactions were generally significant but for terpenes 

only interaction between storage time and drying temperature highlighted a significant value.  

 

Table 2. Results of factorial analysis performed for the sums of volatile compounds determined on 

dried hazelnuts during the storage time. 

 M (month) C (°C) F (m3/min) M*C M*F C*F M*C*F 

Alcohols *** * *** * *** *** *** 

Terpenes *** ns *** ns ** ns ns 

Ketones *** ns * * *** *** *** 

Aldehydes *** ns * * ** *** *** 

Acids *** ns ns *** *** *** *** 

Esters *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Miscellaneous *** ns ns ns ns ns ns 
M-storage time; C-drying temperature; F-air flux;  

***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05; ns-not significant 

 

Among the volatile compounds, the linear C6 aldehyde, hexanal and the linear C6 1-hexanol play an 

important role. These compounds are known as markers of lipid oxidation that determine green, 

vegetable and fatty odours. During the storage, their concentration increase and the highest 

concentration for hexanal was observed at 15 month in samples dried at 20°C with a low flux (Figure 

5) while the highest value for 1-hexanol was detected at 12 month in samples dried at 40°C with a low 

flux (Figure 6). At low temperature of drying the higher concentration of aldehydes was produced by 

hazelnut dried with the low flux of air. 
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Fig. 5. Values of hexanal (g/kg) during storage for each drying treatment. 
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Fig. 6. Values of 1-hexanol (g/kg) during storage for each drying treatment. 

 

The PCA analysis of E-nose data obtained at the start of the storage and after 15 months of storage 

(Figure 7 and 8) showed a good discrimination of hazelnut samples. In particular at the start of the 

storage, there are two groups subdivided by PC1. In positive values of PC1, which explains the 82% of 

variance, there are all samples dried at 20 °C (P1 and P4) and 30 °C with a low air flux (P5) while, for 

negative values of PC1, there are all samples dried at 40 °C (P9 and P12) and samples dried at 30 °C 

with high air flux (P11) underlining how the temperature of 30 °C is an intermediate condition 

compared to those of 20 °C and 40 °C (Figure 7). At the end of the storage, it is possible to observe 

three groups. The first is constituted by samples dried at 40 °C with a high flux of air (P9) while the 

second is constituted by samples dried at 20 °C with a high flux of air (P4) and at 30 °C with a low 

flux of air (P5). Finally, the third is constituted by samples dried at 20 °C with a low flux of air (P1) 

and samples dried at 30 °C with a high flux of air (P11) (Figure 8).  
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Fig. 7. Score plot obtained with a PCA for the E-nose data measured on hazelnuts at the start of the 

storage for each drying treatment. 
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Fig. 8. Score plot obtained with a PCA for the E-nose data measured on hazelnuts after 15 months of 

storage for each drying treatment. 

 
Among the sensory attributes the odour intensity generally increases during the storage with a 

maximum at 15 months, due to an increment of the rancidity, woody and vegetable odour/aroma.

     

4. Conclusions 

Results obtained in this work are very important for the drying process since they showed that 

hazelnuts dried with a low flux of air and intermediate temperature (30 °C) have the better stability to 

the oxidation also with a storage time of 15 months. Using a 20°C drying temperature in combination 

with a minimum air velocity, the drying treatment to obtain the initial moisture was significantly 

longer respect to the others. This treatment determined a higher hazelnut lipid oxidation during the 

storage period. In fact, by findings, a higher formation of hexanal, a lower induction time (oxitest 

data), a higher peroxides (except for the treatment at 40°C) were observed. In addition, the initial 

higher humidity at the start of the storage probably influenced the hydrolytic parameters such as the 

acidity that is higher in comparison to the other drying test. Moreover, hazelnuts even dried at higher 

drying temperature, independently by air flux, showed even a lower sensorial stability during storage 

due to a high formation of 1-hexanol.  

Further studies are necessary in order to evaluate if other process parameters as the air humidity or 

the change of the temperature during the drying could influence the quality of the hazelnut and the 

stability during the storage. 
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Abstract  

The study was conducted to investigate the impact of curing conditions and harvesting stages on the 

drying quality of onion bulbs. The onion bulbs (Bombay Red cultivar) were harvested at three 

harvesting stages (early, optimum, and late maturity) and cured at three different temperatures (30, 40 

and 50 oC) and relative humidity (30, 50 and 70%). The results revealed that curing temperature, RH, 

and maturity stage had significant effects on all measured attributes except total soluble solids. 

Keywords: weight loss, drying, temperature, relative humidity, moisture content  

1. Introduction 

Onion is an indispensable part of the daily Ethiopian dish that makes it as one of the most 

economically important vegetable crops in Ethiopia (Abdissa et al., 2011). However, postharvest 

losses of onion are extremely high mainly due to poor postharvest handling including inappropriate 

curing practices as well as lack of cold storage facilities (, Kasso and Bekele, 2016, Seid et al., 2013). 

Curing is the most common postharvest treatment employed by farmers to extend the storage life of 

onion in the country (Eshel et a.l, 2014, Gubb and MacTavish, 2002, Nega et al., 2015, Vahling et al, 

2016).  

In Ethiopia, where the time of harvesting coincides with the dry season, farmers cure onion bulbs 

naturally in the production field using the energy sourced from sunlight. Curing of onion can be also 

done artificially in dryers by blowing hot dry air through the onion bulbs. Onion bulbs cured naturally 

in the field have generally short shelf life compared to those cured artificially (Gubb and MacTavish,  

2002). On the other hand, artificial curing methods are expensive and thus not affordable by small-

scale onion producers in developing countries like Ethiopia. Therefore, there is a need to develop 

alternative and affordable technology to maintain the quality and increase the storage life of onion 

bulbs. In order to develop sustainable curing technology, insight into the effects of curing parameters 

on the quality and storage life of onion bulbs is required.  

Randhawa and Nandpuri (1966) and Kepkowa and Umiceka (1970) observed that onions with well 

dried outer scales and sealed necks had better storage life due to the fact that drying of outer scales and 

sealing of bulb neck minimizes physiological moisture loss and pathogen infection during storage. 
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According to Langston (2001) for instance, curing reduce the neck rot diseases caused by Botrytis allii 

through sealing the bulb neck which is the entrance point of the pathogen.  

Onion bulbs are sold based on grade and weight. Curing removes moisture from the bulb and thus 

results in weight loss. Therefore, it is crucial to know weight loss as a result of curing. Furthermore, 

bulb skin color is one of the most important quality attributes which determines the commercial value 

of onion bulbs. Curing influence the color of bulb skins positively or negatively depending on the 

cultivar. Generally, the curing conditions (temperature, relative humidity, and duration of curing), 

harvesting stages and curing methods affect onion bulb quality, sellable weight and storability (Eshel 

et al., 2014, Nabi et al., 2013, Petropoulos et al. 2017, Schroeder et al., 2012 and Wright et al., 2001). 

The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of curing conditions and stage of maturity 

on the drying behavior of onion bulbs of the ‘Bombay Red’ cultivar that is commonly grown in 

Ethiopia. Cured onion weight loss, neck thickness, and quality were analyzed. Moreover moisture 

content distribution through the first five scales was determined experimentally in order to: (i) increase 

the insight into the effect of each curing variables on scales moisture content and (ii) quantify the 

number of dried scales induced by curing.  

 

2. Material and method 

2.1. Plant material 

The ‘Bombay Red’ cultivar of onion was used as a test crop due to the fact that this cultivar is well 

adopted in Ethiopia and high yielding with a short growing season (90 to 110 days). Bulbs were 

harvested manually at three different stages of maturity and these were defined as the stages: (1) early 

when 0-20 % of leaves of the plants in the field collapsed, (2) optimal, two weeks after 0-20% top-

down (when 60-80 % top-down) and (3) late, three weeks after 0-20% top-down (when 90-100 % top-

down). Bulbs of weight class 50-55 g were collected directly after harvest and foliages were removed 

by cutting the neck at the distance of 2.5 cm above the bulbs before curing.  

2.2. Curing  

Following harvesting the onion bulbs were artificially cured using Humidity chamber (Indosaw, 

Haryana, India) at Bahir Dar Institute of Technology in controlled temperature, humidity and, airflow 

conditions for a duration of 36 hours. Three different temperatures (30, 40 and 50 °C) and RH levels 

(30, 50 and 70%) were implemented in the curing chamber. 

2.3. Weight loss  

Weight loss was analyzed by taking the initial bulb weight before curing and then weighing after 

curing at every 6 hour interval for the total curing duration of 36 hours and expressed as percent 

weight loss. It was conducted using PA-Series Analytical balance (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, USA).  

2.4. Neck thickness 

Bulb neck thickness was measured using Fowler digital Caliper (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, USA) 

before and after curing. In order to measure the neck thickness, the caliper was placed at the base of 

the bulb neck where it emerges from the bulb, at the middle and top of the neck. The mean value was 

used and expressed as percentage of reduction. Three onions bulbs were used per treatment.  
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2.5. Color measurement  

The color of the tunic was assessed by diffuse reflectance using CM-700d Spectrophotometer (Konica 

Minolta Sensing, Osaka, Japan) and expressed in terms of hue angle (H◦). The color value was the 

mean of three measurements taken from around the equator of each onion bulb, three onions bulbs 

were used per treatment.  

2.6. Dry matter content  

The dry matter content was assessed by recording the weight of the bulbs using PA-Series analytical 

balance (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, USA) after curing and then oven dried at 105 °C until a constant 

weight achieved (AOCA, 2005). 

2.7. Total soluble solids  

The total soluble solids (TSS) was measured using Pocket refractometer (ATAGO PAL-1, Minato-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan). Aliquot juice was extracted, centrifuged for 15 min and then a few drops of clear juice 

were added on the prism of refractometer for TSS determination. The TSS was expressed as degree 

brix.  

2.8. Scale moisture content distribution  

The moisture content of the first five scales of three onion bulbs was measured by weighing using PA-

Series analytical balance (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, USA) after curing and drying them in the oven 

at a temperature of 105 oC until a constant weight achieved (AOCA, 2005). The measurement was 

conducted every 6 hour interval.  

2.9. Statistical analysis  

The collected data were subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) using SAS 9.3 version. Mean 

separation was done using Least Significant Difference (LSD) at probability values of 5% or 1% 

depending on the ANOVA results. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The general trend for weight loss of onion bulbs as a function of curing duration was similar for all 

investigated curing conditions and harvesting stage. Weight loss of onions harvested at different 

maturity stages and cured at the temperature of 40 oC and RH of 50%, for example, is presented in 

Figure 1A. The rate of weight loss was first increased sharply and linearly. But, as the outer scales of 

onion become dried and the necks closed due to curing, the rate of water loss was reduced, since they 

created barriers for moisture loss. This logical trend was observed in all onion bulbs with different 

maturity stages and curing conditions. The drying rates were higher at lower RH and higher 

temperature.  

As indicated in Figure 1A, harvesting stage had a significant influence on weight loss of onion 

bulbs. During curing weight loss on early harvested onion bulbs was higher than other maturity stages. 

Generally, the highest weight loss (8.5%) was observed when onions were harvested at early stage of 

maturity and cured at the temperature of 50 oC and RH of 30%, while the lowest weight loss (5%) was 

recorded from onion bulbs which were harvested at late maturity stage and cured at 30 oC and 70% 

RH. Similar results about weight losses of onion bulbs harvested at different stages were reported by 

Maw and Mullinix (2005). 

The effect of curing conditions and harvesting stages on neck thickness were investigated. There 

was a continuous decrease in the neck thickness with curing duration (Figure 1B). The highest 

reduction in neck thickness (46 %) was recorded on onion harvested at early maturity stage and cured 
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at 50 oC and 30% RH, while the lowest (25%) was in onion bulbs harvested at late maturity stage and 

cured at 30 oC and 70% RH. Similar to the weight loss, the percentage of neck reduction was higher 

when bulbs cured at a higher temperature and lower relative humidity compared to their counterparts. 

Although the maximum neck thickness reduction was observed in onions harvested at early maturity 

stage, their necks were not completely sealed (closed) at the end of curing. This is due to the fact that 

onion bulbs harvested at early stage of maturity have high moisture content and thus thick neck before 

curing compared to those harvested at late and optimum harvesting stages. As can be seen in Figure 

1B, after a curing time of 36 hours, the neck thickness of onions harvested at early maturity stage was 

similar to that of onions harvested at the optimum stage and higher than those harvested at late 

maturity stage without curing (curing time of “0 hour”). 

 

        

 

 

 

Figure 1. Effect of curing duration and harvesting stage on weight loss (A), neck thickness (B) and 

moisture content of scales (C) of bulbs cured at 40 oC and 50 % relative humidity. Scale moisture 

content distribution is plotted for bulbs harvested at optimum maturity stage only. (error bars are 

standard deviation, n=3). 

 

Curing of onion bulbs for 36 hours induced formation of one, two or three completely dried scales 

for late, early and optimal mature bulbs, respectively, regardless of the curing conditions as indicated 

in Figure 1C. The resulted indicated that curing optimally matured onion bulbs creates higher barrier 

for moisture loss than curing early or lately harvested onion bulbs. This result was confirmed by the 

storage experiment where onion bulbs were stored after curing them at 40 °C and 50% RH. After 90 

days storage at ambient conditions, the weight loss of onion bulbs harvested at optimal stage was 

reduced by 5% compared to the weight loss recorded from late harvested onion bulbs and 7% 

compared to early harvested onion bulbs. Furthermore, curing conditions (temperature, relative 

humidity, and curing duration) had a significant effect on the moisture content of the first three, four 

and two scales of early, optimal and late harvested bulbs respectively.  
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In the present study, the effect of curing on color was assessed (Figure 2A). The onions skin color 

was changed from dark red-brown to light brown with the duration of curing which was assessed by 

hue angle measurement. The hue angle of bulbs tunic significantly increased during curing in all 

maturity stages of onion regardless of curing conditions. This might be due to degradation of 

anthocyanin glucoside found in the skin during curing (Downes et al. 2009). Onion bulbs harvested at 

early stage had higher hue angle compared to those harvested at optimum and late maturity stages. 

Moreover, the skin of onions had higher hue angle (less red) when cured at higher temperatures and 

RH. Similarly, Downes et al. (2009) reported that higher curing temperature negatively correlated with 

total flavonols and total anthocyanins concentration (compounds responsible for the red color of the 

skin of red onions) of outer scales.  

 

            

 

 

 

Figure 2. Effect of curing duration and harvesting stage on color (A), dry matter content (B) and total 

soluble solids (C) of bulbs cured at 40 oC and 50% relative humidity.(error bars are standard 

deviation, n=3).  

 

As can be seen from Figure 2B, the dry matter content of onion bulbs during curing showed a 

similar trend as weight loss. The increase in dry matter content of onion bulbs during curing is 

obviously associated with the loss of moisture from bulbs. The highest dry matter content (12.64 %) 

was recorded when late harvested bulbs were cured at the temperature of 50 oC and RH of 30 %. On 

the other hand, the lowest onion bulb dry matter content (11.75 %) was recorded when bulbs were 

cured at 30 oC , 70 % RH and harvested at early maturity stage.  

Unlike to other drying behaviors and quality attributes, total soluble solid content of onion bulbs 

was not significantly influenced by all investigated curing conditions. This might be due to the fact 

that curing conditions are not significantly changing the chemical compositions of bulbs which are 

responsible for the variation of TSS. Furthermore, during curing the moisture was only removed from 
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the neck and outer scales of bulbs and thus does not impart change in TSS. However, harvesting stage 

had a significant effect on TSS of onion bulbs. Onion bulbs harvested at optimal and late maturity 

stages had higher TSS than bulbs harvested at early maturity stage. According to the findings of 

Wheeler et al. (1998), higher TSS found in late and optimal matured bulbs might be due to the 

movement of TSS from the foliage to the bulb until the total fall over of the tops of onion plants.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The study investigated the effects of curing conditions and maturity stages on the effectiveness of 

curing and quality of onion. Bulbs harvested at optimum stage of maturity had better dried skin 

retention after curing which may indicate better postharvest life. On the other hand, late-harvested 

bulbs had bad skin retention due to fall off the initially dried outer scales during harvesting and 

handling before curing. Onion bulbs cured at RH lower than 30 % induced the formation of visible 

cracks regardless of curing temperatures and harvesting stages. High curing temperatures and RH were 

negatively correlated with the desirable red skin color of onion bulbs. All curing conditions and 

harvesting stage had a significant effect on all drying characteristics and quality attributes of onion 

bulbs except TSS. The results will be used to elaborate a model of onion curing as a basis for curing 

system development in the next step. 
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Abstract  

This study investigated the influence of light on total curcuminoids and color of turmeric powder by an 

exposure of turmeric powder (35-50 mesh) to mimic natural sunlight for 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40 h. The 

results showed that the light significantly affected b*, C*, h, and total curcuminoids of turmeric 

powder in the direct light exposure area. Losses of total curcuminoids of the direct light exposure area 

and scattered light area were 23.56 and 5.81%, respectively after exposed to the light for 40 h. 
 

Keywords: curcumin, herbs, spices, yellow pigments, stability 
 

1. Introduction 

Turmeric (Curcuma longa L.), a member of Zingiberaceae family, is one of the most powerful 

antioxidant spices and medicinal plants in the world for centuries. It is cultivated primarily in India, 

Bengal, China, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Peru, Australia, and Thailand (Yadav et al. 2009). 

According to the survey of the Agricultural Extension Department (2016), the production of turmeric 

in Thailand was about 1,818 tonnes. The appearance of turmeric rhizomes are similar to ginger. But 

the skin of turmeric rhizome is slightly more yellowish and the internal color is more intense orange 

than ginger which is responsible from high amount of curcuminoids pigments (Fig 1(a)).  

 

Curcumin

Demethoxycurcumin

Bisdemethoxycurcumin

a b

 
 

Fig. 1 Fresh turmeric rhizomes (a) and structures of curcuminoids (b). 
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     Curcuminoids content of turmeric can vary from 0.3 to 8.6 % w/w (Miłobȩdzka et al. 1910; 

Jayaprakasha et al. 2002; Joe et al. 2004; Heath et al. 2004). There are 3 main structures of 

curcuminoids in turmeric, including curcumin (77%), demethoxycurcumin (17%), and 

bisdemethoxycurcumin (3%) as shown in Fig. 1(b) (Ahsan et al. 1999). Many studies on health 

benefits associated with curcuminoids were reported. Curcuminoids exhibited numerous medicinal 

properties, such as anti-inflammatory (Zhang et al. 2015), antioxidant (Jayaprakasha et al. 2006), and 

antiviral activities (Mathew and Hsu 2018). Curcuminoids content usually correlates with the 

characteristic orange-yellow color of turmeric powder (Amalraj et al. 2017).  
     Turmeric is mostly sold as powder and curcuminoids extract and utilized as spice or additive in 

food and pharmaceutical industries. Traditionally, the whole rhizome is usually dried by sun drying for 

a month to a moisture content of 10% w.b. before grinding into powder. To reduce the drying time and 

improve extractability of curcuminoids, fresh turmeric rhizomes can be also sliced to increase surface 

area for moisture evaporation. However, solar radiation promotes degradation of curcuminoids which 

was observed by color change from orange-yellow to dark brown color. 

A few studies reported that curcuminoids were stable in dark (Price and Buescher 1996) but easily 

decomposed by UV, visible, and daylight. Tonnesen et al. (1986) studied the stability of curcumin in 

solution under the lamps with emission ranges of  240-600, 180-350, and 400-510 nm and found that 

curcumin could be degraded by both UV and visible light. Decomposition of curcumin extract was 

also found to follow the first order kinetics under daylight with a degradation rate constant of 0.1188 

h-1 and a half life of 5.83 h (Kumavat et al. 2013). Moreover, Syed et al. (2015) stored a curcumin 

emulsion in a UV cabinet (365 nm) for 24 h. They found that the degradation of curcumin was 

48.69%, whereas curcumin was stable at least for 24 h at room temperature under dark condition. 

However, degradation of curcuminoids in turmeric powder might be different from model system 

and only a few studies on degradation of curcuminoids in turmeric powder were reported. Therefore, 

the aim of this study was to investigate the effect of simulated sunlight on color and total 

curcuminoids contents in turmeric powder. 

  

2. Materials and methods 

 
2.1 Preparation of turmeric powder 

Forty kilograms of fresh turmeric rhizomes with an age about 9-10 months were purchased directly 

from a grower in Surat Thani province, Thailand. The average weight and diameter of the rhizome are 

21.06 ± 5.37 g and 15.10 ± 0.98 mm, respectively. They were delivered to the laboratory in Nakhon 

Pathom within 2 days after harvesting. Fresh rhizomes were washed under running tap water, air dried, 

and sliced into a thickness of 3.5 mm. The slice samples were cut using a special made cutter into a 

size of 3.5 × 40 × 8 mm. They were dried in a single layer at 50 C using a tray dryer. Dried turmeric 

slices with the moisture content of 9.5% was ground using a food blender (Phillips, Netherlands) and 

passed through a sieve (35 – 50 mesh) to obain powder sample. 

 

2.2 Light exposure  

Light exposure experiment instrument consisted of 1) a xenon cold light source (XD302-350W, 

China) which provide white light that closely mimics natural sunlight in the wavelength of 200 – 2000 

nm and 2) fiber-optic cable, and sample compartment. The distance between the fiber optic end and 

the sample cup was fixed at 3 cm. A 40 mm-diameter plastic cup containing 0.7 g of the turmeric 

powder with a thickness of 1 mm was exposed to the simulated sunlight for 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40 h. 

Light exposure areas were devided into direct light exposure area which received high light intensity 

(500-600 lux) and scattered light area which received moderate light intensity (Fig.2). The powder in 

the direct light exposure area and scattered light area were separately collected for further analyses. 
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2) fiber-optic cable and sample compartment
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Scattered light area

Direct light exposure area
 

Fig. 2 Light exposure experiment instrument.  

 

2.3 Color measurement 

The color of turmeric powder from the direct light exposure area and scattered light area was 

measured by a colorimeter (ColorflexEZ, Hunter Associates Laboratory, VA, USA). The instrument 

was standardized with a black glass and a calibrated white tile at D65 illumination before 

measurement (x = 82.03, y = 87.06, z = 91.99). Color values were expressed as L*, a*, and b*. 

Furthermore, chroma (C*), hue angle (h), and total color change () were also calculated as follows: 

 

2 2C* = a* +b*       (1) 

 

1  
 
 

b*
h  = tan

a*
       (2) 

 

2   2 2E = L* + a* + b*      (3) 

 

where  refers to difference of each paramerter between turmeric powder before light exposure and 

turmeric powder at different exposure times. 

 

2.4 Determination of total curcuminoids content 

Total curcuminoids were determined according to Martins et al. (2013) with some modifications. 

Collected powder from direct light exposure area (0.1 g) or scattered light area (0.25 g) was mixed 

with 20 mL of methanol in a 50 mL centrifuge tube using a vortex mixer (G560E, Scientific 

Industries, NY, USA) for 15 s. After that, they were extracted in an ultrasonic bath (Sonorex Digital 

10 P, Bandelin, Berlin, Germany) for 30 min (temperature of water was lower than 38 C). The 

mixture was filtered through a Whatman No.4 filter paper. The residue was re-extracted for another 

two times with 10 mL of methanol in the ultrasonic bath for 30 min. The crude extracts were pooled 

and adjusted to 50 mL in volumetric flask. All the extractions were performed in triplicate. The extract 

was immediatly measured the total curcuminoid contents by UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Genesys 10S 

UV-Vis, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The wavelength was set at 425 nm. A stock 

solution of standard curcumin (purity > 98%, Merck, Germany) was prepared in methanol at a 

concentration of 250 mg/L. The stock solution was diluted to 6 concentrations (0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 

and 5.0 mg/L) for preparing a calibration curve (Fig. 3). Total curcuminoids content was expressed as 

mg curcumin (CUR)/g dry matter. 
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Fig. 3 Curcumin standard curve for determination of total curcuminoids content.  

 

2.5 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using PASW Statistics for Windows version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., 

Chicago, IL, USA). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Dancan’s Multiple Range Test (DMRT) were 

applied to evaluate the significant difference of color parameters and curcuminoid contents of turmeic 

powder at different exposure times. The results were assessed at a probability level of ≤ 0.05. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The characteristic orange-yellow color is one of the important factors to indicate the quality of 

turmeric powder. Table 1 shows that the exposure to the simulated sunlight significantly affected a*, 

b*, C*, and h of turmeric powder in the direct light exposure area (p ≤ 0.05). The chroma value, C*, 

which represents the saturation of color, significantly decreased with the exposure time and therefore 

it can be seen that the powder in the direct light exposure area was slightly duller after 40 h. However, 

the exposure to the light did not significantly affect the total colour change () of the turmeric 

powder even in the direct light exposure area.  

In the present study, the total curcuminoids content of the turmeric powder prior to light exposure 

was 123.10  1.63 mg CUR/g dry matter (12.3%) which was relatively high in comparison to previous 

reports (Anderson et al. 2000; Nelson et al. 2017). The exposure to the simulated sunlight also 

significantly promoted the curcuminoids degradation (p  0.05) (Fig. 4).  

The results indicated that curcuminoids gradually decreased with the exposure time for both areas. 

Loss of the total curcuminoids in the direct light exposure area, however, was significantly higher than 

the scattered light area (Fig. 4). These results were in agreement with the colour values of turmeric 

powder mentioned above. After 40 h, the loss of total curcuminoids was about 25% in the direct light 

exposure area while it was less than 6% in the scattered light area. Prathapan et al. 2009 reported that 

the total curcuminoids in whole turmeric rhizome after sun drying was about 20% lower than that from 

oven drying at 50C. In addition, Khurana and Ho (1988) observed that curcuminoids in turmeric 

powder were more stable against photodegradation than in solution after an exposure to sunlight for 

120 h. It was reported than photodegradation of curcumin by exposure to sunlight gave primarily 

vanillin, ferulic acid, ferulic aldehyde, and vanillic acid (Nelson et al. 2017). 

  
4. Conclusions 

This study showed that color and total curcuminoids of turmeric powder are susceptible to sunlight 

and higher sunlight intensity exhibited stronger effect on curcuminoids degradation than lower 

intensity. The results suggested that the degradation of curcuminoids can be retarded by avoiding the 

exposure to sunlight.  
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Table 1 Color values of turmeric powder obtained at different exposure times1. 

 

Exposure Times

0 h 10 h 20 h 30 h 40 h

Direct light exposure area

L* = 51.49  0.26

a* = 33.42  0.09a

b* = 63.99  1.10a

C* = 72.19  0.98a

h = 62.42  0.39a

L* = 50.70  0.67

a* = 31.85  0.44b

b* = 59.63  1.38b

C* = 67.60  1.42b

h = 61.89  0.25ab

 = 1.57  0.12

L* = 51.41  0.40

a* = 31.04  0.05c

b* = 58.63  1.10b

C* = 66.34  1.00c

h = 62.10  0.41ab

 = 1.70  0.09

L* = 51.61  0.21

a* = 32.00  0.77b

b* = 59.33  1.46b

C* = 67.40  1.65c

h = 61.66  0.01c

 = 1.60  0.16

L* = 51.74  0.02

a* = 31.15  0.01c

b* = 57.94  1.19b

C* = 65.78  1.05d

h = 61.74  0.48c

 = 1.75  0.09

Scattered light area

L* = 51.49  0.26b

a* = 33.42  0.09bc

b* = 63.99  1.10

C* = 72.19  0.98ab

h = 62.42  0.39

L* = 53.22  0.25a

a* = 33.68  0.35ab

b* = 64.28  0.96

C* = 72.57  1.01ab

h = 62.35  0.12

 = 1.23  0.05

L* = 53.19  0.08a

a* = 33.96  0.22ab

b* = 64.73  0.06

C* = 73.10  0.05a

h = 62.32  0.17

 = 1.22  0.02

L* = 53.54  0.46a

a* = 33.06  1.15c

b* = 62.81  2.72

C* = 70.98  2.94b

h = 62.23  0.21

 = 1.37  0.22

L* = 53.41  0.18a

a* = 34.15  0.13a

b* = 64.72  0.20

C* = 73.17  0.24a

h = 62.18  0.02

 = 1.26  0.05
 

 
1Significant differences (p  0.05) within a row are denoted by different letters. 
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Fig. 4 Total curcuminoids contents (TCC) and loss (%) of turmeric powder during the light exposure. 

Significant differences (p  0.05) are denoted by different letters. 
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Abstract  

Freeze-drying of a peptide solution is here presented, from the early identification of critical product 

temperature to the design of an appropriate cycle. Synergy between experimental characterisation 

techniques, mathematical modelling and process simulation has been implemented to develop a robust 
lyophilisation process and guarantee the removal of solvents impurities. Process has been carried out 

in bulk using a tray equipped with an anisotropic membrane, enabling unidirectional vapour flow.  

 
Keywords: freeze-drying, peptide, mathematical modelling, process simulation 

 
1. Introduction 

Lyophilisation provides a useful tool for removing solvents from a product in the perspective of 

downstream processes and/or preservation of stability and enhancement of product shelf-life. In this 
scenario, it represents a reliable separation technique which is convenient to purification purposes, 

such as those linked to the recovery of a final product from water and solvent impurities deriving from 

early stages of a novel molecule synthesis.  

 In a typical process, freezing of solution is followed by two drying steps. Primary drying involves 

the sublimation of frozen solvent, whereas secondary drying is responsible for the removal of 
unfrozen, thus adsorbed, solvent residues. When a novel or unknown molecule formulation has to be 

lyophilised, critical product temperatures must be identified, as they represent one of the most relevant 

process constraints. Other issues regard proper cake formation during drying, avoidance of choked 

flow to condenser, lyophilised product quality, etc. (Hardwick et al., 2008). 

 In the present study, lyophilisation was employed for recovering a peptide from water and organic 

solvents impurities. When developing a new freeze-drying cycle, several factors have to be taken into 
account ranging from formulation to freezing and drying recipes. A Quality by Design (QbD) 

approach (Pisano et al., 2012) is here applied in order to identify proper process conditions starting 

from the thermal characterisation of a peptide solution and of its container. Design space (Fissore et 

al., 2011) was calculated in order to disclose the relationship between safe operating conditions, in 

terms of chamber pressure and shelf temperature, and temperature of the product during drying. 
Freeze-drying has been carried out in bulk using a tray equipped with a special membrane enabling 

unidirectional vapour transport from product to chamber. At the same time, preservation of the product 

during unloading of freeze-dryer chamber is guaranteed. 

 

2. Material and method 

A 50 g/L aqueous solution of peptide, containing 0.3 wt% of acetonitrile and 0.1 wt% of acetic acid 

referred to peptide, is here investigated. All the operations involving dry product reconstitution were 
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carried out inside a laminar flow hood in order to avoid contamination. In order to preserve the peptide 
activity, particular care was taken while preparing the solution by cooling down the solution by means 

of a cryostat. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC Q200, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was used 

to investigate thermal behaviour of the peptide solution. A given aliquot of solution (approx. 40 mg) 

has been loaded in an aluminium container (TZERO pan) and placed in the DSC cell. Nitrogen flow 
equal to 50 ml/min was ensured throughout the whole analysis. Samples were cooled down from       

20 °C to -80 °C at 1 °C/min, kept at -80 °C for 1 min and then heated at 5 °C/min up to 40 °C.  

Freeze-Drying Microscope (FDM, microscope: BX51, Olympus Europa, Hamburg, Germany; 

temperature controller: PE95-T95, Linkam, Scientific Instruments, Tadworth, Surrey, UK) was used to 

study lyophilisation behaviour of the peptide solution and identify critical temperatures leading to 

collapse phenomena. Freezing ramp was set at 1 °C/min to -50 °C; lyophilisation occurred at 0.1 mbar 
while increasing temperature. Two different heating programmes were implemented. For the first 

cycle, heating occurred at 2 °C/min from -50 °C to -13 °C and at 1 °C/min to 0 °C. The second sample 

was processed at 2 °C/min from -50 °C to -10 °C and then heating ramp was reduced to 0.2 °C/min in 

order to increase accuracy in critical temperature determination.  

The peptide solution was lyophilised in a lab-scale freeze-dryer (Lyobeta, Telstar, Barcelona, 
Spain) using a proprietary set-up made of a tray equipped with an anisotropic membrane. This 

configuration enables unidirectional vapour flow during freeze-drying and, at the same time, preserves 

the final product during chamber unloading. Pressure control inside freeze-drying chamber was 

guaranteed by Baratron sensor coupled to "controlled leakage" strategy, which involved manipulation 

of nitrogen flux introduced into the chamber to maintain the desired degree of vacuum.  
Final content of water, acetonitrile and acetic acid residues were determined by means of Karl 

Fisher titration (CA-31 Moisture Meter, Mitsubishi Chemical Analytech, Kanagawa, Japan), HPLC 

(Agilent 1260 Infinity II, UV Detector, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and gas 

chromatography (Agilent 6850, FID Detector, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) 

respectively. 

 
3. Results and discussion  

The present study is intended for the development of an efficient freeze-drying cycle for downstream 
purposes. The main goal is to isolate, purify and recover the peptide after the synthesis, ensuring 

preservation of activity.  

 Firstly, thermal characterisation of the reconstituted peptide has been performed, as shown in     

Fig. 1. DSC analyses pointed out the presence of a glass transition temperature occurring at approx.     

-8 °C, detected at inflection point. Then, a strong endothermic peak denoted the melting of ice. 

 

 
Figure 1. DSC thermogram of peptide solution. Glass transition occurred around -8 °C, as 

highlighted in the insight. 
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 Structural stability of the peptide solution being lyophilised was then assessed by means of FDM. 

A first coarse scan involving a fast heating ramp was carried out in order to identify the temperature 

range in which collapse phenomena occurred. Then, a finer investigation characterised by a much 

slower heating ramp when approaching coarse critical temperature was performed. As can be seen in 

Fig. 2, droplet freeze-drying proceeded without structural variations up to -7.9 °C, when the onset of 
micro-collapse phenomena was detected. Then, macro-collapse of the dried cake occurred at -7.4 °C 

and degenerated in cake cracking. Such a behaviour was an expected one, as product collapse typically 

occurs few degrees above glass transition temperature. Since the cake structural stability was 

remarkably robust, we found out that the peptide solution could be actually lyophilised as it was. 

Addition of excipients acting as bulking agents for cake creation could thus be avoided.   

 

 
Figure 2. Freeze-drying behaviour of peptide solution as highlighted by FDM. 

 
 Therefore, thermal characterisation of the solution enabled us to set the maximum allowable 

product temperature Tmax, that is to say the threshold value of the product temperature that must not be 

overcome during freeze-drying cycle. Taking into account safety margins, this was set at -10 °C and 

served as reference for the successive design and choice of process operating conditions.  

 In order to build the Design Space (DS) via mathematical modelling, it is necessary to describe the 
heat transfer and vapour flow trends (Rambhatla et al., 2004, Pisano et al., 2011) of our proprietary 

tray and solution. As first step, we focused on the investigation of the thermal behaviour of the tray. 

The overall heat transfer coefficient, Kv, and its pressure dependence have been determined via 

gravimetric tests. The tray was loaded with a known amount of water and partial drying was carried 

out at different chamber pressures (Pc), namely 5, 10 and 25 Pa. In this way, essential information for 

the modelling of Kv as a function of pressure could have been collected: 

                                                                                                                            (1) 

Model parameters were obtained by fitting of experimental data.  For the tray used in this study, the 

model parameters are listed in Tab. 1. Noticeably, in the range of explored pressures, Kv vs. Pc trend 

resulted to be almost linear, as reported in Fig. 2a. This meant that heat exchange was significantly 

influenced by chamber pressure.  

 Then, an exploratory freeze-drying cycle of the peptide solution was carried out in order to evaluate 

the resistance of product to vapour mass transfer Rp from regression of experimental data. Rp was 
modelled as a function of the thickness of the dried product, as highlighted in equation (2) and 

reported in Fig. 2b: 

                                                                                                                (2) 

The values of the model parameters are listed in Tab. 2. In addition, this methodology enabled 

determination of the contribution to mass transport resistance provided by the membrane, which 
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affects Rp0, that is to say the resistance to vapour flow at the beginning of drying, corresponding to    
Ld = 0. 

 

 
Figure 2. a) Kv vs. Pc for tray processed in the laboratory equipment, (symbols) experimental values 

and (solid line) model predictions. b) Rp vs. Ldried as experimentally observed (red curve) and 
predicted by the model (black curve). 

 

Table 1. Parameters of Kv and Rp obtained from regression of experimental data. 
Kv Rp 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

aKv 9.2 W m-2K-1 Rp0 7.18×104 m s-1 

bKv 113.8 W m-2K-1mbar-1 ARp 1.92×108 s-1 

cKv 1.1 mbar-1 BRp 865 m-1 

  
Thanks to the preliminary heat transfer characterisation of the tray and vapour transfer resistance of 

the solution, DS could have been calculated. We ran simulations setting different maximum 

temperatures of the product, as reported in Fig. 3a, in order to highlight the relationship between 

allowable process conditions and Tmax. Design space is time-dependent since a set of operating 

conditions may be allowable at a certain time t, which corresponds to a specific Ld, and may not 
belong to DS anymore at another time instant. As a matter of fact, the same set of Ts and Pc can lead to 

different values of product temperature during drying, as Ld (and hence Rp) varies as long as drying 

proceeds. Therefore, we decided to refer DS calculation at Ld = Ltot, where Ltot represents the total 

product thickness, and, thus, to the end of primary drying. In this way, the reported process conditions 

will belong to DS at every time instant of drying. As can be seen, lowering the threshold temperature 

value restricts admissible working area in terms of shelf temperature (Ts) and chamber pressure (Pc). 
However, in our case, as we set Tmax = -10 °C, the constraints on freeze-drying operating conditions 

resulted to be less strict. Shelf temperature was truly limited only when dealing with very low degrees 

of vacuum. Therefore, thanks to our QbD approach, we were able to select quite aggressive, but still 

safe, processing conditions for primary drying. 
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Figure 3. a) Design space for various values of Tmax:(solid)) -10 °C, (dash) -15 °C, (dot) -19 °C, 

(dash-dot) -20 °C, (dash-dot-dot) -25 °C, (short dash) -30 °C. b) Design space calculated at Tmax = -10 

°C with (solid) and without (dash) membrane. 

               
 The selection of an appropriate combination of chamber pressure and shelf temperature was also 

based on the outcomes of the process simulation, calculated thanks to preliminary mathematical 

modelling of freeze-drying behaviour of the system. Primary drying time has been simulated, as well 

as maximum temperature reached by the product during drying. Simulations were carried out 

considering different temperatures and pressures for drying. The freezing step was unmodified, and 
the initial sublimating front temperature was kept constant and equal to -40 °C. Moreover, the 

contribution of the membrane to the resistance to vapour flow has been evaluated by comparing drying 

times and product temperatures with and without membrane. The latter case was implemented by 

setting Rp0 ≈ 0, as the contribution to resistance to mass transfer offered by the membrane is supposed 

to largely overcome that of freeze-dryer chamber. Results are summarized in Tab. 2.  

 It turned out that the additional resistance provided by the membrane increased the drying time of 
approx. 10 % and increased product temperature of approx. 5 to 13 % depending on process 

conditions. As a matter of fact, the removal of membrane results in increased sublimation flux of ice 

during drying, thus keeping the product at lower temperatures and shortening time needed for drying 

to be completed. This was corroborated by comparison with DS calculation setting Tmax = -10 °C and 

considering the presence or absence of the membrane, as shown in Fig. 3b. When membrane was 
absent, DS resulted to be significantly broader. However, we demonstrated that this aspect had a 

marginal impact on process efficiency. Considering the beneficial effects rising from product 

conservation and protection from humidity during chamber unloading, this w ould not justify 

membrane removal. 

 
Table 2. Drying times and product temperatures as emerged from process simulation.  

 With membrane Without membrane 

Chamber 

pressure, Pa 

Shelf 

temperature, 

°C 

Drying time, 

h 

Product 

temperature, 

°C 

Drying time, 

h 

Product 

temperature, 

°C 

10 -10 46.4 -26.8 42.6 -28.3 

10 0 33.3 -23.4 31.0 -25.2 

10 10 25.7 -20.3 24.1 -22.3 

10 20 20.8 -17.4 19.7 -19.6 

20 -10 40.0 -23.5 36.6 -24.8 

20 20 16.3 -12.9 15.4 -14.8 

 

 Our preliminary evaluation of the process enabled considerable savings of time and experimental 

work thanks to the synergy between mathematical modelling and predictive process simulation. In this 
frame, we designed a freeze-drying cycle in order to guarantee two main quality constraints. Product 

temperature must be below Tmax and, at the same time, water and organic solvents must be removed. 
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To achieve this goal, a freeze-drying cycle has been performed on our laboratory-scale equipment. The 
freezing protocol involved approx. 3 hours of ramp and 2 hours of holding at -40 °C. Both primary and 

secondary drying were carried out at the same shelf temperature and chamber pressure, i.e. at 20 °C 

and 20 Pa respectively. This choice emerged from our previous process simulations, which highlighted 

that such a combination of operating conditions would guarantee short drying times, around 20 h, and 

acceptable product temperature during drying. As regards the operating conditions selected for 
secondary drying, shelf temperature and time were set at 20 °C and 18 h. The former represented a 

compromise between favouring desorption kinetics of solvents and avoiding potential denaturation of 

the peptide. The latter ensured meeting of final specifications on residual moisture, acetonitrile and 

acetic acid with a large safety margin. Effective processing conditions and length of the various steps 

are reported in Tab. 3, whereas Tab. 4 collects the residual solvent contents for the lyophilised 

product.  
 

Table 3. The operating conditions of freeze-drying cycle. 

Step Shelf 
temperature, 

°C 

Chamber 
pressure, Pa 

Time, h Product 
temperature, 

°C 

Freezing  -40 amb. 5 -38 

Primary drying  20 20 25 -17 

Secondary drying  20 20 18 22 

 

Table 4. Residual moisture, acetonitrile and acetic acid contents after freeze-drying. 

 
Freeze-dried 

product  

Final 

specification 

Water 

content, % 
5.2 ≤ 8 

Acetonitrile, 

ppm 
124 ≤ 410 

Acetic acid, 

% 
10.0 7.6 – 12.8 

 

 As can be noticed, real drying time and product temperature were in good agreement with the 

model predictions, confirming reliability of our mathematical model. The total duration of the cycle 

was within 48 h, thus meeting large-scale production requirements. Furthermore, we achieved small 
residual moisture and drastically reduced acetonitrile and acetic acid contents. As the latter represents 

the source of counterions for the peptide, it turned out that the residual acetic acid content was very 

close to the stoichiometric one. 

 A final remark regards cycle robustness. Safety margins referring to chamber pressure (χP) and 

shelf temperature (χT) were calculated at different time intervals of drying and have been referred to 

the normalized length of dried product (Fissore et al., 2012). As can be seen in Fig. 4, as long as 
drying proceeds, DS becomes more and more restrictive and both safety margins progressively 

decrease. However, in the worst scenario, i.e. at the end of drying, maximum allowable fluctuations in 

pressure and temperature would be 20 Pa and 10 °C, as outlined in Tab. 5. Such an estimation 

corroborates our cycle robustness by giving a quantitative indication of accepted deviations of 

operating conditions. 
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Figure 4. DS as calculated considering various values of Ldried/LTOT: a) 1 %, b) 12 %, c) 23 % and d) 

99 %. 

 
Table 5. Safety margins for shelf temperature and chamber pressure as emerged from DS. 

Ldried/Ltog χT, °C χP, Pa 

1 % 10 > 40 

12 % 10 40 

23 % 10 30 

99 % 10 20 

 

4. Conclusions 

The present study was intended for the development of a freeze-drying cycle involving a solution of 
peptide-based drug. The characteristic temperature of the solution was determined by DSC and FDM 

and served as reference for the design of an appropriate lyophilisation cycle. Proper cake formation of 

our peptide solution was confirmed by means of FDM and this avoided the addition of excipients. 

Heat exchange coefficients of our proprietary tray have been modelled as a function of pressure. Then, 

the freeze-drying behaviour of the reconstituted peptide has been modelled in terms of resistance to 
vapour flow. These two aspects were pivotal to the calculation of DS and process simulation. 

Operating conditions of drying were carefully tailored in order to guarantee final product quality, 

minimise drying time and ensuring a robust freeze-drying cycle. Safety margins have been evaluated 

in terms of allowable fluctuations in chamber pressure and shelf temperature during primary drying. 

The additional mass transfer resistance offered by the membrane was evaluated too and resulted to be 

marginal. Our optimised cycle enabled removal of water and other solvents impurities  and cycle  
scale-up is currently being studied. In conclusion, synergy between experimental and modelling 

techniques enabled the development of an optimised and safe freeze-drying cycle at lab-scale and will 

support scale-up for mass production. 
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Abstract  

Biopolymers based on lactic acid and glycolic acid have attracted great interest in various medical 

applications. This paper reviews various applications of nano spray drying for the formulation and 

encapsulation of active ingredients in PLA/PLGA biopolymers. The researched applications are 

primarily in the therapeutic field, such as the treatment of inhalation diseases, inflammations, cancer, 

immune diseases, genetic disorders, and the regulation of vasodilatation or the surface coating of 

medical implants. The analysed studies show the possibility of producing nano spray dried PLA/PLGA 

particles from approx. 2 μm to below 200 nm and encapsulation of various active ingredients in 

spherical particles and nanocomposite structures.  

 

Keywords: Nano Spray Drying, Nanoparticles, Encapsulation, Drug Delivery, PLA, PLGA 

 

1. Introduction 

Biopolymers based on lactic acid and glycolic acid and their copolymers have attracted great 

interest in various medical applications, e.g. as biodegradable implants in surgery with variable 

mechanical strength, as raw materials for wound closure products that are completely absorbed by the 

body, or as drug carrier substances for the production of drug delivery systems with excellent 

biocompatibility, adjustable degradation rate and non-toxicity in humans (Sharma et al. 2016).  

In particular, polylactic acid (PLA) is applied for sutures, stents, dialysis media, drug delivery 

devices and tissue repair. PLA is a colorless, glossy and stiff thermoplastic biopolymer that is 

degraded by simple hydrolysis of the ester bond (Garlotta, 2001; Kulkarni et al., 1966).  

Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) is a copolymer of PLA and polyglycolic acid (PGA) and, in 

terms of design and performance, the preferred candidate of biodegradable polymes for drug delivery 

(Sharma et al., 2016). Body fluids degrade the polymers by hydrolysis into metabolite monomers 

lactic acid and glycolic acid (Danhier et al., 2012).  

By modification of molecular weight and polymer composition, the degradation rate and 

mechanical stability can be adopted to the individual requirements of the medical application (Danhier 

et al., 2012; Sharma et al., 2016; Wan and Yang, 2016). Different forms of PLGA can be obtained by 

varying the ratio of lactide to glycolide during the polymerization reaction, e.g. PLGA 50:50 refers to 

a copolymer of 50% lactic acid and 50% glycolic acid. The glass transition temperature (Tg) is an 

important parameter of the polymer, which decreases with higher glycolide amount. Depending on the 

molecular weight and the lactide to glycolide ratio, the degradation time of the polymer may vary. 

Low molecular weight polymers with higher glycolide content are more hydrophilic and amorphous 

and therefore have a shorter degradation time (Sharma et al., 2016). 

This paper reviews the potential of nano spray drying biodegradable PLA/PLGA particles 

(Arpagaus, 2019). First, the study explains the specialized nano spray drying technology and discusses 

the influence of the respective process parameters on the powder properties. Then, the latest 

applications of nano spray drying for the formulation and encapsulation of various drugs in 

PLA/PLGA biopolymers will be presented. The study emphasizes especially the possibility of 

reducing the size of spray dried particles to the nanoscale (e.g. submicron particle sizes).  
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2. Nano spray drying technology 

Spray drying is a relatively simple, fast, reproducible and scalable drying technology that is 

suitable for drying heat-sensitive biopharmaceutical compounds. In view of the rapid progress of 

nanoencapsulation technologies in the biopharmaceutical sector, nano spray drying is used in R&D to 

improve the powder formulation and release of active ingredients. 

The Nano Spray Dryer B-90 of the Swiss company Büchi Labortechnik AG extends the size of the 

powder particles produced into the nanometer scale with narrow size distribution and high yields 

(Arpagaus et al., 2009). The implemented vibrating mesh nebulizer, the laminar drying process and the 

electrostatic particle collector enable the production of a few grams of submicron powder to provide 

data for feasibility studies and further scale-up (Arpagaus et al. 2018, 2017). Fig. 1 shows the set-up 

and schematic diagram of the Nano Spray Dryer B-90 in a closed mode operation with the Inert Loop 

B-295 for drying organic solvents.  

 

Fig. 1. Set-up and schematic diagram of the Nano Spray Dryer B-90 with the Inert Loop B-295 and 

aspirator for closed mode operation with inert gas (N2/CO2) for drying organic solvents, adapted from 

Büchi Labortechnik AG (2017). 

 

Normally N2 is used as inert gas, while a small amount of CO2 is added to prevent dielectric 

breakdown at the collecting electrode. The oxygen concentration is controlled below 4%. This allows 

drying solutions or suspensions of organic solvents in a fully gas recirculating system, maximizing 

user safety and minimizing solvent consumption. The modular glass assembly of the drying cylinders 

allows simple modification of the drying chamber length.  

The key parameters controlling the final nano spray dried particle size are the vibrating spray mesh 

size (e.g. 4.0, 5.5, and 7.0 µm mesh size), the solid concentration, and the physicochemical properties 

of the fluid, such as viscosity and surface tension. Obviously, smaller droplets are favored by a smaller 

spray mesh. The submicron particle size range is typically reached when using a 4.0 μm spray mesh 

and diluted solutions of about 0.1 to 1% (w/v), as demonstrated in several studies (Amsalem et al. 

2017; Anzar et al. 2018; Beck-Broichsitter et al. 2015a, 2012; Bege et al. 2013; Panda et al. 2016; 

Schafroth et al. 2012). The main organic solvents used in the nano spray drying of PLA/PLGA 

biopolymers are:  

 dichloromethane (DCM) (Beck-Broichsitter et al. 2012; Bege et al. 2013; Dahili et al. 2017; 

Dahili and Feczkó, 2015; Draheim et al. 2015; Panda et al. 2016; Schafroth et al. 2012)  

 acetone (Beck-Broichsitter et al., 2015b; Draheim et al., 2015),  

 acetonitrile (Amsalem et al., 2017),  

 ethyl acetate (Draheim et al., 2015), and  

 mixtures of  DCM/ethanol (70/30, v/v) (Schafroth et al., 2012). 

The selection of the organic solvent is based on the solubilisation of the drug and the encapsulating 

biopolymer. DCM (boiling point of 40 °C) and acetone (56 °C) enable low drying temperatures, which 
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leads to fast drying and prevents particles from sticking to the walls or agglomerating. An optimum 

inlet drying gas temperature for PLGA dissolved in DCM was reported to be in the range of 

29 to 32 °C (Schafroth et al., 2012).  

The outlet temperature (Tout) of the drying gas is directly related to the set inlet temperature (Tin), 

the drying gas flow rate, the sample concentration and the fluid feed rate (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 

2011). The outlet temperature is between 21 and 35 °C and thus below the glass transition temperature 

of most PLGA polymers of about 37 to 54 °C (Schafroth et al. 2012). This makes nano spray drying a 

suitable process for heat-sensitive pharmaceuticals (Amsalem et al., 2017; Heng et al., 2011).  

A compromise needs to be found between feed rate, solid concentration, and particle size. The feed 

rate increases with the spray mesh size and the setting of the relative spray frequency. For pure DCM, 

the feed rates are in the ranges of 18, 32 and 107 g/h for a 4.0, 5.5, and 7.0 µm spray mesh, 

respectively (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2010). A significant increase in the feed rate from 18 to 128 g/h 

with a spray mesh size of 4.0 and 7.0 μm was also observed with a 5% (w/v) PLGA solution in 

acetone (Beck-Broichsitter et al., 2015b). The process parameters can be varied to optimize the 

particle size, yield, encapsulation efficiency, release profile, stability, and morphology (Arpagaus, 

2019, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, Arpagaus et al., 2018, 2017, 2013). 

 

3. Application results and discussion  

Since its market introduction in 2009, the Nano Spray Dryer B-90 has been used in the laboratory 

mainly in the research fields of drug delivery, bioactive food ingredients, and material science to 

convert various liquid feeds into dry powder (Arpagaus, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2012, 2011). Its range 

of applications is constantly evolving. The latest research activities in nano spray drying of 

PLA/PLGA biopolymers focus on the treatment of: 

 inflammation by dexamethasone (Schafroth et al., 2012), 

 transplants rejection reactions and dermatitis by cyclosporin (Schafroth et al., 2012), 

 pulmonary arterial hypertension with sildenafil (Beck-Broichsitter et al., 2015b, 2015a, 2012), 

 antipsychotic diseases like schizophrenia by clozapine and risperidone (Panda et al., 2016), 

 breast cancer by simvastatin (Anzar et al., 2018), 

 genetic disorders and silencing of transcription during gene expression by siRNA-loaded 

human serum albumin nanoparticles (Amsalem et al., 2017), and 

 cerebral vasospasm (e.g. narrowing of blood vessels in the brain) by nimodipine (Bege et al., 

2013). 

Table 1 gives an overview of published studies on the encapsulation of active ingredients in PLA 

and PLGA biopolymers by nano spray drying. The obtained data on particle size, encapsulation 

efficiency, and drug release are provided. The listed experimental process parameters serve as a first 

reference for the production of submicron powders and the application of a Nano Spray Dryer B-90 

with similar substances and solvents.  

Fig. 2 shows some SEM images of representative nano spray dried PLA/PLGA particles. In 

general, the slow and gentle drying in a nano spray dryer yields almost spherical and compact 

particles. Dilution of the solution leads to a product with a smaller particle size. Typically, the solids 

concentrations were in the range of 0.1 to 1% (w/v). Composite particles made of PLGA nanoparticles 

are another interesting particle morphology for drug delivery applications (Beck-Broichsitter et al., 

2012; Schafroth, 2010; Schafroth et al., 2012). 

Schafroth et al. (2010, 2012) optimized the processing parameters of nano spray drying to 

encapsulate the poorly soluble immunosuppressive drug cyclosporine A and the anti-inflammatory 

steroid drug dexamethasone in biodegradable PLGA nanoparticles with different PLGA grades (50:50 

and 85:15 lactide:glycolide ratio) and molecular weights (15 kDa, 40 to 75 kDa). The drugs and the 

PLGA polymers were dissolved in DCM/ethanol (70:30 v/v) organic mixture. The particles were 

about 0.9 to 2.2 m in size and highly porous (Fig. 2 A, B, C). The encapsulation efficiency for both 

drugs was between  80 to 95% (Schafroth, 2010). In vitro studies demonstrated sustained release 

profiles for the drugs from 15 to 30 days depending on the PLGA grade (Schafroth et al., 2012).  

Beck-Broichsitter et al. (2012) prepared composite particles from nano spray drying an aqueous 

nanosuspension containing sildenafil-loaded PLGA nanoparticles of around 225 nm (prepared by 

solvent evaporation method) for pulmonary administration. 
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Table 1. Published studies and process conditions for the encapsulation of drugs in PLA/PLGA 

biopolymers by nano spray drying. Product yield (%) = amount of recovered dried particles / initial 

mass of solids in the feed, encapsulation efficiency (%) = amount of drug within dried particles / initial 

drug amount in the feed,, n.a. = not available, PLA = Poly(lactide), PLGA = Poly(lactide-co-

glycolide), DCM = dichloromethane, i.v. = inherent viscosity in dL/g, Tg = glass transition 

temperature in °C, molecular weight in kDa, Resomer® is a registered product line from EVONIK.  

 

 

Drug loaded 

(application) 

Biopolymer  

type and solid 

concentration 

Solvent 

type 

Tin / Tout 

(°C) 

Drying 

gas 

(L/min) 

Product 

yield 

(%) 

Encap-

sulation 

efficiency 

(%) 

Particle 

size 

(µm) 

Drug 

release 
References 

Clozapine and 

risperidone 

(antipsychotic drugs 

to treat 

Schizophrenia) 

O/W emulsion of 2.5% 

(w/v) PLGA (i.v. 0.4 

and 0.2 dL/g) 

DCM and 0.5% 

(w/v) PVA in 

water as stabilizer 

60 – 80 / 

31 – 38 

112 – 118 

(N2) 
48 – 64 89 – 98 0.2 – 0.4 

60%  

(i.v. 0.4 dL/g) 

and 80%  

(i.v. 0.2 dL/g) 

in 10 days 

(Panda et al., 

2016) 

Cyclosporin 

(immune system 

suppressant) 

0.5 to 2%  PLGA 

(50:50, 15, 40 to 75 

kDa), or PLGA (85:15, 

40 to 70 kDa) 

DCM/ethanol 

(70:30 v/v) 

29 – 32 / 

28 – 32 

102 – 132 

(N2/CO2) 
20 – 56 38 – 41 0.9 – 2.2 

100% in 15 

(PLGA 50:50) 

to 30 days 

(PLGA 85:15) 

(Schafroth, 

2010; 

Schafroth et 

al., 2012) 

Dexamethasone 

(steroid, anti-

inflammatory) 

0.5 to 2% PLGA 

(50:50, 15, 40 to 75 

kDa), or PLGA (85:15, 

40 to 70 kDa) 

DCM/ethanol 

(70:30 v/v) 

29 – 30 / 

30 – 32 

111 – 132 

(N2/CO2) 
32 – 54 62 – 81 0.9 – 1.7 

100% in 15 

(PLGA 50:50) 

to 30 days 

(PLGA 85:15) 

(Schafroth, 

2010; 

Schafroth et 

al., 2012) 

Sildenafil 

(pulmonary arterial 

hypertension) 

5% PLGA (RG502H, 

50:50, 7 to 17 kDa) 

with 10% drug 

Acetone 
45 / 

25 – 30 

100 

(N2, CO2) 
n.a. > 90 1.3 – 3.6 

50% 

in 1.5 to 4 h, 

100% in 12 h 

(Beck-

Broichsitter 

et al., 2015a) 

Sildenafil 

(pulmonary arterial 

hypertension) 

1 to 10% PLGA 

(RG502H) with 10% 

drug 

Acetone 
45 / 

25 to 30 

100 

(N2, CO2) 
n.a. n.a. 3.9 – 10.9 

50% 

in 4 to 14 h, 

100% in 48 h 

(Beck-

Broichsitter 

et al., 2015b) 

Sildenafil 

(pulmonary arterial 

hypertension) 

0.5 to 5% PLGA  

(RG502H, 50:50, 7 to 

17 kDa), or PLGA  

(RG503H, 50:50, 24 to 

38 kDa, Tg of 39 °C) 

DCM and aqueous 

suspensions (0.2 

to 2%, 225 nm 

nanoparticles) 

containing 1% 

PVA  

30 – 50 / 

20 – 30 
100 n.a. n.a. 

0.6 – 1.1 

(composite 

particles: 

2.8 – 4.4) 

100% in 7 h, 

100% in 1.5 h 

(composite 

particles) 

(Beck-

Broichsitter 

et al., 2012) 

Nimodipine 

(dilatation regulator 

in brain arterioles) 

0.6% PLGA (RG502H) DCM 45 / n.a. 120 n.a. 93 – 98 0.7 – 3.7 
90% 

in 19 h 

(Bege et al., 

2013) 

siRNA-loaded 

human serum 

albumin (HSA) 

nanoparticles 

(genetic disorders 

and silencing gene 

expression) 

0.13% PLGA  

(R504H, 50:50, 50 and 

100 kDa, Tg 40 to 

47°C), or PEG/PLGA  

(RGP 25/5 kDa, 95/5 

kDa, Tg 20 to 38 °C) 

Acetonitrile (4:1 

ratio PLGA:HSA 

nanoparticles) 

50 / 38 
118 – 121 

(N2/CO2) 
30 – 60 

≥ 97 

(in nano-

particles) 

0.6 – 0.8 

100%  

(PLGA-PEG) 

and 70% 

(PLGA)  

in 12 h 

(Amsalem et 

al., 2017) 

Simvastatin 

(cholesterol reducer, 

anti-cancer drug) 

O/W emulsion of 

2.75% PLGA (50:50, 

i.v. 0.4 dL/g, 45 kDa) 

with 10 w% drug 

DCM and 1% 

(w/v) PVA (30 to 

70 kDa) in water 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 63 0.2 – 0.3 67% in 3 days 
(Anzar et al., 

2018) 

PLGA nanoparticles 

in mannitol 

(pulmonary drug 

delivery) 

PLGA  nanosuspension 

(RG503H, 50:50, 24 to 

38 kDa, i.v. 0.41 dL/g)  

0.5% (w/v) 

aqueous mannitol 

solution (ratios 

1:5, 1:3, 1:1) 

80 / 

32 – 39 
140 n.a. n.a. 1.1 – 7.2 n.a. 

Torge et al. 

(2017) 

Purified horseradish 

peroxidase (HRP) 

enzyme (223 U/mg) 

1% (w/v) PLGA 

(RG502H, 50:50, 8 

kDa) 

DCM n.a. 100 n.a. 

Enzyme 

loading up to 

6.2 mg/g 

1.2 – 5.4 n.a. 

(Dahili et al., 

2017; Dahili 

and Feczkó, 

2015) 

No drug  

(PLGA particle 

coating for small 

medical implants) 

0.1% PLGA (RG503H) 

Acetonitrile/water 

(95 :5) and 

0.005% sodium 

acetate 

55 / 

28 – 34 

100 

(N2/CO2) 
n.a. n.a. 0.5 – 1 n.a. 

(Baghdan et 

al., 2018) 

No drug 

(drug delivery 

applications) 

0.1 to 5% PLGA 

(RG503H) and 

stabilizers 

Acetone, 

ethylacetate, or 

DCM 

50 – 90 / 

29 – 36 

115 

(N2/CO2) 
≤ 63 n.a. 2.4 – 5.9 n.a. 

(Draheim et 

al., 2015) 

No drug 

1% PLA (R202H, i.v. 

0.16 to 0.24 dL/g, 

10 to 18 kDa) 

DCM/ethanol 

(70:30) 

20 – 40 / 

24 – 32 
140 (air) 50 – 88 n.a. 

0.4 – 4 

0.7 – 7 

0.8 – 13 

n.a. 

(Büchi 

Labortechnik 

AG, 2011) 

No drug 2% PLA (R202H) DCM 
50 / 

28 – 30 
126 (air) n.a. n.a. 0.5 – 5 n.a. 

(Büchi 

Labortechnik 

AG, 2009) 

No drug 

0.1% PLGA (RG504H, 

50:50, 38 to 54 kDa,  

Tg 46 to 50 °C) 

Acetonitrile/water 

(95:5) and 0.005% 

sodium acetate) 

55 / 36 140 n.a. n.a. 0.16 – 2.0 n.a. 

(Büchi 

Labortechnik 

AG, 2017) 
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Fig. 2.  SEM pictures of nano spray dried particles made of PLA/PLGA biopolymers.  

(A) and (B) Cyclosporine-loaded PLGA particles (50:50, 15 kDa) (2% w/v dissolved in 

DCM/ethanol (70:30 v/v) and nano spray dried at 29 °C) (Schafroth, 2010; Schafroth et al., 2012). 

(C) Dexamethasone-loaded PLGA particles (50:50, 40 to 75 kDa, 1.5% w/v in DCM/ethanol 

(70:30 v/v) for the treatment of inflammation (Schafroth, 2010; Schafroth et al., 2012).  

(D) Nimodipine-loaded PLGA particles (50:50, 7 to 17 kDa, 0.6% w/v in DCM) for suspension in 

fibrin sealant as an in-situ forming depot system for treatments in brain surgery (Bege et al., 2013).  

(E) Nano-in-nanoparticles made of PEG-PLGA (100 kDa) and PLGA (100 kDa) loaded with 

human serum albumin primary nanoparticles containing siRNA (Amsalem et al., 2017).  

(F) Simvastatin-loaded PLGA particles for the treatment of breast cancer (Anzar et al., 2018). 

(G) Composite particle fabricated from aqueous suspension containing sildenafil-loaded PLGA 

nanoparticles (Beck-Broichsitter et al., 2012). 

(H) Round and regular shaped PLGA (50:50, 8 kDa) particles prepared from 0.7% (w/v) acetone 

solution with 1.18% (w/v) of Span®60 as stabilizer (Draheim et al., 2015).  

(I) Spherical PLA (10 to 18 kDa) particles from a 2% (w/v) solution in DCM with a 4.0 μm spray 

mesh (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2009).  

(J) PLGA (50:50, 8 kDa) carrier particles (1% w/v, 5.5 μm spray mesh) for the immobilization of 

horseradish peroxidase enzyme in waste-water treatment (Dahili and Feczkó, 2015).  

(K) Nano spray dried PLGA (50:50, 24 to 38 kDa) particles for surface coating of small medical 

implants (Baghdan et al., 2018).  

(L) Submicron PLGA (50:50, 38 to 54 kDa) spheres obtained from 0.1% (w/v) solution in 

acetonitrile/water (95:5) and 0.005 % sodium acetate (Büchi Labortechnik AG, 2017). 
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As shown in Fig. 2 (G) the surface of the composite particles was decorated by individual 

nanoparticles and thus exhibited a large specific surface area. The aerodynamic properties were 

suitable for deep lung deposition (particle size ≤ 4 μm) and the entrapped drug was released within 

about 1.5 hours.  

In another application, Bege et al. (2013) encapsulated nimodipine in PLGA particles by nano 

spray drying. Nimodipine is a substance that regulates the dilatation of blood vessels. The nano spray 

dried particles ranged from 1.9 to 2.4 µm (Fig. 2 D) and were suspended in a fibrin sealant as an in 

situ depot system for treatments related to brain surgery. The fibrin glue is biodegradable and stable in 

the cerebrospinal fluid inside the brain and the spine. Nimodipine loads of 10 to 40% and high 

encapsulation efficiency of 93 to 98% could be achieved, which make the depot forming system 

promising for the local treatment of cerebral vasospasm after a subarachnoid hemorrhage (bleeding). 

Amsalem et al. (2017) loaded primary human serum albumin (HSA) nanoparticles (about 100 nm) 

with small interfering RNAs (siRNA) and encapsulated the suspension in PLGA and PEG/PLGA 

biopolymers by nano spray drying. By using acetonitrile (boiling point of 82 °C) with a total solids 

content of 0.13% (w/v) and 50/38 °C inlet/outlet temperature, a reproducible nano spray drying 

process was achieved avoiding thermal damage to the heat-sensitive siRNA. The produced solid nano-

in-nanoparticles had a mean size of about 580 to 770 nm and showed a stable spherical shape with 

uniform surfaces and a unique internal morphology (Fig. 2 E). SEM revealed many encapsulated 

siRNA-loaded nanoparticles embedded within the PLGA polymer. This unique method of double 

nano-encapsulation to protect and control the release of active siRNA is considered promising for the 

treatment of a variety of genetic disorders and for the silencing transcription during gene expression. 

In the application area of new cancer chemotherapeutics, Anzar et al. (2018) explored nano spray 

drying for the encapsulation of simvastatin in PLGA polymeric submicron particles for the effective 

treatment of breast cancer. The process parameters were optimized to obtain dried spherical particles 

of 240 nm to 260 nm size utilizing a 7.0 m spray mesh (Fig. 2 F). An encapsulation efficiency of 

63% was obtained. In vitro cytotoxicity studies revealed an enhanced anticancer activity with 

increasing drug concentration and exposure time. Overall, the nanoparticles were found to be 

appropriate for the treatment of solid tumor, e.g. breast cancer via intravenous administration. 

Panda et al. (2014) co-entrapped the antipsychotic drugs clozapine and risperidone in about 235 to 

260 nm PLGA nanoparticles by nano spray drying and observed sustained drug release profiles in 

vitro over several days. The release kinetics of the drugs encapsulated in PLGA polymers with a low 

molecular weight were faster (about 80% release in 10 days) compared to those with a high molecular 

weight (about 60% release in 10 days), due to the higher hydrolysis and degradation rate. The prepared 

particles could be used as an injectable formulation to cross the blood-brain barrier for the treatment of 

psychotic disorders, such as Schizophrenia.  

Baghdan et al. (2018) presented a novel approach for coating small medical implants (e.g. dental 

implants) with nanoparticles of different biomaterials using nano spray drying. In this study, the dental 

implants were fixed on the electrostatic collector using conductive adhesive carbon tabs and PLGA 

particles were produced and deposited on the implants in a single-step. SEM showed spherical PLGA 

particles with a smooth surface in the range of 300 nm to 1.5 m with a peak size of about 615 nm 

(Fig. 2 K). 

 

4. Conclusions 

The analyzed studies show the potential of producing PLGA particles from approx. 2 μm to below 

200 nm by nano spray drying, as well as the encapsulation of macromolecular therapeutics in in 

spherical particles and nano-in-nanoparticle composite structures made of biodegradable PLGA 

polymers for controlled drug delivery systems. 

Nano spray drying offers new possibilities for particle design and drug formulation, in the form of 

nano-micro composite particles from preformed nanoemulsions and nanosuspensions, hollow 

microparticles with nanoparticle-containing shells, or compact spheres from diluted solutions. The 

gentle drying conditions favor the production of typically spherical particles with a smooth or 

structured surface. 

The researched application fields are particularly the treatment of inhalation diseases (e.g. with 

sildenafil), inflammations (e.g. with dexamethasone), cancer (e.g. with simvastatin), immune diseases 
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(e.g. with cyclosporine), genetic disorders (e.g. with siRNA-loaded nanoparticle therapeutics), the 

regulation of vasodilatation (e.g. nimodipine) or the surface coating of medical implants with 

biocompatible PLGA nanoparticles loaded with active substances.  

The nano- and submicron particles improve the bioavailability and release of bioactive components 

and drugs because of a higher surface volume, a higher penetration rate into the cells, higher stability, 

and the possibility of targeted release. 

Depending on the application, an optimized set of process parameters is found. The most important 

parameters are the inlet and outlet drying temperatures, the drying gas flow rate, the spray mesh size, 

the solids concentration, stabilizers and the organic solvent type. This gives bioengineers a whole 

range of formulation playgrounds. Dichloromethane, acetonitrile, or ethyl acetate are frequently used 

in the feasibility studies to dissolve the biopolymers. It is important that the outlet drying temperature 

does not exceed the glass transition temperature of the PLGA biopolymer to prevent softening and 

reducing the yield.  

Factors influencing the release of the active ingredient from PLGA particles are in particular the 

type of biopolymer, the ratio of lactide to glycolide, and the particle size. Smaller particles have a 

higher release rate than larger ones due to the difference in exposed surface area. In addition, the 

release kinetics in low molecular weight PLGA polymers is faster than in high molecular weight 

PLGA polymers due to higher hydrolysis and degradation rates 

It is foreseeable that the encapsulation of active pharmaceutical ingredients in PLA/PLGA 

biopolymers by nano spray drying will continue to increase with the widespread use of laboratory 

equipment. In particular, nano spray drying technology is relatively easy to use, very versatile and 

allows parameter studies to be carried out on a laboratory scale.  

In order to further explore the potential of nano spray drying, it is desirable to transfer this 

technology to industrial scale to process larger quantities of powder. Further technological innovations 

in atomizer technology are expected to further reduce particle size. 
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Abstract  
Liposomes are phospholipid membranes widely used for drug delivery in biomedical applications. 
They can retain, protect and deliver macromolecules to target tissues and then control the release of 
their cargoes. To exploit this function, the liposomal membrane integrity is crucial to avoid undesired 
leakage of cargoes. In this work, the influence of low temperature storing conditions on the stability of 
liposomes is investigated for further delivery applications. 
 
Keywords: Liposomes, freeze-thawing, freeze-drying 
 
1. Introduction 
After the first description of liposomes more than fifty years ago (Bangham et al. 1964), in the last 
decades, they started acquiring a striking success for their drug delivery ability of both lipophilic and 
hydrophilic molecules (Sercombe et al. 2015, Alavi et al. 2017), and their biocompatibility (Bozzuto 
et al. 2015). Both natural and synthetic phospholipids can be combined to tune the physical and 
chemical properties, i.e. dimensions, charge and surface properties (Malam et al. 2009, Sharma et al. 
1997), and the liposomal surface can be also functionalized with different molecules (Torchilin 2005, 
Allen et al. 2013). Liposomes can be used for the treatment of a wide range of pathologies and many 
of them have been already approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), for example: Doxil, 
DepoCyt, Vyexos and Abraxane (Anselmo et al. 2016). Thus, it is crucial to employ a storage method 
that does not affect the liposomes integrity, preventing the leakage of their cargo. Lyophilization is 
one of this preservation methods, but attention must be paid to the design of the formulation to make it 
sufficiently robust to freezing and drying stresses. In this work, the role of various cryo-protectors is 
investigated with respect to their ability to preserve the morpho-functional parameters of liposomes. 
Attention was focused on the first step of the lyophilization process, i.e. freezing. More specifically, 
two freezing methodologies were investigated, quench in liquid nitrogen and shelf-ramped freezing. 
 
2. Material and method 
The lipids used in this work, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), alone or in 
combination with 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (DOTAP) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (DSPE-PEG), were all 
purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. 
Four different formulations of liposomes were analysed: DOPC, DOPC-DOTAP (70:30 %w/w), 
DOPC-DSPE-PEG (95:5 %w/w) and DOPC-DOTAP-DSPE-PEG (65:30:5 %w/w), all labelled with 
Bodipy-FL-DHPE. All the formulations were prepared using the protocol reported by (Dumontel et al. 
2017) and rehydrated in aqueous solution, i.e. water and physiologic solution (0,9% w NaCl) (50:50 
%v/v). To obtain small and unilamellar vesicles, the liposomal formulations were bath sonicated at 40 
kHz for 20 minutes and then extruded with 0.2 μm syringe filters. Dimension and surface charge of 
liposomes were characterized with Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Z-Potential measurements, 
while their shape evaluated through wide-field fluorescence microscopy images by labelling them with 
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1% w/w of Bodipy-FL® (Thermofischer Scientific, excitation wavelength at 488 nm). Further 
experiments of freezing and thawing were carried out only on DOPC-DOTAP and DOPC-DOTAP-
DSPE-PEG because of their strong positive Z- potential. 
The first experiment aimed to compare the effect of slow or fast freezing and thawing rates on 
liposomes’ integrity. In the slow freezing-slow thawing (SFST) experiment, samples had undergone 
seven cycles of freezing and thawing, with a cooling/heating rate of 1°C/min between 10°C and -40 
°C. In the fast freezing-fast thawing (FFFT) experiment, the samples were dipped in liquid nitrogen 
for 5 minutes and then thawed at room temperature for 20 minutes for seven times. The same 
experiments were repeated employing different cryoprotectants: six different excipients (5%w/w), 
such as cellobiose, glucose, lactose, mannitol, sucrose and trehalose and a surfactant (0,01%w/w), 
Tween80, added to the aqueous solution before the rehydration. All the previously described samples 
were analysed with DLS, Z-potential and fluorescence microscopy. 
 
3. Results and discussion  
The average size of the liposomes was about 100 nm; however, DOPC and DOPC-DSPE-PEG showed 
an almost neutral Z-Potential, 0.68 and -0.87 mV respectively, while DOPC-DOTAP and DOPC-
DOTAP-DSPE-PEG a strong positive charge, 31.9 and 12.9 mV respectively. Since the Z-Potential is 
related to the surface charge, a high Z-Potential is preferred in liposomal solutions to avoid the 
coalescence of vesicles. Therefore, further experiments were carried out only on DOPC-DOTAP and 
DOPC-DOTAP-DSPE-PEG suspensions.  
The comparison of SFST and FFFT of liposomes shows similar behaviour. As shown in Figure 1A 
and B, both SFST and FFFT damaged the lipid membranes by creating small fragments or by fusing in 
bigger vesicles.  
 

 
 
Fig. 1. DLS measurements of (A) DOPC-DOTAP and (B) DOPC-DOTAP-DSPE-PEG where the red 

line is the fresh sample, the blue one the SFST sample and the green one the FFFT. 
 

These experiments were repeated by adding six excipients, Tween80 or a combination of each 
excipient and the surfactant to the solutions. In Figure 2, the results of SFST for DOPC-DOTAP-
DSPE-PEG in the formulation with sucrose are shown. The addition of excipients provided a 
protective effect on the lipidic membranes in almost all the formulations, except in the case of 
mannitol. On the contrary, the addition of Tween80 did not prevent the breakage of liposomes’ 
membranes, indeed it probably interferes in the formation of new aggregates, so the solution contains 
mainly fragments of phospholipids.  
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Fig. 2. DLS measurements of DOPC-DOTAP-DSPE-PEG with the addition of sucrose where the red 
line is the fresh sample, the blue one the SFST sample, the green one the SFST sample with sucrose 

and the orange one the SFST sample with sucrose and Tween80. 
 

4. Conclusions 

Liposomes are widely used for the delivery of drugs and macromolecules thanks to their tunable 
encapsulation ability. Therefore, their preservation over time without damages and drugs leakage is 
essential. High standard low temperature conservation of the constructs is suitable to protect the 
encapsulated compound activity, avoiding affecting liposomes morphology and physiology. This 
storage condition can be associated with some sugar-based excipients that successfully protect the 
liposomal membrane from breakage. The present work is a starting point for further studies on the 
stability of synthetic or natural-produced phospholipid vesicles, loaded or not with macromolecules, 
and on their preservation by freeze-drying. 
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Abstract  

 

The drying of polymer-particle composites can be described for the industrial approach utilizing the 

drying regime maps, which predicts the particle concentration along the film height. In this work 

plate-like particles were used to study the influence of the particle geometry. Simulations were 

conducted to predict the location of the particles and compared with spherical particles from previous 

works. The simulations were validated utilizing confocal Raman Spectroscopy. The simulation results 

showed good concordance with the experimental results. 

Keywords: drying regime maps, thin film, polymer composites, confocal Raman spectroscopy 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Polymer-Particle Composites have great application potential in many technical coatings. The 

Particles in a Polymer Matrix can boost the properties of the coating solution and the dry film. Some 

examples are the suspension stability, the biocompatibility and the influence on the optical properties. 

 

2. Material and method 

 

The distribution of the particles in dry film was modelled in a previous work (Baesch et al., 2018), this 

modell considers the diffusion and the sedimentation of the particles. The orientation they could have 

under a predetermined shear field during the coating process and the evaporation of the solvent was 

added to investigate the geometry influence. In Figure 1 there is a summary of the mass flux equations 

for each component used to calculate the concentration profiles, by substituting them in equation one , 

also both boundary conditions at the top of the film (evaporation) and at the bottom (no flux) are 

summarized. 

The model showed heavy dependency on two main nondimensional numbers, the Peclet number (Pe) 

and the Sedimentation number (NS). Plotting the results of the simulations with Pe as a function of NS 

predicts 3 different drying regimes: Sedimentation (S): the particles concentration reaches the 90% of 

the maximum packing concentration at the top, Diffusion (D): the particles concentration does not 

reach the 90% of the maximum packing concentration overall, and Evaporation (E): the particles 

concentration reaches the 90% of the maximum packing concentration at the top. These regime maps 

were previously studied (Cardinal et al., 2010) using spherical particles. Both are compared in Figure 

2 to show the influence of the particle aspect ratio. 

 
(1) 
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Fig. 1 Summary of the mass transfer equations and the boundary conditions during the drying process (Baesch 

et al. 2018).  

The validation of the drying regime maps was conducted using a coating suspension composed of a 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) aqueous solution (3% volume) and plate-like Glass-Flakes (2% volume), 

with an aspect ratio of rp = 0.1 (Kim & Karrila 1991). Later thin transparent films were produced in a 

drying channel, with different drying and coating conditions (e.g. drying speed, wet film thickness and 

particle concentration). 

The model validation was conducted using confocal Micro-Raman-Spectroscopy (Schabel, 2005). 

This measurement technique obtains the concentration of each component in the dry film at different 

points, and to make a 3D imaging of the dry film. Thus, obtaining the final distribution of the particles 

as well as their morphology and orientation.  

 

3. Results and discussion  

In Figure 2. the results of the simulation are shown, here the Diffusion regime increases with the 

reduction of the aspect ratio due increase of the sedimentation velocity, which means that the drying of 

plate like particles requires a higher drying rate to achieve the same regime for spherical particles. In 

Figure 3. the drying experiments are shown, each experimental point is located and marked with the 

corresponding observed regime. These results show a good concordance with the simulations.  

 
Fig. 2. Simulation results with two aspects ratio rp=1 for spheres and rp=0.1 for plates.  
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Fig. 3. Showing the experimental results. Each drying experiment is located and marked with a letter of the 

regime observed  

4. Conclusions 

The experimental results showed good concordance with the simulations and it was shown 

that a flat geometry allows a more compact distribution of the particles due to the increase of 

the sedimentation velocity. This increases the region of diffusion in comparison with 

spherical particles.  
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Abstract  

This work reports the results of an experimental study concerning the drying of cement mortar and 
specially the mechanism of moisture transfer during the process. The effect of the mix-composition on 

the microstructure and transfer parameters is studied. The experimental investigations aim to 

characterize from textural and hydric the materials, by mean of dynamic vapor sorption this technique 

allows to identify the liquid water moisture diffusivity "Dml" and the vapor moisture diffusivity "Dmv". 
 

Keywords: Drying, mortar, water sorption curves, moisture diffusivity. 

 

1. Introduction 

This work is focused on mortar, a cement-based material with a great variety of applications, going 
from building materials to radioactive waste disposal matrices (Bossa et al., 2015). Durability is one of 

the important parameter which agrees a large use of this material. Nevertheless, interactions between 

cement-based materials and its environment can lead to loss of quality or properties. In particular, 
drying-imbibitions cycles are the major sources of disorder that may threaten the cementitious materials. 

From imbibitions water will transport salts and acids and cause mechanical and aesthetic deterioration 

seen as efflorescence, spalling, cracking, and mould growth. Drying under natural conditions (Bastian, 

1997). Can lead to the appearance of shrinkage, deformations and cracks, as it is reported in many 

studies (Léonard et al., 2005) (Noémie Prime et al., 2015) (Lin and Meyer, 2009). Therefore the 

knowledge of the interaction between water and solid, during drying processes, is one of the keys for 
durability studies of cementitious material. This also requires deep studies to better understand moisture 

transfer inside the solid and how it relates to the microstructure, itself influenced by the material 

formulation. 

Cement hydration is acknowledged as a complex physico-chemical process and many attempts have 

been made to describe and quantify the kinetics of hydration (Hernandez et al., 2015). Many of the 

developed models explicitly consider the effects of cement particle size distribution (PSD) and curing 
temperature on kinetics. However, considerably less consideration has been given to the influence of 

the starting water-to-cement ratio (W/C) on the developing hydration (Bentz, 2006). 

Concerning water transfer through unsaturated porous systems, a first theory assumes that moisture 

transfer follows diffusion as the most major mechanism, described by use of the Fick’s law (Bennamoun 

et al., 2013). Based on Crank’s work (Crank, 1975). who proposed a solution to the diffusion second 

equation for different particle shapes and various boundary conditions, different technique were used to 
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identify the moisture transfer coefficient (moisture diffusivity) (El Amri et al., 2012; Madamba et al., 

1996; McMinn and Magee, 1999; Perrin et al., 1983; Usub et al., 2010; Vasić et al., 2014). 

A second theory is usually used to describe liquid water transport with Darcy's law, where the flow 

of water occurs under the effect of a capillary suction, defined by Van-Genuchten model. In this case 
the desorption isotherm is translated into the capillary suction curve of the material, which plots the 

capillary pressure vs. the degree of liquid water saturation, and which is involved as a state equation in 

the modelling of moisture transport. The moisture diffusivity is expressed as the sum of two components; 
moisture diffusivity in liquid state and the vapour moisture diffusivity (Perrin et al., 1983; Philip & 

Vries, 1957). 

In this context, the main purpose of this study is to highlight the mechanisms of moisture transfer 
inside mortars which depends on its mix-composition; principally on water to cement ratio, and on 

desiccation level, during its drying. From sorption kinetics curves and suction curves we have quantified 

moisture diffusivity in liquid state and in the vapour state separately, by using Darcy's law. The 

experiments were carried out on three mortars with specific water to cement ratio (W/C = 0.4, 0.5 and 
0.6); partially saturated materials were studied. 

 
2. Material and method 

2.1. Samples Preparation 

The experimental study was carried out on mortars using normalized sand: CEN 196-1; a siliceous 

natural rounded sand with a silica content equals to 98 %, and the Portland cement CEM I 52.5 R HES 
type. Mortar samples were prepared with three water to cement (W/C) ratios; 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60 (as it 

is shown in Table 1).  The samples were prepared in the Laboratory of Building Materials of Liege 

University (Belgium). The laboratory climatic conditions are maintained at a temperature of (21 ± 2) °C 
and a relative humidity of (60 ± 10) %. The wet chamber designed for the conservation of samples is 

maintained at a temperature of (20.0 ± 1.0) °C and a relative humidity superior to 90 %, according to 

Belgian Standard (NBN EN 196-1, 2005).  

 
Table 1.Mix proportions of mortars 

Components References 
Proportions (g) 

M04 M05 M06 

Cement CEMI-52.5R HES 450 450 450 

Sand CEN 1350 1350 1350 

Water Tap water 180 225 270 

(W/C) Water to cement ratios 0;4 0;5 0;6 

(S/C) Sand to cement ratios 3 3 3 

 

2.2. Dynamic vapor sorption DVS 

Sorption isotherms of mortar were determined using the DVS (dynamic vapor sorption), a well-
established technique for the study of the interaction of water molecules with porous media and of 

moisture sorption in general. This technique has high reproducibility and provides accurate isotherms 

over a wide relative humidity (RH) range between 0 % and 100 % (Donnarumma, Tomaiuolo, Caserta, 

Gizaw, & Guido, 2015 - Xie et al., 2011- Ceylan, van Landuyt, Meulewaeter, & de Clerck, 2012). DVS 
has been successfully used in the study of water sorption in pharmaceuticals materials, food 

(Desmorieux and Decaen, 2005), natural materials like wood (Karoglou et al., 2005), and in building 

materials: aggregates, cement and ceramics. During a DVS experiment, a sample is exposed to a series 
of step changes in RH, with simultaneous monitoring of mass changes as a function of time. Sample 

mass must reach gravimetric equilibrium at each step before proceeding to the next humidity level. 

Then, the equilibrium mass values at each RH step are used to generate the isotherm. Isotherms are 
typically divided into two components: adsorption for increasing humidity steps and desorption for 

decreasing humidity steps. 

In the present study, sorption isotherms were recorded using a DVS Intrinsic, SMS (UK) equipped 

with an ultra-balance. The instrument is capable of accommodating a sample mass up to 4 g and with 
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dimensions as large as 40 mm. Changes in sample mass of 0.1 μg can be detected. These measurements 

may take from a few minutes to a few hours depending upon the sample size and material. The DVS 

Intrinsic can perform within a temperature range between 20–40°C (standard) and RH range between 

0% and 100 %. The sample placed in the DVS was a grind measuring approximately 5 mm in diameter. 
Grinding and choice of particle size is performed manually with a mortar. So a grind was placed in a 

conical steel sample holder (pan) which was hung on in the sample chamber (Fig. 1). For adsorption, air 

flow is passing over the sample with its RH increasing from 0 to 100 % by increments of 10 %. For 
desorption, RH is then decreased by increments until reaching 0 %. Mass loss is measured for each 

increment. The equilibrium moisture content is given at the end of humidity step; this equilibrium was 

reached while the rate of mass change (dm/dt) was less than 0.005 % min−1 over 5 consecutive 
recordings. 

 
3. Results and discussion  

 
 

Fig. 1. Isotherm sorption cycle of mortars M04, M05 and M06 at 20°C. 

Water vapor sorption isotherms (moisture content "W" vs. relative humidity) for the three materials 
M04, M05 and M06 are obtained and plotted (figure 1). Measurements have been carried out on 3 

samples for each material. 

It is noted that a series of tests was realized in order to obtained sorption isotherm of cement paste 
(without sand). Results showed that the absence of sand grains had no influence on the shape of isotherm 

of cement paste. This phenomenon is attributed to the moisture content equilibrium during 

adsorption/desorption processes, which takes place in pure cement matrix zone, regardless void formed 
in paste / sand interfaces zone. In the literature different terms have been used to refer to this zone. 

(Ollivier, Maso, & Bourdette, 1995) called this interface "ITZ" (Interfacial Transition Zone). These 

results are confirmed in many works, which compared concrete and cement past textures and concluded 

that, in the micro-pore and the meso-pore ranges, investigated by water vapor sorption processes, both 
types of materials have similar results. 

Qualitatively the three materials present the same behavior according to the relative humidity, for 

adsorption cycle or for desorption one. The isotherms of the three mortars can be categorized as “Type 
IV” it means that according to IUPAC classification, they are constituted by micro or/and meso-pores 

(pore openings between 2 and 50 nm investigated by sorption isotherms).  It is clear that the isotherm's 

shape of mortar is independent of the W/C ratio. 

The fall observed in the moisture content between 40% and 30% RH can be explained by the transfer 
transition from the macro porosity to the meso and micro porosity. To better understand the role of 

porosity in moisture transfer a depth study of the porosity distribution is realized (in the second section) 

 
3.1 Liquid moisture diffusivity «Dml» 
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Many recent researchers (Mchirgui et al., 2013), (Baroghel-Bouny, 2007b), have shown that the 

moisture diffusivity “Dm” is expressed as the sum of two components; liquid moisture diffusivity "Dml" 

and vapour moisture diffusivity “Dmv” 

In this part, both contributions will be quantified for mortars. The transfer of liquid moisture in saturated 
porous media was given by Darcy's law. The Richards equation (Richards, 1931) represents the 

movement of water in unsaturated porous solids, and he suggested describing the flow of water under 

the effect of a capillary suction, the liquid water saturation “Sr” is the equation solution: 
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where krl(Sr) is the relative permeability to liquid water (depend of the degree of liquid water saturation), 

Kl the “intrinsic” liquid water permeability (in our case we used an average value for the three mortars; 
Kl = 2.71 x 10-18m2), μl the dynamic viscosity of liquid water (μl=1.002 x 10-3 kg/m.s) and Pc the capillary 

pressure, which is obtained by application of Kelvin’s law (3): 
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with Mv the molar mass of water (Mv=18 x 10−3 kg mol−1), ρl the liquid water mass density (ρl = 1000 
Kg/m3), and R the universal gas constant (R=8.3144 J mol−1 K−1) 
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was obtained from water retention curve in desorption (desaturation or drying); relating pressure 

capillary to water saturation degrees (water saturation was deduced from isotherm sorption results). 
Relation between the water saturation degree Sr and the capillary pressure (pc = pg – pw) was defined by 

Van-Genuchten model (1980) adapted for cementitious materials (4): 
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nn
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                            (4) 
 

where “Sr” is the water saturation degree,” n” is a fitting parameter and “Pa” is usually called air entry 

pressure. 

“Pa” and fitting parameter “n” have been calibrated from Van-Genuchten model. In the measurements 
conditions of present experimentations at 20°C, the values of the parameter “n” and “Pa” are given in 

(table 2 ): 

 
Table 2.Measurements parameters 

 “n” “Pa”  

[MPa] 

M04 1.61 22.2 

M05 1.62 21.6 

M06 1.73 26.7 

 

The relative permeability to liquid water “Krl“is also obtained from the retention parameters of Van- 
Genuchten model: 
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With: m=1-1/n 

 
Fig.2. the capillary pressure (Pc) and the relative permeability (Krl) as a function of water saturation 

Evolution of  capillary pressure “pc” with the water saturation degree Sr was obtained by Van-

Genuchten model (1980) adapted for cementitious materials (3) and (4) The relative permeability to 

liquid water “Krl“is also obtained from the retention parameters of Van- Genuchten model (5) 
 

 
 

Fig.3. Liquid moisture diffusivity determined for mortars M04, M05 and M06 
 

Calculated liquid moisture diffusivity “Dml“ and vapor moisture diffusivity “Dmv“ are presented only for 

the desorption phase. 

At the beginning of desorption, the diffusion coefficient increases significantly when RH decreases. It 
is due to capillary pressure increase, but the relative permeability of the liquid decreases dramatically 

(figure 3) which at the end leads to the reduction of the moisture diffusivity. From RH = 70%, the value 

of the diffusion coefficient begins to fall, caused by the discontinuity of the liquid phase and the 
diminishing of the relative permeability "Krl". Eventually, the liquid phase will be completely broken, 

leading to a water moisture diffusivity “Dml” equal zero from RH = 30%. 

 
3.2 Vapour moisture diffusivity «Dmv» 

Based on Philip & De Vries and Millington models, the vapour moisture diffusivity "Dmv" is quantified, 

according to Perrin's work (Perrin, Foures, & Javelas, 1983) 
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where Dv0 is the free water vapor diffusion coefficient in the air (Dv0=2.47·10−5 m2 s−1 between T=20 

and 25 °C), Φ the porosity accessible to water of the material, Pvs the saturating water vapor pressure at 

the considered temperature T (Pvs=2338.54 Pa at T=20 °C), and f (Sr,) presents the resistance factor 
given by Millington equal to:  

                                                

  3/103/4 )1(, rr SSf 
                (7) 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Vapor moisture diffusivity determined for mortars M04, M05 and M06 

 
The variation of moisture diffusivity corresponding to the vapor transfer is presented in (Figure 4) with 

the relative humidity RH. At the beginning of desorption, moisture vapor diffusivity is roughly nil and 

it increases gradually when the relative humidity decreases. Indeed, when RH is reduced, the gas phase 
occupies a volume more important, which promotes the diffusion of water vapor. In the RH level   [50%, 

30%], “Dmv” remains fairly low, with a slight increase. From RH = 20% and up to the end of drying, a 

decrease in relative humidity RH induced a significant increase of vapor moisture diffusivity. It is 

explained by the very low water content when relative humidity is low, making it discontinuous liquid 
domain within the porous material. The levels of gas will be more important inducing an increase in the 

mobility of the water vapor. 

 

 
 

Fig.5. Moisture diffusivity obtained by the sum of water and vapor diffusivity, for M04, M05 and M06 
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(Figure 5) represents the evolution of moisture diffusivity with the water saturation degrees in 

desorption of the three mortars, obtained with Darcy's approach. A minimum value of moisture 

diffusivity appears at 0.2 of water saturation which is explained by the transition from transport 
dominated by liquid flow at high relative humidity to the vapour diffusion at low relative humidity.  

In the literature the value of the saturation at which the transition happens is different, it depending on 

material and on the method used for obtaining the moisture diffusivity. We have compared our results 
with thus obtained by other works (Moghaddam et al., 2016). In this work moisture diffusivity, called 

moisture transport coefficient "D", was obtained from drying simulation.  

The functionality of moisture transport coefficient with water saturation was estimated. Two local 
maximums and one minimum moisture transport coefficient should be expected, the minimum shows 

the saturation at which the transition of moisture transport mechanisms happens, at saturation around 

0.2 and two maximums at very low and very high saturation values. The transition between liquid and 

vapour transfer is due, when gas phase invades into the pore network, leading to breakage of liquid in 
the main cluster into smaller clusters including isolated clusters. The isolated menisci play a hindering 

role on the transport of water. The dependency of moisture diffusivity with the network saturation can 

be explained by the change of contribution of isolated menisci (throats which are exposed to the gas 
phase) as network saturation changes. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The present study is focused on studying, through water sorption curves, the mechanism of moisture 

transfer during drying process of mortars. 

The three materials qualitatively present the same behavior for the adsorption or the desorption with 

regard to the relative humidity. It is clear that the isotherm's shape of mortar is independent of the water 
to cement ratio. The falling of moisture content between from RH = 40% and 30% can be explained by 

the transfer transition from the macro porosity to the meso and micro porosities and afterwards the 

transition of transfer rate from capillary evaporation to meso evaporation. 
The results exhibit hysteresis between desorption and adsorption, extending over the whole relative 

humidity range. Its origin can be attributed to the difference between the mechanisms of sorption; 

capillary condensation and capillary evaporation, due to the possible presence of different shapes in the 

liquid–vapor interface. 
Global moisture diffusivity for the three tested materials is obtained from desorption curves. Indeed, 

the evolution of the moisture diffusivity within water saturation degrees is similar regardless of W/C 

ratio. Therefore W/C ratio cannot explain alone the mortar transfer capabilities; connectivity of the very 
complex porous network plays an important role in the moisture transfer aptitude of the mortar. Based 

on Darcy's law liquid water moisture diffusivity "Dml" is quantified and then assessed the vapour 

moisture diffusivity "Dmv". Thus the degrees of water saturation is exactly determined, where each 
mode of moisture transfer is predominant.  
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Abstract  

The knowledge of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient is essential for the application of the heat and 

mass transfer model of fluidized bed drying. From the experimental results a relationship between the 

dimensionless numbers was created in 𝑁𝑢′ = 𝑓(𝑅𝑒, 𝑃𝑟, 𝐴𝑟,
𝐿

𝑑𝑃
)  form by using statistical evaluation. 

The volumetric heat transfer coefficient for a fluidized bed dryer can be calculated by using the equation 

within its scope. 

 

Keywords: fluidized bed drying, volumetric heat transfer coefficient, modified Nusselt number, 

dimensionless relationship 

 

1. Introduction 

In the technical practice, similarity numbers are used in the design and control of the drying equipment. 

The models describing the fluidized bed drying are differential equation systems, which are suitable for 

describing the changes in the temperature and humidity of the drying gas and the drying material as a 

function of time and height. The equations can be solved numerically by knowing the characteristics of 

the particles and the heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient can be determined from the 

dimensionless empirical equations. These equations consist of similarity numbers and the operational 

parameters. By using the heat transfer coefficient, the drying time, the main dimensions of the equipment 

and the condition required to achieve the desired moisture content of the material can be calculated. The 

most commonly used dimensionless numbers used for the practical solution of convective heat and mass 

transfer in fluidized bed drying operations are: Nu, Re, Pr, Ar, Sh, Sc, St numbers (Kunii and Levenspiel 

1991). 

In the literature there are several dimensionless equations to determine the heat transfer coefficient 

between particles and the drying gas. After studying the literature, the methods and the dimensionless 

relationships for scaling up the fluidized bed dryers were worked out and systematized by specifying 

their applicability limits. The researchers treated the shape of the particles as a sphere during the 

generation of the equations and they neglected the size distribution of the particles and they assumed 

that the particles contact the drying gas on the entire spherical surface.   

Table 1 summarizes the equations published in the literature for the heat transfer coefficient in the 

constant drying rate period of fluidized bed drying. The equations in this table can be used in a different 

scope of validity and consist of different dimensionless numbers. Increasing the amount of the 

dimensionless numbers in the equations makes the description of the phenomenon more specific, so the 

use of equations becomes more reliable. 
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Table 1. Dimensionless equations for the heat transfer coefficient from the literature 
Ref. Year Equation Scope Marked 

in Fig 1. 

Kettenring et al., 1950 1950 𝑁𝑢 = 0.0135𝑅𝑒1.3 9 < 𝑅𝑒 < 55 [1] 

Ranz and Marschall, 1952 1952 𝑁𝑢 = 2 + 0.6𝑅𝑒0.5𝑃𝑟0.33 0 < 𝑅𝑒 < 100 [2] 

Ranz and Marschall, 1952 1952 𝑁𝑢 = 2 + 1.8𝑅𝑒0.5𝑃𝑟0.33 100 < 𝑅𝑒 < 1000 [2] 

Walton et al., 1952 1952 𝑁𝑢 = 2.8 · 10−2𝑅𝑒1.7 (
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝑑

)
−0.2

 

6 < 𝑅𝑒 < 50;  

0.006 <
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝑑

< 0.0122 

[3] 

Jan-Fou et al., 1962 1962 𝑁𝑢 = 0.25𝑅𝑒 (
𝐿

𝑑𝑃

)
−1

 

5.5 < 𝑅𝑒 < 280;  

7.85 <
𝐿

𝑑𝑃

< 130 

[4] 

Kothari, 1967 1967 𝑁𝑢 = 0.03𝑅𝑒1.3 0.1 < 𝑅𝑒 < 100 [5] 

Gunn, 1978 1978 
𝑁𝑢 = (7 − 10𝜀 + 5𝜀2) ∙ 
∙ (1 + 0.7 ∙ 𝑅𝑒0.2𝑃𝑟0.33) + 
+(1.33 − 2.4𝜀 + 1.2𝜀2)𝑅𝑒0.7𝑃𝑟0.33 

no data 
[6] 

Alvarez and Shene, 1996 1996 𝑁𝑢 = 4.84 · 10−5𝑅𝑒2.14 80 < 𝑅𝑒 < 250 [7] 

Ciesielczyk et al., 1997 1997 𝑁𝑢 = 0.106𝑅𝑒 · 𝐴𝑟0.0437 (
𝐿

𝑑𝑃

)
−0.803

𝛷1.12 

3,61 < 𝑅𝑒 < 125.9;  
1.24 · 103 < 𝐴𝑟 < 1.14 · 105;  

121 <
𝐿

𝑑𝑃
< 705;  

1.14 < 𝛷 < 1.81 

[8] 

Yang, 2003 2003 𝑁𝑢 = 1.01𝑅𝑒0.48𝑃𝑟0.33 50 < 𝑅𝑒 < 104 [9] 

Kumaresan and 

Viruthagiri, 2006 
2006 𝑁𝑢 = 5.65 · 10−6𝑅𝑒1.99 30 < 𝑅𝑒 < 70 

[10] 

Roy et al., 2009 2009 𝑁𝑢 = 0.0205𝑅𝑒1.38 0.133 < 𝑅𝑒 < 3.4 [11] 

Mohammed, 2013 2013 𝑁𝑢 = 3.93 ∙ 10−3𝑅𝑒0.92 (
𝑑𝑃

𝐿
)

0.84

𝐴𝑟0.29 

221 < 𝑅𝑒 < 356;  
0.83 · 107 < 𝐴𝑟 < 3.04 · 107; 

42.5 <
𝐿

𝑑𝑃

< 51.7 

[12] 

 

The plots of the listed dimensionless equations for the determination of the heat transfer coefficient for 

fluidized bed drying from the literature marked in Table 1 are represented in Fig. 1, indicating the scopes 

of application. In the equations where they contain dimensionless numbers beside the Re-number (e.g. 

𝑃𝑟, 𝐴𝑟,
𝐿

𝑑𝑃
, etc.), the extremes of the validity ranges for the Nu-numbers were plotted. Fig. 1 shows that 

the plotted equations have different slopes and significantly different Nu-number along with the same 

Re-number, which gives a number of uncertainties in the reliable application of the equations. Since the 

equations cover a large number of Nu-Re-numbers together, it can be stated that the function with 

sufficient accuracy in this form can not be fitted on them. 

 
Fig. 1. The log-log plot of the dimensionless equations according to Table 1 
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2. Method 

The volumetric heat transfer coefficient (𝛼𝑎 [𝑊/(𝑚3 ∙ °𝐶)]) between the drying gas and the particles 

can be determined by the following equation for a given moment of the fluidized bed drying: (Poós and 

Szabó 2018): 

(𝛼𝑎) =
1

𝛥𝑇𝑙𝑚𝐴𝑑𝐿
[𝑚𝑃𝑐𝑃

𝑑𝑇𝑃

𝑑𝑡
+ �̇�𝑑𝐺(𝑌𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑌𝐺,𝑖𝑛)𝑟𝐹] , (1) 

where ∆𝑇𝑙𝑚 [°𝐶] is the logarithmic mean temperature difference between the drying gas and the particles 

at each end of the drying zone ( the inlet point of the dryer and the height of the desorption zone), 

𝐴𝑑  [𝑚2] is the cross-sectional area of the dryer, 𝐿 [𝑚] is the static bed height, 𝑚𝑃 [𝑘𝑔] is the mass of 

the particles, 𝑐𝑃 [𝐽/(𝑘𝑔°𝐶)] is the specific heat of the particles, 𝑑𝑇𝑃 [°𝐶] is the temperature change of 

the particles during the drying time interval, 𝑑𝑡 [𝑠] is the drying time interval, �̇�𝑑𝐺  [𝑘𝑔/𝑠] is the mass 

flow rate of the drying gas, 𝑌𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡  [𝑘𝑔𝐻2𝑂/𝑘𝑔𝑑𝐺] is the absolute humidity of the gas at the outlet, 

𝑌𝐺,𝑖𝑛 [𝑘𝑔𝐻2𝑂/𝑘𝑔𝑑𝐺] is the absolute humidity of the drying gas at the inlet, 𝑟𝐹 [𝐽/𝑘𝑔] is the latent heat 

of evaporation of the water. 

The modified Nu number (Nu‘) contains the volumetric heat transfer coefficient for the constant drying 

rate period (Poós and Örvös 2012): 

𝑁𝑢′ =
(𝛼𝑎)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 · 𝑑𝑃

2

𝜆𝐺
 , (2) 

where (𝛼𝑎)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡  [𝑊/(𝑚3 ∙ °𝐶)] is the volumetric heat transfer coefficient on the constant drying rate 

period, 𝑑𝑃 [𝑚] is the specific diameter of the particles, 𝜆𝐺  [𝑊/(𝑚 ∙ °𝐶)] is the heat conductivity of the 

drying gas. 

The volumetric heat transfer coefficient can be calculated according to (Knysh 1970) as a function of 

the moisture content (𝑋 [𝑘𝑔𝐻2𝑂/𝑘𝑔𝑑𝑃]): 

(𝛼𝑎) = (𝛼𝑎)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + ((𝛼𝑎)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 − (𝛼𝑎)𝑑𝑟𝑦) (
𝑋 − 𝑋𝑒𝑞

𝑋𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 − 𝑋𝑒𝑞
)

𝑛

 . (3) 

where n is the drying coefficient depends on material properties, (𝛼𝑎)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡  [𝑊/(𝑚3 ∙ °𝐶)] can be 

calculated by using Eq. (2), the critical (𝑋𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡  [𝑘𝑔𝐻2𝑂/𝑘𝑔𝑑𝑃]) and the equilibrium (𝑋𝑒𝑞 [𝑘𝑔𝐻2𝑂/𝑘𝑔𝑑𝑃]) 

moisture content of the material can be determined by desorption isotherm. (𝛼𝑎)𝑑𝑟𝑦 [𝑊/(𝑚3 ∙ °𝐶)] is 

the value of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient when the material is totally dried, so 𝑋 = 𝑋𝑒𝑞. In 

the constant drying rate period 𝑋 = 𝑋𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. The change of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient as a 

function of the moisture content represented in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Volumetric heat transfer coefficient as a function of the moisture content of the material 
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3. Results and discussion  

Experiments were performed in a self-developed fluidized bed dryer apparatus to study the simultaneous 

heat and mass transfer. As regards choosing materials for drying, we strived to use particles used 

primarily in the food industry and agriculture (amaranth, barley, millet and sorghum). The drying 

experiments were carried out in both constant and falling drying rate period. The description of the 

apparatus can be found in our former studies (Poós and Szabó 2018).  

The reviewed literatures were based on the assumption that the particles were spherical with ideal 

contact between the gas and the particles. The revision of the experimental data from the literature 

sources to volumetric heat transfer coefficient can be applied only for those studies, where the 

dimensionless equations with their scopes, the experimental conditions and the specifications of the 

particles were published. Another important criterion was that the criterial equations should be valid 

only for the constant drying rate period. A few experimental results from the literatures were able to 

revise to create the relationship between the Nu’ and the dimensionless numbers. 

From the results of the experiments and the literature review, a relationship between the dimensionless 

numbers can be determined by regression analysis. An equation with the dimensionless numbers is 

suitable for the calculation of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient for scaling-up the fluidized bed 

dryers within a given validity. The relationship presented in this study is valid in the constant drying 

rate period, as the determined dimensionless numbers were measured in the constant drying rate period.  

To create a dimensionless equation of the Nu’ number defined with Eq. (3), the most commonly used 

dimensionless numbers in the literature were taken into account as independent variables: Re, Pr, Ar 

numbers, and the ratio of the static bed height and the specific diameter of the particles (
𝐿

𝑑𝑃
). A 

relationship between the variables were created, then the goodness of the function was evaluated. First 

a dimensionless equation was created with regression analysis with 𝑁𝑢′ = 𝐴𝑅𝑒𝐵𝑃𝑟0.33𝐴𝑟𝐶 (
𝐿

𝑑𝑃
)

𝐷
 

format. The exponent of the Pr number was 0.33 according to the practice in the literature. The 

calculations were performed by using the XLSTAT® software. The equation fitted on the measured 

points: 

𝑁𝑢′ = 0.18 ∙ 𝑅𝑒1.50𝑃𝑟0.33𝐴𝑟−0.11 (
𝐿

𝑑𝑃
)

−0.72

 , (4) 

which is valid: 

- 30 < 𝑅𝑒 < 1150 ; 

- 0.71 < 𝑃𝑟 < 0.73 ; 

- 13 050 < 𝐴𝑟 < 2 782 000 ; 

- 40 <
𝐿

𝑑𝑃
< 160 . 

The coefficient of determination is R2=0.99, which means a good fitting on the measured Nu’ numbers. 

The density function of the difference of the measured Nu’ numbers calculated with Eq. (2) and the 

fitted Nu’ numbers determined with Eq. (4) is shown in Fig. 3. On the vertical axis of the histogram is 

the relative frequency of the values. 
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Fig. 3. Densities of the measured and the calculated Nu’ numbers with Eq. (4) 

 
The Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk 1965) was used to analyze the normality distribution by using 

the XLSTAT® software. As a result of the study, a p=0.0015 value was obtained at a significance level 

of 𝛼 = 5%. Since 𝑝 < 𝛼, the null hypothesis that the sample follows a normal distribution should be 

rejected. The regression analysis and the normality tests can be used from directly measured data. In 

this study we work with variables calculated from the experimental results, so the above condition is not 

met. However, neglecting these conditions, we want to judge the goodness of an approximation function 

by assuming that the observed values are scattered around the matched function results from a random 

measurement error. However, it is not enough to determine the A, B, C, D constants in Eq. (4), and make 

the decision on the basis of the coefficient of determination, but it is also necessary to confirm the 

goodness of the equation with other tests. The Bland-Altman analysis (Altman and Bland 1983) is 

suitable, which shows the value of the constant bias and whether there is a tendency to vary between the 

measured and the calculated values. Eq. (4) is acceptable if the difference between the two values are 

scattered within a narrow confidence band and the distortion is minimal. The results are shown in Fig. 

4. The vertical axis is the difference of the measured and the calculated with Eq. (4) Nu’ numbers:  

∆𝑁𝑢′ = 𝑁𝑢′𝑚𝑒 − 𝑁𝑢′ , (5) 
the horizontal axis shows the mean of these two values: 

𝑁𝑢′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =
𝑁𝑢′𝑚𝑒 + 𝑁𝑢′

2
 , (6) 
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Fig. 4. Bland-Altman diagram of the measured and the calculated Nu’ numbers with Eq. (4) 

 

The standard deviation of the measured and the calculated Nu’ numbers is s=2.42. The points are plotted 

in a 95% confidence interval and do not show a tendency to change depending on the increase in Nu’, 

although there is a greater degree of scattering of the points in the 𝑁𝑢’̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ > 35 range. Since the difference 

of the measured and the calculated Nu’ numbers does not follow a normal distribution, an alternative 

Nu’ equation was determined with less independent variables. Next step, the dimensionless equation 

was calculated in the form of 𝑁𝑢′ = 𝐴𝑅𝑒𝐵. The equation fitted to the measured points: 

𝑁𝑢′ = 1.44 ∙ 10−3𝑅𝑒1.57 . (7) 

which validity is the same as Eq. (4). 

The coefficient of determination was R2=0.98, which also ensures to the equation a very good fitting on 

the measured Nu’ numbers. The density function of the difference of the measured Nu’ numbers 

calculated with Eq. (2) and the fitted Nu’ numbers determined with Eq. (7) is shown in Fig. 5. There is 

a normal distribution between the differences according to the histogram. 

 
Fig. 5. Densities of the measured and the calculated Nu’ numbers with Eq. (7) 

 
The Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk 1965) was also used to analyze the normality distribution by 

using the XLSTAT® software. As a result of the study, a p=0.1133 value was obtained at a significance 

level of 𝛼 = 5%. Since 𝑝 > 𝛼, the null hypothesis that the sample follows a normal distribution should 

not be rejected. Thus, the Nu’ number has a random error with normal distribution. In this case, the 

difference between the two values and their mean were analyzed by Bland-Altman analysis. The results 

are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Bland-Altman diagram of the measured and the calculated Nu’ numbers with Eq. (7) 

 
The standard deviation of the measured and the calculated Nu’ numbers is s=3.66. Representing a 95% 

confidence internal, the points are in a wider confidence band that the previous case, and with increasing 

Nu’ numbers there is a tendency, so ∆𝑁𝑢′ increasing as a function of 𝑁𝑢′. Based on this analysis, 

equation (7) is more uncertain that equation (4). In this case, in the region of 𝑁𝑢’̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ > 35 there is more 

uncertainty. Based on the statistical analysis, the Nu’ number determined with Eq. (4) considered to be 

suitable for describing the phenomenon. It is considered less serious consequence, that the distribution 

between the measured and calculated Nu’ numbers does not follow normal distribution, because they 

were not calculated directly from measured results, the dimensionless numbers were calculated from the 

experiments.  

The value of the Nu’ number of our experiments has an average error of around 22% caused mostly by 

the basic measurement error of the instruments. To calculate the drying kinetics needs other parameters 

(geometry, operation parameters, physical properties etc.) beside the volumetric heat transfer 

coefficient, so the accuracy of the drying kinetics is at least 22% based on the proposed correlation.  

 

4. Conclusions 

Based on the statistical analysis, the Nu’ number determined with Eq. (4) considered to be suitable for 

modeling the fluidized bed drying phenomenon. It is considered less serious consequence, that the 

distribution between the measured and calculated Nu’ numbers does not follow normal distribution, 

because they were not calculated directly from measured results, the dimensionless numbers were 

calculated from the experiments. Fig. 4 shows a narrower confidence band and the character of the points 

in this diagram does not show a tendency to change, i.e. Eq. (4) is more reliable than the Eq. (7). It is 

not advised to deviate from the generally accepted form of the dimensionless equations, as similar 

equations are found in the literature.  

Based on the statistical analysis, for the determination of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient between 

the drying gas and the granules at fluidized bed drying, the Eq. (4) dimensionless equation is 

recommended. 
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Abstract  

In this work the heat and mass transfer coefficients were evaluated during the drying of Basil 

leaves (Ocinum basilicum) in a convective greenhouse dryer, GHD coupled to an auxiliary solar 

air heating system, (SAHS). The experimental test was carried out in the Laboratorio de Secado 

Solar of the Instituto de Energías Renovables of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 

located in Temixco, State of Morelos, Mexico, (18° 51’N latitude, 99°14’W longitude).  Drying 

kinetic and drying rate shows an evaporative stage influenced by the solar irradiation ant 

temperature increment during the day. In the second stage a moisture diffusive mechanism was 

considered. The heat transfer coefficient (hH) was 3.05 ± 0.02 Wm2 K. The mass transfer 

coefficient (hm) was ranged between to 0.003 ± 0.00004 kg/m2s. The total energy required for 

drying 16.94 MJ and the energy available is 124.14 MJ. This mean that major quantity of food 

can be introduced to the greenhouse drier. 

 

Keywords: greenhouse drying, transfer coefficients, basil, drying rate. 

 

1. Introduction 

Drying is an important unit operation used in food processing. Air heated and water vapor are 

removing from the drying chamber, make the process highly energy intensive (United Nations 

Secretary-General, 2011). The heating energy can be supply by the solar irradiance. Different 

solar dryers have been classified according to: air flow distribution, transfer the solar heat to 

product, drying chamber type, among others, (El Hage et al., 2018). 

 

Greenhouse dryers (GHD) use the solar irradiance to heat the air directly. GHD has been used 

for drying of seeds, fruits and vegetables (Sethi and Arora, 2009; Rathore and Panwar, 2010; 

Janjai et al., 2011; Prakash and Kumar, 2014). Different active dryers coupled to an solar air 

heating sistem has been tested (Azaizia et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the drying time and the quality 

needs to be improved (Diamante and Munro, 1993; Sonmete et al. 2017). Also, is necessary to 

calculate the heat and mass transfer coefficients for modeling. Therefore, the objective of this 

work was to evaluate the heat and mass transfer coefficients during the basil leaves drying in a 

convective greenhouse dryer coupled to a solar air heating system. 
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2. Material and method 

The experimental device consists of a chapel-type greenhouse (Figure 1A, B), a solar thermal 

system with three flat plate collectors for air heating and a fan which introduce and distribute 

uniformly the air into drying chamber. The GHD has two inlets and two outlets, both placed 1 m 

heigh (points 2 and 3 from figure 1A. All coefficients were calculated using dimensionless 

numbers (Nu, Sh, Sc, Re, Bim, BiH). 

                 
a)                                                                                     b) 

 

Fig. 1 a) System of the GHD.  b) Scheme of the experimental set-up. 

 
Energy balance 

In the present work it is considered that the accumulation rate of thermal energy in the product 

is equal to the rate of  thermal energy transferred by convection (qc) between the surrounding air 

and the solid surface + the rate  of thermal energy transferred by solar irradiance incident on the 

solid (qr) + the rate of thermal energy transferred between the product and the surroundings due 

to the solid radiation (qr2) + the rate of energy loss of the product due to the latent heat (qv) + the 

energy loss due conduction heat in the product (qk) + surrounding losses (). 
 

𝑚𝑑𝑠(𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑠 + 𝑋 𝐶𝑝𝑤)
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐴𝑠ℎ𝐻(𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑠) + 𝐴𝑠𝐼𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑝 − 𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑟(𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑠) − 𝑚𝑝𝜆

𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝑡
− 𝑘𝑝𝑙𝑜(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑖) − 𝜑          (9) 

 

The following considerations were made: 

• The shrinkage effect during drying is negligible. 

• The temperature and moisture content of the solid is uniform at the beginning of drying. 

 

Mass and heat transfer coefficients 

The convective mass (hm) and heat (hH) coefficients for external flow were estimated for flat 

plates (Ec. 10 and 11) immersed in a fluid (air) according to the empirical relationships (Ecs 12-

13). 

 

ℎ𝐻 =
𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅  𝑘𝑎

𝑙
       (10) 

ℎ𝑚 =
𝑆ℎ̅̅̅̅  𝐷𝑎𝑏

𝑙
     (11) 

𝑆ℎ̅̅ ̅ =
ℎ𝑚 𝑙

𝐷𝑎𝑏
= 0.664𝑅𝑒1/2𝑆𝑐1/3 0.6≤Sc≤60; Re>0.8    (12) 

𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅ =
ℎ𝐻 𝑙

𝑘𝑎
= 0.664𝑅𝑒1/2𝑃𝑟1/3 0.6≤Pr≤60; Re>0.8      (13) 
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Where the dimensionless numbers of Prandtl (Pr), Reynolds (Re) and Schmidt (Sc) were 

calculated in accordance with equations 14–16   

 

𝑃𝑟 =
𝐶𝑝ℎ𝑎 𝜇ℎ𝑎

𝑘𝑎
 (14) 

 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝜌ℎ𝑎

𝜇ℎ𝑎
 (15) 

 

𝑆𝑐 =
𝜇ℎ𝑎

𝜌ℎ𝑎𝐷𝑎𝑏
 (16) 

 

 

Empirical correlations that were used for the calculation of conductivity, viscosity, heat capacity 

and molecular diffusivity for humid air are shown in table 1. The correlations for water and air 

are necessary for the calculation of wet air properties. 

 

Table 2. Thermodynamic and transport properties of air (a), water (w) and humid air (ha) 

 

2.7.8. Coefficient of heat transfer by radiation 

The radiation transfer coefficient between the product and the SSI covering material (hr) was 

calculated according to (Duffie and Beckman 2013):  

 

ℎ𝑟 = 𝜀𝑝𝜎(𝑇𝑝
2 + 𝑇𝑐𝑚

2 )(𝑇𝑝 + 𝑇𝑐𝑚) (17) 

 

The emissivity of the basil used in the calculations was 0.96 (Dudai, and others 2017). The 

absorptance used was 0.84 (Tattini, and others 2014). 

  

The correlations used in this work are described in table 

 

Table I. Termodinamic and transport properties for water and air. 
 

1.1 Reference Expression 
 𝑘𝑎 = 7.064𝑥10−5 + 0.005218 𝑇𝑖  
 𝜇𝑎 = −8.133𝑥10−13(𝑇𝑖)

3 + 1.028 𝑥10−9(𝑇𝑖)2 − 3.892 𝑥10−7 𝑇𝑖 + 6.605𝑥10−5  
Perry, 1988 𝜇𝑤 = (0.002381 𝑇𝑖 − 0.33174)𝜇𝑎 Water vapor 
 𝜇𝑎ℎ = 𝜇𝑎 𝑦𝑎 + 𝜇𝑤  𝑦𝑤  
Felder y Rousseau 
2004 𝐶𝑝𝑤 =

33.46+0.00688 𝑇𝑖+7.604 𝑥10−6(𝑇𝑖)2−3.59 𝑥10−9(𝑇𝑖)3

0.018016
  

 
𝐶𝑝𝑎 =

28.09+0.001965 𝑇𝑖+4.799 𝑥10−6(𝑇𝑖)2−1.965 𝑥10−9(𝑇𝑖)3

0.029
  

Geankoplis, 2007 𝐶𝑝ℎ𝑎 = 𝐶𝑝𝑎 + 𝐶𝑝𝑤  𝐻  
 

𝐷𝑎𝑏 =
2.634

𝑃
(

𝑇𝑖

298
)

3/2

  

Geankoplis, 2007 𝜌ℎ𝑎 = (1 + 𝐻)/𝑉ℎ𝑎  
Modificado de 
(Maroulis & 
Saravacos, 2003) 

𝜌𝑎 = 28.97 𝑃/(8313.71625 𝑇ℎ𝑎)   

Geankoplis, 2007 𝑉ℎ𝑎 = (2.83𝑥10−3 + 4.56𝑥10−3 𝐻)𝑇ℎ𝑎  
 𝐻 = 𝐻∗/𝜌𝑎    
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 𝐻∗ = 216.68 %𝐻𝑅 
𝑃𝐴𝑆

100 𝑇ℎ𝑎
𝑥10−5  

 ln 𝑃𝐴𝑆 = ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑇ℎ𝑎
𝑖 + 𝑏4 ln 𝑇ℎ𝑎

3
𝑖=−1   

b-1= -5800.2206, b0= 1.3914993, b1= -0.04864024, b2=4.1765E-05, b3=-1.4452E-08, b4= 
6.5459673 
𝑇𝑎ℎ = 𝑇𝑑 + 0.00460943 𝑇𝑑 − 1.3746𝑥10−5(𝑇𝑑)2 + 1.2743𝑥10−3(𝑇𝑑)3  

 

 

3. Results and discussion  

In figure 2a, the drying kinetics of dehydrated basil are observed. In the greenhouse (GHD) and 

electrical stove (CD), the drying kinetics are according to the typical behavior of drying 

processes. The initial moisture content of basil was 7.021 ± 0.001 kgw/kgds. The drying time in 

the GHD was 330 minutes and in the CD was 123.8 minutes for moisture of 15%. Besides the 

drying time is longer for GHD, the energy consumption is lower due the solar irradiance (outside: 

980 W/m2, inside (Iin): 277.95- 499.57 W/m2)  

 

   
   (a)               (b) 

Fig 2.- Basil leaves drying kinetics (a) and drying rate (b), under GHD and CD 

 

The drying rate is observed in the figure 2b. An increment in the mass transfer is observed for 

the GHD drying. However, in the constant drying in the stove at 60 °C, only a decrescent drying 

rate is observed. The increment in the mass transfer is due the increment of solar irradiance, thus, 

also due the increment of the temperature inside to the greenhouse drier. Nevertheless, from 

W<0.6, similar drying velocities are observed for both technologies, besides the differences in 

temperature in both technologies (CD, T=60 °C; GHD, Tmax=48 °C) 

 

The drying rate increment is like the food conditioning period reported by Geankoplis (2003), 

that is frequently negligible. In this work the conditioning period is significant due the drying 

time in which it occurs. It is due to the gradual increment in the food temperature due the changes 

in solar irradiance during the day, and the inside greenhouse drier temperature was 40.73-48 °C. 

In this stage, an evaporative moisture transference was considered.  

 

In non-isothermal or tempering drying investigations, the changes on the drying temperature 

influence the changes in the drying rate (Ho et al., 2002; López-Ortiz et al., 2018). In this case, 

similar drying rate changes were observed in basil leaves. Even with the temperature increments 

due to the solar time, the drying rate drops because there is not water in the monolayer or the 

amount of water that migrates from the interior to the surface is not enough to keep the drying 

rate tendency. From the energy point of view, the temperature increases after the samples reach 

the critical moisture content (Xc) is not necessary. Similar results were observed on dehydrated 

garlic samples with ascending (AC) and descending (DC) trapezoidal heating profiles with wave 
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periods of 160 min(López-Ortiz et al., 2018), the increase of energy for heating bellow to 

MR<0.2 for DC is not necessary.    

 

The heat transfer coefficient (hH) was 3.05 ± 0.02 Wm2 K. The mass transfer coefficient (hm) was 

ranged between to 0.003 ± 0.00004 kg/m2s. The total energy available for drying process is 

showed in the figure 3a. The heat available for solar irradiance is the most important source of 

energy. The total energy for heating, considering only the solar irradiance inside of the 

greenhouse, over the product was 115.6 MJ. The energy from solar flat collector for heating 

system is 8.53 MJ. The calculate requirements for phase change, sensible heating, radiative losses 

and conductivity of the food samples are showed in figure 3b.  

 

   
A)                                                                                    B) 

Fig. 3. Energy inside to GHD. 

Considering in the first stage the latent heat of vaporization, and the emissivity in the second 

stage, the total energy required for drying 16.94 MJ and the energy available is 124.14 MJ. This 

mean that major quantity of food can be introduced to the greenhouse drier. In other hand the 

energy losses due the win is 18.98 MJ. Therefore, it is necessary to a better material to lead a 

minor heat loss.  

 

4. Conclusions 

Drying kinetic and drying rate shows an evaporative stage influenced by the solar irradiation 

ant temperature increment during the day. In the second stage a moisture diffusive mechanism 

was considered. The heat transfer coefficient (hH) was 3.05 ± 0.02 Wm2 K. The mass transfer 

coefficient (hm) was ranged between to 0.003 ± 0.00004 kg/m2s. The total energy required for 

drying 16.94 MJ and the energy available is 124.14 MJ. This mean that major quantity of food 

can be introduced to the greenhouse drier.  

 
 

Nomenclature  

 
a, b, c, d Dimensionless fitting parameters of 

semi-empirical and empirical models 

 

As Food product area m2 

CA Concentration of A component  

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure J/kg K 

Dab Molecular diffusivity of water vapor in the 

air  

m2/s 

DAx Moisture diffusivity  m2/s 

Deff Effective moisture diffusivity  m2/s 
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Deff,var Effective moisture diffusivity variable  m2/s 

Do Constant equivalent to the diffusivity at 

an infinitely high temperature 

m2/s 

Ea Activation energy kJ/mol 

Fo Dimensionless Fourier number  

H Absolute humidity kgw/kgda 

H*  Volumetric humidity kgw/m3 

hH Convective heat transfer coefficient (air-

food product) 
W/m2K 

hm Convective mass transfer coefficient 

(food product-air) 
kg/m2s 

hr Radiative heat transfer coefficient 

(product-surroundings) 
W/m2K 

j* Flux de masa kg/m2s 

ka Thermal conductivity of the air W/m2°K 

Iin incident solar radiation inside to the 

greenhouse drier  
W/m2 

l          Flat plate width m 

lo Thickness of the food sample m 

MR Dimensionless moisture content  

mds  Food weight  kg 

N Number of constants  

n Number of observations  

P  Presure Pa 

PAS Water vapor presure at T Pa 

qc Heat transference by convection MJ 

qr  Radiative heat transference (solar 

irradiance-food sample) 
MJ 

qv Lost energy due latent heat MJ 

qk Conductive heat within the food sample MJ 

qs Energy lost due sensible heat MJ 

R Ideal gas general constant  J/ (mol*K) 

RMSD Root mean square deviation  

R2 Coefficient of determination  

T Temperature K 

Vah Humid volume m3/kgda 

X Moisture content kgw/kgds 

Xc Critical moisture content kgw/kgds 

y Water vapor mol fraction    
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Dimensionless numbers  

Nu       Nusselt number  (prom) kg/m3 

Fo  Fourier number  

Pr Prandlt number Min 

Re Reynolds number  

Sc  Schmidt number  

Sh  Sherwood number (pro)  

 

 

Greek letters 

α Absorptance  

λ Calor latente de vaporización del 

agua contenida en la albahaca 

[KJ/kg] 

 

          Viscosidad [kg/m.s]  

 pi constant  

 Density kg/m3 

 Time Min 

2 Reduced Chi square value  

 Constante de Stefane Boltzmann’s 

(W/m2 K4) 
 

Subscripts 

av Average  

cm Covering material  

d Inside to the drier  

ds Dried solid   

da Dried air  

e Equilibrium  

exp Experimental  

ha Humid air  

i Time sequence  

o Initial  

p Food product  

pro Mead point between the surface of the product and 

the surrounding air. 

s Surface of the product  

Th Theoretical  

w Water  
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Abstract  

Use of computer vision (CV) as Process Analytical Technology tool in drying of apple slices was 

tested. Samples were subjected to various anti-browning treatments at sub- and atmospheric pressures 

and dried at 60°C up to a moisture content (dry basis) of 0.18 g/g. CV-based prediction models of 

changes in moisture content (wet basis) were developed and promising results were obtained (R2P > 

0.99, RMSEP = 0.01÷0.06 and BIASP < 0.06 in absolute value), regardless of the anti-browning 

treatment. 

 

Keywords: image analysis; dipping treatments; vacuum impregnation; chemometrics; smart drying 

 

1. Introduction 

Consumers in developed countries are becoming more critical and demanding in their food 

choices (Grunert et al., 2005); they expect high-quality foods produced sustainably and 

preferably regionally. In addition, European policy pushes towards the sustainable development 

of the food sector through mid- and long-term goals. Up to the year 2050, food industry will 

face three important challenges: (i) to meet the global food demand generated by a growing 

population (ii) to increase the sustainability of the food sector and (iii) to meet consumer 

expectations of quality and safety. 

Processing methods that enhance food stability and retain food quality have an enormous 

impact in globalized market through the reduction of food losses and processing, storage, 

transportation and distribution costs (Moscetti et al. 2017). In this context, food drying plays a 

major role because it is successfully used to reduce storage and shipping costs by enabling 

storage at room temperature, reducing weight and packaging volume. Despite these advantages, 

drying is one of the most energy-intensive processes in the food industry; in fact, it significantly 

contributes to climate change as most dryers use fossil fuels (Moscetti et al., 2018a). Moreover, 

drying usually requires long process cycle times and may negatively affect physicochemical 

and sensorial characteristics of the final product (Raponi et al., 2017; Ratti, 2001). In order to 

alleviate drying drawbacks, several studies were carried out over the years with the aim of 

increasing the process efficiency through development and optimization of (i) heat recovery 

systems (Barbosa de Lima et al., 2015; Kemp, 2005), (ii) pre-processing methods of raw 

material to be dried (Lukinac, 2013) and (iii) real-time monitoring and control systems of 

process parameters affecting quality of the end-product (Sturm et al. 2014; Winiczenko et al., 

2018). 
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Among emerging drying techniques, smart drying is one of the recent and most promising 

one (Moscetti et al., 2018a). It enables to proactively monitor quality changes in product as 

well as dryer operating conditions, through an interdisciplinary approach which involves 

various scientific sectors, such as chemometrics (Pomerantsev and Ye, 2012), artificial 

intelligence (Sun et al., 2018), biomimetics (e.g. electronic nose, tongue and mucosa) and 

computer vision (Martynenko, 2006; Sturm et al., 2014) as well as single-point spectroscopy 

and hyper/multi-spectral imaging (Moscetti et al., 2018a). 

Apple is the fourth most consumed commercial fruit worldwide (Aghilinategh et al., 2015) 

and due to the modern lifestyle, dried apple exhibits a growing trend in consumption as snacks, 

chips or integral breakfasts (Vega-Gàlvez et al., 2012). However, hot-air drying of apple may 

result in discolouration due to browning reactions (Sturm et al., 2012). Thus, pre-treatment of 

raw material is strictly recommended to produce a high-quality end-product. However, pre-

treatment may affect drying kinetics and subsequently impact the modeling of thin-layer 

behaviour of product, which is fundamental in deciding the ideal drying conditions (i.e. 

equipment design, optimization and product quality improvement). 

The objective of this study was to evaluate both feasibility and robustness of computer vision 

as Process Analytical Technology tool for modeling the drying kinetics of apple slices through 

the linear relationship between the changes in the relative area shrinkage and the moisture 

content of product during the process. In addition, samples were also subjected to various anti-

browning treatments (i.e. dipping or vacuum impregnation in solution with anti-browning 

agents), which are mandatory for obtaining high-quality dried apple slices, with the aim of 

evaluating their possible effect on the drying kinetics. 

 

2. Material and methods 

Sound apples (Malus domestica Borkh var. Gala) at the same ripening stage were washed, 

peeled, decored and cut into slices of 5-mm thick and 23-mm diameter. Samples were (i) dipped 

in trehalose 4% w/v (TR); trehalose 4% w/v + ascorbic acid 1% w/v (TR+AA); and water as 

control (CNT) at atmospheric and sub-atmospheric pressure (i.e. vacuum impregnation, VI); 

and then (ii) dried at 60°C up to a final MCdb of 0.18 g/gDW. Ascorbic acid was selected due 

to its well-known inhibition effect towards polyphenol oxidase (Albanese et al., 2007; El-

Shimi, 1993). Trehalose is a natural disaccharide, generally recognised as safe (Megarry et al., 

2011), used as a food ingredient and pharmaceutical excipient. It acts as an edible coating with 

ability to preserve colour and aroma of the dried fruits as well as reduce non-enzymatic 

browning occurrence (Aktas et al., 2007; Albanese et al., 2007). Finally, sub-atmospheric 

pressure (i.e. VI) was tested because of its potential in stabilizing functional properties of food 

and its higher capability of embedding fruit and vegetable tissues with solutes when compared 

with conventional dipping (Neri et al., 2016). 

The relative humidity of the drying process was not controlled but measured. Treatments 

were carried out at 20°C for a dipping time of 5.25 min, with a sample/solution ratio of 1:5 

(w/w); specifically, VI treatment consisted of a 0.25 min vacuum time and a 5 min post-vacuum 

time, and was achieved using a 5-L vacuum chamber connected to a vacuum pump mod. N 

840.3 FT.18 (KNF, USA). Drying was performed using a hot-air dryer mod. Biosec (Tauro 

Essicatori, Italy) which was ad-hoc modified to embed a digital balance mod. HT1500 (NHU, 

Germany), a camera mod. EOS 400D (CANON, Japan) and a 4200K illuminant source. The 

drying setup was controlled using a single-board computer mod. Raspberry Pi B+ (Raspberry 

Foundation, UK) in combination with a self-made Jupyter Notebook (Project Jupyter, USA), 

which allowed (i) to collect data at constant time intervals (i.e. image and weight of samples 

every 5 min and 4 sec, respectively) and (ii) to extract morphological feature of samples from 

each raw image (i.e. surface area of samples). The ‘relative area shrinkage’ was calculated 

according to Eq. 1: 
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where Sb corresponds to the ‘relative area shrinkage’, St represents the ‘surface area’ in 

pixels at the drying time ‘t’, and S0 corresponds to the ‘surface area’ in pixels of the fresh 

sample. The R software v3.4.1 was used to develop linear prediction models able to relate the 

changes in MCwb of apple slices to the changes in relative area shrinkage during drying. Model 

performances were evaluated in terms of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), BIAS and 

coefficient of determination (R2) of calibration (C) and prediction (P). 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Changes in quality attributes of horticultural products during drying are successfully 

measurable based on their variations in spatial distribution data (i.e. size and shape 

information), which can be analysed through a computer vision system (Moscetti et al., 2018b). 

Consequently, we explored the possibilities offered by image analysis for quantifying the 

moisture content of apple slices as a function of change in the relative area shrinkage (Sb) of 

product during drying. As found in literature (Aghbashlo et al., 2016), the wet-basis moisture 

content (MCwb) was successfully predicted using spatial information only. Thus, the additional 

value of the present work lays in the fact that these results underline the possibility of 

developing a forecast model for prediction of the drying time required by the product to reach 

a specific moisture content based on the past and present spatial data. 

Figure 1 shows results from the regression model for the TR+AA dipping treatment (no VI), 

which was selected as example treatment. For all models, a BIAS issue was evident during the 

second falling rate drying period, i.e. when MCwb dropped below 0.1 g/gFW. 

 
 
Fig. 1. Linear regression plot (a) and first-order plot (b) of measured and predicted MCwb values for 

the TR+AA dipping treatment performed at atmospheric pressure. 

In general, Table 1 shows excellent results in terms of prediction capability, regardless of 

the anti-browning pre-treatments used. Results show a RMSEP ranging from 0.011 to 0.058 

g/gFW, a BIASP lower than 0.06 in absolute value, and a R2P always higher than 0.99. In 

addition, considering that the relative humidity (R.H.) of process was not controlled, it is 

possible to assert that all models were insensitive to the R.H. of the drying chamber. 

Specifically, it is important to highlight that models computed using spatial data from 

samples subjected to VI had lower predicting performances and, were less robust. This is 

probably because apple is a highly porous product and VI may alter both porosity and texture 

(a) (b)

R2 = 0.997

RMSE = 0.022

BIAS = 0.004
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in a non-systematic way (Martínez‐Monzó et al., 2008). However, further research would be 

necessary for verification. 

Table 1. Summary of performance metrics of the linear regression models. 

Dipping solution 
  

VIa 
  RMSEb   BIASc   R2d 

    C P  C P  C P 

CNTe  No  0.009 0.019  -2.98 10-17 -0.008  0.998 0.993 

TRf  No  0.014 0.017  -1.15 10-17  0.007  0.997 0.996 

TR+AAg  No  0.008 0.022  1.59 10-17  0.004  0.999 0.997 

CNT  Yes  0.008 0.058  -1.79 10-17 -0.055  0.999 0.999 

TR  Yes  0.010 0.051  -2.64 10-17 -0.049  0.998 0.999 

TR+AA   Yes   0.005 0.011  1.33 10-17 -0.041  1.000 0.999 
aVI: Vacuum Impregnation (Yes and No stay for sub-atmospheric and atmospheric pressure, 

respectively). 
bRMSE: Root Mean Squared Error of calibration (C) and prediction (P). 
cBIAS: tendency of the measurement process to over- or under-estimate the real moisture content. 
dR2: coefficient of determination of calibration (C) and prediction (P). 
eCNT: control (i.e. water dipping solution). 
fTR: trehalose 4% w/v aqueous dipping solution. 
gTR+AA: trehalose 4% w/v + ascorbic acid 1% w/v aqueous dipping solution. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this study the feasibility of using computer vision technology as smart-drying technology, 

to proactively and non-destructively detect and monitor physicochemical changes (i.e. moisture 

content) in organic apple slices (Malus domestica Borkh var. Gala) during hot-air drying at 

60°C was investigated. The work represents a preliminary study for the development of large-

scale CV-based smart drying systems. 

Based on the results obtained, it is possible to assert that an in-line CV system embedded 

into a hot-air-drying unit allows to precisely measure the area of shrinkage of apple slices, and 

then to predict changes in MCwb of product through the linear relationship between the two 

parameters. VI treatment negatively affected the BIAS of the prediction model. The practical 

implication of this study is that modelling the data acquired during drying through computer 

vision can provide useful information concerning the physicochemical changes of product. 

Thus, the proposed approach lays the foundations for a more efficient smart dryer that can be 

designed, and its process optimized for drying of apple slices, reducing the human error, 

production cycle time, analytical time and costs. 
 

5. List of Acronyms and Abbreviations 

AA Ascorbic acid 

BIAS Tendency of the measurement process to over- or under-estimate the real value 

CNT Control (i.e. water dipping solution) 

CV Computer Vision 

C Calibration 

DW Dry weight 

FW Fresh weight 

MCdb Dry basis moisture content 

MCwb Wet basis moisture content 

P Prediction 

PAT Process Analytical Technology 
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R2 Coefficient of determination 

RMSE Root Mean Squared Error 

S0 Surface area in pixels of the fresh sample 

Sb Relative area shrinkage 

St Surface area in pixels at the drying time ‘t’ 

TR Trehalose 

VI Vacuum Impregnation 
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Abstract  

Rice kernels after being harvested would encounter various stresses in its sequent operations such as 

drying, milling. These stresses easily cause the stress cracks. Stress cracks are classified into micro-

cracks, meso-cracks and macro-cracks. The stress cracks are generally propagated from micro to 

meso cracks, and even to macro-ones which are called fissuring. Rice fissuring would reduce the 

Head Rice Yield and thus the economic value of rice. While until now, there is no an effective method 

to study stress cracks and in this work, the acoustic emission method was first proposed to be applied 

to investigate the cracks. The hot air drying of rice kernel was conducted on a self-established 

experimental setup and the acoustic emission (AE) pulse signals generated by the stress cracking 

inside the rice kernel during the drying processes was being monitored by acoustic emission 

instrument. The experimental material was the Tianyou 3301 indica hybrid rice with an initial 

moisture content of 22%. Experimental results show that the acoustic emission signals in the drying 

compression processes can be measured effectively. the timing sequence property of the acoustic 

emission signals generated in the rice kernel agreed well with the drying characteristics and some 

typical drying phenomena. In the case of the rice kernel with an initial 22% moisture content dried at 

60 ℃, the AE signals were active in the initial heating stage of 0-7 min and these signals were 

believed to be caused by the temperature gradient. In the 7-40 min, the AE signals were weak because 

the temperature gradient diminished but the moisture gradient increased gradually. The AE signals 

became active again after 40 min, which was expected to be caused by the moisture content gradient. 

It was observed that their peaks were corresponding to the maximum moisture content gradient. In the 

sequent cooling process, the intensive AE signals were observed, which agreed well with the fact that 

the rice fissuring would increase fast in the cooling process after a high-temperature air drying 

process. This work demonstrated that the acoustic emission method is an effective and promising one 

to study the rice stress cracking. 

 

Keywords: Acoustic emission, Hot air drying, Fissuring, Rice kernel, Stress crack. 

 

1. Introduction 

During the hot air rice drying process, the rice kernels will be subjected to the drying stress which 

results in the stress cracks (Jia et al, 2002; Jia et al, 2005). Stress cracks can be divided into 

microcracks, medium cracks (the crack length is smaller than the radial length of grain, which needs 

nondestructive detection) and macroscopic cracks (connected cracks, visible to the naked eye), and the 

effects of microcracks and mid-cracks on the rice quality are not very serious. However, when it 

continues to grow into a macroscopic crack, it will lead to rice fissuring, which will reduce the whole 

rice rate and the economic value of rice (Chen et al, 1997; Bonazzil et al, 1997). 
The generation and propagation of stress cracks in rice is the basis of exploring the mechanism of 

rice cracking, but stress crack is a difficult point in the field of rice research. The traditional light 
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method can observe the macroscopic crack inside the grain, but there is no way to deal with the 

microcracks and the middle crack. In addition, the light method is a static observation method, which 

cannot track the crack growth inside the grain. Therefore, it is necessary to find an effective means to 

study the stress crack of rice. 

Acoustic emission method can determine the position and state of the acoustic signal emitted by the 

damage of materials or components. Acoustic emission (AE) technology has been successfully applied 

to the monitoring of internal cracks in bridges, pressure vessels, medical devices and other materials or 

components(Cristián & Christoph, 2017; Yu & Li, 2017). In this paper, the application of acoustic 

emission technology to the study of rice cracks is proposed. Different from large structures such as 

bridges and pressure vessels, acoustic emission (AE) technology has not been found in the study of 

small biological particles such as grain. In order to verify the feasibility of the above assumption, the 

hot air rice drying experiments were carried out and the acoustic emission signals were measured and 

analyzed during the drying process. 
 

2. Material and method 

Experimental material was the TianYou 3301 type rice, produced in Sanya area of Hainan Province, 

China, was harvested in July 2017 and stored under the condition of 2~4 degrees centigrade . Its initial 

moisture content was measured to be about 22%. 
Figure 1 shows the hot air rice drying and acoustic emission experimental setup, which mainly 

comprise of a muffle furnace, two AE sensors, a pre-amplifier, and AE device and the computer. 

Before the experiment, some rice grains with a good shape were picked out and the grain was dehulled 

by hand. Then under the light of the LED lamp, the grain without the cracks were selected using a 

magnifying glass. The selected grains are directly coupled to one sensor probe through a special glue 

(coupling agent); the other one is glued but without grain as the control group. Experiments were 

carried out in a separate, quiet room to reduce the background noise. 

At the beginning of the experiments, the acoustic emission data acquisition software system 

SAEU2S was turned on and the background noise filtering threshold was set to 40dB (reasonable 

value obtained from multiple tests). The temperature-programmed system of muffle furnace was 

turned on. When the temperature of the inner cavity of muffle furnace reached the set value of drying 

experiment (such as 60 
O
C), two sensors were hoisted into the chamber of muffle furnace. At the same 

time, the system SAEU2S began to collect and record the acoustic emission signals from rice collected 

by the probe. Whether the signal is strong or weak, the system records the pulse signal collected by the 

acoustic emission sensor at every time, and displays the pulse signal exceed 40 dB during the hot air 

drying process. 

 
Fig.1. The acoustic emission measurement system for rice kernel drying 

 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1  Constant temperature drying process 

In 2016, our research group carry out the experiment and numerical simulation of the rice grain hot air 

drying process. The related work was published in the literature(Wu et al, 2016). Some simulation 
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results were cited in this paper to better understand the acoustic emission (AE) in the drying process of 

rice grains. Figure 2 shows the full waveform of acoustic emission pulse signal of the rice grain under 

the drying temperature of 60 ℃ and the initial moisture content of 22% after drying for 5368 s (90 

mins). The upper part in Figure 4 displays the signal collected by rice coupling sensor and the signal 

collected by control sensor was showed in the lower part. 
In Figure 2, a large number of pulse signals were collected by the sensor coupled with rice, but 

there was no signal in the control group, which proved that the acoustic emission pulse signals were 

from the energy released by the crack propagation in the grain during the drying process. It can be 

seen from Figure 2 that the acoustic emission pulse signal is relatively abundant in the early drying 

period of 0-450s. Combined with the rice drying simulation results, it was judged that the period was 

at the initial heating stage of the drying process, and the acoustic emission was induced by the thermal 

stress formed by the temperature gradient inside the grain. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Transient acoustic emission signal of the rice kernel during the hot air drying process

（22%，60℃） 
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Fig.3. Variations of local temperature inside the rice kernel 

 

Figure 3 shows the numerical simulation curves of temperature change at different points inside the 

grain, in which the point A (0.0m,0.0m,0.0m) is the centre of rice, and the point B (0.0mm 

003m,0.0mm) is near the end point of grain long axis. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the internal 

temperature of rice increases with the increase of drying time. The rice temperature in the first 4-6min 

rises rapidly, and in the 6-10mins rises slowly. After 11mins, the temperature of hot air is close to 

60 ℃, and then it is kept near this value. The temperature gradient within the grain may occur because 

the boundary point of the grain was heated faster than the centre. The temperature gradient between 

Point A and B increases rapidly with drying time, reaching a maximum value of about 15 ℃ at t=3-

4mins, and then decreasing gradually. Combined with Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that the acoustic 

emission signal of 0-7mins is consistent with the variation trend of internal temperature gradient in the 

early stage of drying, so it can be inferred that the stress crack was mainly caused by thermal stress in 

the initial heating stage of rice. 
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     In Figure 2, at the drying time of 450 s -2400 s (7-40 mins), few pulse AE signal appears and is 

also weak. After 2400s, the signal begins to become rich, and a distinct signal concentration region 

appears at 2400s. In Figure 3, the dry time of 2400s corresponds to the 14% wet base moisture content 

of rice (dry base moisture content is 0.17 kg / kg ). That is, the acoustic emission signal is less when 

the wet base moisture content is greater than 14%. The experimental observation coincides with the 

conclusion of some literature that rice fissuring occurs less when its wet basis moisture content was 

greater than 14%. 
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Fig.4. Variations of local moisture contents inside the rice kernel during air drying process 

 

      Figure 4 showed the simulated variation of the rice moisture content with the drying time. In 

contrast to the heat transfer process, the moisture of rice is transferred from the interior to the surface. 

The moisture diffusion near the grain surface is quick; the closer to the central part, the water 

migration and diffusion is relatively slower. Therefore, the water gradient is formed inside the grain. 

In Figure 4, the moisture gradient inside the rice grain  first rise and then decrease with the drying time. 

Its peak value was  reached at t=35-40 mins. By relating Figure 2 with Figure 4, the internal water 

gradient and acoustic emission signal inside the rice kernel reach the maximum value at about 40mins, 

indicating that the stress crack generation and expansion at this stage is mainly caused by the wet 

stress formed by the water gradient. Corresponding to the maximum value of the AE signals, the water 

content reaches also the maximum at 14%. 

 

 
 

Fig.5. Transient acoustic emission signal of the rice kernel during the hot air drying process

（22%,80℃ -30℃） 

3.2 Drying-cooling process 

Figure 5 shows the acoustic emission of grain at 80 ℃ (3700s) ~ 30 ℃ (direct cooling at room 

temperature). Compared with Figure 4, at 80 ℃ drying temperature, the acoustic emission 

concentration area caused by wet stress appeared earlier and appeared at about 1200 s. In addition, the 

distribution of AE at 80 ℃ is sparsely distributed, which may be due to the rubber state of the grain 

when drying at 80 ℃, and the strong resistance to rupture, which is not easy to produce stress cracks at 

this drying stage. Interestingly, Figure 5 shows that the acoustic emission signals are dense and intense 

during the direct cooling stage after drying, indicating that the stress crack propagates strongly during 
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the cooling phase. The reason may be that at the cooling stage, with the decrease of grain temperature, 

the grain changes from the rubber state to glass state, and the grain becomes rigid and brittle, which is 

prone to rupture (stress crack) under the accumulated stress during the drying process. Figure 5 shows 

a sharp increase in acoustic emission signals in the cooling phase, corresponding to the phenomenon 

reported in the literature that the explosion rate of rice in the cooling stage increases sharply under 

high temperature drying. 
     Figure 6 shows a large number of macroscopic cracks in the grain under the conditions of 80 ℃

(3700s)~ 30 ℃ (room temperature cooling), and it can be seen that there are a lot of macroscopic 

cracks inside the grain. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Photo of the rice cracks at 22% moisture content and 80℃ -30℃ 

 
4. Conclusions 

In this paper, Tian You 3301 type rice kernels were used as experimental materials and the hot air 

drying experiments were carried out. By Coming the simulated results for the rice kernel drying, the 

acoustic emission from rice grain was monitored and analyzed. The following conclusions are 

obtained: 

(1) Under the existing technical conditions, acoustic emission signals generated in the rice kernel hot 

air drying process can be detected effectively by acoustic emission instrument. 

(2) The acoustic emission time sequence of grain during the hot air drying process was closely related 

to the drying characteristics, and acoustic emission confirmed some typical drying phenomena of rice. 
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Abstract  

 

This work presents a new device constituted by an IR camera placed inside the drying chamber to 

monitor the temperature of the vials without interferences. It is possible to estimate the ending point of 

the primary drying, the heat transfer coefficient to the product and the resistance of the dried product 

to vapor flux. Experiments were performed in a freeze-dryer using thermocouples and the IR camera. 

The measurements validate the IR camera as an effective technology for the process. 

 

 

Keywords: freeze-drying monitoring, IR camera, temperature, process analytical technology 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Freeze-drying process is used to remove a solvent, in most case water, from a product. The 

product is firstly frozen and, then, the water is removed by sublimation, at low pressure and 

low temperatures (primary drying). The target value of residual moisture can be finally 

reached by increasing product temperature, thus promoting the desorption of the water 

molecules bounded to the product. Freeze-drying is not a cheap process, so it is mainly used 

for food and pharmaceutical products (Mellor 1978, Jennings 1999, Oetjen 2004, Fissore 

2013).  

In freeze-drying process is necessary to monitor the product temperature: in fact, product 

temperature must remain below a threshold value, aiming to avoid drug denaturation, or 

collapse of the dried product in case of amorphous products, or even the melting in case of 

crystalline products (Bellows and King 1972, Adams and Iron 1993, Pikal 1994). 

Furthermore, the temperature monitoring can be used to identify the end of the primary drying 

step by monitoring the residual amount of ice in the product. Moreover, the sublimation flux 

must be monitored because it has to be compliant with duct and condenser capacity (Searles 

2004, Patel et al. 2010). Another way to monitor in-line the process is by using mathematical 

modeling in order to estimate that mathematical parameters that describe the process (Pisano 

et al. 2010, Daraoui et al. 2010, Pisano et al. 2011). In particular, these parameters are 

resistance of the dried product to the vapor flow, Rp, and the overall heat transfer coefficient, 

Kv. These two coefficients describe the dynamics of the heat flux to the product (Jq) and the 

sublimation flux (Jw). 
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                                                                                                            (1) 

 

                                                                                                              (2) 

Where Tfluid is the temperature of the fluid in the heating shelf, TB is that of the product at the 

bottom of the vial, pw,i is the solvent partial pressure at the solid interface and pw,c is the 

pressure in the drying chamber. 

Because of the reasons mentioned above, there is interest in a monitoring system that can 

monitor the whole batch. This because the behaviour of the product is different depending on 

the position of the vial on the shelf. It is also important that the detector does not interact with 

the product (e.g. thermocouples) because it could affect the dynamic of the process (Barresi et 

al. 2010). 

Emteborg et al. proposed an IR system where the infrared camera was placed on the top of the 

drying chamber, monitoring the shelves from the above. Unfortunately, with this 

arrangement, the temperature monitored were that of the sufrace of the product. 

This work will present a monitoring system constituting of an infrared camera placed inside 

of the chamber of the freeze-dryer that can monitor the temperature of the vials that stand in 

front of the sensor, without interfering with the product. 

 

2. Material and method 

 

IR Camera 

 

The equipment used to monitor the product temperature is a thermographic recording system 

TICEM characterized by a 320x256 pixels resolution. It operates in the LW spectrum of the 

IR electromagnetic waves. It also has a visible recording system, with a lower resolution. This 

equipment is placed into a case in order to protect it against the conditions of low 

temperatures and pressures that can be reached during a freeze-drying cycle (Figure 1). The 

data acquisition system is wireless and the software architecture allows to operate in absence 

of external terminals.  

Several parameters must be known in order to correct the measurements from the parasitic 

radiations. The key parameters are: 

• Emissivity of the subject; 

• Distance from the subject; 

• Reflected apparent temperature. 

The emissivity of the object and its distance from the camera are fixed for the whole duration 

of the test. Instead, the reflected apparent temperature is very important, it represent the 

parasitic heat that influences the object, coming from sources that reflect on the thermal 

imager and, for these reasons it changes during the test. Unfortunately, the reflected apparent 

temperature influences a lot the measurements. The system here presented, is supported by a 

software that measure and update this variable in-line automatically.  
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Figure 1: the scheme of the inside of the sensor on the left, and the sensor from the front side, on the 

right. 

 

 

 

Case Study 

 

Freeze-drying tests were carried out using a LyoBeta 25™ (Telstar, Madrid, Spain) freeze-

dryer (drying chamber: 0.2 m3, total area: 0.5m2). Tests were performed with a 10% by 

weight sucrose solution and a 5% by weight sucrose solution. Reactants were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used as received; ultra-pure water obtained with a Millipore water system 

(Milli-Q RG; Millipore, Billerica, MA) was used to prepare the solutions processed in the 

various tests. The vials used in the tests were ISO 8362-110R and they were filled with 5mL 

of solution. The distance of the thermal imager from the vials was about 30 cm and the 

sample time was 300 seconds. T-type thermocouples (Tersid, Milano, Italy) were placed in 

some vials for validation motivation. Chamber pressure was monitored using both a 

capacitance (Baratron type 626A; MKS Instruments) and a thermal conductivity (Pirani type 

PSG-101-S; Inficon, Bad Ragaz, Switzerland) gauge. Product freezing was achieved by 

decreasing the temperature of the technical fluid until a temperature of about -40°C was 

observed from the thermocouples. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion  

 

Study of the effect of the presence of the IR camera on the batch evolution 

 

First of all, the influence of the presence of the equipment in the freeze-dryer chamber on 

product dynamics was investigated. Gravimetric tests were used to this purpose, considering a 

10% by weight sucrose solution and comparing the sublimation rate in case the camera is 

placed in the dryer with that obtained in case the camera is not used. Some tests were 

performed with a row of ten vials in front of the IR camera, some other with a batch of 45 

vials in 3 rows (Figure 2). 

The comparison showed that the infrared camera does not affect product dynamics: it does not 

heat the product in the vial but, on the contrary, it shields it from the chamber wall irradiation. 

In particular, we can compare the shielding effect given by the presence of the IR camera whit 

that is obtained, in a batch of vials, from the external files. This is extremely important as, 

obviously, the camera may track the dynamics of the vial of the first raw of a batch, where 
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radiation effects from chamber walls may be more relevant and whose dynamics is not 

representative of the dynamics of the vials in the central part of the batch that constitute most 

of the batch. The result of the investigation evidenced that the dynamics of the vials in front 

of the camera is similar to that of the central vials.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: configuration of the vials and the IR camera on the shelf in the chamber of the freeze-dryier 

during some gravimetric tests. 

 

 

Validation of the monitoring system based on the IR camera 

 

In order to validate the monitoring system based on the use of the IR camera in the freeze-

dryer, the temperature profiles obtained from some thermocouples, placed into some vials, 

were compared with the temperature profiles obtained with the thermal imager (Figure 4). 

The IR camera provides a temperature map of the vials (Figure 3), the temperature profile is 

detected in 5 points on the bottom of the vial, because it is not possible from the 

thermography to determine the point measured by the thermocouple. Similar tests were 

performed, for validation motivation, with different operating conditions and with different 

products. In particular 10% and 5% by weight sucrose and mannitol solutions were used, in 

order to analyze both crystalline and amorphous behavior. 
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Figure 3: thermography of a test performed for the validation of the monitoring system 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Comparison between the temperature detected in the 5 points at the bottom 

of the vial, and the measurement of a thermocouple TC6 placed in the same vial. Case study: freeze-

drying of a 10% w/w sucrose solution, processed at 20 Pa and -20°C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of primary drying estimation 

 

The temperature profiles obtained from the IR camera can be used to identify the end of the 

primary drying and, for validation purposes, this value is compared with tat obtained from the 
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Pressure Ratio profile. For this purpose, the minimum temperature profile was considered, in 

order to consider the point of the bottom in which there is ice for a longer time interval. A 

good agreement between the results obtained from the temperature profile and from the 

Pressure Ratio profile was obtained as both systems identify the same ending point: in fact, 

when the temperature drastically increases, the Pressure Ratio start decreasing (Figure 5). 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Comparison between the mean value of product temperature (dashed line) 

detected through the IR thermal camera in the 5 points at the bottom of the vial and 

the ratio between the Pirani and Baratron signals (solid line) when processing a 10% 

(upper graph) or a 5% (lower graph) w/w sucrose solution at 20 Pa and -20°C. 
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Parameter estimation 

 

Finally, the temperature detected by the IR camera were used to estimate the values of the 

heat and mass transfer coefficients Kv and Rp, defined in Equations 1 and 2, it was done using 

the temperature measurement obtained with the thermocouple (calculations on Overcashier et 

al.). The test was performed using the 10% sucrose solution and measuring product 

temperature with both thermocouple and IR camera in the freeze-dryer. The test was repeated 

5 times. Considering the temperature profiles obtained with the thermocouples, the global 

mean value of Kv obtained was 156.5 Wm-2K-1 (with a variance of 8.65%). Using the  global 

mean bottom temperature obtained by the IR camera, the global mean value of Kv obtained 

was 153.0 Wm-2K-1 (with a variance of 12.33%),that is a perfect agreement with the precedent 

value. With respect to the coefficient Rp, it was calculated using the temperature profile 

(detected through the thermocouple or the IR camera) and the Kv value. With the value of Kv, 

the temperature evolution of the heating shelf and the temperature profiles of the product at 

the bottom of the vial, the heat flux to the product was calculated, using Equation 1. Then, 

considering the heat balance to the product: 

                                                                                                                     (3) 

 

assuming that all the heat transferred to the product is used for sublimation, the water vapor 

flow can be calculated and the value of Rp using Equation 2. This was don considering pw,c as 

equal to chamber pressure (because the composition of the atmosphere in the chamber is 

about 100% water vapor), and pw,i is a function of product temperature (calculations 

Overcashier et al.). The values are interpolated using the following equation: 

 

                                                                                                      (4) 

 

Also in this case, it is possible to observe that there is an acceptable agreement between the 

values of Rp versus Ldried obtained using the thermocouple measurement and the thermal 

camera profiles. 
 

4. Conclusions 

The monitoring system based on the IR camera here presented is an innovative monitoring 

system that allows the in-line monitoring of the freeze-drying process without interfering with 

the product. The IR camera doesn’t give information only on temperature profiles, but it also 

provides information about the end of the primary drying step. Moreover, values obtained 

from this sensor can be used to estimate the mathematical parameters describing the process 

as well as those values obtained from thermocouples. Finally, the accuracy is similar to that 

obtained with traditional monitoring systems (e.g. thermocouples), but it is important to 

observe that in this case the sensor is not in contact with the product and the measurements 

are not limited to a single vial. 
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Abstract  
The effect of Maltodextrin on the drying kinetics and the change of colour of feijoa (Acca Sellowiana) 

pulp dried by refractance window technology was studied. The pulp was dried at 60°C with thickness 

of 2mm. Adding maltodextrin increases the drying rate at the beginning of drying and preserve the 

colour of the pulp. Three thin-layer models were applied and selected. The most suitable model was 

the Logistic model. The difference of colour was slightly higher for the pulp with maltodextrin.  

 

Keywords: refractance window, fruit pulp, thin-layer models 

 
1. Introduction 

The feijoa (Acca Sellowiana Berg) is a fruit with proved antioxidant and antiinflammatory bioactivity 

(Weston 2010). However it is neccesary to find processing alternatives to add value, increase its shelf 

life and protect the biocomponents. Those reasons make drying a suitable operation.  Refractance 

window drying (RW) is an alternative method to conventional technologies in terms of energy 

consumption and the preservation of sensorial and functional properties The products are located over 

a film transparent to infrared radiation that is released by circulating hot water under the film. The heat 

is transmitted through the film to the food by conduction and radiation (Raghavi et al. 2018).  

      The production of high-quality fruit powder must overcome the sticking problem during the pulp 

fruit drying. Fruits are rich in sugars and organic acids of low molecular weight that have low glass 

transition temperatures (Tg), at which the amorphous polymer undergoes a phase transition from the 

glass state to a rubbery state (Fongin et al., 2019). When the pulp is dried at temperatures above their 

Tg, the stickiness appears and causes their adhesion to dryer film. The addition of carrier agents to fruit 

pulps (compounds with higher molecular weight) prior to drying process increases the Tg of the 

mixture and has been widely used to reduce fruit pulp stickiness (Fernanda et al., 2017; Henao-Ardila 

et al., 2019). Maltodextrin has been used to increase powder consistency, raising glass transition 

temperature and reduce stickiness problems  (Karam et al., 2016).  

      The thin-layer models are semi-theoretical approaches still used for their feasibility and short 

calculation times to represent the changes in the moisture ratio. They are useful for engineering 

purposes such as dryer design and the control of drying processes. (Ertekin and Firat, 2015).  

      The aim of this work was to study the effect of adding maltodextrin on the colour and the drying 

kinetics described by the change of moisture ratio, temperature and the drying rate during the RW 

drying of feijoa pulp. In addition, modelling the water removal through thin-layer mathematical 

models. 
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      2. Material and method 

Material 

Feijoa was harvested at physiological maturity with a relation between the total soluble solids and the 

titratable acidity of 3.31±0.1. Then, the fruit was washed, and the pulp was obtained with a pulper 

using a 0.5 mm sieve. DE 10 maltodextrin was added to the pulp at 10% w/w in relation to the pulp. 

 

Refractance window drying 

A lab-scale RW dryer was used. It is composed by a hot water reservoir heated by electrical 

resistances. The water temperature was regulated by a temperature controller. A centrifugal pump to 

maintain water recirculation between the reservoir and a second tank where the mylar film was fixed 

and ensuring that the bottom surface of the film touched the hot water. The pulp was spread over the 

upper surface of the Mylar film with a 2 mm of thickness and a temperature of 60°C. The initial 

moisture content of the pulp was measured to be 87 ± 1% on a wet basis using the method at 105°C 

until constant weight (AOAC 1990). During the drying the weight of samples was taken each 10 

minutes using a balance with an accuracy of ±0.1 mg (Precisa, Switzerland). Pulp temperature was 

measured with K-type thermocouples with an accuracy of ± 1°C and connected to a datalogger (Sper 

Scientific, USA) for data registration.  The drying was made by triplicate. 

 

Mathematical modeling 

Three thin-layer models (Table 1) were employed to represent the change of moisture content ratio 

(MR) during drying. Those models are the most reported in the literature for the thin-layer drying 

modeling of fruits(Onwude et al., 2016). The drying kinetics modeling was made under the 

considerations: (i) The geometry is an infinite slab; (ii) The initial moisture distribution is uniform; 

(iii) Diffusion is the main mechanism to describe the mass transfer; (iv) The drying is isothermal; (v) 

Pulp shrinkage is negligible. The moisture content ratio during the drying process is calculated from 

the equation (1). 

                                                                                                                                             
 (1) 

 

 

Where Mt is the moisture content at any time; Mo and Meq are the initial and equilibrium moisture 

content respectively. The equilibrium moisture content was taken from the moisture content data. The 

Meq was assumed when there is not a change between the weight measurements of 0.001g.  All of them 

expressed in g water g-1 dry product.  The drying rate of feijoa pulp was calculated using equation (2). 

                                                                                                                                                           

   
 Where Mt+dt  is the moisture content at time t +dt and t , is the time in minutes. 

 
Table 1. Thin-layer drying models. 

Model Equation 

Two term model MR = a·exp (ko ·t) + b·exp (k1·t) 

Midilli MR = a·exp (-k ·tn)+ b·t 
Logistic MR = b/( 1 + a·exp (k ·t)) 

 
The parameters of the models were determined through non-linear regressions using SAS software 

version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina). The goodness of fit was determined according 

to the assesment of root mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of determination (R2). 

 

Colour 

The effect over the colour was assesed taking images of the pulp at the beggining and at the end of the 

RW drying in a dark room with illumination at four points at an angle of 45°; a Canon EOS T5 camera 

MR =
(Mt −Meq )

(Mo −Meq )
 

(2) 
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was used (Canon, Japan). The results are expressed with CIELab scale (L*, a* and b*), where L * 

represents luminosity, a* is the position between red and green, and b* is the position between yellow 

and blue. Equation (3) represents the difference of color (ΔE). It was obtained with image analysis 

using imageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). The measurements were made by 

triplicate. 

 

∆𝐸 =  (𝐿0
∗ − 𝐿1

∗ )2 + (𝑎0
∗ − 𝑎1

∗)2 + (𝑏0
∗ − 𝑏1

∗)22
 

                                                                       
3. Results and discussion  

The Figure 1 shows the change in moisture ratio and the temperature vs time during RW drying for the 

pulp with and without maltodextrin. Although the addition of maltodextrin increased the solids of the 

pulp and increased the drying rate at the beginning of the operation (Figure 2), a similar time was 

required to obtain the same final moisture as for the pulp without maltodextrin. A drying time of 50 to 

60 minutes was achieved.     
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Figure 1. Experimental and predicted moisture ratio (a) and temperature (b) for feijoa pulp dried at 

60°C 2mm thickness with and without maltodextrin. 

 

The Figure 2 represents the drying rate vs time for refractance window drying. It can be seen the 

influence of maltodextrin over drying rate. Adding maltodextrin conduces to 2.3 times higher drying 

rate at the beginning of the process than pulp without maltodextrin. This fast water removal can be due 

to different gradients of temperature between the pulp and the hot water. The constant drying rate 

period was absent due to quick moisture removal from the surface of the fruit pulp. It was evident that 

the drying rate falls (sharply) to the pulp with maltodextrin. It is observed a falling drying period for 

both cases.  
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Figure 2. Drying rate vs time for pulp with and without maltodextrin 

      (3) 
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The Logistic model resulted the most suitable to represent the change of moisture ratio for the pulp 

with and without maltodextrin. High values of R2 and low values of RMSE were obtained. The Table 

2 shows the parameters of the model and the statistical values. 

 

Table 2.Parameters for the logistic model. 

Treatment k a b R2 RMSE 

Pulp without maltodextrin 0.1001 0.0744 1.0516 0.9958 0.0258 

Pulp with maltodextrin 0.1483 0.0524 1.0480 0.9385 0.0180 

 

Colour 

The effect of maltodextrin addition over the final colour and the change of colour of the dehydrated 

pulp is presented in the Table 3. At the end of drying the addition of maltodextrin brought luminosity 

to the pulp due to its white colour. This high value of luminosity is represented in higher values of L*. 

In addition, the parameter a* change from negative values which is related to green colour towards a 

positive value related to red colour. The b* parameter is also influenced by the drying and the addition 

of maltodextrin. The change of this parameter is indicating the oxidation of pigments that transform 

into yellow colours. 

      The change of colour was similar for both pulps, and, therefore, the effect of drying operation is 

more significant than the effect of maltodextrin. However, the change of the colour of the fresh pulp 

showed a processes of oxidation of the pigments, enzymatic browning and nonenzymatic browning of 

the sugars present in the fruit (Tontul and Topuz, 2017). The addition of 10 % of maltodextrin to the 

pulp did not protect the pulp browning from temperature. 

      The addition of 10% maltodextrin increased the yield of solids without affecting their visual 

appearance. The use of antioxidants and different concentrations of maltodextrin for colour protection 

and browning inhibition is recommended. Additionally, the study of the effect of maltodextrin on the 

physicochemical and sensory properties of the dehydrated product is highly recommended.      

 
Table 3. Maltodextrin influence over the colour of the pulp at the end of the drying. 

 
Fresh pulp 

without 

maltodextrin 
with maltodextrin 

L 67.3125 ± 0.79 79.0714 ± 1.2 81.0715 ± 0.94 

a -12.2347 ± 0.63 2.8481 ± 0.97 2.7832 ± 0.68 

b 22.9166 ± 0.85 46.3950 ± 0.78 48.5922 ± 0.55 

ΔE  30.2812 ± 1.29 32.7732 ± 0.87 

 
4. Conclusions 

Adding maltodextrin increased the drying rate at the beginning of the operation. However, the total 

time required to reach a 13% of final humidity was similar with the pulp without maltodextrin. Adding 

solids to the pulp increased the raising of temperature and solids yield during drying. However, its 

final colour was maintained compared with the pulp without maltodextrin. Maltodextrin concentration 

is not enough to provide adequate protection from temperature to prevent fruit browning. Finally, the 

pulp with maltodextrin reduced the stickiness between the pulp and the film of the dryer. 
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Abstract  

The incorporation of high oleic palm oil emulsions onto biopolymeric solutions to produce dried 

nanofibers (NF) was studied; mass fraction of gelatin and emulsion, collector-tip needle distance and 

type of emulsion were studied. Results showed synergic effects for tested factors. Free-defects fiber 

with diameters in nanoscale were produced. Likewise, a homogeneous oil distribution, intermediate 

hydrophilicities, high thermal stabilities and smooth surfaces were obtained from NF with emulsions. 
 

Keywords: Electrospinning, nanofibers, encapsulation, oil. 
 

1. Introduction 

Electrospinning is an electrostatic technique to fabricate continuous nanofibers (NF); a high voltage is 

applied to the spinneret allowing the solvent evaporation and material deposition on collector i.e, a 

drying process takes place. A special attention for NF has been given by nano-scale (high specific 

surface area, nanoscale porous structures and unique chemical, physical, mechanical and surface 

properties (Celebioglu et al., 2014)) which confers several advantages such as higher bioavailability, 

bioaccessibility, control in bioactive release and specific functionalities.  
 

Synthetic polymers have been commonly used, however, in food applications there are 

requirements as reagents and compounds which being generally recognized as safe (GRAS); the using 

of biopolymers and non-toxic reagents for NF production should be according with this condition; 

gelatin is a natural, biodegradable animal protein and approved biopolymer by FDA (Deng et al., 

2019). In order to improve the biopolymer electrospinnability, high concentration or toxic solvents 

have been reported (Ricaurte and Quintanilla-Carvajal, 2019). Therefore, in this work low solvent 

concentration, a proteolytic enzyme and edible biopolymer were used to encapsulate high oleic palm 

oil (HOPO) which has high concentrations of β-carotene, vitamin E and unsaturated fatty acids 

(Ricaurte et al., 2018). Finally, the aim was to produce edible nanofibers by electrospinning as a 

carrier to encapsulate HOPO emulsions. The effects of mass fractions of gelatin and emulsion, 

collector-tip needle distance on morphology, diameter fiber, physical, thermal and chemical properties 

were investigated. 
 

2. Material and method 

2.1. Materials: Bromelain enzyme, gelatin type A, acetic acid and soy lecithin were used. High oleic 

palm oil (HOPO) was donated by CENIPALMA and milk whey was purchased in a local market. All 

experiments were performed with distilled water. 
 

2.2. Emulsion preparations: The same formulation (5% w/w HOPO, 0.1% w/w soy lecithin, 10% 

w/w milk whey in distilled water) and preparation of coarse emulsions (following the methodology of 
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(Ricaurte et al., 2016) were performed to obtained two emulsions; nanoemulsion (NE) by 

microfluidization (20,000 psi and 2 cycles) and  macroemulsion (ME) by rotor-stator (rotational speed 

9,000 during 1 min).   
 

2.3. Polymeric carrier preparation: 25% w/w gelatin solution at 40 °C was treated with 0.2 GDU 

(Gelatin Unit Digesting) bromelain enzyme during 5 min. The enzymatic reaction was stopped by 

boiling the gelatin solution in a water bath at 90 °C for 10 min. Finally, it was cooled until 35 °C. 
 

2.4. Solution Characterization: Conductivity, surface tension and flow curves were determined for 

each solution (4 experiments). The assays were performed by duplicated. 
 

2.5. Electrospinning process: Composite nanofibers were produced from 4 gelatin-emulsion based 

solutions (Table 1). The equipment was operated at a constant flow rate of 0.1 mL/min, tip-collector 

distances 7 cm, and the applied voltage was reported when the Taylor’s cone was observed. 
 

2.6. Nanofiber characterizations: Morphology and fiber diameter were determined for electrospun 

NF obtained (see Table 1). Furthermore, two optimized conditions from experimental design were 

analyzed in relation with the oil presence by Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy, water angle 

contact, and roughness by Atomic Force Microscopy. 
 

2.7. Statistical analysis: Statistically significant differences were identified using one-way ANOVA 

and an alpha value of 0.05 as the significance criterion. 
 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. Characterization of gelatin-emulsion based solutions:  

The conductivities for gelatin-based solutions with NE and ME were in a range of 2.95-5.75 mS cm-1. 

In fact, a higher mass fraction of NE/ME, higher conductivity; it was due to high conductivity 

contributed by milk whey. The surface tensions and viscosities took values between 32.1 to 44.2 mN 

m-1 and 68.4 to 871.3 mPa∙s, respectively. Both decreased when NE or ME mass fraction increased.  
 

3.2. Composite nanofiber of gelatin and emulsions:  
 

The fibers loaded with nano- and macroemulsion were produced at nanoscale by electrospinning. 

Droplet oil size (from emulsions) had no significant effect over fiber diameter (Df); the oil 

arrangement inside proteins network was similar between them. Likewise, the gelatin-emulsion mass 

fraction relation had no significant influence over Df i.e., the wall material (milk whey) from 

emulsions contributed also for fibers formation. Neither beads nor droplets (both defects) were found 

in gelatin-emulsion based NF (see Fig. 1a-b). The electrospinning was therefore efficient to produce 

fibers; the solvent was evaporated, in an extremely brief time. Average fiber diameters were between 

157 to 240 nm increasing to higher gelatin mass fractions.  
 

Table 1. Solution properties and fiber diameter for the composite nanofibers of gelatin and NE or ME 

 
Solution properties Nanofibers 

Mass Fraction  

Apparent viscosity 

(mPa∙s) 

Conductivity  

(mS cm-1) 

Surface tension  

(mN m-1) 

Fiber diameter  

(nm) 

Gelatin Emulsion NE ME NE ME NE ME NE ME 

0.50 0.50 68.39± 0.47 87.55± 0.08 5.36± 0.11 5.75± 0.08 36.80± 0.47 32.06± 0.23 240.8±28 157.7±33 

0.99 0.01 487.9± 0.13 871.3± 0.21 2.95± 0.01 3.41± 0.01 41.49± 0.12 44.22± 0.29 157.4±38  175.8±37 
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Fig 1. Micrographs of gelatin-emulsion based nanofibers with ME (a and c) or NE (b and d). Red 

color represents to HOPO 

 

The characterization for optimized gelatin-emulsion condition showed a homogeneous oil 

distribution (Fig. 1a* and 1b*). The hydrophobicity was lower for NF composited with NE than ME 

(41° vs 47°). Finally, a low roughness was obtained for NF with NE and ME i.e., a smooth surface 

was observed by AFM. 
 

 
Fig 2. Analysis of gelatin-emulsion based nanofiber: water contact angle (a-ME and b-NE), AFM (c-

ME and d-NE). 
 

4. Conclusions 

Food-grade nanofibers were produced from hydrolyzed gelatin with bromelain in a slightly 

acid medium to encapsulate high oleic palm oil. Milk whey worked as wall material to form 
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nanofibers. High physical properties were determined for NF when nano- or macroemulsion 

were incorporated. 
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Abstract  

 

This work aims at developing a fully continuous dryer for heat-sensitive pharmaceutical 

granules. Based on the specific requirements of one typical pharmaceutical drying process, a 

continuous fluidized bed dryer assisted by a screw conveyor has been selected and 

dimensioned, and will be further optimized through a phenomenological model and an 

experimental study of the residence time distribution. Besides, ultrasonic drying has been 

investigated as the assisting drying technology. 

  

Keywords: pharmaceutical drying, ultrasound, particle, continuous manufacturing 

 

1. Introduction 

Continuous manufacturing brings numerous benefits, such as improving production 

flexibility, facilitating in-line quality control and reducing production cost. However, for 

pharmaceutical industry, given the strict regulatory environment and the susceptible products, 

the conversion of traditional batch operations into continuous lines still requires extensive 

R&D work. 

This work aims at developing a fully continuous dryer for heat-sensitive granules, which 

meets pharmaceutical standards in terms of product quality, yield and production efficiency. 

2. Material and method 

Based on the specific requirements of one typical pharmaceutical drying process, the dryer 

prototype has been selected, dimensioned, and will be further optimized through a 

phenomenological model and an experimental study of the residence time distribution. 

Additionally, ultrasonic drying has been investigated as the assisting drying technology.  

3. Results and discussion 

After reviewing current drying technology, a horizontal fluidized bed dryer equipped with a 

screw conveyor in the bottom has been selected. Fluidization is the most efficient technique 

for particle drying; however, it is also concerned by high uncertainties. Particularly, 

pharmaceutical granules are often of large particle size distribution and irregularly-shaped, 
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making it difficult to maintain a steady continuous fluidization. The horizontal fluidized bed 

is of a high aspect ratio (length versus width), effectively reducing the back-mixing in the 

process; moreover, the added screw conveyor further enhances the ‘first-in-first-out’ 

requirement and avoids the retention of fine particles as well as agglomerates that are difficult 

to fluidize.  

Besides, in our preliminary investigation, three types of pharmaceutical granules have been 

dried with aid of high-power ultrasound. Comparing to convective drying, the presence of 

ultrasound has effectively accelerated the drying, without bringing significant change to 

specific surface, pore volume and pore size of the dried granules. The velocity of the acoustic 

streaming induced by ultrasound has been measured by an anemometer, at 0.3 m/s; this 

phenomenon has been considered as one of the major drying rate acceleration mechanisms. 

Moreover, sound waves showed a positive impact on fluidization; it not only reduced the 

minimum fluidization velocity, but also improved homogeneity by reducing channelling. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The application of ultrasound on fluidized bed drying process showed great industrial interest, 

and the design of this novel ultrasound-assisted continuous dryer will eventually bring novel 

solutions to pharmaceutical manufacturing. 

 

 

P.S.: Due to the imminent patent submission, the authors cannot provide a more complete full 

paper at this moment. Many thanks in advance for your understanding. 
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Abstract  

The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of convective drying assisted with 

microwaves and airborne ultrasound. Five different drying programs were carried out. The drying 

characteristics of apples dried in constant and intermittent conditions, energy consumption and 

quality characteristics such as colour change, water activity, rehydration ratio, total polyphenol 

content and shrinkage were compared. The Midilli–Kucuk model was successfully used to describe the 

drying kinetics. 

 

Keywords: intermittent drying, microwaves, ultrasound, apples, polyphenols 

 

1. Introduction 

Drying is one of the oldest and most common methods of fruits and vegetables preservation applied in 

food technology. These materials in a raw state, due to very high moisture content and water activity 

are particularly susceptible to adverse chemical, biochemical and enzymatic reactions leading to 

significant reduction in quality. In addition, high water content creates good conditions that favour the 

development of pathogenic microorganisms such as yeasts, mould or bacteria (Maltini et al., 2003). In 

order to preserve such products, it is necessary to remove non-chemically bound water, e.g. through 

the process of thermal treatment - drying. Convective drying, relatively simple to implement and 

widely available is, however, very time- and energy-consuming, and products obtained in this way are 

characterized by an overall lower quality (Mujumdar 2007). One technological solution being studied 

frequently is acceleration of convective drying by additional energy sources (hybrid drying), such as 

microwave radiation or acoustic waves - ultrasound (Regier et al., 2016, Kowalski and Mierzwa 

2015). In general, this drying method is usually carried out in steady state conditions. However, it is 

possible to change the process conditions during drying, i.e. carry out the process in non-stationary 

conditions (Kowalski and Szadzińska 2014). In this study the intermittent drying conditions were 

obtained by periodic application of microwaves (intensive drying periods) with different power and 

airborne ultrasound (relaxation periods). 

 

2. Material and method 

Fresh apples (Malus domestica) var. Ligol were used in these studies. Before drying the fruits were 

washed, peeled and cut by a commercial food preparation machine (RG-100 Hallde, Sweden) into  

15 mm cubes. 60 g apple samples were dried by using an innovative laboratory-scale hybrid dryer 

(Promis-Tech, Poland) that enables to combine different drying methods, namely, hot air, microwaves 

and high power airborne ultrasound (Fig.1). Five different drying programs were tested 

experimentally. The basis for all programs was continuous convective drying (CV). Two variants of 

the drying process were analysed, i.e. stationary: convective drying (CV), convective drying assisted 

with microwaves (CVMW) or ultrasound (CVUS), and intermittent: convective drying periodically 

assisted with microwaves and ultrasound (IT) as shown in Table 1.  
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the hybrid dryer: 1. Blower, 2. Heater, 3. Ultrasound generator (AUS), 4. 

Microwave generator, 5. Ultrasound plate, 6. Drying chamber, 7. Ultrasound transducer, 8. Balance, 

9. Pyrometer, 10. Computer, 11. Control cupboard.  

 

The drying kinetics of apple were analysed through a comparison of the drying curves: moisture ratio 

(MR) versus drying time and drying rate (DR). The moisture ratio (MR) was determined by: 

eq0
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t
  (1) 

where MCt denotes the moisture content measured at time t, MCeq is the equilibrium moisture content 

and MC0 is the initial moisture content (-). 

The equilibrium moisture content (MCeq) was assumed to be constant during the research, and 

equalled 0.01 (wet basis). The instantaneous moisture content (MCt) was expressed as the ratio of the 

moisture mass to the initial mass of the wet sample: 
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   (2) 

where mt (g) denotes the sample mass measured at time t, md (g) is the mass of the dry sample and m0 

(g) is the initial mass of the fresh sample. 

On the basis of the measurements of mass and drying time, the average rate of the process (DRav) was 

calculated 

DT

d
DRav

m
   (3) 

where dm is the total weight loss of the sample (g) and DT is the total drying time (min). 

The drying processes were evaluated in terms of the specific energy consumption (SEC). The energy 

consumed by the dryer system during drying was measured with a standard electricity meter (precision 

0.1 kWh) and recalculated for MJ per 1 g of evaporated moisture 

md

3.6E
SEC

p

av


   (4) 

where Ep (kWh) is the average energy consumption recorded in a given drying process. 

The average water consumption used to cool the microwave generator was also analysed. This value 

was read from the water meter and converted into a specific water consumption (SWC) in relation to  

1 kg of evaporated moisture 

md

W
SWC av    (5) 

where W is the average water consumption recorded in a given drying process. 

The experimental data was approximated with the use of the Midilli-Kucuk model (Ertekin and Firat 

2017) which was carried out using Origin Pro 2017 (OriginLab Corporation, USA) software 

exp( )nMR a kt bt       (6) 

On the basis of the data that was obtained, the effective diffusion coefficient De (m2/s) was calculated 

in accordance with the methodology presented by Lopez et al. (2000). 
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The product quality was assessed in terms of colour change (dE00), water activity (aw), rehydration 

ratio (RR), retention of polyphenols (PRav) and shrinkage. The colour of the apples was determined 

with the use of a CR400 colorimeter (Konica Minolta, Japan), precision of 0.01. The samples were 

ground in a laboratory mill, model A11 Basic (IKA, Germany), and the colour measurements were 

expressed as a relative colour change dE00 (Luo et al., 2001). The measurements of water activity 

were carried out using the LabMaster-aw Standard (Novasina AG, Switzerland), precision of 0.001. 

The sample (fresh or dried) was placed in special measuring vessels and then into the thermostatic 

measuring chamber. The temperature during analysis was constant and set at 25°C. By rehydration 

tests the dried apple cubes were immersed in 50 cm3 of a distilled water at room temperature. The 

kinetics of rehydration process was analysed in time intervals of 10, 20, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240 and 300 

min. The rehydration ratio was calculated as the ratio of the sample mass after rehydration to the 

sample mas before rehydration (Lewicki 1998). The retention of polyphenols was quantified from the 

methanolic extracts using the modified Folin-Ciocalteu’s method (Singleton and Rossi 1965). Total 

polyphenols content of each sample was determined by using a standard curve developed with gallic 

acid (GAE). Absorbance was read at 750 nm using a UV/Vis spectrophotometer (U-5100 Hitachi, 

Japan). The average retention of polyphenols (PRav) was calculated by 

0

d
av

PR

%100PR
PR


   (7) 

where PR0 and RRd are the phenolic contents in fresh and dry material, respectively. 

The average volumetric shrinkage of the apple samples (VSav) was determined with the use of the 

modified toluene method developed by Mazza (1983). The volumetric shrinkage was calculated by 

%1001VS
0

d
av 












V

V
  (8) 

where: Vd and V0 are the volumes of the dry and fresh apple sample, respectively. 

 
Table 1. Drying programs. 

No Program Description 

1 CV Convective drying (50°C, 2 m/s) 

2 CVMW Convective drying assisted with microwaves (50°C, 2 m/s, 100 W) 

3 CVUS Convective drying assisted with ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W) 

4 IT1 Phase 1: Convective drying assisted with ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W), 120 

min 

Phase 2: Convective drying assisted with microwaves (30°C, 2 m/s, 300 W, 1 

min) and ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W, 10 min); 4 replications of the cycle 

Phase 3: Convective drying assisted with microwaves (30°C, 2 m/s, 100 W, 1 

min) and ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W, 10 min) until MCeq < 0.1 

5 IT2 Phase 1: Convective drying assisted with ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W), 120 

min 

Phase 2: Convective drying assisted with microwaves (30°C, 2 m/s, 300 W, 1 

min) and ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W, 10 min); 4 replications of the cycle 

Phase 3: Convective drying assisted with microwaves (30°C, 2 m/s, 200 W, 1 

min) and ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W, 10 min); 3 replications of the cycle 

Phase 4: Convective drying assisted with microwaves (30°C, 2 m/s, 100 W, 1 

min) and ultrasound (50°C, 2 m/s, 200 W, 10 min) until MCeq < 0.1 

 

3. Results and discussion  

The effectiveness of the different drying methods tested in the studies was assessed on the basis of 

drying kinetics, energy consumption, and several quality parameters. Figure 2 presents the moisture 

ratio (MR) change over drying time (t) for each particular drying program. MR(t) curves demonstrated 

that the total drying time for all MW- and US- processed apple samples was significantly shorter than 

that for CV samples. However, in the case of microwave-assisted process (CVMW) the shortest drying 

time was observed, which was shorter approximately by 75% as compared to convective drying (CV). 
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In the case of US-assisted convective drying (CVUS) the reduction in drying time was much smaller, 

i.e. about 40%. In turn, for the non-stationary processes (IT1 and IT2), the overall drying time was 

reduced by circa 47%. Figure 3 illustrates the average values of drying rate and total operational time 

for different drying experiments. 
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Fig. 2. Drying kinetics of apples dehydrated using different drying methods. 

 

Due to the microwave radiation the heat produced inside the biological material caused a rapid 

moisture evaporation, therefore, the apple samples were able to dry much faster (Chandrasekaran et 

al., 2013). As follows from Figure 3, the highest average value of drying rate (DR) was obtained for 

the CVMW program.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Average drying rate (DR) and total drying time (DT). 

 

The intermittent drying processes (IT1 and IT2) as well as ultrasound assisted convective drying 

(CVUS) were characterized by similar values of drying rate, and, generally noticeably higher than for 

the samples dried just by hot air. The drying times as well as the drying rates for the apples dried in 

intermittent conditions were significantly improved in relation to CV and CVUS because of the 

internal heating provided by microwaves and acoustic cavitation provided by airborne ultrasound 

which produces heating, vibration and synergistic effects (Chandrasekaran et al., 2013, Szadzińska et 

al., 2016). As reported by Kroehnke et al. (2018), such effects lead to a substantial reduction in drying 

time and enhancement in the process effectiveness. Figure 4 represents the experimental (Exp) and 

theoretical (Fit) MR(t) curves obtained as a result of the approximation of data with the Midilli-Kucuk 

model (Fig. 4a), and the values of the effective diffusion coefficient De (Fig. 4b). 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the experimental and theoretical moisture ratios MR (a) and diffusion coefficient 

De for particular drying experiments (b). 

 

As it follows from Figure 4a, a very good convergence between the experimental and theoretical data 

was obtained with the use of the Midilli-Kucuk model. Thus, a good fitting of numerical moisture 

ratios to the experimental ones revealed that the Midilli-Kucuk model is very suitable for prediction of 

drying kinetics of the apple samples. The values of De presented in Figure 4b, also confirmed that 

microwave as well as high airborne ultrasound assistance in convective drying favours higher 

diffusivity of moisture from the biological material being dried. Furthermore, the calculated diffusion 

coefficients stay in good agreement with the previous above discussed parameters. The highest value 

of diffusion coefficient was obtained for CVMW, in turn the lowest one was for the CV program. A 

significant improvement of effective moisture diffusivity by using MW application was observed. 

Simultaneous application of MW and US during convective drying (IT processes) increased almost 

twice the diffusion coefficient as compared to pure convective drying (CV). Figure 5 shows the 

average specific energy consumption (SEC) and water consumption (SWC) for different drying 

processes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Average values of energy (SEC) and water consumption (SWC). 

 

As expected, the less energy-consuming process was CVMW (the fastest schedule), whereas 

comparable values of specific energy consumption were observed in the case of other tested drying 

programs. However, a rather high energy consumption during intermittent drying (IT1 and IT2) and 

CVUS results primarily from the MW and US generators used. However, the additional energy 

consumed by these generators was utilized effectively as the profit in drying time was observed for the 

apple samples, when microwaves and ultrasound were applied. As can be seen in Figure 5, the longer 

MW-processing time the higher water consumption during drying. The non-stationary methods (IT) 

are characterized by much smaller values of SWC than CVMW, which is a very positive effect. 
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Moreover, it proves that modification of convective-microwave drying into intermittent mode ensures 

less water consumption and lower costs of drying.  

 

The results of the average relative colour difference (dE00) between fresh and dry apple samples and 

water activity are presented in Figure 6.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Average values of water activity (aw) and colour change (dE00). 

 

The fresh apples were characterized by the water activity of 0.980, on average. As reported Labuza et 

al. (1970), the microbiological stability of food materials strictly depends on the value of water 

activity, which means that the relative speed of different reactions, e.g., chemical, enzymatic, non-

enzymatic, etc. changes together with the value of aw. Water activity of apple decreased significantly 

after all drying experiments, but the lowest value of aw was reached in the case of CVMW. However, 

water activity of all dry samples was less than critical value, i.e. 0.6, thus the bacteria, yeasts and 

moulds growth has been inhibited. As shown in Figure 6, the highest colour change was observed for 

the apple samples dried by CV and CVMW, which proves that a long-lasting convective drying as 

well as fast microwave processing affects the loss of natural colour meaningfully. Interestingly, a very 

positive effect of the periodic application of MW and US on the apple colour retention was observed. 

Satisfactory results were also obtained in the case of convective-ultrasound drying (CVUS). The 

results of rehydration ratio (RR), retention of polyphenols (PRav) and shrinkage are presented in  

Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Values of the rehydration ratio (RR), retention of polyphenols (PRav) and volumetric 

shrinkage (VS). 

Drying program Rehydration ratio RR 

(-) 

 

Retention of 

polyphenols PRav 

(%) 

Volumetric 

shrinkage VSav 

(%) 

CV 4.08±0.02 78.62±0.65 75.80±2.26 

CVMW 4.08±0.05 72.92±4.55 74.81±2.34 

CVUS 4.33±0.15 81.68±2.06 76.13±2.39 

IT1 4.57±0.16 83.80±0.10 71.60±1.73 

IT2 4.19±0.08 79.89±2.47 71.26±0.81 

 
The dry biological material ability to rehydration process shows the physicochemical changes that 

could occur during drying, which is confirmed by different values of rehydration ratio (Singh et al., 

2006). RR of apples dried using the five different drying programs showed that higher ability to 

rehydration was observed for the apple samples dried by hybrid drying methods, i.e. CVUS and IT. 

However, the highest water absorption was observed for the samples dried by the IT2 program, 

whereas comparable value of RR was obtained for CV and CVMW. In this case, the lower RR values 

follow from the structural damage and cell shrinkage which could appear due to continuous 

application of microwaves as well as during a long-lasting hot air drying (Witrowa-Rajchert and 
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Lewicki 2006). The next important quality indicator evaluated in these studies was retention of 

polyphenols. Polyphenols occur naturally in plants. Many of them show a strong antioxidant activity 

and reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease and cancer (Naczk and Shahidi 2004). As is seen in 

Table 2, convective drying assisted with microwaves (CVMW) contributed to the lowest total 

polyphenol’s retention from all the analysed drying programs. A few-percent higher content of 

polyphenols was found for the samples dried using the program CV, IT2 and CVUS. In turn, the 

highest polyphenol’s  retention was observed after IT1 drying. Analysing the average values of RR, 

one can see that airborne US as well as MW assistance in convective drying allow to preserve large 

quantities of these valuable ingredients. The last quality factor assessed in the studies was volumetric 

shrinkage (VSav). As follows from the results in Table 2, the apple samples dried by CV, CVMW and 

CVUS shrank approximately by 76%, on average. In turn, the samples dried by CV combined with 

intermittent MW and US (IT1 and IT2), were characterized by a lower shrinkage. Such result is due to 

the gradual mass transport in MW-assisted drying, and could also follows from the so-called “puffing 

effect” (Chong et al., 2014). Lower values of VSav mean higher total volume of the apple samples, and 

thus a lower shrinkage after dehydration. Furthermore, the best shape retention was observed for the 

samples dried with simultaneous hot air, MW and US application. 

 
4. Conclusions 

The results obtained allow to state that continuous application of microwave radiation in convective 

drying program significantly influenced both the kinetics of drying (the highest average drying rate) 

and the energy efficiency of the process (the lowest energy consumption). From the product quality 

point of view, long-lasting application of microwaves is not beneficial and leads to a significant 

reduction in the sensory value of the apple product, i.e. colour change, loss of phenolic compounds 

and shrinkage. The use of ultrasonic waves positively influenced the kinetics of convective drying as 

well as the product quality, compared to pure convection (higher average drying rate and shorter 

process time), however, did not improve the energy efficiency. The Midilli-Kucuk model turned out to 

be suitable for describing the drying kinetics of the apples. Intermittent application of relaxation 

periods in the form of ultrasound between the intensive phases of microwave drying in non-stationary 

processes, proved to be beneficial and positively influenced the kinetic parameters of the apple drying, 

energy efficiency as well as all analysed quality indicators, inter alia, colour, total phenolic content 

and ability to rehydration. Therefore, hybrid drying in non-stationary conditions seems to be an 

attractive solution in comparison to classic methods of food dehydration.  
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Abstract 

The objective of this research was to investigate the effect of intermittent drying on drying kinetics and 

quality in terms of color change and total carotenoids retention of organic carrots. Drying tests were 

conducted at 60°C and 0.6 m/s air velocity. Samples were tempered for 1 and 3 hours at different 

moisture levels of 30% and 40% (wb). Tempering periods for 1 and 3 hours showed a significant effect 

on drying time and effective moisture diffusivity. Drying time can be reduced by 18.2 % to 25.5% after 

tempering for 1 and 3 hours for both moisture levels. Tempering for 3 hours at 30% moisture levels 

had shown shorter drying time, minimal color changes at 8.43 and the highest retention of total 

carotenoids of up to 78% as compared with continuous drying with only 70% retention. The Page, 

Midili and Two term equations were found to be appropriate to describe the drying kinetics of organic 

carrot with highest R2 and lowest χ2. Moisture diffusivity for both moisture levels was increased 

during intermittent drying as compared with continuous drying. 

Keywords: Intermittent drying, tempering period, moisture levels, effective moisture 

diffusivity, organic carrot  

 

1. Introduction 

Convective drying with continuous heat supply is the most common drying technique due to its easy 

application and available technology globally. However, there is a growing trend to combine different 

drying technique according to product characteristics in order to minimize energy consumption and to 

preserve product quality (Laura et al. 2010 and Menshutina et al. 2004). One strategy is the application 

of intermittent drying. Intermittent drying involves a resting period or tempering between drying 

process which includes pulsating of the three main process parameters: heat input, chamber pressure 

and air velocity (Chua, et al. 2003). In other words, heat is applied discontinuously during intermittent 

drying. The technique had shown positive response towards preserving the active ingredients in 

agricultural crops ( Lekcharoenkul et al. 2014 and Hii et al. 2013). According to Chua, et al. (2003), 

tempering during drying of agricultural crops will improve surface related quality characteristics such 

as color and texture. The resting period during drying prevents over heating or over-drying of the 

surface layer and improves the internal water migration in the plant’s cell (Chua, et al. 2003). Previous 

studies have found significant advantages in operating fluidized beds in an intermittent manner by 

regulating the air temperature during drying. Pan et al. (1999) showed the effect of intermittent drying 

of carrot cubes in vibro-fluidized bed dryer on beta-carotene retention in the dried product. They found 

that beta-carotene was better retained in carrots undergoing intermittent drying with 9.5 hours resting 

period as compared with continuous drying. Drying with tempering period has also been tested with 
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positive results in paddy (Jaisut, et al. 2008). The authors observed that the drying temperature and 

tempering time influenced rice digestibility properties. It was also reported that reduction of broken 

rice during milling of post-dried paddy was achieved by lowering grain fissures through intermittent 

cooling (tempering) during drying process. The cracks in a rice kernel can also be reduced through 

tempering between drying by reducing moisture-induced stress ( Poomsa-ad et al. 2005). So, based on 

this, the intermittent drying technique was tested as measures to determine its effect on drying kinetic, 

dynamic quality changes and moisture diffusivity of organic carrot in this study in a convective 

cabinet dryer. 

2. Material and methods 

Raw materials 

Organically grown carrots (var. Laguna) at optimum maturity of 3.5 months after planting were 

obtained from the University’s farm in Frakenhausen, Kassel, Germany. Prior to drying, the roots were 

washed with distilled water, peeled and sliced at 3.5mm thickness by using a food slicer (model 

E21EU, Graef, GmbH, Germany). The outer diameter for each slice was kept constant at 2.5 ± 0.1 cm 

by using a custom made rounded stainless steel cutter. The diameter of carrots was measured manually 

using a vernier caliper (model 98618, Kinzo, Netherlands).  

Drying procedure 

Drying experiments were conducted in a lab scale cabinet hot air dryer (HT mini, Innotech 

Ingenieursgesellschaft mbH, Altdorf, Germany). The air flow of the dryer was kept constant at 0.6 

m/s. For every drying trial, about 200 g of sliced carrots were placed as a single layer on the drying 

shelve of the cabinet dryer and dried at 60°C. Tempering was performed at 126 and 150 minutes of 

drying for 1 and 3 hours at which the level of moisture content reaches 40% and 30% respectively. 

Before each drying run, the dryer was started 1 hour in advance to attain steady state conditions. The 

initial moisture content of carrots was determined according to the AOAC method (1995) by drying 

the sample in an oven at 105°C for 24 hours (ULM 400, Mermert, GmbH, Germany). The initial 

moisture content of organic carrots was recorded to be around 7.54 gw / gdm ± 0.5. The weight of the 

samples was recorded every 30 minutes intervals during drying by weighing the sample manually 

using an electronic balance (model E2000D, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany, readability 0.001 g) until 

the samples reached to a final moisture content of 0.12 ± 0.02 g w /g dm. 

Determination of total carotenoids 

Total carotenoid was determined according to the method reported by Moscetti et al., (2017) with 

minor modification by extracting 100 mg of carrot tissue in 10 ml of solvent mixture of hexane, 

acetone and ethanol (2:1:1). The solution mixture was homegenized for 2 minutes at 8000 rpm using a 

laboratory homegenizer (Model T25, IKA, Staufen, Germany) and incubated inside a refrigerator for 1 

hour at 4°C until the sample turned completely white in order to ensure all the total carotenoids were 

fully extracted. Then, 5 ml of distilled water were added to the extracted sample to allow phase 

separation. The upper layer was separated from the aqueous phase and consequently subjected to 

measurement for total carotenoids by measuring the absorbance at a wavelength of 450 nm using a 

UV/Vis spectrophotometer (model GenesysTM 10 series, Thermo Electron Co. USA). The total 

carotenoids content was determined using Equation (1). 

Total carotenoids =  x C1%   (µg / g)                                                          (1) 

where A is the absorbance reading of the sample, V1 is the dilution factor, A1% is the extinction 

coefficient of the 1% solution (i.e.2500 AU) and C1% is the concentration of the 1% solution (10 

mg/ml). The total carotenoids content was converted to mg/g dm based on dry matter content and the 

concentration was expressed as a percent retention in this study.  
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Calculation of the moisture ratio 

The following equation was used to determine the moisture ratio of the carrot slices experimentally 

during the drying process (Botelho et al. 2011).  

MR =                                                                               (2) 

Where M (gw/gdm) is the moisture content at any given time t, Mo is the initial moisture content and Me 

is the equilibrium moisture content.  

Calculation of effective moisture diffusivity  

 
The effective moisture diffusivity is very important parameters for modelling and simulation of drying 

processes and greatly depend on temperature and moisture content of the material (Zogzas et al. 1996). 

The value of effective moisture diffusivity can be obtained from Fick’s second law of diffusion 

equation for a slab as described by Doymaz and Özdemir ( 2014) as in Equation 3. 

MR =  =  exp ( )                                                   (3) 

A plot of ln MR versus time gives a straight line with a slope of π2Deff / 4 L2 where L is a half 

thickness of the slab in meters. The diffusivity coefficient can be obtained from the slope of Equation 

(3).                      

      

3. Results and discussion  

The results from Table 1 showed that, all models tested were appropriate to fit the drying kinetics of 

organic carrot during intermittent drying. All models shown a good fitting with highest R2 and lowest 

χ2. The results are similar with previous research on paddy as reported by Golmohammadi et al. 

(2016). Tempering for 1 and 3 hours at 40% and 30% moisture content also shortened the drying time 

by 18.2 % to 24.5% for sample dried at 60°C respectively (Table 2 and Figure 1). A decrease in drying 

time is the result of rapid moisture removal from the surface of the material to the environment due to 

the tempering period. Tempering period between drying process allows sufficient time for the 

moisture to diffuse from the interior to the surface of the material when no heat is supplied and 

consequently resulting in better moisture distribution within the sample and finally leading to a shorter 

drying time as compared with continuous drying (Jumah et al. 2007). It was also observed that, the 

slopes of the drying curves reduce with time which indicated that the drying process was fully within 

the falling rate period. However, the displayed graph in Figure 1 also showed that, the moisture ratio 

starts to level off after 180 minutes of drying and onwards for all treatments. Tempering at 40% 

moisture level had shown longer drying time as compared with 30% moisture level (Table 2). This is 

because the samples contain slightly higher moisture content initially at the beginning of the tempering 

period so more time is needed to remove the extra moisture to the desired moisture content. The 

effective moisture diffusivity as in Table 3 was increased for all tempering treatment as compared with 

continuous drying. The results demonstrated that rapid diffusion of internal water to the surface area at 

the time of tempering period could possibly accelerate the water removal during subsequent drying. 

High retention of total carotenoids at 78% with minimal color changes at 8.43 (Figure 2 and 3) can be 

obtained when tempering for 3 hours at 30% moisture content (wb) due to shorter effective drying 

time that could reduce the exposure time to hot air and consequently minimise the degradation of total 

carotenoid with better color retention. Only 70% of total carotenoids in carrots can be retained when 

subjected to continuous drying as compared with intermittent drying. Similar findings had been 

reported by Pan et al. (1998) on squash slices. The author reported that higher retention of beta 

carotenes of up to 87.2% was observed in sample with intermittent drying. Changes of total color was 
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prominent at the later stage of drying with a noticeable changes can be observed at a lower moisture 

ratio of less than 0.1 (20% wet basis or 1gw / gdm) for all drying treatments. The results indicate that 

color degradation occurred at lower moisture content due to depletion of free water on the surface of 

the materials causing direct exposure of heat onto the surface area which will lead to rapid degradation 

of color (Ramakrishnan and Francis, 1979).  However, color of the product can be improved by 

adopting tempering period for 3 hours at 30% moisture levels which is consistent with the findings 

reported by Chin and Law (2010) on intermittent drying of Ganoderma. The authors found that better 

color retention on a dried samples when subjected to intermittent heat pump drying at 28.4°C and 

40.6°C. 

Table 1: Mathematical modelling of drying kinetics of intermittent drying of organic carrot at 60°C 

Model Constant 60° 

Continuous 

drying 

60°C 

1 hr 

tempering 

at 30% MC 

60°C 

3 hr 

tempering 

at 30% 

MC 

60°C 

1 hr 

tempering 

at 40% 

MC 

60°C 

3 hr 

tempering 

at 40% 

MC 

Page 

MR = exp(-atb ) 

(Arabhosseini et al.2009) 

 

a 

 

0.0036600 

 

0.0168292 

 

0.0162050 

 

0.0100843 

 

0.013755 

 

b 

 

1.3171250 

 

1.0093032 

 

1.0188067 

 

1.1048213 

 

1.078069 

 

R2 

 

0.9993372 

 

0.9994557 

 

0.9993175 

 

0.9992235 

 

0.999072 

 

χ2 

 

0.0006376 

 

8.1753E-05 

 

0.0001109 

 

0.0001260 

 

0.000151 

 

RMSE 

 

0.0004782 

 

6.127E-05 

 

8.314E-05 

 

9.452E-05 

 

0.000113 

Midili 

MR=a exp(−ktn)b + bt 

(Midili et al.2002) 

 

 

a 

 

1.0723143 

 

1.0051123 

 

1.0071056 

 

1.0178167 

 

1.012510 

 

b 

 

0 

 

4.381E-05 

 

5.406E-05 

 

2.037E-05 

 

3.91E-05 

 

k 

 

0.1360903 

 

0.1469117 

 

0.1475503 

 

0.1403057 

 

0.153692 

 

n 

 

0.1130139 

 

0.1220003 

 

0.1225306 

 

0.1165144 

 

0.127630 

 

R2 

 

0.9951513 

 

0.9996238 

 

0.9995482 

 

0.9983914 

 

0.998710 

 

χ2 

 

0.0007629 

 

4.308E-05 

 

5.175E-05 

 

0.0002120 

 

0.000163 

 

RMSE 

 

0.0005722 

 

3.231E-05 

 

3.882E-05 

 

0.0001590 

 

0.000122 

Two term 

MR=a1exp(−k1t)+a2exp(−

k2) 

(Rahman et al. 1998) 

 

a1  

0.5168941 

 

0.5010126 

 

0.5016979 

 

0.5081110 

 

0.504999 

 

a2 

 

0.5168941 

 

0.5010126 

 

0.5016979 

 

0.5081109 

 

0.504999 

 

k1 

 

0.0138881 

 

0.0175443 

 

0.0176125 

 

0.0161893 

 

0.019289 

 

k2 

 

0.0138881 

 

0.0175443 

 

0.0176125 

 

0.0161893 

 

0.019289 

 

R2 

 

0.9961188 

 

0.9994285 

 

0.9992352 

 

0.9983138 

 

0.998481 

 

χ2 

 

0.0004916 

 

8.211E-05 

 

0.0001128 

 

0.0002206 

 

0.000198 

 

RMSE 

 

0.0003687 

 

6.158E-05 

 

8.457E-05 

 

0.0001655 

 

0.000149 
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Table 2 : Moisture diffusivity and drying time during intermittent drying of organic carrot 

Drying treatment Moisture diffusivity (m2/s) Effective drying time 

(min) 

60°C-continuous drying 3.247 x 10-10 330 

60°C-1 hour tempering at 30% mc 3.909 x 10-10 246 

60°C-3 hour tempering at 30% mc 3.909 x 10-10 246 

60°C-1 hour tempering at 40% mc 3.516 x 10-10 270 

60°C-3 hour tempering at 40% mc 4.219 x 10-10 270 

 

Fig.1. Effective drying time for continuous and intermittent drying of organic carrots 

 

Fig. 2. Total color changes (∆E) of organic carrot during continuous and intermittent drying 

 

Tempering at 30% mc 
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Fig.3. Retention of total carotenoids in organic carrots during continuous and intermittent drying 

 

4. Conclusions 

The study indicated that, intermittent drying with tempering periods had shown promising results with 

reduced drying times and increased quality retention for convective drying of organic carrots. Further 

research needs to be focused on dynamic changes of product quality throughout the process since 

changes in process settings at significant points will help to increase the retention of valuable 

components leading to high quality product for consumers. Moreover better process control can be 

developed and improved for industrial application in the future. 
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Abstract  

To invest in greenhouse solar dryer, economic feasibility needed to be investigated. Fourteen small 

and medium enterprises of dried fruit producers were interviewed. The dried fruits included banana, 

mangosteen, mango, sweet tamarind, strawberry, potato, longan, papaya and mulberry, with the 

production capacity ranged from 2.09 to 184.32 tons per year. Twenty-eight percent of the enterprises 

had the payback period less than 1 year and the IRR was higher than 100%, indicating the high 

economic viability. 

 

Keywords: Economic analysis, Greenhouse solar dryer, Solar dryer, Fruit drying 

 

1. Introduction 

Traditional open sun drying is the most used method for fruit preservation in Thailand because of its 

simplicity and low investment cost (Stiling et al., 2012). Using this method may encounter a lot of 

problems, e.g. pests, dust, blowing wind, and easy spoilage due to long drying period (El Hage et al., 

2018, Phadke et al., 2015, Vijaya Venkata Raman et al., 2012). Sun drying usually takes several days. 

Keeping products in the open air overnight may cause moisture absorption to the dried products which 

resulted from water condensation of the humid air. To avoid moisture absorption problem, the 

products must be kept in the suitable storage area at the end of each working day and they must be 

moved to the drying area in the morning to continue the process which lead to labor intensity (Kishk et 

al., 2019). 
Open sun drying cannot be operated during cloudy or rainy period because there are risks of 

product losses and the production capacity is limited. Some factories use cabinet tray dryers that 

liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) is used to heat drying air. They may overcome the cloudy or rainy 

problems but there are additional operating costs of fossil fuel and also greenhouse gas emissions 

which affect the environmental impacts (Lamidi et al., 2019, Singh and Kumar, 2013). 

According to problems occurred from traditional drying method, some enterprises decide to use 

parabolic greenhouse solar dryers that were developed to solve these problems (Janjai, 2012, Janjai et 

al., 2009). Since 2011, in the name of Thai government, the Alternative Energy Development and 

Efficiency Department had the program to partially subsidize in the investment more than five 

hundred solar drying systems for farmers, public sectors, entrepreneurs and private companies. The 

small size and large size of the standard parabolic greenhouse solar dryers are shown in Fig. 1. As the 

intensive investment without subsidization in the future, the entrepreneurs have to consider for the 

investment. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the advantage of the drying systems which had 

been installed and to analyze economic feasibility of using parabolic greenhouse solar dryers for 

drying fruits in Thailand. 
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Fig. 1. The small size parabolic greenhouse solar dryer (W 6 × L 8.2 m2) (A), and the large size 

parabolic greenhouse solar dryer (W 8 × L 20.8 m2) (B). 

 

2. Material and method 

2.1 Data collection 

The data of 105 establishments that invested in parabolic greenhouse solar dryer were collected by in-

depth interviewing the owners or the managers during 2016 to 2018. The characteristics of the 

establishments were considered by various types of products, various group of establishments, various 

starting business background and investments. The data collected from in-depth interview included 

traditional method used, annual production capacity, annual revenues, annual benefits increase, 

investment cost, and solar dryer size. For advantage evaluation of solar drying systems in this study, 

only 14 enterprises were selected as the two following conditions;  

   (i) The main products were dried fruits. 

   (ii) The dried fruit products must be produced by traditional drying method before an investment. 

 

2.2 Solar dryer performance 

Measurements of solar radiation, temperature and relative humidity inside and outside the dryers were 

used to present the performance of the dryer. Fig. 2 presents the positions that the solar radiation, 

temperature and relative humidity were recorded. Outside the dryer only one position (position 7) was 

measured, whereas six positions (position 1 to 6) were measured inside the dryer. For temperature and 

relative humidity measurements, each position inside the dryer was measured both above and below 

the drying trays, but solar radiation was measured only above the trays. The measurements were 

started at 09.00 am and continued till 04.00 pm. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The positions of solar radiation, temperature and relative humidity measurements of small size 
(A) and large size (B) solar dryer. 
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2.3 Economic analysis 

The Internal Rate of Returns (IRR) and the payback periods were the indicators most often used 

methods for economic analysis. The higher IRR and the lower payback periods indicated economic 

viability. 

The IRR is the discount rate that makes the Net Present Value equal to zero. The IRR were 

calculated by using the following formula (Christersson et al., 2015): 

0tcosCapital
)IRR1(

increasebenefitsAnnual
NPV

n

0t
t

t 





 (1) 

Where NPV is the Net Present Value and t denotes number of time periods. 

Payback periods of the investment were calculated as (Fudholi et al., 2011): 

increasebenefitsAnnual

tcosCapital
periodPayback   (2) 

 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1 Solar dryer performance 

Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the example of the solar radiation, temperature and relative humidity 

measured from solar dryer of establishment No.13 during sunny day on January 15, 2019.  The 

average temperatures inside the dryer were higher than the temperature outside the dryer. It indicated 

that the condition of drying process by using greenhouse solar dryer was better and process would be 

faster than traditional open sun drying. The trend of the temperatures of both inside and outside was 

the same that the temperatures increased until 01.00 pm which might be resulted from the highest solar 

radiation and heat accumulation inside the systems. The average relative humidity inside the dryer was 

lower than the relative humidity outside the dryer and was inversely correlated to the average 

temperature. The lower relative humidity induce drying rate of moisture content at the surface of the 

products. As the result of drying period decrease, the enterprises were able to reduce processing time 

and increase annual production capacity. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Average solar radiation inside and outside solar dryer at different time during a sunny day on 

January 15, 2019. 
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Fig. 4. Average temperature inside and outside solar dryer at different positions, including  

position 7 (O), position 1 to 3 above the tray (IAF), position 4 to 6 above the tray (IAB),  

position 1 to 3 below the tray (IBF) and position 4 to 6 below the tray (IBB) at different time during a 

sunny day on January 15, 2019. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Average relative humidity inside and outside solar dryer at different positions, including  

position 7 (O), position 1 to 3 above the tray (IAF), position 4 to 6 above the tray (IAB),  

position 1 to 3 below the tray (IBF) and position 4 to 6 below the tray (IBB) at different time during a 

sunny day on January 15, 2019. 

 

3.2 Economic analysis 

The data of each establishment are presented in Table 1. The IRR of the investments ranged from 

7.58% to 722.84% and the payback periods of the investments ranged from 0.14 to 6.84 years (Fig. 6). 

Twenty-eight percent of the enterprises had the IRR higher than 100% indicating the high economic 

viability because the IRR were 10 times higher than minimum rate of return (7%) in Thailand 
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(Government Savings Bank, 2017). Their payback periods of the investments were less than 1 year 

which were highly attractive. 

Establishment No.5 could increase its production capacity and reduced the amount of energy used 

resulting in higher benefits increase. The annual benefits increase of establishment No.5 were 72,100 

euros per year which was about 16.79% of the annual revenues. In addition, the investment cost of 

solar dryer was low because the small size of solar dryer was selected for an investment. Thus, from 

these reasons, the IRR of establishment No.5 was the highest and the payback period was the shortest 

among the others. 

There were other 3 enterprises, including establishment No.6, No.8, and No.13 that had the IRR 

more than 100%. The annual benefits increase of these 3 establishments ranged from 16,000 to 36,400 

euros per year but the investment cost of solar dryer was only 10,000 euros, so the IRR of the 

investments were high. The payback periods of these enterprises ranged from 0.27 to 0.62 years.  The 

enterprises that made a decision to invest in small size solar dryer tended to have the high IRR and the 

short payback periods. However, Janjai (2012) reported that the payback period of an investment in 

large size parabolic solar dryer for drying tomatoes was about 0.65 years which indicated economic 

effectiveness. 

There were 2 establishments, including establishment No.7 and No.14 that invested in small size 

solar dryer had the IRR of 42.33% and 16.63%, respectively. The lower IRR resulted from the lower 

annual benefits increase. The value added of dried banana products was lower than other products 

resulted in low annual benefits increase and low IRR, comparing to the other enterprises that invested 

in small size solar dryer. The payback period of establishment No.7 was 2.3 years which was the same 

as the payback period of an investment in small size solar dryer reported by Janjai et al. (2009).  

The enterprises that invested in large size solar dryer and had the payback periods less than 3 years 

were establishment No.2, No.4, No.10 and No.12. There were investigations on payback periods of the 

investments in other solar dryer types showing that most payback periods ranged from 1 to 3 years 

(Fudholi et al., 2011, Phadke et al., 2015, Piwsaoad and Phusampao, 2016). The IRR of the 4 

enterprises ranged from 34.09% to 65.45%. The annual benefits increase ranged from 12,000 to 

22,200 euros per year which resulted from increasing the production capacity and reducing the 

operating cost. 

Twenty-eight percent of the enterprises had the payback periods more than 5 years. All of them 

invested in large size solar dryer. The annual benefits increase of those enterprises was less than 7,000 

euros per year. Seventy-five percent of the enterprises that had the payback periods more than 5 years 

produced dried banana as the main products. The annual benefits gained by increasing production 

capacity of dried banana were low which could be from low value added of the products. Moreover, 

the savings that the enterprises gained from the investments were also low comparing to the cost of 

investments.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Internal rate of return and payback period of the investments. 
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4. Conclusions 

Twenty-eight percent of the enterprises that invested in parabolic greenhouse solar dryer had the IRR 

much higher than minimum rate of return and the payback periods were less than 1 year. The solar 

dryers were the systems that provided the better drying conditions by accumulating the heat inside the 

systems which caused the higher temperature and reduced the processing time. Increasing in 

production capacity and savings gained from cost reduction by using solar dryer could make the 

enterprises get high IRR and short payback period. The decision to invest in the appropriate size of 

solar dryer which would be suitable for the production capacity was also important in the case of 

investment costs. The enterprises have to select the size relating to their production capacity to avoid 

over-investment. Cost reduction and the benefits increase by using solar dryer have to be considered 

which have the impact on getting high IRR and low payback period. 
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Abstract  

Drying kinetics undergoing microwave radiation is the main considerable process to provide for 

drying kinetics and moisture content, with a view to design and optimize drying characteristics 

of new commercialized seafood products. In this work, simulating the drying curve by modeling 

experimental data was determined for a new seafood product of jumbo squid (Dosidicus gigas) 

by applying microwave irradiation as source energy to estimate the drying rate by measuring 

the loss of mass. 

 

Keywords: Microwave radiation, drying kinetics, empirical model, Dosidicus gigas 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The larger command for meat (Dosidicus gigas) has enhanced the economic importance recently 

for countries emerging from development, this species constitutes a high nutritional value with C 

content of proteins (Abugosh et al., 1999). Fresh Dosidicus gigas contains up of 80% of water. 

Usually the Taste of Dosidicus gigas after long freezing preservation period changed with time 

which leads to rapid loss of its gustative quality. Fish materials influenced by the surrounding 

environment on the grounds of storage temperature, their treatment, handling and processing 

(Tsironi et al., 2009). Commonly, jumbo squid was sold as frozen gutted mantle, but this 

procedure influenced the quality of the natural product (Valencia et al., 2008). 

Generally, different drying techniques were used to preserve food materials that was 

envisaged in many countries using different sources of energy such as traditional open sun 

drying, convective drying air temperature and irradiation microwave technique. These drying 

systems varied into various of their applications of drying fresh food products (Barakat et al., 

2006, Jain and Pathar 2007). The principe quality of the microwave drying process gathered the 

attenuation of the extent moisture content with attenuation of their weight into 50%.  Thereby 

the microbial spoilage is nullified given a dried product with high quality and extends shelf life 

(Doymaz 2008). 

Compared to other drying processes, the use of irradiation microwave system has 

become an alternative and advantageous technique in the last years. The proof is that the 

application of this technique for many products improves their quality and assured a shorter 

drying delay. This work aims to: 

• Study the effect of increased microwave power generation on the drying characteristics  

of Dosidicus gigas; 

• Modeling the drying curves using four empirical and semi-empirical models. 
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2. Materials and method 

The experimental microwave drying system consisted of a domestic microwave oven (MS-1905, 

LG) with features of 230 V, 50 Hz, with a frequency of 2450 MHz. The dryer system was 

operated by the control both of the microwave power generation and emission time. 

Drying experiments were carried out at five microwave power level being 90, 160, 360, 600 and 

750 W. A digital balance LT with an accuracy of ±0.0001 g was mounted to the top of the 

microwave dryer. The loss mass of the sample during the drying experiment was recorded at 2 

min intervals over a total period of 30 min.  

The characteristics drying parameters required to determine the moisture ratio (MR) using 

experimental measurement of the dried product as given below: 

 

                      

e

0 e

X(t)-X
MR=

X -X
 

          

 
                                                                                       
                                    (1) 

  

 
MR : moisture ratio (-) 
X(t) : moisture at any time t (Kg water/Kg(d.b)) 
X0 : initial moisture content at t=0 (Kg water/Kg(d.b)) 
Xe   : equilibrium moisture content (Kg water/Kg(d.b)) 
 
For fitting the drying curve, different semi empirical and empirical thin layer models were  

chosen for this study. Four models were tested for the description of the drying curves of 

Dosidicus gigas. The most suitable model gives the high coefficient correlation (r), the lower 

mean square error MSE with chi-square 2(χ ) (table 1). 
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Table 1. Thin-Layer drying models 

 

      Model Name Model Constants References 

Page ( )* exp nMR kt= −
 

k, n (Page 1994) 

Midili et al. ( )* exp nMR a kt bt= − +
 

a, b, k, n (Midilli et al., 2002) 

Handerson and Pabis ( )* expMR a kt= −
 

a, k (Handerson 1947) 

Wang and Singh * 21MR at bt= + +  a, b (Wang and Singh 1978) 
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3. Results and discussion  

As shown in figure 1, the moisture ratio was kept constant at a short time in order of 2 min at 90 

and 160 W respectively followed by rapid decrease of moisture ratio and drying time (Farhang 

2011). Contrariwise of the suitable levels at 360,600 and 750 W, there is an absence of phase 1 

corresponding to the pseudo constant period of drying rate, it is well known that among of 

different levels, moisture decreased as the increase in the microwave power output. The powers 

generated at 90, 160,360, 600 and 750W required 28, 17,10,5 and 4 min to obtain the final 

moisture content. 
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Fig. 3.  Drying curve of Dosidicus gigas at different 

microwave levels 

 
The equations 1 to 3 of statistical parameters given previously were calculated and indicated that 

page Model seemed to be the most suitable for the description of drying curve of Dosidicus 

gigas at different microwave levels (table 2), because it gives the high correlation coefficient r of 

0.997884, with the minor chi-square of 5.759 10-4 and the low mean square error of 1.16 102. 

Therefore, Figure 3 shows that there is an agreement by linear dependence between 

experimental and predicted moisture ratio by Page model. 

 
Table 2. Coefficients and statistical parameters of the studied models 

 
Model P 

(W) 

Model 

constants 

R 2χ  MSE 

Page 

90 k=0,018343 

n= 1,568994 

0,99705 5,831E-04 

 

7,626E-04 

 

160 k= 0,094902 

n=1,319103 

0,993140 

 

2,004E-03 

 

3,9476E-02 

 

360 k=0,712443 

n=0,721581 

0,999323 

 

2,399E-04 

 

1,2647E-02 

 

600 k=0,657572 

n=1,095292 

  

0,999918 

 

5,245E-05 

 

5,1208E-03 
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750 k=0,280156 

n=2,768766 

0,999990 

 

5,857E-12 

 

1,3972E-06 

 

Midili-kucuk 

90 a=0,9980 

k=0,0135 

n=0,9779 

b=-0,0002 

 

0,998622 

 

3,852E-03 

 

5,3151E-02 

 

160 a=1,020988 

k=0,102053 

n=1,295606 

b=-0,000198 

 

0,993393 

 

2,710E-03 

 

3,8800E-02 

 

360 a=1,000032 

k=0,787073 

n=0,561206 

b=-0,005610 

 

0,999917 

 

2,672E-03 

 

2,9846E-02 

 

600 a=1,0000 

k=0,703470 

n=0,976496 

b=-0,002913 

0,999990 

 

1,167E-04 

 

7,0728E-03 

 

750 a=1,000124 

k=0,672948 

n=1,485835 

b=-0,000646 

 

0,999975 

 

2,230E-02 

 

6,6787E-02 

 

Handerson and 

Pabis 

90 a=1,053  

k=0,01238 

 

0,9935 

 

3,374E-01 

 

5,4078E-01 

 

160 a=1,065432  

k=0,183671 

 

0,9935 

 

3,818E-03 

 

5,4491E-02 

 

360 a=0,991428  

k=0,527195 

 

0,996094 

 

1,382E-03 

 

3,0356E-02 

 

600 a=1,000605  

k=0,712900 

 

0,9998 

 

1,128E-04 

 

7,5107E-03 

 

750 a=1,000411  

k=0,974738 

 

0,999618 

 

4,444E-04 

 

1,2171E-02 

 

Wang and Singh 

90 a=-0,056311 

b=0,000695 

 

0,996378 

 

8,582E-04 

 

2,7272E-02 

 

160 a=-0,127347 

b=0,004166 

 

0,989752 

 

2,988E-03 

 

4,8210E-02 

 

360 a=-0,283867 

b=0,019150 

 

0,9527 

 

1,636E-02 

 

1,0445E-01 

 

600 a=-0,434354 

b=0,045240 

0,992458 

 

4,817E-03 

 

4,9078E-02 
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Fig. 4.  Moisture ratio predicted by the Page model as a 

function of the experimental moisture ratio of 

Dosidicus gigas 

 
4. Conclusions 

The thin layer drying behaviour of Dosidicus gigas was investigated using microwave 

irradiation dryer apparatus.  The influence of different output powers on moisture ratio of the 

dried product was studied and showed that the drying process took place in the falling drying 

rate period. The power levels at 90, 160, 360,600 and 750 W required 0.25, 5 and 10 min for 

reducing the moisture ratio to 0.5. Four thin layer models were tested for fitting drying curve 

using nonlinear regression analysis. Page Model gives the best fit to describe drying curve of 

Dosidicus giga. 
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Abstract  

Old paintings are generally characterized by the presence of cracks patterns, formed during the 

drying process. This network of cracks, known as craquelure, represents a key feature for the 

authentication of artworks and the discovery of forgery. In this work, an image segmentation 

approach is used for a quantitative study of cracks patterns in paintings. We will show how the size 

distribution and orientation of the craquelure domains can be evaluated using this technique.  

 

Keywords: Image processing, Image Segmentation, Craquelure, Cracks network. 

 

1. Introduction 

In the past decades, there has been increased interest in the preservation and conservation of art 

objects. Several problems need to be faced by art experts, most notably authentication, discovery of 

forgery and detection of structural damage. The topic is not trivial, especially if the consequences 

related to wrong attributions are considered. A remarkable example is the art fraud scandal that 

involved the Knoedler Gallery in New York. Between 1994 and 2011, the Gallery sold forged 

paintings, including Mark Rothko's and Jackson Pollock's, which resulted in a turnover of 

approximately US$80 million (Rashbaum et al., 2013). The following lawsuits probably were among 

the reasons for the Gallery closure on 28 November 2011, after 165 years of activity (Cohen, 2011). 

More recently (July 2018), two experts claimed that a painting allegedly by Parmigianino, and sold 

through Sotheby's in 2012, was fake (Noce, 2018). Considering that the painting had already been 

exhibited in Parma, Vienna and New York, it is evident that the detection of a forgery is not trivial. 

A painting has a complex nature, as it consists of a multi-layer assembly of pictorial and varnish 

layers placed on a deformable support, canvas or panel. The support layer, e.g., paper, fabric (canvas), 

metal, etc., represents the base of the painting and should protect it from mechanical damage. The 

ground layer, often made of gypsum, is then deposited on the support layer, and serves as an 

intermediate between the support and the paint layers. The paint is, in turn, a mixture of pigments, 

responsible for colour, and binders, that help to form a three-dimensional network, where the pigment 

particles are entangled and bound. Finally, the varnish layer is sometimes used to protect the outer 

layers or enhance their visual perception. After application, the paint is subjected to drying and ageing 

processes, during which each layer, possessing different mechanical properties, reacts differently to 

the applied stresses. In the pictorial layer, stresses produce mechanical damages resulting in the 

formation of crack patterns. 

The collection of detailed information about such a complex system, with the aim to allow accurate 

detection of damage and artist identification, is not straightforward. In the present work, the cracks 

patterns which are generally formed in old paintings will be studied. This network of cracks, known as 

craquelure, will be shown to be a broad indicator of authorship, and will be here analysed by an image 

segmentation approach to help and support art analysts. 

Segmentation is an image processing method used for partitioning an image into multiple sets of 

pixels, defined as its “super-pixels.” Different domains, and boundaries among them, can be then 

identified through application of this technique. This approach has been successfully applied to the 
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analysis of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of freeze-dried products (Arsiccio et al., 

2019). The dimension of the pores within the dried cake was estimated through the areas of the super-

pixels of the segmented images. Here, the same technique will be extended to the field of art pieces, 

with the aim to determine the size distribution of craquelure domains in paintings, and the cracks 

orientation. 

 

2. Background and context 

The problems related to the analysis of art objects have traditionally been approached exploiting the 

personal expertise of art analysts. As evident from the previous discussion, it is apparent that this 

approach is not enough anymore, and several scientific methods have been proposed to help people 

working in this field (Craddock, 2009). Ultraviolet (UV) fluorescence has been used for artwork 

dating, as a correlation exists between the colour of the fluorescence and the age of the varnish coating 

(De la Rie, 1982). Infrared imaging methods, both in the near infrared (NIR) and in the short-wave 

infrared (SWIR) could also be used to reveal the presence of preparatory sketches or to assist the 

conservator (Faries, 2007). X-radiation methods can be used to detect structural features, such as 

inclusions and reinforcements in statues, or alterations, defects and degradations in paintings (Lui et 

al., 2011). Acoustic imaging may also be applied to look for detachments and voids in frescoes and 

panel paintings (Siddiolo et al., 2007), and subsurface defects may be detected using laser Doppler 

vibrometry (Castellini et al., 2000). Finally, thermographic analysis could be used for defectoscopy 

and structure studies and may also reveal the presence of alterations and pentimenti (Gavrilov et al., 

2014).  

Recently, museums have started to assemble digital libraries of images of their collections, thanks 

to the progress in data acquisition technology. This could foster the application of image processing 

tools to support art experts in the tasks of artist identification and deterioration assessment. For 

instance, the Van Gogh and Kröller-Müller Museums in The Netherlands prepared a data set of 101 

high-resolution grey-scale scans of paintings in their collections, mostly by van Gogh, and made it 

available to group of image processing researchers from different universities. The application of 

wavelet decompositions to this data set led to encouraging, but not perfect results (Johnson et al., 

2008). The use of image analysis applied to art objects is therefore promising, but further development 

is needed. Here, the application of image processing to the craquelure domains in paintings will be 

considered. 

The term craquelure denotes the structure of cracks that is formed on the surface of a painting, 

because of drying, aging, impact or intentional patterning. As previously discussed, the chemical 

composition of the layers in a painting is different, and each layer exhibits specific mechanical 

properties. This contributes to the development of stresses in the pictorial layer. For instance, the 

pictorial layer tends to shrink as volatile solvents evaporate during drying. Non-uniform shrinkage, 

caused by differential adhesion to the sublayer by different paint species, leads to large tensile stresses 

in the top paint layer (Giorgiutti-Dauphiné and Pauchard, 2016). Craquelure formed during this drying 

process appears within days of painting, is usually isotropic and is characterized by shallow cracks in 

the topmost layers of paint. Compared to their drying counterparts, aging cracks are sharper, deeper, 

and are developed over the lifetime of the painting (Giorgiutti-Dauphiné and Pauchard, 2016). The 

pictorial layer becomes more brittle as it ages, and direct impacts, restoration processes, oxidation 

reactions or support deformation contribute to aging craquelure. 

While craquelure is undesirable from the aesthetic point of view, it anyway reveals important 

properties of the pictorial matter or some information about the methods used by the artist. In 1997, 

Bucklow (Bucklow, 1997a) proposed a classification based on seven key features to describe 

craquelure morphology: local and global direction of cracks (isotropic or anisotropic pattern), cracks 

shape (curved or straight), cracks spacing, cracks thickness, organization of the crack network, 

connections between cracks and the relationship between cracks directions and the weave or grain 

direction of the support. This classification can be used to relate a specific crack pattern to various 

historic time periods, locations and painting styles, thus supporting the task of attribution. This is 

extremely important if we consider that induced craquelure is often used by forgers of Old Master 

paintings. Art forger Tony Tetro developed a technique based on the use of formaldehyde and a 

special baking process to induce formation of cracks in fake paintings (Hays, 2000). However, 
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craquelure is unique, and challenging to reproduce artificially. This suggests that an accurate 

quantification of the cracks pattern on a painting surface may help with the task of discovery of 

forgery, as well.  

In 2016 drying dispersions of colloidal particles in volatile solvents on non-porous substrates were 

used as model systems to study crack formation (Giorgiutti-Dauphiné and Pauchard, 2016). In 2018 

(Flores, 2018), the evolution of crack entropy in old paintings was studied. The software package 

ImageJ was used to evaluate local directionalities by a gradient orientation method. However, 

according to the authors experience, the package ImageJ does not allow a completely reliable 

identification of different domains, because the edge detection approach implemented in the software 

gives satisfactory results only when boundaries between different regions can be clearly identified. 

Previous results have confirmed this in several cases (see for example Arsiccio et al., 2019), and 

something similar occurs in the case of paintings craquelure, as well. The image segmentation method 

here discussed is therefore proposed as an improvement of already existing tools, with the aim to 

allow a more reliable analysis of cracks patterns in old paintings. We will show that using this 

technique it is possible to quantify both the size distribution and orientation of craquelure domains. 

 

3. Methods and results  

In (Arsiccio et al., 2019), a procedure was proposed for the measurement and prediction of the pore 

size distribution of freeze-dried solutions in vials. Images obtained by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) were binarized and then segmented into domains to determine the pore size distribution. Here, 

the same approach will be applied to detect craquelure domains in paintings. The sample under 

investigation is Girl with a pearl earring, an oil on canvas painted by Johannes Vermeer around 1665, 

and stored in the Mauritshuis Museum (The Hague, Netherlands). This painting exhibits a complex 

pattern of cracks, that already attracted the attention of researchers in a previous work (Flores, 2018). 

As previously mentioned, image segmentation consists in partitioning an image into multiple sets 

of pixels, defined as super-pixels, in order to simplify the representation and make the image ready for 

the following desired analyses. During segmentation, a label is assigned to every pixel in the image, so 

that pixels having the same label share certain characteristics. Consequently, the result of 

segmentation is the identification of a set of "segments", or “super-pixels”, covering the whole image.  

In general, starting from an RGB image having 
yx NN   pixels and represented by the three-

channel brightness function  BIbc →: , where 2],1[],1[ N= yx NNI   and 33]255,0[ N=B , a 

grey-tone map can be obtained as,  

  

                                                  

                                                     
3

1

1
( , ) ( , )

3
c

c

i j b i j
=

= β                                                                 (1) 

 

where the index c corresponds to the three RGB channels. The integer indices i and j cover the whole x 

and y extension of the image frame.  

Afterwards, a method for the thresholding of the brightness map must be defined. The thresholding 

is carried out using a clip-level (the threshold value τ), according to which a grey-scale image is turned 

into a binary image T(i,j),  

 

                                                 ( , ) ( , ) 0 blacki j i j → =β T                                                   (2) 

                                                 ( , ) ( , ) 255 whitei j i j → =β T  

 

In the present work, a visual choice of thresholding has been made, but automation of the process 

would be possible.  

The binary image that is eventually obtained contains a matrix of pixels, defining black and white 

domains. Starting from the left/upper corner of this matrix, and moving along the rows and columns of 

the matrix, it is therefore possible to characterize each black pixel by a sequential integer number k. 
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Some of these labels k will then identify the domains, or super-pixels, to which the pixels belong (see 

Figure 1). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The white pixels share the same label, k=0. Each black pixel has a label k≠0, with an 

increasing value as we move from left to right on the rows. However, the final value is fixed according 

to the labels of the black pixels above and on the left of the considered pixel. From (Arsiccio et al., 

2019). Reprinted by permission of the publisher (Taylor & Francis Ltd, http://www.tandfonline.com). 

 

The labels of the nearest black pixels above (subscript A) and on the left (subscript L) determine the 

label k of the black pixel being considered, based on the equation k = min (kA, kL). Finally, the pixels 

with the largest labels in a given domain change their labels to the smallest value in the same domain 

(see Figure 1). A Fortran 77 code was used in this work to perform these operations, according to the 

following algorithm, 

 

                                          ( , ) 255 ( , ) 0i j i j= → =T K                                                             (3) 

( , ) 0 ( , ) , 0,i j i j k k k N= → =  T K     

 

A new representation can be eventually proposed, where a different colour tone is associated to each 

label and, therefore, to each super-pixel.  

This new representation is suitable for performing some calculations. For instance, the number of 

pixels in each super-pixel can be computed, making it possible to compute the size distribution of the 

different domains. 

In Figure 2, for instance, two areas A and B of the painting under investigation were chosen to 

provide some examples of the proposed approach. Region B required a pre-processing to enhance the 

contrast. This pre-processing was carried out using the Retinex tool of GIMP, the GNU image 

processing software. The Retinex tool makes it possible to increase the contrast, while keeping the 

details of the texture. The segmentation that we have described above makes it possible to label each 

domain of the craquelure with a different colour. For each domain, corresponding to a given colour, it 

is then possible to compute the size in pixels, that is, the number of pixels contained in the domain, 

and the centre of mass of the domain. In the lowest panel of Figure 2, the resulting size distribution is 

shown, as number of pixels per domain. The segmentation approach allowed the identification of 

substantially different cracks patterns for the two regions, as clearly emerges from the corresponding 

size distributions.  

The proposed approach is quantitative. As further development, the centre of mass of each domain 

in the image frame could be identified. Knowing the coordinates xcm and ycm of this centre, it would be 

possible to measure its distance from the boundary of the domain, along any direction, as proposed by 

Sparavigna (2017). Therefore, the shape of each domain could be described in detail.  However, a 

different method, based on edge detection, would also be possible. In this case, each edge between 

different craquelure domains could be detected and investigated. 
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Fig. 2.  Two areas A and B of Vermeer’s painting “Girl with a pearl earring” (from 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Vermeer#/media/File:Girl_with_a_Pearl_Earring.jpg) have been 

selected. The corresponding images have been binarized (black and white) and segmented (coloured 

domains). Each domain has been labelled by a different colour and measured. In the lower part of the 

image, the resulting size distribution is shown, as number of pixels per domain.  

  

 
The edges orientation may afterwards be investigated. Supposing to use the horizontal axis as the 

axis of a polar frame, the angle that each edge forms with the reference axis can be measured. In order 

to automate the analysis, the edges of the domains need to be further enhanced and the domains with a 

size less than a fixed threshold must be removed. In the case of the craquelure shown in panel A of 

Figure 2, a 10-pixel threshold was chosen, and the results obtained are displayed in Figure 3. The 

panel on the left is the output of a filtering process, that was performed to enlarge the edges and reduce 

the number of white pixels. The applied filter is the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) 

Dilate. Afterwards, the crossing points were removed as shown in the right panel of the Figure. 

To measure the orientation of the edges, the method proposed in Sparavigna (2019) for rod-like 

objects was used. The black and white image, as given in the right panel of Figure 3, was segmented 

and the elements Ixx, Iyy and Ixy of a matrix of inertia were evaluated for each segment, 

 
2 2( ) , ( ) , ( )( )xx i cm yy i cm xy yx i cm i cm

i i i

I y y I x x I I x x y y= − = − = = − − −                               (4) 

 
where index i runs over the total number N of pixels in the domain, while xi and yi are the coordinates 

of the i-th pixel. 
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Two lengths /xx xxL I N=  , /yy yyL I N=  were then associated to the diagonal elements of the 

matrix. Their ratio corresponds to the arctangent of an angle, between 0 and 90 degrees 
1tan ( / )yy xxL L −= ; the element outside the diagonal is related to the sign of this angle 

1tan ( / )
| |

xy

yy xx

xy

I
L L

I
 −= , and hence to the orientation of the segmented rod-like object. Using this 

procedure, the distribution of the edge orientation for the image in the right panel of Figure 3 could be 

obtained, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Panel A in Figure 2 as pre-processed for the analyses of the crack orientation. Edges are 

enhanced by means of the Dilate GIMP filter (left panel) and then separated by removing the crossing 

points (right panel). 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Distribution of the edge orientation as function of the angle formed with the horizontal axis, for 

panel A in Figure 2. 

 

 

Finally, a further example is considered in Figure 5, where Portrait of a young woman, painted by 

Petrus Christus around 1470, is shown. The region of the painting surrounding the nose of the woman 

is considered. Using the retinex filter, the craquelure structure can be enhanced, as evident in the lower 

panel on the right of the Figure. Applying the same approach as in Figure 3, that is, analysing each 

edge of the craquelure pattern, the distribution of the crack orientation can eventually be obtained 

(Figure 6).  

As we can see comparing Figures 4 and 6, the distribution of the edge orientation is different. This 

is expected according to the work by Bucklow (Bucklow, 1997b; Bucklow, 1999), where it was shown 

that the craquelure pattern changes with painting style, for instance French, Flemish, Dutch and 

Italian, therefore being an indicator of authorship. 
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Fig. 5. The Portrait of a young woman, Petrus Christus, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin (from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portrait_of_a_Young_Girl_(Christus)#/media/File:Petrus_Christus_-

_Portrait_of_a_Young_Woman_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg). The area under investigation is shown in 

the upper panel on the right, and the corresponding craquelure is displayed in the lower panel. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Distribution of the edge orientation as function of the angle formed with the horizontal axis, for 

the craquelure in Figure 5. 

 
 

4. Conclusions 

The drying (together with ageing) process impacts on the visual characteristics of paintings, but the 

results of these physical processes and of the artist creativity may be used in the perspective of giving 

new tools for analysis, valorisation and protection of the Cultural Heritage. 

An image analysis approach has been proposed in the present work for the analysis of the 

craquelure domains in paintings. Using Girl with a pearl earring by Vermeer as model system, we 

showed that the proposed technique allows quantification of the size distribution of the cracks pattern. 

At the same time, using the painting by Vermeer and the Portrait of a young woman by Petrus 

Christus, we showed that the distribution of the crack orientation can also be determined. The 

knowledge of the size distribution of the craquelure domains and of the edge orientation allows an 

exhaustive quantification of the cracks pattern. 

This information is of great interest to art experts, as it could help with the task of artist attribution 

and identification of forged artworks. Further studies will be made to improve the method, with the 

aim to make it a reliable and sensitive approach for the analysis of art pieces. 
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Abstract  

When the historical archives are concerned, usually closed and controlled environment are 

considered, protected from the threats from ambient conditions, fires and different kind of pest. What 

is becoming evident by the historical events is that archives are vulnerable to the acute events, as 

flooding, that could have short term (document destruction) and long term (e.g. moulds) effects. A 

fuzzy based methodology is here proposed as a first attempt to support the decision making in terms of 

resilience to flooding and climate change based on multiple parameters: value at risk, recovery 

capabilities and probability of occurrence. The case study shows the effectiveness in defining the 

control measures. 

 

Keywords: historical archives, resilience, flooding, planning and management, modelling 

 

1  Introduction 

When the historical archives are concerned, usually closed and controlled environment are 

considered, protected from the threats from ambient conditions, fires and different kind of 

pest. What instead is becoming evident by the historical events is that archives are vulnerable 

to the acute events, as flooding. The flooding, that is becoming an increasing threat to the 

archives can be of external origin, given the climate change and the occurrence of heavy rains 

that the buildings are not designed to manage (Mazurczyk et al., 2018), or internal, usually 

due to the failure of water pipes because of the lack of maintenance, or because of stresses 

deriving from building activities inside or outside the structure hosting the archive (Muir & 

Shenton, 2002). Two endogenous factors have also been highlighted especially for archives at 

academic institutions: deferred maintenance of aging facilities and the repurposing of spaces 

not designed originally for archives and libraries (Fleisher & Calzonetti, 2016). 

As highlighted above, climate change is increasingly recognized as a threat to cultural 

heritage (Fatorić and Seekamp, 2017). Cultural heritage includes both tangible forms such as 

paintings, buildings, monuments, documents and other material objects, and intangible forms, 

such as folklore, customs, and traditional knowledge. The well-accepted water-related climate 

change threats and climate-triggered phenomena that can impact cultural heritage resources 

include among others: surface flooding; precipitation; temperature change; and humidity. 

Much of the recent work on assessing climate risks to cultural heritage has largely focused on 

immovable heritage. Archives have received less attention in the climate risk literature. 

Archives preserve historical records in multiple formats that are critical for legal matters, 

administrative accountability, and documentary cultural heritage. When these records and 

documents are lost following extreme weather events, for example, their absence severely 

handicaps socio-cultural and economic reconstruction efforts. 
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To date, climate change risk studies of movable cultural heritage have emphasized the effects 

of relative humidity on the condition of objects, and other factors that lead to gradual 

degradation, using simulation and sampling methodologies. This focus is perhaps warranted 

as many archives dedicate a large number of resources to maintaining indoor environmental 

conditions, and these costs are expected to increase in many geographies under climate 

change. In the paper the specific stressors for the resilience of the archives to the flooding 

related damages are discussed and included in a risk resilience assessment model considering 

vulnerabilities and coping capacities, able to support the resilience-based decision making, 

devising site-specific responses and solutions for the enhancement of archive resilience.  

 

2 Material and method 

2.1 Risk assessment 

Several options for directing a preservation strategy are available and can be considered in 

case of flooding, as summarised in Bülow (2010).  

Among them, the preservation risk assessment developed by Waller (1994) allows a 

semiquantitative risk assessment to be carried on, allowing the identification of relevant 

hazards and the numerical estimation of the related risk, allowing the risk-based decision 

making to be adopted in defining the strategies for the prevention and the protection of 

historical archives. 

The preservation risk assessment is defined by Waller as: 

 

Risk = Probability × Severity 

where 

Severity = Vulnerable fraction × Loss in value 

 

The risk assessment in defined for each potential hazard for the archives, called “agent of 

deterioration”, as: water, fire, pest, pollutants and so on. Depending on the risk index 

obtained, control actions are defined for each hazard. 

In this work, the risk function of Waller has been modified in order to make a step forward 

towards the archive resilience to the hazard of flooding. In order to reason in terms of 

resilience the risk function has been enriched and it is based now on 5 parameters: 

 Value of the documents in the archive section under analysis - VA; 

 Rareness of the documents conserved - RA; 

 Probability of the disruptive event – PR; 

 Vulnerable fraction – VR; 

 Recovery time – RT; 

 

The resilience to the risk is thus a function also of vulnerability (RA, VR) and recovery (RT) 

and can be evaluated as: 

 

R=f (VA, RA, PR, VR, RT)         (1) 

 

The Fuzzy Logic is proposed as a solver, in order to be able to keep into account variables of 

different units that could not be easily included in a traditional mathematical model. 

 
2.2 Fuzzy Logic methodology 

Several applications of the fuzzy logic in risk analysis has been developed as recently 

summarised in Papazoglou et al. (2017) also by the authors themselves, e.g. in occupational 

risk assessment (Murè et al., 2009) and in the analysis of accident precursors (Baldissone et 

al., 2018). A similar approach is here proposed for the archive resilience to flooding. In fact, 
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the advantages of fuzzy logic reside in the capacity of considering very different types of 

parameters (as the frequency of events, the rareness of the documents, the recovery time, etc.) 

within the assessment, analysing multiple causes with different degrees of relevance, allowing 

to link them with the relevant measures available to increase the resilience. The Fuzzy Logic 

Approach can be described through the following steps: 

 Step 1, Selection of the input and output parameters; 

 Step 2, Development of the fuzzy rules. 

 Step 3, Results 

The last step will be discussed in the section 3, about the results of the study 
 
2.2.1 Step 1, Selection of the input and output parameters 

The first step in the Fuzzy Logic Approach is the definition of the input and output 

parameters, according to the aim of the evaluation, that, in this case, is the definition of the 

optimal preventive and protective measures for increasing the archive resilience to flooding.  

The input parameters are those described in section 2.1: VA, RA, PR, VR, RT. The output is 

the risk flooding resilience, R. The input values are assigned according to the observable or 

measurable parameters. Since the distribution of the data is unknown, as work hypothesis 

each variable has been divided in 3 membership functions equally distributed with a 

triangular shape, as shown in Figure . The membership functions represent the degree of 

relevance of the variables in the sample and they are defined as: Low, Medium and High, 

according to the following criteria, chosen as a first attempt: 

 Value of the documents in the archive section under analysis – VA: [0, 10M€]; 

 Rareness of the documents conserved – RA: [0, 10000 copies]; 

 Probability of the disruptive event – PR: [0, 1]; 

 Vulnerable fraction – VR [0, 1]; 

 Recovery time – RT [0, 365 days]; 

In case of absence of one variable in the sample, its influence on the results is neglected. Also 

for the output variable, 3 triangular membership functions are used, not overlapping in order 

to get a response about the flooding risk resilience level of the archive, clearly pertaining to 

specific boundary. Despite this could result in a reduction of the potentiality of the 

methodology, a univoque result has been preferred. 

 
Figure 1. Membership functions for the input and output variables 
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2.2.2 Step 2, Development of the fuzzy rules 

The rules are used to describe how the input variables can influence the output variable result. 

The rules are of the type “If … Then …” and cover all the 243 possible membership function 

permutations. Each rule is defined according to Eq. (2): 

 

(2) 

Where wi is the weight of the variable i, Wij is the weight of the membership function j in the 

variable i and WO is the value used to evaluate the output membership function. The values of 

Wij are shown in Table 1, the same value of Wij is used for all the input variables. 

 
Table 1: Value of Wij 

 Low Medium High 

Wij 1 2 3 

 

For the case study presented in Paragraph 2.3., the experts assigned the same degree of 

relevance to each input variables. Therefore, the value wi = 1 for all the input variables.  

W0 is used to define the output membership function. W0 ranges between 5 and 15 and its 

boundaries have been chosen as for Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Value of WO 

 Low Medium High 

WO ≤9 9-11 >11 

 

The min-max interference technique was used for the rules’ aggregation, so that the degree of 

relevance of each rule on the output could be considered (Klir and Yuan, 1995). The 

defuzzification of the results was based on the centroid method, in order to consider also the 

degree of relevance of each membership function of the output value (Pedrycz, 1993).  

 
2.3 Decision making phase 

Once the level of risk has been assessed it could be used to support the decision-making 

phase, drawing recommendations about the management of the archives to maximise their 

resilience. Table 3 shows management plan recommendations for archive managers based on 

level of risk resilience, able to support the decision making, to guide the enhancing measures 

to be implemented and to demonstrate the resilience enhancement after the measures have 

been considered in order to reduce vulnerability, increased coping capacity, minimization of 

impact in case of disrupting events.  

 
Table 3. Management plan recommendations for archive managers based on level of risk exposure. 

Recommendations 

Level of Risk  

Low Medium High 

Implement Environmental Monitoring Tools climate-control standards as EN 

15757:2010 (Leissner et al., 2015) 

 
✓ ✓ 

Indoor climate simulation and damage prediction based decision making 

(Huijbregts et al., 2012) (Bertolin et al. 2015) 

  ✓ 

Consider Building Upgrades to Enhance Adaptation to Extreme Weather or 

procedures to reduce the recovery times. 

 
✓ ✓ 

Consider Shifting Selected Collections to Different Storage Environments 

Locally 

 
✓ ✓ 
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Recommendations 

Level of Risk  

Low Medium High 

Undertake Landscape and Engineering Assessments to Determine Future 

Environmental Risks to Building 

  
✓ 

Disaster management plans at local level, minimising recovery times ✓ ✓  

Develop regional response network for other archives that can assist in 

emergencies 
  ✓ 

 
3. Case study and results 

The case study refers to one of the department libraries at Politecnico di Torino, where the 

effect of heavy rains in autumn is bringing to an increase in the moisture exposure of the 

collections. The library has not a control system for the environmental conditions and some 

damages to the stored collection is starting. In Figure 2 a snapshot of the storage system – 

open metal shelves – and a detail of the mould growth is shown. 

Figure 2. Department library 

 

It is recognised that changing climate conditions will affect biological activity in buildings 

and on cultural heritage materials. Fungal growth is a widespread problem with implications 

for or human health and the integrity of heritage material. The effects on heritage items can 

vary from a light powdery dusting to severe staining, weakening and disintegration of 

substrate material. Many deterioration processes are accompanied by biochemical 

transformations that occur only at certain temperatures and humidity values, in the growing 

phase of the organism.  

The most important factors are thus temperature, humidity and the nature of the substrate. It is 

assumed that mould spores are ubiquitous. At temperatures above 0°C and humidity levels 

above 70% RH mould spores can germinate. The time to germination decreases as 

temperature and humidity rise. Most fungi grow in a temperature range from 0 to 50°C, 

whereby the tolerance to low temperatures is better than to high temperatures in this range. 

This should suggest the installation of an environmental control system. 
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Despite the environmental conditions have changed allowing the mould growth, it is 

important to decide on the basis of the collection at risk and to the coping capability of the 

system.  

Thus, the fuzzy method devised has been applied, with the inputs and outputs in Figure 3. In 

the left column the variables related to the initial conditions are represented as input 

membership functions, while on the right side the membership of the variables of the post 

intervention conditions are shown, together with the risk assessment in both the cases. 

 

 Initial conditions Post intervention condition 

Value at risk 

  
Rareness 

 

Probability 

 
Vulnerable fraction 

 

Recovery times 

Risk 
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Figure 3. Results of the fuzzy logic methodology to support decision making 

 

Let’s consider as an example, the case a collection at risk is of 100000 € of which around 500 

copies exist worldwide, the probability of having an intense rain affecting the humidity and 

temperature enough to bring to the formation of moulds is 0.1, it can affect the entire 

collection and a recovery time of 6 months is expected. This case brings to a medium risk. 

If according to the measures in Table3 the more expensive documents in the collection should 

have been moved to a more protected location, in order to bring the situation in a tolerable 

level, should maintain inside the library the documents whose total value sum up to 25000 €, 

with a mean rareness of 1000 existing copies, moving half of the collection in a mould 

protected shelves and reducing the recovering time to 90 days. In this case the risk will be 

low, confirming how the adopted measures are effective 

The same approach can be applied to the other cases of interest. 

 
4. Conclusions 

This study acknowledges that even the best-resourced archival institutions are unlikely to start 

receiving significant increases in resources to retrofit or move existing infrastructure, and 

some collections may remain exposed despite known risks. In addition, a major challenge for 

archives is that many exist within larger parent institutions such as universities, governments, 

or corporations in which top-level decision makers may not take risk to archival records as 

seriously as archivists themselves.  

Understanding the impacts of water-related accident and climate-triggered phenomena to 

archival repositories is imperative for the present and future security of cultural resources. 

There is an increasingly pressing need to establish strategic disaster planning initiatives that 

are appropriate for each archival repository and suite of local risk exposure factors.  

This require a risk based decision making to be carried on, with a glance to the resilience of 

the archives. The fuzzy based methodology here proposed is a first attempt to support the 

decision making in terms of resilience to flooding and climate change. Further development, 

following several case studies applications will allow refining the methodology, e.g. assigning 

the weights to the variable on a wider expert judgment collection, better representing the 

variable through the adoption not of linear scales, but logarithmic ones e.g for the rareness of 

the documents and including in the model further relevant parameters, as the composition of 

the collection. 
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Pilatowsky-Figueroa Isaac 480, 347
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Pinilla Yeimy J. 389

Pisano Roberto 370, 363, 458, 91, 442

Plougonven Erwan 172, 68

Popovski Kire 16

Pozarlik A.K. 40

Poós Tibor 378, 472, 383

Qiao Bei 324

Qiu Jun 9

Quintanilla-Carvajal Maŕıa Ximena 262, 512

Rahimi Arman 46

Rahman Umair Jamil Ur 40

Raponi Flavio 488

Ratti Cristina 120

Raut Sharvari 166, 415

Ricaurte Leidy 262, 512

Ricci Antonio 442

Rodŕıguez-Ramı́rez Juan 480

Roggero Chiara 409

Román Roldán Nicolás Iván 347, 480

Rosa Luis R. De La 389

Rovere Massimo 196

Ruggiero Angelo Emiliano 105, 314

Rúız-Garćıa Agust́ın 339

Saleh Rosalizan Md 526

Saliyeva Sayara 246

Sanchez-Sáenz Carolina 389, 107

Sanesi Paolo 105, 314

Sangjan Suntree 436

Sanna Nico 219

Schabel Wilhelm 260, 461

Scharfer Philip 260, 461

Schulz Michael 180

Schutyser Maarten A.I. 85, 403, 9

Serrano Acevedo David 240

Shijun Liang 494
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Shildebayev Temirlan 246

Siccama Joanne 403

Simard Jean-Sébastien 516

Sparavigna Amelia Carolina 547

Spotar Sergey 246

Stan Andreea 413

Sturm Barbara 166, 415, 488, 526

Susa Francesca 458

Szabó Viktor 472

Szadzińska Justyna 518

Tagliaferro Alberto 196

Tagnamas Zakaria 133, 540

Tamás Kornél 378

Tanigawa Hirofumi 99

Thompson Taylor N. 105

Tomba Emanuele 235

Tourneur T. 40

Toye Dominique 172

Trilli Jordan 356

Tsotsas Evangelos 180, 46, 316

Tsuruta Takaharu 99

Tulliani Jean-Marc 196

Turchiuli Christelle 113

Vaessen Evelien 85

Valladares Octavio Garćıa 347

Valle-Guadarrama Salvador 339

Vallejo J. 224

Varju Evelin 383

Verboven Pieter 429

Viatale-Brovarone Chiara 370

Viola Angelo 442

Vorhauer Nicole 180

Vucen S. 193

Wang Jen-Ching 283

Wawrzyniak Pawel 268
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Wilde J. De 40

Wittkamp Sarah 415

Wu Zhonghua 494

Xiaolin Dong 494

Xu Qing 324, 494

Yao Yan 324

Yudonago Jean Fulbert Ituna 347

Zaquini Lucia 409

Zawadzki Dawid 268

Zbiciński Ireneusz 21, 268

Zembrzuska Joanna 253

Zeppa Giuseppe 409, 421

Zewdie Tewodros A. 429

Zhang Lu 403

Zhang Yuwei 516
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